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SOUTH INDIAN CUSTOMS IN THE SM^LTIS

By V. R. Ramachandra Diksiiitar

Hindu Uaw-books are generally known as Dharmasutras and
Dnarmasastras, and are traditionally believed to have their basis in

the Sniti or the Vedas. In ancient India the king’s position was not
to make laws but to administer laws already made by sages and
seers. Though the king, or the legislature for the matter of that,

could not make laws, still in the march of time the sources of law
increased in number. The sources were primarily the Sruti,

Smrti, and Sistacara. Some of the subsidiary sources were adjudica-

tion, judicial decision, nyaya, mmiamsa, royal edicts and local

usages.* Thus we see from the growing multiplication of sources of

law, that the ancient seers felt the necessity to introduce fresh

legislation according to the emergencies of the time, and these came
to be accepted as law proper by the community. This fresh legisla-

tion must have had the approval of the sistas of the realm. This

came to be known as Mstacara or sadacara. Added to this and
much more important to our present einpiiry is the recognition of

local usages by the Smrtikartas.* In other words, the peculiar

customs of the community came to be recognized as legal and
therefore binding on the community. The observance of a custom
peculiar to a community was enforced, and any violation was
ordinarily visited with punishment. The ancient law-givers realized

that in a vast country like that of India there could be a number of

communities, each with its peculiar customs and usages. Therefore

it was ruled by Hindu legislators that what applied to one com-
munity need not necessarily apply to another.® In fact the

authors of the Smrti make it abundantly clear that the customs of

Daksinatyas should be followed by the peoples of Dekhan and South
India, and should not be followed by the peoples of Northern India.

* See my Hindu Administrative Institutions, pp. 216-7.

2 Gautama XI. 19. 26 : Manu VIII. 41 and 46 : Yajn. i. 3 and 7.

Baudh. Dh. Sutra I. 21.

On this Madhavacarya comments

:

I «T I fnn 1 »r 1

fif. 1 I



2 INDIAN CULTURE

In the same way it is illegal for the peoples of Northern India not to

observe their usages and practices. In this connection Devala,* a

Smrtikarta, quoted by Madhava observes that the Smrti does not
accept all sorts of usages but it countenances such of those customs
as are healthy (nyayadpsta) and of good intentions. The vyavastha

or establishment of law depended on the visayas or healthy usages
which are the consequences of territorial and geographical circum-

stances. Thus it is seen that the law-givers who framed laws^at

different times usually respected the customs and usages of the

locality provided such customs and Uvsages had their basis in dharma.

Says Bhrgu * that in whatever country, town, village or city,

whatever dharma is followed, that must be maintained in tact.

One of the earliest legislators, and a member of the Taittiriya

sakha, Baudhayana who flourished much anterior to Apastamba
who is said to have lived in the 5th century B.C., was one of those

law-makers who respected the authority of local customs and
legislated accordingly. Baudhayana then distinguishes sharply the

southern customs from the northern ^ and is willing to let the respec-

tive communities to follow their age-long practices of a healthy

character. Among others Baudhayana refers in his Dharmasulra
to five customs or practices prevalent in vSonth Tndia and lends the

weight of his atithority by accepting them as legal. The following

is a list of these customs ^ :

—

1. Taking food with one uninitiated (anupanilena saha

hhojanam).

2. Taking food with one’s wife (bhdryaya saha hhojanam).

3. Eating rice cooked overnight and perhaps soaked in water

(Paryusita hhojanam).

4. Marriage between a person and the daughter of his

maternal uncle (mdtula duhilr gama^iam).

5. Marriage between a person and the daughter of his father’s

sister {Pitrsvasrduhitr gamanam).

' ^ ^ 1

* wnTshi wt I

^ 11^ W 11
quoted by Madhava.

* The five northern customs are dealing in wool, drinking liquor, selling animals

which have teeth in the upper and lower jaws, sale of arms and travelling by sea.

I. I. 20—Baudhayana Dh. sUtra.

* I. I. 19 Mysore Oriental Series.
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Let US take up each of these above and examine them. The
prohibition in eating with the uninitiated seems to be with those

who have not been initiated at the proper time. For Visnii ' has

prescribed in the case of Brahmans, for example, that initiation

should take place in the eighth year after birth, and it should not be

delayed on any account beyond the sixteenth year. He who has

not performed the ceremony of initiation either at his eighth year or

before he was sixteen years old, is considered to be a vrdtya. And
who is a vrdtya ? He is a vrdiya who loses his caste by his failure to

obvserve samskdras enjoined on him by the Dharmasastra. (irTcTm

^cj). And initiation or investiture with sacred

thread is a very important samskdra for a twice^bom. Much
significance was then attached to the Upanayana samskdra as it is

even to-day. So the law prescribes that one must regard the

uninitiated as an outcaste,'* and must not, therefore, eat in his com-
pany. It appears that the custom has prevailed in the days of

Bandhayana in South India,—which, according to the commentator
Govindaswami," is the region between the Narmada and Cape
Comorin, -to entertain even the uninitiated as one not having lost

his caste but one within the caste. In other words, the southerners

of the days of Bandhayana did not strictly adhere to the rules of

Vanuidharma and dsramadharma. This was roughly about the

seventh century B.C. or even before.*

The second custom which Bandhayana marks as a purely

southern one is the eating of the husband in the company of his wife.

According to the prescriptions of the law-books a wife looks upon
her husband as her lord and as a deity. She who does not do this

falls from the ideal of a true wife.® When it is prescribed that a

wife should eat after the husband has taken his meals,® the law is

explicit that as god she must first feed him and look to his needs and
comforts. In other words, after the husband takes his meals,

—

it is normally expected that the wife alone should serve the meals

to her husband,—the wife then partakes of the food in the same

» Vol. VII, Ch. XXVIl, 15, zh and 27.
* Visnu Smrti, Ch. 56, 2 -5.

^ Op. cit., p. 7 (Mysore Oriental vSeries),

* See P. T. S. Ayyangar, History of the Tamils, pp. 1 16-18.
^ Manu says : 'I^t him not eat in the company of his wi^e, nor look at her

while she eats, sneezes, yawns or sits at her ease.’

IV, 43 cp. Yajfia I. 131.
* For instance, Vi^nu Smrti, Ch. 57, 38 and Chap. 48, 46.
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leaf or dish in which food was served to him. This custom is no
doubt largely prevalent in South India to-day though the smrtis

do not refer to the convention of eating in the same leaf or dish used
by the husband. But Baudhayana found in his time the wife

sitting side by side with the husband and eating. As a good legislator

he did not interfere in the custom of the country and approved it as

peculiar to South India. It is to be inferred from this that women
of South India in about the seventh century B.C. enjoyed much
more freedom than their sisters in North India. They were a factor

to be reckoned with in South Indian social life.

The third custom is eating of stale food as the translator would
have it. The term parymitu means much more than that. Light

comes from the celebrated commentators to the Sriniad Bhagavad
GUd. In commenting on the tenn paryusitam,^ Sri Sankara says

^ ^ This is further quoted by Nilakanta

and Madhusudana who have also commented on the Gita. Yet

another commentator Sridhara renders the expression, |

This means that it was food cooked and kept overnight and
eaten next day. What is generally done is that cooked food is put
into a pot or vessel and cold water poured in it so that the food

gets soaked throughout the night. Next morning that rice is eaten,

and even the water in which rice is soaked is drunk. In a hot place

like South India, this practice has been found quite agreeable and
healthy to those who use such food at least as the first meal of the

day. It is only regretted that this wholesome ])ractice is slowly

but surely dying out. Even Baudhayana must have appreciated

its usefulness certainly from the point of view of health. If not he

would have it included under the category of forbidden practices.

This practice of taking paryusita food is referred to in the Vaikhanasa
Dharma * Prasna.

The fourth custom of the Daksinatyas accepted as valid by
Baudhayana is the marriage of one with a daughter of a maternal

uncle while a fifth is the marriage of one with a daughter of a paternal

aunt. These marriage alliances are still in vogue in South India.

Here the term mdtula duhitr gamanarn has been rightly interj^reted

by Dr. G. Biililer as marriage of cousins, and this has been questioned

by the late P. T. Srinivasa Ayyangar * who renders it as 'indulgence

* P. 30 (Trivandrum Sanskrit Series).

• History of the Tamils, pp. 118-9.
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in love-passages by a man and the daughter of his maternal uncle

or of his father’s sisters It is clearly a wrong interpretation and
no sane law-giver would countenance such practices. In support
of Dr. Biihler we can quote a number of authorities. Govindaswami
interprets gamanam as samhandha. Samhandha is a term of much
significance. Even to-day the marriage goes by the name of

samhandha. In this sense of matrimonial alliance Kalidasa has
used the expression.^ The great Bhasa has again expressed it in the

same sense.* Towards the end of the VI Act of the Uttararamacarita

the dramatist Bhavabhuti uses samhandha in the sense of matrimony.®
The other authority who interprets is Madhavacarya who has
elaborately commented on Parasaradharmasanihita. He substitutes

the word parinayanam for gamanam.* Madhavacarya goes into a

lengthy disquisition about the validity or otherwise of such matri-

monial alliances, and examines the relevant texts of Mami, Yajna-
valkya, Paithinasi, and others, where it is explicitly stated that

matrimonial alliances could be contracted after the fifth degree

on the mother’s side and seventh degree on the father’s side.®

Marriages with sapindas are forbidden (Manu, III. 5). If a certain

person marries the daughter of his maternal uncle, he should perform
the expiatory ceremony of cdndrdyanam.* This seems to have
been a Vedic custom, and has gradually gone out of use in the

predharmasristra period. It is said in the Rg. Veda samhita in

addressing India to accept sacrificial offerings, ‘accept this offering

with pleasure, as one would accept the daughter of his maternal

uncle and the daughter of his paternal aunt in marriage’. This

* Kumarasambhava, VI, 29 and 30.
* PratijnayaiJgandliarayana, p. 65 (Trivandrum Sanskrit Series). Professor

S. Kuppuswami Sastriar thinks that the word samhandha is used in the peculiar

malayali sense. There is no warrant for this. On the other hand one can say that

tjie Malayalis use the expression in its correct sense. (See his intro., p. 26 to

A^aryacudamani (Madras, 1926).

»r TriN H

See also Mahaviracaritam, Act I, Verse 59.

* P. 67, Bombay Sanskrit Series, Vol. I, Pt. II.

* Op. cit., p. 60 sq.

* Satatapa quoted by Madhavacarya, op. cit., p. 63.
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text ' undoubtedly points to the prevalence of such customs in the

Vedic period. That such practices were the norm and were not

transgressions of law even in the epoch of the epics is evidenced by
the MahabliSrata and the Bhagavata Purana. We know that Krsna
and Arjuna married their maternal cousins, these being Rukmini
and Subhadra.* As examples of marriages with paternal cousins

again the Bhagavata Purana may be quoted. It is said that Krsna
married Mitravinda of Avanti, and Bhadra of Kekayas, and both
were his paternal cousins.® Though such alliances were debarred by
law later on in the post-vedic period, still they persisted in Tamil land

and were so popular that law-givers like Baudhayana could not easily

trifle with them. Do we not read again in Kumarila Bhatta's *

Tantravdrtika that a southerner is generally pleased by taking the

daughter of his maternal uncle in wedlock ? In the previous page,

besides referring to marriage of cousins among the southerners,

Kumarila Bhatta notes another custom of theirs, viz., eating food

while sitting on chairs. In continuation of this statement Kumarila
Bhatta gives certain other customs common to both North and
South which, however, have no authority in the Smrtis. These are :

—

1. The partaking of the food left by one's friends or relations.

2. Taking of betels touched by people of all castes.

3. The non-washing of the mouth after meals.

4. The wearing of clothes brought directly from the back of

the washerman's ass.

5. The keeping in society of people committing the great

crimes, with the sole exception of killing a Brahman.®

Though there is a consensus of opinion that Hindu law is rigid

and unchangeable, yet the fact seems to be otherwise. Different

kinds of legislation were introduced by the authors of Dhannasastras

ifWT

HTini I VII. 55. 8 (Khila)

See also Nirukta, Pari^ista 14. 31. ed. by k. Sarup, p. 241.

* By the time of Kumarila Bhatta this has become a transgression of law. See

pp. 192-4 of the translation of Tantravdrtika.

(See X. Ch. 58, ]i and 56 Kumbhakonam edition).

*
i. iii, sutra 7, p. 129 of l^nares Sanskrit series, 1903. This work has been

translated by the learned Dr. Ganganath Jha and publish^ by the Asiatic Society

of Bengal.
^ Ibid., p. 128 and translation, p. 183.
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and Dharmasutras as would be suitable and acceptable to the various

communities. These great legislators made it a point not to interfere

with family and local customs, for they seem to have realized that

religion depends largely on the dictates of a certain individuars

conscience. Whatever usage was auspicious, that was followed, and
the author of the Manavadharmasastra encourages it.' Narada,
another Smrtikara, goes still further and gives it as his opinion,*

that, custom can even overrule the law that is established and that

is deemed sacred. Thus it is manifest that the charge which is

sometimes levelled that the laws of the Hindus are not sufficiently

elastic is positively far from the truth, and the ancient legislators

showed a willin^iess and readiness to adjust and frame laws accord-

ing to the traditions maintained by a family or in a certain territorial

unit.

srf^^o IV. 145-0.

M.40.





CENTRAL ORGANIZATION OF THE EARLY TURKISH
EMPIRE OF DELHI, (1206-1290 A.D.)

By Aziz Ahmad

Introduction

An imaginative reconstruction of the organization of the ‘Early

Turkish Empire of Delhi’ has some of its own unsurpassable diffi-

culties. Not only that the subject is many-sided, but its problems

have not received a systematic treatment at the hands of the con-

temporary chronicles. The medieval historian takes a keen interest

in narrating the historical events—a vivid expression of the king’s

personality, his wars, conquests and exploits,—but rarely confines

his attention to the nature of society or the administrative system
of the Empire. Contemporary as well as later authorities are full

of official designations, but almost nothing of their functions.

Vague and disconnected remarks scattered throughout the texts are

the only basis upon which a modern writer has to build his structure

upon. What is true of one reign may not be true of another, pre-

ceding or succeeding ;
and what is more wonderful is the fact that a

single person sometimes enjoyed a comfortable plurality of posts.^

Moreover, the same office was called by different names, and very
often a change in goveniment saw a corresponding alteration not

only of the personnel but of the offices themselves. Printing press

was out of existence in those days, and the copyists also added to the

difficulties by adding to or subtracting from the texts.*

Origin and Theory of Kingship

In spite of the fact that monarchy has had a long and varied

existence in the Muslim State ; to the Shariat, however, it has always
remained a non-legal institution. In theory Islam knows no kingship

^ Malik Jamal-ud-Din Yaqut was hath Amir-i-IIajih and Amir-i-Akhur. The
Vizier Nizam-ul-Mulk Khwajah Mohazzabiid-Din Iwaz was also Mustaufi (Tabaqat-i-

Na.siri, p. 192) Amir-Ali-i-Lsmail was both Sipah-Salar and Amir-i-Dad (Tabaqat-i-

Nasiri, p. 141). Malik Hisamud Din was both Sipah-Salar and Wakil-i-dar (Tarikh-

i-Firoz Shahi on Zia Berni, p. 119) Malik Nizamud-Din was technically created

Dad-bak, but he actually acted as Naib-i-Mulk.

* ^ ^ ^ y 3* yy
' Al-Quran (4:59).
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the word Amir or Ul-ul-amr (meaning one, i.e. a chief Lord to whom
an order is given) is often found in the Quran :

—

“ lyl
^

”

(Obey God, His Prophet and the chief from amongst you).

The idea of sovt*reignty in Islam is one of the most prominent factors

of the Muslim i)olitical theory. According to the Muslim theology,

sovereignty resides in the Muslim brotherhood, that may corifer

supreme powers on any hona fide Muslim. The Muslim law imposes

upon the individual the duty of obedience to the Imam, whose
sovereignty is held absolute and indivisible. After the Prophet,

there sprang up Caliphate, which was based upon election ; but as

the empire expanded, the system was changed to a mere ceremony
of bait or submission. The circle of electors was reduced gradually

from the leading men of the town to eleven, five, and even one, so

much so that the sovereign could appoint his own successor. In

order to reconcile the theory with practice, Mawardi tried to justify

this conclusion, and the relaxation in the principle of election led

to the recognition of the right of the sovereign to inherit. However,
the idea of the ultimate sovereignty of the Muslim people did survive.

The first rulers were divine kings such as the Sassanians, who were

regarded as ‘God among men’. A full fledged Sultanate, however,

began with the Khwarazmian Empire, and Mahmud of Ghazna was,

perhaps, the first to assume the title of Sultan.* The non-recognition

of the institution of monarchy bred curious but natural results. In

the first place all distinction between the king de-facto and the king

de-jure was lost. Secondly, as there was no place for Sultanate in

the Islamic political theory, there was consequently no provision for

the devolution of the crown. The state could not be regarded as the

property of the Sultan. The result was the interminable wars of

succession, and an appeal to arms was the only possible remedy to

solve the riddle. It was customary for the Sultan to nominate his

heir either in his lifetime or on his death-bed
;
but the king’s nominee

was almost always rejected.* A strong hand, of course, could, with

little difficulty, find his way to the throne, and the Khans, Maliks

and A7nirs perforce made their submission while the weak successors

* Siyasat-Nama of Nizam-ul Mulk Tusi, p. io8.

* Qutbud-Din Aiybek nominated Iltutmish to the throne of Delhi; but the

Maliks elevated Aram Shah. Sultan Iltutmish made Raziyya his heir-apparent, but

the Maliks raised Raknud-Din Firoz Shah to the throne of Delhi. Again Balban
nominated Kai-Khusro, but Kaiqabad succeeded him at the instigation of the

Maliks. Thus it is incorrect to say that 'the King's nominee was almost always

elected'—see Mr. Makhdoomi's article ‘Journal of India History', April, 1935.
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fell a prey into the hands of the so-called electors only to be set up
and pulled down with the inevitable result of losing their necks. A
formal ceremony of bait was, however, followed in each case.

The division of the state between Ghias-ud-Din and his brother

Shahab-ud-Din was neither sanctioned by the Islamic law nor

supported by any precedent. However, it evolved a principle that

the state was a private property of the ruler. Miiizud-Din died

without leaving any son to rule over his empire, and his Turkish

slaves were the only heir. On the other hand, the ruler of Firoz

Koh found himself unable to impose his sovereignty over the powerful

Turkish Maliks. The death of Shahab-ud-Din left the puzzle

unsolved. The sovereigns were required to form new theories or to

reaffirm the time-honoured ideas regarding the institution of kingship.

The ruler was looked upon with awe and reverence. Excluding

the functions of a prophet Balban is said to have remarked once

‘there is no work as great and noble as the task of government
Kingship is a great blessing and the highest office of the world.

Kingly office is the creation of God, and is received from Him alone.

A king is a representative of God on earth,* and the heart of king

reflects the glory of God. ‘The Creator displays his inner richness

by raising at every stage a person from among the created, endows
him with all the accomplishments betitting sovereigns and entrusts

him with the task of government, so that the people may lead a

happy and prosperous life under his just and equitable regime'.*

A king must, therefore, feel the importance and significance of the

glory and grandeur thus conferred upon him and must be grateful

to God for this great honour.* ‘He must seek God's pleasure by
doing the virtuous acts, which consist in administering absolute

justice to the people—a means of the strengthening of the empire
and a way for his own salvation'.*

A king must be brave, enterprising, just and benevolent. He
should be ‘ true to his army, benevolent to the subjects, kind to the

oppressed, courteous to the virtuous and an abstainer from the

evil-doers.® He should be neither sweet-speaking nor very harsh.

To retain his kingship he must maintain his prestige. Kingly

^ Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi of Zia Bemi, p. 27.

^ # v-fU aA** ^
Amir Khusro in his Qiran-us-vSaidain, p. 205 addresses the Sultan as the ‘Shadow

of God '.

* Siyasat-Nama, p. 6.

* Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi of Zia Berni, pp. 70, 71.
* Siyasat-Nama, p. 8.

* MSS. Adab-ul Hath, p. $oa.
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dignity disappears on account of friendship and familiarity; and the

result is vice, immorality and sinning throughout his kingdom.'

Kingly glory and terror of authority contributes more than mere
chastisement to the establishment of a strong and stable government.

His society should be composed of the virtuous, faithful, wise and
sagacious people. He should never grant audience or give posts to

the humble or low-born people.* The primary duty of a king is to

maintain peace and order in his dominion and to protect and patronize

the faith.® He must keep himself well informed of the condition of

his ])rovinces and the doings of his govemors.* But he should be

all the more particular about his personal security, and keep his

guards and servants satisfied. ' My first advice to you said Bughra
Khan to his son ‘ is this : consider Empire as dear but your own life as

dearer
;
for if life is in danger, what is the use of this world.® Secondly,

hesitate in killing Maliks and Amirs, but convert your enemies into

friends by means of liberality, sagacity and kindness’.®

The three essentials of kingship are the army, treasury and
nobles,^ the means of success are justice, beneficence, pomp and
show. A king must have under his command ten Khans, each

Khan ten Maliks, each Malik ten Amirs, each Amir ten Sipah-salars,

each sipah-salar ten Sar-khils (generals) and each Sar-khil ten

horsemen or footmen.® The assumption of a canopy of state, and
to cause one’s name to be read in the Khutha and to be inscribed on
the coinage were regarded as all the iuvsignia of royalty." 'The army
should, in no cavSe, be allowed to molest the subjects, and the latter

must not encroach upon the rights of the former’.'®

The Emperor

The safety of the Empire rested upon an efficient management
of the Central Government. The working of an autocracy mainly

* Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi of Zia Berni, p. .J4.

* Ihid., p. 29.

* Ji ar

Qiran-us-Saidain
,
p. 206.

* Zia Berni Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi, p. 97 and Qiran-us-Saidain, p. 205.

^ Zia Berni, p. 152.

® Qiran-us-Saidain, p. 204.

^ ^ • si'U jb

Qiran-us-Saidain, p. 208.
^ Zia Berni Tatikh-i-Firoz Shahi, p. 145.
0 Ibid., p. 83.
10 MSS. Adab-uI-Harb, p. 50ft.
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depended upon the personality of the autocrat. The personal

character of the sovereign largely contributed to the success or

failure not only of the administrative system but to the stability

of the empire as a whole. The royal throne was no bed of roses

;

the iron-hand alone could maintain its hold
;
while the weak rulers

were set up and pulled down with the inevitable result of losing

their necks. Such was the case with the successors of Sultan

Shamsud-Din Iltutmish. Sultan Raknud-Din Firoz Shah gave
himself up to debauchery and dissipation, and was ultimately

assassinated by the Maliks} The next successor, Sultan Raziyya,

though endowed with many laudable qualities of heart and soul,

had to meet the same lot.* Sultan Muizzud-Din Behrain Shah
proved to be an unassuming, straight-forward but blood-thirsty

sovereign, for which he lost his head. Sultan Alaud-Din Masud
Shah was benelicient and kind hearted but addicted to sensuality,

pleasure and chase; the consequence, however, could not be otherwise.

The imperial throne was insecure. Dangers beset it on every side,

and the Emperor had to ‘live in an atmosphere of perpetual suspicion

and distrust. The Assassin's dagger, palace intrigues, and the

disloyalty of his oHicers and close relatives kept the king alarmed.

The heretic leader Nur Turk conspired against Islam in the reign of

Sultan Raziyya.* The Naib-i-Mulk Malik Ikhtiar-ud-Din aspired

for the throne, and was consecpiently put to death by Sultan

Muizzud-Din Behrani Shah.* The same sovereign had to face another

conspiracy of state-oliicials, and an attempt to subdue it resulted in

the making of an open revolt against the Sultan.® The Vizier

Mohazzab-ud-Din also entertained high ambitions by establishing

the naubat and stationing an elephant at the gate of his mansion,

but his designs were foredoomed to failure.®

The position of a strong ruler, was, nevertheless, impregnable.

An autocrat of embounded energies bom with indomitable resolution,

could successfully hold in check the forces of anarchy and confusion.

‘The one great virtue the subjects admired in their ruler was strength;

the one fault, they could never forgive him was weakness'.’ The
great and powerful nionarchs of the ‘Early Turkish Ivmpire’ were
Qutbud-Din Aiybek, Shamsud-Din Iltutmish and Ghiasud-I)in

Balban each of whose reigns was marked by achievements of far-

reaching importance as regards the founding, consolidating and the

strengthening of the Empire.

* Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, p. 184. * Ibid., p. 185.
• Ibid., p. 190. * Ibid., p. 193.
^ Ibid., p. 194. ® Ibid., p. 198.
^ Professor Mohammad Habib (Proceedings of the Third Oriental Conference of

1924, P. 311).
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The emperor was the fountain of all authority. The theory of

the ' Divine Right of Kings ’ was still in the making. He was regarded
as the ‘shadow of God' on earth {Zil il lah),^ and was ascribed to

possess divine qualities and an ‘inspired mind The emperor was,

in actual practice, the .supreme ruler of the state, the .supreme

legislator, the highest court of appeal and the commander-in-chief
of the royal forces. There was a wide gap between theory and
practice

;
the Shariat was to be his gtiide

;
but actually his word was

law.

The rulers of the ‘Jvarly Turkish Empire’ could not, as a matter
of fact, depend upon a prestige of an imperial family, high birth or

noble lineage. They had sprung from the people, all of them were
men of humble origin, and detached from their families in their

tender ages were even ignorant of their parentage. They rose to

positions of power and sovereignty through sheer force of merit,

strenuous efforts or through the slow gradations of office
;
and their

sole claim to the throne lay in their power to hold it in the face of

clever rivals. The principle that the crown should be confined to

the members of the royal family was applied to the Persian House of

Sassan, but the case was different in Medieval India. vSultan

Iltutmish and Balban," however, made attempts to monopolize the

imperial throne for their re.spective families ;
neverthele.ss, kingship

remained a competitive and elective office. Ambitions and enter-

prising persons did a.spire for the throne at the c ost of their

lives if they failed to achieve their ends. And history provides

numerous instances of this kind.

The people, however, regarded monarchy as a nece.ssary and
de.sirable institution for the solution of their social and political

problems. Medieval India knew no rules of .succcvssioii. It was
customary for the Sultan to appoint his succe.ssor, l)Ut his nominee
was almost always rejected by the Maliks and Amirs, who chose

the new sovereign by means of a direct or indirect election or by an

appeal to arms. The ceremony of vowing allegiance (bail) had
.survived from the Ommayyad Caliphs, and the people i)layed an

important part at the time of succe.s.sion. They ai)proved the

^ Zia Befni Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi, p. 70, Miiizziid-Din Behram Shah wa.s styled

‘an ally of the lord of the faithful’. Iltutmish ; aUI

‘The right hand of the Caliph of Allah and an ally of the Eord of the

faithful Nasir-ud-Din : - aJJI ^ 'The

side of the Lord of the faitliful ’.

2 Amir-Khusro-Khazain-ul-Fatali, p. 186.

* See Zia Bemi Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi, pp. 120 to 123.
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candidature and paid submission to the new ruler. They even used

their collective power in case of need, and when Raziyva appealed

to them for assistance against Sultan Raktnid-Din, the people

responded to her call by capturing the Daulal Khana and killing

Shah Turkan, the Regent of the Sultan.' Again the Maliks, Amirs.

vSardars, Uinta and grandees had all acknowledged Nasir-ud-Din as

their sovereign
,
yet the people publicly pledged their allegiance in a

public assembly held at Kushki Firozi (the Firozi-castle).* The
foundation of Muslim kingship in India and the principle of election

along with a unanimous recognition of one house to rule are perhaps

the greatest heritage of the Early Turkish Sultanate of Delhi. How-
ever, it is certain that they failed to evolve a definite principle of

succession
;
yet succeeded in establishing the idea that the Turk

was a legitimate ruler of men and ‘sovereignty was his monopoly’.*

Administrative duties of the Emperor

The Emperor was the centre of all authority
;
in him resided the

supreme powers of the state, and conse(|uently his administrative

duties were multifarious. He was the supreme legislator, the highest

court of appeal and the leader of his forces. It was physically

impo.s.sibIe for the Sultan to look after the business of government
all by himself, and the btirden of the state could only be lessened

by delegating to his subordinates such powers as might conveniently

be exercised by them on his behalf. The emperor, however, kept a

vigilant watch over the affairs of the state, so much so that no
important work could be done without his approval or knowledge.
Out of necessity, he established an efficient system of spies to equip

himself with all the information regarding the behaviour of his

subjects, governors, Maliks, Amirs and officials. ‘Curious as it may
seem, the fact is, nevertheless, true, that medieval governments
ititerfered more with the life of the people, than any government is

likely to do to-day’.*

The Sultan was expected to be munificent, liberal and enter-

prising, well versed in horsemanship and archery
;
and also noted for

his commanding presence and manly bearing.*^ He was further

supposed to be the patron of letters and a benefactor of his subjects.

He conferred upon his Maliks and officials titles such as Fakhr-ul-

' Ibn-Batutah’s Travels, Elliot, III, p. 592.
* Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, p. 208.

* Dr. Tripathi—Some Aspects of Muslim administration, p. 40.
* Professor Mohammad Habib (Proceedings of the Third Oriental Conference,

Madras, 1924, p. 312).
* See the Character of Iltutmish—Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, pp. 165, 166.
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Mulk (the pride of country), Sharful Mulk (the glory of the state)

and Qaan-ul-Mulk (Qaan * of the kingdom). The poets recited

Qasidas in his praise * and received handsome rewards
;
and foreign

travellers expected a hearty reception at his court.

A strong and efficient Sultan was certainly an absolute despot.

But the reigns of weak successors were marked by the rivalry of

opposing Maliks, who desperately quarrelled for power and pre-

dominance, and held a regime of blood and terror. The annals of

Early Medieval India are discoloured hy a state of constant conten-

tion and strife between Turks and non-Turks. The pre-eminence

of Yaqut, a non-Turk, aroused jealousy on the part of other Maliks

in the reign of Sultan Raziyya. Again her own Turkish Maliks rose

in open revolt at the time of her invasion against Altuniah.®

('fo he coniin lied)

‘ 'Qaan'—a title of the Emperor of China, vide Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi of Zia
Berni, p. 06 .

* Tabaqat-i-Akbari, p. 64; Firishta, p. 67 and Badauni, p. 69.
® Tabaqat i-Nasiri, p. 188.



CASTE OF THE SATAVAHANAS AND THE IK§VAKUS

By JoGiCNDRA Chandra Ghosh

Scholars are tiot at one about the caste of the Satavahanas.

Prof. H. C. Raychaudhnri thinks that they were Br^manas.'
While Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar has taken pains to prove that they

were non-Brahmans.* Both the scholars have mainly relied on the

same evidence, though interpreting differently, to arrive at their

respective conclusions. We shall in this paper discuss their argu-

ments and try to come to a conclusion.

Readers sometimes suffer from not having the references ready

at hand. Further, words and phrases tom off their context often

do not convey the right sense. To obviate these, we give below the

pertinent extract from the Nasik cave praiasti (Inscription 2
)

of

Gautamiputra Satakarni, and its translation by Senart, to which
both the scholars have made references :

—

Line 5. 'porajananivisesasamasukhadukhasa Khatiyadapamana-
MADANASA Saka-Yavana-Palhava-nisudanasa dhamo-
pojitakaraviniyogakarasa kitaparadhe pi satujane
apanahisaruchisa dijavarakutubavivadha-

,, 6. nasa Ediakharatavasaniravasesakarasa Satavahanakula-

yasapatithapanakarasa savamadalabhivMitacha . . nasa

vinivatitachatuvanasakarASA anekasamaravaj itasa-

tusaghasa aparajitavijayapatakasatujanadupadhasaniya

,, 7. puravarasa kulapurisaparaparagatavipularajasadasa aga-

MANA NiLAYASA sapurisanaih asayasa Siriya. adhithanasa

upacharana pabhavasa ekakusasa Ekadhanudharasa
EKASURASA KKABAMHANASA RAMA-

,, 8. KESAV-AjUNA-BHiMASENA-TimAPARAKAMASA chhanagha-
nusava samajakarakasa Nabhaga-Nahusa-Janamejaya-
Sakara-Yayati-Rama-Abarisa-samatejasa

, , 9 Siri-Satakanisa matuya mahadeviya Gotamiya Balasi-
RiYA sachavachanadanakhamahisa nirataya tapadam-
aniya

,, 10. mopavasataparaya rajarisivadhUvSADAMAKHILAmanuvi-
dhiyamanaya karitam
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Translation

" Who sympathized fully with the weal and woe of the citizens

;

WHO CRUSHED DOWN THE PRIDE AND CONCEIT OF THE KSHATRIYAS ,*

WHO DESTROYED THE Sakas, Yavanas AND Paehavas
;
wlio iiever

levied nor employed taxes but in conformity to justice ; aeien to
hurting ijfe even TOWARDS AN OFFiCNDiNG ENEMY

;
the furtherer

of the homesteads of the low as well as of the twice born; who
rooted out the Khakharata race; who restored the glory of the

Satavahana family
;
whose feet were saluted by all provinces

;
who

STOPPED THE CONTAMINATION OF THIC FOUR VARNAS
;

wllO COll-

(piered multitudes of enemies in man^^ battles
;
whose victorious

banner was imvanquished ;
whose capital was unassailable to his

foes ;
who had inherited from a long line of ancestors the privileges

of kingly music; thic abode of traditionae EORTC ; the refuge of the

victorious ;
the asylum of fortune

; the fountain of good manners

;

the unique controller
;
THE UNiQUi^ archer

;
the untquic hicro

;
THE

UNIQUE Brahmaijia; in prowess kquae to Rama, KicAava, Arjuna
AND BhTmasena ;

liberal on festive days in unceasing festivities and

assemblies; not inferior in eustre to Nabhaga, Nahusa,
JanamivJAYA, vSagara, Yayatt, Rama and AmbarTsha ;

The great queen Gotami Baeasirt, delighting in

truth, charity, patience and respect for life; bent on penance self-

control, restraint and abstinence; fueey working out the type
of a royae Rishi's wife; the mother of the king of kings, Siri

vSatakani Goatamiputa, who is in strength equal, etc." {Ep, Incl,,

Vol, VIII, p. 61.)

Let us first of all hear what Dr. Raychaudhuri has to say. He
writes;

—

‘There is reason to believe that the "Andhra", Andhra-
bhritya or Sfitavahana kings were Brahmanas with a little

admixture of Naga blood. The Dvatrimsat-i)uttalika represents

Srilivahana (Satavahana) as of mixed Brahmana and Naga
origin. The Naga connection is suggested by names like

Nfiganika and Skanda-naga-sataka, while the claim to the rank

of Brahmana is actually put forward in an inscription. In the

Nasik prasasti of GautainTputra Satakarni the king is called

"Kka Bamhana", i.e., the unique Brahmana. Some scholars,

however, are inclined to take Bamhana to mean merely a

Brahmanical Hindu, but this interpretation cannot be accepted

in view of the fact that Gautamipntra is also called " Khatiya-

dapa-mana-madana", i.e., the destroyer of the pride and con-

ceit of the Kshatiiyas. The expression " Eka-bamhana " when
read along with the passage "Khatiya-dapa-mana-madana"
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leaves no room for doubt that Gautamlp\itra of the Satavahana

family claimed to be a Brahmana like Parasurama. As a

matter of fact, in the prasasti the king is described as “the
unique Br^mana in prowess equal to Rama

If the translation of ‘Eka-bamhana* into ‘unique Brrihmana’ is

correct, it is enough to show that the Satavahanas were of Brahmana
origin. But this interpretation has been q\iestioned. vSo Prof.

Raychaudhuri has read it with ‘Khatiya-dapa-inana-madaua’ and
come to the definite conclusion that ‘ Gautamiputra of the v^atavriliaiia

family claimed to be a Brahmana like Parasurama. But there are

certain difficulties in arriving at that. Firstly, he has assumed that
‘ Khatiya-dapa-mana-niadaua ’ refers to Parasurama only. But this is

not beyond question. For Mahapadma Nanda, born of the Sudra

wife of Mahanandi is said to have also exterminated the entire

Ksatriyas like Parasurama.^ He is nearer in time to the v^atavahanas

than Parasurama. Secondly, he has taken it for granted that ecpiality

in exploit implies equality in caste. In accordance with this assump-

tion Mahapadma Nanda also becomes a Brahmana. Thirdly, it is

very doubtful whether Gautamiputra Satakariii has at all been

compared with Parasurama. If it was so inteiuled, we would have
found an explicit mention of it like the two other Ranias. Rama
of the clause* Rama-Kesav-Ajuna-Bhimasena-tula])arakaniasa' being

mentioned together with Kesava, no doubt, refers to Valaraina.

Again the second Rama mentioned along with the great kings like

Nfibhaga, Nahusa, etc. is no other than King Ramacandra of Ayodhyfi.

It rather appears to us that the writer of the prasasti was loathe to

compare his hero, who has been described as ‘alien to hurting life

even towards an offending enemy*, with the pitiless and revengeful

Parasurama, the third Rama.
Prof. Raychaudhuri does not say wherefrom he has made his

last quotation above. Whoever may be his authority, this appears
to be a mutilated version of Senart's translation of the passage :

~

‘unique Bralimana; in prowess equal to Rama, Kesava, Arjuna and
Bhimasena', in as much as that the semi-colon after ‘unique
Br^mana ' has been omitted, the comma after Rama has been
converted into a full-stop, and the unquestionable Ksatriya names of

Kesava, Arjuna and Bliiniasena have been deleted. This has been
introduced by Dr. Raychaudhuri in support of his preceditig state-

ment that Gautamiputra Satakarni has been compared to Parasurama.
But we have shown just now that Rama here cannot be Parasurama.

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar, following his father, says that the

Sanskrit equivalent of ‘Eka-Bamhana* is'Eka-Brahmanya’, meaning

^ *Para§urdma iv~apaw, khUa-Ksatriy-dntakdri
'
(Vii^nu-P., IV, 24).
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‘the only supporters of Brahmans*. Neither of the two interpreta-

tions suits the context . We find that before and after ‘Eka-Bamhana *

the martial qualities of Gautamiputra Satakarni have been men-
tioned. In the midst of these any mention about his caste or

religion seems incongruous. So ‘Eka-bamhana* must have been
put to express some such quality. What can it be ? Prof.

Bhandarkar, in solution of this difficulty, suggests to us that

‘Brahmanya* here probably stands for 'Subrahmanya' i.e. the

warrior god Karatikeya. In the absence of a better explanation

this suggestion is worthy of acceptance. In accordance with this

view ‘Eka-bamhana‘ may be translated as ‘unique votary of

Subrahmanya*. Prof. Bhandarkar has also differed in his inter-

pretation of ‘Khatiya’, about which we shall discuss later on.

The only other evidence adduced by Prof. Raychaudhuri is the

one from the DvdtYimiat-puttalikd which has not been assailed by any
body yet. It explicitly says that Salivahana (^atavahana) was of

Brahmana origin. It is, no doubt, a good piece of evidence, but
rather a late tradition, which requires support from other evidences.

We shall discuss this point also later on. The use of Brahmanic metro-

nymics by the Satavahanas, a point in favour of their Brahmana
origin, has not been touched by Dr. Raychaudhuri.

Now we shall take up the arguments of Prof. Bhandarkar. He
identifies ‘Khatiya* with Xathroi (Kathroi) of Arrian, the historian

of Alexander’s invasion. If really this tribe was meant, we would
have found it stated along with ‘ Saka-Yavana-Palhava’, men-
tioned immediately after. Surely this tribe was not more prominent
than the three well-known races referred to just now to require a

separate treatment. He thinks that this tribe has apparently been
named by Ptolemy as KvSatriya. Even assuming this to be true,

there is nothing improbable that a foreigner writing from a foreign

country will confound the two. But it does hardly stand to reason

that the Indians too will commit the same mivStake. He further

believes with Jayaswal that Ksatriyas mentioned by Kautilya

along with the Kambojas and the Saurastras refer to this tribe. It

can hardly be accepted that Kautilya, an Indian and a contemporary
of Alexander, did not know the difference between Ksatriya and
Xathroi or Kathroi, which was known to a foreigner like Arrian.

He admits that this tribe is known in the Manusamhitd as Ksattr
and are represented by the Khattris of the modern times. In an
inscription of the fourteenth century a Sadharana described himself

as a Ksatriya of the Kasyapa gotra. The Professor with Pandit
Ramkama, the editor of the inscription, thinks that this man was a
Khattri by caste. It is not at all improbable that an individual

member of a lower Khattri caste should try to pass for a higher caste
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of Ksatriya, but that does not prove that whole of the Khattri caste

was known as the Ksatriyas. In fact the Ksatriyas and Khattris

are found side by side even to-day. Ksattr of Manu is a mixed
low-caste born of Sudra father and Ksatriya mother. The extant

Manusamhitd is said to have been composed during the Suhga
period, so it was not unknown to the Satavahanas. The distinction

between the Ksatriya and the Kathroi was known in the time of

Alexander, in the time of the Suhgas and is known even in the present

time. How in the face of these, we are to believe that it was ob-

literated in the time of the Satavahanas, in as much as that the

pra^asti-wiit^r should mix up the low caste Ksattr witli the high

caste Ksatriya and write ‘ Khatiya', instead of ‘ Khati’, which is the

prdkrta form of the former. For all these reasons we are not prepared
to accept the learned Professor^s interpretation. Even admitting,

it does not prove that the Satavahanas were non-Brahmanas.
In the above inscription Gautami Balasri has been described as

‘ Rajarisi-vadhusadam’, i.e. ‘A royal Rishi’s wife'. The Professor

argues that * Rdjarshi* is always employed in contradistinction to

' Brahmarshi' which unquestionably means ‘a Brahman sage’. So
from the use of this term of Rdjarshi, he wants to prove that the

Satavahanas were non-Brahmanas. The term, in fact, simply denotes
‘ a person who is a king as well as a seer’, and hence ‘ a sage-like king
No question of his caste comes in. So this does not debar a Brahmana
seer, on becoming a king, being styled a Rdjarshi. This, we will

corroborate by a practical example. The sage Kaksivat was, no
doubt, a Brahmana, as well as a seer. His daughter, the seeress

Ghosha, calls herself the daughter of a king.* So the sage was a
king also. Now in the Mahdbhdrala (I. i), we find that Kaksivan,
a son of Kaksivat, is called the descendant of a Rdjarshi. This
clearly shows that the term of Rdjarshi was not coii&ied to non-
Brahmanas. The Professor’s conclusion, therefore, is justified

neither by the etymology nor by the practical application of the term.

Prof. Bhandarkar explains the use of the Br^manic metro-
nymics by the Satavahanas, such as Gautamiputra, V'asisthiputra

and Madhariputra, by saying that ‘in the ancient period ranging
from circa 150 B.C. to circa 250 A.D. there were many intercaste

marriages, which were not only anuloma but also pratiloma. The
History of the Iksvakus of South India clearly shows that the
Brahmans were ready to give their daughters in marriage to the
Ksatriyas if they but belonged to the ruling family’. He adds that
‘ the Iksvakus were the Ksatriyas of the solar race is too well-known
to be pointed out’. This wrong impression has unnecessarily com-

* R,V. X. 40. 5.
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plicated the matter. To explain this, recourse had to be taken to

the unusual custom of pratiloma marriage, a custom decried by one
and all law-givers. In fact it is not true that all the descendants of

Iksvakii were Ksatriyas. There were some Brahmanas also among
them. Harita and Visnuvrddha are the two well-known Br^imanic
gotras. Their founders, Harita and Visnuvrddha respectively, were
the devscendants of IkvSv^u. The pravaras of the former gotra are

—

Ahgirasa, Ambarisa and Yauvanasva, while those of the latter are

—

Ahgirasa, Paurakiitsa and Trasadasya, and also Mandhata, Paura-

kutsa and Trasadasya. Besides Ahgirasa, all are well-known names
of the Iksvaku line.^ We think that these Iksvaku-Brahmanas, by
becoming kings, considered it more honourable to be known by their

illustrious forefather Iksvaku, the great king, instead of by their

gotra-names. This probably accounts for their non-mention of them.
Their Brahmanic metronymics show that even when they became
kings, they had not wholly given up their matrimonial connections

with the Brahmanas. The Iksvaku king Vasisthiputra Cantamiila I

is credited with having performed the Agnihotra, Agnistoma, Vdjapeya
and Aivamedha sacrifices.® This shows that he was a staunch

Brahmanist. It is hard to believe that by mentioning his metro-

nymic Br^inianic goira he wanted to show to the world that he was
not a true-born Ksatriya, but an offspring of a pratiloma marriage,

i.c. a low-caste Suta.

It is equally incredible that Gautamiputra ^atakarni, a devout

Brahmanist, son of a Rajarshi, *the abode of traditional lore’, ‘who
stopped the contamination of the four varnas\ should himself be a

contaminator, and delight in being described as an offs])ring of such a

contamination, i.e. the pratiloma marriage. Por all these reasons

we are unable to accei)t the conclusions that both the Andhras and
the IkvSvakus were non-Brahmanas. It may be asked that if the

former were Br^imanas, why did they not mention their patronymic
Brahmanic goira ? This seems due to the fact that they were

andrsheya or gotraless Brahmanas, mentioned in the Tdndya-

mahdbrdhmana (XX. 5- lo).

We shall now deal with the legendary origin of the Satavahanas.

Sir R. G. Bhandarkar has related a story from the current legend as

to how 6esa,® the king of the serpents, begot Salivahaiia on a

Brahmana girl. The story of the Dvdirisat-piittalikd * gives a similar

account. As the father, in the present case, was a deity, the

* Gotrapravaranivandhakadambam, Introduction, p. xii.

* D. C. vSarkar, Successors of the Satavahanas, p. 14.

* Early History of Dekkan, jrd cd., p. 65.
* Dvdtrimsat-puttalikd-simhdsanam, Jivananda’s 2nd ed., pp. 19 ff.
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child must go by his mother*s caste of Brahmana. This is cor-

roborated by the fact that the Satavahanas married Brahmana
girls. The name of the queen Naganika (Naga girl) shows that they

married Naga girls also. We find that there were Brahmanas among
the Nagas as well. The Harsacaritu (Ch. Ill) says that King
Prabhakaravardhaiia was on the point of ciitting the head of a

Naga of the name of Srikantha, but finding him with sacred thread

on, desisted from the act, because he did not like to commit the sin

of killing a Brahmana. Besides we find in the epigraphs many
Brahmanas with the surname of Naga.^ In the Mdrkandeya-
purana (Ch. 136, v. 35), Raksasa-Brahmanas are mentioned, so there

is nothing to wonder at Naga-Brahmanas. The epithet of Naga-
sdtaka or* the witherer of the Nagas’ shows that they were at times

inimical to the Nagas.
Similar legendary stories are told of the Nagar Brrihmanas of

Cujarat. Mr. Kirparam has given no less than four legends about

the origin of these Brahmanas, two of which point to their Naga
connection. According to one they are descendants of Brahmanas
by Naga girls. According to the other their origin is traced from a

Naga, who assumed the form of a Brahmana and married a

Brahmana girl and had several children by hcr.‘^ The Ndgara-

khanda (Ch. 117) of the Skandapurdna relates how a Nagar Brahmana
girl named Bhattika was widowed by the Nagas and how tlie two
Nagas, Vasuki and Taksaka, came to her assuming the forms of

Brahmanas to hear her music and carried her away to the nether

world. In Chapter 114 of the same Khanda is related how the

Nagas became their enemy and infested their country and how they

were freed of them by reciting the incantation of na-gara (])oison-

Icss), and how after that, their place came to be called Nagara.

From this Nagara they are known as Nagara. Now if these Nagara
Breihinanas, who, according to one account, were the offsprings of a
Naga and a Brahmana girl, could be Brahmanas, there can Ije no

objection to the Satavahanas being Brahmanas, with similar

legendary origin.

The evidence of the Puranas goes against the above view.

Both the Professors have ignored this. Jvvidently they considered

this unreliable. The Vdyti-, Matsya- and Vknu-piirdnm call them
* Ahdkra-jdtlya\ i.e. of the same caste as the Andhras. The
Dhdgavata calls them Vrsala or $udrii. According to Manu, Andhras

^ KdmarUpa-Msandvali, pp. 36-37; E.L, Vol. XL pp. 303 ff. There are Abliira-

Brahmanas too {Brdhmanotpatti-mdrtan^a, p. 347, Beiikat. Press, Bombay).
* Rai Bahadur Chauda, Indo-Aryan Races, pt. 1 , p. nSj,
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are a mixed low-caste who are to reside outside the village and live

on hunting in the forest.'

The Aitareya-Brdhmana (Ch. III. i8) calls them dasyus. We
think that the appellation of ‘ Andhra * is derived from the name of

their country and has got nothing to do with their varna.

To sum up, Prof. Bhandarkar has failed to adduce a single

piece of evidence which goes against the possibihty of the Satavahanas
being Brahmanas. On the other hand, their Br^manic metronymics
go positively to show that they were Br^manas. Their legendary

origin also points to this. Possibly they were Naga-Brahmanas
without gotra. The Ik^ku kings of South India were the

Brahmana descendants of Iks^u.

^ Manmamhitd. Cli. X., vv. 36, 48 and 50.



TELAKATAHAGATHA

(Verses on oil-pot^)

Translated into English for the first time

By B. C. Law

Introduction

The Telakat^iagatha (Verses on oil-pot) is a iion-canonical Pali

poem dated the loth or nth century A.D. containing 98 stanzas

written in chaste language. Its author is unknown. The story of

this poem can be found in the Mahavaihsa (Ch. 22 ; narrated as

briefly as possible), the Rasav^iini and the Sinhalese work
Saddhammalahkara which is a compilation from the Rasavahini.

The story is somewhat differently narrated in the K^avanna-
tissarafifiavatthu. It is apparent from a careful study of the poem
that the author was well acquainted with the texts and commentaries
of the Buddhist scriptures and that he knew Sanskrit well. Although
two stanzas at the end are missing, it is no doubt a Sataka (a poem
of 100 stanzas).

As I have pointed out elsewhere * that the charm of the style

of composition lies in the balanced rhythm of the lines and allitera-

tions, a literary art that is developing itself through the stanzas of

much earlier poems as Ratanasutta in the Sutta Nipata and the

Khuddaka Nikaya and the Narasihagatha presupposed by the

Jataka Commentaries. The poem is composed throughout in the

Vasanta-tilaka metre which is a variety of Sarkari. Its composition

is laboured and wanting in the vigour of expression. It is deficient

in the original inspiration and genuine pathos of true poetry and
accordingly its appeal to the religious sentiment is very feeble.

The style is ostentatiously ornamental and it abounds in alliterations.

Upon the whole, it stands as a good specimen of ornamental poetry

proQueed in Ceylon. But the happy choice of words and uniform
rhythm of sounds contribute much to its elegance.

The poem contains the religious exhortations of a thera named
Kalyaniya who was condemned to be thrown into a vessel of boiling

oil as he was suspected to be an aider and abettor to an intrigue

with the queen of king Kalanitissa who reigned at Kelaniya.

1 Kataha means a large vessel used for heating or boiling liquids.

* B. C. Daw, A History of P^i I^iterature, pp. 622-624.
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The poem is introduced with an eulogy offered to the I^ord of

Lufika. Verses 2-4 touch on the merits of three jewels, Buddha,
Dhamma and Samgha.

Verses 6-28 deal with the reflection on death. The world is

shown to be always afflicted with fear and grief, and overpowered
by anger, pride, delusion and old age. Beings, deluded by infatua-

tion, meet death through ignorance. Birth is the only cause of

death, and none is stable in the three existences. Therefore, being
diligent and self-controlled, one should practise Dhamma and
cultivate the thought of death. One who is so intent on the cultiva-

tion of such a thought becomes free from desire, and consequently
death cannot overpower him.

In verses 29-43, the characteristics of Kvanescence are outlined.

The body is compared to a x>ot of raw flesh, or a heai) of foam which
is unstable and short-lived. The body is also like the jAcasant water
of illusion. Mind is very tickle, and beings turn round the existences.

The beauty of youth, and all other possessions and enjoyments in the

three existences vanish with the airproach of death. So one is

advised not to long for his life and wealth.

Verses 44-54 deal with the characteristics of 111 (dukkha).

The body is further shown to be uiKsubstantial like hollow stalks and
plantain trees. It is regarded as a x>oisoii()ns stake, the abode of

water, fire, wind, earth and serpents, a dilapidated house, or the like.

It is the source of inqiiirities of sin, and full of diseases. There is

hardly any ill like the vSuffering of diseases, and there is nothing

like old age to make ugly. Death with its sword of old age* in hand
comes in to strike the l)ody at every moment. A fool whose body
does not follow him, performs various kinds of ill for body’s sake.

Both those who are short-lived and those who are long-lived suffer

from ill. Therefore, one should jiractise Dhamma for the destruction

of ill (dukkha).

Verses 55-63 delineate the cliaracteristics of no i)ernianeiit

entity (anatta). It is claimed that soul docs not exist in the body
which is constituted by the five aggregates and the six sense-organs,

which are also void. It is through delusion that one would call as

soul this body which is as short-lived as the flame of a lainj) and
as unsubstantial as a plantain tree. One seeks in vain soul in his

body. There is no soul in body which is naturally void and only
wrongly siq^posed to be accomplished. Therefore, one sliould dwell
on the notion of no x>ermanent entity for the removal of all cravings.

Verses 64-77 bring out the characteristics of impurity of the
body. The body is regarded as a store of various impurities. It

has nine sorts of broken boils and nine outlets and is permeable with
flesh, bones, sweat, saliva, excrement, blood, tears, fat and the like.
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It is the abode of various diseases. A fool through delusion is

devoted to body and nourishes it committing various sins in this

world. He cannot examine the decaying nature of the body, but

on death when the body perishes or is devoured by jackals, he only

repents. So the wise always keep the body restrained, practise

Dhamma which gives all pleasures, and devote themselves to the

welfare of others.

Verses 78-83 deal with the consequences of bad conduct. A
man who, in this world, willingly takes the life of others, steals

others’ properties, commits adultery, speaks falsehood, or drinks

wine, gets severe and intinite pains in various existences, and sorrows

in this world.

Verses 84-88 describe the fourfold Protection which consists

of thought on friendliness towards all beings, protection under the

threefold Jewel, impurity of the body, and uncertainty of death.

Verses 89-98 explain the causal genesis. Here it is asserted

that everything happens from a cause. Ignorance is regarded as the

root cause of action. Because of action one meets with the destruc-

tion of life. On account of birth beings undergo sufferings like old

age, death and so forth. When the root of rebirth is destroyed,

sufferings cease entirely. One should, therefore, cut off the net of

delusion and acquire wisdom for the attainment of ix>rfection.

Having attained birth among men one sliould practise Dhamma
and know the Norm, preached by the Buddha, for Dhamma is the

only blessing to remove all cravings.

This poem has hoQu edited by 1\. R. Ooonaratne for the Journal
of the Pali Text »Society, 1884. In the following pages I have
attempted for the finst time to translate it into Knglish with explana-

tory notes, wherever iieewssary, for the convenience of those who are

interested in it. I understand that a word-for-word interpretation

in Sinlialese of this poem was printed in Colombo in 1872 which, I

believe, is not very helpful.

I

RATANATTAYAM

{On the three ^ems)

Translation

I. May victory crown the Lord of Dahka,* who goes like a

royal elephant, who enjoys the highest enjoyment, who has the

^ This probably refers to the king of Lanka (iiiodcru Ceylon), who was reigning

at the time of the composition of this poem.
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beautiful, long and fat arms, who likes the association of good
persons who is established in the Norm, who is an embodiment of

virtue, who has done away with anger, and who is without a stain

of pride.

2. Bend your head in adoration to that eminent sage, the

best in the world, who is honoured by the whole world, who is the

abode of compassion, the source of salvation and the full moon in the

sky of the solar race, and who is enlightened in the entire vast ocean

of knowledge.

3. Pay homage to Dhamma, which, always exalted by the sage,

is the clear line of steps to the abode of the Thirty (i.e. heaven),

which is the bridge to cross the ocean of existences, and which is

the path of tranquillity, free from fear and all wrong courses of life.

4. Pay homage to the Order, which, always well praised even
by one having ten powers,' is constantly the field of infinite merits,

and wherein something, though small, is to be given with a serene

heart, and, after so giving, men obtain much greater benefit.

5. The glory and power of the three gems * by which the three

worlds attain salvation, are great, and there is no protection equal to

the three gems; therefore always seek refuge in those three gems.

II

MARANANUSSATI

{Reflection on Death)

6. The Lord of Tanka, who is solely devoted to the welfare of

others, who is without any hankering and devoted to vigilance even

during night, and who is the embodiment of compassion, enlightens

the world with the desire for the welfare of the world. (Therefore)

being intent upon vigilance,® practise Dhamma.
7. Rare in this world are men, devoted to the welfare of beings,

friendly to the good, and free from indolence.* (Therefore) having
approached the Tord of Tanka, the treasure of virtues and friendly

to the good, walk in righteousness, and no more in indolence.

8. Dhamma is the refuge of the three worlds, the best of

sentiments.*^ Dhamma is the most precious jewel of jewels in this

world. Dhamma is indeed the condition for the destruction of

* Epithet of the Buddhas. The ten (super-normal) powers of a Buddha consist

in his mastery in ten fields of knowledge, see Ang., V, XXII.
* Viz., the Buddha, his doctrine and the Order of Bhikkhus.
“I.e. being watchful, protecting one's mind from evils.

I.e. thoughtlessness.
“ I.e. the practice of Dhamma constitutes the highest pleasure.
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sufferings in the three states of existence.' (Therefore) being intent

upon vigilance, practise Dhamma.
9. Dispel your drowsiness, think of the immeasurable, full of

suffering, evanescence, and essencelessness, give up your delight in

the body and the lustre of the old pot. Practise Dhamma, being
devoted to vigilance.

10. find no opportunity to practise virtue to-day, I shall do
it to-morrow '—^there must not be such thought owing to laziness in

the practice of Dhamma during the three periods of time as well as

in the three worlds. A man having no desire, is free from death.

11. Even as a lump of clay thrown into the air by someone,
falls back instantly on the earth on account of its weight, so is it

not always certain that to pass into a world is for death, birth

indeed being its only cause ?

12. A^^en a man falls willingly from the top of a mountain,
there can be no reason of his escape from fear in the mid-way
(Similarly) beings proceed willingly to death in the three existences.

(Therefore) give up your delight in the objects of enjoyment as

well as in life.

13. Even as the showers of rain, being free from thunders and
extensive clouds, willingly fall on the earth, so men willingly fall

into the terrific precipice of death; for none is permanent in the

world.

14. Even as the swift and high waves in the seashore always

move destroying the ocean, so beings go to destruction in the terrible

abode of death.

^

15. The mighty death
,
though obstructed by the royal elephants

of a best chariot together with warriors, troops and weapons, destroys,

at its sweet will, the three worlds teeming with rice, after always
deluding the world.

16. Even as a lamp, struck by a mighty wind, is quickly
extinguished, though it may be of powerful light, so in this world,

the powerful lamp of a man’s life comes to an end very soon by the

terrible wind of death.

17. The chief rulers and heroes like Rama, Arjuna and so on
who formerly conquered their enemies in battles, had to plunge their

bodies in the terrible flood of death. When the world is destroyed,

who else can set himself free from death ?

18. Fortune, the earth together with its mountains, various
attainments and personal beauty—^when all these and also friends.

^ The three states of existence are : Kama- (sensual), Riipa- (corporeal), and
Ariipa- (formless).

* In other words, lives of beings are as unstable as the seashore.
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sons and wives are themselves proceeding to destruction, who
follows them?

19. Brahma, gods and many highly powerful heavenly beings,

Gaudharvas, Kiniiaras, great serpents and Raksasas,—all these and
others, too, fall at last into the flames of death like moths without

merit.

20. Those disciples of the sage, headed by Suriputta, who were
pure and always controlled in cravings, and who attainc'd the highest

supernatural powers, also fall into the suhniarine fire of death, just

as lamps, struck by winds, are extinguished.

21. Kveii the Buddhas who were awakened like lotuses, who
had clear and beautiful eyes, who were adorned with the thirty-two

characteristics ' and personal Ix^auty, who made an end of all

cravings, and who were lords of the world, were crushed by the great

and furious elephant of death.

22. Tile great elephant-king of death shows pity to the deceased,

(and) not to the old. It always kills the world for its lovely children

and other pleasures just as the wild lire (burns) the wood incessantly

and entirely. /
-> •// .'I

23. It is not that the pond is filled with water, and that there

is plenty of fuel for fire but that the cruel death, thus devouring the

three worlds entirely, does not certainly reach its satisfaction.

24. The poor and uncontrolled world, deluded by infatuation,

falls at the most dreadful face of death, and being devoid of wisdom,
goes to delight in enjoyment which is to be compared to a dream
on the u listaide and wavering waves.

25. One is able to overpower death; there is no need of the

three worlds. Wliat is the use of sleep that leads to old age and
death? Or, is there any man born who should have desire for life

and wealth compared to the enjoyment of a dream ?

26. Seeing that this world is always afflicted, full of fear and
grief, and overiiowered by anger, pride, delusion and old age, if one

has not even the least anxiety, that terrible death is, indeed, not

fie to him.

27. Oh mortals ! Don’t you see death holding the sword of an
old age and always striking the three unobstructed worlds? Why
are you, unafraid in the three watches of the night, led by sleep ?

Being diligent, always practise Dhamma that controls cravings.

28. Being self-controlled, always cultivate this thought of

death to avoid the evil death. A man who is so intent on cultivation,

the desire in him (lit. in his body) vanishes entirely.

' For the enumeration of the tliirty-lwo characteristics, see Lakkhana Suttanta

in the DlgJia Nikaya (F.T.S.), Vol. Ill, pp. i^2&.
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ANrCCAIvAKKHANAM

[Characteristics of Evanescence)

29. The old age disfigures the dearer body *
; serious illness in

oneself takes away all strength
;
death kills the body which is

atte‘iided not with little enjoyment. Wliat is the good in self-

existence ?

30. While the waves of diseases, struck by the wind of actions,

are broken and the mouth of the sea of life is extended, 3'ou are in

danger. Don’t be careless
;
get 3'ourself emancipated. Is not tlu'

origin of human suffering produced by carc^lessness ?

31. lyijoymeiits, friends, sons, servants, kinsmen and wife

dear as life as well as possession of land and goods,— none of these

follows him who goes to the next world from here, lik(‘ good and
bad ill this world.

32. Oh mortals ! The body-boat, thrown into the sea of

existence in the midst of unsteady lightning and thereby tossed by
the great wind, breaks through desire in a moment. Acquire with

your own hands the best hand begotten wealth (i.e. movable) of

merit.

33. The body, though well guarded in many ways in this

world, always breaks here like a pot of raw llesh. Practise Dliamma,
the means of obtaining the heavenly state. Dhaniiiia which is well

practised, brings fruit even in this world.

34. The sages, too, after always finding delight in their dearer

ones in the kingdom of gods in heaven, fall therefrom, when their

merits arc exhausted. All pleasures in heaven as well as on this

earth end in separation. Is there then any wise man who will

take delight in the pleasures relating to the world ?

35. The Buddha together with the company of his disciples,

was the universal lord, the full moon surrounded by the host of

stars, and also the king of gods whose feet were anointed and marked
with the crest of gods. V^o is born in the three existences like a
heap of foams ?

36. Oh mortals ! I'inding the headdress for sport, the beauty
of youth, the association with a dear one like himself and the

unsteady lightning, a person, who is fascinated by delusion and
infatuated by craving for existence, acts carelessly.

* Here rupa is used in the sense of Kaya, the (physical) body, or the corporeal

stratum representing a material existence.
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37. In this world, a son becomes the father, a mother’s husband
the son, sometimes a woman the mother, and a father the son. In
this way, the world of beings always turns round, the mind, indeed,
always being very fickle on the stage of birth.

38. The gods, too, finding delight in the heavenly pleasure-
grove decorated with various blossomed creepers and beautiful
goddesses, sometimes reach pain in perils of spreading thorns ^ in the
forest of crores of Simbali (= silk-cotton) trees.

39. The superior gods, possessed of the highest supernatural
powers, having enjoyed the richest food in golden plates, willingly
become dwellers in the region of hell, and also swallow the burning
iron-balls.

40. The superior kings having enjoyed an unlimited kingdom
and the lord of gods, too, (having enjoyed) the charming heavenly
pleasure, sometimes live on the earth heaped with razors,® Who,
in this world or in heaven, follows the highest pleasures ?

®

41. The superior gods in heaven, who find delight in the dances
of the celestial nymphs which were like the moving waves in the
Ganges that flowed down from the crest of matted hairs of Mahe^vara,
fall also in the dreadful Vetarani river.

42. The beautiful and pleasant forests of blossomed sandal
trees, full of twigs, creepers and fruits, and peaks of the Kaila^a
mountain having entrances of its caves * filled with the charming
celestial nymphs, go to destruction.

43. Enjoyments are like waves undulated by the unmanageable
wind * and lives are very unstable like flashes of lightning. The
body is like the pleasant water of illusion. Who should take delight
in life and non-life ?

IV

DUKKHA-LAKKHANAM
{On characteristics of III)

44.

What pain is there which is not in the dreadful existences ?

What being is there who is not a vessel of that carrying yoke?

* By 'spreading thorns' are meant the obstacles of passions to perfection. Cf.

the Pali expres.sion
:
yam loke piyarUpam sdiarUpam ayam vuccati ariyassa vinaye

kantako ti. Samyutta, Vol. IV, p. 189.
They are grouped into ten classes, see Anguttara, Vol. V, p. 134.
^ I.e. full of dangers and difficulties.

* Ratha = joy, pleasure.
* -dartmukhdni = having entrances of its caves.

f I.e. to say, both enjoyments of life and waves are unstable and short-lived,
their existence being dependent on the favourable external circumstances.
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Being bom, he is, as if, overcome by death, disease and old age.

Being good and wise, who should long for delight in existences ?

45. Or, who is able even to scarcely bear on his palm the

terrifying and burning iron-ball? Being wise, who should truly

desire here this body which is the origin of ill, a mass of defilements,

and essenceless ?

46. In this world men have no fear like death, and there is

hardly any 111 like the suffering of disease. Likewise, there is

nothing like old age to make ugly, but still one finds delight in body
through delusion.

47. This body, indeed, being unsubstantial like hollow stalks

and plantain trees, kills itself for its own sake, and although carefully

nourished, does not follow one after his death like a bad and ungrateful

company.

48. Seeing that this body is like a heap of foams, that it

resembles a poisonous stake, that it is the abode of water, fire, wind,

earth and serpents, and that it is very weak like a dilapidated house,

how can a wise man find delight in it ?

49. Life approaches its destruction even at every moment.
Death with its sword of old age in hand comes in to strike. Likewise

the past time does not strike. Likewise the past time does not turn

back. Is not this ill in the existences to be considered ?

50. Ill the existences, death is natural for a short-lived one,

while a long-lived one has old age and many misfortunes. Thus ill

comes from both the conditions as well in the existence. (Therefore)

practise Dhamma for the destruction of ill.

51. While those who are wandering about in existences, are

oppressed by the mighty fire of ill during their stay in the three

worlds, one who does good actions, all himself, has no time for

indolence. Oh mortals! accumulate the highest merit.

52. Little is pleasure, like a drop of water on the top of grass

;

while in all existences ill is like water of an ocean. Even at this,

thought naturally arises : ‘All the three existences are also entirely

ill.'

53. A fool whose body does not follow him, performs here

various kinds of ill for body’s sake. Indeed, body * is always
permeable with the impurities of sin in this world. One who con-

tinually indulges in body, comes to destruction.

^ Kdya is made up of elements, finally reduceable into four, viz., earth, water,

fire and air. It is therefore regarded as contemptible, as a source of impurity, and
as something which one has to get rid of.
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54.

Have insight into this body which is a receptacle of excre-

ment, and the source of impurities of sin, having smell of raw flesh,*

producing acute pains, swords, stings,* poisons, snakes and diseases

and enduring old age and death, and which is always empty, without

substance and condemnable.

V

ANATTAIvAKKHANAIVI

{On characteristics of essencelessness)

55. Who can be so foolish as to deny *. ‘Soul docs not exist in

the Five Aggregates * and in the six sense-organs * which are compared
to illusions, plantain-reeds, heaps of foams, waves of the Ganges or

bubbles in water.*

56. It is fruitless and unheard of that one would run rather

long holding the yoke in a chariot made of horns of hares (i.e. of

something impossible).® Indeed, one would call as soul this weaker
body which is as short-lived as the flame of a lamp.

57. Even as a fool would drink to excess the mirage of water
with a vessel of water-bubbles, so indeed through delusion one

would call as soul this essenceless body which is as unsubstantial as a

plantain tree.

58. He who desires to have the existence of a mirage of water
with the perfume of a flower of lig-tree, that fool comes only to grief.

One kills only oneself out of selfconsideration, (for) soul never exists

even in this body.

59. Even as a man while removing the bulks of a plantain

tree should not get even a little substance according to his desire,

so one should not get any substance (in the body), the Five Aggregates

and the six sense-organs being void.

60. Be not cornipted. This body which is ill, evanescent

and repulsive, does not surely exist for ever. Look here! there is

not even a little substance in it. Do follow the substance righteously

and not indolently.

* A smell attributed to rotting corpses in particular.

2 Seven such stings are given with raga-, dosa-, moha~, mdna-, ditthi-, soka-,

kathahkathd-, at Mahaniddesa, p. 59. See Pali Dictionary (P.T.S,), s.v.

® They are rUpa (material qualities), vedand (feeling), saniid (perception),

suhkhdrd (co-efficients of consciousness), and vinndm (consciousness)

.

* By dyatandni is evidently meant here the six inner sense-organs, viz., cakkhu

(eye), sola (ear), ghdnu (nose), jivhd (tongue), kdya (body) and mano (mind), omitting

their outer sphere of six sense-objects.
* A hare’s horn is an impossibility. So to think of a chaiiot made of horns of

hares is all the more impossible.
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61. In this world, there is no cloth without thread, and
certainly there is no being without body. Body is naturally void

and short-lived. For one’s own sake who else does exist in this

world ?

62. Even as an innocent deer, seeing a mirage of water from

a long distance, and thinking it to be water, runs after it, so it is

on surmise that passion comes on to body which is naturally void

and wrongly accomplished.

63. I4ke lightning in the sky, there is no soul in the body which
is naturally void and only supposed to be accomplished. Dwell on
the notion of essencelessness for the removal of all cravings. Be
devoted to this thought and free from indolence.

VI

ASUBHALAKKHANAM

[On characteristics of impurities)

64. Like a pot filled with many impurities, beings always

attend to this loathsome body permeable with impurities of sin,*

without substance and besmeared with saliva, excrement, blood,

tears and fat.

65. A man, having bathed in the entire water of the four

oceans and being anointed with excellent perfumes measuring a

mountain in extent, cannot attain purity. Dear! what advantage
do you clearly see then in one’s own body ?

66. This very body is a store of various im])iirities. This very

body gets execution, imprisonment and diseases. This very body
has nine sorts of broken boils (lit., swellings). Without body there

is no dreadful cemetery.

67. liven if what has become excrement (lit., urine and fa?ces)

inside the body passes in excess, coming out of it, the ])arents willingly

shall become merciless and unkind, not to speak of friends, children

and wives.

68. This putrid body having nine outlets * is, as if, the abode
of a crowd of worms, permeable with flesh, bones, sweat and blood.

Those who nourish it, committing various sins in this world, are

deluded. Alas! such indeed is death.

^ Cf. Verse 53, and note.
* The nine outlets of the body arc 2 eyes, 2 ears, 2 nostrils, mouth, anus and

urethra.
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69. A man who always takes delight here in body, which is

like an abscess,' the abode of various diseases, filled with blood,

urine and faeces, and devoured by jackals, that fool repents hereafter

accordingly.

70. Dear ! a body which is unsubstantial like a heap of foams,

having always a disagreeable smell like a cesspool, and attended with
fear and pains like an abode of serpents, flows constantly like a

broken pitcher with salt.

71. Dear! even as a lotus, grown in mud filled with filthy

water, is not to be blamed on this earth, so one, though bom in

body for the welfare of others, is surely not to be blamed in this

world.

72. A body, as of crowds of men and women in this world,

is excellent and more perfect in its thirty-two parts. And what is

the advantage here in bodies of the wise ? Is it not then the welfare

of others, as much as one desires ?

73. In this way, the body is always to be guarded by all wiser

men themselves. Indeed, one who is alive should ever practise

Dhamma. Dear! Dhamma, indeed, is like a precious gem, the

giver of all delights.

74. Even as in milk, thoroughly mixed with medicine, the

power of medicine is manifested as if through its oily liquid,® so

Dhamma which is practised in this world, goes to the next world
like a shadow when one departs from here.

75. The shadow of a body, decorated in a suitable manner,
shines forth on a beautiful and clear looking-glass

;
likewise, beings

having performed the highest good, are, as if, well adorned hereafter

with that reward.®

76. Even as one sucks honey in his mouth, sharp as a razor,

so a fool, being subject to indolence through delusion and infatuated

with the thought of pleasure, acquires severe pains in his body, the

abode of various pains.*

77. A fool always acquires pain, when his intentions and
desires are impaired and he himself becomes devoted to body.

^ Body is compared to an abscess (gan^a). Cf .
‘ Gando ti kho bhikkhave imass

'

etain catiimahabhutikassa kayassa a&ivacanam ', etc. (Samyutta, Vol. IV, p. 83;
Anguttara, Vol. IV, p. 386).

* Expl. l.e. to say, the efficacy of essential properties cannot be destroyed and
is bound to produce its result in all circumstances.

* Expl. The reward of good deeds shines with splendour on the person of a

man after his death.
* Expl. A fool seeks pleasure in body but acquires pain instead, his body

itself being tJie abode of various pains. He is like one who even in sucking honey
with his month, sharp as a razor, exjjeriences pain.
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One who is infatuated, has thought of pleasure in this world. If

examined, what is then decaying?

VII

duccarita-Adinava

{Consequences of Bad Conduct)

78. A man who willingly takes the life of others, unwillingly

meets with death even in youth hereafter, although he might have
possessed distinction in all enjoyments and wealth, and in appearance
he might be like Cupid.

79. A man who steals others’ properties becomes a beggar
hereafter with a broken bowl in his hands, a shaven ascetic, threatened

with hundreds of reproachful words, always begging in the house

of an enemy and having poor garments in body.

80. One who commits adultery, constantly experiences many
severe and inevitable pains, and moreover if she is a woman, she

cannot make herself free from womanhood, and if he is a man, he
becomes a woman hereafter.

81. A thoughtless being who speaks falsehood, always becomes
poor speaking an unpleasant speech, stupid, fool, dumb, and ugly

in appearance, and when born as a human being, gets infinite pains.

82. The fools who drink wine like deadly poison, become mad,
shameless, poor, constantly sorrowful and grieved, and when born
in various existences, are deformed in body.^

83. lie who does any of these evil deeds in this world, gets

severe endless pains in hells for not less than ninety krors of years,

and meets with many and various sorrows in this world.

VIII

caturArakkhA

{The fourfold Protection)

84. In all the three existences, there is nothing equal to the

threefold jewel to pacify the world. By that very great power I

' Expl. Here the evil effect of drinking wine is shown. It acts upon the

drinker like deadly poison. It makes him both physically and mentally unfit. It

deprives him of his riches and morality in this world, and he is born deformed in

body hereafter.
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should, therefore, conquer all sins and attain all-happiness at all

times.

85. In all the three existences, let all beings, friends, foes and
kinsmen of the present existence—be free from diseases, fear and
grief at all times, and attain all-happiness, and be pleased.

86. The body is like a broken jar filled with excrement. The
body is constantly the abode of impurities of sins and miseries. The
body also destroys all-ha])piness in this world. The body is con-

stantly the abode of death, diseases and old age.*

87. That very death is enraged and does not consider beings,

young, old or tender. Therefore, while standing, lying and going
on, let me go accordingly to the jaws of death.

88. Always think with an intent mind that this body is fur-

nished with depravities. Always dwell on the thought of friendliness,

protection, unpleasantness and uncertainty of death, and being
devoted to it, be constantly self-restrained.

IX

PATICCASAMUPPADA

{On Causal Genesis)

8q. Having performed meritorious deeds, such as charity and
the like, that produce happiness, its infinite and boundless fruit is

also to be be.stowed always for the good and ha])piness of others in

this world. Dear ! what else, then, is the wealth that one can possess ?

90. Without a cause nothing happens in this world. Even as

a sound is produced on account of the clapping of hands, so the

world comes out, exists and decays, conditioned by a cause and its

result, divided in proportion.

qi. The cause of action is this, namely, ignorance. Dear !

it is because of Karma that a being undergoes birth. And it is on

account of birth that beings always get sufferings like old age, death

and so forth from times immemorial.

92. Even as when the delusion is gone there is no action, so

too when the action is destroyed there is no re-birth in existences.

When the root of re-birth is destroyed here, sufferings like old age,

death and so forth cease entirely, as does a lamp by the wind.

93. A man who beholds constantly the body of doctrines of

the sage sees the Buddha, so he declares. To consider Buddha, the

lord of the three worlds, and his pure doctrine. Oh mortals ! seek

the nature of dependent origination.

* Cf. Verse 66.
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94. By the hook of wisdom throw away the threefold corruption

which is like a very sharj) arrow dived deep into the heart, and is

mixed with the impurity of various sins, a vessel of manifold miser>^

and impure.

95. All the vicissitudes of life and also various spheres of forms
and the like, all unitedly, shake the mind that always receives the

arrow of sins and miseries, as a mountain-top is shaken by the
mighty wiiid.^

96. The best of sages who cut off the net of delusiofi, dis-

regarding as if the ill of existences, crossed over the deep ocean of

perfection and knew the subtle knowable (i.e. nibbaiia). Therefore,

always accumulate the highest for the good of others.

97. leaving aside the joy of emancipation attained by him,

for the benefit of others, he [i.e. Buddha) wandered in the most
fearful existences. Similarly, always keeping the good of others in

view (lit., the fore-front), I practised Dhanima only for the sake of

the world.

98. Having ol)taincd human birth which is most difficult to

obtain, and all the opportune moments and having acquired a

knowledge of the doctrine which helps to check the fresh growth of

sins, being wise, who should not stick to the doctrine which is

not good.*

* bxpl. Mind is compared to a moimtaiii-top, which, though firmly situated, is

shaken by tlie mighty wind. Likewise, the vicissitudes of life and the rest disturb

the peace even in a guarded mind, ami make the mind miserable.
* The four d'navaH (cravings) are : Kama (sensuality), bhava (lust of life), ditthi

(dogmatism), and avijjd (ignorance). To get rid of these cravings constitutes

Arliantship, and the struggle for tlieir extinction is one of the main duties of a

human being.





A JAIN VIEW OF THE ORIGIN OF INSTITUTIONS

By Kaupada Mitra

A great many institutions originated with l^sabha, the tirst

Tirthahkara.

He descended from the Sarvarthamahavim^a when the moon ‘

was in conjunction with the asterism o^ Uttarasadha on the 4th

day of the first fortnight (bahula) of Asadha and was born at

midnight on the 8th day of the bahula fortnight of Caitra when
the moon was in conjunction with the asterism of Uttar^adha
when his mother Marudevi had borne him for nine complete months
and seven days and a half. All the worlds were illuminated, eight

quarter-maidens (dik-kumaryah) from the underworld, and other

regions, and gods and goddesses were delighted, sang and danced . . .

the Dik-kumaris with great reverence, announced the birth of the

Tirthankara in Jambudvipa, expressed the desire of going to celebrate

his birth (jammanmahimam karema), rode heavenly vimdnas and
with great music, dance, band of concert, etc., came to the house of his

birth (jammanabhavane). There they danced, approached the

house and with joined palms touching the head, they saluted the

mother, saying she was not to be afraid they had come to

celebrate the birth of the Tirthankara. Some raised the wind
samvatta which blowing purified all the quarters a yojana all round
the birth place. Some showered rain and flowers, scented the

atmosphere with aguru, etc. ; some held mirrors in their hands, some
bhrngdras, some palm-fans, some chauris, some lamps, etc.,—all sang.

Four maidens of the mid^e Rucaga mansions cut the navel of the

Tirthankara after leaving 4 digits (of it) created some pavilions and
in thrones—all shining with gold, and jewels, transported the mother
and child and seated them on one and anointed them with oil refined

a hundred, and a thousand times, and with fragrant unguents
(gandha Vattaenam uvvattimti), transported them to a second
throne where they bathed them with various kinds of water, adorned
them, they procured woods of goitrsa, sandal, etc. from the little

Himalayas, made fire by fire-drill (aranim ghadettd saraenam mahamti
mahittd aggim pddemti . .

. )
throwing the wood into fire made homa

(aggihomam) performed expiatory rites {bhutkammam)

,

bound a pro-

tective amulet {rakkhd-poUaliyam bamdhamti), and taking two round
stones inlaid with many gems and jewels, touched the root of the

' rikhena a^ddhdhim asddhahahule ca-ntihlv.
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ears of the Tirthahkara with them with rattling sound [iitiidvemti).

saying ' Long live thou \ Then they replaced them in their original,

beds.

At that time Devendra, king of gods, Vajjapani, Puramdara,
Satakkau, Sahassakkhe, Maghavam Pakasasane (ddhinaddhalokd-

hivai) seeing that his seat began to move {dsanam caliyam pdsittd)

exercised his avadhi knowledge, and saw the Tirthahkara He
was exceedingly pleased he left off his shoes, showed great

reverence {egasddiyum uttardsaingam karettd, etc.) to him and
ordered Harinegamsi to sound the Sughosa bell and announce that

he would in full force, heavenly regalia, and ceremonials go to

Jambudvlpa to celebrate the birtli of the first Tirthahkara. Many
exquisitely artistic vimanas adorned with figures of animals, flowers,

creepers, and with jewels, etc. were made . . . The toranas (gates)

of these Vimanas had eight auspicious signs, viz., Svastika, Srivatsa,

Nandya-varta, Varddliamana, Bhadrasana, water-jars, fishes, and
mirrors and upon them banners and streamers of various

kinds
Then Sakka approached the lying-in room and after making due

circumambulations saluted the mother and told her that he was
Sakka, the king of the gods, come to celebrate the birth of the Tirthah-

kara and she was not to be afraid. By magic he put them all to sleep,

made an image of the Tirthahkara, which he placed by the side of the
mother, and created five Sakkas. One of them took the Tirthahkara

on the palms and hands, one held an umbrella from behind, two
waved chauris on two sides, one thunderbolt in hand, walked in

front Accompanied by many other gods and goddesses Sakka
went to Mandara hill, to the anointing seat and placed him on the

superb Simhasana, with his face towards the east. Then came other

Indras, from Isana, Devendra (king of the gods—Sulapani, Vasabha-
vahane Uttaralogahivai) to Acyuta, Camara, Bati, kings of Asuras,

Dharana, king of Nagas, Kala, king of Pisacas Then the

requisites for anointment were brought from various quarters.

He was sprinkled with water of many kinds from many ves-

sels made of gold, silver, jewels, etc. While those assembled held

umbrellas, jars, incense-pots, flowers, garlands and ornaments, or

waved chauris, banners, etc. Some hoisted flags, some made five-

finger impressions with gosir^ and sandal .... some danced
various kinds of dances, sounded various kinds of musical instru-

ments^ made various kinds of sportive and amusing noises, etc

Then Isana did likewise Then the Tirthahkara was brought
to his mother and the magic sleep broken

Then ordered by Sakka, Vesamana caused the Jrmbhaka gods
to gather 32 kotis of Mranya, of suvanna, 32 namddi, etc., near the
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lying-in room. Then a warning was given to the inferior gods

and goddesses

—

bahavanavai-vdnamamtara-joisavemanimd, etc. that if

they entertained any evil thought towards the Tirthahkara and his

mother, their heads would split into hundred pieces and the

same warning was given in the city at crossroads, etc.

Then he was named. There are 24 slokas regarding this

beginning with Urusu nsabhcilamchanamusiahham sumhiammi tena

usahhujino, etc. There was a .sign of bull on his thigh or the bull

was seen in the dream by his mother that he was called Rsabha.

Sakra made liis Vamm-ifumind {Vafnia-sthdpand) i.e., indicated

his reice. The Tirthahkaras do not suckle the mothers' teat nor eat

any other food being impure ;
if they desire to eat, they put their

fingers in the mouth ; the gods put many kinds of savoury food on

them. So long as Rsahhandtha did not take pravrajyd, he used to

feed on fruits of the kalpadruma in Uttarakuru, brought to him
by the gods. Sakka not wishing to come empty handed, came holding

a big stick of sugarcane in hand which he raised, wishing him victory.

When the infant's t^yes fell on the cane, Sakka said, “ I^ord, ‘ Ikkhu

agii '
? Will you eat the sugarcane ?

" He stretched out his right

hand ;
Sakka thought since the Tirthankara wanted the Ikkhu, let

him be Ikkhagu-Vamsa, (of the race of Ikkhagu).

Sakko Vamsaiihavane ikkhu agu tena hnmti ikkhdgd.

Then he grew up very beautiful began to remember the

previous birth and attained marriageable age.

A couple left a twin—boy and girl—under a palm tree and
went to play in a grove the boy w^as killed by a ripe fruit of

the piilin falling on him. This was the first premature death

(padhumo akdlamaccu). The girl was brought uj) and subsequently

married to R^bhanatha.
Indra married him to Sumangala and Sunanda. Sumangala

bore a twin—a son named Bharata and a daughter named Brahmi.

Sunanda bore a twin—a son named Bahubali and a daughter

named Sundari.

Further Sumangala bore 499 twins of sons. Meanwhile people

became more wicked than before and transgressed the dandaniti

of the Kulakaras known as Hakkdra b etc. The first two Kulakaras

(Vimala Vahana and Caksusmana) had Hakkara dandamti, the 3rd,

and the 4th (Yasasvi and Abhicandra) had the Makkara dandamti,

the 5th, 6th and 7th, the Dikkara dandanUt and Nabhi. The
first was ordained in the case of light offence, the 2nd in case of

heavy offence, the 3rd still heavier (?), Bharata, the jewel of men.

Hakkare Mukkare Dhikkare Ceva dandanitiyo.
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enjoined the remaining punishments, viz., imprisonment, mutilation

including decapitation. ^Isabha prescribed the two punishments
of restraint known as paribha^nam and mandalibandha, the first

preventing a man from leaving a particular place, the second
confining him to a limited area (internment ?).

This was reported to ^tsabhanatha who said, ‘ The king (who
has been anointed and has ministers, and forces and whose order
cannot be violated) does danda (rdyd karei damdam) \ They said,
‘ Let us have our king \ 'If so, ask Kulakara Nabhi ' for a king

Nabhi said, ' I have grown old, let Rsabha be your king {Usabho
ya the rdyd) \ Then the twins went to the lotus-tank (padminisara)

to fetch water for bathing him as king (rdjydbhiseka karandrtham).

Meanwhile the seat of Sakka moved, he came down with his retinue

in majestic splendour and consecrated him king, and adorned him
with a crown and royal ornaments.*

The twins came back, were surprised to find him thus crowned
and adorned, and poured the water on his feet. Sakro (Vajrapani)

finding them thus disciplined (vimta) asked Vesamana, king of the

Yaksas to build a city named Vinita (9x12 yoganas) which was
done.

For the purpose of rdjasamgraha (Rsabhanatha accepted

horses, elephants, cows, and other quadrupeds, and made established

the fourfold sahgraha (order)—Ugras (who became draksakas,

defenders), Bhogas (who became gurusthdmyd) objects of reverence,

Rajanyas and Ksatriyas.

Then rules were made regarding the following subjects :—(i)

food * (i.e. how for want of the fruit of Kalpadruma, cooked food

was introduced)
; (2) arts {silpa) such as pottery, etc., whence, when,

how and how many were made
; (3) Kamma, (4) mine-ness (mamana),

(5) adornment, (6) writing {lekha), (7) counting {ganita, arithmetic),

(8) rupa (shape ?), (9) signs (laksana), (10) measuring (mana),

(ii) ships (pota), (12) legal practice or administration of justice

{vavahdra, and Plli, vohdro), (13) Politics (niti), (14) warfare

lyuddha), (15) archery (tsu-sdstru)

,

(16) Updsand, (17) removal of

disease (cikitsd), (18) Economics {Arthaidstra, the science of acquiring

wealth), (19) handha (restraint by chaining), (20) ghdta (striking

with rods, whipping), (21) mdrand (death-sentence), (22) yajm

* Father of Rsabhanatha.
* Ahhoeiim Sakko Uvagato tassakunai abhiseyam mandai alaijikaraip narinda-

jogatp ca se kuipai.

* Ushabhassa gihavase asakkato asi aharo-while Rsabhanath was a house-

holder, his food was natural, as according to the order of Devendra the gods
brought him savoury fruits from Devakuru and Uttarakuru and water from the
k§irodasamudra.
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(worship of ndgas, etc.), (23) utsava (festive occasions, such as

Indra maha, etc.), (24) samavdya (the meeting of gosthi, or village

groups for some definite purpose), (25) mangala (the auspicious

things such as svastika, gold, white mustard, etc.), (26) kautuka

(protective charms), (27) clothing {vastra), (28) gandha (scents,

etc.), (29) garlands, (30) alamkdra (adornment, or shaving), (31)

cudd and upanayana, (32) marriage, (33) gift (datti), (34) worship
of the dead (mrtakapujana), (35) burning the dead, (36) raising

tumulus {stupa), (37) iabda, (38) chetdvam, and (39) questions

ipra^na).

When Rsabha was king, the twins were eaters of tubers

{kanddhdrd), roots, leaves, flowers and fruits. Since the Ksatriyas

were great eaters of sugarcane, they came to be famed in the world

as belonging to the Iksaka race.' They also ate unripe or uncooked,
and a little quantity of, dhdnya, beginning with sdli and ending with
Sana}

In course of time they could not digest even this and informed
R^bhanatha who advised them to remove their skins by rubbing
them with their hands and then eat them. After some time again

they could not digest this, then they were advised to soak them in

water, put them on leaves and eat them . . . when all the contrivances

of like nature failed, he showed them the way of getting fire from the

forest fire caused by friction of trees during storm and advised them
to cook the grains with its help. The ignorant twins threw the

grains in the fire but they were burnt up. They reported the matter

to Rsabhanatha who was then riding an elephant. At his bidding

they brought some clay which he placed on the head of the elephant

and thus made a pot looking like a leaf and advised them to make
vessels like that, bake them in the fire and with their help to cook
rice, etc. They did so. Thus arose first the potter’s art and the

art of cooking.

There were five principal arts, viz., those of (i) potter, {ghada),

(2) iron-smith (lohe), (3) painter (citta), (4) clothes-man (namta),

and (^) hQ.rher (kdsava). Formerly raiments were supplied by trees

(Cf. iakuntald, Act IV—^the present of moon-white silk-garments by a
tree to Sakuntala

—

Ksaumarn kenacidindu-pandu, tarund mdngal-

yamdviskrtam). When such trees became rare, Rsabha introduced

the art of making clothes {vastra iilpa). People lived in kalpa-

trees, when they also became rare, for the purpose of building

house, arts such as those of an iron-smith, etc. had to be devised.

^ Asiya ikkhubho-i Ikkliaga tena Khattya hoijiti.

* Sali java Vihi Kuddava rati tila imigga iiiasa cavale Ya cana tubari masura
kiilattha godhuma nippliava ayasi sana.
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Owing to the faulty character of the times the hairs and nails of

people began to grow, hence the rise of the art of the barber. For
making the houses look beautiful, the painter’s art arose. Each
such art had twenty sub-divisions, altogether a hundred arts

originated.

Kamma means agriculture and trade, etc. (krsi-vanijya)
,
etc.

which followed the introduction of fire. At the same time grew
the sense of mine {meiim, mdmana-maniatd)

,

or the sense of property.

Formerly Sakka adorned Rsabhanatha, now people began to adorn
themselves.

R.^bhanatha showed his daughter Br^imi how to write with

the right hand, and his daughter Sunclarl how to count i, 2, 3, etc.

with the left hand. Thus arose the arts of lekha-lipi, and ganita *

Rupa means wood-work, making books, etc. and Laksana
means signs, such as those of men, etc. Rsabhanatha taught them
to Bharata. He taught Bahubali the five kinds of measurements
such as measuring rice, measuring by scale, by hands, by gtiftja,

(gold, etc.).

Pota is either prota or keeping in safe custody jewels, etc.

(davarakddisu lokena protah kriyante) or sea-going vesvsels. Owing
to bad times people deviated from their true character, so disputes

arose, for settling which i)oople went to the king's courts. This is

Vavahtra (Vyavahdra, etc,).

Ntti is of seven kinds—viz. Ilakkara, Makkara, dhikkara,

paribh^ana mandalihandha (grouping)^, throwing into prisons and in

case of great offences cutting of the head, or the skin, etc.

These seven kinds were divided occasionally from the reign of

Kulakara Vimalavahana to that of Bharata. Or it is of four kinds

—

viz. Sdma, bheda, danda and upapraddnam (bribe, presents and
tributes, etc.), which arose during the time of Rsahhci. Fight is like

that of fight with hands, etc.

The science of arrows {isattham) is arcluTv (dhamirveda). This

arose with the introduction of Rajadliarma, so also arose Uvdsand
which is (i) the barber’s art such as shaving etc. or (2) reverencing

teachers, etc., medical science and economics. Mdrana, Yajna and
atsava were ordained during the reign of Bharata. To bring good
auspices to Rsabhanatha, the gods resorted to mangala and
Kautuka rites and they gave him clothes, scents and ornaments.

Therefore the people adopted them. Tonsure of a boy on an
auspicious day and bringing him to a guru for the purpose of acquir-

* Leliaip livivihanam Jinena Uaipblu-e dabina karcnaip | Ganiyaiyi saqikbanaip

Sundarl-e Vamena iivaitthani r

• Cf. frith borough of the Anglo-Saxous.
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ing arts (kald) or hearing religions discourse (upanayana) were also

introduced. People seeing that the gods brought about the marriage
of R^bhanatha, introduced marriage. Rsabhanatha gave Br^mi
to Bahuball and Sundari to Bharata as wife, so the custom arose

among the people for fathers to give away their daughters in marriage.
Or seeing that the great grand-son of the sage Sejjamsa gave him
alms, people also gave alms.

The gods worshipped first the dead body of Marudevi. Hence
arose the custom amongst the people worshipping the dead body.
After the Nirvana of Rsabha, the gods burnt his dead body, also

bodies of other sages, hence the custom of burning the dead body
among the people. Bharata made stupas on the sites where they
burnt the dead body of Jtsabha Sakra to relieve the intense distress

of Bharata, made the sound of cry (lamentation), so arose the
custom of lamentation amongst the people. There arose the custom
of chheldpanakam, viz., making noise expressive of joy or making
boys play and asking and getting answer from people possessed by
Yaksas, or the reading of supposed consequences of dreams etc.

Some of the customs mentioned above arose in the time of Rsabha,
some in the time of Bharata, some in subsequent time.

The barber’s art seems to have been very ancient for alamkdra *

and uvdsand both mean ksaurakarma or the work of the razor.

Mr. Mac Yay who read a ])aper on Mohenjodaro civilization before
tlie Royal Asiatic Society of Toiidon only a few months ago expressed
his surprise at the large number of razors among the excavated
finds.*

^ We come across alamkdriya (the barber), alamkariyakamma (shaving, hair-

cutting, etc.) alanikdriyasabha {sabhd, hair-cutting saloon in Ndyd-dhammakhrd,

U 13-
• Vol, XU, page 480, Mr. K. M. Shcnibaviiikar, the author, thinks,

however, Vahikas were the authors of that civili'zati<n), and they were particular

about getting themselves shaved and hence the barber’s profession was not
undignified.





THE REIGN OF ‘ALl ‘ADlL SHAH OF BIJAPUR
PART I. (1557 A.D.-i564 A.D.)

By K. K. Basu

On the day of his coronation, Sultan *Ali added in the formula
of azan the following motto—'Alt an wall alldh (i.e. 'Ali is the friend

of God) ;
he further removed the names of the Khalifs ^ from the

Khutha and added in it those of the pure Aimmas or Imams,

^

Peace
be upon them ! The Sultan thus gave up the religion of his father

and revived the tenets held by his grandfather. Pie did his best to

propagate the Shi'a faith. The masterminds of Iran, Turan, Kirnian
and Khorassan gathered at his court and some three hundred of

these foreigners called the Tahraiyan were appointed in state services.

Their duty was to abuse or vilify the Khalifs (Abu Bakr, 'Umar and
Usman) in public.

In those days there was only one Jami' moscpie in the capital

where the Sunnis offered their Friday-prayers. (It was here that)

one Ikhtiyar Oan Guzrati, a wealthy noble and orthodox Sunni,

scrupulously discharged the duties enjoined in the Shar.' In

company with his relatives and armed to the teeth, the new Sultan,

having made his access to the Jtoi' mosque on a certain Friday,

shut up the doors and placed the cannons and other artilleri(‘S in

charge of brave warriors on the roof of the mosque, had the Khutha
read in accordance with the Shi'a doctrine and offered his ])rayers.

Had not the Sultan taken those precautions, the declaration of

the Shi'a faith would not have been made practicable. (Howc‘ver)

the Hanafis ® in disgust made a parley and raised disturbances.

There would have been a serious outbreak, had not the Sultan offered

gifts to the people and showed respect to and bestowed honours
upon the scholars and the theologians. The Sultan further gave a

hearing to the petitions of the people and put an end to their suffer-

ance. A large number of people, who during the last reign had kept

‘ The Shias, meaning ‘ followers * (i.c. to say of Ali cousin-german of the Prophet

and husband of his daughter Fatima) maintain that Ali was the first legitimate Imam
and they accordingly reject the first three Khalifs (recognised by the Sunnis), viz.,

Abu Bakr, Umar and Usman.
* The list of the twelve Shia Imams begins with Ali and ends with Muhammad

aPaskari.
• The Hanafi or Hanifi is one of the four Sunni scliool of law interpretation

founded by Abu Hanifa, which is followed in Turkey, Central Asia and North India,
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their religious faith in strict confidence, now threw off all disguise.

Thus, on account of the increase in the number of the Shras and their

acquisition of strength, the rebellion was put down. Religious

differences row died out. It is an acknowledged fact that if the

king is just and charitable, no one has any cause of complaint.

‘All ‘Adil Shah was noted for his nobleness, intelligence and
comprehension. He had, under best tutors, read the noted works
on religion, logic, sciences, syntax, etymology and grammar. He was
conversant with the intricate problems of the arts and the sciences.

He could write §uls or Sulus (i.e. large Nashkhi handwriting, used in

diplomas or letters patent), Naskh (i.e. modern Arabic character)

and riqd‘ (short letters). In faith he was a Sufi, and in maimers and
habits a monk and a Qalandar.' He was simple in diet and habili-

ment. The palace that he lived in was devoid of any decoration or

embellishment. At the time of his coronation he showed such a

strict sense of justice, liberality and compassion that they became a

common-place saying. He did stretch forth his hand in charity to

the soldiery, the scholars, the nobility, the poets, the poor and the

needy. It is said that the late Sultan Ibrahim ‘Adil had through
parsimony amassed one crore and fifty lacs of huns, but the new
Sultan 'Ali ‘Adil spent out the whole amount like rainfall. The
latter Sultan paid visits to the darvishes and put the Hindu monks
to the test. If the Sultan was satisfied with his wisdom he showed
him his regards and devised means for his safety and upkeep. He
would then occasionally pay him visits and satisfy him with his

acts of kindness. The royal throne and the huge wealth could not

hold out temptation to the Sultan. He entrusted the affairs of the

state to his officials and led a retired life. Sometimes he visited his

courtiers and spent some five or six hours in conversation with

each official. In such social intercourses he gave utterance to excel-

lent anecdotes and useful sayings of the Wise and while parting

showed extreme modesty. ‘ Pardon *, he would invariably say,
‘ I have wasted your time in talking nonsense. Henceforth, let us

utilize our time in the service of the country, the treasury and the
people. Farewell ! Hope to meet you again '.

Wlieii the generous disposition and the charitable habits of

‘All ‘Adil came to light, the neighbouring kings thought that the

Sultan had run mad and they took no further notice of him. They
drove a bargain and their avaricious and mean tendencies became
conspicuous. They now sent out their brigades against the ruler of

' The Sufis are a higher order of mystics than the Qualandars ;
for although the

latter renounce the world, they are still subject to a superior, whilst the Sufis

acknowledge no spiritual head.
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Bijapur. Upon this, the latter wanted to call upon Ramraj and
having established a friendship with him make himself ready for the

occasion.

Meanwhile it transpired that the youngest and the dearly

beloved prince of Vijayanagar had died. It provided an impetus to

‘All ‘Adil for seeking an interview with Ramraj (the Hindu ruler of

Vijayanagar) and offering him his condolences. In spite ol the

risk and danger that were involved in the enterprise, the Bijapur

Sultan having put his trust in God proceeded to Vijayanagar.

This information reaching him, Ramraj deputed a noble of his

court for offering welcome to the guest. A mandate was issued

to the effect that the noble guest should be courteously received at

the Krishna and conveyed with due honour to the place appointed

for his residence.

When the retinue of the Bijapur Sultan crossed the Krishna,

the nobles of Vijayanagar gave it a warm reception and led it towards
the capital, bestowing minutest care to the inconveniences of the

party. Thus the guests reached at the distance of one 7nanzil

from the city. In the meantime, Ramraj had issued orders for

decorating the Capital, so that the houses, the market-place, the

lanes and the streets were festooned with precious garments, arms
and furniture in such a way that they even put the Paradise out of

countenance. A wide plain on the Tuhgabhadra, noted for its

beautiful scenery and excellent climate, was assigned for the Sultan's

rest. The quarters were bedecked with costly screens, embossed in

gold, velvet, etc. and poly-chromatic carpets. Accompanied by the

royal family, the nobles and the soldiery, with great splendour and
solemnity, Ramraj now proceeded to five or six faraakhs for holding

out his hand to his guest. The Hindu raja then took ‘Ali ‘Adil to

his capital with great respect and honour.
A conference was held in the royal palace which was

duly ornamented and beautified. At the outset, ‘Ali ‘Adil made
Ramraj put on the special robe of honour that he had brought with
him. Then the Sultan having put on the mourning costume offered

his condolences to the Raja. He now discoursed on terms of friend-

ship and concord so that the amity existing between the two
sovereigns was firmly established. Ramraj was now in a transport

of delight and he conversed with ‘Ali ‘Adil in intimate terms. ‘Ali

‘Adil at last gave away to Ramraj sixteen lacs of huns in cash,

some rare and valuable jewels and pearls, a few big elephants and
beautiful horses completely dressed. Some of the presents consisted

of saddles and reins decorated with pearls and rubies, camels,
valuable garments made of Egyptian, Italian and Chinese silk and
other costly articles which dazzled the sight of the beholders. Among
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the jewels offered, there was a big diamond weighing eighteen

misqdl. The jewellers failed to put its proper price. Having
accepted tliose presents, Ramraj showed due rcvSpcct and courtesy

to ‘All ‘Adil and offered him in return, a gift of a robe of honour.
‘ Let me tell you Ramraj ultimately asserted, ‘ your mother

is anxious to see you On behalf of the Queen, the ladies of the

harem also paid their visit to ‘ Ali ‘Adil. In fact the Queen of

Vijayanagar who traced her descent from Raja Ajit Rai addressed

‘All ‘Adil as her son and her daughters consequently looked upon
the ruler of Bijapur as their brother. ‘ Our Queen ’, the ladies

declared, ‘ and the other inmates of the royal household yearn for

your visit. Be so good as to look the ladies up and thereby make
them delightful ’. Thus, ‘Ali ‘Adil proceeded to the harem of

Ramraj and entered it without any suspicion in his mind. Accom-
panied by all the princesses and the other ladies of the harem, the

Rani greeted ‘Ali ‘Adil and performed nisar in his liononr. With the

motherly affection the Rani made an interview with the Sultan and
placed him on the royal throne which had been nicely arrayed. S1 k‘

enquired about his welfare and talked with him on other subjects.

Thus the Queen hit the Sultan's fancy and secured from liim. a

promise of timely help to her husband. At last she presented the

Sultan with a robe of honour ornamented with precious stoiu's and
a gold plate full of rubies, pearls and emeralds and then bnde him
fan^well.

Thus 'All ‘Adil returned to his halting j:)lace in high feather.

The nobles and the ollicials of his court offered their thanks to Clod

for the Sultan's safe return from the harem of Ramraj. They also

bestowed alms on the poor and the needy. At the end, the nobles

and the chiefs of Ramraj and the public of Vijayanagar offcavd their

homage to ‘Ali ‘Adil. In return, they were presented, in j)To})or-

tion to their rank and dignity, with jewels, cash and robes of honour.

This state of things continued as long as ‘Ali ‘Adil remained at

Vijayanagar. There was seldom any subject of Ramraj who was
not the recipient of the Sultan’s charity. The treasury of Bijapur

was thus spent in making gifts and the rumour of Sultan’s liberality

spread in tlu‘ four corners of the Vijayanagar empire. After the

event narrated above, the harmonious relation between Ramraj and
‘All ‘Adil was firmly established and whenever the latter needed any
help the former sent it without the least delay.

‘All ‘Adil now returned to his capital. On his return from
Vijayanagar, the Sultan of Bijapur fitted out an expedition against

Ahmadnagar. Husain Nizam Shah, the ruler of Ahmadnagar did

not, out of hostility, fulfil the custom of paying homage to ‘Ali

‘Adil at the time of his coronation. He had, moreover, joined
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Tafaul Kliaii, the Peshwa of ‘Imad Shah (of Berar) and having
entered into the territory of 'AH 'Adil created disturbances in the
country.

On the eve of the campaign, 'AH ‘Adil sent an intc'lligc nt mes-
senger to Husain Nizam Shah with an ultimatum. ' Give up
the message ran, ' the fortresses of Sholapur and Kaliyan if you
want to maintain our old friendly relation. In case of transgression

war will be declared against you ’. On receipt of this note, Husain
blurted out unpleasant words to the Bijapuri amlmssador and
expelled him from his capital. At this, the Sultan of Bijapur, who
looked for a pretext, marched his forces against Husain. At the

same time, the Sultan sent a messenger to Vijayanagar asking for

help. Ramraj lost no time in marching out with a big force towards
Bijapur. The two kings (‘AH ‘Adil and Ramraj) met at a distance

of ten Farsakh from Bijapur—at the place which was fixed for the
halt of the Hindu Raja, and in no time both sallied forth against

the enemies. Nizam and Tafaul Khan took alarm when they got

scent of the joint progress of ‘AH ‘Adil and Ramraj. Tafaul fled

towards Berar and Nizam likewise turned upon his heel. ‘AH
‘Adil and Ramraj pursued the fugitives, and the army of the latter

wlio had been in expectation of plunder began to raid and destroy

the country of Nizam. The vanity of the infidels now C'xceeded all

limit. Whenever the Bijapuris pitched up the royal tent at places

noted for their climate and scenery, the Vijayanagar forces, in order

to humour their raja, pulled it down and set up the camp of their

ruler. It so hapjx'ncd that once, the royal tent of Bijapur was
thrice thrown down and the Vijayanagar tent raised up instead.

It was out of policy that ‘AH ‘Adil Shah paid no attention to the

discourteous conduct of the Hindus. The infidels, on their part,

changed the halting places not out of necessity but out of curiosity

—

their object being to sound how far they were indispensable to the

Muslims. Thus did the Hindu army wend their way ravaging and
destroying en route the territory of Nizam. The latter on the other

hand, made no halt at Ahmadnagar, but having beaten a retreat to

Daulatabad took refuge in the fortress and closed its doors. The
infidels of Vijayanagar now raided and destroyed the country

extending from Juiinar to Daulatabad. Not a single village in that

vast tract of land was left uninjured. The territory Ahmadnagar
shared the same fate. The gardens and cultivated lands were totally

destroyed, mansions, big or small, levelled to dust and put to fire.

The furniture and utensils were removed from the dwelling houses

and carried to Bijapur. Thereupon, Nizam Shah came to terms with

‘AH ‘Adil and put Kaliyan into his hands. Afterwards, when the

people of Ahmadnagar had drained the cup of misery to the dregs
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and their country was totally devastated and ruined, the Sultan of

Bijapur called off his ally and both withdrew to their capitals.

At a subsequent period Nizto Shah breathed vengeance on
'All 'Adil. He allied himself with Qutb Sh^ and for cementing the

alliance further he entered into relationship with him. He gave
away his daughter Jamal Bibi in marriage to Ibrahim Qutb Shah.
Next year, both the father-in-law and the son-in-law joined Imad-ul-

Mulk. The allies thus drew the sword against 'Ali 'Adll and laid

siege to Kalyan. Wlien the report about the onslaught of the
allied army reached the ears of 'Ali 'Adil, he sent an ambassador to

Ramraj and sought his help. Interested as he was in raiding the

territories of the Muslims and inflicting pain on them, Ramraj
before long sent out two lacs of infantry and fifty thousand cavalry

to the help of the Bijapur Sultan. The joint forces of Bijapur and
Vijayanagar flew at their opponents and halted at a distance of one
or two farsaklis from them. But, on account of his friendship with

Nizam Sh^, Ramraj had no relish for the contest. He was after a

compromise between ‘Ali ‘Adil and Nizam and thought of playing

the r()le of a peace maker. The Sultan of Bijapur, on the other

hand, had his doubt about Ramraj s conduct. He refused to

believe that the latter could be both friendly to him and solicitous

for the welfare of Nizam Shah. This sort of dissimulation, thought
the Sultan, was unworthy of the Hindu Raja. In the sequel, being
distrustful of the raja's help and having placed his trust on the

benevolence and charity of the sublime God, the Sultan drew up
his forces against Nizam Shah and displayed conspicuous gallantry

and remarkable impetuosity in the conflict. Nizam Shah, on his

part, offered stubborn resistance to ‘All ‘Adil, but ultimately, being

suspicious of Ramraj 's attitude he slackened his efforts and pre-

pared himself for leaving the battle-field. ‘All ‘Adil drove Nizam
into a corner, and consequently, the latter saved his skin at the cost

of his baggage and the paraphernalia of royalty. The heavy spoil of

war taken by the victor consisted of elephants, horses, banners,

drums, the mahi, and the green flag—^the last being a gift to Nizto
from the Sultans of Guzrat which had made the former supercilious

and arrogant. Ever afterwards, ‘Ali ‘Adil adopted the green flag

in place of his red insignia.

On account of the reactionary measures on the part of Ramraj
'All ‘Adil, next, marched to Sholapur, but as a matter of necessity

he put off laying siege to the fortress. He thought that if he con-

quered the fortress, Ramraj who had grown insolent and insubor-

dinate might seize it. Under the circumstances, he turned his

thoughts to repairing and constructing Nuldrug, an old fortress

erected by the previous raj^. With Ramraj 's help he rebuilt the
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fortress with stone, made it impregnable and named it Shahdurg.
At the order of the Sultan, the fortress was filled up with experienced
warriors and ample provisions and stores. Both the Sultan and
Ramraj now turned to their capitals. On his return journey Ramraj
found his way to the countries of the Muslims and imprisoned a large

number of Hindu and Muslim population : besides, some of the
places he conferred on his own men. Then having placed his brother
Yenktadari with a regiment on the banks of the Krishna for the

purpose of ravaging tlie territories of the Muslims, Ramraj made
his way to Vijayanagar.

It was in the same year that 'AH 'Adil Shah made the garden
of Kishwar J^an habitable and cultivated and called it Shahpur.
At this site the Sultan had ascended the throne and it was at this

spot that there was an offering of nazar made and the ceremony of

iiisar observed in commemoration of his accession. On account of

the ingenuity and capacity of that renowned Sultan ('AH ‘Adil)

the country became proverbially flourishing. It is said that, during
the rule of Ibrahim ‘Adil II the census of the city (garden of Kishwar
]^an) was taken and the returns gave the number of the houses as

nine lacs.

When the rebellious, ill-bred and villainous Ramraj manifested
symptoms of increasing insolence and petulance and his imagination
became surcharged with arrogance, misconception and cross pur-
poses, The Punisher (God) administered to him the lash of divine
anger, and at the twinkling of an eye the doom of the wicked and
refractory raja was sealed, and the Muslims and their religion found
strength and support. Originally, a protege of the rulers of

Vijayanagar, Ramraj with the help and favour of the powerful
Fortune assumed the insignia of royalty.





GOPALA BHATTA

By S. K. Div

Apart from uncertain legends, there is no full or satisfactory

account of (lopala Bliatta, who is regarded by the Caitaiiya sect of

Bengal as one of their six revered Gosvamins, in the earlier authorita-

tive records of the sect. He is said to have been an immediate

disciple of Caitaiiya and a man of great leaniing and piety, who settled

down, along with the other five Gosvamins, to the celibate life of

an avScetic devotee and co-operated with them in producing in

Sanskrit the dogmatic religious literature of the sect. Nothing,

however, is recorded of him by Krsnadasa Kaviraja, Caitanya’s well-

known biographer, who must have known (jopala Bliatta quite well

at Vrndavana during the last phase of the latter's life; for in his

Caitanya-caritdmrta (Adi, i. 37), Krsnadasa refers to Gopala Bhatta

as one of his &ksa-Gurus.* Narahari-cakravartin, in the first half

of the i8th century, explains * this extraordinary silence as due to

an express prohibition, befitting his Vaisnava humility, by Gopala

Bhatta himself, and undertakes to remedy this deficiency by a curious

account in his own Bhakli-ratndkara.^ The tradition recorded by
Narahari informs us that Gopala Bhatta was the son of Venkata
Bhatta, a learned Brahmin of Southern India, at whose house

Caitanya was a guest for four months during his vSouth Indian

pilgrimage; but no information is given regarding the place where
Venkata lived. Venkata's elder brother was Trimalla and younger
Prabodhanarida; they were worshippers of Laksmi and Narayana
and belonged to the Srivaisnava sect, but through the grace of

Caitanya, they, as well as young Gopala Bhatta, were inspired with a
devotion for RMha-Krsna worship, Gopala Bhatta receiving in a

dream Caitanya’s direction to leave for Vrndavana and meet Rupa
and Sanatana Gosvamins there. Narahari tells us that of all this

' other references to Gopala Bhatta occur at Adi, xi. 4; x. 105; Madhya, xviii.

49. hbr a brief account of the six (h)svaniins and their work, as well as of the

Caitanya movement generally, see the present writer's edition of Rupa Gosvamin's
Padydvali (Dacca University, 1934).

*
I I

’^TtTT iTT^ I m II

® Ed. Radharaman Press, Berhampur-Murshidabad, 1926, ch. i, pp. 6-16.
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there is a special account in the Caitanya-caritdmrta,' meaning
Krsnad^a’s biography; but he acknowledges that Gopda Bhatta’s

name does not appear there in this connexion.* But, as an explana-

tion, he further states that ‘elsewhere' it is found that Gopala was
the son of Venkata.*

What is actually found in the Caitanya-caritdmrta and ‘else-

where ' about Gopala Bhatta can be summarized as follows. In his

Sanskrit Kavya, entitled also Cailanya-caritdmYta,^ Kavikarnapura,

whose father Sivaiianda-sena was a direct disciple of Caitanya, states

that Caitanya spent four months in the house of Trimalla Bhatta
at Srirahgam during his South Indian pilgrimage, but no mention is

made of Venkata or Gop^a Bhatta in this connexion. Nor is the

incident referred to in Kavikarnapura's better-known Sanskrit drama,
Caitanya-candrodaya. Another Sanskrit Cciitanya-caritdrnrta,^ which
goes by the name of Murari Gupta, an elder contemporary and dis-

ciple of Caitanya, mentions the hospitality of Trimalla (and not

Venkata) during the rainy season, and describes Gopala Bhatta, a

young lad already tunied into a Bhakta by the touch of Caitanya,

as the son of Trimalla. Krsnadasa Kaviraja, in his Bengali biography
mentioned above, speaks separately (at Madhya i, 108-10 and ix,

82-166) of the hospitality of Trimalla and Venkata, at Srirahgam,

respectively for six and four months; both of them are described as

Srivaisnavas, but their connexion is not stated; and, as Narahari

says, the name of Gopala Bhatta does not appear. In other Bengali

biographies of Caitanya there is no reference to this incident at

all.

By ‘elsewhere’, therefore, Narahari is probably referring to

some such work as the Prema-vildsa of Nityananda-dasa * where a

similar but much briefer account is found, while the Amirdga-vallt of

Manohara-dasa ^ records in some detail a somewhat similar tradition.

According to Nityananda-dasa, Caitanya spent four months in the

house of Trimalla Bhatta at Srirahgam and directed Trimalla ’s

* ^ I

* Ed. Radharaman Press, Berhampur-Murshidabad, 1885 (in Bengali characters),

xiii, 4.

® Ed. Amrita Bazar Patrika Office, Calcutta, 2nd Ed., 1911 (in Bengali

characters), iii. 15. 14-16.
“ Ed. Radharaman Press, Berhampur-Murshidabad, 2nd Ed., 1911, in the i8th

Vilasa. The work is said to have been composed in Saka 1522 = 1600 A.D.
’ Ed. Amrita Bazar Patrika Office, Calcutta, 1898, pp. 8-12. The work is said

to have been composed at Vrndavana in §aka 1618 = 1696 A.D.
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younger brother Prabodhananda to educate the young Gopala
Bhatta (apparently Trimalla’s son, for Venkata is not mentioned),

who would in time become a very leanied man, and commanded
Gopala Bhatta to go to Vrndavaua after his parents' death.

Manohara-dasa accepts this view but he agrees with Narahari in

believing that Gopala was Venkata’s son, and that Trimalla was the

eldest and Prabodhananda the youngest of the three brothers. In

his opinion, Gopala was already a grown-iip young man at the

time of Caitanya’s visit
;
Caitanya commanded him to stay at home

and tend his father and uncles but directed him to join Rupa and
Sanatana later at Vrndavaua.

It will be seen at once that there is a great deal of discrepancy

and uncertainty in the accounts given of Gopala Bhatta in the

orthodox records of the sect. Narahari is not unaware of this fact,

but he exhorts the faithful not to indulge in vain argument. ‘ It is

clear, however, that those writers who have at all recorded anything

about Gopala Bhatta agree about his South Indian origin, but they
do not agree about his ancestry and personal history. The account

of his meeting with Caitanya is also enveloped in the uncertainty of

legends; and it is curious that at the time when Caitanya is alleged

to have directed Gopala Bhatta to meet Riipa and Sanatana at

Vnidavana, he himself had not yet met them and there was as yet

no question of a Vnidavana settlement. The fact is that none of

Caitanya’s well-known disciples accompanied him during his South
Indian pilgrimage; it is, therefore, not strange that the accounts of it,

written in much later times and based more upon hearsay than direct

knowledge, should be meagre and conflicting.

Some modem writers ® add to the confusion by proposing to

identify Gopala Bhatta's alleged father, Venkata Bhatta, with
Vehkatanatha of Velagundi, whom Dharmarajadhvarin mentions as

his Gum in his Veddnia-paribhdsd\ but of this there is not the slightest

evidence. Gopala Bhatta’s native place, again, is given by some as

Bhattamari; but in Krsnadasa’s description of Caitanya’s South
Indian pilgrimage, Bhattamari occurs not as the name of a place

but as the name of a gang of false ascetics whom Caitanya met in

Mallara land (Malabar?).

The mention of Prabodhananda as the uncle of Gopala Bhatta
is also curious ; but it occurs nowhere else but in the three works of

’ ^ 1 ^ in ^ n

m w ^ I mK n

® Ramnarayan Vidyaratna, Introd. to the Berhampur ed. of Hari-hhakti-vildsa)

Dinesh Chandra Sen, Vai^nava Literature of Bengal (Cal. Univ., iqiy), p. 57, etc.
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Nityananda, Narahari and Maiiohara cited above. At commence-
ment of the Hari-bhakti-vildsa, Oopala Bhatta, no doubt, describes

himself as the 6isya of Prabodhaiiaiida, but he is silent regarding his

own parentage and makes no mention of the alleged relationship to

Prabodhananda. He describes Prabodhaiiaiida as bhagavat-priya,

an epithet of which the commentary gives alternative explanations as

a Bahiivrihi and as a Tatpurnsa compound. The latter sense would
imply that Prabodhananda was a disci])le of Caitanya; and if this

is a fact, then (iopala Bhatta would become, not a direct disciple,

but tlie disciple of a disciple of Caitanya. But it is somewhat
strange that tlie Bengali biographies of Caitanya preserve no account
of Probodhananda and his connexion with Caitanya and the sect.*

Some Stotra-Kavyas exist bearing the name; they testify to their

author s X'aisnavite inclination and devotion to Caitanya. Of these,

the more well known is the Cailanyacandrdmrla, The printed text ^

of this work consists of 14^ devotional verses in various metres,

distributed over twelve Vibhagas. They are panegyrics of Caitanya;
and the names of the Vibhagas, such as Stuti, Pranama, Asirvada,

Avatara, IMahiman, Abhakta-ninda, etc., would indicate their content.

The verse j<S suggests that the author must have seen Caitanya and
had been in close contact with him, which would support the inference

of his having been a di.sciple. This is one of the earliest works whicli

explicitly inculcate Caitanya-worship, to which the Gosvamins,
however, do not appear to have lent any direct theoretical support.^

The theory that all the Gaiias of Krsna became incarnated at

NavadvTpa along with Caitanya (such as is described in Kavikarna-
pnra’s Gcuiva-fianoddcsci-dtpikd) is mentioned in verse 118, while the

belief that Caitanya was an incarnation of both Krsna and Radha
finds expression in verse rj. In verse i there is a reference to

CaitJinya as Gaura-nagara-vara, which apparently subscribes to the

Nagara-bhava doctrine of Narahari sarakara and Bocana-dasa, but
which hardly found favour in the orthodox circles. The commentator
Anandin gives the name and description of his author as Parivrajaraja

Prabodhananda vSarasvati, which is often found in the colophons of

‘ The oniissioii is .soinetiiiics explained as due to Prabodliananda’s alleged

defection from the orthodox views of the Gosvamins, but this is unconvincing in

view of Goprda Rhatta's mention of him as his Guru.
^ Ed. Radharaman l^ress, Rerhampur-Mursludabad, 1926, in Bengali characters,

with the Sanskrit Rasikasvddinl commentary of Anandin. MSS. of this work, wdth

or without the commentary, are not rare; for references see Aufrecht, Catalogus

Catalogorum, and Descriptive Cat. of tJie Ski. MSS. in the Vahgtya Sdhitya Pari^ad,

p. 223.
^ S. K. De, Caitanya-worship as a Cult in Indian Culture, vol. i, pp. 173-189,

at p. 183.
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the MSS. of the work. The other work ascribed to Prabodhaiianda
is entitled Samgita-mddhava} It gives in fifteen cantos a treatment
of the Vnidavana-lila of Radha and Krsna; and, in imitation of

Jayadeva’s Gxta-govinda which is its obvious model, it includes

melodious Padavalis or songs. A third work, called Vrnddvana-
nmhimdynrta,^ is also ascribed to him; it describes with elaborate

devotional fancy the glories of Vnidavana as the abode of Krsna. A
Sanskrit commentary^ on the Gopdla-tdpam Upanisad by Parania-

hamsa Parivrajakacarya Sri-Prabodlia Sarasvati also exists, while a

Vivcka-sutaka * on dispassion or indifference to worldly attraction is

found ascribed to Prabodhananda Sarasvati.*^ Whether this ascetic

devotee and stotra-writer with the title Sarasvati is identical with
Gopala Bhatta's Guru Prabodhananda is not yet proved; and the

' Printed from tlie Bliakti-prablia Ollice, Hugh, 1936, in Bengali characters.

Tlicrc is a MS. of tliis work in the Dacca University library (No. 1402} in Bengali

script, with 17 folios. One of the opening (verse no. 6) and one of the concluding

(verse no. 138) verses pay homage to Caitan3’a as (iaura and Saci-nandana

re.spectively. The MS. contains 15 cantos and a total of 141 verses, excluding songs.
^ A. B. Katlivale, Report on the Search of Sk(. MSS., iSyi -yj (Bombay, 1901),

p. 38, no. 577. The number (jf verses contained in the work is not merilioned, but

since the MS. has only 11 folios (with 11 lines on a ])age) it cannot be a very con-

siderable work. It is. howev'cr, said that Prabodhananda composed it in one hundred
Patakas, of which sixteen Aitakas have been ptinted in Bengali characters at

Vnidavana (1933-37) by Ilarendia Kumar Chakravarti and others. Some of the

v^ataka.s in tliis collection contain more than a hundred verses. A Vrnddvanu-htuku

(ed. Haeberlin's Kdvyihscmgralui, 1847, p, 430!; reprinted in Jivananda \hdyasagara's

Kdvya-samgraha

,

pi. it, 3rd ed., Calcutta, 1888, pp. 333-84; 126 verses) is often

ascribed to Prabodhananda; but the name of the author is missing in the i)rinted

text. There are, however, two oixuiing verses in tliis work (nos. 2, 3) containing

ndcrences to Caitanya, wliich rai.se the presumption that it was written by a Bengali

Vaisnava. In most of the catalogues and reports of vSanskrit MvSvS., wlierc' MSvS. of

the Vniddinma-sataka are noticed, it is as-igiicd to Pruliodliananda vSarasvati (e.g.

R. D. Mitra, Notices, vi, p. 188, no. 2122; Peterson, Third Report, p. 3(i(), no. 351;
Catalogue of S/d. MSS. in the VahgJya Sdhitya Parisad, p. 205; but no name of tlu*

autlior is found in MS>S. noticed in Stein's Jammu Catalogue, p. 74, no. 8i0 and in

R. 0 . Bhaiularkar’s Report, p. 32, no. 4O8).

Descriptive Cat. of S/d. MS.S. in t/ie Calcutta Sans/iriL College Library, \'ol. x,

PP- 158-59-

R. b. Mitra, Notices, vii, p. 261, no. 2510.

The Stotra-kfivj^a, named Rddhd-rusa~sndJidnid/ii, printed in two parts from
tJic Bhakti-prabha Oflice, Hugli (1924, 1935), is wrongly ascrilxd to Prabodhananda.
Th.e hrst and last verses of the printed text pay homage to Caitanya, but these verses

aie missing in the MSS. noticed bj^ p;ggeling (India Ollice Catalogue, vii, ])j). 141) ^65),
Aufrecht (Bodleian Catalogue, p. 131, tio. 239), Ilaraprasad Shastri (Descriptive

Cat. of ASB. collection, vii, p. 230; Notices, 2nd Series, i, p. 384), while the work is

uniformly a.ssigncd in these and other maiiiisciipls to Hitaharivaiii.sa, .son of Vya.sa.

It is obviously a case of appropriation by the Caitanya .sect of a woik com]»ostd by
Hitaharivani.4a of the Radhavallabhi sect.
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allegation that he was Gopala Bhatta's uncle is found only in the

legend narrated by Nityananda, Narahari and Manohara.
The proposed identification ^ of Parabodhananda with

Prakasaiianda whom Caitanya met at Benares is still more unfounded
and unjustifiable. There is no evidence for the statement * that

Caitanya changed the name of Prakasaiianda into Prabodhananda.
Caitanya is alleged to have met and converted Prabodhananda in

Southern India long before he came across the scoffing unbeliever of

Benares, but nothing is said of any change of name there. This

Prakasaiianda is supposed to have been the well-known author of

the Veddnta-siddhdnta-muktdvaliy a pupil of Paramahamsa Parivraja-

kacarya Jnanananda; but this appears to be pure imagination, for

there is no evidence for the identification except their common
interest in Vedanta. The conversion of Prakasaiianda at Benares is

given as a proof of Caitanya's successful missionary effort
;
but even

from this point of view, judging from Krsnadasa s account, Caitanya's

abandon of Bhakti does not appear to have made much effective

impression in a city like Benares where rationalistic and rigoristic

views prevailed.* The fact of the conversion is rendered suspicious

by the want of explicit mention by the biographers, as well as by the

denunciation, in fairly immoderate language, of Prakasaiianda, put

more than once in the mouth of Caitanya himself, by Vnidavana-
dasa (Madhya iii and xx). This biographer is scarcely amiable to the

Vedantic ascetic and appears to assume a singularly un-vaisiiava

attitude to an alleged Vaisnava convert.

From what has been said above it will be clear that the account

of GopMa Bhatta found in the records of the Caitanya sect is not only

meagre but also uncertain and unsatisfactory. But here the matter

does not end. Another work is definitely ascribed to Gopala Bhatta
by Narahari-cakravartin and Manohara-dasa, but the ascription is

falsified by what is recorded in the ascribed work itself! And this

is a good commentary on the trustworthiness of the traditions

recorded by them. Narahari informs us * that Gopala Bhatta
composed a Tippani on Fflasuka Bilvamangala’s Krsna-karnamrta,
which became a source of delight to the devout VaLsnavas; while

* By Diiie.sh Chandra Sen and others.

* Jadunath Sarkar, Caitanya s Life and Teachings, 2nd ed., Calcutta, 1922,

p. xiii, misled by Dinesh Chandra Sen and others.
* Caitanya is reported by Krsnadasa Kaviraja to have himself regretted that

his sentimental wares did not sell at Benares
( |

«lTf^ •sfT
I ) I

fkoifl I turtle h
4
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Manohara ^ not only mentions and characterizes this commentary
but also quotes and comments on its two Mahgala-slokas and declares

Gop^a Bhatta's authorship of the work. These verses do indeed
occur, as they are quoted, in the Krsna-vallabhd commentary of

Gopala Bhatta on the Krsna-karndmrta,^ as its first two opening

verses. The first verse is an invocation of Krsna, there being no
Namaskriya to Gaitanya, while the second verse ® names the author
and the work and informs us that the commentator was a Dravida
Brahmin. But in one of the closing verses,* which, however, is not

quoted by Manohara, the commentator informs us that he was the

son of Harivamsa Bhatta and grandson of Nrsitnha of the Dravida
country !

® It is needless to add that no such description occurs in

the Hari-bhakti-vildsu. The conclusion, therefore, is inevitable that

either this commentator is a different person, or, if the two GopMa
Bhattas are (following Narahari and Manohara) to be taken as

identical, then nothing remains of the Trimalla-V’^enkata-Prabodha-

nanda legend ! Of this commentary nothing is said in other Bengal

Vaisnava works.

Of Goi)ala Bhatta, son of Harivamsa Bhatta and author of

Krsna-vullabhd commentary, two or three works are known. That he
was also an Alamkarika, interested in erotic Rasa-treatises is clear

from the fact that he also wrote a commentary, entitled Rasika-

* Str 1 11

^ i ^ n

1 4% *rT«fr u

etc.

^ A critical edition of the Bengal recension of this work, along with the Ky^na-
vallabhd commentary of Oopala Bhatta, as well as with the Subodhani ol Caitanya-dasa
and the Sdranga-rangadd of Krsnadasa Kaviraja is being printed and will be shortly

published by the present writer in the Dacca University Oriental Text Publication

Series. It is based on two complete and one incomplete MSS. of the Kr?na-vallabhd,

and eight MSS. of the other two commentaries from different sources. In the
introduction there is a discussion of the problems indicated here.

^ The colophon conhrms this by reading as follows: Tfw

wtrt h (The readings of both of our

complete MSS. agree, one of these MSS. being dated Samvat 1662 =1606 A.D.).
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ranjant, on Bhanudatta^s Rasa-fnanjan} The second opening verse

of this commentary informs ns that its author Gopala Bhatta was a

Brahmin of the Dravida country ®
; and the first of the two concluding

verses, which is identical with one of the concluding verses, quoted
above, of the Kysna-vallabhd {snmad-drdvidcf)

,

gives the names of his

father and grandfather respectively as Harivatnsa Bhatta and
Nrsimha.® This commentary contains no reference to or citation

from the works on Rasa-sastra of the Bengal school, as the Krsna-

vallabhd does; and, so far, no MSvS. in Bengali character of this

commentary have been found. Gopala Bhatta appears to have written

another exegetic work of a similar type. The Kavyamala edition of

Rudra’s !^rngdra-tilaka (Gucchaka iii, p. ii footnote) mentions an
incomplete commentary on Rudra’s work by Gopala Bhatta which is

called Rasa-tarangini', but no details about the commentary or its

author are given and no other MS. of this work is known to exist.

Gopala Bhatta, son of Harivatnsa Bhatta, appears to have
written yet another ritualistic work, called Sanuiya- or Kdla-kaimudi,

which is noticed by Rajendra Lai Mitra.^ Here also, the author in

one of the opening verses ® describes himself in almost similar terms

as a Brahmin of the Dravida country, while the colophon to the

^ See S. K. Dc, Sanskrit Poetics, i, p, 252. MSS. of thi.s work are noticed in

Mitra, Notices, iv, p. 294, no. 1712; Mitra, Bikaner Catalogue, p. 709, no. 1573;
Eggcling, op. cit., iii, p. 357; Stein, Jammu Catalogue, p. 63, no. 748; Hultzscli,

Report, iii, p. 48, no. 1251 ;
Betcrsoii, Sixth Report, p. 92, no. 377; R. O. Bhandarkar,

Report, i8Sy-gi, p. 32, no. 453; Katlivate, Report, rtfgi-gi;, p. 46, no. 705. We have

.seen the last two Dcvaiiagari MSvS., now deposited in the Bhandarkar Institute

(no. 453 of 1887-91 and no. 705 of 1891-95, the former incomplete), as well as two
other MSS. of work in the same e«}llectioii (no. 244 of Visrambag i, and no. 207 of

Visrainbag i).

^ The opening and concluding verses occur, in the form stated, in tlie India

Office MSS. and in the MSS. noticed by Mitra; in the other catalogues the detail is

not found. They occur alst) in the two complete MSS. of the Bhandarkar Institute

collection (no. 705 of 1891-95 and no. 207 of Visrambag i); in MS. no. 244 of

Vi.4rambag i, the beginning is mis.sing, but the concluding verse in question {^rimad-

drdvidcP) is found; and in the fragmentary -MS. no. 453 of 1887-91 we have the

second opening verse, but the MS. breaks off on fol. 6. In all the MSS. mentioned

above, wherever they are complete, the colophon reads, with minor variations;

ifH n All these MSS are

in Devanagari chat actlm s. The commentary is not extensive, being rather a series

of running glosses; and there is hardly any direct quotation or reference in it

except once to the Kdvya-prakdia.

* Notices, vii, p. 254, no. 2501 (with a resume of its contents).
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work, which is almost similar to those of the works mentioned above,

describes him as 'one whose refuge is the feet of Harivamsa Bhatta’b
The work appears to be written in Sanskrit prose and verse; and
from the enumeration of its content, its chief object appears to be
the determination of auspicious times or Tithis suitable for religious

rites and observances, including the Samskaras, the Diksa, the

various Vratas, festivals (e.g. Janmastami), the installation of the

image of the Bhagavat, and so forth. The work has not been printed,

and the MS. is not available; but the notice of the only known MS.
of the work, written in Bengali characters, makes it clear that it was
a fairly extensive coni])ilation (folios 128; 9 lines on a page) and
dealt with the subject in some detail. Krom some of the topics

dealt with it may be presumed that it was written by a Vaisnava
author.

On the other hand, the Hari-hhakti-vildsa, which goes under the

name of Ooprda Bhatta of the Caitanya sect, contains no such
colophon or self-descriptive verse giving his ancestry. In one of

its opening verses “ it states that Gopfda Bhatta, a disciple of

Prabodhananda, who is dear to Caitanya, is compiling the work for

the satisfaction of Raghunatha-dasa, Rupa and Sanatana. It

contains Namskriyas to Caitanya at the commencement of each

of its twenty sections, called Vilasas. It is a voluminous and almost
exhaustive metrical compendium in Sanskrit of the Vaisnava ritual

of the Bengal school, of tlie corpus of its social and religious practices.

It aims to cover all the compulsory and occasional rites and
ceremonies, the rules of everyday service as well as the more
elaborate ritual of temples and higher places of worship. An
enumeration of the principal topics covered by its twenty Vilasas

will give some idea of its fairly comprehensive scope. They
are as follows;—I. Guru, Sisya and Mantra, II. The ceremony
of Initiation (Diksa), III. The vSadacara or daily devotional acts of

a Vaisnava, IV-V. The ritual of the temple (Mahdira-samskara),

VI. The Mode of Worship of the Sacred Image (6rimurti-puja), VII.

The offering of flowers, Tulasi leaves, etc., VIII. The offering of light

(Dipa), iiiceiLse (Dhupa), food (Naivedya), etc., IX. The taking of

the auspicious water of the conchshell (Sahkhodaka), 'foot-nectar'

(Caranamrta), consecrated food (Maha]>rasada)
,

etc., X. The

’ ifiT 11

(Kd. Radharaman Press, BerUampur-Murshidabad, 2iid ed. in two parts, 1889, 1891

in Bengali characters, with the Digdarsani commentary.)
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Bhagavad-dhanna and the characteristics of a Vaisnava devotee, XI.

The daily duties of a devotee (Nitya-krtya), XII. The fortnightly

observances (Paksa-krtya). XIII. Fasting (Upavasa) and duties

connected with it, XiV-XVI. Monthly observances (M^a-kriya),

vows (Vrata) and festivals, XVII. The use of prayers and formulas

(Japa), offering of oblation (Homa), etc., XVIII. The making
of Images (Murti-nirmana) and Sacred Stone (Salagrama), XIX.
The setting up of Images (Murti-pratistha), XX. The construction

of temples (Mandira-nirmana). It is a work of extensive erudition;

and each rule is copiously illustrated and supported by quota-

tions from the Puranas, Samhitas, Tantras and other scriptures.

It is, in brief, a complete guide to Vaidhi Bhakti, in which the

devotional acts proceed from Sastric injunctions. Some omissions,

however, are remarkable. No treatment is accorded to the purifica-

tory rites, known as Samskaras,* although a section is devoted to

initiation or Diksa in which the incorporation of Tantric ideas

is a noteworthy feature. While festivals connected with deities

other than Krsna are excluded, an exception is made in favour

of 5iva-ratri ;
but the most important Vaisnava festival of Rasa-yatra,

which Raghunandana also omits in his Ydtrd-iattva, is conspicuous

by the absence of all reference. It is also important to note that

this ritual authority does not recognize the cult of Caitanya-worship

or the worship of Caitanya's image, which became a remarkable
feature of the later development of the faith. The work departs in

many details from the accepted views of the sect. There are no
directions, for instance, for the construction of the images of Radha
and Krsna, although there are rules for those of Laksmi and Narayana,

* The deficiency is sought to be remedied in a »vork called Sat-kriya-sdra-dlpikd,

which is undoubtedly a later fabrication passed off in Gopala Bhatta's name. It

was published in Bengali characters in the Bengali Vaisnava jouinal, Sajjana-

to^ani, vol. xv-xvii, by Kedarnath Datta and reprinted by the Gaudiya Madhva
Matha, Calcutta, 1935. MSS. of it are noticed in Haraprasad Shastri, Notices, 2nd

Series, i, p. 397, no. 395; ii, p. 209-10, no. 235. The reprint contains another work,

entitled Samskdra-dipikd, meant as iio supplement, on the duties of Sainnyasa, also

ascribed to Gopala Bhat^a
;
but the authority for this attribution is not known, and

no MS. of this work has yet been noticed. The Sat-kriyd-sdra-dipikd contains no
account of the author or his family, but the opening passages name Gopfila Bhatta
as the author and pay homage to Caitanya. The fourteen Saipskaras dealt with in

this work begin with Vivaha, Garbhadhana, etc. and end with Samavartana, following

the order of treatment of Bhavadeva's Karmdnusthdna-paddhati] but it omits the

important ceremony of Antycsti or Sraddha as forbidden to a true Vaisnava. The
Bhagavad-dharma being, in the author’s opinion, superior to every other Dharma,
the Sniarta rules are excluded from application to a Vaisnava (but Tantric ceremonies

and rules are preferred!)
; and yet the author acknowledges as his source the works of

Bhavadeva Bhatta, Aniruddha Bhatta, Govindananda, Bhima Bhatta, Narayana
BhsL\\A, besides the older works of Manu, Harita, etc.
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Krsna and Rukmini, and other forms of the deity. This Krs^a is

C^radhara, and not Dvi-bhiija Muralidhara; and the RadhA-cnlt
does not figure as prominently as it should, Radha being even
omitted in the Dhyana of Krsna. But the work must have become
an authoritative source of the ritualism and devotional practices of

the sect ;
and its popularity is indicated by the fact that an abridged

Bengali metrical adaptation was made by Kanai-dasa, a manuscript
of which (No. 1231) exists in the Dacca University Librar>^ As the

Hari-bhakti-vildsa is quoted by name in Rupa Gosvamin’s Bhakti-

rasdmrta-sindhti {ad i. 2. 40), which is expressly dated in Saka 1463

(
= 1541 A.D.), it must have been composed sometime before this

date.

On this work there is a Sanskrit commentary, named Digdarsam,
which is attributed to Sanatana Gosvamin; but there is also a

tradition that the original work also was composed, not by Gopala
Bhatta, but by Sanatana. The story of its origin, as given by
Narahari relates ‘ that the idea of composing a Vaisnava Smrti
originated in the mind of GopMa Bhatta, but the work was actually

composed by Sanatana in Gopala's name. Manohara also believes •

that Sanatana wrote the work itself, but Gopala Bhatta was
responsible for the illustrative passages culled from the Puranas and
other scriptures. As the statements of Narahari and Manohara are

not always beyond suspicion, the extraordinary reverence paid to

Sanatana’s learning and piety may be held responsible for this

attribution. Btit Sanatanas authorship of both the text and its

commentary is also recorded by no less an atithority than his nephew
and associate, Jiva Gosvamin, in the list he gives of vSanatana’s

works at the end of the (Laghu )
Vaimava-tosanl commentar\" on the

$rlmad~bhdgavata. This is also confirmed by Krsnadasa Kaviraja,

who was a disciple of the six (rosvamins at Vrndavana; for he makes
Caitanya teach a rapid summary (Madhya, xxiv) of the Hari-bhakti-

vildsa to Sanatana with an express command to write a Vaisnava Smrti

*
I wnw ^^ H

*
1 1 . . .

.

1 rfr W TfrHfuir 11

1 mm 1 (pp. 8-9)

Nityananda dasa is not clear on this point ;
but he says that at the direction ( ^ht )

of Rupa and Sanatana, Gopala Bhatta undertook the work. After it was completed

Sanatana gave it to him and he took it as his own work and put his own Guru’s name

in it
( ^ ^1:# wfiir ^irm^ 1 n

5^ I

)
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on the basis of the outlines taught. Moreover, Krsnadasa expressly

ascribes this work to Sanatana in two passages (Madhya, i, 35 ; Antya
iv, 221). These testimonies cannot be lightly set aside, but in the

text itself Gopala Bhatta’s authorship is unambiguously declared.

If Manohara’s proposed solution to the difficulty implies that

Sanatana wrote an outline of the work, which Gopda Bhatta

elaborated with copious illustrative passages, the presumption is

ingenious but is entirely without evidence.^ That Sanatana had,

besides writing its commentary, a direct connexion with the text,

seems highly probable
;
at the same time, GopMa Bhatta’s authorship,

expressly declared in it, cannot be easily dismissed. It is undisputed

that vSanatana, with his equally able brother Rfipa, was the acknow-

ledged centre of inspiration of the Bengal Vaisnava group at

Vrndavana; but, if Gopala is prcvsumcd to have merely elaborated a

previous work of vSanatana, it is extremely unlikely that he should

have failed to acknowledge this basis of his labours and appropriated

the work to himself, (‘specially as he actually mentions that he wrote

^ K(|iinlly unfounded and nneonviueing is the suggestion of some modern
writers (Dinosh Chandra Sen, Vaisnava Literature, Calcutta University, i()22, p, 290;

followed by Kennedy, Caitanya Movement, Oxford Univ. Press, 1925, p. 137) that

Sanataua’s name was not officially associated with the work because his defection

from Hinduism to Islam before becoming a Vaisnava had created a prejudice and
stood in th(^ way of the acceptance of tliis ritualistic work. If tliis were so, it is

uniiitclligilde why the alleged prejudice did not stand in the way of vSanataua’s name
being as.sociated officially with the works of Rupa, Jiva, Krsnadasa Kaviraja and

others, or of his own Bhagavatamrta and Vaisnava-losanl being accepted as authorita-

tive. As a matter of fact, we have no sati^'factory evidence of vSanatana's alleged

conversion to Muhammadanism. No doubt, he became, along with his brother

Riipa, a high official at the Muhammadaji court at ('lauda, and it is said that h(^

was know'll by the Muhammadan name or title of Dabir Khas (= Private v^eerctary)

before Caitanya gave him the devotional name of Sanatana; but there is nothing

umtsual in this, and there is no evidence to show that he actually adopted tlie

Muhammadan faith. On the contrary, the Bhakli-ralndkara tells us (pp. 42-43)

that vSanatana and Rupa, whose descent is traced (after Jiva's account) to a Karnata

Brahmin family, invited a colony of Karnata Brahmins to settle near Ramakoli,

and kept up with them their inherited social and religious practices, only considering

themselves impure because of their contact with the Mlecdias. We arc told that

they kept themselves in touch with the Vaisnava group at Navadvipa, and this

explains their eagerness to meet Caitanya of whom they had heard so mucJi. Sanatana
learnt the l^astras from one Vidyavacasjiati of Navadvipa, w4iom he mentions
reverentially as his Guru in one of the opening verses of his Vaisnava-to^anl. Of

Sanatana, Krsriadasa says (Madhya xix, 17) : WT 1

11 This surely is not tlie de.scription of an outcast. The

stupendous Sastric learning and Vaisnava disposition of the two brothers, which
undoubtedly prompted Caitanya to impose on them the fitting task of composing
the entire authoritative <levotional literature of the sect, could not have been acquired
in a day; and it undoubtedly points to the retention of their ancestral faith from
the very beginning.
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the work for the satisfaction of Sanatana and others. Tn a similar

case, Jlva Gosvamin does not fail to express his indebtedness to an

ontline prepared by an unnamed J3riksinatya Bhatta (by which
reference he is supposed to mean Gopfila Bhatta himself), on which

he based his own elaborate Sat-samdarbha. It seems probable, there-

fore, that Gopfila Bhatta, as stated in the work itself, was the actual

author of the Hari-bhakti-vildsa

,

but the attribution to Sanatana
niigJit have arisen from a kind of close collaboration, which will

remain undeterniiTied, between this doyen of the Vaisnava Sastra

and (h)pala Bhatta in making this voluminous compilation.

From the above discussion it will be clear that the various

legends and traditions about Gopala Bhatta should loe taken with

extreme caution. Apart from pious belief, the following conclusions

arise inevitably from the available facts:

(1) According to the description given by himself, the Gopala
Bhatta, who composed the ritualistic work Kdla-kannmdl, and the

Krpia-vallabhd and Rasiku-ranjam commentaries, was the son of

Harivanisa Bhatta and grandson of Nrsimha, and belonged to

Dravida. It is not known what connexion he had with the Caitanya
sect; but if the Trimalla-Vehkata-Prabodhananda story is excluded,

there are several facts in favour of his identification with the Gopala

Bhatta of the Caitanya sect. Tlie absence of Namaskriya to Caitanya

in his KKWn-Viillabhd and other works, though suspicious, is not

decisive; for the two Dilta-kdvyas, the Ddna-keli-kammidt and the

Padvdvali of Rupa Gosvamin do not also contain such Namaskriya.
The commentary gives ample evidence that the author was a devout
Vaisnava, and there is hardly anything in it which does not subscribe

to tile pe('uliar tenets of Caitauyaism. On the contrary, it refers at the

very commencement to the characteristic doctrine of the Bengal

school that Kpsna is not an Avatiira but the Avatarin, the supreme
deity himself. It also believes in the other important doctrine of

the Bengal school that the deity possesses a supersensuous and
blissful form, which is adolescent {kisora) and quasi-human [nardkrti),

always sporting at Vrndavana, and which is the highest object of

adoration. With very minor modifications it comments upon the

Bengal recession of the Krpia-karndmrta, and does not accept the

South Indian text in spite of the author’s declared Dravkliaii origin.

All this makes it likely that the commentator was a Vaisnava who
accepted the views of the Bengal school; and the presumption is

strengthened by the fact that he quotes directly (in both cases citing

by the title of the works) from the two authoritative Rasa-treatises

of Rupa Gosvamin, the Bhakti-rasdmrta-^indhu and its supplement
Ujjvala-mlamani, a fact which would also indicate that the com-
mentary could not have been composed before §aka 1463, (

= 1541
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A.D.), which is the date of the composition of the first of these

cited works. Against these arguments in favour of the identity of

tfie two Oopala Bhattas, the somewhat curious fact may be urged
that Krsnadasa Kaviraja, in spite of his homage to Gopala Bhatta

as one of his Siksa-gurus, does not anywhere refer to or make use of

the Krsna-vallabhd commentary in his own Sdranga-rangadd com-
mentary on the Krsna-karndmria

;

on the contrary, he accepts and
expands Caitanya-dasa's Suhodham commentary on the same. But
this circumstance need not present a serious difficulty.

(2) There is, however, no direct evidence to identify him with

the Gopala Bhatta who was one of the six Vnidavana Gosvtoins of

the Caitanya sect. The personal history of this Gosvamin is, at

best meagre and fatuous; his lineage, as given in the records of the

sect is vague, conflicting and obviously legendary; whether he

belonged at all to Southern India is not certain. In his Huri-hhakti-

vildsa, tlie authorship of which also is shrouded in mystery, he

decribes himself as writing for the satisfaction of Rupa, vSanatana and

Raghunatha-dasa, and as the Sisya of Prabodhananda ;
but he does

not give his own ancestry or place of origin. The history of this

Prabodhananda is not clear, and it is very doubtful if he was (as

alleged by Nitymianda, Naraliari and Manohara) an uncle of Gopdla

Bhatta; for the story of Trimalla-V'enkata-Prabodhananda is sus-

piciously legendary and uncorroborated.

The ([uestion is further complicated by the discovery of another

Gopala Bhatta, who wrote another but an entirely different com-

mentary on the Krsna-karndmrtu

,

entitled ^ruvandhlddun, and who
apparently also belonged to Bengal. A MS. of this commentary was
first noticed by S. R. Bhandarkar in his Catalogue of the collections

of MSS. deposited in the Deccan College (Bombay, 1888, p. 135)

under the serial number 178 of 1879-80; the MS. now exists in the

Bhandarkar Research Institute under the same number. The MS.
is written in old Devanagari script which uses occasional prsthu-

mdtrd, and consists of 145 folios. In one of the opening verses * the

author bows to his Guru, named Narayana, and in two of the con-

cluding verses supplies some information about himself. The name
of the author’s father is given in one of these verses as Bhaddat-

( ? Udyat-) pha^a
;

* and we are informed that the commentary was

ifiijqrirr ( ? 1

I
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composed to please the author's friend Vanamali-dasa and younger
brother lyaksminarayana.* The Bengal origin of the commentary is

indicated by the fact that it follows the Bengal recension of the

text, and cites not only Jayadeva's GUa-govinda (fol. 22b), but
also the Bhakti-rasdmrta-shidhu (fol. i6a, 19b) of Rupa Gosvamin,
earlier than which last work (i.e. earlier 1541 A.D.) it could not have
been written. It follows generally the views of the Bengal school of

Vaisnavism.
The mention of yet another Gopala Bhatta, belonging to Bengal,

is found incidentally in a sub-commentary on the Bhdgavata*
entitled Dtpikd-dipana. It is a commentary on the Bhdvdrtha-

dipikd commentary of Sridhara-svamin. The author R^dharamana-
dasa speaks of himself in the opening verses as devoted to the service

of Srimad Gopala Bhatta [mmiuUgopdla-hhaiidndm ddsye samsakta^

mdnsah), as a worshipper of (the image of) Radharamana (rddhd

ramanu-sevind) and as a friend of Krsnagovinda (krsnagovinda-

mitrena). Is this Gopala Bhatta different from those mentioned
above ?®

1
1

* Chintaharan Chakravarti, Descriptive Catalogue of Skt. AfSS. in the Vangiya

Sahitya Parisad, Introd., p. xvii.

* Thanks are due to my friend, Mr. P. K. Code, Curator of the Bhandarkar

Oriental Institute, Poona, for loan of the Institute MSS. utilized in this article.





SOME IMPORTANT OFFICERS OF THE SULTANS
OF DELHI

By Anii, Chandra Bankrjek

In a previous issue of the Indian Culture (Vol. II, No. 4) I

have given a brief account of the position and functions of the

Wazir. Although the Wazir was undoubtedly the chief officer of

the state, yet there were numerous other functionaries, high and
low, who influenced the decisions of the Sultans and carried on

the business of administration. Unfortunately, however, it is

hardly possible to gather complete details about them, for the

chroniclers of the period found no interest in administrative history.

The best course open for us is to string together the incidental

references scattered in their pages.

The most powerful man in the state, next to the Sultan himself,

was the Ndib-i-Malik ^ or Deputy of the Sovereign. He can hardly

be regarded as an officer in the strict sense of the term, for his powers

and functions approximated those of a regent. During the reign of

Bahrain Shah, Malik Ikhtiyar-ud-din became Deputy of the Sovereign

on account of the Sultan's youth,^ and' by virtue of his deputy-ship,

he took the affairs of the kingdom in his own hands, and in con-

junction with the Wazir .... assumed control over the disposal of

state affairs’.* It is interesting to note that ‘the Maliks, Amirs,
‘ Ulumd, Sadrs, and the chiefs of the troops and (Trandees of the

capital were assembled together in the sublime audience hall for the

purpose of the public rendering of fealty, all pledged their allegiance

to the .sovereignty of Mu'izz-iid-dln Baliram Shah, and the Deputy-
ship (lieutenancy) of Malik Ikhtiyar-ud-din, Aet-kin'.'* This

ceremonial rendering of fealty to the Deputy of the Sovereign along

with the Sultan was probably necessary in order to make it obligatory

upon all the nobles to recognize the authority of one of their number,
for the nobles in those days were extremely jealous of one another.

In any case, this ceremony serves to emphasize the special importance

of the position occupied by the Ndib-i-Malik. Nor was Ikhtiyar-ud-

din the only Deputy of the Sovereign during the period. Malik

^ Barani, Elliot and Dowson, Vol. Ill, p. 126. Both Elliot and Raverty speak
of Naih-i-Mulk or Deputy of the state; but the correct reading of the designation

should probably be Naib~i-Malik or Deputy of the Sovereign.
* Raverty, Tabaqdt-i-Nasin, p. 751.
* Ibid., p. 650. * Ibid., pp. 750-751.
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Qutb-ud-din Husain was Deputy of the Sovereign during the reign of

'Ala-ud-din Mas’ud Shah.* He was forced to 'obtain martyrdom'
by the treachery of some of the nobles, who ' conveyed to the hearing
of the Sultan ' a remark of the Deputy ‘ which was contrary to the

sublime opinion’.* The most famous Deputy of the Sovereign was
Ghiyas-ud-dm Balban," who actually governed the kingdom during
the weak reign of Nasir-ud-din Mahmud. During the reign of

Kaiqubad, Malik Nizain-ud-diii became Deputy of the Sovereign, and
‘the government of the country was in his hands'.*

The office of the Deputy of the Sovereign was a symptom of the

weakness of the monarchy. It is significant that neither Iltutmish

nor Balban, the two strong men of the Slave dynasty, entrusted the

business of government to deputies. It is only when a Bahram
Shah or a Kaiqubad sits upon the throne that we come across the

installation of over-mighty subjects as de facto governors of the

kingdom. It is easy to see that this system of delegating royal

powers to outsiders was extremely dangerous. The monarchy, the

legitimate seat of authority, shrinks into the background, leaving the

field clear for baronial intrigues and personal rivalry. In an age when
it was difficult for the Crown itself to enforce its proper authority

over the ambitious and unscrupulous barons, it was too much to

expect that the authority of an outsider occupying the position of

the Deputy should be implicitly obeyed. The system might
guarantee strong administration and peace when there was a Balban

to work it, but generally it was detrimental to the interests of the

Monarchy and the people alike. It should be noted that the

successors of the Slave Kings did not utilize the services of any
Deputy of the Sovereign. The explanation is probably to be found

in the fact that the strengthened position of the Monarchy rendered

it unnecessary for it to take shelter behind, or to yield to, aggressive

baronial claims.

The office of the Deputy of the Sovereign should not be confused

with that of the Ndih Sultan or the Sultan’s vicegerent who had to

carry on the Sultan's duties during his absence. Thus, when Ghiyas-

ud-din Tughluq went to Bengal, his eldest son and heir-apparent

acted as Ndib Sultan} Firuz Shah Tughluq used to leave his

faithful WaziY Khan-i-Jahan to deputise for him whenever he left

the capital.* The appointment of a l^dih Sultan was a political and

* Raverty, Tabaqdt-i~Ndsitl

,

p. 66i.
* Ibid., p. 702.
* Baiam, ffiliot and Dowson, Vol. Ill, p. 126.
^ Baiani, Calcutta Text, p. 451.
*

'Afif, BlUot and Dowson, Vol. Ill, p. 368.

* Ibid., p. 805,
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niilitary necessity, cx^casioned by frequent emergencies demand-
ing the temporary absence of the Sultan from the capital. It was
not a concession snatched from an impotent Monarchy by an
over-powerful nobility.

One of the most important officers was the Annr-i-Hdjib or
Lord Chainberlain. He was often entnisted with military duties.
The Amir-i-Hdjib of Iltutmish was at the head of his troops when he
fought against Nasir-ud-dm Qabacha of Sind.‘ When Ghiyas-ud-din
Balban was Amlr-i-Hajih under Nasir-ud-din Mahmud, he 'was
nominated to the head of an army sent against the Mughals’.* The
occupants of this high office seem also to have served as provincial
governors. Raverty says that the province of Hansi ‘appears to
have been the peculiar appanage of the A mtr-i-Hdjib '.® A case is on
record in which the Amtr-i Hdjib tried to usurj3 the chief power in
the kingdom.* On his accession to the throne Bahrain Shah seems
to have given his confidence to Malik Badr-ud-din Sunqar who
‘became Amtr-i-Hdjib and assumed the direction of state affairs'.

This assumption of the direction of state affairs by the Atmr-i-
Hdjib was an encroachment upon the functions of the Waztr, and the
inevitable result was rivalry between the two officials. The Amir-i-
Ildjib ‘used to seek to acquire superiority over the Wazn and
liked to issue his own orders', while the Waztr ‘was in the habit of
influencing the Sultan's disposition' against his rival. When ‘the
Sultan's temper became quite changed' towards the Amtr-i-Hdjib,
the latter tried to dethrone Bahram The alertness of the
Wnzir destroyed the plot, and the unsuccessful Amir- i -Hdjib had to
pay the penalty with his life. We clearly see, therefore, that
although the Amir-i-Hdjtb was officially the occupant of a ceremonial
office and concerned primarily with the ceremonies of the court,
yet circumstances might allow him to enjoy the supreme power in
the state.^

There was a Ndib Amtr-t-Hdjih or Deputy Lord Chamberlain.*
Malik Taj-ud-din Sanjar-i-Tez Khan, who occupied this office under
Nasir-ud-dhi Mahmud, also governed Jhanjhanah.^

The Bdrbak was the Master of Ceremonies ® or Grand Usher.*
His main duty was to present the petitions of the people to the

’ Raverty, p. 613. * ihid„ p. 678.
» Ibid., p. 693, note 8. Ibid., pp. 650-^55, 658-662.
* The Amtr-i-Hdjib is referred to indifferently as Malik-ul-Hujjdh, Sayyid-ud-

Hujjdb, Malik Kkds Hdjib, Hdjib, etc. Cf. Raverty, p. 820.
« Raverty, pp. 709, 759 ; Barani, Elliot and Dowson, Vol. Ill, pp. 139, 162.

I
P’ 759 - * According to Raverty.

According to Ishwariprasad (A History of the Qaraunah Turks in India,
Vol. I, p. 262).
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Sultan when the latter sat on the throne.^ Minhaj-ud-din refers to

Ulugh Bdrbak or Chief Master of Ceremonies.* References to Ndib
Bdrbak ^

are numerous. Muhammad Tughluq occupied the office

of Barl^ak before his father’s accession to the throne. Firfiz Shah
Tughluq served under him as Ndib Bdrbak. That Bdrbaks were
entrusted with occasional military duties, is clearly shown by the

fact that Malik Kafur was a Bdrbak when he was sent to the Deccan.
Another prominent officer was the Waktl-i-dar (also known as

Rasul'i-dar and Ildjib-ul-Irsdl*). It is difficult to give an accurate

idea of his functions. Raverty says that ho was the ‘ Representative

in DarTifir’®; anotlier writer® describes him as ‘the officer who
superintended the ceremonies of presentation Another writer ’

says that he performed ‘ the secretarial functions of the court ’. In

any case, he seems to have been a very inlluential functionary.®

Raihan, who occupierl this post during the reign of Nasir-ud-din

Mahmud, was a powerful man.® There are many references to the

office of the Ndtb Waktl-i-dar.

The Koiwdl was doubtless a very important official.** He was
‘ the custodian of peace and order’.** The capital of the empire had
its own Koiwdl. When Balban marched against Tughril Khan, he

left the capital in charge of the ‘Kotwal of Delhi’, who was ‘one of

his most trtisty adherents’. The ‘whole business of the state’ was
entrusted to tlie Koiwdl, to whom the ‘various officials' were sub-

ordinated.*® It was the Koiwdl of Delhi and his people who set aside

^ Barani, Calciitfa Text, p. 378. It is difficult to understand why Kunwar
Miiliainniad Asliraf {Life ath! ComiitionH of the People of Hindmtlmn, Juiinidl of the

Asiatic Society of Pieiigal, JyOlters, Vol. I, 1935, No. 2, ]). 170) describes the Hurbuk

as ‘Master of the Rolls’.

* Raverty, p. 094.
® Klliol and Dovvson, Vol. Ill, p. 150.

* According to Dr. lsli\vari])rasad {ibid., j). 263), the Rasul-i-dar (or Hdjibul
Irsiil) was a diffenuit officer, wliose function was ‘probaldy ' to introduce persons to

the Hdjib. Kunwar Muhaiiiiiiad Asliraf (ibid., p. t68) identities the Bdrbak with

the Rasiil-i-dar.

Pp. 6(q, 829. What does this mean? Whose ‘repiesentat ive' ?

® K. K. Basu, Tdrikh-i-Mubarak Shiihi.

’ Kunwa; Muliammad Ashraf, ibid., p. 168.

^
(f. the remarks of Barani, Calcutta Text, p. 376. Ur. Ishwariprasad says

that the WaklLLdar was the ‘keeper of the keys of the palace-gates. This was an

important office in the middle ages’. {Ibid., p. 262.)

® Ravert\', p. 827.

Klliot and Dowson, Vol. Ill, pp. 126, 174.

Compare the functions of this official during the Mughal period. J. N. Sarkar,

Mughal Administration, pp. 66-71.

Ishwariprasad, ibid., p. 273. He is also described (p. 266) as ‘Minister of

Police and Public Prosecutor’.

Barani, Elliot and Dowson, Vol. Ill, p. 115.
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Balban's nomitiation and placed Kaiqiibad on the throne. ‘ The
post seems to have been occasionally hereditary, for Bialik

Fakhr-iid-din, who held it under Balban and Kaiqubacl, declares, 'I

and my father have been Kotwdls of Delhi for eighty years’/'* When
‘Ala-ud-dm occupied Delhi and 'pitched his camp’ in the plain of

Siri, 'the Kotwdls with the keys of the forts’ came out to him.'*

'Ala-iil-Mulk, who held the post of Kokml of Delhi under ‘Ala-iid-din

Klialji, was a loyal servant of the Sultan
;
he was powerful enough to

offer plain advice to his master.* When ‘Ala-ud din marched against

the Mughals led by Qutlagh Khwaja, he ‘placed the city (of Delhi),

his women and treasure’, under the ‘charge’ of this able lieutenant.'’

Provincial cities had their own Kohvdls. We are told by
Minhaj-ud-din " that lltutmisli directed his Sipdh Sdldr to assume
the office of Kotwdl of Gwalior on the conquest of that territory.

There are references to the office of the Kotwdl BakJ
In the Tahaqdt-i-Akbari we find a reference to tbe Tajir hc^i

or Minister of Commerce.'’ It is difficult to describe his functions

precisel3^

The Muhtasib^ \\f2iS 0. powerful officer. He was the censor of

public morals. It was necessary for Muslim Kings to ‘appoint an

Inspector or Censor of Public Morals, for regulating tlie lives of the

people in strict accordance with the scriptural rules. The Censor’s

functions are to enforce the Prophet’s commands and put down the

practices forbidden by him (timr zm nahi), such as drinking dis-

tilled spirits and fermented beer, bhafif^ (i.e. lump or Cannabis

sativa) and other liquid intoxicants, gambling and certain kinds of

sexual immorality The punishment of heretical opinions,

Idasphemy against the Prophet, and neglect of the live flaily prayers

and the fast of Ramzan by Muhammadans also lay within the

province of the CeiivSor’.^^ These remarks on the functions of the

Muhtasib during the Mughal period undoubtedly apply to the period

under review as well. It is hardly correct, therefore, to de.scribc him
as an 'officer of municipal police’ and to say that his 'chief duty was
to control the market, to examine the weights and measures, and
watch the conduct of the people

^ Barani, Idliot and Dowsoii, Vol. Ill, p. 124. " Ihid., ]>. 129.

* ibid., p. 160. * /bid
, p]). I/O 1 71.

[hid
, p. r6f). It- should bo noted that Gliiyas-ud din Tiij^hhnj Iof( L>elhi under

the charge of his son Muhammad when he went to Bengal, ami b'irii/ v^hah Tughluq

left the capital in charge of his Wazir whenever he went out. (See (Uitr.)

® Raverty, p. 620. ^ Ibid
. p. 709.

® B. De, Vol. I, p. 154. * Elliot and Dow son, \’ol. IV, 0. 502.

J. N. Sarkar, ibid., p. 30. Isliwariprasad, ibid., p. 273.
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The Amtr4-Xkhur (or XkhuY’hak or Akhur-baki,^) was the

Superintendent of the Royal Stables or Master of the Horse. The
holder of this office was generally a noble of position and influence.

Raverty says * that this high office was ‘ only conferred upon dis-

tinguished persons’. Malik Jamal-ud-din Yakut, the Abyssinian,
‘ who was Lord of the Stables, acquired favour in attendance upon

'

Raziyyat * and led to her ruin. Malik Badr-ud-din, who occupied
this office during the reign of Iltutmish, 'used never to be absent

from the gate of the royal stable for a moment save through unavoid-

able necessity; and, whether on the move or stationary, he used to be
always present in attendance at the threshold of .sovereignty

Minhaj-iid-din ^
refers to the office of the Deputy Lord of the Stables,

The Amlr-i-Shikdr was the chief Huntsman ® or Lord of the

Hunt.’ This was a very high office, for we are told that Qiitb-ud-din

appointed Iltutmish as his Sar4-Jdnddr and then ‘advanced him
from one position to another until he raised him to the office of

Amtr-i-Shikdr*

The Amir-i-Majlis is described by Raverty® as Lord of the

Council, and by another writer as *the chief officer of the Durbar’.

His precise functions are unknown.
Barani refers to the Chief Deivan^^ and Amir Tilzak}^ It is

difficult to discover what these officers did. We are told that

'Ala-ud-din was appointed Amir Tiizak by Jalal-ud-din.‘®

Under Iltutmish there was a Superintendent of the Khdlisah

(crown province) of Tabarhindah, the post being occupied by Malik
Ikhtiyar-ud-din-Kara-Kash.** We do not know whether any such
officer existed under the successors of that Sultan.

The Shaikh-ul-Isldm was the ‘Muhammadan Patriarch’ or the

Principal Religious Ofiicer of the State. The appointment of such

an officer was necessary in the interest of Islam. It was also

necessary in order to ‘ give a form ’ to the religious functions claimed

by the Sultans. The occupants of this high office often played a

very important ]>art in politic al affairs. Sultan Bahrain vShah once

sent his Shaikh-ul-Istdm to allay the sedition of the Amirs.*® Janial-

ud-din, who occupied this office under Nasir-ud-din, organized a

' Elliot and Dowson, Vol. Ill, pp, 137-152.
Raverty, p. 642.

^ Ibid., p. 604.
^ Raverty, pp. 603-604.

Ishwariprasad, ibid., p. 265.

Ibid., p. 137.

Raverty, p. 746.

Ishwariprasad, ibid., p. 262.

Kunwar Muhammad Ashraf, ibid., p. 139.

* P. 642.
* Ibid., p. 752. Ibid., p. 752.
^ Ishwariprasad, ibid., p. 262.

® Pp. 731, 761.
” Elliot and Dowson, Vol. Ill, p. 194.

Ibid., p. 137.

Ibid., p. 702.

Raverty, pp. 658-659.
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conspiracy against that King.' In making appointments to this

high office the Sultans sometimes obeyed the principle of heredity.

After Jamal-ud-din's death his post was conferred upon his son.*

The SadY-uS'-sudtiY was another prominent religious officer.

It is interesting to learn that the ExecutioncY was a member of

the council of Muhammad Tughluq.* In this connection we may
recall the case of Masrur during the reign of Harun al Rashid.

Many officers are referred to, but in some cases it is almost

impossible to arrive at any definite conclusion regarding their position

and functions. Some names, with their approximate English

equivalents, are given below

;

Malik-al-TujjdY (chief of the merchants).'

AmtY Kohi (Director of Agriculture).

Miy 'Ayz (Minister of Petitions).

Mustaiifi (Auditor).*

AshYdf-i-Mamdlik.''

Mushrif-i-Mamdlik (Secretary of State).*

ChdshmgtY (Comptroller of the Royal Kitchen).®

Sdki-i-Khds (Personal Cup-bearer).'"

SaY-Dawdt-ddY (Chief Keeper of the Private Writing Case)."

Yuz-hdn (Keeper of the hunting leopards).**

Tasht-ddY (Ewer-bearer),**

* Raverty, p. 702. * Ibid., p. 713.
* Barani, Calcutta Text, p. 472.
* This ofiicer probably superintended the activities of the merchants. On

the accession of Miihammad Tughluq, Malik Shihab-ud-din was appointed to this

post. (Ishwariprasad, ibtd., p. 63.)
^ Barani, Calcutta Text, p. 498, Dr. Ishwariprasad (ibtd., p. 261) says: 'This

was an office to manage the department of agriculture which was organi/ied (under

Muhammad Tughluq) mainly with a view to mitigate the severity of famine’.

Firishta (Lucknow Text, p. 140) writes 'Amir KoH'.
® During the reign of Firuz Shah Tughluq this officer supervi.sed the accounts

of Diwan-i-Risdlah (office of correspondence) and Diwan-i-Bandgdn (department of

royal slaves). Raverty (p. 650) says that the word also means 'Head Clerk’.
’ Raverty, p. 710.
® Ibid., p. 638. When lltutmish decided to nominate Raziyyat as his heir,

it was this officer who wrote out the royal decree. According to Raverty, the word
'Mushrif ’ signifies an examiner or authenticator of records and documents.

Ibid., p. 723. There was also a Ndib Chdshnigir. (Raverty, p. 761.)

Ibid., pp. 736, 746. A person holding this office under lltutmish was
promoted to the post of Chdshnigir (Raverty, p. 723).

** Ibid., p. 736. Ibid., p. 745.
Ibid., p. 745. When Malik Hindu Khan was promoted by lltutmish from

this office to the post of Treasurer, 'he did not give up the office of Tasht-ddr up to
the end of the Sultan’s lifetime, and used, as heretofore, to perform the duties of

personal Ewer-bearer ’.
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Shardh-ddr (Keeper of Liquor).

‘

Sav-chatar-ddr (Chief of the Cauopy-bearers).*
Bahlah-ddr (Bearer of the Privy Purse).®

]dma-ddr (Keeper of the Wardrobe).®

Shahnah (Superintendent) .®

Khdsah-ddr (Personal attendant).®

Sluilinagi (Superintendent of territories).^

Mmalld-ddr (Keeper of the Royal Carpet).*

Faf'msh (vServant in charge of carpets, etc.).®

Dafny (Secretary).*®

yU/V ‘Imarat (Chief Phigineer of the Kingdom).
Sharaf-al-Mulk (Financial Secretary).**

Dhmn-i-Ashrdf (Accountant General).

Akahdr Nawis (Recorders of news about foreigners).*®

’ Uavorty, pp. 748, 770. Under lltutmish tMs oftice was held by Altfmiah,

who later on became governor of Tabarhindah and perished with Raziyyat.
Ibid., p. 748. Altuniah held this office as well. * Ibid., p. 752.

* Ibid.,]). 754. There was a Sar Jdma-ddr or Chief Keeper of the Wardrobe
(Raverty, ]). 758). Dr. Lshwariprasad {ibid., p. 263) says that the Sar Jdma-ddr s

‘duty was to wave a chowri over the king’s head to ward off the flics'.

’’ There was a Shahnah of the stable (Raverty, p. 754), a Shahnah of the elephants

(Raverty, pp. 737, 7b r) and a Shahnah of rivers and vessels (Raverty, p. 757). Once
an Amlr-i-Majlis was promoted to the office of Shahnah of the elephants. (Raverty,

p. 761.) Compnre the functions of the Amir-i-Akhur. Under Muhammad
Tugliluq there was an officer called Amir-i-Fildn or Ivord of Elephants. (Ishwari

prasad, ibid., p. 262.) Tliere was also a Shahnah-i-bdrgdh or Superintendent of the

Royal Court.

Under lltutmish this office was occujned by (UiiviLs-ud-dm Balban. (Ravert>

,

pp. 802, Sob.) Raverty (p. 802, note i) says :

' Khdsdh-barddr is thQ name formerly

applied to a soldier whose arms were furnished by his master, and, in more recent

times, applied to the bearer of betel box ; but wc are not to suppose that Sultan

I-yal-timish was so much of a Hindu as to chew pdn supdri. The word above used

seems to signify a page, henclinian, or personal attendant, perhaps a falconer’.

^ Raverty, p. 732. Raverty says that tliis word 'is rarely used by our author

(i.e. Minhaj-ud-din) except with reference to those states and territories over which

the Mughals obtained sway’.
® Tdrikh-i-Muhdrak Shdhl, K. K. Basu, p. 50.
® Raverty (p. 659) saA s Farrdshls arc .servants of the houses of great meii

who spread the carpets, make the beds, and pitch the tents on journeys’. In one

instance the Head Farrdsh 'acquired complete ascendency’ over a Sultan’s mind,

'and whatever he said to the Sultan that the Sultan would do’.

I_bid., p. 635.

Amir Bakht, who occupied this office under Muhammad Tughluq,

supervised the work of the Diwan-i-Khdnah and enjoyed forty thousand dinars a

year together with a jagir yielding an equal amount of revenue. (Ibn Batuta,

French translation, Vol. IJI, p. 401.)

These officers 'wrote a full account of the foreigners who visited India. They
entered in their registers full particulars about them—their identity, their dress

and the number of their retainers’. (lshwariprasad, ibid., p. 262.)
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Shiqddr (Collector of revenue).^

Faujddr (Revenue officer and magistrate).

*Amil (Revenue Officer).

Khut (Revenue Officer).

“

Muqaddam (Revenue Officer).

Kdrkun (Revenue Officer).

Mutsarnf (Revenue Officer).

Choudhuri (Revenue Officer).

Patwdn (Village Accountant).

Khazdnchi (Treasurer).

Diwan-i-Mustakhrij (Revenue Officer).

“

Muharddr (Keeper of the Royal Seals).

Kharitaddr (Officer in charge of the Royal letter bag).*

Muhassal (Revenue Officer).

Mutsaddi (Clerks in charge of the gate of the Palace).®

Naqib-al-Nuqbah (Officer regulating entrance to the Palace).

Parddddr (Chief of the gate-keepers).®

Bashmaqddr (Sandal-bearer of the king).’

Khazdin-i-Khds (Keeper of the Royal J ewellery )

.

This long but incomplete list ® of officers may be concluded

with a brief reference to the espionage system of the Sultans of

Delhi. Readers of Kautilya s Arthasastra are aware of the important

part played by the espionage system in Mauryan political

organization. There are reasons to assume that it played no less

important a part in the political system created by the Turkish con-

querors of India. The reason is obvious. Affection was a rare

virtue and loyalty was rarer still. No ruler could, therefore, afford

* The holder of this office collected revenue from a shiq or subdivision of a

province. Muliamiiiad Tughluq divided the Maratha country into four shiqs.

Dr. Ishwariprasad says {ibid., p. 263) that the name Shiqddr ‘ wslh sometimes applied

to the chief financial officer of a province or to a viceroy in his financial capacity'.
® Tliis was generally the designation of i)etty Hindu landholders.
® It is impossible to give a precise idea about the position and functions of

these revenue officers.
* Elliot and Dowson (Vol. Ill, p. 243) translate it into purse-bearer.
' Dr. Ishwariprasad (ibid., p. 264) says that the Mutsaddis ‘sat at the gate of

the palace and did not allow any one to enter unless his name was entered in a

register. In addition to the name they recorded the number of his attendants and
the date and time of his arrival. The King himself in.spected these registers. If

any incidents occurred at the gate, they were also recorded’.
** Ibn Batutah (French translation, Vol. Ill, p. 280) says that this post was held

by prominent nobles.
^ Ishwariprasad, ibid., p. 265.
® There were many judicial and military officers.
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to neglect the primary task of ensuring his own safety by organizing

an effective espionage system.

We are told by Ilaraiii ' that, * in his efforts to secure justice’,

Balbaii organized an efficient evSpionage system. He appointed
confidential spies [hands]

^
in all the fiefs, and throughout his

territories; he also appointed them for great cities, and for important
and distant towns. And that they might discharge their duties

with efficiency and honesty he did not give them too large a field of

observation. He never failed to attend to what came to his know-
ledge through these spies, and had no respect for persons in

administering justice. These spies were greatly feared by the

nobles and officials, and neither they nor their sons or dependants
dared to distress any innocent person Barani cites the example
of Malik Bak-bak, governor of Buda’un. This powerful noble,
’ in a fit of drunkenness, while at Buda’un, caused one of his domestic
attendants to be beaten to death with scourges. Sometime after-

wards, the Sultan went to Buda’un, and the man s widow complained
to the vSultan. He immediately ordered that tliis Malik Bak-bak,
chief of Buda’un, should be scourged to death in the presence of the

widow. The spies [band) who had been stationed to watch the fief

of Buda’un, and had made no report, were hanged over the gate of

the town ’. Such a system was undoubtedly necessary in order to

prevent misgovernment and oppression in the ]novinces. Balban
did not spare his own son. \^ien Bughra Khan was a])])ointed to

the charge of ‘ vSamana, Sannam, and all their de])ciideiicies ’, Balban
‘ .sent spies [bavJd) to watch over his proceedings, and took great

pains to obtain information of his doings. The son accordingly

conducted himself honourably and gave up improper indulgences ’.^

The espionage system was further developed by ‘ Ala-ud-din

Khalji. According to Barani,* he 'provided .so carefnlly for the

acquisition of intelligence, that no action of good or bad men was
concealed from him. No one could .stir without his knowledge, and
whatever happened in the houses of nobles, great men, and officials,

was communicated to the Sultan by his reporters. Nor were the

reports neglected, for explanations of them were demanded. The
.sy.stem of reporting went to such a length, that nobles dared not

speak aloud even in the large.st palaces, and if tliey had anything to

say they coinmunicated by signs. In their own houses, night and

* lUliot iiml Dow.soii, Vol. Ill, p. loi.
* There are references (iClliot and Dow.sou, Vol. Ill, p. 215) to 'Ndih of the

harids'.

* Barani, Klliot and Dowson, Vol. Ill, p. 112.
* Ibid., pp. 179-80.
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day, dread of the reports of the spies made them tremble. No word
or action which could provoke censure or punishment was allowed

to transpire. The transactions in the bazars, the buying and selling,

and the bargains made, were all reported to the Sultan by his spies,

and were kept under control'. Nothing less than such a well-

controlled system of eternal vigilance could keep the ambitious and
turbulent nobles in check.

The account ' of Ibn Batutah ® makes it clear that IMuhainmad
Tughluq made an extensive use of spies (then known as manhis).

There was a well-organized bureaucratic system: the report of spies

working in different parts of the Iun]>ire and amidst different classes

of the population, reached the Snltan through many intermediary
officers. ‘ The fear of the spies was great, and even the highest

officers felt afraid of them The position of such spies seems to

have been analogous to the Khiijla navis or ‘ secret writer ’ of the
Mughal period—a ' confidential agent ’ who ‘ reported secretly on
events without any communication with the local authorities

We nia3^ conclude with a brief reference to the KdrkMnas which
have been elaborately described by ‘ Afif. 'J'he Kdrkhdnds i)rovided

the necessary supplies for all officials, 'fhey also provided the

necessary supplies for the royal library, tlie royal jewel house, the

royal pastures, the royal stables and the royal palaces and buildings.

They were managed by a great noble who acted with the aSvSistance

of nuitasarrifs. The Kdrklidnds seem to have occupied a very im-
])ortant place in the administrative machinery of the Sultanate of

Delhi, Their origin may probably be traced to Persia.®

’ Sii])portcd b)" tlic Masnlik.

French translation, Vol. Ill, pp.
Isliwaiiprasad, Ikiil., p. 27^.

^
.f. N. vSarkar, Ibid., p. y\.

Kitnwar Muhaiiiiiiad Asliraf, Ibid., p. 156.





‘THE TANTRAS: THE FIFTH VEDA’

By M. Rene Guenon

{Introduction ‘ on the author)

There is a far too general impression in certain circles that
orthodox traditional intellectuality cannot be seriously maintained,
or cannot be maintained in its entirety, in the face of modern
Western science; in the face of what passes for science in the West,
we should perhaps say, since a large part of this so-called science is

built upon pure hypothesis and cannot therefore be properly classed

as knowledge of any kind. The impression of the impotence of

orthodoxy, in the face of its \scientific' adversaries, corresponds no
doubt to a certain reality, and one which traditional teaching has
always foreseen : the coming of a time when disorder and false ideas

would prevail in the world; hnt the truth of ideas is plainly unaffected

by the numerical preponderance of the ignorant, and the impotence
here is actually in man, and not in the traditional standpoint with
which he has become unable to identify himself. The impression is

illusory then, when it is transported outside the realm of human
contingencies, where questions of material preponderance have their

place, into the realm of pure intellectuality where they have none,

and the illusion, where it exists, rests upon a double ignorance
which the supposedly 'scientific' outlook is designed to maintain;
ignorance, first and foremost, of what traditional intellectuality

really represents, and secondly of what is really represented by the

modem Western mentality in its various avspects. The 'scientific'

outlook, we say, is designed to perpetuate an ignorance of traditional

intellectuality, in short of any intellectuality which relates its object

to the unity of a transcendant principle; it is by this rejection of any
superior principle that modem science is to be distinguished from
the sciences of any other age, and the civilization of the modern
West from that of any other time or place ; it is also by this rejection,

or 'liberation' as some like to call it, that modern science loses all

real intellectual value, all possibility of synthesizing the multiplicity

of facts which it studies in any sort of unity, and all possibility of

’ This Introduction regarding the works of M. Rene Guenon is quite necessary

for understanding the standpoint the author takes in respect of the Hindu Scriptures.

The Introduction is prepared by Mr. Maciver, an Englishman studying Sanskrit at

Santiniketan, who is himself most conversant with the works of Rene Guenon.

Mr. Maciver has also translated this paper which is in French in the original.
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explaining these facts except in terms of ever-changing hypotheses,

which means all possibility of really explaining them at all.

A proper understanding of the modern mentality is something

which can only be acquired in the light of orthodox doctrine, and
this for at least two reasons, firstly because the modern mentality

only exists in virtue of its rejection of orthodoxy, and second^
because nothing can be thoroughly and ])rofouiidly understood

except ill the light of traditional doctrine; it necessarily follows

therefore that those who have deserted their traditional ])atlis for

the will-o'-the-wisp of Western ideas are less qualified to know what
they themselves are dealing with, and what iiilluences they are

serving, than those who have kept themselves rigorously from

contact with the West.

Those who have any deep grasp of traditional doctrines can

have very little use for modern science, and they do not need much
acquaintance with it to convince them of the fact

;
in th(' East

moreover this science is representative of an alien mentality with

which the representatives of tradition have normally no need to

concern themselves
;
those who are attached to modernism in one

form or another are therefore apt to remain unaware that it is

actually modern Western science which cannot for a moment be

maintained in the face of traditional intellectuality. Perhai)S for

the most ])art this does not greatly matter, for those wdio are attached

to modernism would generally be incapable of any profound attach-

ment to tradition, either from a native inca])acity of intellect, or

else because the prejudices of the modern outlook have stamped
them with an incurable deformity of mind. There may l)e some,

however, who would be able and willing to discard the fetters of

Western ‘culture’, if they understood its true character; it is their

attention in particular that we wish to draw to the works of M. Rene
Guenon.

These works have a somewhat unique character in modern
times; not so much because they are constantly inspired by the

purest traditional orthodoxy, which the East has always known and
never ceased to know, but because this pure traditional doctrine

appears under a We.stern name, in a Western tongue, and in short

because the author's task has been to illuminate the chaos and
disorder of the Western mind with it. To express the juire doctrine

without distortion in terms of a mentality which is firstly so limited

as that of the West, in its es.senlial nature, and secondly so pro-

foundly deformed as the result of a long pr(x:ess of decay, is some-
thing which calls for a closer acquaintance with Western civilization

than any Oriental could acquire in the normal course of events.

The importance of M. Guenon’s works to such Orientals as have
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suffered the influence of the West, lies precisely in Iiis alnlity to

situate the components of modem Western civilization in their

proper plan by the light of traditional doctrine, and also to situate

the traditional civilization of the West, from which modem civiliza-

tion is not derived by legitimate descent, in its proper place beside

the traditional civilizations of the ICast, as an aspect of that ])erpetiial

and imaninious primordial tradition from which all are derived.

We have liere, in fact, a traditional orthodoxy which transcends

the forms of particular traditions, like that of »Sliri Ramkrislma,
but accompanied by a precise and detailed knowledge of different

traditions which Ramakrishna never possessed.

The works of M. Rene Guenon have not yet received much
attention in India; partly, no doubt, because tliey are written in

French and have in only one instance been translated and ])nblished

in Ivnglish, and ]>artly, perhaps, because the one translation which
has appeared in Iviiglisli is at times defective, and always very far

from reprodiu'ing the author’s characteristic clearness and simplicity

of style. To our knc:)wledge these works have only twice been
noticed in Indian periodicals; once in ‘Triveni’ (Jan.-Fel)., TQ35)

wherci they formed the subject of a very interesting articie entitled

‘Oriental Knowledge and Occidental Research' by M. Andre Preau,

and once in the ‘ Visva-Bharati Quarterly’ (New.-Jan., 1935-1936)
where a chapter from one of M. Guenon’s books, ‘The Crisis of the

Modem World’ was presented in translation by Mr. Ananda K.
Coomaraswamy, tinder the title eff ‘vSacred and Profane vScience’.

Mr. Coomaraswamy prefaced his translation with a short

introductoiy^ note in which he identified himself with the traditional

standpoint of the author and declared that in his view no one writing

in a modem Western tongue ‘is more significant than Rene Guenon
whose task it has been to expound the universal metaphysical
tradition that has been the foundation of every past culture, and
which represents the indi.spensable basis for any civilization deserving

to be so called'. In detailing the author’s works l\Ir. Coomaraswamy
drew particular attention to ‘Man and his Becoming according to the

Vedanta’ as ‘probably the best account of the Vedanta available

in any European language’; it is this book which has unfortunately

been the victim of an inadequate English rendering. We make
particular mention of Mr. Coomaraswanty, because his name com-
mands an attention which our own does not, and also because certain

recent works of his, which seem to have been a cause of some per-

plexity amongst Orientalists, find an almost indispensable comple-
ment in the works of M. Guenon.

The article of M. Guenon’s which we now present is characteristic

;

it was published this year in the August-September number of
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* Etudes Traditionnelles’, a French periodical to which he is a regular

contributor, and we have translated it as a particularly cogent

proof that the representatives of orthodox intellectuality who are

familiar with certain of the pretended ‘conclusions’ of modem science

are as much entitled and indeed obliged to disregard them as those

who have never heard of them at all; if they concern themselves with

such things as the so-called ‘ law of progress’, or its corollaries, it can

only be to reduce them to whatever vestige of legitimacy they may
possess and to demonstrate their intellectual impossibility beyond
these limits

;
for it is not maintained that Western science is alto-

gether false, but only that its legitimate field is rigorously and fatally

limited to the realm of material phenomena, to the exclusion of all

that transcends them; this suffices, however, to deprive it of any real

intellectual interest.

We must especially emphasize the fact that this article was
originally destined for a public which is already familiar with the

author’s works, and therefore in a position to know exactly what
there is behind modern science

; those who lack this advantage may
well have a number of more or less serious objections to make, but

provided it is not assumed that these cannot be met, because they

are not met here, then the article may serve its purpose ; we have
meant it only as an introduction to the author’s works, and of these

a very considerable part is devoted to meeting possible objections in

advance, so much so that no one who knows them would be likely to

complain of a deficiency in this respect. We do not wish to suggest

that every possible objection has been met, for if the author confined

himself entirely to answering the objections that can be foreseen,

the task would probably be enough to absorb all his activities, to the

actual exclusion of his principal aim, which is the presentation of

orthodox doctrine
;
and apart from that the number of possible objec-

tions to a point of doctrine is equal to the number of ways of mis-

understanding it, and therefore indefinite. But plainly there is no

real presumption that an objection cannot be met in the fact that it

has not been met explicitly, and actually it will very seldom be
found that an objection has not been met by implication and in its

germ, as it were, in M. Guenon’s works. What must never be lost

of, in any case, is that where traditional doctrines are concerned one

is no longer faced with ‘profane science’, but with ‘Sacred Science’,

which rests not upon hypotheses and mere probabilities, but upon
absolute metaphysical certainties, and is therefore in a position to

answer any objection whatsoever, given the occasion, and provided
always that there is anything to be gained by doing so.

Of the various peculiarly modem errors which we have often

had to denounce, one which sets itself most flatly in the way of any
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proper understanding of traditional doctrines is what may be called

'historicalism', which is really only a simple consequence of the

'evolutionist’ mentality: it consists in the supposition that every-

thing must have started from the crudest and most rudimentary

beginnings and subsequently have undergone a progressive elabora-

tion, resulting in the appearance of particular conceptions at given

times, the time being always more recent in proportion as the con-

ception is taken to be more elevated; the implication is that ideas of

such an elevated order could only be 'the product of an already

advanced civilization’, to use an expression which has become so

common as often to be repeated more or less mechanically even by
people who are trying to react against this sort of mentality, but who
have only 'traditionalist’ intentions, without any kind of real

traditional knowledge. This way of thinking must be countered

with the plain statement that it is at its origin, on the contrary, that

everything belonging to the spiritual and intellectual sphere is found

in a state of perfection, from which it has continuously departed ever

since, during the gradual 'darkening’ which necessarily accompanies
every cyclic process of manifestation this fundamental law which we
must be content to recall here without going into further develop-

ments, is clearly .sufficient to reduce all the conclusions of what is

called ' historical criticism ’ to nothing. It is to be further remarked
that there is a definite purpose behind ‘criticism’ of this kind, which
is to deny the possibility of any superhuman element and to treat

traditional doctrines thennselves as purely human ‘thought’, on
exactly the same level as philosophy and the profane sciences; here

again no compromise of any sort is possible, the fact being that it is

really this profane ' thought ’, which is of such recent origin and which

could only have appeared, we may say, as ‘the product of an already

advanced degeneration’, to turn the phrase which we quoted further

back in an ' anti-evolutionist ’ sense.

Applying these general considerations to the Hindu tradition,

it has to be stated, contrary to the opinion of the Orientalists, that

what are called 'Vedism', ‘Brahmanism’, and ‘Hinduism’ have
absolutely no existence; they do not exist, we mean, if they are to

be understood as doctrines which have made their appearance and
replaced one another at successive epochs, each epoch characterized

by essentially different, not to say more or less antagonistic con-

ceptions, which have thus arisen one after another as the outcome
of mere ‘ reflection ’ conceived upon the model of simple philosophical

speculation . If the terms ‘ Vedism ’

,

‘ Brahmanism ’

,
and ‘ Hinduism

*

must be maintained, they are to be taken only as so many names for

a single tradition
; as such all of them are quite fitting, and the most

that could be said is that each refers more specially to a particular
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aspect of the tradition, but these different aspects are all inseparably

connected and cannot be detac'lied from one another in any way.
This follows directly from the fact that, in principle, the tradition

which we speak of is contained in its entirety in the Veda, and
consecjiiently that; whatever is opposed to tlie Veda or falsely derived

from it is exchid('d from this tradition, nnder whatever aspect it is

viewed; ihr wwhy and imniutalhlity of tlu* doctrine are thus ensured,

and this whaUwer the develoi)nients and adaptations which may be
occummed in response to the particular needs and aptitudes of

different a^cs.

It should, in fact, be clearly understood that the changelessness

of the doctrine in itself is no obstacle to any sort of developments or

adaptations, so long as these always rest in strict accord with prin-

ciples; at the sani(‘ time, of course, they can never constitute any
sort of a ‘novelty’, for in every case it can only be a question of

rendering explic it what was always imjdied in the doctrine from the

very beginning, or altc-rnativily of setting forth the same truths in

different terms so as to make tlieni more accessible to the mentality

of a 'darker' age. What could at first be grasped immediately and
without difficulty in the actual ])rinciple, could no longer be found
there by men of later ages, apart from exceptions, so that it became
necessary to make u]) for the general lack of understanding with a

profusion of ex])lniuit:ions and commentaries, none which had ever

before been needed
;
further, as the capacity for direct attainment

of pure knowledge continued to dwindle, it became necessary to

open lip other ‘wa>'s' which made use of ever more contingent

means and thus kept ])ace, so as to rec tify it as far as possible, with
the ‘descent’ which continued from age to age as earthly humanity
fulfilled its cycle. Hence, for its transcendent ends, one may say

that the more the intellectual and s])iritual level of humanity
declined, the more means it received of attaining them, so that all

that offered any possilfility might still be rescued, with due allowance

for conditions which must necessarily ])revail as a result of cyclic laws.

These are the considerations which permit a proper under-
standing of the place occiqned in the Hindu tradition by what is

usually given the name of "I'antrism’, this place being that of a

body of teachings and means of ‘realization’ which are more parti-

cularly suited to the conditions of the Kali-Yuga. It would be quite

wrong therefoR' to regard it as a doctrine apart, and even more so

as some sort of ‘s>stem’, as Westerners are only too ready to do;
really it is rather in the nature of a ‘spirit’, if the expression be
permitted, which is inoie or less diffused throughout the whole of

the Hindu tradition as it stands at present, and in such a way that

it would be almost impossible to attribute exact and clearly defined
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frontiers to it; so when it is reflected that the start of the Kali-Yuga

goes back far beyond what are recognized as ‘historical’ times, it

has to be granted that actual origin of Tantrisni, far from being as

‘late’ as is claimed by some, must of necessity elude the limited

means at the disposal of profane investigation. Moreover when we
s])eak of its origin and make it actually coincide with that of the

Kali~Yuga, as we do liere, this is only half true; to l)e exact, it is only

true when it is specified that what is in question Tantrisni as such,

we mean as the expression or outward manifestation of something

which, like all the rest of the tradition, always existed in principle

in the Veda itself, although it was more explicitly formulated and
developed in its applications only when circumstances came to reipiire

it. It will thus be seen that there is a double point of view to

consider here: on tlie one hand Tantrisni can be found in the Veda
itself, because it is contained there in its ])rincii)le; but on the other

hand, it cannot correctly receive a name as a distinct aspect of the

doctrine until the moment when it is made explicit for the reasons

which we have noted, and it is in this explicit aspect and this aspect

only that it can be considered as peculiar to the KaU-Yuga.
The name of Tantrisni derives from the fact that the teachings

which form its basis are set forth in treatises bearing the generic

title of Tantras, and this name is directly bound up with the sym-
bolism of weaving which we have spoken about elsewhere, for

tantra, in its strict sense, is the ‘warp’ of a cloth; we have pointed out

that words of the same meaning are also to be found in other places

applied to Sacred Hooks. These Tantras are often regarded as

forming a ‘fifth Veda’, s]>ecially destined for men of the Kuli-Yuga,
and this would be altogether unjustified if they were not derived from
the Veda, understood in its strictest sense, as an adaptation to the

conditions of a particular epoch; this we have already explained. It

is essential too to grasp that the Veda, in its principal and as it were

‘timeless’ state, is really one, before becoming threefold and then

fourfold in its expression; should it then l)econie fivefold at the

present day in view of further developments needed for less ‘open’

faculties of understanding, which can no longer work so directly in

the realm of pure intellectuality, it is clear that this will not have any
greater effect upon its primitive unity, for this is essentially its

‘perpetual’ (sanatana) aspect, and therefore independent of the

spec'ial circumstances of any and every age.

The doctrine of the Tantras then is nothing and can indeed be
nothing but a development from certain view points, and a perfectly

normal one, of what is already contained in the Veda, for it is thus

and thus alone that it can form an integral part of the Hindu tradi-

tion, as in fact it does. As for the means of realization (sadhana)
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prescribed by the Tantras, by the same token they can be said to

be directly derived from the Veda, for they are really only the
application and the putting into practice of this doctrine. Every
kind of rite, either of capital or subordinate importance, should of

course be included amongst such means, and if they seem all the

same to wear a certain aspect of 'novelty' when contrasted with
what preceded them, the reason is that there was no need to con-

ceive of these means in previous ages, except perhaps as mere
possibilities, for people had no need of them then, and had others at

their disposal which were more suited to their nature. In this there

is something exactly comparable to the special development of a
traditional science at some given time; a development of this kind

is just as little a vSpontaneous 'appearance' or an 'innovation',

for here again it can only be a matter of applying principles, and in

such principles every application pre-exists at least implicitly and so

could at any moment be made explicit, if there were any reason for

it; but in actual fact such a reason is not to be found except in the

contingent circumstances which characterize a particular epoch.

Now the impossibility of practising strictly 'Vedic' rites, as

they were 'in the beginning', follows only too plainly from the

simple fact that soma, which plays a capital part in them, has been
lost for a time beyond 'historical' reckoning; and it must be clearly

grasped that when we speak of soma here, it should be taken to

signify a whole body of things originally manifest and accessible to

all, which in the course of the cycle has become hidden, at least

from ordinary humanity. Henceforward ‘substitutes' for these

things were needed, which naturally had to be found in a lower
sphere than the first; thtts the 'supports' by which the posvsibility

of a 'realization' was maintained became ever more and more
materialized from age to age, keeping pace with the downward
march of cyclic manifestation; a comparison of the ritual uses of

wine and soma, for instance, would furnish a symbolical example
of this. Wlien we speak of 'materialization ’ however, it should not
be simply taken in the very narrow^ sense which is commonest; as

we understand it, it may be said to start as soon as one leaves pure
knowledge, which is also the only pure spirituality; and the appeal
to factors pertaining to sentiment or will, for instance, is not one of

the least signs of this kind of ' materialization ’

,
even if such factors

are used in a legitimate way; are used, that is, only as means, sub-
ordinated to an end which is always knowledge; were they not so,

indeed, one could no longer speak of 'realization' at all, but only of

a deviation, an imitation or a parody, all of the things which are

rigorously excluded by traditional orthodoxy, whatever form or

level it may take.
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This last observation of ours is exactly applicable to Tantrism,
which, generally speaking, offers more of an 'active than' a ‘contempla-

tive way', or in other words is more associated with ‘power’ than
with knowledge ;

and a particularly significant fact in this connection

is the prominence which it gives to what is called the ‘ heroic way

'

(vira-mdrga). The term mrya which is equivalent to the Latin
virtus, at all events in the acceptation which it had before it was
brought down to a ‘ moral

'
plane by the Stoics, is clearly expressive

in its strict sense, of the essential and, one may say, ‘typical' quality,

not of the Brahman, but of the Kshatriya
; and the vtra is distinguished

from the pashu, that is to say the being who is held by
the bonds of ordinary existence, less by effective knowledge than
by a wilful affirmation of ‘autonomy’, which, according to the use
he makes of it, may just as well carry him away from the end, at

this stage, as lead him to it. The danger, in fact, is that ‘power’
may be sought for its own sake alone, and so become a hindrance
instead of a help and that the individual may thus come to make
himself his own end; it goes without saying, however, that this is

simply deviation and abuse, which can never spring from anything
but lack of understanding, and for this the doctrine can in no way
be held responsible; furthermore, what we say concerns only the
‘way’ in itself, and not the aim, because, we must insist, this is the

same in every case, and can never be anything but knowledge, for

it is by knowledge and in knowledge only that the being truly

‘realizes’ itself in all its possibilities. It is none the less true for

that, that the means offered for attaining this end are stamped, as

they must inevitably be, with the special characteristics of the
Kali~Yuga\ it should be recalled, in this connection, that the proper
role of the ‘hero’ is always and everywhere depicted as a ‘quest’,

which may be crowned with success it is true, but also may end
in a reverse

;
and the ‘ quest ’ itself implies the existence, when the

‘hero’ appears, of something which has been lost beforehand and
which it is for him to recover; this task, at the finish of which the
vira becomes divya, may be defined, if one likes as the search for

soma or the ‘draught of immortality’ {amritd), whose symijolism
incidentally is exactly equivalent to that of the ‘ quest of the Grail

’

in the West; and by the recovery of soma the end of the cycle rejoins

its beginning in the ‘timeless’.





‘THIEME AND PANINI ’

By KvSKTriCvSH Chunder Chattopadiiyava

I have read with considerable interest T)r. Batakrishna Ghosh's
paper under the above ca])tion in the Indian Cullarc, \'ol. 1\', pp.

387-389, in which he has attenqHcd a reply to the criticisms of i)r.

Paul Thiemc and myself in the Indian Hislorical Quarterly, Vol.

XIII, pp. 329-349, on Dr. Ghosh’s article on ‘ Pfiniiii and the Rkprd-
iisdkhya in X, pp. 665-670. I am, however, much pained at

the personal heat that Dr. Ghosh has inlrodiicccl in these impersonal

discussions—vide his remarks like ‘his previous Olympian hauteur'

(p. 387),
‘ Ivvery one but a Thicme . . . . will readily concede'

(p. 387),
‘ Thieme’s vituperative eloquence’ (p. 388), ‘ tliis imi)udence

on the part of Thieme’ (p. 397), etc. etc. All this is uncalled for in

a scientific controversy. It is also doubtful if such remarks raise a

writer in the estimation of fellow .scholars. I liavc carefully gone
through the words of Dr. Thieme to find out if he has given sufficient

provocation to Dr. Ghosh for using sucli expres.sions l)ut I have
failed to discover it. Dr. Thieme has not roundly accused him of
' critical conceit ’ as Dr. Ghosh has imagined [I.C., IV, p. 387). In

clo.sing his paper Dr. Thieme has actually sai(l only this: ‘ h'or I am
satisfied that the scliolastic method of inter] )r(4ation .... has

proved adecpiate in principle, and is warranted by the admirably
consistent and accurate character of Jk'inini’s work, which modern
readiness to detect mistake.s—it may be stated in fairne.ss that the

unjustifiable contempt for India’s great grammarian is not peculiar

to Dr. Ghosh alone— and modern “ciitical ” conceit have failed to

discredit' {I.H.Q., XIII, pp. 312-3). It is quite evident from these

words that with one little exception they an? only general remarks,

not applicable to any particular individual. It is only in the paren-

thetical reference that Dr. (jhosli comes hi and that only in connexion

with ‘ modem rcadine.ss to detect mistakes'. Dr. Ghosh has himself

gratuitoUvSly laid claim to ‘ modem “ critical " conceit’ also, for which
Dr. Thieme cannot be held responsible.

I have gone through Dr. Gho.sh’s fresh discussion of the problems
but I am as unconvinced as before. He has also misunderstood
and even misrepre.sented me at a immber of places. Unfortunately,

however, I have no leisure just now to enter into any di.scus.sion

with him on these points. It would be, therefore, useless to point

out where he has misunderstood me. I reserve all this for the time

when I get sufficient leisure for an adecpiatc discussion of the
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problems. This note is meant only for defending my friend Prof.

Thieme against Dr. Ghosh’s remarks on two points, where the res-

ponsibility is mine and the defence should, therefore, come from me.
On other points Prof. Thieme will defend himself.

Dr. Ghosh has expressed surprise that in spite of his ‘ naturally'

ignoring Prof. Thieme’s dismissal of Dr. Ghosh’s ' contentions with
a contemptuous ( ?) remark in a footnote of his Pdnini and the Veda*

(pp. 61-62), Prof. Thieme ' has thought it necessary to write a long

article (I.H.Q., 1937, pp. 329-343) solely witli the purpose of refuting
’

Dr. Ghosh’s thesis. He adds ‘ Thieme can hardly accuse me of

ill-will if I assume that only after three years’ meditation he has
been able to grasj^ the problems which were discussed in my first

article, and it is hardly too much to expect that after another three

years’ meditation he will come round to the obvious solution given

by me, which, by the way, has been accepted in toto by Prof. A. B.

Keith (/.C., 1936, pp. 742-744),—not to mention other renowned
scholars who have intimated to me their approval of my thesis by
personal communication’ (/.C., Vol. IV, p. 387).’ This is very
unfair to Prof. Thieme. I had already }>ointed out in I.Il.Q., XIII,

p. 343, that Dr. Thieme’s paper was written shortly after the publi-

cation of Dr. Ghosh’s paper. Dr. Ghosh simply overlooked those

words of mine and assumed that Dr. Thieme took full three years

to reply elaborately to Dr. Ghosh’s views. The facts are these.

Dr. Ghosh’s article appeared in the December 1934 issue of the

but actually reached our hands early in 1935. I was personally

interested in the problem of the chronological relation between
Panini and the Rkprdtiidkhya and so was my friend Prof. Thieme.

'Dr. Ghosh’s attempt at overawing (or, in his own language, ‘coercing’) his

opponents by a parade of authorities on his side is absolutely futile. A modern
scholar cannot be expected to be thus cowed down. Dr. Ghosh should also have

thought of the possibility of certain other ‘renowned scholars' having intimated to

us their approval of our thesis. I w^onder why it was necessary for Dr. Ghosh to

speak of his ‘final soutenance in Paris in 1933 (about which reference may be made
to Professors Renou, Foucher, and Bloch)' (I.C., IV, p. 390). What earthly concern

is it of anybody to find out from the three scholars named whether or not Dr. Ghosh's

reference to his soutenance is correct ? If Dr. Ghosh has hoped that by naming his

judges in the soutenance he will secure some importance for his thesis, he is sadly

mistaken. No Indian vaiyakarana will recognize Professors Renou, Foucher, and
Bloch as authorities on Panini. Professors Renou and Bloch, though very good
scholars on Indian linguistics, will themselves disclaim special knowledge of the

Paninean system. About the close of his paper, Dr. Ghosh has made another

display of bad taste by saying ‘ And I hope also that he (Dr. Thieme) will intensively

study the problem before making another pronouncement, for he can hardly expect

that I or anybody will always be able to find time merely to point out some patent

errors’ (p. 399). May I ask, who has a better claim to ‘Olympian hauteur’. Prof.

Paul Thieme, or liis accuser. Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh ?
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Thieme had also discussed from his own point of view the interpre-

tation of Panini I. i. i6 and I. i. 17-18 in his Pdnini and the Veda
which was then passing through the Press. We were in agreement
in most of the questions raised by Dr. Ghosh. I, therefore, suggested

to Prof. Thieme that we might publish a joint criticivsm of the paper

of Dr. Ghosh. Thieme added only a brief note in the proofs of his

Pdnini and the Veda, not out of contempt, but becau.se an elaborate

criticism was in contemplation. We then wrote out independently

our separate criticisms and then compared notes. We realized

that we should both make some modifications in our respective

papers. Prof. Thieme immediately made the necessary changes in

his paper and handed it over to me before leaving India in August

1935. It imis my fault and not his that the paper was not published

immediately after. It was necessary that I should make certain

changes in my paper, for which I got leisure only about the beginning

of 1937. I revised my paper and made certain additions in footnotes

in Prof. Tliieme’s paper and sent both for publication and they

appeared in the June 1937 issue of the I.H.Q. Dr. Ghosh, of course,

could not have known all this. But when I had definitely .stated

that Prof. Thieme s paper was written ‘shortly after the publication

of Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh’s paper’, Dr. Ghosh had no justification

for imagining that Thieme took three years to write out his paper.

The other j^oint on which I owe to Dr. Thieme an explanation

of his position is this. Dr. Ghosh w^rote in X, p. 668, ‘ But
Wackernagel (III, 97 b) has pointed out that in the case of d there is

nothing to .show that in the Sarnhita-text it has been actually

treated as pra^rhya '
. At that time no (.:opy of the third volume of Prof.

Wackernagers Aliindische (iramniatih was available at Allahabad.

Dr. Thieme and myself wondered how in view of Rv. S., X.

183. 2, sva ydm tan id /tvyc na dhamdn am, Wackernagel
or Ghosh could deny that the Sanihitd text did show ii of the locative

as a pra^rhya and Prof. Thieme, therefore, remarked, I.H.Q., XIII,

p. 333, 11. 6, ‘ Relying on a statement of Wackernagel's, Ghosh wrongly
asserts that “in the vSamhita-text it has been actually treated as

pragrhya*'.' At this Dr. Ghosh now remarks, I.C., IV, p. 397,
‘ Thieme (p. 33,3, f.n. 6) takes me to ta.'^k for relying on this statement
of Wackernagel’s, which he apparently considers to be incorrect.

It is some consolation at least to sec that Prof. Chattopadhyaya,
relying on whom Thieme ac'cuses Wackernagel of inaccuracy,

pDunptly dissociating himself from this impudence on the part of

Thieme in the same footnote.’ Neither Prof. Thieme nor myself

was aware at that time that Wackernagel had made that statement
in .spite of Rv. 5 ., X. 183. 2, which he had actually quoted. That
was the only inaccuracy in Prof. Thieme s remarks, which is solely
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due to lack of Wackernagers book at Allahabad at that time.

Thieme could not be expected to remember at Allahabad every line

of Wackemagel read at Goettingen. I received my copy of the
third volume of the Altindische Grammaiik just before I revised our
papers and 1 utilized that opportunity of correcting ourselves. The
correction was only with reference to WackemageTs use of Rv, S.,

X. 183. 2. I did not dissociate myself from Prof. Thieme's dis-

agreement with Wackemagel which Dr. Ghosh has thought fit to

characterize as * impudence’, for I ended with saying, 'whatever
that may be, the fact remains that in the Sainhita-text gauri and
tanu are followed by vowels with which they do not join in sandhi.

Hence Panin i could easily take these (and similar) words as pragrhya

in the Samhitd-text' {I.H.Q., XIII, p. 333, 11. 6). Dr. Ghosh has read

these words, for he has called them into question on the next page
(/.C., IV, p. 398) . Consequently I have not accepted the view of Prof.

Wackemagel. I do not think, therefore, that there was any material

inaccuracy in Prof. Thieme’s remarks.

I hope Prof. Thieme will liimself answer the other criticisms of

Dr. Ghosh. It will be some time before I shall have the leisure to

join in the fray. I fear, however, that Dr. Ghosh may assume from
my present silence that I have no reply to make. But I cannot

help what he may or may not imagine. As the problems raised by
Dr. Ghosh and ourselves are very important, I hope that the dis-

cussions will be continued, in which others will also join us. I also

hope that a proper solution of our problems will be thus ultimately

arrived at.
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A NEW TYPE OF ANDHRA COIN

While the coins of the Western Kshatrapas are very numerous
and the numismatic data of the dynasty remarkably full, the same
cannot be said with regard to the Aiidliras. Prof. Rapson was the
first scholar who built up a systematic numismatic account of the

Andhra dynasty on the foundation laid down by Pandit Bhagwan
lyal Indraji. He has made a very close division of the Andhra
coins according to their types and tried to localise them on that basis.

But as he has himself observed, a great portion of the early dominions
of the Andhras being unexplored it will always be reasonable to

expect new types of coins. Though the present coin is by no means
anything in the nature of a new discovery, yet it is of sufficient

importance to require publication.

Potin
;
round

;
broken edges on one side. Wt. 29 grs. Obverse :

Elephant, in high relief, walking to right with raised trunk. Below
can be seen the sign of a river. Immediately above the Elephant
there is an Ujjain symbol, though it has become faint. Legend in

Brahmi, which begins from the left margin of the coin, reading
Rdno $iri Sd[ta\. A figure like the lower portion of the letter ta

can be seen on the top margin of the coin. The right edge is rather

worn out.

Reverse : Tree with broad leaves within a circle. In between
the branches can be seen small dots. The metal is in all probability

potin.

It will be apparent from the above description that the two main
features by which to judge the type and locality of this coin are the

Elephant figure on the obverse and the tree on the reverse. The
tree is a characteristic of the Andlira coins and of the coinage of

certain chiefs who have generally been supposed to have been
subordinates or feudatories of the Andhras. The latter class of

coins, however, have trees with long and thick leaves issuing from a

single stem. Similar is the case with the coins of the Andhra kings

Sri Sdta and Rdno Sri ScUakanni. In none of these cases can the

tree be said to have branches or limbs from which the leaves issue.

Amongst the monetary issues of the Western Kshatrapas scarcely a

coin can be found which has the tree reverse.

There is, however, one solitary copper coin of Nahapana which
is worth a close notice in this connection. It was obtained by
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Cunningham from Ajmere.' The obverse has the usual Arrow and
thunderbolt of the Kshatrapas but the reverse shows a tree, within

railing, having leaves which are greatly akin to those on this coin.

There is nothing to associate the tree and the railing with Buddhism
as was done by Cunningham in his description of the same coin.

As we shall have occasion to point out below, Nahapana was indebted

to some Andlira coin for this particular specimen. It is worth while,

therefore, to determine the exact source from which Nahapana
derived the reverse type of this issue. It is well known how Rapson
has divided the Andhra coinage into two groups—A and B—accord-

ing to their types.® The districts of group A are more or less certain

but those of the group B are uncertain. The chief feature of the

potin coins of the latter class is that they are round and have

Elephant on the obverse and tree on the reverse. This is a sufficient

clue to attribute our coin to the B group. To this group belong the

coins which have been attributed to Cautamiputra on the rather

doubtful evidence of a scanty legend. In the British Museum there

is a specimen of a round potin coin which has been eonjecturally

attributed to Cautamiputra by Rapson. The obverse of this coin

has an Elephant walking to right with trunk upraised
;
above conch

shell (?), Ujjain symbol. The reverse has tree with large leaves

within railing divided into rectangular sections. It has also been

noticed that the coin is of the period before the lime of Nahapana.
Regarding the legend, Rapson says that such traces of an inscription

as are visible on this coin seem to indicate that it may have been

Rdno Siri Sd[takanisa],^ On the basis of such a doubtful legend, the
attribution to (jautamiputra was obliged to be of a conjectural

nature. If we now compare our coin with the above mentioned one

of Cautamiputra we will be at once struck by the close similarity.

The confirmatory test is provided by the legend which, in our coin,

is clearly written as Rdiio Siri Sd[ta], Prof. Bhandarkar, who is the

possessor of the coin, kindly informs me that it comes from
Kathiawad which is in Western India. On the reverse of our

coin the die was badly struck leaving aside a good portion of the

coin blank. The lower portion of the tree which must have also

been inside a railing, was left out. Even the dots between the

branches are clearly .seen in our coin as is also visible on the

British Museum .specimen. That this coin cannot be attributed

to the Andhra chief designated on his coins as Sri Sdta and
identified with SVf Sdtakarni of the Nanaghat inscription, is also

^ Cunningham, Coins of Med. India, p. 6, PI. i, 5.

* Rapson, Kshatrapa Coins, p. xciv.
* Rapson, ibid., p. 17, f.u, i.
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clear from the letters of the coin legend. In the case of the

latter king the dental sa is still archaic whilst the same in our coin

has definitely assumed the broad-backed style, indicating thereby its

later age. The way of denoting the medial i also points to the

same conclusion, In the case of the earlier Satakarni a simple

curled stroke to the left is placed on the top of the letter whilst in the

present case this sign takes a twist to the right at the end. We can
with great certainly attribute this coin to Gautamiputra whose
another specimen is in the British Museum. Wliat Rapson con-

jectured long ago is now corroborated by this specimen. In all

probability, this and the one in the British Museum are two different

varieties of the same king. As I have said above the river sign is

found in this coin just below the figure of the Elephant. No such

sign is to be seen in the British Museum specimen or in any other type
of Gautamiputra. One probable conjecture might be that this symbol
in the latter group of coins might have been left off due to the die being

somewhat bigger than the blank. Whatever might be the reasons we
shall not be wrong to take the present issue to be a new type. It is

clear enough now, that Nahapana, if he was indebted to any Andhra
type for his copper coin, must have derived his source from the issues

of the present type with thick covered leaves * other than the one in

the British Museum with leaves indicated by lines. As this coin was
found in Kdthi^wad it becomes easy to explain how the same type

was borrowed by Nahapana in whose territory was included Southern

Gujrat before it was wrested away from him by Gautamiputra.*

SusHii, K. Bose.

VI§NU PURI, AUTHOR OF THE BHAKTIRATNAVALI

At pp. 430-31, No. 4, Vol. IV, of the Indian Culture, Mr. B. N.
Krishnamurti Sarma, an indefatigable writer of the School of

§ri Madhva, observes as follows:

—

‘ It is not, however, unlikely that a Bliakti movement was started

ill the North of India by Rajendra Tirtha and his disciple Jayadhvaj

a

' An additional weight is thrown in favour of such an assumption by the weight
of this coin. The particular issue of Nahapana, which we are referring to, weighs
only 69*6 grs., whereas the British Museum specimen of Gautamiputra weighs more
than 209 grs. The weight of our coin, in its original form, must have been at least

45 grs. so that from this point our coin is more akin to that of Nahapana than the
British Museum specimen.

* I am thankful to Mr. J. N. Banerji of the Calcutta University for going
through the manuscript.
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during their sojourn there. We have it from Kavikarnapura that

the celebrated Visnu Pxiri, author of the Bhakiiratndvall, was a
disciple of Jayadhvaja. Most probably it was this Visnu Puri

who was the real father of the Bhakti movement in the North and
the teachers Laksmipati, MMhayendra Puri, and Isvara were des-

cended from him and of these Isvara Puri was probably contem-
poraneous with Vyasatirtha and presumably well-acquainted with

him.’

The above statement must be characterized as a piece of

unwarranted conjecture. The Gauraganoddesadipika of Kavikarna-
pura mentions Visnu Puri as a disciple of Jayadharma, a name which
occurs in the list of teachers of the Caitanya Sect given in that work
and also in the slightly different lists to be found in Baladeva’s

works. In my paper on ' Sricaitanyadeva and the Madhvacarya
Sect’, contributed to the Jounial of the Assam Research Society

for April, 1935, to which Sarma refers in his footnote 2, p. 430, I

held that the list in Karnapura*s work was a clear forgery, and I

was inclined to trace the interpolation to the pro-Madhva leanings

of Baladeva. Achyutacharan Chaudhuri’s reply to my paper abso-

lutely failed to refute a single argument advanced by me, and
Mr. Sarma himself does not rely on the lists as his discussion at

p. 430 clearly shows. He says there about Isvara Puri that ‘ his

title " Puri ” is sufficient indication that he could not belong to

the Madhva Order. ’ But he immediately misses the point when he

quotes and follows Kavikarnapura about Visnu Puri. How could

Visnu Pirn be a disciple of Jayadhvaja who was a Tirtha of the

Madhvacarya Sect ?

Apart from this, there is clear evidence that Visnu Puri was a

teacher of that branch of the Sariikara Sect of which Sridhara was
the best known exponent. The ' Bhaktiratnavail ’ is an anthology
of Bhakti verses culled from the Bhagavata Purana, on which
Visnu Puri himself wrote a commentary, named the ‘ Kantimala ’.

The work with its commentary was immensely popular in Bengal.

Ever>^ collection of MSS. in the Province possesses several copies

of the work and a printed edition of the work was also published
from Calcutta. In the ‘ Kantimala’, Srldhara’s commentary on the

Bh.P. is substantially followed, and at its close Visnu Puri apologizes

for any inadvertent deviations from that work in the following

terms:

—

* Atra 6ridhara-sattam-okti-likhane nyun adhikam yat tv
abhut. Tat ksantum sudhio Thata svaracana-lubdha-
sya me capalam’.

Nor can we be sure about the date of this Visnu Puri. After
the above verse, the following verses are found in the printed edition
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as well as in some of the manuscripts in the collection of the University

edition of Dacca:

—

' Varanasyam Mahesasya sannidhyc harimandire
Bhaktiratnavali siddha sahita Kaiitimalaya

Mahayajna-sara-prana-sasahka-ganite sake

Phalgune siiklapaksasya dvitiyayam sumahgale.’

The date given here for the completion of the work with its

Commentary is Saka 1555 or 1633 A.C., exactly a century later than

the demise of Sri Caitanyadeva. Rupa Gosvamin, in his ‘ Padyavali

'

[vide Dr. S. K. De's Ed.), quotes two verses from one Visnu Puri,

which cannot be traced to the Bhaktiratnavali. But if these two
Visnu Puris were identical, the date mentioned above would be

untenable.

Jayananda, in his ' Caitanyamahgala’, mentions one Visnu
Puri as one of the eight disciples of Madhavendra Puri (p. 34).

At p. 88, again, he mentions one Visnu Puri, along with several

sannyasins, bearing Samkarite names, as present at Katwa at the

time of Caitanyadeva ’s initiation into Sannyasa. In the ' Caitanya-

tattvapradipa’, an unpublished Bengali work in the Dacca University

collection, bearing No. 1673, the writer, Brajamohan Das, mentions

Madhavendra Puri as the seed of the Caitanya Sect, and names one

Visnu Puri and some of the senior contemporaries of Caitanyadeva
as the roots thereof. None of these Visnu Puri’s could have been a

disciple oJ so earlier a teacher as Jayadhvaja. Mr. Sarma altogether

overlooks the fact that the Bhakti preached by Sri Madhva and the

Radha Krsna Cult of the Bengal School are as poles asunder.

Mr. Sarma lays much stress on the anxiety of Rupa Oosvamiti

to reconcile his own views with those of Madhva. We need not be

surprised at this if we remember that Jiva, the nephew and disciple

of Rupa, in his ‘ Tattvasandharbha’, mentions Madhva, though
erroneously, as a direct disciple of Samkara. His words, 'saksat

tac-chisyatam praptair’ before 'Madhvacaryacaranaih’, have been
unskilfully omitted in the editions of the * Tattvasandharbha’ by
Syamlal and Satyasundar Gosvaniins, though they occur in the

more faithful Berhampore edition of Ramanarayana and in all the
manuscripts of the work I have come across.

A pemsal of the ‘ Caitanyabhagavata ’ by Vrndavanadasa, the
‘ Caitanyacaritamrta’ by Krsnadasa Kaviraja, the magnum opus of

the Bengal School, and the latter author’s Sanskrit work, the
* Govindalilamrtam ’ will convince Mr. Sarma that Bengal Vaisnavism
originated in the midst of surroundings wholly uninfluenced by
Madhvaism.

Amarnath Ray.
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THE HARAHA inscription OF MAUKHARI
MAHARAJADHIRAJA ISANAVARMAN

From verse 13 of the Haraha inscription of Isanavarmau we
learn that he occnpied the throne after he had conquered the

Andhras, the Siilikas, and the Gaudas. The glorious campaign of

his conquests having preceded his sitting on his father's throne,

naturally ‘ Isvaravannan must be taken as the first Mankhari king

who paved the way to the Imperial Status (Maharajadhiraja) after-

wards enjoyed by his illustrious son Isanavarmau.’
From verse 16 of the inscription we learn that while Isana-

varman was ruling the earth, a son was born to him who was named
Suryavarman.

From verses iq and 20 we learn that when Suryavarman had
attained puberty he once went a-hunting and noticed a dilapidated

temple of Siva which he reconstnicted during the reign of his father

I^navarmaii in (Vikrama) year 61 1. Thus it is clear that Surya-
varman was born sometime about Vikrama year (611-21, or) 590
and Isanavarmau ’s glorious conquests were won and he became a

Maharajadhiraja at the latest about Vikraina year 589.

From the Aphsad stone inscription of Adityasena we learn that

the Later Gupta King Kumaragupta, son of Jivitagupta I, fought

with Maukhari Isanavarmau but at last Kumaragupta 's son

Damodaragupta died in the battle and it was probably owing to this

grief that Kumaragupta immolated himself at Prayaga by ’ entering

into a fire kindled with cowdung cakes’.

From the above it is clear that the Later Gupta King
Kumaragupta, son of Jivitagupta I, flourished before Vikrama
year 589 which is assumed to be equivalent to A. I). 532 or G.K. 212,

on Fleet’s epoch when we know the Imperial Gupta Monarch
Maharajadhiraja Kumaragupta, son of Narasitnhagupta Baladitya,

was reigning. Again, in Malava year which is assumed to be
identical with Vikrama year 589 we know Rajadhiraja Yasodharman
Visnuvardhana who defeated the kings of Northern India was
reigning, thus making Maharajadliiraja Isanavarmau Maukhari as

his contemporary (and perhaps overlord ?). This shows clearly that

the MMava and Vikrama years are not identical and the Imperial
Gupta Monarch Kumaragupta and his father, Narasimhagupta
Baladitya, flourished long before A.D. 530, and that Fleet’s epoch
of the Gupta era is incorrect.

From the Aphsad inscription we also learn that the Later Gupta
King Krsnagnpta’s son was Harsagupta whose son was
Jivitagupta I, father of Kumaragupta, and this latter fought with
Maukhari Isanavarmau, We have already found this Kumaragupta
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ruling in about A.D. 532. Thus Krsnagupta was ruling about 100

years earlier in c. A.D. 432 which on Fleet s epoch is equivalent to

G.K. 1 12 when we know the Imperial Gupta Monarch Knmaragupta I

was ruling and it is wrong for Fleet *s adherents to place Krsnagupta
after the Imperial Gupta Monarch Knmaragupta III one of whose
inscription is dated in (Gupta) Samvat 224. As the later Gupta
kings followed the Imperial Gupta Monarchs, it follows clearly that

Fleet s epoch is in error by at least a hundred years,

Dhirkndranath Mookkrjhk.

ABOUT ANARAKALI

It is a strange phenomenon that with the passage of time,

fabulous, fictitious tales creep round correct historical facts, dis-

torting and disfiguring them beyond all recognition, so that, in a

decade or two, these myths themselves come to be sublimated into,

and later acknowledged, as facts, l^xaggeration, for better or worse,

is in the nature of man. But the aim of History is re.surrection of

fact, the differentiation of correct from incorrect accounts.

A good deal of fiction has been written about Anarakali. But
when we apply the torch of scientific research, the real facts, sup-

pressed intentionally or otherwi.se by our budding writers, emerge.

Therefore, without any hesitation it will be accepted that no Mughal
historical record so far has been discovered which would furnish us

with any useful information regarding any princess or stewardess

who would have been ever named—Anarakali, with the exception

of one horrible and inconceiveable story whicli is related only by
one English traveller—William Finch, about one lady named Anara-
kali being in the Harem of Akbar the Great. Finch had visited the

Punjab in 1611 A.D. His words run thus: ~ '

‘ On the west side of the Castle is the Ferry to pass over to

Cabul (and so to the Tartary or Cascar) a very great roadway
and further side of the River is a goodly country. Infinite num-
bers of Gardens full of rarity exceeds 2 or 3 c. in length. Passing

Sugar Gouge (Shakar Gaiij) is a fair Meskite built by Shecke

* ‘ Purchas His Pilgrimages', Vol. IV, pp. 47-60.
* The Mosque of Sheikh Freed mentioned by William Finch can easily be

located on the spot called Tihha Baba Freed on the western side of the bahore District

Courts which was in reality a mosque built by Murtaza Khan Freed Bukliari Dehlvi.

I hope it will not be confounded with Baba Freed, the saint lying buried at Pakpataii.

This mosque now disappears from bahore, only a small mount is remained, vide

Islamic Culture of Hyderabad. Deccan, 1935, p. 611S. (One of ray own articles

about bahore Monuments.)
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Freed
; beyond it (without the twone, in the way to the Gardens)

a faire monument for Don Sha his mother, one of the Acabar
his wives, with whom it is said Sha Selim had to do (her name
was Immaque Kelle, or Pomogranate Kernell), upon notice

of which the King caused he to be inclosed quick within a wall

in his Mohall, where she dyed: and the King (Jahangir) in

Token of his love, commands a sumptuous Tombe to be built

of stone in the midst of a foure-square Garden richly walled with

a Gate, and divers rooms over it : the convexity of the Tombe
he hath willed to be wrought in workers of gold, with a large

fair jounter with rooms over-head/

The gist of Finch’s dramatic episode is this that there was
one lady named almost Anarakali in the harem of Akbar with whom
Salim (Jahangir) the son of Akbar was also in love secretly, when
Akbar came to know of the fact, he at once enclosed her alive in the

wall of the palace by way of punishment. And later on when Salim

became Kmperor, he built her magnificent mausoleum which Finch

had seen in the course of construction.

We can now see what happened with Finch’s writing from

Lahore in i6ii when Anarakali’s story was fresh. De Laet has

mentioned in his History a scandalous tale about Shahjahan and
his daughter Jahanara which is also repeated by Peter Miinday in

1632 about 22 years after Finch’s version:

—

'This Showe Jehan amonge the rest hath one Chimny
Beagum a verie beaiitifull creature by report, with whom (it

was openly bruited and talked of in Agra) he committed incest,

being very familiar with him many times in boyes apparell in

great favours, and as great means allowed her.’
^

It will also astonish to know that Peter Mnnday has mentioned

a similar tale about Nurmahal:

—

' The King (Jahangir) insensed against him (Prince Khurram
afterwards Shahjahan) on some occasions (and as they say, for

havings too secrette famiiiaritic with Noormohall), he fledd

and stood out in Rebellion to day of the king’s death.
’ ^

Sir Richard writes :
—^ ' the story had been embellished until

it became truly scandalous and attributed to a lady of still greater

in the next generation closely connected with Lahore. It is quite

possible that the scandle told of Shah Jahan and his daughters

^ De Laet’s book published at Leyden in 1631 on India and later published by
Lethbridge in 1871.

* Peter Munday, Vol. II, p. 203, Haklyute Soc., 1914.
* Indian Antiquary, Vol, XLIV, pp. 111-112.
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usually of Jahanara, the most famous but also Chimny * Begum, is

a mere passing one of a well-known tale to a third generation. Also

the same story was referred to the days of Raja Ranjit Singh, which
is ordinarily told, was to the effect during a procession, she was seen

to smile at a man in the crowd. This was reported to the Great

Sikh ruler, who had immuned her alive then and there. A search

for the male culprit revealed him as his brother, whereon Ranjit

Singh in great remorse built the magnificent tomb to her memory
which is the pro-Cathedral at Lahore. And this is in spite of the

tomb being obviously Mohammadan and three centuries old.'

The Lahore Gazetteer’s version of the story of Anarakali identi-

fying her with Nadira Begam and the vague title Sherf-un-Nissa

seems to drag in yet another unfortunate lady of the time closely

connected with Lahore. Nadira was the wife of Dara Shikoh, who
was the daughter of Sultan Parvez, a son of Jahangir. Of course.

History records it that Dara had a desire to bury his wife at Lahore

by the tomb of Mian Mir Sahib near Lahore, so when she gave her

last breath while he was hurrying towards Lahore in the course of

the struggle for the throne, therefore one can easily infer that she

must have had been buried there at Mian Mir Sahib. Her tomb
cannot be in any case identified with that of the so-called tomb of

Anarakali as the facts are in our favour.

Sakinatul-Auliya, one of the many compilations of prince Dara
Shikoh, the eldest son of Shah Jahan, a clever writer on mysticism,

bears a special chapter on the public haunts of Lahore of Shah
Jahan s days where, usually, his spiritual leader Shah Mian Mir

Sahib, lying buried at Lahore, insed to go in the company of his

disciples. It is really a very useful work as far as our interest in

Lahore antiquities is concerned. It takes note of many important

places, many of which to-day are not traceable. Sakinatul Auliya

was written in 1052 A.H. (1642 A.D.) twenty-eight years after the

construction of the so-called tomb of Anarakali or forty-four years

after the death of the lady entombed therein according to the dates

inscribed on the sarcophagus, therefore, to expect its mention here

is possible, however, one most important and interesting thing occurs

therein, it is the mention of the ‘Anarakali Garden* on the southern

side of the city wdth a dome in the corner of its southern wall.

Unfortunately it does not furnish us with any reference appertaining

^ vSir R. Temple regards Chimny Begum and Jahan Ara both one and the same
but the former s name does not api)ear in Mughal records.

* Sherfun-Nissa was the daugliter of Lahore Governor during the 19th century

and her tomb with coloured tile work is on the vShalamar Road inside the

Gulabi Bagh.
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totheperson buried beueath the dome in the precincts of the Anarakali
Gardens. At least, it can safely be said that so far it is the first

mention of the word Anarakali in the Mughals annals applied to a
garden, so it is just possible that the garden might have been noted
for its production of pomegranates of a fine quality. Because Finch
has himself mentioned particularly that this side of the city was full

of infinite number of gardens full of rarity. Dara Shikoh could
easily have mentioned the fact if it was the tomb of Anarakali con-

cerning whom such a thrilling and horrible drama is related only by
Finch and not so far corroborated by any other evidence. It is

conceivable that in the latter period the garden fell into a general

desolation and only the tomb left which was afterwards named
Anarakali instead of the garden or locality, because for credence it is

also necessary that the contemporary writers would mention this

dreadful event.

After this, then, the question arises, who was the lady buried

therein, in whose love Salim (Jahangir) son of Akbar uttered the

couplet, which is being inscribed too on the sarcophagus:

—

Ah ! could I behold the face of my beloved once more.

I would give thanks unto Almighty God unto resurrection.

It has already been pointed out in the light of history that it is the

tomb of Sahib-i-Jamal, one of the wives of Jahangir, died in the same
year at Lahore. She was the mother of Parvez son of Jahangir
and daughter of Zain Khan Koka. She was married to Jahangir
in 995 A.H. (1586 A.I),), against Akbar’s will.*

We should also remember that Jahangir was forty-one years old

in 1599, the year of the death of the buried lady, undeniably an age

of seriousness. Moreover, the History cannot conceal the facts as

Mr. Beveridge has already pointed out by saying that either the

stoiy^ of Anarakali told by Finch is untrue or the dates being inscribed

on the sarcophagus are untrue, because Salim from 1007 A.H. to

loii A.H. was away from Lahore as well as his father Akbar had
left Lahore on the 26th Aban 1007 A.H. (6th Nov., 1598 A.D.) a

good deal before the actual date of occurrence, i.e. 1008 A.H.= 1598.*

During 1854 a foreign lady came to India who was a very clever

landscape painter, she prepared a volume of landscapes under the

name of ‘Oriental Sketches in the Punjab by a Lady ', one of them
was a very nice landscape which, she had named ‘ Anarakallie from

^ Mr. Beal has given the biograpliical notice of Sahib-i-Jamal as the wife of

Jahangir, in his Dictionary of Oriental Biography and Nairangi-i-Khyal Annual,

1928, Mr. Salik’s article.

* Lnglish Trans, of Akbar Nama, p. 1155.
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the Mooltan Road’, with a description in her own words:

—

‘The village of Anarakallie was a suberb of Lahore and at

one time occupied by the British Troops as a Cantonment, but
abandoned for this purpose from its unhealthiness. ... In the

distance is the tomb of Anarakallie who was a lady of the Harem
of Shahjahan, her name the ‘'The Flower of Pomegranate”.
Having incurred the vShah's displeasure, he ordered her to be
buried alive and her tomb is now used as a church.’

'

The foreground of the landscape bears a vast area of water which
conforms to the words of Dara Shikoh that there was a tank due
south, also even at that time this part of the cit}^ was called as

Anarakali. It looks also funny to mention in this connection that

there are other tombs in the Punjab which are called the tombs of

Anarakali, with whom the same scandalous story is related such as

at Batala in the Gurdaspore District.

From all the above-noted conflicting accounts of the early

European writers about Anarakali, etc. I am sure, every one will

automatically conclude that there was no existence of any lady

ever named Anarakali and the place where the tomb stands was a

part of the city named Anarakali after the name of a Garden as

mentioned by Prince Dara Shikoh.

At the end we should also add that if we put ourselves to prei)are

a list of such scandals being recorded by many travellers and so-

called historians from the beginning to this day, I am sure a big

article can easily be prepared of a great historical value and on the

other hand it will also help us in understanding the real historical

insight of those, therefore all these considerations seem to point to

be extremely cautious in accepting such baseless scandals about the

great ones of Indian History.

M. Abdulea Chaohtai.

A NOTE ON ^ A^TAKUL^^ADHIKARANA^

I'wo old epigraphical records of Bengal, viz. the Dhanaidaha
copper-plate inscription of the time of Kumara-Gupta I, and one

(No„ 3, of the time of Budha-Gupta) of the Damodarpur copper-

;;
plate inscriptions, are found to contain the unfamiliar expression

} ‘ astakiil=ddhikayam* in connection with transactions of land sale.

‘ A similar tale has been related about Anarakali by Mr. Beal in his Dictionary

of Oriental Biograph}

\
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The former has it that a certain person approached the householders,

the Mahattaras and the astakul^ddhikarana of the village and
expressed his desire to purchase some land,' while according to the

latter, the mahattaras, the astakul=:^ddhikarana, the grdmikas and the

kutumbis (householders), being in confidence (sa-vi^vdsam) inform,

from a certain village, the chief Brahmanas, the prominent subjects

and the householders in another village, of some land sale.* What-
ever the expressions 7nahattara, grdmika and astakul=ddhikarana

might precisely denote, it is quite obvious that they were somehow
or other connected with the internal administration of the village,

though not actual royal functionaries. A grdmika was, according to

Ma^m (VII, vv. ii6, ii8), the head of the village, ‘who had the

right to enjoy several privileges, e.g. to use for himself the king's

dues received from the villagers. He had also the right to refer

cases of criminal offences to the head of ten villages'.* Mahattaras

were no doubt * leading men of the village',* but they must have
been (by virtue of their knowledge in Law, vydvahdra) entrusted

with some functions relating to the administration,—or there was no
point in approaching them on the part of a private person for the

purpose of purchasing some land even in another village.

The late Prof. R, I), Banerji explained the term astakul=
ddhikarana as ‘a local officer (KuMdhikarana who exercised authority

over eight villages'.® Dr. Radhagovinda Basak, however, rejects

the explanation and suggests that 'He (i.e. astakiil=^ ddhikarana) was
rather an officer in the village having supervising authority over

eight kulas'

}

On the authority of Kulluka Bhatta's commentary
on Manu, VII, 119, he further adds that, 'this word kula perhaps
means inhabited country as much ground as can be ploughed by
two ploughs, each drawn by six bulls’.

But there is no conceivable reason why after all, in the gradation
of presumably various officers of this character, an officer having
supervising authority only over eight kulas should be selected to be
particularly referred to in the^^e inscriptions. Further, the term
adhikarana does not imply 'an officer', but 'a court of justice'. It

may be noted in this connection that in the Gugrahati copper-plate

inscription of Samacara-deva, for instance, we have the expression

' New Series, Vol. V, 1909, p. 461; Ep. Ind., XVII, p. 347; Sdhitya,

1323 B.S., Pausa, p. 590.
* Ep. Ind., XV, p. 136.
* Ep. Ind., XV, p. 137, footnote 3.
* Ibid., footnote i and Ind. Ant., 1910, p. 133.
® J.A.S.B, 1909, p. 460.
® Ep. Ind., XV, p. 137, footnote 2; ibid., XVII, p. 348, footnote 3; Sdhitya,

1323 B.S., p. 595.
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*jyesthddhikaranika-Ddmuka-pramukham=adhikaramm \ i.e. the

adhikarana (judicial court) represented by the chief judge, D^muka,
and others.' This phrase is evidently more or less analogous to the
phrase ' astakul-ddhikarana* (i.e. the adhikarana of astakula) in the

Dhanaidaha and Damodarpur grants.

There occurs in Pali the significant phrase Atthakulaka. A
passage from the Aithakathd of Buddhaghosa shows that the Vajjian

nilers, on a person being brought and presented to them, surrender

him to the Vinicchiya-mahdmattd (chief judicial officers) without at

once deciding that he is a malefactor. If they decide, ‘this is a

malefactor’ without awarding any penalty they transfer him to the

Vohdrika (Skt. Vydvahdrika, learned in the customs or laws). The
person convicted is then either discharged or transferred successively

to a certain class of officers called Suttadhard, to Atthakulaka (or

°Aa) Senapati, Uparaja and lastly to the R^ja, for trial.^ Iviterally

the word Aitakula means ‘ the eight castes or tribes ’
. As Cunningham

aptl}'' remarks, ‘The Vajjis were divided into several clans such as

the Licchavis, the Vaidehis, the Tirabhuktis and so on and the
exact number of those clans would appear to have been eight as

criminals were arranged before the Atthakulaka or eight clans which
would appear to have been a jury composed of one member from
each of the separate divisions of the tribe’.® Atthakulaka is thus
inferred to be ‘a judicial institution' composed of judges from ' eight

kulas or tribes’,'* Of cotirse, the question of ‘eight tribes’ is not

applicable to every other case, but the practice of the ancient Vajjis

was probably responsible for that a judicial institution composed of

(more or less) eight judges came later on to be, in general, known as

atthakulaka. The expression astakula adhikarana, as in the two
inscriptions under notice, would thus mean the adhikarana or

judicial court in the village composed of (more or less) eight judges.

And it is only in the fitness of things that a person desirous of pur-

chasing some land should approach such an institution dealing with
law and justice.

N. N. Das Gupta.

* Ep, Ind., XVIII, pp. 76, 78.
* Vide 1838, Vol. VII, p. 993.
Ancient Geography of India, p. 447.

* George Tumour. J.A.S.B.. 1838, p. 993, footnote; Dr. B. C. Uw, Some
Ksatriya Tribes of Ancient India, Cal., 1924, pp. 53 and 103.
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COOMARASWAMY AND THE MAURYA PALACE

Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy writes in his History of Indian
and Indonesian Art (1927), p. 19, ‘Asoka’s palace at Patalipntra

(modern Bankipore, near Patna) was described by Megasthenes as

no less magnificent than the palaces of Susa and Ecbatana ; it was
still standing at the beginning of the fifth century A.D., when Fa
Hsien tells us that it was attributed to the work of genii’.

The passage quoted however contains two serious mistakes which
ought to be removed from a future edition of the work. Firstly,

Megasthenes, the Greek amba.ssador whom Seleucus sent to the

court of Candragupta Maurya, had nothing to do with Candragupta’s

grandson A.soka and his palaces. Secondly, the Maurya palace at

Patalipntra described by Megasthenes and that noticed by Fa
Hien are undoubtedly different. Megasthenes described Candra-

gupta’s palace which, though (chiefly?) constructed of timber,

was considered to excel in splendour and magnificence the palaces

of the great Achairnenian emperors of Persia, its golden pillars being

adorned with golden vines and silver birds. It is impossible that

the wooden structure was seen by I'a Hien after more than seven

hundred years. As a matter of fact however Fa Hien was impressed
by the sight of Asoka’s palace (not Candragupta’s) which was at

that time still in existence and was so well constructed of stone that

the structure appeared to be beyond the skill of men and was believed

to have been executed by spirits in the emperor’s service.

The book contains other historical errors of a .similar nature,

a feiv of which are noted below :

—

(1) The Bevsnagar Garuda pillar is said to have been erected by
Heliodorus ‘ in ca. 140 B.C. ’

(p. 34). There cannot be any doubt
that the date is later by about quarter of a century. Elsewhere

the author himself gives the date as ‘about 126 B.C. ’
(p. 49).

(2) Reference is made to ‘the satrap Ranjuvula or Rajula,

the last Yavana kiiig of Eastern Panjab’ (p. 37). Ranjuvula was
not a Yavana but a Saka ; he was not the last but thefirst of a Satrapal

family of the Mathura region.

(3) Reference is made to the * Andhra king Castaiia, who
reigned ca. 80-110 A.D.’ (p. 66). No Andhra (Satavahaiia) king is

known to have had the name Castana. A Saka satrap named
Castana is known from the Andau inscriptions to have ruled in

A.D. 130 jointly with his grandson Rudradaman. He is evidently

the same as Tiastenes, ruler of Ozene mentioned as a contemporary by
the Greek geographer Ptolemy (about middle of the 2nd century).

(4) Details of Gupta history are in most part not strictly

accurate; the most inaccurate statement is however that the Gupta
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empire broke up 'in the time of Skandagupta, about 480’ (p. 71).

Evidence of coins and inscriptions shows that Skandagupta s reign

ended in 467 A.D. The Gupta empire finally broke up in or after

the time of Budhagupta (coins dated 495-96 A.D.) who is known to

have ruled over Central India, Benares area and North Bengal.

(5) The Vakataka kings are said to have ruled ‘the Tehigu
country almost to the mouth of the GodaverC (p. 76f.). There is no
proof in support of this statement. The last known king of the

Vakataka family (Harisena) claims to have conquered Kuntala,

Avanti, Kalinga, Kosala, Trikuta, Eata and Andhra. This vague
claim of the last known king evidently goes against the suggestion.

(6) Reference is made to a ‘scene of Bhavabhuti’s Uttara-

rdmacarita dating from the close of the Gupta period’ (p. 87).

According to the author, ‘Gupta Period 320-600 A.D. ’ But
Bhavabhuti is known to have lived in the middle of the eighth

century and to have been a contemporary of Yasovarman of Kaiiauj

and Lalitaditya of Kashmir.

(7) Pulakesiii II is said to have conquered ‘the old Andhra and
now Pallava country of Vengi’ in A.D. 611 (p. 94f.). The date is

wrong or at least very doubtful. Vengi was certainly not a Pallava

country in the beginning of the seventh century.

(8) Reference is made (p. 99) to the Rastrakuta king ‘ Kpsna II

757-783)’. The king intended is no doubt Krsna I whose
known dates are A.D. 768 and 772. Krsna II reigned in 877-913,

about a century later.

(9) The Pallavas are said to have ruled in Veiigi in the second

century; Pallava ‘vSimhavisnu (575-600) lost Vengi to the Calukyas
after which the Pallavas extended southward to Tanjore, with their

capital at Kancipuram ’

;

‘ originally Buddhists ’

,
they became Saivas

by the end of the sixth century ; Simhavarman Pallava dedicated

a Buddhist image at Amaravati in 437 (p. 102). This is all wrong.

[a) Correctly speaking, at the time of the earliest known Pallava

king 6ivaskandavarman and his father, whose capital was Kanci,

Andhrapatha with its headquarters at Dhanyakata formed the

northenimost province of the Pallava kingdom, {h) Cajukya occupa-
tion of Vengi took place long after 600 A.D. (c) At the time of

Cajukya occupation, Vengi was in the possession of the Visnukundins
and not of the Pallavas. (d) No early Pallava king is known to have
been a Buddhist. Sivaskandavarman was a perfonner of Asvaniedha,
Vajapeya and Agnistoma sacrifices His successors (Early Pallavas)

were Vaisnavas. But the seals attached to the charters of these

early kings show that the family was originally 6aiva and not
Buddhist, (e) The date of the Amaravati Buddhist pillar inscrip-

tion of Pallava Sitnhavarman is not 437 but 'about A.D. 1100*
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(Ep. Ind., X, p. 44). (/) Kand was the capital of the earliest known
king of the family.

(10) Reference is made to *Kirtivarman the greatest of the

Candela rajas’ (p. no). The statement is hardly jiistiliable.

(11) As regards Geography, the author may be advised to

consult new books and atlases. The map at p. 256 should be
redrawn from a new model. Instances like that of the inclusion of

Banda and Bhagalpur Districts in Bengal are numerous in the book
published in 1927. Dinajpur and Rajshahi can hardly be described

as places in Magadha (p. 114).

(12) Reference is made to'Siddlia Raja (1093-1143), one of the

kings of Anhillavada-Patan, and connected by marriage with the

C^ukyas’ (p. in). The king intended is no doubt Jayasimha-
Siddharaja who was himself n Calukya or Caulukya.

There are more than hundred misprints in the body of the book.

We hope that the inaccuracies and misprints should be removed in

a future edition of the book.

Dinics Chandra vSircar.

THE GUPTA ERA

Mr. Dhirendranath Mookerji, writing on the date of Acarya
Va.subandhu, maintains that the Gupta Era is identical with the

Vikrama Era of 58 B.C. and that Eleet s epoch is in error by 377
years. I shall try to prove from the Chionology of the Kamarupa
Kings that this is impossible.

The Gupta Era is mentioned in the rock inscription of

Harjjaravarman at Tezpur. The inscription purports to be a royal

order regulating the plying of boats in the Brahmaputra, within
certain boundaries stated, and hence it was inscribed on a huge
rock abutting on the river. At the end of the inscri]>tion is the date
'Gupta Now according to Mr. Mookerji this date would
correspond to 452 A.I). or, in other words, Harjjaravarman ruled

towards the middle of the fifth century A.D. We find, however,
from the Chronology of the Kamarupa Kings that almost imme-
diately after the death of Bhaskaravarman, Salastambha usurped
the throne of Kamarupa and Harjjaravarman was at least ninth in

descent from Salastamblia. Bhaskaravarman was a contemporary
of Harsavardhana and Yuan Chwang and he died about 650 A.D.
How can, therefore, Harjjaravarman be ruling about 452 A.D. ?
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According to Fleet’s Chronology 510 G.E. will be eqtiivalent to 829
A.D. and thus the interval between Bhaskaravarman and Harjjara-

varman would come to 179 years which is quite probable as this

would give a reign of approximately 19 years, on an average, to

each intervening king.

K. L. Barua.

ON THE TALAGUNDA INSCRIPTION

In Vol. IV, p. 355 of this Journal, Dr. Dines Chandra vSircar

has observed as follows, in his note entitled ’The Talagunda
Inscription’ :

—

’The first 24 verses were however composed in a metre rarely

found elsewhere. Kielhorn has fidly described this metre in Ep.
lud., Vol. VIII, pp. 26ff.; he is inclined to call it a species of

Mdtrdsamaka, The verse ari-narendra, etc., quoted by me at p. 242

seems also to be composed in this peculiar metre, but we have got

to read Kirana-lldha in place of Kiran-dvaltdhaJ

This view is erroneous. Dr. A. Venkatasubbiah has shown in

his paper eiitilled ’ Some Rare Metres in Sanskrit
' (Journal of Oriental

Research, Vol. IX, pp. 46ff.) that the metre employed in these verses

(and also iii many verses of Bhatta Bhima's Ravanarjuniya) is not

a mdtrdsamaka but belongs to a new class which he calls misragana
metres. In another paper published in the same Journal (p. 183),

he has further definitely shown that this misragana metre is the

CJiikd, each half of which has seven ganas, the sixth of which is a

Brahma-Gana, the remaining being any of the Brahma, Vbnu or

Rudra ganas. The verse arinarendra has been shown by
him (p. 48!.) to be a Gltikd and there is not thus the least necessity

of making any emendation in it.

S. Rangachar.

A NOTE ON SAKAYAVANAM

In Indian Culture, II, pp. iSqff., Dr. vSten Konow criticizes

Professor Bhandarkar’s inferences from the compound ^akayavanam,
above (i, pp. 275ff.), and the discussion is resumed by him in a
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thought-provoking paper published in the same journal, III, pp. iff.

But some of the arguments advanced by Professor Konow give rise to

serious doubts. In the present note I propose to discuss his views,

so far as they find place in the latter issue of the journal, and thus to

lend an humble support to the thesis of Professor Bhandarkar. To
make a contribution to the problem raised by these eminent scholars

is to enter into a detailed study of Numismatics, so essential for the

reconstruction of the Saka-Yavana period of Indian history. But
since here we are exclusively concerned with the remarks of

Dr. Konow, I have reserved this topic for a separate paper.

Professor Bhandarkar deduces from the instance of the dvandva
that the Sakas, like the Yavanas, had already established their

power in the north-west of India in the age of Patanjali, that is,

between 184 and 148 B.C., and like the Bactrian Greeks they had
then succeeded in carving out a tiny kingdom for themselves in the

same locality.

Criticizing this view, Sten Konow remarks that Patanjali refers

to Sakas, not as established in India, but ‘only known as a foreign

tribe, in some way connected with the Yavanas.’ In support of

this thesis, he refers to Panini’s preceding nile, Yesam ca virodhah

Msvatikali, and tells us that Patanjali ’s reference to Sakas and
Yavanas was probably to a certain extent inlluenced by this rule.

He goes so far as to deduce from this argument that there was
between the Sakas and the Yavanas actually a §dsvatika virodha,

which view seems to form, as it were, the main support of his thesis.

We might agree with Dr. Konow when he says that Patanjali

was quite conscious of the fact that this rule was equally valid in

the case of people too, and not only in that of animals; since we find

^ramanahrdhmanam as an example of the same. But here it may be
reasonably asked: Kveii if we take the Sakas and Yavanas as being

on hostile terms in that age, shall we be on certain grounds in con-

sidering the struggle as of a permanent nature ? It was not of course

like the one existing between the 6ramanas and the Brahmanas.
I 'or here we are not to forget the use of the term ^d^vatikci, the force

of which can be fully understood when we consider other instances

cited under the same rule, viz. ahinakulam, govydghram and kdko-

liiMyam, The struggle between the Sakas and the Yavanas, even
though it be taken as extending over a pretty long time, is not at all

analogous to that existing between the animals enumerated in these
instances, and consequently Dr. Konow 's assumption, that Patanjali

seems to have been influenced by the preceding rule of Panini,

does not seem to be based on firm grounds. Hence it is that the
author of the Bdlamanoramd, a well-known commentary on the
Siddhdnta-Kunmudi, makes the following statement:

—
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‘ Virodho vairam, najtu sahdvasthitihl Tena ca chayata-
pdvityatra na hhavatij Devdsurdh ityatra tu ndyamekavadbhdvah ;

tadvirodhasya kdddcitkatvdtj Amritddiprayuktah khalu kdddcitkci

eva hi tesdm virodhahjAmritamathanakdle lesdm virodhdbhdvdtl ’

(Com. under Pdnini, II, 4, 9, igio edn., pp. 591-8).

Patanjali^s discussion over the term a-niravusita in Panini II,

4, 10, shows the 6akas as interdining with the Indians in the age of the
Mahdbhdsyai and how could this be possible, in case the Sakas are

taken to have been situated outside India? In this connection

Dr. Konow argues by saying that individual v^akas might have come
to India before the Saka invasion. But this view cannot be fully

justified unless we have definite reasons to prove that such had been

really the case. Here the balance of evidence a])pears to be on the

other side. Professor Bhandarkar refers to Rapson’s views in

respect to the advent of the Sakas in India as by an indirect route,

that is, through Ariana, Drangiana, and Arachosia; and this migra-

tion is said to have been due to the 'general condition of unrest'

caused by the turbulent Huns 'among the tribes inhabiting the

northern fringe of the desert of Chinese Turkestan' (above, II,

p. 280).^ In view of this fact there appears less probability to

maintain with Dr. Konow that some Sakas are likely to have come
to India before the §aka invasion, which assumption he holds very

probably to justify his thesis regarding Patanjali's reference to them
as Mdra a-niravasita as a consequence of their being regarded so by
the Indians. Those perilous times obviously seem to be less

inclined to permit such a movement through a country full of natural

barriers. Considering the fullest implication of the expression

sdsvatika virodha in the manner in which Dr. Konow takes it, we
have to accept that the Greeks alone, their natural enemies, would
have impeded such a movement of the individual Sakas.

Even if individual 6aka tribes be taken as coming to India before

the well-known Saka invasion, as Dr. Konow has ingeniously assumed,

we have to face another difficulty; for how can, in that case,

Patanjali’s reference to Sakas be to those coming to India, and at

the same time to those in Bactria who were engaged, in the opinion

of Dr. Konow, in a struggle with the Yavanas there? It may be

noted that such individual Sakas cannot definitely be considered to

have been on very intimate terms with the Indians before the well-

known 6aka invasion, and as suggested by Professor Poussin, it is

difficult to admit that the members of a tribe only known by name

' This view receives a strong support from the fact that the region of Chakansur,

just to the west of the Bolan Pass, has been reclaimed as one of the important

centres of the ancient Sakasthana (see Geog. Journal, 1934, p. 356).
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should have been looked upon as iiidra a-niravasita, ‘not expelled

from the dish
'
(above, II, p. 584) . We cannot therefore help believing

with Professor Bhandarkar that the Sakas had already settled in

India before their mention is made in the compound Sakayavanam,
that is, in the age of Patanjali.

Thus Dr. Konow's considerations remain open to serious objec-

tions. There is one thing more. While advancing his arguments
against the thesis of Dr. Bhandarkar, he agrees with those who take

the Yavanas as established in India long before the time of the

Mahdhhdsya) he is as well inclined to hold that their number must
have been increased in this country as a consequence of the pressure

exercised on their Bactrian dominion by the 6akas and other Scythian

tribes. Similarly he observes that the 6akas were largely instru-

mental in making an end to the Greek dominion, not only in Bactria,

but in India too. This implies that in India too a contest between

the Sakas and the Yavanas was raging. Under such circumstances,

Patanj all’s reference to the Yavanas appears to be more probably to

those who had then established themselves in India, rather than to

the Bactrian Chiefs,

Dr. Konow seeks to establish his aforesaid thesis by giving

reference to Indian colonists and traders finding their way to distant

foreign lands, and by maintaining that ‘ with such trade information

must follow ’. In accordance with this view, he assumes that some
Indians must have come into contact with the Sakas, who were at

contest with the Yavanas; and this is the source of information of

the author of the Mahdhhdsya while writing the dvandva under
reference. But this argument does not seem to be free from objections.

There cannot be any doubt that the ancient Indians main-

tained trade relations with the people of many other countries; but

we cannot agree with Konow unless we can have any definite evidence

about the existence of any kind of trade with this particular part of

the country in tho.se days. On the contrary, it might be reasonably

argued that the land around Bactria, the stage of the then Saka-

Yavana contest according to Dr. Konow, does not seem to have
been capable of allowing such trade relations to be established

because of the general condition of unrest prevailing all through the

tract as we have already noted. Journey through such a tract seems

to be less safe ;
and, under such circumstances, it could not be possible

for the Indians to receive first-hand information about the struggle,

if at all raging there. Such an information, if coming to India in

an indirect way, is likely to have been far from definite. This is

the reason why we are not able to ascertain, even at this stage, the

definite signification of the term Yavana as it appears in the inscrip-

tions of Asoka and elsewhere; it seems to have been a comprehensive
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term of the age for traditionally denoting all the peoples bordering

the west.‘

The foregoing discussion will also bear out the fact that the

ancient Indians possessed little information in respect to the relations

existing between the tribes who were then bordering the north-west

of India, even in relation to those who made invasions in this country,

strange enough though it may appear. It was long after the

settlement of these people on the Indian soil, that the latter seem to

have cared about knowing details regarding them. A still closer

intimacy seems to be essential in giving the members of such

a tribe a status which could enable them to take food from the dish

of a twice-l)orn person (and specially the Brahmins who in that age

])ossessed the privilege of enjoying the highest rank in the society),

‘without making it permanently unclean and consequently worthy of

being thrown away’, as Professor Bhaiularkar has rightly remarked.

Taking into account the compound words cited as instances by
Patanjali in his gloss on Panini II, 4, 10, it is not difficult to lind

that ill all cases, at present provisionally omitting the case of the

(Ivaiidva under consideration, the people denoted by such words had
something common among them; more so it is in the case of tribes

denoted hy the constituents of each pair. In this connection we
are to note that all the Svidra classes mentioned here are known to

Patanjali as not excluded {a-ninivasita) from the Aryan fold (Arya-

nmmi)' this may be said to have been equally applicable in the case

of the Sakas and the Yavanas. Moreover, the grouping together of

these two words shows that there must have been a Saka settlement

more or less in the same part as occupied by the Yavanas in Patanjali’s

time, if not prior to it. This position might be held on the analogy

cited by Dr. Konow to indicate that the Sakas were closely connected

with the Kambojas as the two tribes are freipieiitly mentioned
together. That the Saka settlement must not have been very far is

borne out by the fact that Patanjali uses the form Saka instead of

the indigenous Saka, as noted by Dr. Konow himself to show that

they were settled at some distance; but which might rather more
appropriately be directed to point out that this word must have been
Sanskritized as a consequence of the tribe being denoted by it being

Aryanised as a result of their being closely associated with the

Itidians.

All these arguments being considered, it does not seem possible

to endorse the objections raised by Dr. Konow; and Professor

Bhaiidarkar’s thesis, that the Sakas were ruling in the north-west of

* Cf., for instance, Mdrkandeyu-Purdna, EVII, 8; also see O. Stein's remarks in

Indian Culture, Vol. I, 3, p. 343.
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India in the age of the Mahdhhdsya, that is, between 184 and 148 B.C.,

remains unaffected. Of course they could not penetrate the country

so far as the Yavanas could do in that period; nevertheless they

were enjoying the same status in the eyes of the Indian people. Here
it might be indicated that there cannot be any doubt regarding the

generally accepted date of Patanjali, which has been so elaborately,

and ably enough, discussed by Dr. Konow in his learned article

above (III, i, pp. iff.).

Harihar V. Trivedi.
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GAUTAMA BUDDHA by Iqbal Singh, Boriswood, London, pp. 1-376. Printed

in Great Britain, Illustrated, 15s. net.

The book consists of five parts and the contents are as follows: Pt. I—The
world of the Buddha. Pt. II—(i) Maya’s dream and the nativity of the Buddha,

(2) the republic of Kapilavastu, (3) some early events, (4) the pursuit of pleasure,

(5) tho crisis and renunciation, (6) after strange gods, (7) enlightcninent, (8) turning

the wheel of Doctrine, (q) growth of the Order, (10) years of wandering and a day,

(ti) fools in the Order, (12) the great decease, and {13) posthumous postscript. Pt.

Ill—The word of the Buddiia. Under tliis head the author has dealt with the wheel,

the way and the void. Pt. IV—The word made flesh. Pt. V.—The Buddha in a

changing world. Then come Epilogue, Acknowledgements, Bibliography and Index.

The author has supplied us with a few illustrations, viz., head of Buddha, Bodhisattva

of the blue lotus, wood nymph, Buddha in shrine, dcatli of Buddha, landscape and

listening to music. The last two illustrations are comparatively modern. The
book is popularly written and does not evince any spirit of research. Tlic author

has himself admitted that this book was never intended to be a scholarly work.

The section dealing with the republic of Kapilavastu is a resume of what Rhys
Davids has said in his Buddhist India (chaps, 2-4). It is not correct to say that the

legend of Mara is to be found both in Pali and vSanskrit sources. It is found in other

sources as well, e.g., Tibetan, Chinese, Japanese, vSiamestj and Burmese. The author

in liis BiograpJiical section ought to have made u.se of the Jina-carita, a w'ell-kiK)wn

Pali poem, dealing with the life of the Buddha. We regret to find that the book
under review is mainly based on Phiglish tran.slations and not on the original texts.

Some inaccuracies have been noticed by us, e.g., Moat-IIall (p. 75) should be Mote-

Hall (santhagara)
; Brahmajala-sutta or the Discourse of the Net of Brahma (p. 150)

should be interpreted as the Discourse on the Excellent Net (of Knowledge); Sir

Charles Eliot’s Hinduism and Buddhism is the correct title of the book and not

Hinduism and Buddha (p. 359); Paticcasamupada (p. 282) and Paticcasamupadda

(p. 362) should be Paticcasamuppada. There is a misprint in p. 86. In spite of all

these minor inaccuracies, the book is readable and the only attractive feature of it is

the style in which it is written. The book is deficient in diacritical marks and an
exhaustive and up-to-date Bibliography. 3 q Law.

THE MAN IN THE WELL AND SOME OTHER SUBJECTS ILLUS-
TRATED AT NAGARJUNIKONDA by Dr. J. Pli. Vogel. Extrait de la

Revue des Arts Asiatiques. Tome XI, Fascicule 3, Paris, 1937.

The excavations conducted by Mr. A. H. Longhurst at the ancient site of

Nagarjunikonda reveal a large numlxjr of sculptures deiiling with many subjects

not hitherto treated in the Buddhist art of India. Dr. Vogel has attempted in this

little treatise to interpret some of Mr. Longliurst’s finds, viz.: (a) man in the well,

(6) conversion of Nanda (rn'iie Saundarananda-Kavya of A^vaghosa), and (c)

Kinnari Jataka (vide Mahavastu, Vol. II). The interpretations are interesting and
instructive. The plates arc four in number and they have been well executed. We
wish that Dr. Vogel should continue to throw light on many more Nagarjunikonda
sculptures, and thereby should do a real service to the study of ancient History and
Archeology.

j3_
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STUDIES IN CHINESE ART AND SOME INDIAN INFLUENCES, with
a foreword by Sir William Llewellyn, P.R.A.; published by the India Society,

Victoria Street, London, 1938; viii+64 pages and 106 illustrations; price 21

sliillings net.

The book under review contains four chapters which were originally lectures

delivered during the Exhibition of Chinese Art at the Royal Academy, London, in

1935-30. The authors are experts of high distinction, and the India Society is to

be warmly congratulated for this valuable publication by all lovers of Oriental art.

Cliapter I. Biuidhht Art in Central Asia : Indian, Iranian and Chinese Influence

{from Bdmiydn to Turfan), by J. Hackin, Director of the Musce Guimct in Paris;

pp. 1-14; figs. 8.

The subject of this chapter is the Buddhist ait in Central Asia with reference

to the stages in the progress of Bmhlhism towards the east, which enables us to note

the changes in the phases of an ' art in motion The author deals with the influence

of the classical Sasrmian art and the art of the Hellenistic East on the sculpture

especially of B.amiyan, an important halting place, midway between Bactria and
Purusa]nira, upon the high road that linked India with Central Asia. Bamiyan,
the great centre of the Irano-Buddhist art for a number of centuries, was regarded

as a niodfd and guide by the craftsmen of Kashgaria. In the author's opinion, the

art of Kashmir, aflected by degenerate Iranian influences, insiiired the craftsmen of

the Yotkan (Khotan) area. The author also notices liow the Irano-Buddhist art

in its eastward advance had to encounter Chinese art and how the Iranian elements
gradually disappeared, ‘ the masterful enterprise of China permitting the retention of

iconographic details of secondary importance only wliicli will be seen to persist,

mechanically repeated, in the Buddhist art of Japan'.

Chapter II. Indian and Other influences in Chinese Sculpture, by Osvald Siren,

National Museum, Stockholm; pp. 15-36; figs. 50.

This chapter deals with the influence of art of India and Western Asia on the

sculpture of China. Chinese sculptures representing Buddhist motifs are no doubt
of Indian origin

;
but the early models, before they reached China, had to pass through

intermediary regions where they were modified according to local traditions. Inter-

communication l)etween China and India, however, gradually developed, and the

Central Asian types did no longer serve as models, but actually Indian works, mainly

of the Mathura school of the 5th and early 6lh centuries A.D. The author notices

unmistakable Indian influence on the artists of T'icn-lung vShan and also the facts

that in some figures (figs. 37 & 38) the modelling of the mascular or fleshy part of the

body is accentuated in an Indian fashion and that the abundant string-like fold

creases are rendered in the Gupta fashion. According to the author, certain reliefs

of Nan-hsiang T'ang resemble in featiiics of style and composition with some Buddhist

sculptures of Nagarjunikonda in South India. In this connection, it is interesting

to note that an inscription of the time of the Iksvaku King Virapurisadata (second

half of the 3rd cent.) refers to the visit of pilgrims from Ctna to the Buddhist establish-

ment at Nagarjunikonda. The author suggests that an early bronze statuette

(A.D. 429) has the closest correspondence to a stucco-relief of a seated Buddha
from Ak-terck in the Khotan region (figs. 24 & 25). I am sorry, I do not find any
great resemblance Ixitween the two figures.

Chapter III. An Approach to Chinese Sculpture, by Langdon Warner; pp. 37-

50; figs. 27.

Tliis interesting chapter deals especially with the Cliinese bronze works and
some Japanese wood works in Chinese style. In fig. i (a ritual vessel) the author

introduces to us an excellent piece of bronze work which proves that the Chinese

were consummate workers in bronze as early as the middle of the first millennium B.C.
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Figs. 17 & 18 (bronze screen behind and bronze lotus-pond beneath the Tachibana
Trinity) represent what are really wonders of Chinese art.

Chapter IV. The Royal Tombs of An-yang, by Prof. Paul Pelliot; pp. 51-59;
figs. 19.

The author gives an interesting account of the results of excavations at the

Royal Tombs at An-yang. We know that the Chinaman spends the greater part of

liis inheritance in burying liis parents, and it is only natural that many articles of

archicological interest have been discovered from royal tombs. It is very interesting,

however, that in those tombs of the 13th and 12th centuries B.C, have been found

bronzes and stone sculptures which, in technique and style, can be compared with

any product of any ireriod of Chinese art. It is also interesting that one of the

An-yang Tombs shows signs of an ancient excavation, whicli represents ‘the results

of the antiquarian zeal of a Sung Emperor of the beginning of the twelfth century,

the Emperor Hiii Tsung, a great collector of works of art

The book under review is an excellent work, and the authors have contributed

much to the international character of Chinese art. It will no doubt be welcomed
by all interested in the study of Oriental art.

D. C. Sircar.

NO-MAN’S-LAND : Published by Theosophy Company (India), Ltd., London
and 51, Esplanade Road, Bombay, India.

It is a reprint of five anonymous articles from ‘The Aryan Path'. The titles

of the articles are: (1) Beyond Human Horizon, (2) Divine Incarnations, (3) Gods,

Heroes and Men, (4) 'I'lic Omnipresent Spirit and (5) Spirits, embodied and dis-

embodied. In all these articles the writer has attemi>ted to show that the time is

approaching wlu'u there wiji be an understanding between science, pliilosophy and
religion. Orthodox science is giving up its rank materialism while religion, its dog-

matism. Proper, unbiassed, ami synthetic approach should be made by sincere

truth-.seekers for the precise understanding of the conception of Self, Divine Incarna-

tion and true spiritualism. In this quest for truth men belonging to different faiths

and nations should join, for Truth is not the monopoly of any ivation or creed.

Science studies phenomena, philo.sophy directs its attention to noumena wliile

religion or mysticism wants to realize the ultimate reality.

The articles are well written and will be helpful.

T. D. Kar.

THE OCEAN OF THEOSOPHY by William Q. Judge (2nd Indian Edition,

1957). published by Theosophy Conq>any (India), Ltd., London and 51,

lisplanado Road, Bombay. Price Re.i (paper) and Rs.2 (cloth).

’I'he present edition of this book is simply a reprint of the ist edition of the
book, with no additions or alterations. The book has 153 pages and is divided into

17 chapters dealing with all the fundamental principles of Theosophy. The ter-

minology used in expressing the principles of man is the same as that used in Esoteric

Buddliism. We do not agree with some of the interpretation.s of Judge. The
book is written in a comprehensive style and will serve as a very good text book for

students of Theosophy.

T. D. Kar.
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PRAGAITIHASIK MOHEN-JO-DApO (Bengali) by Kunjagovinda Goswami,
M.A., Research Bellow, Calcutta University; with a foreword by Nanigopal

Mazumdar; pp. xvi+165, with 12 plates; published by the University of

Calcutta, 1936.

The author is a trained archaeologist himself, and he had spent several years in

excavation at Harappa, Mohen-jo-daro, etc. He is therefore fully qualified to

write a popular book like the present, describing the chief discoveries made in this

region, and he has indeed succeeded in giving a fascinating picture of the Mohen-jo-

daro civilization. The problems relating to age and script, have been soberly and
succinctly discussed. The author is frankly of opinion that the Mohen-jo-daro

civilization is pre-Vcdic, though various elements of it are persisting till the present

day. Mr. Goswaini's success in dealing with archaeology in Bengali is highly

encouraging.

Batakrishna Ghosh.

THE VEDIC IDEA OF SIN by Henry Lefever, Ph.D., Dr. Williams' scholar in

the University of Tiibiugen; London Mission Press, Nagercoil, Travancore,

India; pp. 105; 1935.

This is a doctoral dissertation prepared under the guidance of Prof. Wilhelm
Hauer of Tiilfingon. The author’s approach to the problem is theological. The
author begins his book with a discussion of the term rta (and anfki), but fails to note

the significant fact that anfta is normally the opposite of satya in the Vedic literature,

not of tta. We got sac cd ’sac ca, but never satydsatya so far as I can remember,

though quite often saiydnrta. The author should have given some thought to the

term pdpmagyhUa, which is analogous to gandharvagfhlta, etc. This clearly shows, I

think, that sin was not considered as .something inborn in man which could not be

removed. Only in this light we can understand the elaborate charms of the

Atharvana literature. Moreover it is a fundamental imstake to consider papa,

anrta and agas as synonymous (p. ig). There are, however, many fine observations

in the book,—as, for instance, when the author says, ‘the ground of the Kathenotheism
was the conception of a transcendent World Order’ (p. 30). Though small, the

book is full of valuable suggestions and amply repays perusal.

Batakrishna Ghosh.

THE MAHABHARATA, for the finst time critically edited by V. S. Sukthankar
with the co-operation of various scholars ;

Fascicule 8, Virataparvan, by Raghu
Vira; pp. Ix-f362; Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, 1936.

Not much remains to be said by way of appreciation of the Poona edition of

the Mahabharata beyond registering the fact that the liigh standard of work set up
by Dr. Sunkthankar has been fairly uniformly maintained in all the fascicules that
have appeared.

The Virataparvan is doubtless the most popular part of the Mahabharata, and
therefore the most difficult to reconstnict. It even travelled beyond the frontiers of

India to Java. Hence it is that the result achieved by Dr. Raghu Vira is somewhat
unflattering. 'Out of a total of 1834 stanzas of the constituted text the editor is

sure for only about 300 stanzas. ’ It seems that the main achievement of the editor

lies in pointing out what portions of the Virataparvan are less than certain. The
editor confesses his leaning on the Northern tradition for want of anything better
(dpaddkarma), but says immediately afterwards: ‘We have not given undue weight
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to either of the recensions'. In spite of the modifying adjective ‘undue’, this is

somewhat disconcerting. Dr. Raghu Vira has set his face resolutely against the

data of the Parvasaingraha, though, however, tlie late Mr. Utgikar had succeeded in

realizing, the exact number of verses demanded by it for the Vira^parvan. Such
ail attitude too does not seem to be (piito defensible. To be led solely by the

Parvasaingraha would be surely disastrous. But it is surely carrying scepticism too

far to state dogmatically 'that the Parvasaingraha figures, even when uniform, can
be no sure guide in our effort at going lieyond the vensions’. A sure and only guide
it surely cannot be. But can it not claim to be (me of the guides, and is it not worth
while to try to reconcile its data with the actual text of the versions if it does not

entail too great a sacrifice? Both these questions I would answer in the affirmative.

Batakrishna Ghosh.

ANNUAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INDIAN ARCH/FOLOGY, Vol. XI. for

the year 1936, published by the Kern Institute, I.,eydeii, Holland, 1938, pp. 1-125
with 13 plates. Price £1 (for non-members), 6 Guilders (for ordinary members)
and Rs.fi (for Indian members).

This book begins with an interesting and instructive introduction dealing with

the work of the Archxcological vSurvey of India during the year 1935-36, the progress

of the study of Indian Numismatics in 1936 and the advancement of the Arclneo-

logical research in Hyderabad-Deccan, Baroda, Indo-China and Indonesia in 1936.

It further gives us an account of the specimens of Andhra Art recently found in

Ceylon, It contains a happy collection of books and articles published in periodicals

on such topics as archceology, art, liistory, architecture, sculpture, painting, icono-

graphy, palaeography, epigraphy, chronology, ancient history, ancient geography,

numismatics, etc. It also furnishes us with a list of valuable publications relating to

Ceylon, Further India, Indonesia and adjoining territories (e.g., Iran, Mesopotamia,

Turan, Afghanistan, Tibet, Cliina, Japan, Korea, etc.). It has 13 excellent plates,

some of which relate to the ancient site of Rajgir, Nalanda, Lauriya Nandaiigarh

and Paithan. All these illustrations including those of Andlira sculptures found in

Ceylon and monuments and terra cottas of Indo-China materially enhance the value

of tltis work. The Kern Institute deserves much praise for publisliing this useful

bibliography, and everybody interested in Indian art and archicology will surely

welcome it as a work of outstanding merit in the field of arcliseological research.

C. D. Chatterjee.

GAUTAMA BUDDHA (in Bengali) by Dr. B. C. Law, M.A., B.L., Pli.D., pub-

lished by Messrs. Gurudas Chatterjee & Sons, 203-1-1 Cornwallis .Street, Calcutta,

pp. 1-128 with 9 plates. Price Rs.1-8-0.

The book under review is a critical and comprehensive treatment of the life and

doctrine of Buddha. It consists of 19 chapters together with a concluding chapter

and. an index. The first two chapters deal with the birth, cliildhood and adolescence

of vSiddhartha, and his renunciation of the household life. The third, fourth and fifth

chapters record the account of the return of Chandaka and Kanthaka, the quest of

the Prince and the Prince's search for truth. The sixth and seventh chapters give

us an account of liis attainment of Buddhahood and the turning of the Wheel of Law.

The eighth and ninth chapters deal with Buddha and Wanderers (parivrajakas),

and Buddha and Nirgranthas; while the tenth and eleventh are devoted to Buddha
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and contemporary religions teachers, and Buddha and royal personages. The
twelfth and thirteenth chapters furnish us with an account of Buddha and women-
folk, and Buddha and Mara, wliile in the fourteenth and fifteenth, wc find details of

Buddha and Devadatta, and the cliicf disciples of Buddlia. The sixteenth and
seventeenth chapters narrate the wanderings of Buddha and the great decease of the

Lord :
while the last two chapters are exclusively devoted to Buddhist Saingha, and

Buddhist religion and pliilosophy. The concluding chapter depicts the character of

Buddha both as a man and a religious teacher. The book is written in a very lucid

style and the diction is masterly. Dr. Law has taken much pains to make it exhaust-

ive, accurate, useful and up-to-date. The knotty points of Buddhist philosophy

and religion have been intelligently solved in this treatise. The bibliography given

at the beginning is no doubt very useful. The illustrations consist of Buddha,
Lumbini garden, Maya, Asita, Chandaka and Kanthaka, Binibisaia, offering of rice-

grucl by vSujata, Rahula and Ananda, wliich suit the purpose very well. Tliis book
will be found very useful both by the beginners and advanced students of Buddhist
thought. Dr. Law is to be congratulated on the successful performance of such a

difficult task.

S. N. Dutt.

VIMUTTIMAGGA AND VISUDDHIMAGGA : A COMPARATIVE STUDY
by P. V. Bapat, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Pali, Kergusson College, Poona, 1937,

Royal 8vo, pp. 1-171.

This admirable work embodies the results of Dr. Bapat s 'comparative study
of IJpatissa's Viniutiniagga in the CliincvSe Translation with Buddliaghosa’s

Visuddhimagga ’. It represents in the main, as he tells us in the preface, his

' Dis.scrtation submitted in 1932 to the Harvard University’ 'for the Doctorate of

Philosophy’. The Pali original of the Vimuttimagga is irrevocably lost, which
circumstance alone entitles the monograph to high importance. But Professor

Bapat finds in R. Yozai Khara and two young Bhikkhus of Ceylon three scholars to

co-operate with him to make the contents of Upatissa’s treatise known to us.

Professor Bapat ’s is not, however, a mere work of translation from the Chinese but

throughout a critical comparative study, a task for which he is eminently fit.

Upatissa's work consists of 12 chapters, and as regards its contents and even its

chapter-headings, it has not mudi value to those who have read Buddhaghosa's
masterly encyclo])edic ‘Path of Purity ’ except for certain differences in views between
the two scholiasts. Thus, upon the whole, the value of the profound comparative
study carried on by Dr. Bapat is historical. Dr. Bapat has carefully marshalled all

evidences supporting his verdict in favour of priority of Upatissa. In going to answer
why Buddhaghosa has not mentioned Upatissa anywhere by name, the author

has relevantly drawn our attention to the rivalry which had existed in Ceylon between
the Mahiivihara and Abhayagirivihara schools of thought. I should say that thereby
he has opened out a new line of investigation which is likely to ])rove very fruitful

in understanding the nature of the conflict of views that served ultimately to enrich

Buddhist thought. Another new point which he has suggested with a good deal of

reason on his side is that, perhaps, the Petaka ([uoted by Buddhaghosa and others

was not the Petakopadesa, as opined by Hardy, but a separate work, though of the

same class as the Netti and Petakopadesa.

B. M. Barua.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MYSORE ARCHAEOLOGICAL DEPART-
MENT FOR THE YEAR 1933. Printed by the Superintendent at the

Government Press, Bangalore. Pp. i-xi, 1-32 1, pis. I-XXIV, 1936.

In this admirable work an account has been given of annual work of the

archaeological department of the Indian state of Mysore for the year 1933. It is

divided into five parts, viz., Pt. I. Administrative, Pt. II. Study of ancient

monuments, Pt. III. Numismatics, Pt. IV. Manuscripts and Pt. V. Inscriptions.

In the first part a brief account of the important findings by tire department has been

given. In the second part a detailed study of many important temples has been

made. All these temples are situated in Hosaholahi, Govindana-halli, Nuggihalli,

Nadkalasi, Hole-Narsipur, Mosale, Koravangala, Ilarnalialli, Hullekere, Javagal,

Belavadi, Chatchathalli and Doddagoddavalli. Of all tJicsc temples the most

important are the Lakshminardyana temple at Hosaholahi, Paiichalingehumi temple

at Govindanahalli, Lakshmlnarasiritha temple at Nuggilmlli, Ndgeivara and

Channakeiava temples at Mosale, Bucheivara temple at Koravangala, Lakshmi-

narasimha and temples at Ilarnalialli, Ke^ava temple at Hullekere, Lakshmi-

narasifhha temple at Javagal and Vira-ndrdyana temple at Belavadi. One Jaina

Basti has been found at Javagal, a predominantly Brahmanical site. Friezes depict-

ing the Rdmdyana and the Mahdbhanita have been found on the walls of Lakshml-

ndrdyana temple at Hosaholalu and Lakshminarasiniha temple at Javagal. It is

important to note that many friezjcs depicting the two great eiiics and Ixilongdng to

diiferent ages have been found in India; but none has as yet studied this fascinating

problem as a whole. It is desirable that some scholar should take up this problem

for research. In the third part an account has been given of the discovery of coins

of kings belonging to the dynasties of Early Chdlukyas of Bdddmi, Chdlukyas of

Kalydni etc. In the fourth part the discovery of a palm-leaf manuscript entitled

Padma-Purdnada-tiku by Chikupddhydya has been reported. This work which is

incomplete is an abridgment in Kannada of the famous vSanskrit Purdna called

Padamapurdna. It is desired that tliis work should be published as early as possible.

In the fifth part sixty-seven inscriptions have lx*en edited of wJiicJi some are recently

di.scovcred and some were discovered before. Among all those insciiptions the most
important are the Karamanga grant of the Kadaml^a King Ravivarmd, Basavatti

stone inscription of the (huiga King Sripurusha dated 722, Sringcri stone inscrip-

tion of Bukka I dated 1277, Sringcri copper plate grant of Harihara II dated
§. 1302, Belugula copi)or-jdatc grant of Harihara II dated 130b, Vidyaraiiyapura

copper plate grant of Harihara II dated §. 1309, Bhanuvalli cop])er-plate grant of

Harihara II dated S. 1319, Kaigai copper-plate grant of Devaraya II dated S. 1 353,
Manjugani copper plate grant of Devaraya II dated S’, 1354, Chandisetti Koppa
grant of Virabhadra Nayaka dated S. 1552, Surapura grant of Srirahgaraya II dated

S. 1582 and Chandra.sekharapura grant of Somasekhara Nayaka dated 1652.

Though this report is an admirable one, yet there are some drawbacks and
mistakes in it which the present reviewer wishes to point out. The most important
drawback is that there is no account of any excavation work done during the year

und^r report. It may be hoped tliat the Mysore archicological department will pay
due attention to excavation work in the future. The following are some of the
mistakes which the present reviewer wdshes to point out. Firstly, in the second
part it has been stated that the constituent parts of many temples are made of soap-
stone. F'or example, the author has observed, ‘The tower (pi. XIX. 2) which is

also completely of soap-stone is peculiar since it is curvilinear in outline witli an eight-

pointed Sikhara on top’ (p. 32). Soap-stone has been defined in the Oxford English
dictionary as 'a massive variety of talc of which various kinds are found in several

countries, having a smooth greasy feci, and used for various economical or ornamental
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purposes (occas. as a soap); soap-rock, steatite; also loosely applied to certain soft

clays, etc.' (The Oxford English Dictionary, Vol. IX, p. 352.) This clearly

shows that soap-stone cannot be used for ardiitectural purposes, ^condly, it has
been stated tliat ‘ Buddha is .seated naked in Yogdsana

‘

(p. 44). The present reviewer

is not aware of any image of Buddha which is naked and as there is no illustration of

this image, he cannot verify this statement. Further no proper attention has been
paid to the placing of diacritical marks in transliterating words of Sanskrit origin,

e.g., to mention a few cases only, Simhalaldta (p. 32), Govardhanadhdri (p. 47) for

Simhalaidta and Govardhandhdn respectively. However, these draw-backs and

mistakes which are of a trivial nature do not minimize the value of this work. A list

of published inscriptions arranged according to dynasties and dates and an index

have been very judiciously added. The printing is good and the plates are also

excellent. We believe that this publication will be found helpful by all who are

interested in Indian archaeology.

C. C. D. G.

GItA-RAIIASYA or karma-yoga -SAstra. By Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

Translated by Blialchandra Sitaram Sukthankar, M.A., LE.B., Vol. I. Published

by R. B. Tilak Lokamanya Tilak Mandir 568 Narayan Peth, Poona city. Price

(in India) Rs.6.

The l)ook consists of a series of essays on the doctrine of vSelMcss Action as

propounded in the Gita. 'I'he essays were originally written in Marathi language

and since its first puldication in 1915 it underwent translations in different Indian

languages, viz., Hindi, (iujrathi, Bengali, etc. The author intended to translate

it into English but by his sudden death the work was stopped. But to fulfil his

last desire this edition has been brought out by Mr. Sukthankar. The book

contains an exhaustive treatment of all the objections that can be raised against

Niskama-Karma-yoga (the doctrine of self-less action). The author's aim is to

prove that the Gitfi is a book essentially written to inculcate the theory of

Karma-Yoga, and Bhakti-yoga (doctrine of Devotion) and Jnana-yoga (doctrine

of knowledge) arc incidental to it. The book is worth perusal as it contains

a comparative study of the metaphysical and etliical ideas of the East and the

West.

N. B. Vedantatirtha.

ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY ABROAD, by Kalidas Nag. A report intended

primarily for Indian students desiring to specialize in those subjects in the

research centres of Europe and America
; pp. 125, with 19 plates, published by

the University of Calcutta, 1936.

According to Boswell, Dr. Johnson once expressed the opinion that knowledge is

of two kinds: knowledge of what, and knowledge of where. It is the thirst for this

second kind of knowledge which is responsible for the small crowds at the show-

windows of book-shops. And Dr. Kalidas Nag in the present volume has made an

attempt to satisfy this kind of tliirst in Indians interested in art and archaology.

Dr. Nag gives here an inspiring account of his last voyage roimd the world on a

pilgrimage to the chief culture-centres of the globe. Particularly interesting is his

itinerary of South America.

Batakrishna Ghosh.
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A DICTIONARY OF THE SINHALESE LANGUAGE, Vol. I; Part I (1935).

pp. lxii4-3o; Part 2 (1936), pp. 31-78. Compiled under the direction of

Profes.sor Wilhelm Geiger by Sir D. B. Jayatilaka and others.

Sinlialcvsc holds a unique position among the Indo-Aryan dialects, for from the

very first it was cut off from the allied languages of India by a vast block of Dravidian

languages, and therefore succeeded in retaining many astonishing archaic features

which would have been certainly obliterated by the gradual process of assimilation

and accommodation if communication with Central and Northern India had been

quite unhindered. The language is, however, extremely composite in character as

Oeheimrat Geiger and Sir D. B. 1 ayatilaka have shown in their highly interesting and

instructive preface, in which special relations of Ceylonese with i)articular Middle

Indo-Aryan dialects have been skilfully discussed. These affinities suggest that there

must have taken ])lace at least two (lifferent waves of immigration,—one from the

east and another from the west.

The authors of the dictionary have wisely decided to make it more philological

than linguistic, f<jr linguistic research on an extensive scale should be started only

on the firm basis of a philological dictionary.

Batakrisiina Ghosh.

CONCEPT OF RiTI AND GUNA IN SANSKRIT POETICS IN THEIR
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT, by P. C. bahiii. A thesis a])proved for

the Pli.D. degree of the University of Dacca, pp. iv-Hjio. Published by the

University of Dacca, 1937.

Mr. P. C. Lahiri has in this volume traced the treatment of Riti and Guna in

vSanskiit poetics by all the chief writers from Bharata to Jagannatha. The author

has taken much pains to collect materials for the study of these two concepts from
all available sourc'es, including manuscripts of works which are still unpublished.

Herein lies the chief value of the work: tJic presentation is^ I fear, not altogether

happy. It suffers from IJ nubersichtlichkeit. Technical terms have been rarely

translated. Nor has the author succeeded in transcending the atmosphere of tradi-

tion on which he has tt) give judgment. Yet the work marks a distinct advancement
in our knowledge of Sanskrit poetics inasmuch as a mass of data on the concepts of

riti andgnwfc have been c<_)llccted here for the use of the future writers on the subject,

Batakrishna Gho.sh.

BHR5IGAD0TAM (OF SATABADHANA KR^I^ADEVA) edited by Prof. S. P.

Chaturvedi, M.A., Vyakaranacharya, Kavyatirtha.

The learned editor. Prof. Chaturvedi, has done a distinct service to the domain
of Sanskrit literature by bringing to light this highly interesting lyrical gem written

in close imitation of the Meghadiita. It consists of 126 stanzas composed in the

Mandakranta metre of four lines of seventeen syllables, and abounds in exuberant
erotic emotions adroitly coupled with the poet’s skill in depicti. 3 the landscape
of Vrajabhumi in vivid colours.

In his introduction the editor has dealt with the various interesting features of

the Duta Kavyas, and has critically brought out the points that fundamentally
distinguish other works of the same or similar name from the work in hand. The
learned footnotes and introduction bear ample testimony to the editor’s scholarsliip

and sound judgment. The introduction wluch is very illumiiiating discusses the
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names of the author and his work according to the colophon given at the end of the

Manuscript, and it also furnishes the reader with the necessary information regarding

the time and place of the author, the poem, its style and its contents.

Kauranjan Mukherjee.

ETUDES DE GRAMMAIRE SANSKRITE, PREMIERE SERIE, by Louis

Reiioii, pp. 146 (lilhograpli). Librarie d’Amerique et d’Orient, Adrien Maison-

neuve, Paris, ryj6.

Professor Renou has given in this volume the first series of his studies on
vSanskrit grammar. Of the three studies contained in the volume the first concerns

tlui use of participles from the Rgveda to the classical Sanskrit. The participles

being neither jmrely verbal nor purely nominal, but participating in the characteristics

of both, offer a highly interesting, though extremely difficult, problem wliich had not

])een fairly faced before. Prof. Renou starts his enquiry on the original semantic

value of the participle not with RV. but with AB., for in syntactical questions the

prose of the Brahmanas is often more archaic than the metrical mantras. But he

finds that the participle has here almost completely lost its nominal aspects and
more and more adoiited the values of a verb. In § 14 Prof. Renou discusses the

very delicate (juestion, whether the participles too, like other verbal adjectives,

functioned also as personal verb-forms, and he adduces passages which render it

difficult to deny the possibility. But the tendency of the post-Vedic classical

language was to reassert the nominal values of participles wliich w^ere i)redoininant

in the language of the Sanihitas. On the whole, how'ever, the participle has retained

throughout the character of a predicate. Regarding the usage in Rgveda, the

author's concluding remarks are highly interesting.

The second study contained in the volume deals with the position of accessory

words in the Rgveda. Since Wackernagel discovered the law of the i)()silion of

enclitics in Indo-European languages, hardly any effort has been made to pursue

that line of enquiry with special reference to Sanskrit as Prof. Renou has done here.

If is indispeasable to all students of Vcdic grammar.
In the third and the last study contained in the volume Prof. Renou has

examined the innovations of the Grammar of Candragomin. The Katantra is

but a short summary of Paiiiiii, but the same can by no means lie said of the Grammar
of Candragomin. It was composed at a time when the Buddliistic Sanskrit could

no longer be ignored. Yet it was extrenrely difficult to give full recognition to the

new developments in the language in face of the autocratic Paiiinian tradition. But
the system of istis and iipa.sanikhyanas offered a loophole through which something
could be done to do justice to the new forms which were coming up in the language.

This is what Candragomin has attempted, though in a very diffident and hesitating

manner. The fragments of Kumaralata's grammar discovered in Central Asia

prove that in the early centuries of the Christian era a resolute attempt had been
made to give an independent status to Buddliistic Sanskrit. But in the 7th century

A.D. when Candragomin is sup])o.sed to have lived, the Buddhists seem to have been
thoroughly subdued, even linguistically, by tlie proud and intolerant Brahmins.

Batakrishna Ghosh.
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THE DATE OF THE REBELLIONS OF TILANG AND
KAMPILA AGAINST SULTAN MUHAMMAD

BIN TUGHLAO -I

By N. Venkata Ramanayya

The outbreak of the rebellious of Tilang and Kam]:)ila against

the authority of the Dehli emperor Muhammad bin Tughlan vShMi is

placed in the year A.H, 74^ (1444-45 A.D.); and \ery little doubt
is entertained aV)()ut the genuineness of this date, altho\igh the con-

flicting character ot the available evidence demands a thorough
investigation of all the facts that have a bearing on the subject.

The Muhammadan historians from whose accounts the information
pertaining to the subject is drawn fall into two classes : contem])orary

writers who lived at the court of vSultan Muhammad or elsewhere in

his em])ire; and later historians who flourished during different

times subseciuent to the reign of the Sultan. Zia-ud-lhn Barni,

I bn Batiita, and Badr-i Chach belong to the former. They came into

intimate contact with the vSultan and his administration, and had
exceptional op])ortmiities of obtaining accurate information a])out

men and events during his reign. Yahya bin Ahmad, Nizfim-ud-Din
Ahmad, ‘Abdul Qadir Badaoni, and Muhammad Qasim Hindu
Shah Fcrishta belong to the latter. Their accounts arc based 011

earlier histories and traditions, and the information they im])art is

drawn from sources whose accuracy cannot be tested at present.

Therefore, the accounts of the latter have not the same value as

those of the former; and wherever the testimony of the contemporary
writers is contradicted by the later historians their evidence should
not be accepted in preference to the former, unless very strong reasons

render the admission of such evidence imperative. The failure to

keep this distinction in view is bound to cloud the issues and make
the attainment of accurate results impossible.

Contemporary writers give the dates of the events they describe

as rarely as possible. Occavsionally, however, they break the

monotony by citing a date which serves as a landmark in an other-

wise uncharted ocean. Consequently, the exact time of the occur-

rence of a given incident cannot be easily discovered, as it is necessary

to ascertain, at first, its position in the narrative in relation to the

few dates that are given, and the events described before and after

it. Hence arises the need for a general examination of the chronology
of the leading rebellions in the reign of Muhammad bin Tugilaq.
The earliest event of Muhammad *s reign which can be assigned to a
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definite date is the arrival of Ibn Batuta in Sindh, The traveller

reached the river Indus on ist Muharram 734 A.H. (12th Sept.

1333 A.D.). Ibn Batuta supplies also another important date.

He set out from Dehli, where he sojourned for nearly eleven years,

for China as an ambassador of the Sultan on 17th Safar 743 A.H.
(July 22, 1342 A.D.). Bami also mentions two dates. He assigns

the arrival of the representative of the Egyptian ^alifa at the

court of Dehli to the year 744 A.H. (1343 A.D.) and the news
of the revolt of Gujerat to the end of Ramazan 745 A.H. (Feb.

1345 A.D.).® Lastly Badr-i-Chach supplies another date. He was
despatched by the Sultan to Devgir on ist Sha'ban 745 A.H. (Dec. 8,

1344 A.D.), with the order recalling Qutlugh ]^an from his post.

These dates, though few and far between, are extremely useful in

determining the relative chronology of the events of Sultan

Muhammad's reign, and their importance cannot be easily over-

estimated.

Barni gives a long account of the rebellions of Sultan

Muhammad's reign in the order which is here adopted, as it is not

only correct in the main but facilitates the discussion of the various

points connected with the vSubject.

The earliest rebellion that disturbed the peace of the empire
was headed by the Sultan's cousin Baha-ud-Din Garshasp, the

governor of Sagar in Deccan. Barni does not allude to this rebellion

;

but Ibn Batuta describes it at some length. This rebellion broke

out before 1333 A.D.; for Ibn Batuta who came to India about the

middle of that year saw the head of Kishlu Khan suspended over

the door of his own house at Multan. As Kishlu Khan is said to

have incurred the displeasure of the Sultan because he ordered the

interment of the stuffed skin of Baha-ud-Din Garshasp which the

Sultan sent round the provinces as a warning to intending rebels,*

Garshasp 's rebellion must have broken out earlier than that of

Kishlu ]^aii.

The later Muslim historians give the date of the outbreak of

Baha-ud-Din 's rebellion, although they do not agree with one

^ Badr-i-Chach who wrote a poem in commemoration of the event gives the

date of the ariival of the Kbalifri's representative in a chronogram. (Mah bar

sU-i-hafl sad). Elliot interprets it as 746 A.H. (E.D., iii, p. 568). Probably his

text has ‘mah bar sal i-haft-.sad but Ishvari Prasad takes it to mean, I believe

correctly, 745 A.H. This date, however, conflicts with the one given by Barni.

Ishvari Prasad is of opinion that Bami is more correct than Chach (Qarauna Turks, i,

p. 182).
2 E.D., iii, p. 253.
® 'Isamy spells the name as Kishli ^lau.
E.D., iii, p. 616.
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another. Ferishta asserts that Garshasp rose up in revolt in 739 A.H.

(1338 A.D.),* This date cannot be accepted, as it comes into conflict

with Ibn Batuta’s statement that it had broken out sometime

before his arrival in 1333 A.D. Both Yahya bin Ahmad and Badaoni

place it in 727 A.H. (1326-27 A.D.).- As this date leaves sufficient

interval for the outbreak of two serious rebellions before the arrival

of Ibn Batuta, it may be accepted as the actual date of the outbreak

of Baha iid-Din's revolt. Another important fact wliich supports

this date must not be overlooked. Ferishta states that during his

stay at Devgir at the time of Garshasp's rebellion, the vSultan was
‘so much ])leased with the situation and strength of Dewgur and
considered it so much more central than Dehli, that he determined to

make it his capital'.^ Coins struck at Devgir in 727 A.II. (13^6-

27 A.D.) bearing the superscription ‘cupola of Islam' clearly indicate

that Muhammad had transferred his cajhtal from Dehli to Devgir

during that year. It follows from this, presuming the genuineness

of Ferishta’s information, that Baha-ud-Din Garshas]3 had already

set up the standard of rebellion by this time.

The next rebellion was excited by Bahrain Aiba better known
by his title Kishlu ]^an, the governor of Multan. At the time of

the outbreak of this rebellion, the Sultan was in Devgir. Rvideiitly,

he had not yet returned to Delhi after he marched to Deccan for the

suppresvsion of Garshasp 's rebellion. The Portuguese chronicler,

Nuniz, who wrote his work during the first half of the sixteenth

century, states that Togao Mamede (Muhammad Tu^laq) who
overthrew the Hindu kingdom of Aiiegondi (i.e. Kampili) stayed in

that fortress for two years. ‘The news came to him how that all

the land which was first gained by him had rebelled. As soon as

this was known to the king he sent to collect his people’, and
‘ departed to his own kingdom’.'^ If the account of Nuniz is based on
authentic information, it may be asserted that Sultan Muhammad
stayed in Deccan up to 1328 A.D., when he departed to Dehli on

^ Briggs Ferishta, i, p. 418. But Ranking throws doubt on the date given in

Brigg’s Translation. 'A reference to the original text’, says he, 'however, shows
that the date given by Ferishta is the same as Badaoni ’. i.e. 727 A.H. But a reference

to the Neval Kishor Press text available in the Madras University library, 135
shows that it has no date. Apart from this, the context in which this is described

by Ferishta shows that the date given in Brigg's Ferishta is not out of keeping
with it. He places tliis rebellion after Tamia Shirin’s invasion (1327), and Himachal
expedition (1337).

* Tarildi-i-Mubarak Shalii (Gackwad’s Oriental Series, bXJI), p. nu; Al-

Badaoni (Biblio. Ind. ), i, pp. 302 ff.

* Brigg’s Ferishta, i, p. 419.
* Barni, E.D., iii, p. 242.
® Nuniz; see Sewell; The Forgotten Empire, p. 296.
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obtaining the intelligence of some rebellions which had broken out

in the northern part of his dominions. The statement of Nuniz is

partly supported by Barni. ' As soon as he heard ’ of Aiba’s rebellion,

the Sultan, says he, ‘hastened back to his capital, and collecting an

army marched against Multan’.' Although the Muhammadan
historians do not mention the date of the occurrence of this rebellion,

they place it between Baha-ud-DIn Garshasp’s rebellion in 727 A.H.
and Tarma Shirin’s invasion of Hindustan in 729 A.H.'^ Therefore,

Bahram Aiba seems to have revolted in 728 A.H. (1327-28 A.D.)

The next rebellion, on Band’s list is that of Fakhra or Fakhr-ud-

Dm in Bengal. Band gives no date to this incident. He ])laces it,

however, before Sayyid JalM's rebellion in Ma’bar, thereby indicating

that it liad taken place earlier. Yahya bin Ahmad and Badaoni

give A.H. 739 as the date of the rebellion,'* Init I'erislita refers it to

742 A.H.' The numismatic evidence, hov\X‘v^er. seems to support

the date mentioned by Yahya and Badaoni. There is a coin struck

by Faklir-ud-Din on his assumption of royalty bearing a date which

has become the subject of much controversy. Blochmann and Haig
read it 739 A.H., whereas Thomas and Tshvari Prasad contend that

it is 737 A. II. The whole discussion revolves round the last Arabic

word de.scribing the date, whether it is saba' or tisa'.*’ Avoiding

the techtdeal details of tlie discussion, it may l)e stated here that

737 A.H. is too early a date for Fakhra’s rel)ellion
;
and that until

some less ambiguous evidence comes to light in support of the

earlier date, 739 A.H. (A.D. 1338-39) may be tentatively accepted

as the actual date of the outbreak of the rel^ellion.

Having thus tentatively fixed the date of Fakhr-ud-Din’s

rebellion, we may now proceed to find out whether it liad actually

preceded Sayyid JalM’s revolt in Ma’bar. Though Yahya, Badaoni,

and Ferishta agree in placing the IMa'bar rebellion in A.H. 742

(1341 A.D.), it appears to have broken out, as a matter of fact,

much earlier. Barni states that when the news reached the Sultan,

he was engaged in laying waste the country in the neighbourhood of

Kanauj. On hearing the information, the Sultan did not imme-
diately proceed to Ma’bar, but sent an army to suppress the rebellion.

The army, however, did not carry out the orders of the Sultan, but

made common cause with the leader of the rebellion. As soon as the

^ K.D., iii, p. 242.
2 Tarikh-i-Mubarak (the Gackwad’s Oriental Series, LXIII), pp. 101-103;

A1 Badaoni Bibli. In., i, pp. 304-5.
^ Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi (Gackwad’s Oriental vSeries, PXIIl), p. 106 ; Al-

Badaoni Bibli. In., i, p. 308.
* Brigg’s Feri.shta, i, p. 423.
® JRAS., 1922, p. 349. Qarauna Turks, i, pp. 151-2.
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Sultan heard of the desertion of the army which he sent to Ma’bar,
he hastened to Dehli to gather reinforcements.* Ibn Batiita declares

that when he first came to Dehli from Multan about the end of

A.D. 1333, he was told that ‘the Sultan was at the time
in the district of the town of Kanauj' which was at a distance

of ten days' marcli from the capital.- lie did not return to Dehli

until 8th June 1334 A.D.^ It is, therefore, certain that the Sultan
remained in the neighbourhood of Kanauj from end of 13 53 A.D.,

the time of Ibn Batuta s arrival in Dehli, almost ii]) to the end of

May 1334, when the Sultan must have set out to return to the

capital. An (^figraph recording the settlement of a dispute between
the inhabitants of two villages included in the present Pudukottah
State is dated in 27 Pangtnii of Sultan Muhammad’s 9th regnal year

corresponding to 22 March 1334 A.D.^ It follows that the Sultan’s

sovereignty was acknowledged at least in a part of Ma'bar until

that date. vSa^wid Jalfd did not yet probably raise the standard of

revolt, though he must have done so immediately after.

This conclusion is .sn])ported by the evidence of the coins. The
latest date found on the coins of Sultan Muhammad struck in tlie

Madura mint is A.H. 734 (1333-34). The earliest coin struck in the

name of Jalal-ud-Dhi Ahasaii Shah bears the date 735 A.H. (1334-
35).''’ Ill view of what has been said above Sayyid Jalal appears

to have revolted in 735 A.H. and minted coins in his own name.
The chronology of the early Sultans of Madura given by Ibn

Batuta also supports this conclusion, although no definite inference

about the exact time of the outbreak of vSayyid Jalal rebellion

can be drawn from it, as it omits the number of years for which
Sultan Ghaiyas-ud-DIn had ruled before the arrival of the traveller

at his camp in 1344-45 A.D. According to Batuta, Jalal-ud-Din

Ahasan Shah -the title assumed by Sayyid Jalal—ruled for 5 years;

and his successor Udaiji for a little more than one year. Qutb-ud Din
who ascended the throne on his death reigned for forty days. He
was succeeded hy Ohaiyas-ud-Din.® It follows from this that Sayyid

Ahasan as.serted his indet)cndence some six years before the accession

of Ghaiya.s-ud-Din. Now, one of the coins of (Jhaiyas-ud-Din ])ears

the date 741 A.H. (1340-41).’ Assuming that this was the year of his

* E.D., iii, p. 243.
* Travels of Ibn Batuta (Broadway Travellers), j). 193.
^ Ibid., p. 206.
* Inscriptions of the Pudukottah State: Chronological Eist No. 670.

There is, however, a coin of .Vhasan which is said to bear the date 734 A.H.

(1333-4) ;
but this is said to be doubtful. Haig. JRAS., 1922, p. 344 n.

® K. A. N. Sastri : The Foreign Notices of South India.

’ JRAS., 1909.
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accession, the outbreak of the rebellion of Sayyid Ahasan must be
placed in 1334-35 A.D.

The date of Sayyid Ahasan s rebellion being thus definitely ascer-

tained, it may now be asserted with confidence that Fakhra's rebellion

in Bengal did not precede it, as stated by Band, but occurred

some four or five years later. Band has blundered in reversing

the relative position of these two rebellions in his list. It is probably

to this l)hmder that the erroneous chronology adopted by later

historians has to be traced ultimately.'

The next rebellion mentioned by Band is that which was stirred

up by Shfihu Lodi or Shahu Afghan at Multan. Halajun and
Gulchandr rebelled about the same time at I.ahore, although Band
passes over this incident almost in silence.^ The later Muslim
Idstorians, who agree with Band in placing Shahu 's rebellion after

the outbreak in Ma’l)ar, give 744 A. IT. as the date of its occurrence;

while they refer the disturbance caused by Halajun to the previous

year. These dates cannot be accepted, as they run counter to the

evidence of contemporary writers. Ahmad Ayaz who accompanied
the vSultan on his expedition to Ma’bar as far as Devgir returned by
royal orders to Dehli. On reaching the capital, he is said to have
o])tained the news of the outbreak of a disturbance at Lahore.^

Ibn Batuta makes it clear that this disturbance was caused by

* Although unconnected with the theme of the present essay, the date of the

Qarfichal expedition may be biicfiy noticed here, as it can be determined only with

reference to the date of Ma’bar rebellion. Yahya bin Ahmad assigns it to A.H. 738
(^337-3^*^ A.D.), and Badaoni and Ferishta adopt it. This has been accepted as the

correct date of the expedition by recent scholars. Haig sees ‘ no ground for question-

ing the statements of these two historians'. He discovers some connection—on
what giounds it is not known—between the Qarachal exjx'dition and the conquest
of Nagarkot in A.H. 738 (1337-38 A.D.) mentioned by Badr i Chach (JRAS., 1922, p.

348) . And Islu^ari Prasad adopts the same view without question. (Qarauna Turks, i,

p. 126). No substantial reason is brought forward by these scholars in support of

the date adopted by them. It is ba.sed only on an assumption that Qarachal expedi-

tion is connected with the conquest of Nagarkot. They, howcvei, overlook one
important point. All the three later Muslim historians mentioned above place the

Qarachal expedition before the outbreak of Ma’bar rebellion. In this they are

supported by Ibn Batuta who deviates but seldom from chronological order. The
consensus of the opinkm of the contemporary as well as the later Muslim writers is

that the Qarachal expedition had taken place befoie the outbreak of Ma’bar rebellion.

As the date {)f the latter is definitely known to be 1334-35 A.D., the former must
be assigned to a still eailier date. It is not improbable that the Sultan sent the

army against Qarachal in 1332-33 A.D.
2 Ahmad Ayaz whom the Sultan despatched from Devgir found on his arrival

at Dehli ‘ that a disturbance had broken out in Lahore, but he suppressed it '. (Barni,

E.D,, iii, p. 243). But for the information derived from other sources, the facts

connected with tliis rebellion must have remained in obscurity.

Barni, E.D., iii, p. 243.
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Malik Halajun and his Ghakkar lieutenant Amir Kulchand. Now,
the Sultan set out with his army from Dehli to put down the Ma’bar
rebellion on Jan. 5, 1335 A.D.' The Sultan was not absent for a

long time from the capital
;
for owing to the outbreak of an epidemic

in his camp at Warangal, he was obliged to abandon the campaign

against Ma’bar and retire to Devgir. Having made some alteration in

the administration of the southeni provinces, he ‘ returned to Dehli by
uninterrupted marches He reached the capital either at the end of

1335 A.D., or at the beginning of the next year.® Therefore the

revolt of Halajun and his suppression must have taken place in

1335 A.D. As the intelligence of Shahu Afghan's rebellion at Multan
reached the vSultan while he was staying at Dehli after his return from
Deccan, Shahu must have set up the standard of revolt in 1336 A.D.*

^ Ibn Batiita states that the Sultan left Dehli for Ma'bar ‘on tlie c)th of the lirst

Juiuad4 ' of some year which he does not specify. Prof. Gibbs gives 21st October,

1341 A.D. as its corresponding date in the Christian Calendai. (Travels of Ibn

Batuta, p. 210—Broadway Tiavellers). But this is wrong; for tlie Jsullan wlio

returned from Kanauj to Dehli on 8th June, 1334 A.D. (Ibid., p. 206) to gather

reinforcements and lead the expedition to Ma 'bar would not have waited until 134E

A.D. Therefore, Qth Jumadd mentioned by Batuta in this connection must be gtli

Jumad4 I of the year 735 A.H.
2 Tarik'h-i-Mtibarak Shalii. (The Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, No. EXIII. p. 108.)

^ On the authority of Ibn Batuta (iii, p. 338), Haig and Ishvari Prasad as.sei 1 1 hat

the Sultan returned to Dehli only in July, 1337 A.D. But Ibn Batuta gives no date

in this context. He describes here the rebellious intentions of Ibrahim Kharitadar

at Hansi, and then adds, ‘When after an ab.scnce of two and half years, the Sultan

returned to his capital, Ibrahim went to meet him’. Though Batuta does not

mention the place from which the Sultan returned, both Haig and Ishvari Prasad

assume that it was from Tilang; but this is not true, as Batuta mentions the place

from which the Sultan returned in another context. It was from Sargdwari, where
the Sultan had sojourned for two and a half yeais on account of the visitation of a

severe famine in Dehli. ‘The Sultan having won a victory over 'Ain-ul-Mulk

says Batuta, ‘returned to Dehli after an absence of two and a half years’. ^lore-

over, Barni states that the Sultan after his return from Daulatfibad ‘soon recovered

his health at Deldi ’ (E.D., iii, p. 244). It is unlikely that he did not recover his

health for two and a half years. Another contemporary historian ’Tsaniy, whose
account will be noticed in the next section, states that the Sultan after a stay of a

month at Devgir hastened to Dehli.

—

Yake mah dar Daultabad mand
Digar rhz dar simt-i-Dihly barand
Hami raft manzil ba manzil hasham
Shahinshah dar u ba firavan qadam. The Futuh-us-Salatiii.

* Ibn Batuta places Shahu's rebellion immediately before that of Qazi Jalfd

in Gujarat in 744 A.H. Tliis is, however, contradicted by all the other Mussalman
historians. Although they are not agreetl about the exact date of its occurrence,

they unanimously assign it to the period before the outbreak of the four rebellions

during the Sultan's stay at Sargdwari. Therefore, the late date suggested by Ibn
Batuta's itinerary must be attributed to one of those occasional lapses of the memory
of the traveller.
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As soon as the Sultan heard of Shahu^s rebellion, he marched with

his forces towards Multan ; Shahu, however, did not give trouble

;

being alarmed at the approach of the royal army, he fled to the hills

of Afghanistan without offering resistance.'

As the clouds of disturbance which gathered together at Multan
vanished as ra])idly as they had come together, Sultan Muhammad
turned his attention to the affairs of Sannam, vSaniana, Kaithal and
Kalirani. The Hindu tribes inhabiting these districts became
rebellious and withheld the tribute. To bring them back to sub-

jection, the vSultan led his troops towards Sannam and Samana; and
while he was engaged in subduing the inhabitants, the Hindus in the

south of Deccan thnw off the imperial yoke and re-established their

independence.

‘While this was going on ’, says Barni, ‘a revolt broke out among
the Hindus at Orangal. Kanya Nayak had gathered strength in

the coil ntr3^ Bialik Makbiil, the Nfiib Vazier, fled to Delhi, and the

Hindus took possession of Orangal wliich was thus entirely lost.

About the same time one of the relations of Kanya Nayak whom the

Sultan had sent to Kam])ila, apOvStatized from Islam and .stirred up a

revolt. The land of Kampila also was thus lost, and fell into

the hands of the Hindus'.*^

It is evident that these rebellions broke out in 1336 A.D.
Ferishta, however, assigns them to a very late date. According to

him, Kishna Nayak who lived near Warangal paid a visit to Balal

Dev, the Raja of Karnatak in 744 A.H. (1344 A.D.), and organized

a rebellion which in the end resulted in the coni])lete overthrow of

the Muslim power in the south.’* This date, though erroneous, had
been generally accepted as genuine by all the writers on South Indian

history. Haig assigns it, on what authority it is not known, to

A.H. 7.ffj (A.D. 1345-6).* The date mentioned by Ferishta, not to

speak of that of Haig, is utterly impossible. For there was no
BalM Dev whom Kishna Nayak could have approached for help in

1344 A.D. Ballfila III died about the end of 1342 A.D. or early in

the next year; and his son, Ballala IV who ascended the throne in

the middle of 1343 A.D. was driven out of his kingdom by king Hari-

hara I of Vijayanagara and his brothers within three months of his

coronation.^ Therefore, Kishna Nayak 's visit to Balfil Dev could

not have taken ])lace in 1341. A.D. Consequently, the date assigned

^ U.D., iii, p. 245. 2 E.D., iii, pp. 245 ff.

Brij^gs’ I'erishta, i, p. 427. * JRAS., 1922, p. 364.
See my monograph on the Origin of the City and Empiie of Vijayanagara,

(The Bulletins of the Department of Indian History and Archaeology, the Univer-

sity of Madras, No 4), p. 144.
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by Ferishta to the rebellions of Tilang and Kampila must be
rejected as untenable. As there is no serious objection against the

date suggested by the contemporary historian, Barni, it is not un-

reasonable to acce])t 1336 A.D. as the year in which the rebellions of

Tilang and Kampila had broken out.

The Sidtan having put down the rebellions of the Hindus of

Sannam, Samana, etc. returned to Dehli where he remained for

some time; but as the severe famine conditions obtaining in the

country reduced the inhabitants of the capital to starvation, the

Sultan was obliged to move with all his court to a temporary residence

on the bank of the Oanges known as Sargdwari. During the Sultan’s

sojourn in this place, no less than four rebellions broke out in different

parts of the empire. Barni briefly describes them in the following

order: (1) The outbreak of Nizam Ma-in at Kara; (2) that of vShihab

Sultani, or Nusrat I^an at Bidar; (3) that of ‘Ali vShah Natthu at

Gulbiirgah; and (4) that of 'Ain-ul-Mulk at Sargdwari.' Barni, of

course, gives no dates; but Yfihya bin Ahmad who mentions these

rebellions in the same order as Barni, assigns them to the following

dates:

T. Rebellion of Nizam Ma-in whom he calls Malik Nizam

—

A.H. 743 (A.l). 1344-45)-

2. Rebellion of Shihab Sultani—745 A.H. (A.D. 1344-45).

3. Rebellion of 'Ali Shah—746 A.H. (A.D. 1345-46).

4. Rebellion of ’Am-ul-Mulk—747 A.H. (A.D. 1345-46).

Badaoni and Ferishta adopt the same chronology, although it is

open to serious objections; for, in the first place, these rebellions,

according to Barni, had already taken place before the arrival of the

representative of the lOiallfa at the court of Dehli in A.H. 744
(1343-44 A.D.).‘'^ vSecondly, Ibn Batuta who left Dehli on 17th

Safar 743 A.H. (22nd July 1342 A.D.).^ on his embassy to China
gives an account of ’Aiii-ul-Mulk’s rebellion, the last on the list of

Band mentioned above.* Moreover, he describes certain events

which intervened between the suppression of ’Ain-ul-Mulk’s rebellion

and his departure to China. He fell into disfavour with the Sultan,

on account of a visit which he paid to Shaikh vShihab-ud-Din in his

cave near Dehli. He fasted for nine days in order to escape the

consequences of the vSultaii s wrath, and was set at liberty on the

death of the Shaikh. Later, he left the Sultan’s service and attached

himself to the pious Imam Kamal-ud-Dhi, ‘the cave man’. The

' K.D., iii, pp. 247-8. 2 p. 249.
* The Travels of ibn Batuta (Broadway Travellers), p. 215.

* E.D., iii, p. 619 .
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Sultan who was in Sindh at this time summoned him to his camp.
In obedience to the royal command, Batuta paid a visit to the Sultan
about the end of Jumadd II 742 A.H. (early Dec. 1341 A.D.) and
obtained his permission to travel to Mecca/

As the rebellion of 'Ain-ul-Mulk had been suppressed some time
before the visit mentioned above, it must have broken out about the
beginning of 742 A.II. or more probably at the end of the previous

year (1340-41 A.I).). The other rebellions must be assigned to a

still earlier ])eriod. Assuming for the nonce that the intervening

periods separating these rebellions, as indicated by the dates given

by Yaliyabin Ahmad and other later historians to be correct, the

outl)rcak of the rebellion of ‘Ali Shall Natthu must be placed in

740 A.II. (I339--40 A.D.); and those of Shiliab Sultani and Malik
Ma-in in the previous year (739 A.H.—1338-9 A.D.).

Aft('r the sup])ression of 'Ain-ul-Mulk*s rebellion the Sultan paid

a visit to the tomb of the vSaint Mas’ud Salar at Bahraich; thence he

returned to Dehli where he remained for three or four years. ^ As the

peace of the em]>ire was not disturbed during this period, the Sultan
devoted his time to concerting measures for the improvement of the

state. At the end of this period, reports having reached him of the

speculations of Qutlugji Khan, the governor of the Marhatta country,

he resolved to recall him from his post. Badaoni and Ferishta

place the recall of Qutlugh ^an in the year 747 A.H,, but this

is wrong, for, Badr-i-Chach whom the Sultan had despatched with

the letter recalling the Govenior from Devgir received the royal

order on ist vSha'ban 745 A.D. (9th Dec. 1344 A.D.) ;
and he must

have reached Devgir about the end of Feb. 1345, and delivered the

Sultan’s order to the governor. Therefore, Qutlugh jean’s depar-

ture from Devgir must have taken place about March 1345 A.D.
At the same time, the Sultan appointed Aziz ]^ammar as the

governor of Malwa, and .sent him to take charge of his office with

instructions to exterminate the amirs Sadah (Centurians) who were

a source of constant trouble to his government. On arriving at

Dhar, the seat of his government, I^ammar summoned about eighty

foreign amirs and officers of the army and put them all to death.

While Khammar was thus engaged in destroying the amirs of

Malwa, their fellows in Gujarat headed by Qazi Jalal rose in revolt

;

and having waylaid Malik Muqbil, the naib of the province, who
was proceeding to Dehli with the collected revenues of his province

at Baroda, plundered his camp and forced him to take refuge in the

' The Travels of Ibii Batuta (Broadway Travellers), p. 212,
^ Barni, JvD., iii, pp. 249, 250.
* E.D., iii, p. 252.
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fort of l^ambayat.^ Yahya and other later historians attribute

these events to 748 A.H. (1347-48 A.D.); but as Banii who
accompanied the Sultan in his campaign against the Gujcrat rebels

states that the intelligence of this insurrection reached Dehli ‘ at the

end of Ramazan 745 A.H. (Feb. 1345) the date given by them must
be rejected as false. On the receij^t of the news of the insurrection

of the amirs of Gujarat, the vSultan collected an army and marched
with it to put down the rebels. He halted for a short time at

Sultanpiir where he received the information that Aziz ^lammar,
who advanced against the rebellious amirs of Gujarat, was slain by
them in battle.® On learning the state of affairs in Gujarat, the

Sidtan hastened to the province, and succeeded in stamping out the

rebellion within a short time. He remained for a while at Broach
collecting the revenue which had fallen in arrears for several years.

It was at this time that the Sultan despatched some of his officers

to Devgir to fetch the revenues deposited in the treasury at

Dharagar and escort the principal amirs of Deccan to his camp at

Broach. 'Alim-ul-Mnlk, the brother of Qutliigh ]^an, who was in

charge of the province, pending the arrival of Imad-ul-Mulk Sartiz,

the permanent incumbent, despatched the chief amirs to Broach, as

desired by the vSultaii. The amirs who were aware of the danger

which threatened them with destruction, mutinied on the way, put
to death the officers conducting them to the royal camp, and returned

to Devgir. They imprisoned ’Alim-ul-Mulk, seized the treasury at

Dharagar, and hacing declared their independence elected Isma'il

Mukh Afghan as their king. Wlien the news of these developments
reached the vSultan’s camp, he marched to Devgir with an army,
defeated the rebels in a battle, and having scattered their forces laid

seige to the fort of Devgir, where Isma il Mul^ Afghan took refuge.

At the same time, he commissioned Tmad-ul-Mulk Sartiz, who
accompanied him, to hunt up the rebel chiefs, specially Hasan Gangu,
who fled in different directions. While the Sultan was staying at

the royal palace at Devgir, all the Mussalmans of the place waited on

him on the new year’s day ( ? 6th Fel). 1346 A.D.).* Therefore, the

amirs of Devgir must have set up the standard of rebellion sometime
eadier, either at the beginning of that year or more probably at the

close of the preceding year.

^ Ibid., p. 253. ^ Ibid. ** Ibid., ]). 254.
* Ibn Batiita wlio describes this reT)eIlion up to the deftat of the rebc^ls in 1 )attle

and the siege of Devgir, left Bengal in A.H. 74O (4th May 1345 to 24th Ai)ril, 1346
A.D.). He asserts 'All this occurred wliilc I was in India'. Therefore the New
Year Day on which all the Mussalmans of Devgir waited on the Sultan must be

the Nauruz, on the ist of the month of Farwardin (Persian month) which corresponds

roughly to 6th Feb 134') A.D.
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Although the rebels of Deccan were crushed they were not

destroyed
;
a few of them with the rebel king Isma'Il Mukh held out

stubbornly at Devgir, and several gathered round Zafar Khan
(Hasan Kangu) who took refuge at Gulburgah. While the Sultan

was attempting to stain]) out the last embers of the rebellion, Taghi,

a Turkish slave of the Sultan, had stirred up an insurrection in

Gujarat. The Sultan left the operations in the Deccan in the hands
of Tmad-iil-lVInlk Sartiz and other officers, and hastened to Gujarat.

As Taghi waxed strong, the vSultan devoted all his attention on
concerting m(‘asures to put down his rebellion. This indirectly

weakened the royal forces in the Deccan. Zafar Khan came out of

his hiding and not only inllicted a severe defeat on the royal forces

but ])ut to death Sartiz and other officers. Then, he proceeded to

Devgir, and having set aside TsnuVil Mukh crowned himself king on

24th Rabi' TI. 748 (
jrd August, 1447 A.D.).

The dates of the rebellions included in Barni’s list being thus

settled, their chronology may be briefly stated as follows:

—

The rebellion of Baha-ud-Din Garshasp . . 1326-27 A.D.
Kishlu ^lan . . 1327-28 ,,

,, vSayyid Jalal in Ma'bar I334“35

,, Halajun and Gulchandr 1335 »»

in Dahore.

,. vSludiu I/odi in Multan 1336 ,,

,, The Hindus of Sannam, 1336 ,,

Smiiana, Kahram and
Kaithrd.

,, Kanya Nayak in Tilang 1336 ,,

,, Apostate Governor of 1336 ,,

Kampila.

,, Fakhra in Bengal .. 1338-39 ,,

,, Shihab Snltani in Bidar 1338-39 ,,

,, Nizam Ma-iii at Kara . . 1338-39 ,,

., 'Ali Shah Natthu at Koer, 1339-40 ,,

Bidar, etc.

,, 'Ain-ul-MiilkatSargdwari 1340-41 ,,

,, The Amirs Sadah (Cen- 1345
turions) of Gujarat.

,, The Amirs Sadah (Cen- 1346
turions) of Devgir.

,, Tagii in Gujarat . . 1346 „
The accession of Sultan 'Ala-ud-Din Hasan

Kangu 3 Aug. . . 1347

(To be continued)



THE HISTORY OF SVABHAVOKTI IN SANSKRIT
POETICS

By V. Ragiiavan

X X II

”

—Dhanapala 's Tilakamanjavi

.

It is a proper emphasis on both the content, Emotion and
Thought, and the form, the Poetic Expression,^ that is contained

in the dictum of the Sanskrit critics that poetry is Hkti pradliana or

Abhidha pradhana. As Tatiia says in the well-ku'ovvn passage

quoted by Hemacandra (K.A., p. 316), one may have the vision,

Darsana, and be only a seer, Rsi, but he becomes a poet, Kavi,

only when he renders that vision into beautiful language, Varnana.

The poetic expression is, generally six‘aking, heightened or made
striking by an out-of-the-way-ness, which is called Yakrokti or

Alamkara. This figurative strikingness is pervasive of the whole
range of the form and helps to detect ])oetry. When the figurative

deviation from the ordinary mode of speaking is scrutinized, it is

found that, in some cases, the deviation is more than in other cases.

Indeed, there arc cases which do not show any determinable and
definable deviation, cases which we call ‘natural description'.

Such ‘natural description’, when it is of an emotional situation is

called a case of Rasa, or Rasa-ukti ac'cording to Bhoja; and when
it is of anything else or of an object of Nature, it is called vSvabliavokti.

To a survey of the history of this concept, Svabhavokti, is this

paper devoted.

We first catch sight of Svabhavokti in the introductory verses

in Bana’s Harsacarita:

Jati is the old name of Svabhavokti. Batia says that Jati or
Svabhavokti must not be Gramya, ordinary, vulgar, insipid or

* Says Oscar Wylde in his Picture of Dorian Cray, p. 159:

‘For, canons of good society are, or should be, the same as canons of art.

Form is absolutely essential to it.’
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Stale. Jati is the statement of things as they are. That is what
the ordinary speaker and writer make; poverty of poetic power, ab-

sence of a wizard-force with words, a sense of bare necessity, parsimony
in expression, a sense of sufficiency, an anxiety to state the bare
truth with absolute fidelity to facts—these produce a kind of expres-

sion which is a bare statement of things as they are. Ordinary
talk, legal expressions, and scientific writings are examples. These
two, ordinary bald talk and the technical jargon of science, Laukika
and Sastriya expressions, are both excluded from the scope of Jati.

Jati is a poet’s statement of the natural state of things. Hence does
Bana say that Jati has to be Agramya.^

How this ‘ natural description’ came to be called J ati is a (piestion

worth investigating. Perhaps Jati refers to its origin from the root

'Jan’ and means the presence or presentation of things as they arise

or are. Or Jati refers to the general characteristics that go to mark
out a thing or a class of things.* Objects like trees, birds, and deer are

described, delineating graphically the attributes and actions of their

class. This would form a description of Jati and perhaps this was
the earliest variety of natural descrij^tion to be recognized and
christened, among Alaiiikaras. As a matter of fact, we find Dandin
giving four classes of Svabhavokti,—Jati, Dravya, Guna and Kriya.

It is reasonable to believe that the first and earliest variety, Jati,

was extended as name to the rest also. Says Dandin :

I II. 8.

II
II. 13.

* Vidyaiiatlia qualifies vSvabhavokti by the word Cam

:

And Kuiiirirasvaniin explains that Ciiru means Agramya ; Only a beautiful statement

of things as they are, is Svabhavokti:

“ WJr?iTJin[ I X X X irruj srri^ri'Tr:
1

”

I’ra. rud. Urda. M. Kdii., p.

This Carutva and Agramyata are involved in the very conception of the Svabhavokti

AJatiikara and hence, Kuritaka’s fear that the Cart driver’s talk also will become
Svabhavokti is unfounded.

V.J. I.,p. 24.

* Compare the discussion in Sastras about Jati as a Padartha, along with

Vyakti and Akrti. The view that 'Jati' is Padartha was held by Vajapyayana and

also by the Mimamsakas.
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And he illustrates Jati-svabhavokti by a description of the class

attributes of the species of birds called parrots

:

mv II
II. 9.

We miss the word Jati in Bhaniaha but not the concept of
* natural description'. In the introductory paragraph, it was
pointed out that the proper cloak of poetic idea is a striking form,

emphatic by virtue of its heightened nature
;
but that within

its realm, there are varying degrees of strikingness and deviations

from the normal mode of expression ; and that, comparatively

speaking, there are cases in which such deviation is least and which,

as a consequence, are called Svabhava-ukti, ‘natural exi)rcssion'.^

Now, Bhamaha proceeded with his treatment of i)oetry thus

:

Flaws must be avoided in expression and though a flawless piece

by itself may be lovely, because of its natural beauty, yet eml^ellish-

ments beautify it, as ornaments beautify even the naturally lovely

face of a woman.

f»iw fulfil « I. 13.

Wheti Bhamaha says thus that a lovely face does not shine without
ornaments, he seems to contradict himself. The conclusion we can
draw from this verse is that though Bhamaha emphasizes ornament
very much, he is aware of a beauty which is natural to a piece of

poetry, and which is not born of oniament. This ornament or

Alaihkara is a certain striking deviation in expression for Bhamaha.
When no such striking deviation is recognizable, the expression is no
Alaihkara. This is clear when Bhamaha refutes Hetu, Suksma
and Lesa as Alariikaras, since, according to him, the expression as a
whole in these cases does not show any Vakrokti.

B II. 86.

^ Rudrata made such an analysis of figures and his first class of Alamkaras
fonniiig the Vastava group involve the least figurative Vaicitrya. Of the many in

this group, the Vastava-figure par excellence, as Namisadhu specially points out, is

Jati. And it is because Jati concerns itself directly with the thing as it is, without
any great ^abda vaicitrya, that Bhoja counts Jati as an Arthalamkara and that,

the first.
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If this Vakratva is not to be found, the expression is mere 'news*,

mere information-giving
;
it is Varta. Following the above quoted

verse, Bhamaha says

:

i

M II
II. 87.

The first line here is an instance of an utterance which as a whole,

Samudaya abhidhaiia, is bereft of any Vakrokti
;
and this is what is

called Varta, news. Thus as against poetry, there is set this Varta,

which may lie insipid Boka Varta or technical Sastra Vfirta. Varta,

however, differs from Jati or Svabhavokti; for Varta is, to adopt

Bana s language, ( iraniya Jatih. Thus, we have ordinary expression

which is Varta; then natural poetic expression called Jati or Svabha-
vokti and then Vakrokti.

If these meanings arc not settled thus, there will arise a loose

use of Varta or Jati. Dandin uses the word vSvabhavokti or Jati

loosely when he says : ;
he refers here to Varta

only. Similarly Varta also has been loosely used as a synonym of

Jati, Just after Atisayokti, Yathasaihkliya and Utpreksa, we find

Bhatti illustrating a figure called Varta, by a verse describing the

mountain Mahendra.

Bha. Kavya. X. 45.

This shows that Varta is meant as a synoin ni of Jati or Svabhavokti

and that in the pre-Bhamaha literature, vSvabhavokti was recognized

by some, some called it Svabhavokti, others Jati aiirl still others Varta.

Bhatti must be taken to call it Varta. The Visnudharmottara, in

its small section on Alaihkara, calls it Varta:

In Bhamaha, we find Varta used separately from Svabhavokti; he
restricts Varta to non-poetic utterances in which there is no Vakrokti.

Dandin does not mention the word Varta, but uses the words Jati

and Svabhavokti as synonyms.
The Jayamangala ^ on Bhatti has an original explanation to offer

on Varta, not found elsewhere. It says:

^ There is a good amount of difference l)etween the Jayamangala and
Mallinatha’s gloss on Bhatti on the question, which Alamkara is illustrated in which

verse by Bhatd. etc. X. 42 or 43 is an illustration of Svabhavokti
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“
I firftrei, ftffftrei "ni ^^ wi

(Bhamaha, II. 93.)

faf^firei araf srmniTR! i

‘ JltftOTH^f HI^! ^THT^r Rf^: |

' - Under X. 46, N.S. Edn.

In Bhatti, the word Svabhavokti is absent. There is only

Varta, which is illustrated by a natural dcvScription of a mountain.
From this we concluded that Bhatti must be understood to hold

according to writers whom Bhtoaha did not follow, that Varta

was synonymous with Jati and Svabhavokti. But the Jaya-
mahgala is a close follower of Bhamaha whose text alone it ((notes.

It explains Bhatti by Bhamaha and naturally there is some difficulty.

The Jayamahgala starts with two definite ideas: i. that Bhamaha
accepts an Alamkara called Svabhavokti and 2. that the verse on

Varta is a verse on an Alamkara called Varta, with an illustration in

the first line. Hence, the Jayamahgala reads the verse on Varta

differently:

for

sTTcff^irt 1

Having started with these two ideas, the Jayamahgala has to

indicate the difference between Varta and Svabhavokti. It says

ingeniously that there is one major Alamkara called Varta which is

saying of things in strict accordance to their natural state and
that it has two subdivisions, Visista and Nirvisista. The Vi.sista

Varta is called Svabhavokti and the Nirvisista varta is simply Varta.

Bhatti s verse is an illustration of the former. From the

Jayamahgala’s remarks, we see that by ‘Visista’, it means the des-

cription of one particular object with its attributes, and by ‘Nirvisista’,

for Mallinatha and of Ati^ayokti (what a difference !) for the Jayamahgala. If the

Jayamahgala sees Varta in X. 45 or 46, Mallinatha sees Atisayokti there. In the

case of some verses, Mallinatha does not point out any figure. And this difference

between the commentators on Bhatti has not been pointed out by Mr. Kane or

Dr. De.
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the description of a composite view of Nature; the former is illustrated

by Bhatti’s description of Mt. Mahendra with its attributes, and the

latter by etc.’
^

But Bhamaha kept Varta and Svabhavokti separate. The
latter, he refers to as an Alamkara and illustrates. The former, he
refers to with derision, as a name for insipid detailing of some facts,

for expressions devoid of striking deviation. Closely following, as it

does, his rejection of lletu, Suksnia and Lesa which do not show any
Vakratva, the verse does not seem to yield itself to the different

reading and consequent different meaning which the Jayamahgala
gives it. That the verse mentioning Hetu, Suksnia and I^esa and

the next verse speaking of etc.’ as mere Varta, go

together is proved by a reference to Dandin where Bhamaha, II.

86-87 taken together. Dandin, in the Hetucakra, speaks of

etc.’ as Jnapaka Hetu Alamkara and considers it as

'Uttamabhusana’ as if to spite him who referred to Hetu with

Suksnia and LCvSa as no Alamkara at all.*

Thus I am of opinion that the word Varta in Bhamaha is no
name of an Alarhkara, Dr. De is of opinion that there is an Alaiiikara

called Varta which Bhamaha mentions and rejects in the passage

discussed above. On p. 36 of Vol. II of his poetics he says that

in the second stage of the development of Alaihkaras was added
‘a seventh figure Varta which is referred to by Dandin in I. 85
but which is not accepted by Bhamaha’. On p. 109, ibid., he says:

‘With Bhamaha, he (Dandin) alludes to Varta (I. 85) which is

illustrated by Bhatti, but which disappears from later poetics, lieing

included perhaps in the scope of Svabhavokti’. Mr. P. V. Kane
also opines that in tlie passage discussed above, an Alamkara called

Varta is rejected by Bhamaha. Such a view does not seem to be
tenable. The J ayamangala which speaks of a VartMamkara has a

curious reading for the second line of Bhamaha’s verse. This

reading itself does not agree with the context in Bhamaha. If

Bhamaha is refuting an Alamkara of some predecessor called Varta

^ Dr. S. K. De says (Skr. Poe., I. p. 53) that Bhatti does not recognize

Svabhavokti. We do not know that Bhatti recognized any Alamkara. As Dr. De
himself points out (p. 52), the Jayamahgala is the guide to know what Bhatti

recognized and illustrated. According to Mallinatha, X. 42 (or 43) etc.

is Bhatti s illustration of Svabhavokti; and in X. 45 (or 46) where the Jayamahgala
sees Varta, Mallinatha, sees Atisayokti!

* From this we have to infer that some predecessor of Bhamaha whom Bhamaha
criticises but whom Dandin follows, gave the instance etc. and held

it as an Alamkara called Hetu.
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in that verse, the verse must have been written otherwise. As it is,

it must be taken as closely connected with the previous verse refuting

Hetu, Sfiksma and Lesa and must be taken to give an instance of

an ‘Abhidliana samudaya’, an expression as a whole, which has no

Vakrokti (Vakroktyanabhidhana)
;
and hence a case of no Kavya

( ft? ? )
but only a bald communication of facts

(WT^%5TT snr^). It is clear that in Bhamaha Varta is not used

as the name of an Alaiiikara. Nor has Varta the Alaihkara any-

thing to do with the word Varta in Dandin, p. 85, but of which
more in the section on Dandin.

Soon, finishing a few Aiaiiikaras, Bhamaha comes to Svabhavokti:

m ciKvfd ift^: ii II. 93-94.

There is a discussion among scholars on the question : Did Bhamaha
accept Svabhavokti as an Alaihkara? Some say that the some-

what indifferent reference to it in the words

shows that Bhamaha did not accept it as an Alaihkara. As regards

Bharnaha’s attitude towards Svabhavokti, one Purvapaksa is

completely ruled out namely that it is not mentioned by him.

Bhamaha mentions, defines and illustrates it. In this respect, it

resembles Asis, III, 55-56. To begin with, Bhamaha defining and
illustrating Svabhavokti are some proof of his acceptance of it as a

figure. The figures which Bhamaha does not accept are not referred

to by him in such terms. If he does not accept a figure, he says

jtct: i Witness the case of Hetu, Siiksma and Lesa.

The words *
' is no argument for taking that

Bhamaha did not accept Svabhavokti. Many Alarhkaras are

introduced in these terms. These words cannot serve as an argu-
ment even for the view that Svabhavokti has a dubious existence

in Bhamaha. Dr. De sometimes si>eaks of Svabhavokti as having
a dubious existence in Bhamaha though in Vol. II of his Poetics

and in his Introduction to his edition of the Vakrokti jivita, he
views that Bhamaha does not accept this figure. Dr. A. Saiikaran

opines in his Theories of Rasa and Dhvani (p. 22) that Bhamaha
does not accept this figure. Mr. D. T. Tatacharya Siromani has
examined these views and replied to them in his M.O.L. essay on the

Definition of Poetry, published in the J.O.R., Madras. Udbhata
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and Kiintaka considered Bham^a as accepting Svabhavokti.
Udbhata has enumerated and defined Svabhavokti in the same
order and place as in Bhamaha. The ‘ancients', cirantanas, who
figure in Kuntaka's Purvapaksa as accepting Svabhavokti, include
Bhamaha. Bhoja who digests completely Bhamaha, Dandin and
Rudrata gives Bhamaha's illustration of Svabhavokti in his treat-
ment of that figure which shows that, according to Bhoja, Bhamaha
accepted that figure. If Kuntaka had the slightest hint that
Bhamaha did not accept this figure, he would have reinforced his
critique against Svabhavokti with a reference to Bhamaha's text to
that effect.

On p. 6i of Vol. II of his Poetics, Dr. De says: ‘when words are
used in the ordinary manner of common parlance, as people without
a poetic turn of mind use them, there is no special charm or striking-
ness. Such Svabhavokti or “ natural " mode of speech to which
Dandin is so partial but which he also distinguishes from Vakrokti,
is not acceptable to Bhamaha and Kuntaka, who refuse to
acknowledge it as a poetic figure at all.’ One cannot point out any
passage in Bhamaha which refutes Svabhavokti and it is wrong to
club together Bhamaha with Kuntaka who elaborately argues against
Svabhavokti, as can be seen in a further section. And there is

nothing like partiality for Svabhavokti in Dandin. If one views
Bhamaha as being inimical to this figure, he imagines Dandin to be

overfond of it. Nor is the attribute applied by

Dandin to Svabhavokti a sign of his partiality for it. The attribute
only means that in the field of poetic expression where Vakrokti
rises gradually, Svabhavokti stands first or at the bottom involving
least Vakrata; it is the starting point; the ground for Vakrokti to
come into further play.

Mr. Tatacharya has, it seems, committed an excess while trying
to prove that Bhamaha accepted Svabhavokti. He says that when
Bhamaha said

—

W i I. 39.

he meant like Dandin to divide poetic expression into two realms,
Vakrokti and Svabhavokti ; and Mr. Tatacharya puts a forced
interpretation on ‘ Vakrasvabhavoktya ' which does not mean

and wnftiWT but means only the word
Svabhava here meaning ‘ of the nature of Consequently
Mr. Tatacharya view^s that Bhamaha also, like Dandin, classified
Vanmaya into two classes, Svabhavokti and Vakrokti. ‘As is

shown above, in Bhamaha 's view, all the Alaihkaras other than the
one Svabhavokti, are governed by the Vakrokti principle. * This is
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Dandin’s view,' not Bhamaha’s. To Bhamaha, the absence of

Vakrata or Vakrokti eliminates an expression from the fold of

Alaiiikara; it will not be Svabhavokti but Varta,—not like

etc. but like etc. For Bhamaha, Vakrokti

is Alaiiikara and Svabhavokti also which has got its own
degree of Vakrata marking it off from mere Varta is comprised in

Vakrokti. Dandin examined the realm of poetic speech with greater

scrutiny and said that since in Svabhavokti, the Vakrata is least,

let it stand apart. And even to this Dandin, the expression of Rasa,

Rasa-ukti, is still part of Vakrokti and Bhoja therefore analyzed

poetic expression into three parts, Svabhavokti, Rasokti and
Vakrokti.

Just as Ba^a said that a Jati should be Agramya, Dandin

says that it should bring before our eyes the picture vividly.

^ I II. 8.
‘

' says

Tarunavacaspati, while the Hrdayamgama which says
‘

emphasizes that no artificial aid of a figurative flourish

shall be used here. As previously indicated, Dandin gives four classes

of Svabhavokti, Jati, Kriya, Guna and Dravya, II. 13. Bhoja
(S.K.A., III. 6-8) multiplies the classes,—Svarupa, Samsthana,
Avasthana, Vesa, Vyapara, etc.

;
child, maiden, animal; time, place,

etc,,—elaborations borrowed by him from Rudrata.*

What about Varta in Dandin ? It is not found in the context

of Svabhavokti nor anywhere in Ch. II. We find it in Ch. I. in

Dandin 's treatment of the Guna called Kanti, I. 85-87.

^ il

Kanti has a certain amount of kinship with Svabhavokti, since in

both, there is no perceptible stepping out of the normal mode of

saying, Daukikartha-anatikrama. Such Kanti, Dandin says, is

found in Vartabhidhana and Varnana and illustrates Vartabhidhana
with the following verse:

^ K.A., II. 362. Madras Edn.
* The anonymous gloss on the Kavyadar^a in the N.S. Edn. has a strange com-

ment on in Dandin’s definition of the Svabhavokti. It says that,

according to some who base themselves on this condition of ’Nanavastha’, only a

description of an object in several states or of several objects in several states, con-

stitutes a Svabhavokti, and not the description of an object in a single state ! This

too literal an inteipretation of Dandin is not justifiable.
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irwTfm ’rm 1

iTHR: iTU[Trt^{ H I. 86.

The Gaudi style which would not be context with this expression

with Kanti, would say: ^ etc. This Varta is

a sweet coinpleinent or word of welcome or enquiry on the

occasion of the arrival of a worthy guest. It is thus clear that

Varta here is not any Alamkara, nor the Alaihkara which the

J ayainaiigala says Bhatti is illustrating. Such is the view of the

commentators and later writers also, none of whom see reference

to any Alamkara in the Varta here, ^Tirr

says the Hrdayaihgama. Hemacandra, while reviewing the old

Gunas in his gloss on his own K. Anusasana, refers to Dandin’s
Kanti in Varta and Varnana and interprets Varta as a ‘ complement

'

I p. 200, K.A. Singabhupala

also says that Varta is a welfare-enquiry : 1

p. 67, T.S.S. Edn. Ratnesvara’s gloss on S.K.A., I. p. 114:

^ ^ I

*

'

Rudrata classifies the Athalamkaras into four classes, Vastava,
Aupamya, Atisaya and Slesa. All the three here except the first

involve an embellishment by a simile or an exaggeration or a play on

the words. In Vastava, we have the bare idea as it is, untwisted,

Aviparita ;
but even as Bana said 'Agraniya', Rudrata says,

'Pustartha'. Apusta, the bald statement, comes under the Dosas.

« K. A. VII. 10.

Namisadhu ; 1

—
* «<iii r*tffrf I

5 n
*

1

To this class of Vastava figures, Rudrata assigns Sahokti,

Samuccaya, Jdti, Yathasamkhya, Bhava, Paryaya, Visama,

Anumana, DIpaka, Parikara, Parivrtti, Parisamkhya, Hetu,

Karananiala, Vyatireka, Anyonya, Uttara, Sara, Siiksma, Eesa,

^ Cf. Jivananda Vidyasagar’s gloss on the Kavyadar^a: I

‘ ^ I

” Here is mentioned another

meaning also of Varta as * ' which is not satisfactory. But none has

taken Dandin’s Varta here as the name of an Alamkara.
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Avasara, Milita and Ekavall. Of these Jati is Vastava par excellence.

In VII, 30-31, Rudrata speaks of the several varieties of Jati,

Form, Pose, etc., and subjects for Jati like children, maidens, etc.

as already mentioned. There is one point in Namisadlui’s gloss on

Jati in Rudrata which is worth noticing. He says that whereas

Vastava means only a statement of a thing as it is, Jati implies a

vivid picture that can create an experience, an Anubhava, of the thing

in the mind, I

fwiT I This is the significance of the qualification to Jati which

writers add, Agraniya, Cam, Pusta and so on.

Udbhata recognizes Svabhavokti and gives it with a definition

and illustration in the third Varga:

fmv^ i

’gw I

ii
III. 8, 9.

What must be noted in Udbhata 's treatment of Svabhavokti is his

unwarranted restriction of the scope of Svabhavokti to the Hevaka,
eagerness or fondness, in their re.spective activities of young ones

of animals and the like. Neither to one class of beings like young
ones of animals nor to one aspect only viz., action, Kriya, can
Svabhavokti be restricted. The commentary on U(l])hata\s K.A.S.S.

published in the GOS. as Tilaka’s, definitely says that a description

of the nature of things as such is not Svabhavokti but only the

'Hevaka' of Bfdamrga and the like in their activities:

1 ^ 1 But, for-

tunately, Pratiharenduraja liberally interprets Hevaka and enlarges

the scope of this figure to its normal extent.

Bhoja’s treatment of Svabhavokti has something noteworthy,
both in his Sarasvati Kanthabharana (S.K.A.) ami the Srngara
Prakasa (Sn Pra.). The S.K.A. says in III. 4-5:

^5 mfq wtfii
ll

qfir ^ ^ HT n

^ For this correct reading, see Bliatta Gopala's gloss on the Kavyapraka^a
T.S.S.Edn.
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Characteristics which are born in things in their several states and
which, by nature, pertain to them, form the subject of Jati. By
the second qualification that the characteristics shall pertain to

the things by nature,-- —Bhoja, as explained

by Ratnesvara, excludes external associations like reminiscences,

reflections, etc., on seeing the objects.^ The first qualification is

fully explained in the second verse from which we Icani that it is

intcndetl to keep distinct the Alamkara Svabhavokti and the Guna
Arthavyakti. This question takes us to Vamana's Arthaguna
Arthavyakti in the definition of which Vamana uses the word
Vastusvabhava and whose two illustrations are simply two cases

of vSvabhavokti. (K.A. Su. III. ii, 13). I

1 It is clear from this

that either Arthavyakti or Svabhavokti does not obviate the need
for the other; nor is there any need to point out how the two
do not overlap. It is rather illogical to distinguish two things of

two different classes, one a Guna and another an Alaihkara. This
Arthavyakti of Vamana is a quality pertaining to the Alaiiikara

called Svabhavokti, and to other kinds of expressions also.^ vStill

Bhoja tries to show us the difference between Arthavyakti and
Svabhavokti. He says that in Arthavyakti only those aspects of an
object are presented which form its permanent distinguishing attri-

butes, Sarvakalikam rupam, whereas in Svabhavokti those aspects

which are manifest as a result of a x>articular mood or situation,

Avasthasu jayamanam rupam, are preseiited. This latter is, as

contrasted with the Sarvakalika svarupa, an Agantuka svariipa. Says

Ratiiesvara: ‘ (^)

’
I This is an unnecessary distinction which brings in its

train an unwarranted restriction of the scope of Svabhavokti to

‘special states'. Bhoja here resembles those who dragged down the

1 ‘ q ^»irir: 4- +
#«[-. ^ 1 1 Ratnesvara.

2 Maniiiiata rightly realises Arthavyakti to be a quality pre-eminently necessary

for all good poetry and gives its scope as embracing not only Svabhavokti but cases

of Rasadlivani, etc. also. See Ch. 8, p. 187. T.S.S. Edn. of the Kavya Praka^a.

When Hemacandra says Vamana 's Arthavyakti guna is needless, because it is nothing

but the Alamkara named Jati, he is not making a proper criticism, (^fq ^ arrfk-

p. 199). Cf. Bha^ta Gopala— WT^q^iq*. 1

p. 187 T.S.S. Edn,
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Prabandha Guna Bhavika to the state of Vakyalamkara and then

began propounding its difference from Svabhavokti.

The Agnipurana which draws upon Bhoja to a great extent/

borrows this classification of the nature of a thing into Sarvakalika

and Agantuka or Jayamana. The Agnipurana calls Svabhfivokti

by the name Svarupalamkara. (Ch. 344). 1

It defines the figure thus:

IT? HT^»rt I

%fir n

cr«jT i

PTom its stopping with this and saying no more, we have to conclude
that the Agnipurana would have vSvabhavokti in both cases unlike

Bhoja who would have Arthavyakti in the former case.

Besides reproducing what he said in the S.K.A. on Svabhavokti
or Jati, Bhoja gives an additional idea in his Prakasa. As
indicated once previously, he carries out to its scientific length the
classification in Dandin of poetic expression into Svabhavokti and
Vakrokti. He separates the Rasas from Vakroktis fold and
constitutes them into the third class called Rasokti. While doing
so, he defines each of these three as expression dominated resi)ectively

by Guna, Upama and other Alamkaras, and Rasa.

l Sr. Pra., Madras MS., Vol.

II. ch. xi, p. 372. This is just hinted in the fifth ch. of the S.K.A.,

where Bhoja says:

mfvff B V. 8.

The idea in defining in the Sr. Pra. Svabhavokti as expression

dominated by the Gunas is that when there is none of the figures

beginning with Upama, the only thing the expression possesses is

the Gunas. This has been explained at length in the present writer's

thesis on Bhoja's Sr. Pra., being printed elsewhere.

Baliurupamisra accepts this three-fold classification of poetic

expression in his commentary on the Dasariipaka which the present

writer has reviewed in detail in JOR., Vol. VIII. p. 325.

' For other ideas in the Agnipurana taken from Bhoja, see the present writer’s

Riti and Guna in the Agnipurana in the IHQ. Vol. X. pp. 767-779.
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The anonymous S^ityamimamsa, now edited in a very
unsatisfactory manner in the T.S.S. (No. 114), is a work based on
Bhoja’s Sr. Pra. wliich it reproduces extensively. It gives Bhoja's

classification of Kavya-ukti into these three classes of Svabhava,
Vakra and Rasa Uktis; only it calls Svabhavokti, Rjukti (p. 99).
It reproduces also the S.K.A. verse on the difference between
Svabhavokti and Arthavyakti.

In connection with Mammata's treatment of Svabhavokti, the

only interesting point to which attention can be drawn is Vidya-
cakravarttin's rather incorrect understanding and consequent needless

criticism of the Sandliivigraliika i.e., Visvanatha, a point which the

present writer has already set forth at some length in a note in the

Annals of the B.O.R.I., Vol. XIV. pp. 251 and 254.

In the history of the concept of Svabhavokti, the names of

Kuntaka and Mahimabhatta stand out prominently. The former

denies that it is an Alariikara and the latter comes out with an
eloquent defence of it as an Alaxhkara. Kuntaka must be put down
as a follower of Bhamaha with this difference that wliile for Bhamaha,
Svabhavokti is comprehended as a variety of Alamkara in Vakrokti,

for Kuntaka, Svabhavokti is not to be called an Alamkara or a

species of Vakrokti because it is the very nature of the idea which
forms the material for the further employment of Vakrokti. That is,

Kuntaka considers Svabhavokti as the Alamkar>’^a, i.e., the kavya
Sarira and if it is itself called Alamkara, it will be an impossible case

of Alamkara decorating itself, as impossible as one mounting one's

own shoulders. Kuntaka is not behind anybody in his appreciation

of verses of unembellished grace, but in all those cases he would say

that the subject or idea itself, the Vastu, Las an innate Saimdarya
or Vakrata. Cases which are Svabhavokti for others would be cases

of Vastu vakrata for Kuntaka. But Vastu which has Vakrata
is different from ordinary Vastu devoid of Vakrata, as in ordinary

talk. Does not this distinguishing Vakrata which separates Roka
vastu and Kavya vastu amount to Alamkara? It may not be so

much Vicchitti as is found ui other species of Vakrokti but yet it is

some Vicchitti and as such is Alamkara; and it does not pertain

ordinarily to all instances; only poets are able to say things with

that Vastu vakrata. And Vakrata is Vakrokti. To this Kuntaka
would reply that as far as poetry is concerned, only such Vastu as

has beauty is relevant; the bald Vastu is out of the scope of the dis-

cussion. But, if on the score of this Vakrata, one would call a
Svabhavakhyana as Svabhavokti Alamkara, Kuntaka would seem to

yield a little that there is after all only a dispute in names.
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vgy: 1 ' V. J. p. 139.

In the second Vimarsa of his Vyaktiviveka, Mahimabhatta
speaks of five flaws the last of which is Vacya-avacana under which

he treats of a closely related flaw, Avacya vacana, the putting in of

what ought not to be put in. Attributes which do not add to the

significance or words which do not heighten or aspects of things

which are commonplace and are devoid of any charm—these if

expressed fonn the flaw of Avacya vacana. vSometimcs when a poet

nods, when lesser writers have got to fill in parts of the metrical

line, such things get in. These Mahinia calls ‘ Apratibhodbhava’,

bom of a mind lacking Imagination and Inspiration. These are the

'dust’ that must be swept out of poetry, ‘Avakara’ as Mahima
calls them.

^ >

II. p. T07. V. V. T.S.S. Edn.

This topic directly leads Mahimabhatta to an examination of

Svabhavokti Alariikara. When a poet describes a thing as it is

he must not present us with the well-known and commonplace
aspects of things, a description of which does not make the picture

live before our eyes, Thus a case of vSvabha-

vokti is most liable to the flaw of Avacya vacana described in

the tenus and ^R?«r^nmTJnT^. Hence did Bana

qualify Jfiti by Agramyatva and Rudrata by Pustarthatva.*

One must be a poet of imagination and inspiration to write a

real vSvabhavokti with power to live before our mind's eye. In I.

* vSome other minor objections are also pointed (>ut by Kuutaka. He asks

that if Vastusvabhava itself is Alamkara, what then .shall an Alariikara adorn and
adds tiiat if Vastusvabhava itself is one Alariikara, every case of another Alariikara

will be a case of Sankara or Sanisnsti (V.J., pp. 24-25).
* A bald statement comes under an Arthadosa, called Apiista, Niralaiiikara

and so on.

ij<f: I II

V. V., p. 109. See also Bhoja’s S.K.A., pp. 30, 37 and 38 and Ratne^varas' com.
there.
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12, p. 23, Kuntaka said that nothing can be talked of without refe-

rence to its Svabhava or nature, and that there can be no case of

expression devoid of Svabhriva-delineatioii
;
for no object is conceiv-

able without its nature and attributes.

II V. J. I. 12.

A statement of this unavoidable Svabhava cannot be an Alariikara.

With reference to this Mahima says

:

clef afhnc* I

^ ^'jwwfan ( or nfcTHT II

V*

t«T wr5JT<®«’d^ Ht5(tlia(fRlI^’l‘ I

T<9Tf^ yfg»jT<n4 I

wr# Tf^ i

aq^ (^ )’ asRTTOtftnif ^irapTRcniT Jmr i

?<!: «i^8jTfirfT*nf% jr^rqf: Bfawfifjrr! p p. io8.

]|C P|( * P|C

* Tliis correct reading is found in the 'different readings’ given at the

end of the T.S.S. Edn. of the V. V., and is found also in Hemacandra who reproduces

these verses on p. 275, of his K.A. vya.
* See Hemacandra for the correct word ‘ Dhyamala meaning ‘ impure,

tainted'.

* See Hemacandra.
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wt5!!iT9nrT?:( ^s^mrvc j'rfhncj i

Hel** I

II p. 109. V. V. T.s.s. Kdn.

The commentary on the V.V. docs not extend to this section but the

following extracts will serve to show how Hemacandra and
Manikyacandra understood the above verses of Mahimabhatta :

^

^sr^ypJcTRT ?tRf fifnR5!Fr^ftlRnt II
’ (Ktintaka)

I wbifhnT5f5^l*TTiiW^ i ^tri —
(quotation of the above verses from Mahima)’. Hemacandra, p.

275, com.

—

“ TT ^Tmwxv I ^ I

I p. 403, Mysore Edn., Manikyacaiidra’s gloss on the

K. Prakasa.

It is accepted by logicians that in one s apprehension of an

object there are really two kinds of awareness, one of the object itself

as such and another of the object as possessing a name and as

belonging to a class. Perception is thus indeterminate and deter-

minate, Nirvikalpaka and Savikalpaka. Sonieisjhat similar to this,

there are the two apprehensions of an object by an ordinary man
and a poet endowed with penetrating imagination. The former
sees what is but the common nature, Samanyarupa, of an object;

the expression which he uses in communicating about that object

conmiunicates only the ordinary nature of the object. But the

imaginative eye of the poet which is like a Yogiii’s vision or a divine

third eye, sees a special aspect of the thing, not with reference to its

common nature, but details whose presentation reveal a wondrous

^ Hemacandra also reads incorrectly *Anyalamkara’.
® This half is missing in the T.S.S. Edn. and is supplied here from Hemacandra.
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picture of it.' If we understand Mahiniabhatta’s Samanya and
Visesa Svabhava’s in such a general sort of 111aimer, his verses do
not offer any problem for interpretation. The commonplace
Svabhava of thing will be the scientific facts about an object, its

attributes as pertaining to a class; a bald statement of these as in

etc. would not constitute Svabhavokti Alamkara

;

this ordinary nature of the thing is the fact available in the

world and forms the material for the play of the poet’s imagina-
tion and fancy; it is the Alamkarya. The striking and vSpecial

aspect of the tiling, its Visista Svabhava, which the poet’s eye alone

sees and his imagination alone embodies in words of ])oetry, is the

object of Svabhavokti Alaiiikarana. In as much as this Visista

Svabhava is not ‘Siddha’, but is ‘Sadhyamana’ through the play of

the poet’s Pratibha, it is Alamkara. The drab matter of fact

Svabhava is out of the scope of any Alaiiikara. Hence did the

previous writers also insist on Jati being Agramya, Pusta,^ Cam
and so on. Ruyyaka calls this Suksma svabhava and Vidyfidhara,

Uccais svabhava. Knntaka would, however, reply that he is still

unanswered; for, to him, it is the Visista svabhava that forms the

Kavya sarira and the other Svabhava is out of account in a

discussion in poetics.

’ V.J. III., p. 135.

Artha in Kavya is, by necessity, Simdara:

I I. 6, V.J. The Visista Svabhava varnana is a case of

the Vastu itself having the requisite Vakrata. But to others, as

has already been said, this Vakrata which is surely a result of the

poet’s power and is not something existing there already, is reason

enough to call the case an Alamkara.
Ruyyaka has something special to contribute to the study of

Svabhavokti. He has touched an aspect of the question not dealt

with by others. It is his distinction of Svabhavokti and Bhavika.

It is, however, a question which cannot be gone into fully except after

' Strictly speaking, a poet's apprehension of a thing cannot be called

Nirvikalpaka Pratyaksa, nor can it be said that the Visista Svarupa which alone

the Svabhavokti presents is devoid of Jatidharma, i.e., Samanya in its technical

sense.
* Cf. Apusta dosa and Niralathkara dosa (in cases where the Samanya Svabhava

is given) in the Dosa prakarana of the books.
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a survey of the history of the concept of Bhavika from the begintiiiig

and for this reason is reserved by the present writer for a special

paper on Bhavika.^

' The paper on Bhavika will appear in the IHQ.





THE BEDARS IN MARATHA TIMES

Bjy R. N. Saletore

The presence of wild tribes has always been an element of

considerable importance in the field of Indian History from the

times of Kautalya to the extinction of the Maratha Empire in A.D.
i8i8 or rather till their complete destruction as a i)olitical factor

about the year A.D. 1858.' During the Maratha period of sovereignty,

the most important wild tribes deserving special treatment are the

Bedars or the Berads as they are styled in Maratha documents, the

Minas, the Ghasias, the Bhils and the Ko}is.

The Bedars in Politics

Among these, the Bedars played a very important part in the

politics of Southem India from very early times.* When the

Maratha armies commenced to raise the standards of the Peshwas
through the length and breadth of India, the Bedars like the Minas
in Central India, or the Bhils in Khandesh, began to make the best

of this opportunity, for they too began to accompany the Maratha
forces. As Manucci relates with them ‘ marched privileged and
recognized thieves called Bederia (Bidari) who were the first to invade

the enemy's territory' where they plundered everything they found,

reserving the handsomest for their general, and selling, on their

account, the rest.® Reference to this very purpose is made in a

contemporary Maratha ballad, in which Maratha generals are

recorded to have employed the Bedars just like the Pindaris or the

Minas about the same period.* It is no wonder that these Bedars
were permitted to hang on the Maratha forces, for they appear to

have been extremely agile horsemen. This has been well borne

out by Manucci, who says :
' They say that the inhabitants of this

country [Maisur) are so active that, when the horsemen are passing

through their forests, they come out rapidly and placing their hands
on the horse’s quarters, spring up behind and cut oS the rider’s

nose with a sort of half moon in iron that they carry. By this feat

^ Cf. B. A. Saletore, The Wild Tribes in Indian History (1935).
* Ibid., ch. iv, pp. 60-96.
* Manucci, Storia do Mogor, II, p. 459 ; Sen, Military System of the Marathas,

pp. 87-88, Saletore, op. cit., p. 93.
* Sane, Patre Yddi Vagaire, pp. 55-56. *Be4adydsi hiikum taka raste band

karun
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SO much fear was established in the Mogul army that no one was so

bold as to advance until the musketeers had fired

These Bedars were also employed in the forces of the Moghuls.

Manucci records that Prince Shah Alam, when he was within the

territories of Sivaji, had in his army seven thousand Bedars who
were ordered to ravage the lands of the ' Bardes*.^ In A.D. 1687

Khanzad Khan was sent by the emperor Aurangzib, after the con-

quest of Bijapur, to reduce the fort of Sagger (Sagar) between

Kulbarga and Bijapur, which was then in the possession of Pid

Nayaka, a chief of the Bedars, whom Grant Duff calls ' a caste of

people in the Carnatic precisely similar to the Ramossees of

Maharastra'.®

The Bedars of Wdgingere,

This Bedar chief could muster twelve thousand men (infantry)

chiefly of his own tribe. His fort was situated among the hills and

jungles which were extremely difficult of access, but owing to the

'dread of the Moghul name’, he surrendered to the Moghuls on the

28th of November 1686 A.D. As Aurangzib invariably bestowed

1 Manucci, op. cit., IV, pp. 99-100, also, see pp. 4C0-61.

Note.—Cf. J. H. Grose, A Voyage to the East Indies (1766 ed.), p. 247, wherein he

refers to this
'
particular dexterity in cutting off noses ’

. There are frequent references

to this practice of cutting of noses in the Apratimavlra Cariia, pp. 38, 144, 147,

Cikkadeva Raya Vamidvedi, pp. 15, 49, 50, 62, 64, 67. There seems to survive a

tradition that when Ranadullah Khan, a Bijapur general, was repulsed from
Seringapatam, all his forces had their noses cut off. This practice is described in

a Fort St. George Resolution of January, A.D. 1679, in which is described even the

cutting ‘ half-moon of iron ' instrument, cf. Wheeler, ‘ Madras I, p. 104. The upper
lip appears to have been removed along with the nos^. This barbaric custom was
employed even in warfare. In the Mysore campaign of A.D. 1659 against Madura,
it is claimed that under ' direct orders of the Raja of Maisur the invaders had cut

off the noses of all their prisoners and sent them in sacks to Seringapatam as glorious

trophies’, J. H. Nelson, Madura, Pt. Ill, p. 139. This campaign was known as the

‘Hunt for Noses’! Shortly afterwards a counter invasion of Mysore is stated to

have been undertaken by Kumar Murti, a younger brother of Tirumala Nayaka of

Madura. This effort being crowned with complete success, the King of Mysore, was
captured, his nose cut off and sent to Madura. Madras Dt. Gazetteers, Trichinopoly,

1907, I, p. 55. All these accounts are evidently traditional and have no real

basis in history. Another recent writer, Muhammad Raff, in his work Akbarat-
ul-Hind, British Museum Oriental MSS., No. 1726, fol. 522(6) declares that to the
south of Cennapattana (Madras), once ruled over by a Kanti Rama, there exists

an ancient temple to whose idol the most acceptable offering is one of men’s noses.

Hired soldiers are claimed to have been employed to collect noses by attacking
travellers. Hyder ' Naik ’ of Mysore is said to have adopted the cutting of noses as a
regular punishment, the mutilated culprits being formed into a regiment by
themselves. Manucci, op. cit., IV, pp. 460-61.

2 Manucci, op. cit., II, p. 459. Saletore, op. dt., p. 94.
3 Grant Duff, A History of the Mardfhas, I, pp. 264-265.
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great honours on those who unresistingly acknowledged his authority,

this Bedar Nayaka, to the great amusement of the Moghul Emperor’s
courtiers, was raised to the rank of a commander of five thousand
in the Moghul service. He hardly survived these honours for a

few days^ and his son Pern Nayaka (Pemma Nayaka?) 'finding

himself uncomfortable in the splendour of his situation' withdrew
into the woods.

This Pern Nayaka, collecting a band of his Bedars, took up his

abode at Wagingere, a walled village near Sagar, where, by plunder
and robbery, he gradually added to his numbers and in less than

twenty years became a formidable obstacle to the Moghul empire.^

The depredations of the Nayaka of Wagingere became at last so

troublesome that an army under Prince Kaum Baksh and Ruh-uUah
Khan was ordered to destroy this town, but they were obliged to be-

siege it, having come ill-prepared to overcome the defence that was
maintained against them.^ In A.D. 1693 the prince was directed to

leave Ruh-ullah Khan at Wagingere, the siege of which was aban-

doned afterwards and he was directed to move on the route to

Gingi, where he was joined by Asad Khan with a large army.**

Nevertheless Pemma Nayaka, although repeatedly compelled by the

Imperial generals to pay heavy fines, no sooner saw the Moghul
troops retire to distance in A.D. 1705 than he recommenced ‘ every

species of rapine ’. During this period the Marathas maintained a

good understanding with this Bedar chief and Dhanaji Jadhav, a
general of Sivaji, while Aurangzib was besieging the forts in the

Sahyadri mountains, lodged his family at Wagingere in the charge
of this chieftain, as this place afforded him greater security than

any other. The power of the Nayaka had by this time become so

formidable, that Aurangzib, after his arrival at Bijapur, considered

it necessary to proceed against him in person in A.D. 1705.^

Now Wagingere though merely a fortified place, withstood the

siege for many months, for Pemma Nayaka, ' assisted and encouraged
by Sivaji ' defended himself resolutely and drove back the Moghul
advance posts, while Dhanaji Jadhav, constantly harassed their

' Meadows Taylor, The Story of My Life, Taylor writes: ‘The Beydur cliief of

Wagingere, however, resisted the Emperor for some time, and refused to come to his

court, though very earnestly and cordially entreated to do so. At length he con-

sented; but being jeered and insulted he returned to liis fastness more determined
than ever to rebel ’, p. 225. But Muhammadan chroniclers and Grant Duff agree

in saying that he died within a short time (5 days:—Sarkar) Sarkar, History of
Aurangzib, IV, p. 388: Duff, op. cit., I, p. 285.

2 Grant Duff, op. dt., I, p. 285 also Sarkar, op. cit., V, pp. 219-20.
3 Taylor, op. cit., p. 225.
* Grant Duff, op. cit., I, p. 287; Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 219-20.
3 Firishta-Scott, History of the Deccan, II, pp. 115-120.
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camp. At last the Emperor, attacking this Bedar stronghold for a

second time, was repulsed and it was not until after a siege of seven

months that this stronghold was eventually stormed with the aid of an

army from the south under general Zulficar Khan. During this criti-

cal period a force of five to six hundred horse under Dhanaji Jadhav
and Hindu Rao arrived at Wagingere to support their Bedar allies.

These Maratha generals at first removed their families from thence

to a place of safety, as they were convinced about the capitulation of 4«

this fort. Though Pemma Nayaka had promised his Maratha allies

daily subsidies of ' several thousand rupees as long as they assisted

liim in the defence of his capital ’, they suggested to him to sue for

peace with Aurangzib. Pemma Nayaka, however, continued his

subsidies to the Marathas who, hovering in the neighbourhood of

Wagingere, made constant sorties on the Moghuls.'

The Bedars of $iirapura

Driven from his fastnesses of Wagingere, Pemma Nayaka,
selected the secluded spot of Sorapiir or Sfirapura, the City of

Valour, Here he was allowed by the Moghuls to live in peace and
eventually became friends with the Emperor Aurangzib who bestowed
on him titles, created him a ‘Commander of Five Thousand’, con-

ferred on him a large addition to his territory, confirming all grants by
the Bijapur monarchy and also extended his collection of revenue

over a great portion of the ' Carnatic ’ and the Deccan.’'

The nephew and adopted heir of Pern Nayaka, Pidia Nayaka,
outwardly conducting himself as a loyal subject and paying revenue

to the Emperor, fled after the fall of Wagingere. In A.D. 1706 with

the help of Hindu Rao, the brother of Santa Ghorpade, he captured

Penukonda,^ and Alliir, 28 miles from Kulburga, but Tarbiyat Khan
recovered the latter.^ About the same year Pidia Nayaka was
chased from his fastnesses by Saraf Klian and Jagia (Jaggayya?)
who had been loyal to the Imperial cause, was rewarded. Never-
theless in the following war between Dhanaji Jadliav and Hindu
Rao, Pidia Nayaka, deserting his ally Hindu Rao, joined Dhanaji
in their attack on Sindur,^

^ Taylor, op. cit., p. 226 ; Sarkar, op. cit., IV, pp, 388-89, ibid., V, pp. 218-28.
2 Shorapur is situated in the S. W. comer of the Hyderabad territory and since

A.D. i860 has formed an integral part of the Nizam's dominions: lat. 16® 31'N. long
76° 48'E. Imp. Gaz., XII, p 423.

3 Ferislita-Scott, History of the Deccan, II, pp. 115-20 (179 ed.) ; Sarkar, History

of Aurangzib, IV, pp. 388-89; Taylor, Story of My Life, p. 226.
^ Ibid., p. 121.

5 Ibid., p. 96 ;
Sarkar, op. cit., pp. 233-34.
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As the Muslim power declined, the Bedar chiefs continued to
maintain their position and though nominally tributary to the
Peshwas, never performed any actual service. The Maratha records

sometimes throw some light on how much tribute was recovered
from these Bedar chiefs. In A.D. 1765, for example, Rs.9,901

were received by the Peshwa from ‘Pam Nayak Pid Nayak of the

Sorapur sansthdn*} This Pam Nayak was evidently the same who
fled from the Moghuls in A.D. 1706. The actual tribute from this

Pidia Nayaka was fixed in A.D. 1765 at Rs.55,000 ^ but this was
apparently found to be too heavy by this Bedar, therefore ‘at his

request' it was reduced to Rs.40,001 in A.D. 1766-67. It was at this

time stipulated that this ‘ Pam Nayak ’ should restore all property

taken by him in battle and that he should abstain from giving any
trouble till the conclusion of a treaty.^ Whether a treaty was
actually carried out with these Bedars as the Peshwas did with the

Bhils and the Kojis, is not known, but it is probable that the Bedars
lived in amity with the Peshwas.

This can be seen from the later relations of the Bedars with the

Marathas. In A.D. 1784-85 a ' Rdje Veiikatappa Nayaka Bahtri*

of this sansihdn of Surapura sent an elephant to the Peshwa,^ and
this Venkatappa Nayaka is the same Venkappa Nayaker mentioned
in the Autobiography of Meadows Taylor. It is clear that this

Venkatappa Nayaka continued to rule surely till A.D. 1793-94
because he came into the political limelight in this year. This was
because in this year the sansthdn of Devadurga belonged to one Kilich

Nayaka and on his death it w'as usurped by his illegitimate son,

Rangappa Nayaka. Now Raja Venkatappa Nayaka Balnri Bahadur,

to give him his full name, being a descendant of Kilich Nayaka in

the female line, attacked this sansthdn but Rangappa killed himself

and the sansthan fell into the hands of Venkatappa Nayaka. He
requested the Peshwa to recognize his claim and his request was
granted.® During the reign of this Venkatappa Nayaka in A.D. 1785
the Nizam and the Peshwa concluded their treaty of Yatgir and
they considered whether this Bedar chief should be attacked
and his dynasty suppressed as a public nuisance. But this Bedar,

partly by showing a very bold front and partly owing to the valour

of his Bedars and also by paying or rather consenting to pay Rs.50,000

1 Vad, Satara Rajas* and Peshwas* Diaries, IX (282), pp. 257-58.
2 Ibid. (283), p. 283.
3 Ibid. (287). p. 261.
4 Ibid., VI (579), p. loi.

* Satara Rajas* and Peshwas* Diaries, VI (595), p. 115.
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a year to Nizam-ul-Mulk, he escaped the threatened danger. This

amount the Bedar chief could afford to pay, because Sorapur was
then in a flourishing condition, with a revenue varying between

twenty and thirty lakhs a year. During the rule of this mler, says

Meadows Taylor, who was entrusted with the administration of the

Sorapur State later on, there were two battalions and a park of artillery

and these with a Bedar militia of 12,000 and a considerable iDody of

cavalry, made the chieftain Venkatappa Nayaka *tnily formidable

Hyder Ali and Tippu Sultan, each in turn, tried to induce this

Bedar ruler to join them in vain, but though he overran the part of

the neighbouring district of Sorapur, Tippu made no attempt to

attack Sorapur.

The descendants of Venkatappa Nayaka do not appear to have

distinguished themselves in any way and the state of Sorapur slowly

sank into insignificance. Probably the descendant of this

Venkatappa Nayaka was Krisnappa Nayaka who seems to have left

no impression as a personage of historical consequence. On his

death the Nizam's government under whose jurisdiction Sorapur

now appears to have come, demanded a nazrdna or a succession fee

of 15 lakhs, which the administration of Sorapur was in no position

to pay. Nevertheless the amount was partly paid in cash and
except the final balance of four and a half lakhs obtained as loans

on British security from the ' Gosain ' bankers of Sorapur, year by
year until this Krisnappa Nayaka died, the state ‘ then being virtually

insolvent ' Ilis son Venkatappa Nayaka, evidently named after

his illustrious grandfather, was entrusted to the care of Meadows
Taylor, while the young ruler's uncle Raja Pid(e) Nayaka was made
administrator. This unfortunate prince is recorded to have parti-

cipated in the memorable mutiny of A.D. 1857 and was suspected of

treason for attacking a small force which had been ordered to go to

the assistance of Campbell. Being defeated, the prince fled to

Hyderabad where he was arrested.^ Despite the intervention of

Meadows Taylor, as there was no more any possible hope of regaining

his lost independence, the young Venkatappa Nayaka II in A.D. 1858
one fine morning shot himself. As he left no heir, for he was only

twenty-four years old, the valiant line of the Sorapur Nayakas
vanished for ever from the pages of history.®

The line of the Nayakas of Sorapur may provisionally be reduced
to the following genealogical tree, especially from the sources of

history already noticed in this sketch till now:

' Taylor, op. cit., pp. 226-27.
* Ihid.,^. 394.
8 Ibid., p. 394.
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Kannappa Nayanar.^

Pide Nayaka I, 1686 A.D. accession.

1

Pama Nayaka circa 1766 A.D. 1773 A.D.*

Venkatappa Nayaka 1 , 1773-74-1794 A.D.®

Krisnappa Nayaka married Isvaramma.*

I

Venkatappa Nayaka II (minor), 1841-1858 A.D.
married Rangamma.

{Raja Pide Nayaka—^Administrator) ® uncle
of the little prince, Venkatappa Nayaka II.

The Bedars of Citaldurga (Citradurga).

Another notable line of Bedars who came into the limelight of

Maratha politics were those of Citaldurga, who vied in importance

with those of Wagingere. In A.D. 1770 the progress of the Peshwa
Madhav Rao I at Nidjighul, a place of considerable strength, was
arrested for a time. This fort not only held out for several months
but repulsed two assaults made by the Marathas, in one of which
Narayana Rao, the brother of the Peshwa, was wounded. It is

interesting to note that such a place was at last stonned by the

Pdleyagara of Citaldurga, at the head of Bedars.® The independence
of such a brave people was crushed at least in Citaldurga by the

intrepid Hyder Ali in A.D. 1779. This adventurer, through the

shameful treachery of some Muhammadan officers, captured this

Bedar capital of Citaldurga and thence carried 20,000 Bedars to his

capital, Seringapatam, where he converted the choicest and youngest

of them into battalions of Muhammadan Celas.’ There are reasons

' Cf. Census Report, 1891, para. 538; Madura Manual, Ft. II, p. 63; North

Arcat Manual, I, p. 234; Mateer, Native Life in Travancore, p. 60. Note: All this

information is merely traditional.

* Satara Rajas' and Peshwas' Diaries, VI (556), p. 87. Here it is recorded that in

1773-74 A.D. Venkatappa Nayaka having succeeded to the Sansthdn of Surapura
‘ during the current year a nazar of Rs.40,001 was imposed on him.

3 Ibid., VI (595), p. 115. Taylor, op. cit., p. 226.

* Taylor, op. cit., p. 141, p. 227, p. 143.
6 Ibid., p. 161, p. 160, p. 161, (ed. 1920).
® Grant Duff, History of the Marathas, I, p. 567.
7 Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 162; Ep, Cam., IX, Introd., p. 28. My. Ar. Rept.,

1929, p. 22. In this connection see my forthcomingjarticle ‘ The Conquest of Citra-

durga by Hyder Ali ’ in the September issue of the Q.J.M.S.
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to believe that these Bedars proved most efficient soldiers in the

service of the Mysore Sultanate. This can be proved by incidents

which occurred in the i8th century. In A.D. 1785 it fell to the

lot of Hari Pandit, the general of the Marathas, to send back all his

wounded from Badami whence he moved towards Gajendraghad,

but as the small fort of Seertee lay in his route, he breached and
stormed it.' Scarcely had he accomplished this object, when he

was informed that Tippu Sultan was marching to give him battle.

But such was the vigilance of a corps of Bedars in the service of

Tippu, consisting of both horse and foot, ‘ that the address and
dexterity of Maratha spies, famous only where their language is

spoken as Grant Duff strangely observes, could obtain no correct

intelligence of Tippu ’s movements and the only first authentic

account which the Maratha general received assured him that Tippu
was in full march to attack Adoni.* Again in A.D. 1791 the Bedars

in Mysore proved extremely useful. Although Ilari Pant and
Parasuram Bahu, the Maratha generals were near Seringapatam,

the capital of Tippu, where they knew their allies, the Phiglish under
Cornwallis, were encamped, the Marathas were not able to convey
any intimation of their approach to the English commander, as

every letter was intercepted by the admirable activity of Tippu 's

mounted Bedars! This circumstance was considered very dis-

creditable to both the Maratha generals by their own countrymen
and it was ' a matter of most serious regret ' to Cornwallis that he had
remained ignorant of their approach.® In the next year (A.D. 1792)
too these Bedars proved equally hostile to the Maratha army.
When returning from Seringapatam after this war, the devastation

committed by the troops of Parasuram Bahu during their advance
rendered grain and fodder extremely scarce. Moreover the heat and
drought, together with the constant annoyance, in spite of the peace,

of the Bedars and Pindaris of Tippu, all combined to make the
march of Parasuram Bahu from Seringapatam to the Tungabhadra,
one of the most distressing the Marathas ever experienced.*

The Bedars in Administration

But even the wildest measures of usurpers like Hyder Ali could
not quell the turbulent Bedars, who continued to survive as a distinct

and destructive tribe during the Marathas even after the catastrophic
year of A.D. 1779, though, of course, they were from a political

point of view, the least important when compared with their con-

' This Gajendraghad is in Dharwar Dt., 51 miles S.W. of Kaladgi.
2 Grant DiifF, op. cit., II, p. 175.
3 Grant Duff, op. cit., pp. 203-04, * IMd., p. 214.
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temporaries the Minas, the Bhils, or the Kojis. A record, per-

taining probably to the year A.D. 1766 refers to their presence in a

military establishment of the fort Tatvada in these words : ‘ gadkan

vd herad dekhil kdrkun dsdmi 125 savdse ahet'

}

That these Bedars

were actually employed in the Maratha administration there can be

no doubt for Maratha documents support this statement. A letter

written in the year A.D. 1773-74 reveals how the village of Supa, being

infested with robbers, one Naik (Nayaka) on a monthly pay of Rs.io

and three Bedars on a remuneration of Rs. 13-8-0 per month for

all the three of them, were pennitted to be employed by the Central

Government at Poona. This public expenditure was recovered by a

special rate which was imposed on all the residents of the village of

Supa including the Brahmans who were invariably exempted from
taxation by the Maratha State.^ This measure reminds one of the

Bhil-patti which was also a Maratha imposition imposed during the

Peshwas, for a similar purpose of driving the Bhils away from
infested villages. Both these taxes bear a strong resemblance to the

Mallakara which was levied during the reign of Jisiiugupta in

Northern India ® and appear to have been inflicted on the people

only during the periods of such tribal incursions.

The exact designation of these Bedars so employed was probably

that of watchmen. In A.D. 1777-78 one Krisnarao Anant engaged
thirty-three Mangs and Bedars to keep watch in the town of Satara

on a monthly salary of Rs,263 ‘per month and a half’. He was
directed by the Peshwa Government to recover all this amount
which came to Rs. 2,104 a year from merchants and well-to-do

people in the locality, while no coniribution was to he levied upon the

poor. It was also ordered that a security should be taken from
those Bedars engaged to make good all the property stolen in the

town or in its neighbourhood.*

^ Selections from Hu Peshwa Dafiar, 39 (74), p. 67.
^ Selections from the Satara Rajas' and the Peshwas' Diaries, VIII, (954), p. 13 1

:

Kashe supen yethen cordned upadrav dhe, tyds, rdkhavdlis_ berad kardr kariln dilhe

:

tyds dar-mahd: 10 ndyik i. 13 berad dsdmi 4: 23 .... 4. Ekun sude tevls rupaye car

dsdmls darmahd devile aset, tarl gdmvkharcdkheriz pati khdnesumdrl dMll brahman
ydprdtnen kariln, berad majakUr ydned musdhird sarkdr alvaja sivdy deviin gdmvdncl
rdkhvdli kardvane mhanon Anandrdv Trimbak subheddr pargane majakur,ydnce ndmve
chd 23 saphdr, Ibid., p. 132.

® Sylvan Eevi, Le Nepal, III, p. 69: Ghosal, Hindu Revenue System, p. 232.
4 Satara Rajas' and Peshwas Diaries, VIII (954), p. 131: Kietra Pandharpur

yetheh cordned upadrav hold, sabab tethll rakhavdlls sanadi pydde dsdmt 25 pancavls
thevaydei tumhdhs djnd kell ase, tare pancavls pydde cangale pdhun did mahind
fhevun ksetra majakUr yethll cordned mbanddbasta karane. Ksetra majakUr ethil

divapn tumhds majura padel mhanon. Cintd Rdmacandra Kdmvisddr ksetrd majakur,
difh{m) at Parasardm Ramcandra yunce ndmve: p, 132.
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From these two examples of administrative convenience it may
be inferred that the Maratha State, in order to deal with local dis-

turbances, employed Bedars at least temporarily in State service,

that such localities as were affected had to pay for the employment
of these watchmen, that this levy was generally recovered mainly
from the rich and that securities were obtained from such employees
for good behaviour in the interests of the public peace.

The levy of such a tax did not mean that, in all localities where
such thefts or depredations occurred, the suffering inhabitants were
compelled to meet all the expenses in connection with the employment
of such watchmen. The rulers of the Maratha Empire were not,

after all, such ruthless administrators, because there are numerous
examples to prove that they had the welfare of the people at heart.

In the year A.D. 1795-96 for example, the village of Khed was suffer-

ing from the forays of thieves and the Peshwa government sent three

Bedars to keep watch in this place. The pay of one of these Bedar
watchmen was paid by the government, while that of the others had
to be raised by public subscription from the villagers, Brahmans and
others of the locality.' Here again the imposition of this tax on

Brahmans deserves to be noted, for they were usually favoured by
the Maratha nilers in accordance with classic sanction. Never-
theless the real reason for meeting the expenditure in connection with

the pay of one of these Bedars cannot be fathomed clearly, but it

was probably due to the comparative poverty of the locality.

Again it is not at all surprising that due security was taken
from those Bedars employed as watchmen in villages pestered by
thieves, for these Bedars themselves were extremely unreliable, being

much addicted to plunder and theft. In the year A.D. 1782-83
there occurred an incident which fully bears out these traits of this

wild tribe of Bedars. One Abdulla Wallad Sheik Nathu, a Jamddddr,
had stood security for certain Bedars of Nandgir. When the time
for settling the claims arrived, the Bedars absconded and, in accord-

ance with Maratha custom, the unfortunate Abdulla was sent to

prison.* The government of the Marathas apparently learnt a
salutary lesson from such convenient escapades of the irresponsible

Bedars and insisted, as has been seen above, on obtaining securities

from them.

The Depredations of the Bedars

No wonder these Bedars were employed as watchmen to guard
obviously against their own kinsmen who were expert robbers, for

^ Satara Rajas' and Peshwas Diaries, VIII (958), pp. 132-33.
* Ibid., (934), p. 118.
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it is a well established fact that the Bedars have adopted dacoity as

a profession from the seventh century since when they have been
well-known as professional cattle-lifters in the Karnataka country.^

No doubt this tradition amongst them continued down to the days
of Maratha supremacy. In A.D. 1774-75 a dacoity took place at

Narayangaon and in consonance with current belief, the Bedars
living near by in Aravi, were arrested and imprisoned in the prison

at Junakot. But as nothing could be proved against them, they

were ordered to be set at liberty.* In such depredations on
helpless villages and their occupants, these free-booters indeed

proved to be no better than the wild animals of the forest. This

can be proved by an example of such a Bedar incursion which took

place in during the days of A.D. 1775-76. The watans of the Desmukh
and the Des Kulkarni of the pargand Cimalge were attached by the

government and the result was that cultivation decreased, while

the Bedars commenced their usual inroads on private property in

this part of the country. The government, however, found that,

as no revenue could be realized, it was worth while to order the

removal of the attachment.* But such was the hatred with which
these wild people were looked upon by the residents of the locality

and even by the State itself, that to any one who associated himself

with these Bedars was meted out the worst penalty in the land.

In the same year (A.D. 1775-76) one Kalya Wallad Gangaji Cola
of Supe was found to have served under certain Bedars and was
reported to have accompanied them on their expeditions for com-
mitting dacoity. Once arrested, he was ordered to be beheaded.*

But more interesting is the treatment meted out to such

of those Bedars who were unfortunate to be caught red-handed

by the agents of the State. Such victims w^re hardly treated as

human beings. Two such Bedars were arrested in A.D. 1775-76 for

committing thefts. For not confessing their guilt, such was the beating

which they received at the hands of a kdrkiln in the Huzur of Paga
that the poor people perished. No punishment was inflicted on the
ruthless clerk who was only ordered to send the property of these

Bedars to the government headquarters at Poona.® Even later in

the early days of the nineteenth century the Bedars continued to

harass the Maratha country. The Peshwa government was in-

formed during A.D. 1803-04 that the Bedars were pestering the

' Cf. My. Ar. Kept., 1928, p. 91. Ep. Cam., VII, Sk. 78, p. 56 Ibid., VIII,

Sb. 6, p. 2, Ep. Cam., VII, Sfc. 75, p. 56, Ibid., VIII, Sb. 249, p. 239.
• Satara Rajas’ and Peshwas’ Diaries, VIII (970), p. 139.
> Ibid., VI (810), p. 320.
* Ibid., (894), p. 90. ® Ibid., VIII (900), p. 94.
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villages and roads in several Mahals. Orders were therefore issued

to the Pant Pratinidhi, the Pant Sactv and the officers of Poona,

Junnar, Supe and Phaltan to depute some men to protect the suffering

people.^ Here it may be recalled that the Maratha State once again

had recourse to the same old system of rendering assistance to its

subjects as was found efficacious during the earliest days of the Peshwa
sovereignty. Despite all these attempts of the Peshwas to control

the turbulence of these wild Bedars, it must be confessed that no
evidence is forthcoming to reveal whether the Maratha State ever

made any sincere attempts to reform these unfortunate people and
thereby utilize their remarkable man-power for the expansion and

establishment of the great Maratha empire.

' Ibid., V (179), p. iHi.



EARLY (ORGANIZED) ENGLISH TRADERS IN BENGAL:
THEIR MOTIVES

By J. C. De

Writing in 1806, Nawab Miihabbat Klian says that ‘ Calcutta is

a wonderful city, in the country of Bang’. 'It is a specimen of both
China and Farang’.' On the 25th of May, 1813, Stewart called

Bengal ‘ the finest province under’ the ‘dominion ' of ‘ the Honourable
East India Co.'* Campos says in 1919, ‘When the Portugiiese

actually established commercial relations in Bengal, they realized

to their satisfaction what a mine of wealth they had found. Very
appropriately did the Mughals style Bengal the Paradise of India’.*

But wherever our patriotism may lead us to, we must not for

a moment suppose that it was the reputation of an all round excellence

which invited early organized Ivnglish trade into Bengal. Bengal
as compared to the other portions of India could not have possessed

in the eyes of the Phiglish of those days an unsullied fame for unique
commercial possibilities which would almost compel settlement.

The very fact that no European nation noticeable from the

point of view of an author of Indian History, chose a Bengal town
for its first trade-centre, in si)ite of the fact that all of them fought

for supremacy withiti ‘a range of a few miles' of Ilugali seems to

lend a prinia facie credence to my point of view.*^

Even as early as Ibn Batutah's days I3engal was regarded as
‘ ce qui vsignilie eii arabe un enfer rempli de biens '. At the same time,

it was known also as ‘the Paradise of Regions’.* Al-Badaoni records

that elephants were brought from Bengal by Tughlaq Shah, and
that MuzalTar Khan, the governor, ‘sent a present to the Emperor
consisting of 5 lacs of rupees in ready money, and other notable

gifts of elephants, and cloth, which were beyond calculation’. But
when Mun’im Khan, KJian Khanan and his followers visited ‘Gaur’,

various diseases . . . attacked their constitutions
;
and ‘ every day

hosts upon hosts of people played out their existence’, and ‘bade
farewell to one another'. ‘Things came to such a pass that the

^ Elliott and Dowson: Vol. VIII, p. 382.
* vStewart: 'The History of Bengal', dedication-page.
^ Campos: 'History of the Portuguese in Bengal’, p. 25.

* Not Hooghly, as Campos spells it.

^ Campos : p. 44 and n.
;
Calcutta Review, 1919, p. 92.

6 IV, p. 210; Thomas :
‘ The Chronicles of the Pathdu KLings of Delhi ’, p. 153, n. 2.
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living were unable to bury the dead, and threw them into the river/

At the same time, in connection with his remarks on the struggle

between Daud, Junaid Kararani and Kdla Pahdda on one side, and
Khdn J ahan, Muzafiar Khan and Todar Mall on the other, Badaoni
says that after the victory ‘many elephants and much spoil' fell to

Akbar's generals/

The Persian envoy from Shah Rukh who visited India during the

middle of the fifteenth century says that Bengal merchants (among
others) brought to ‘ Ormuz '

‘ those rare and precious articles which the

sun, the moon and the rains have combined to bring to perfection,

and which are capable of being transported by sea'/

Bdbur tells us that the king of Bengal was one of the ‘chief'

kings of ‘Hindustan', possessing a formidable army and navy.

Treasure-hoards of the country were noteworthy. ‘It is reckoned

necessary for every king on mounting the throne to collect a new
treasure for himself. To collect a treasure, is, by these people,

deemed a great glory and ground of distinction'. ‘The mango'
‘the best fruit of Hindu.stan’, as grown in Bengal, was ‘excellent'.

While discussing the comparative richness of the countries which
lay to the east, the emperor was advised by some that if he ‘did not

go to Bengal, there’ was ‘no other place in that direction which
was rich enough to satisfy the troops'. But we find that there was
according to Bdbur ‘ a singular custom in Bengal, that there is little

of hereditary descent in succession to the sovereignty'. ‘There is a

throne', continues Babur ‘allotted for the King; there is in like

manner a seat or station assigned for each of the Amirs, Wazirs
and Mansabdars. It is that throne and these stations alone which
engage the reverence of the people of Bengal. A set of dependants,

servants and attendants are annexed to each of these situations'.

The persons were removable at the ‘King’s' pleasure. Intrigues

involving all these dependants, etc. and unquiet therefore must have
been the result. Even the ‘King' was not safe. ‘Whoever kills the

King and succeeds in placing himself on that throne', was ‘imme-
diately acknowledged as King'. In this connection Bdbur notices

also another curse of Bengal, the Abyssynian regicide.*

Humaiun specially notices the superb quality of the orchards of

Bengal, and declares that among a particular 'class of fruits' there

is no species so pleasant as the santereh' of Bengal.* 'Abul Fazl

1 Muntakhabu’t-Tawarikli, Vol. I (Transln.), p. 301; Vol. II, p. 277, p. 221,

p. 245; Smith :
‘ Akbar the Great Mogul', p. 143 and p. 144.

2 ‘Narrative of the voyage of Abd-er-Razzak' (Transln. by Major), p. 6 and p. 7.
3 ‘Memoirs of Babur' (King’s), Vol. II, p. 197 et seq., p. 364, etc.

/A note in the Turki copy, p. 234 n.
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calls it a ‘delightful country’ in the Akbamdma.^ The ‘Waki’4t-i

J ahdngiri
’ says that Bengal ‘ is an extensive country its

length is 450 kos and its breadth is 220 Its

revenues amounted to sixty krors of ddms. In former times its

governors always maintained 8,000 horse, one lac of foot soldiers,

1,000 elephants and 400 or 500 war boats'.* But ‘Abul Fazl also

records that ‘the country of Bengal is a land where, owing to the

climate favouring the base, the dust of dissension is always rising.

From the wickedness of men families have decayed, and dominions
been ruined. Hence in old writings it was called a Bulghdkhdna
(house of turbulence)’. ‘The discipliner of mortals'” who knew
‘that country’ was ‘by its climate inimical to horses' and in some
parts ‘also’ ‘injurious to men’, increased the pay of the soldiers,

by 100%.*
The Tdrikh-i Firishta notices that the ‘people of Bengal' ‘of

large property’ ‘were accustomed to eat’ out of ‘golden vessels’.

‘Whoever could produce most solid gold plate at an entertainment
was considered the greatest man’. A number of elephants and
‘many other valuable presents’ were handed over by the Prince of

Bengal to the emperor of Delhi in ‘A.H. 760'. ‘Valuable presents'

and ‘magnificent offerings’ from Bengal are also mentioned.^ But
there was many a revolution and many a cruel tyrant. Firishta

records that Muzaffar (e.g.) ‘slew’ ‘four thousand men' whom he
had taken prisoners, ‘with his own hand’. The Pdikas had become
a menace to authority and the Ethiopians regicides.®

Pyrard quotes that ‘ every one from the Cape of Good Hope to

China, man and woman, is clothed from head to foot' in the products
of Indian looms. Moreland rightly thinks that the statement is

grossly exaggerated. But ‘Indian looms had a practical monopoly
of the home market for clothes, and in addition had three principal
export markets, Arabia and beyond, Burma and the Eastern Islands,

besides minor outlets in various other parts of Asia and on the east

coast of Africa’. Bengal took her share in this manufacture. She
also produced a kind of sackcloth in the district of ‘Ghoraghat’.*^

The Ain-i-Akbari points out that the harvests of Bengal were
usually abundant. Rice was the most noticeable one among these.

Muslin of a fine quality was manufactured at Sonargaon. We know

1 E.g. Beveridge; Akbarndma, Vol. Ill, Ch. XXIII, p. 169.
2 Waki’dt—Elliott, Vol. VI. pp, 326 and 327.
2 Akbar.
* Akbarn^ma, III, Ch. LI, p. 427 and p. 431 (Beveridge).
6 E.g. Briggs, Vol. IV, p. 332.
6 P. 328 to p. 358.
7 Moreland: ‘India at the death of Akbar', p. 178 to
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from other sources that sugarcane was also 'a common and valu-
able crop'. * Bengal supplied sugar to many parts of India

De Barros says that ‘the people natural to the land of Bengal
are mostly Hindu, weak in fighting but the most malicious and
treacherous in the whole East; so that to injure a man anywhere, it

is enough to say he is a Bengala’.*

‘A Portuguese description of Bengalis calls them false and
thieves; people who get up quarrels as an excuse for robbery'. This
statement is probably excusable in light of the assertion made by an
experienced Portuguese trader that ‘the sauce the Bengalis served’

them was sometimes undoubtedly ‘bitter to the taste

But Eaw, the French factor, says, ‘In all the official papers ... of

the Mughal Empire, when there is question of Bengal, it is never
named without adding these words, Paradise of India ”, an epithet

given to it par excellence'.*

‘Benguala', reported Vasco da Gama, ‘has a Moorish King'
* and a mixed population of Christians and Moors. Its army may be
about 24,000 strong, ten thousand being cavalry, and the rest in-

fantry, with four hundred war elephants. The country could export

quantities of wheat and veiy valuable cotton goods ... It abounds
in silver’.®

Ralph P^itch, a lyondon ‘merchant, being desirous to see the

countries of East India'® sailed by ‘a ship of London called the

Tyger’ and in course of his wanderings (1583-1591) visited ‘Bengala’

then under the rule of ‘Zelabdin Echebar’. ‘The place where the

Portuguese keep in the country of Bengala ’ and which ‘ standeth a

league from Satagan is' ‘Hugeli’. The other ‘haven’ was that of

‘Angeli’ in ‘Orixa’ where came ‘every yere many ships out of India,

Negapatam, Sumatra, Malacca and divers other places'. At
‘Bacola’ he saw ‘very faire and high builded’ houses standing in

‘large streets.' ‘Bacola’ had ‘store of rice, much cotton clothe and
clothe of silke’. A ‘great vStore of cotton cloth' was made at

‘Serrepore’. ‘Sinnergan’ manufactured ‘the best and finest cloth

made of cotton that is in all India'. From here ‘cotton cloth’ and
‘much rice wherewith India, Ceilon, Pegu, Malacca, Sumatra and
many other places’ were served, was exported."^ ‘ The provision of

victuals’ of Ceylon came ‘out of Bengala every yere'.® ‘Satgam'

' Ain, ‘Account of the XII subas'; Moreland, p. 118 and p. 119; p. 182
; p. 105.

“ Dec. IV, LIV. IX, Chap. I, p. 457.
^ Whiteway: The Rise of the Portuguese Power in India, p. 233 and n. i.

* Quoted by Campo.s, p. 19, n.

^ Ai)iJendix to the Roteiro of Vasco da Gama; Campos, p. 25.
® Poster: Early Travels in India, p. 8.

' P. 24 to p. 28. ® P. 43.
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was 'very plentifull of all things'/ 'Many of the people' in 'Sin-

nergan’ were 'very rich’/ But 'the country of Gouren’ was ‘almost

all wilderness', some highroads were 'full of thieves', many houses

as ‘in the most part of India' were ‘very little and covered with

strawe, and' had ‘a few mats round about the walls, and the doore
to keepe out the tygers and the foxes'. Rebels against central

authority abounded in and about 'Serrepore'.*

William Hawkins the ‘Bieutenant-General’ of one of the eastern

‘fleets', and captain of the Hector, (1608-1613) says that ‘Bengala'

was one of the ‘ five great kingdomes ' of the Empire with its ‘ chiefe

seate at Sonargham’. ‘Bengala’ was full of ‘rebels’ and there (as

in the ‘Deccan’ and ‘Guzeraf ‘a man' could ‘ travell no way for out-

lawes'. ‘Their government' was ‘in such a barbarous kind, and
criiell exacting upon the clownes, which causeth them to be so head-

strong ' .
* Among these ‘ out-lawes ' were to be included probably ‘ the

rortugall ont-lawes' mentioned by Finch (i6o8~ii) who held a ‘small

fort' ‘in the mouth’ of the ‘Ganges’, did ‘much mischief, living in no
forme of subjection to God or man’. The danger from ‘Raja Mugg’
‘very powerful in horse, foote and elephants ’ is also noticed by Finch.

‘Beneath him’ again ‘amongst the streames of Ganges keepeth a

Potan prince of the Dely-kings race, whom ‘the King’ could not

‘subdue by reason of the streames and islands of Ganges'. He used

often to ‘make’ ‘inroades upon the Kings lands enforcing Sha Selim

to maintain a frontire army '.® But Thomas Coryat (1612-17)

notices that ‘ Bengala' ‘was' ‘ a kingdom of most singular fertilitie'.

Terry (i6i6-i6ig) calls ‘Bengala' ‘a most spacious and fruitfull

kingdome, limited by the gulfe of the same name'.®

Presence of the other European races exercised a double influence

on the motives of the early English trader. It lured the English on,

in so far as it showed them the way to the country. At the same
time, the actual or potential rivalry of these powers acted as a deter-

rent to their advent into Bengal. It is a significant fact that within

‘a range of a few miles’ of Hugali ‘seven European nations fought for

supremacy, the Portuguese, the Dutch, the English, the Danes, the

P'rench, the Idemish, and the Prussians ’ of the Bengalische Handels

—

Gesselchaft '?
On the 15th October, 1615, the Dutch fleet ‘signalized its first

appearance in Bengal' by joining an Indian prince and ‘fighting

with the PortuguOvSe ’
. Next month

,

‘ the pirate Gonzales of ‘ vSandvipa

joined that prince, and in the contest of, Nov. 15th Dom Francisco

1 P. 26.

* P. TOO and p. 1 14.

' Campos: p. 44 and 11.

2 P. 28.

® P. 181.

2 P. 28, etc.

® P. 246 and p. 295.
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de Menezes was killed. In August, 1616, 'Van den Broeck, the first

Dutchman to attempt trade at Surat*, was 'favourably received but
not permitted to establish a factory’.^

Between 1615 which saw the first appearance of the Dutch in

BengaP and 1620 when Robert Hughes arrived at Patna from
Agra to establish an agency for developing trade with Bengal, and
other purposes, the rivalry of the English with the Dutch was fought
out in real earnest. The bone of contention was the claim for

exclusive trade with the Spice Islands. Complaint to King Janies
‘of the interference of the Eondon Co. with the natives of Bantam
and the Spice Islands* in September, 1618, was followed by the

destruction of the English factory at Jakkatra, and an action was
fought between the two fleets on 23rd December. In spite of the
conclusion of the ‘Treaty of Defence' on July 17th, 1619, Capt.

Jourdain with the ‘Hound* and 'Sampson* was attacked hy three

Dutch vessels on 26th July, and in October of the same year, the

‘Dragon’ and ‘three other pepper-laden ships’ were forced by the

Dutch to surrender. On 14th February, 1618, Sir Thomas Roe
wrote to the Company from Ahmedabad, ‘They (the Dutch) wrong
you in all parts and grow to insuffrable insolencies . . . you must
speedelye looke to this maggat; els, wee talke of the Portu gall, but
these will eate a woorme in your sides'.’* Matthew Duke while for-

warding ‘an analysis of the accounts of the factory' from Petapoli

wrote to the Company on the 9th December, 1618, ‘A small Duche
shipe from Bantam’ reported that they had ‘taken two .... shipes

of the Enghsh that went from Bantam for the Molockas. These
buterboxes are groanne soe insolent that yf they be suffred but a

whit longer, they will make claime to the whole Indies, so that no
man shall trade but themselves or by thear leave’.*

In 1612, the Danish East India Co. was ‘formed at Copenhagen ',

and in August, 1616, the first Danish ship arrived in India under the

command of Rodant Crape. In ‘ the attempt to land off Traiiquebar
’

Crape lost his vessel. His crew were killed by ‘a hostile crowd’
almost as soon as they gained' a footing on Indian soil’. In Nov.,

1619, a Danish fleet under Gyedde reached Ceylon, Crape and
Gyedde succeeded in establishing a trading establishment and a fort

in Tranquebar. The fort, the Dansborg, was placed in charge of

Hendrik Hess ‘with twenty of a garrison*. The first permanent
Danish settlement in Bengal was still many years distant; but even

^ Campos : p. 124; Duff, Vol. II, p. 72 et scq.
2 ‘Tliough Dutclmien like Van Linsclioten' who served in tlie Portuguese fleet

'had’ ‘ visited Bengal towards the latter half of the sixteenth century'.

8 Eng. Factories (1618-21), p. 17. * P. 47 to p. 49.
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during the period immediately preceding the advent of Robert
Hughes to Patna rivalry between them and the English became
evident/ On 20th October, 1619, for example, the Surat factors in

their letter to Afzal Khan speak of the arrival of ‘several vessels

belonging to a country called Denmark'. The English thought that

the ‘intentions' of these newcomers were ‘doubtful', and they offered

to safeguard Mughal ships against pirates.^ On November 3rd and
5th of the same year, Kerridge, Rastell and James wrote about ‘ those

newcome Danes and other pyratts' who indirectly endangered the

trade of the Co. ‘into the Redd Sea' and their ‘estate in the conntrie'.'^

About a fortnight later, their letter to Agra says, ‘Farther wee pray

you playnly to (ad)virtise’ the Mughal authorities ‘of the five

Denmarke ships (and) three other French, some of which we veeryly

beleeve may robe there shippes in the Red Sea next yeare'.'^

The prominent rivals of the future, the French, were however
during this period in the background. As early as 1604, that great

monarch of France, Henry IV, granted ‘a charter to a French Ivast

India Co. ' It was however soon afterwards dissolved. Among the

renewed attempts relevant to our present purpose, we may mention

the formation of the ‘United French East India Co.' in 1611, and
the grant of letters patent by Louis XIII to a French Company,
‘to trade to the Indies under the joint auspices of two contending
parties'. In July, 1527, the Rouen merchants had sent a ship

to Dill. Rivalry with the Portuguese began almost at once. In

1528, the Maria de Bon Secours ‘was seized by the Portuguese'.

‘In 1616, a fleet sailed from St. Malo for the Moluccas, while in that

year and 1619
', Beaulieu led French ships to the Indies. Roe writing

to Kerridge early in February, 1618, notices the possibility of the

P'rench indirectly injuring British trade. ‘The Dutch, French or

pyratts might, and the jealouzie after wrong us'. We have also

noticed above the reference to three French ships in connection with

the mention of ‘the five Denmarke shipes’.®

On May 28th, 1498, Vasco da Gama was received in audience by
the Zamorin, and nineteen years later, Fenido Peres d'Andrade was
sent ‘with four ships particularly to open a trade with Bengal and
China’. Long before 1620, Portuguese influence became well

established in Bengal. In 1580, Akbar's foujdar at Satgaon ‘being

defeated by the king of Orissa . . . fled to the Portuguese governor at

^ The Calcutta Review, 1919, p. 92; Duff : Vol. II, p. 69 et seq.

2 Eric. Factories (1618-21), p. 131.
3 P. 139. 4 p. 146.

Duff ; Vol. II; C. Hist, of India, Vol. V, p. 61; English Factories (1G18-

1621), p. 5 and p. 146.
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Hooghly for protection Portuguese rivalry with organized British

trade began almost as soon as the ‘ Company of Merchants of London
trading to the East Indies’ was formed. In i6oi, for example,

there were ‘ a few’ Englishmen among the prisoners of the Portuguese
at Goa. The Dutch tried ‘ to oust the Portuguese from the Mozam-
bique and blockade Goa’ in 1603, and the 'English’ captured 'a

Portuguese ship in Malacca’, the same year. The rivalry continued,

and the Portuguese Viceroy prepared, in 1614, 'a powerful fleet

and armament for the destruction of four English ships which had
arrived at Surat’. The Portuguese though driven off, again attacked

them about three weeks later. On June 7th, 1615, a treaty was
concluded with Jahangir ' the main object ’ of which was ‘ the expulsion

of the English and Dutch’. On February 15th, 1618, Roe says,
‘ (the Portuguese) rather enviously hinder us then like noble enemies
hurtc us’. 'Want of a peace with them . . . makes all these trades of

Indya . . . heavy and dangerous to the undertakers'.^

During the period immediately preceding 1620 we find that naval
fights between the English and the Portuguese were common occur-

rences. Master John Rowe cax>tured, the 'Nossa Senhora da Porta

Segura' 'bound from Goa to Ormus’ on November 20th, 1618, and
'another Portuguese vessel’, the next day.^ Kerridge and Rastell

wrote to the Company from Surat on P'ebruary 9th and 15th, 1619,

that ' a fleete of shqjpes, who weare English . . . niett with a Poriiugal

gallion bound for Goa (from) whom by composicion they receaved

90,000 rials'.^ A x)ostscrix:)t to another letter dated the 13th of

March, 1619, says that news was received of a ‘Portingal fleete’

being got ready 'to i:>ossesse your road of Swally before your next

years trade’.*

British i^ower, Walsh remarks, is the j^roduct of two factors;

the ousting of 'all European comx)etitors ’ and the ‘entire’ subjuga-

tion of ‘ a vast and warlike population The rivalry with the Dutch
during the i^eriod 1618-20 was accentuated, as Bruce i^oints out, by
the feeling of that nation that the 'Joint Stock was enabling the

London Conqiany to send out large fleets’; and that consequently
the English would not be content with 'only a subordinate share of

the East India trade’.®

'In 1617’, says Dr, Khan, 'the complaints against the Dutch
became incessant. From almost every factory in the East the same

* DuCf, Vol. II ; Campos, p. 26 and p. 55; English factories (1618-21), p. 22.

“ Eng. Eac. (1618-21), p. 45.
'

1’. 53. * P. 82.

A Historx of Murshidabad District, Part I, p. i.

® Annals of the East India Co. (1810 edition), Vol. 1, p. 201.
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account is repeated*. ‘The Flemings thunder it most terrible in

these parts* ‘wrote*, for example, ‘the President of the English

factors in January*.^

In addition to the rivalry with organized trade, the early English

trade had to think seriously of piracy which was rampant in Bengal
and elsewhere during this period. A ‘section of the Portuguese'

‘shook off the authority of the governor*, says Campos, for example,

‘and beginning life as adventurers eventually became so powerful

as to establish an independent kingdom*. ‘With the massacre of

Dianga’ in 1607, ‘an era of piracy had dawned, piracy . . . that was
to assume frightful proportions’.® Moreland thinks that there were
individual Portuguese pirates even earlier than 1607. ‘In 1608*,

says Duff, ‘the Burmese king, Mahddhammd Rdja destroy(ed)

Syrian! and ‘ drove ’ the Portuguese from his kingdom. Escaping to

the Ganges delta they ‘ lived * by piracy *. “ With the fall of Gonsalves

in 1616, some of the Portuguese probably more than ever before

‘sought the means of subsistence in plundering and piracy. Arising

as a necessity, piracy eventually became an art, a trade.* ‘It was
a time . . . when plundering was generally accepted as the best

method of avenging wrongs real or supposed and of punishing the

enemy. The Afghan kings of Bengal, the Kings of Arakan and of

Tippera ravaged one another's territories without the least scruple*.^

‘The Dutch, French or piratts* of the letter of Roe to Kerridge,

‘pirates’ in the letter of the Surat factors to Afzal Klidn, and ‘those

newcome Danes and other pyratts' of the letter to the Company
from Kerridge and others, have been referred to above. Roe
writing to the Company on February 14th, i6t8, says that ‘the

prevalence of pirates such as those in the two ships set out by Robert
Rich and Philip Bernardi* was a ‘special danger '. The capture of

these privateers is referred to in a letter of Captain Pring to the

Company, of March i8th, 1618.'' In a letter of Kerridge and others

of Febniar}^ i8th, 1620, we find ‘Piracie upon the Mores junckes in

the Red Sea will be required of our goodes*.®

Arakan also by its wars and plundering expeditions kept Bengal
unquiet. The king in 1597-1598 called himself according to the

Rev. Father Pimenta ‘the Most High and Mighty King of Arakan,
Tippera, Cucoma and Bengal*. An Arakani paper-claim on Bengal
therefore existed at least as early as that date.^ Referring to the

^ The East India Trade in the 17th century, p. 60.

* PP. 81-87, p. 154 et seq.
^ From Akbar to Aurungzeb, p. 46, n. 2; Duff, Vol. IT, p. 66.
4 Campos, p. 157. 5 E-3. P. 17; p. 29. P. 185.
^ Hay, pp. 730-33, 840-7; India at the death of Akbar, p. 29.
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closing period of Sh^jally’s reign, an eminent scholar points out
that 'whole districts in Noakhali and Baqarganj had been depopu-
lated through’ the 'ravages’ 'of the Arracanese’. ‘Their daring
attacks, ferocious cruelty, uncouth appearance, barbarous manners,
lack of religion and caste and practice of eating unclean animals

—

all made the people of East Bengal, Hindus and Muslims alike,

regard them with a mixture of terror and loathing'.^

The reports therefore that reached the ears of the English before

their introduction of organized trade into Bengal must have led

them to the opinion that the country was a rose with many a thorn.

There had been 'long periods of unrest, turmoil and revolution

stained with murder and rapine’. 'The masses of the people'

were probably ‘held in quasi-feudal control’ by the landlords, or as
' serfs ’ by the king. ‘ The Hindu nobility ’ is not heard of frequently.^

But her rulers had maintained their independence of Dehli for two
centuries and a half, and beautified her with many an artistic and
useful building. Some of the rulers were strong and benevolent,

and gave peace and prosperity to the country. The Hindu prince

still maintahied a good many of his privileges intact.

Political disturbances leading to commercial insecurity con-

tinued. The ‘Waki’at’, for example, gives numerous indications

that the country was in a disturbed state even after the death of

Akbar. Even though ‘the whole country was annexed to the

Imperial dominions’, the successor of Viceroy Mdnasimha was
‘assassinated by one of the turbulent characters of the country’,

and
' ’Usman the Afghan ’ who had fought Akbar ’s forces attacked

Jahangir’s viceroy. 'The battle began', ‘the fight waxed warm’,
and ‘the bold rebel mounted on a fierce elephant pushed forward
and encountered the advanced force’. It was only with difficulty

that victory could be won and the followers of
‘ ’Usman ’ who had

taken refuge in their strongholds subdued.^

The very fact that 'the Mughals always jealous of Europeans’
were ‘already in possession of Bengal’ must have again acted as a
deterrent to the advent of the Enghsh trader. Wlieeler says that

they 'had great difficulty in establishing a trade’ because of this

reason. If we are permitted to refer to a later author who speaks
about these times, an author who was himself a high official of the

Mughal Empire, we find this view supported. Khafi Khan admires

^ Modern Review, 1908, p. 16; History of Aurungzeb by vSarkar, Vol. II, p. 283
and p. 284.

2 Bourdillon; Bengal, etc., p. 23; Smith; Akbar, p. 145 to p. 147.
3 Waki'at in K. and I)., Vol. VI, p. 327 ct seq.
* Wheeler: Early Records of British India, p. 147.
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the English churches. *In the churches of the English who are also

Christians there are no figures set up as idols/ He speaks highly

of the hospitality of the English at Bombay and their disciplined

musketeers. But he says that they were ‘not bold in the use of the

sword'; it was a ‘misfortune' to see the English; they were ‘mis-

believers’; ‘the balance of the money required for the maintenance

of the English’ at Bombay was ‘obtained by plundering the ships

voyaging to the House of God’. ‘The reprobate English’ acted

‘in the same way as the sakanas’, a group of Surat pirates. He
even prefers the Portuguese to the English. ‘On the sea’ the

Portuguese were ‘not like the English, and’ did ‘not attack other

ships, except those ships which’ had * not received their pass accord-

ing to rule’ or the ships of their enemies, the Arabs and others.'

Shaikh Hasan Muqarrab Khdn was certainly of help to the

English in Patna. ‘I have’, wrote Hughes on July 12, 1620, ‘since

my cominge vizited the Govenior Muckrob Con whoe seems

wonderous pleasant for our arivall here’.^ But when Prince

Parwiz succeeded Muqarrab he tunied ‘ merchants as othcres, from
theire aboadcs whose houses hee hath liberalye bestowed on his

servants; amongst which couppelment wee are displaced, and have
bine thise ten days wandringe to cover ourselves and goods, thoughe
but with grase’.^ ‘The Prince’ required ‘the merchants, brokers,

shopkeepers, ettc. of’ Patna ‘to furnish him with’ ‘mony’. ‘None’
dared ‘be seeiie to sell a pyce worth of goods'. For this reason,

Parker had not ‘yet provyded the gum-lacke' on Aug. 7, 1621.^

Again on Aug. 14, 1621, Hughes and Parker ‘at Patna’ complained
that ‘the goodes provided ‘last year were, on their way to Surat’,

‘robed and spoyled by the Decans arniye’.'^ The Mughal could not

always guarantee security. ‘The rains’ were also impediments.®
Between ‘Eackhoare’ and Agra there was ‘noe other conveyance’
‘but by carts, which by reason of the rottenes of the wayes in the

season of the rayncs pass(ed) nott’.’^

At the same time, in the very texts that we have quoted above
there is ample testimony to the abundant, if not extraordinary,
economic resources of Bengal and her commercial potentiality. It

became gradually apparent to the English trader that ‘ silk could be
purchased at the best advantage at Kasimbazar’, and ‘saltpetre

at Patna’. At the same time, all the difficulties in their way were
not probably perceived at once by the English trader.

^ Muntakhabu—I Lubab in K. and D., Vol. VII, p. 212, p, 344, p. 245, p. 350
to 355, etc.

2 Eng. Eactories (1618-21), p. 191. 2 P. 256. * P. 259.
® P. 259. ® P. 256. ’ P. 258.
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Organized English trade, on the whole, hesitated to come into

Bengal. Writing from Ahmedabad, for example, on February 14th,

1618, Roe said, ‘Bengala hath no ports but such as the Potugalls

possesse for small shipping. It will vent nothing of yours. The
people are unwilling in respect of the warr (as they suppose) like to

ensue in their seas; and the Prince hath crossed it, thincking we
deesired to remove thither wholly'. 'But now', he seemingly added
as an after-thought, 'I may obteyne one ship to come and goe upon
hope of nibies from Aracan and Pegu'.' The fear of the Portuguese

is again apparent from this letter to James. The Portuguese trade

interests in Bengal are thus referred to by Robert Hughes from
Patna on July 12, 1620. 'Many Portingalls’, he wrote, 'are latlye

gon for their portes in Bengala' where 'they usiyale bringe vendable'
' all sorts of spices and silke stufes of Chyna, tyne and some jcwelleres

ware in lewe whereof they transporti course carpets of Junapoore,

ambertyes, cassaes and some silke '.^ On Aug. 6, 1620, he refers to

the 'diverse frigitts of Portingalls from Sutgonge whose merchants
buye up all they can laye hand of On November 30th of the same
year, Hughes and Parker noticed that ' the Portingalls of late yeares

have had a trade here in Puttana cominge up with theire friggits

from the bottom of Bengalla where they have two porttes, th' one

called Gollye, and th' other Pieppullye; and therein are licenced

by this kinge to inhabit'.^

The immediate motives which sent Hughes to Patna are well

stated in the same letter. The authorities ' enordered some experience

to be made in the partes of Bengala’ because that 'by reporte it

promised good store of Calico clothinge, rawe silke, etc. the com-
modities’ 'most desired’ by the Company, 'for which cause they

appoynted Robert Hughes to be sent from the Agra factory to

Puttana, the chiefest marte towne in all Bengala’. 'Amberty
callicoes ’ and raw silk were considered to be ' the two mayne propcs

which must uphoald this a factory’. That touch with Bengal

might be maintained through Patna was also perceived. In this

the Portuguese had shown the way.
On Jan. 22nd( ?) 1620, Kerridge and Rastell writing from Surat

to Agra point out that 'Mr. (Hughes)’ would be posted at 'Hogre-

porepatania’ 'or where else the am (bertees) ’ were 'made’.®

In a letter of Dec. 15, 1619, the cloth is thus described. 'The
narrow cloth called ambere callicoes ... is stronge, close-made and

' V. 14. * P. 195.
® Factory Records, Patna, Vol. I, p. 4; Eng. Fac. (1618-21), p. 197.
4 Fac. Rec., Pat., Vol. I, p. 16; Eng. Fac., p. 212 et seq.
® P, 182.
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well conditioned, and hath noe fault but the narrownes; and we
doubt not', say the officers of the Company, ‘but will bee very
vendible, if not in England, yet to bee transported for Barbary,
beinge soe lyke the Polonia cloth usually sent thither’.^

Such were therefore the conditions under which Robert Hughes
the ‘second at Agra’ and John Bangham were ordered to proceed

to Patna to establish a factory. Bangham ‘was detained on the

way’, and Hughes reached Patna on July 3rd, 1620.

' K.I'., pp. 161 and 162.





MISCELLANEA

A NOTE ON FAMILY NOMENCLATURE IN ANCIENT
INDIA

In a note contributed to 7.C., January, 1938, pp. 363ff., I pointed

out that the designation of certain families in ancient India were

derived from animals, plants, etc. Attention may in this connection

be called to Chapter XIX of the Mahdvamsa where Geiger finds

reference to the 'hyena and sparrow-hawk-clans’. Incidentally

it may be noted that on p. 363 of the article and on p. 364 (5 lines from

the bottom) Audvijja should be spelt Audbhijja as in the first para-

graph of p. 364 and on pp. 365, 366. On p. 365 it is necessary to

point out that strictly speaking Bimba and Bimbaka signify a kind

of fruit and bimbikd, the bimba plant, though the distinction between
Bimba and Bimbikd is not clearly indicated in certain lexicons.

The point however does not affect the argument in the paper.

H. C. Raychaudhuri.

THE ARYAN COLONIES OF KI§KINDHA AND LANKA

It is no doubt true that Valmiki describes the Raksasas as

a class different from men and gives the Vanaras, monkey faces

and tails. 13ut we must not on that account be defected from the

essence of the poem. The facts that the Vanaras were generated

by gods (devas) to aid Rama in conquering and killing Ravana
will not in any way lessen their human activities. In many places

in the Ramayana they are called Kamarupies (with forms assumable

at will) just like the Raksasas. If both of them could and did assume
humaii forms on many occasions, is not that fact an indication of their

essential human affinity? Both are called Mayavids (knowers of

Maya). In Ramayana, Balakanda, Chapter XVI, Verses 3 and 4,

the Vanaras are reputed to be knowers of policy and possession of

wisdom and to be acquainted with Asthras (spiritual weapons).

Does not this show their humanness? In the Kiskindha Kanda
(Chapter XXXIII, Verse 6) they are described as wearing garlands

and clothes ( ). Has any one heard of monkeys doing
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SO ? They are described as capable of moving through earth and
water and air.

The episode of the friendship plighted by Sugriva and Rama
before the god of lire shows that the Vaiiaras knew the use of fire

and had human virtues. They were learned in Sanskrit. Hanuman
was specially noted for his Vedic lore and his knowledge of grammar.
In the Ki.skindha Kanda, III, 29 to 34, Rama praises his learning

and his x>ower of speech

;

sfT »

' s*

In the Sundara Kanda it is said that he did not si:>eak in Sanskrit

to Sita lest she should take him to be Ravana in disguise and that

he spoke to her in the Prakrit dialect known to her. In the Uttara
Kanda it is stated that Hanuman learnt Vyakarana (the science

of Grammar) from the Sun-God (Chapter XXXVI, Verse 46) and that

he knew nine Vyakaranas and all the sacred lore (Chapter XXXVI,
Verses ^7, 48). He was also an expert in the medical science and
knew precious herbs. In the Uttara Kanda (Chapter XL, Verses 15
to 20) we are told about his supreme devotion to God. How could

monkeys have these traits ? In the Kiskindha Kanda we are told

about the fondness of Vanaras for wine (Madhu and Mairaya) (see

Chapter IV, Verse 7 ;
Chapter XXXIII, Verse 7 and Chapter

XXXVII, Verse 7). Monkeys could not distill wine. Inirther,

Vanaras used to dress themselves. When ^^ali and vSngriva met in

fight they were clad in garments (Kiskindha Kanda, Chapter XII,
Verse 15 and Chapter XVI, Verse 16). Nay, when Sugriva performed
the obsequies of Vali he wore a wet cloth (Kiskindha Kanda, 26).

Hanuman had a white cloth on when he first met Sita (Sundara

Kanda, Chapter XXXII, Versc i). Shoes are referred to in

Kiskindha Kanda (Chapter IV, Verses 26 and 27). Tara is described

as wearing ornaments (Kiskindha Kanda, Chapter XXXIII, Verse

38). Vali wore a golden necklace. The Vanara ladies put on fine

garments before ascending the Puspaka car to go for Rama's
coronation (Yuddha Kanda, Chapter CXXIII, Verse 36). Sita

presented PIanuman with a precious necklace during the coronation.

The Vanara ladies loved the use of sandal paste (Kiskindha Kanda,
Chapter XXXIII, Verse 64). They knew the art of music (Kiskindha

Kanda, Chapter XXVII, Verse 27 and Chapter XXXIII, Verse 21).

These are all human characteristics. Nay, the Vanaras lived in a
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fort and had flags and machines (Kiskindha Kanda, Chapter XIV,
Verse 15). Vanaras had an enlightened system of government.
They had a sense of right and wrong. Even to-day Vali s criticisin

of Rama is a masterpiece of moral argument. The Vanaras are

further described as having gracious and refined manners. Rama
and Sugriva shake hands and swear eternal friendsliip. The Vanaras
are described as making gifts to Brahmins (Kiskindha Kanda,
Chapter IV, Verse 28). Even their funeral ceremonies were hke
that of the Aryans proper. They cremated their dead (Kiskindha

Kanda, Chapter XXV, V^erse 48). Further, when Rama killed Vali

he justified liis act by saying that Vali’s immoral act deserved

death. More than any other indication, we have the supreme
indication afforded by the fact that Ilanumaii prays to all the

Aryan gods before he begins liis search of Sita (Suiidara Kanda,
Chapter XIII, Verses 65 to 68). Vali was performing his Sandhya
worship regularly all through his life (Uttara Kanda, Chapter
XXXIV, Verses 16 and 18).

It is thus clear that the Vanaras must have been an Aryan
colony which settled down in South India and were cut off from their

brothers who were living in North India. These were in the seat

and centre of Aryan culture and were achieving remarkable progress.

Such progress was due to the fact that they lived in fertile lowlands

and had a prosperous environment and to the further fact that they

lived in large numbers which was itself a factor stimulating progress

by their means of approval and criticism. But the early Aryan
emigrants to the central uplands and forest tracts had neither of

these advantages. Their country was only sparsely inhabited and
was not the seat of expanding progress and growing refinement.

The Raksasas also were Aryan immigrants to the south. But
they settled down in a fertile tract and built up a great civilization.

It is difficult to say if Eanka was Ceylon or not, or if Ceylon is only

the old Siriihala Dvipa (island). I do not think that any definite

inference can be drawn from the statement in the Ramayana that

Hanuman leaped a distance of a hundred Yojanas (800 miles).

Eanka is stated in the Ramayana to be the name of Ravana’s capital.

It is described as a great city built on the uplands of a mountain

( firftw 55fS—Sundara Kanda, Chapter I, Verse 215

;

—Sundara Kanda, Chapter IV, Verse 25). It is further dcvscribed as

swept by the sea breezes ( —Sundara Kanda, Chapter

XIII, Verse 3). lam of opinion that Eanka was the capital of the

island of Ceylon (Sithhala Dvipa), just as Ayodhya was the capital

of the Ko^ala country. The country had an equable climate and
was very fertile as it had a plentiful rain supply.
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^etcTctt^ fkfkvi^i ^jjqigiisN^* 1

^ T**nftr n

(Siindara Kanda, Chapter II, Verses 12 and 13.)

We must remember that even then there were the great South
Indian kingdoms of Chera and Chola and Paiidya. They were
ruling over an indigenous population who were speaking their own
languages. Stray Brahmin sages had settled down in the forest

near those kingdoms and had already influenced those politics. But
as they had not then been included in the circle of Aryan States, Rama
did not invoke their aid against Ravana. He sought the aid of

the semi-civilized Aryan king of Kiskindha rather than their aid.

He sought his aid as against a great Aryan king who was strong

and prosperous beyond description and who, having become cruel

and fond of luxury by having been cut away from the purifying

influences of the parental polity, was a source of terror to all.

Ravana had a powerful outpost in Janasthana and spread havoc far

and wide.

That the Raksasas were Aryans and that Ravana and other

chiefs spoke Sanskrit are clear from the poem. While deliberating

as to the language in which he would speak to Slta, Hanuman says

that if he spoke to her in Sanskrit she might take him to be Ravana
in disguise and might be overcome by fear and might even refuse

to speak to him (Sundara Kanda, Chapter XXX, Verse 18). The
Raksasas were performers of elaborate yagas. They were attached

to the ancient 6iva cult. It is not right to identify them with fireless

cults or to say that the worship of Siva was a fireless cult. They
had knowledge of Asthras (spiritual weapons) and were experts

in Mantras and in Vedic study.

(Sundara Kanda, Chapter IV, Verse 13.)

(Sundara Kanda, Chapter XVIII, Verse 25.)

V^miki takes care to impress upon us the fact that the Raksasas
had a low ethos and revelled in luxury and drew down destruction
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on themselves. The description of I^ahka and its splendid luxuries

and refinements and vices and cruelties in the early cantos of the

Sundara Kanda makes this fact clear beyond doubt. The contrast

between Ayodhya and Lanka is brought out vividly.

s»

^ ’T ^TT I

inwinft Wft ^ mftwi g

(Balakanda, Chapter VI, Verses 6 and 8.)

TTtnniTWw: I

(Sundara Kanda, Chapter IX, Verse 29.)

Nay, Valmiki, after describing Ravana’s harem with an almost

luscious fulness, calls the life there the life of beasts.

5r wr ^ 1

(Sundara Kanda, Chapter XI, Verse 46.)

Thus the Ramayana is a picture of the home of Aryan culture

pulling up the stagnant life of an Aryan colony and pulling down
a misshapen and dissolute, though strong and prosperous, Aryan
colony. The poet’s aim was to show to the world an ideal Aryan
polity which could be 'true to the kindred points of heaven and
home'.

K. S. Ramaswamy Sastri.

ON THE DATE OF VI§NUPURI

In the Indian Culture, Vol. V, No. i, pp. 101-103, Mr. Amaniath
Ray has raised the question of the date of Visnupuri and his Bhakti-

ratndvalt, and has referred to the MSS. of the work in the Dacca
University collection, about which I am in a position to add some
information.

The two verses vdrdnaysdm maheiasya and mahdyajna-iara-’

prdna^, which profess to give the date and place of completion of the

Bhakti-ratndvalt and its commentary Kdnti~mdld and which Mr. Ray
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quotes at p. 103, do not occur in the text in the printed edition of

the work published in the Sacred Books of the Hindus Series,

Allahabad, 1912. The editor, however, iiifonns us (pp. 147-48) that

both these verses, wliich do not occur in his own MS. dated Samvat
1699 (

= ^642 A.D.), are appended separately as a footnote in the
‘ Calcutta printed edition'

;
but he gives his opinion that they are not

to be taken as conclusive, inasmuch as they are not found in all

MSS., and that ‘x^crhaps they are the statement of a copyist as giving

the date and place of the copy he had transcribed’.

There arc six MSS. of the Bhakti-ratndvall and its commentary
Kdnti-mdld in the Dacca University collection, all of which are

written in the Bengali script (Nos. 1672, 2302, 2356, 3446, 3501 and
3526). Both the verses are missing only in MS. No. 2302, which is

complete in 54 folios. They occur before the final colox>hon in MS.
No. 352b

;
but in MS. No. 1672 which is dated Saka 1645 (= 1723 A.D.)

only the verse vdrdnasydm mahesasya (and not mahdyajna-sara-

prana'') occurs before the colophon. In MS. No. 2356, which from
script and appearance seems to be an older MS., the verse mahdyajna-
iara-prdna" is missing, but the verse vdrdnasydm mahesasya occurs

as a post-colo];)hon addition on the lower margin. In MSS. Nos. 3446
and 3501 both the verses occur after the colophon, in the former case

after the commentary on the lower margin, and in the latter case

mahdyajha-sara-prdna" after the text and vdrdnasydm mahesasya
after the commentary. The uncertainty of the |)oint of insertion of

these verses and the omission of the one or the other in some MSS.
make it probable that the verses were early scribal additions. It

is interesting that the verse giving the date (mahdyajha-sara-prdna°)

is entirely omitted in two of our MSS. while it is given as a post-

colophon addition in two others.

In the Catalogues and Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts where
this work has been noticed, we find that they are missing in Rajendra-
lal Mitra’s Notices, Vol. i, No. 422, p. 240 (Bengali script) and in

Aufrecht’s Bodleian Catalogue, No. 90, p. 37 (Devanagari script).

In Aufrecht’s Florentine Manuscripts, p. 76, they do not occur;

but Aufrccht notes that the work was composed at Benares in 1634
A.D., presumably adding this information from the note in the

Calcutta edition referred to above. In Eggeling’s Catalogue of

India Office Manuscripts, vi, pp. 1272-73, however, the manuscript
contains these verses inserted before the colophon to the commentary

;

but the manuscript itself appears to have been copied by one Rama-
krsna of Samkarapura in Devanagari for §ri-Vitthalad^a in Samvat
1652 (= 1595 A.D.) ! Eggeling notes this inconsistency and remarks

:

'There is some difficulty in reconciling the date of the work (Saka

1555=A.D. 1633-34) with the date (Samv. 1652=A.D. 1595) of
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the present MS., which, «as far as appearance goes, one would hardly

take to be more modern
It would seem, therefore, that any chronological conclusion

based on these verses would be extremely doubtful. And the date

of the copying of the India Office MS., which in Eggeling's opinion

can hardly be (|uestioned, would make it probable that the work
could not have been composed later than 1595 A.D. and would
throw doubt on the date given by these verses. The intrusion

of the two verses in question, giving a much later date of the comple-

tion of the work itself, is indeed a puzzle, but it may have been a

later scribal insertion from some other MS. which includes them.
Wliatever may be the explanation, it is clear that the evidence

furnished by these verses regarding the date and place of completion

of the work is at best of uncertain value. There is no strong ground,

therefore, for thinking that the verses of Visnuptiri which are quoted
in the Padydvall but which cannot be traced in the Bhakti-ratndvall

are apocry])hal or composed by some other Visnupuri; for, in the

first place, the Bhakti-ratndvali is merely an anthology of Ehagavata-
quotation with just a few verses of Visnupuri's own at the end, and
the non-occurrence of the Padydvall verses in it is, therefore, not

suqirising nor inexplicable
;
and in the vSecond place, there is no

conclusive evidence that the Bhakti-ratndvall was composed at a

later date.

It is also noteworthy that the colophon to the commentary
in most of the Dacca mamisc'ripts, as well as Eggeling's and Rajendra-
lal Mitra's mamuscripts, read with slight variations : iti ^rl-piirusotta-

ma-carandravinda-krpd-makarandu-bindu-prommlila-viveka-tairabhuk-
ta-para 7nahamsa-srl-vimnpurt-grathita-srl-bhagavdtamrtdbdhi-labdha-

srl-bhaktiratndvali-kdnli'mdld samdptd. Apparently Punisottama was
Visnupuri’s Guru, according to tliis colophon, and not Jayadhvaja or

Madhaveiidrapuri. And there is no tradition of any other Visnujiuri

of Tirhut.

S. K. De.

GOPALA BHATTA—A REVIEW

Students of the history of Bengal Vaisnavism have reason to be
grateful to Dr. S. K. De for his scholarly and non-sectarian studies

in the literature of the sect. In his article on Gopala Bhatta,

contributed to the July number of this jounial, Dr. De has put
together all available informatioti about this Gosvamin and has
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demonstrated the unreliability of some of the traditional legends

which have acaimulated round his name. It appears necessary,

however, to re-examine the data presented by him with a view to

checking one or two of his conclusions.

To begin with, a few minor slips noticed in the article, might
be pointed out ;

—

1. Both in the article under discussion (footnote, p. 68) and
in the introduction to his edition of Rupa Gosvamin’s Padydvalt

(p. xlvi), Dr. De states that the official name or title which Sanatana
held under the Muslim ruler of Gauda was Dabir Khas. This is

wrong. His official designation was Sakar Mallik, that of his brother

Rupa was Dabir Khas.^

2. At p. 58, Dr. De says that ^ivananda Sena was one of the

direct disciples of Caitaiiya. Sivananda was a much older man than
Caitanya and all that the relevant authoritative texts tell us about
him is that he belonged to the inner circle of Caitanya’s devotees.

D. C. Sen says about him that both he and his son, Kavikarnapura,
were discii)les of Srinatha Acarya, one of the many disciples of

Advaitacarya, and the author of a commentary on the Bhagavata
Purana, named Caitanya-mdld-manjusd. Sivananda is said to have
re-named his deity, Krsnadeva-Raya, after his guru.^

3. At p. 57, speaking of Gopala Bhatta, Dr. De says that he
(Gopala), along with the live other Gosvamins, settled down to the

celibate life of an ascetic devotee. The statement is rather in-

accurate. Gosvamin Raghunatha-dasa is known to have married

before turning an ascetic, while the present Sevayets, at Vrndavana,
of Radharaniana, a deity said to have been installed by Gopala
Bhatta, claim their descent from this Gosvamin. The validity of

this claim, no doubt, remains to be examined.

4. More than once Dr. De speaks of a Bengal recension of the

Krsnakarndmrtam. Would it be accurate to speak of a Bengal
recension of the work in connection with .such old commentaries
thereon as the ' Krsnavallabha ' or the Sravan^iladini ? Bilva-

mahgala's work was unknown in Bengal before Caitanya brought
a copy of it from South India. This must have been a South
Indian recension, only it differed in details from the South Indian
recensions at present known to us.

5. At p. 59, Dr. De says that ‘it is curious that at the time
when Caitanya is alleged to have directed Gopala Bhatta to meet
Rupa and Sanatana at Vrndavana, he himself had not yet met them

1 See Caitanyacaritamrta, Madhyalila, Ch. i, and Caitanya-Bhagavata, Antya-
khanda, Ch. 9.

^ See'Chaitanya and his Companions’, pp, 118-9 and p. 34.
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and there was as yet no question of a Vmdavana settlement'.

This statement is correct so far as the meeting between Caitanya

and the two brothers is concerned. We have it, however, that Rupa
had frequently written to Caitanya before they met,' while Caitanya

is said to have actually sent Lokanatha Gosvaniin to Vnidavaiia

near about the time of his initiation into sanny^a.* Gopda Bhatta

might have come into contact with Caitanya during his southern

tour in some way ;
otherwise it would be difficult to explain how tliis

Brahman lad from the land of Sri Vaisnavas came under the influence

of Caitanyaisin so much so that he left hearth and home, ran to

Vmdavana, turned an ascetic and started work for the propagation

of the cult. Something like the great personal magnetism of

Caitanya must have brought this about.

As regards the disputed authorship of the Huribhaktivildsa,

Dr. De concludes as follows :

—

‘It seems probable, therefore, that Gopala Bhatta was the

actual author of the Huribhaktivildsa, but the attribution to

Sanatana might have arisen from a kind of collaboration, which
will remain undetermined, between this doyen of the Vaisnava
Sastra and Gopala Bhatta in making this voluminous com-
pilation.'

The only evidence as to Gopala Bhatta’s authorship of this work
is the statement it contains to the effect that Gopala wrote it for

the satisfaction of Raghunatha Bhatta, Rupa and Sanatana. As
again.st tliis, we have the unqualified attribution of the authorship to

Sanatana by such liigh authorities as Jlva and Kpsnadasa Kaviraja.

The author of the ‘ Anuragavalli', Manoharadasa, says that the book
was mainly Sanatatia’s work, but that Gopala supplied the illustrative

passages; while Narahari, author of the ‘ Bhaktiratnakara’, seeks to

explain the conflict of testimony by saying that Gopala wanted to

write a vSmrti work, but as Sanatana actually wrote it, the work was
passed in Gopala 's name, as if to soothe the feelings of a younger
colleague

!

A statement in the body of a book as regards the authorship
thereof is apparently good evidence, but we know of hundreds of

manuscripts in which the authorship is found attributed to persons

who could not have written the books. Then, again, Caitanya
himself is stated to have commissioned Sanatana to compile a
Vaisnava Smrti work, and it seems unlikely that he should have
shirked his own responsibility and cast it upon the shoulders of

another man.

I Caitanyacaritamrta, Madhyalila, Ch. i. * Premavilasa, Ch. 7.
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Dr. De summarily rejects the suggestion of Sen and Kennedy
that the Harihhaktivildsa, really a work of Sanatana, was passed for

a work of Gopala because Sanatana's defection from Hinduism to

Islam before his conversion to Vaisnavism would have stood in the

way of acceptance by Vaisnava Society of a Snirti work written by
him. He holds that Sanatana never adopted Islam. This may be

true. But it has to be borne in mind that the very acceptance of

service under Muslims necessitating close intercourse with them was
bound to lower the social status of a Brahman in those days of

orthodoxy. It is, again, difficult to say what was the actual social

status of this South Indian Brahman family which, migrating to

Bengal, moved about from place to place for a living. Besides, a

penisal of the Caitanyacaritamrta, Madhyalila, Ch. i, and Antyalila,

Chs. I and 4 ,
leaves no doubt in one's mind that Rupa and Sanatana

were outcastes who considered themselves untouchables. Coming to

Puri, they took up lodgings in the outskirts of the town with Haridasa,

the celebrated Vaisnava convert from Islam. Like Haridasa, they

could not enter the Temple. Sanatana would not even go near the

Temple-gate and was ever on his guard lest his touch should pollute

devotees entering or coming out of the Temple, an observance of

social niles which eanied the commendation of Caitanyadeva.

Besides, Sanatana did adopt the garb and habits of a Darvesh. Wlien
he met Caitanya at Benares, he was attired in stich garb and Caitanya

actually addressed him as Darvesh. A 1 )arvesh was midway between
a Hindu and a Muslim ascetic, just as a Pirali was midway between a
Hindu and a Muslim householder. In this view of things, it would
be prudent on the part of Sanatana, even if he wrote the Hari-

bhaktivildsa, to pass it in the name of a purer Brahman like GopMa
Bhatta. A ritualistic work was sure to be more difficult of acceptance
in a society which was just getting into shape than works on Bhakti
or Rasa. It may be mentioned that the descendants of Advaita and
Nityananda for long looked askance at the new rules laid down in

the work, and that to this day the women-folk of these families follow

the Smarta injunctions relating to EkMasi, Sivaratri, etc., while the
male members follow the Harihhaktivildsa. There seems to be no
good reason for rejecting the testimony of Jiva and Krsnadasa
Kaviraja regarding the authorship of the work.

Without expressly saying so, Dr. De appears a bit inclined to
identify GopMa Bhatta, the ostensible author of the Haribhaktivildsa,
with the author, bearing the same name, of the 'Krsnavallabha'
commentary on the ‘Krsnakarnamrtam*. He points out that
Manoharadasa, speaking of a commentary on Bilvamahgala's work
by Gopala Bhatta Gosvamin, actually quotes the two mahgala-slokas
of the ' Krsnavallabha Dr. De has found Manohara unreliable in
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other respects. The internal evidence to be found in this com-
mentary in favour of such identification would be much the same
as in the ' SravanahlMini * commentary on the work by another
writer, also named Gopala Bhatta, An additional reasoti for

attributing the authorship of this latter commentary to Gopala
Bhatta Gosvtoin would be the author's avowed devotion to Sri

Radiiaramana. As stated already, the present-day Sevayets of the
deity Radharamana at Vnidavana claim their descent from Gopala
Bhatta Gosvamin. This deity is known to have been his seva, just

as Govindaji is known to have been the seva of Raghunatha Bhatta,

Madanamohana of Sanatana and RadhMamodara of Jiva Gosvamin.
Which of these two commentaries, if either, was the work of the

Gosvamin Gopala is a question which has to be left open in the

present state of our knowledge.

Dr. De has done well to point out that the Haribhaktivildsa

contains no direction about the construction of the image of Radha
and Krsna and even omits Radha in the dhydna of Krsna. In this

connection it will be interesting to state that the deities installed by
the Gosvamins at Vnidavana were single images of Krsna, that long

after their times a Chief of Orissa sent to Vnidavana the first

Srimurti (image of RMha) which was installed by the side of one of

the deities, and that the omission in the case of the other deities

was made good gradually. The fact is mentioned in a tract sold in

the bazaars of Vrndavana. When the writer of the present note

visited this holy place about thirteen years ago, the Srimurti was
still wanting in the temple at the place known as the 64-Mahantas
and they were collecting funds for supplying the deficiency.

Amarnath Ray.

GOPALA BHATTA~-^A REJOINDER

It is a matter of gratification that my article on Gopala Bhatta

in the July number of this Journal has led a well-informed student

of Bengal Vaisnavism like my friend Mr. Amarnath Ray to discuss

some of my views in his very interesting note; and I thank him for

the correction of one inadvertent error with reference to the title of

Dabir Kh^. I am glad, however, that he has agreed with most of

my fundamental conclusions ;
and where he has differed his difference

seems to me to be more apparent than real. I take up the points

in their order.
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With regard to Sivananda-sena I am not convinced that he was
not a disciple of Caitanya. Mr. Ray himself admits that the

authoritative texts speak of Sivananda as belonging to 'the inner

circle of Caitanya's devotees’, thereby admitting that he was a

devotee of Caitanya. Sivananda used to lead the annual exodus of

faithful devotees to Puri, and his son Kavikarnapura speaks of him
as pdrsaddgryam mahdprahhoh. If Mr. Ray means that Caitanya

may not have personally initiated Sivananda into the faith, it would

be possible to agree with him if he could produce some better evidence

than the mere statement of Mr. Dinesh Chandra Sen that Sivananda

was in fact a disciple of ^rinathacarya.

As Mr. Ray himself admits that the validity of the claim that

the Gosvamins were not celibates still remains to be proved, it is

superfluous for me to discuss this point.

With regard to the Bengal recension of the text of Krsna-

karndmrta, I would refer Mr. Ray to my edition of the work, now
published by the Dacca University, which would give him the

necessary information and settle his doubt. Perhaps Mr. Ray has

not fully understood what is generally meant by a recension of a

text. No doubt, the work being of Southern origin, the Bengal

recension was originally derived from the Southern as it existed at

the time of Caitanya, from whose time the tradition of the Bengal
text begins; and I have tried to show in the introduction to my
edition that the Bengal text probably preserves a better and earlier

tradition. In this I do not differ from Mr. Ray. But the Bengal
text, though fairly uniform, shows yet individual differences here
and there in transcripts, and could not therefore have been the
original text of the author himself. It is therefore a ' recension ’

;
and

as it exists to-day in manuscripts and printed editions it is different

from the text as it exists in Southern and Western Indian manuscripts
and printed editions. The question as to which is superior or purer
is different from the fact of the actual existence of two versions of

the text known to us from two divergent and localized groups of

manuscripts at the present time. By recension is generally meant
such localized versions which originated indeed from a single version
but diverged in course of time.

I am indeed aware that Uokanatha was sent early to Vrndavana
by Caitanya, as I have referred to this tradition in the introduction
to my edition of the Padyavail, p. xxvi; but this does not mean that
the plan had yet matured or taken definite shape. It probably did
not do so until Rupa and Sanatana actually settled there at a much
later time and set themselves seriously to the formation of a Vaisnava
colony. Of this there is indeed no evidence either way; but we do
not hear much of Lokanatha’s activity. On the other hand, we
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hear a great deal of activity of Rupa, Sanatana and the other

Gosvamins in this direction; and the presuiuption is not unlikely

that the Vrndavana settlement was primarily the result of their

zeal and effort, even if the idea existed in Caitanya mind from the

very beginning. Apart from the legends which I have discussed in

my article and the authenticity of which is not beyond doubt, there

is, in my oi^iiiion, no clear evidence as to how and when Gopala
Bhatta met Caitanya. I need not therefore discuss the conjecture

offered by Mr. Ray on this point.

Regarding the authorship of the Hari-bhakli-vildsa, I am afraid

I am unable to follow Mr. Ray*s arguments, which add nothing to

what has been said by previous writers and which I have tried to

discuss without committing myself to a dogmatic opinion. If

Mr. Ray examines the available data, he will find that they pre-

clude us from formulating a clear-cut opinion. 1 have stated both
sides of the question, and if I have drawn a ‘probable' conclusion

(which Mr. Ray quotes) it is only a conjecture which will always
remain undetermined without further definite evidence. It becomes,
therefore, a question of belief and opinion, and Mr. Ray is quite

welcome to his. He may believe the statements of Jiva and
Krsnadasa Kaviraja and think that the problem is settled thereby;

but he cannot so easily dismiss the clear statement of authorship

made in the work itself. I am surprised to find the argument
seriously advanced that such a statement of wrong attribution

occurs 'in hundreds of manuscripts’; but there is no manUvSeript of

the Hari-bhakti-vildsa which omits this statement so as to raise

any legitimate doubt in the matter; and Mr. Ray has not also

explained the reason why such a wrong attribution was made in the

present case when the tradition of Sanatana’s authorship is so clear

otherwise.

The fact that Sanatana is reported to have considered himself

impure because of his contact with and service in the Muhammadan
court does not of itself prove the fact of his conversion to Islam, of

which there is no direct evidence and which must necessarily remain
a matter of conjecture. Even if Mr. Ray is unable to accept my
arguments he has not directly met them, and his explanation is

hardly convincing that the alleged prejudice against Sanatana
would have stood only in the way of acceptance of the Hari-bhakti-

vildsa, which was only a work on Acara, fortified at every step by
profuse citation of earlier authorities, and would not have stood

in the way of acceptance of this doctrinal and more fundamental

works, nor of his name being officially and reverentially associated

with the works of Rupa, Jiva, Krsnadasa and others. The explana-

tion of Mr. Dinesh Chandra Sen, followed by Kennedy, appears to
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me to be a piece of imfouTided but hardly amiable imagination.
If Mr Ray is inclined to believe that vSanatana deliberately passed
off his own composition in the name of (lopala Bhatta, as alleged
even by some Vaisnava writers, he can indeed do so

;
but there is no

valid justification for this presumption, and I would not go so
far as to impute such a shrewd and unworthy (Mr. Ray calls it

‘prudent’) motive to one whose purity of intentions is never otherwise
questioned. The ver}^ fact cited by Mr, Ray that the sect for a
long time looked askance at the injunctions laid down in the work
can also go to strengthen my ])oint that Oo])rila Bhatta, as clearly

stated in the work itself, w^as the real author
;
for some of the views

stated in it (see pp. 66-67 W article), as Mr. Ray would himself
admit, could not have been the strictly orthodox views of Sanataiia,

but of one who had some lingering Srivaisnava leanings. Sanatana's
other works are never known to have met with disrespect. On the
contrary, it is possible to argue that the tradition of vSanatana’s

authorship may have been a later pious fabrication to impart greater
authoritativeness to a work at which the sect, as Mr. Ray states,

‘for long looked askance’.

If Mr. Ray would identify the Oopala Bhatta who wrote the
Sravandhlddinl commentary with the Oopala Bhatta of the Caitanya
sect, there is nothing to prevent him from doing so. But the
Sravandhlddinl is undoubtedly a much inferior and pedestrian com-
mentary, and its Sanskrit (as the extract quoted in my edition of
Krsna-karndmrta would show) is barbarous. Ilis Guru is Narayana,
and his connection with the Caitanya sect is not known. I "have
therefore left the question open.

S. K. DE.

THE NON-POSTHUMOTTS CHARACTER OF THE
MEHRAULI IRON PILLAR INSCRIPTION

The Mehrauli Pillar inscription from which we have just quoted
a line is almost unanimously regarded as posthumous. Dr. D. R.
Bhandarkar describes it as ‘a posthumous eulogy of the conquest
of a powerful king Chandra’ in his List of the inscriptions of Northern
India} and every other scholar that one comes across seems to share
this opinion. Recently this view has even led to the fantastic

1 Page 213.
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theory that the pillar was originally erected by Chandragupta
Maiirya whose eulogistic inscription getting blurred in course of time
was re-engraved by his admirer the emperor Samudragupta.^ So
it seems to be high time to controvert this erroneous idea about the

posthumous character of the inscription which, we might point

out, is based entirely on the mistranslation of the following verse :

—

Khinnasyeva visrjya gam narapater-ggdmasritasyetardm murttyd
karmajitdvanim gatavatah klrttyd sthitasya ksitaii.

$dntasyeva mahdvane hutabhujo yasya pratdpo mahdnnd-
dyapyutsrjati prandsitaripor'yatnasya sesah ksitim.^

Mr. D. B. Diskalkar following the translation by Fleet renders

the verse into English as follows:—

®

' He, the remnant of the grat zeal of whose energy, which utterly

destroyed (his) enemies, like, (the remnant of the great

glowing heat) of a burnt out fire in a great forest, even
now leaves not the earth, though, he, the king, as if wearied,

has left the earth, and has gone to the other world moving
in (bodily) form to the land (of paradise) won by (the merit

of his) actions, (but) remaining on (this) earth by (the

memory of his) fame :

—

*

One going through the above translation and regarding it as

right must naturally conclude that the inscription is a posthumous
eulogy. But the translation is faulty, because it leaves out of

consideration the important fact that the word prafdpa in line 3 of

the verse is syntactically as much connected with khinnasyeva
narapateh and prandsitariporyalnasya as with idntasyeva hutabhujah.

If we fill in the ellipses the sentence would run as follows:

—

Khinnasya gam visrjya itardm gdmaMasya, murttyd karmmaji-
tdvanim gatavatah klrttyd ksitau sthitasya narapateh (pratapa)

iva mahavane sdntasya hutabhujah {jpratapa iva yasya
prandsitariporyyatnasya sesah pratdpah adyapi ksitim

notsrjati.

With this syntactical order the translation will be as follows :

—

‘ He whos(i pratapa, the remnant of tliat energy which destroyed

his enemies, does not even now leave the earth like the heat
{pratdpa) of an ash-covered fire (that bums out the forest)

,

or like the glory [pratdpa) of a monarch who, though bodily

1 Journal of Indian History, 1937, p. 129.

2 Verse 2 of our inscription.

3 Selected Sanskrit Inscriptions, Part II, p. 25.
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gone to another world, won by his actions still remains on
this earth by his fame :

—

'

Thus translated the verse gives no ground for the statement
that the inscription is posthumous. All that it asserts, and that of

course in a very beautiful and poetic way, is that Chandra's supre-
macy and unequalled prestige at the time of incising the record
were the result of a number of successful battles in the past in which
he uprooted and destroyed his enemies. Satiskritists who re-

examine the passage will, I hope, agree with my translation.

Dasharatha Sharma.

SOME SUNGA COINS—HITHERTO MISREAD

It strikes all readers of ancient Indian coins as something
strange and curious that no coins of the Sungas or Mauryas have,
hitherto, been found.

The Sungas were one of the most powerful rulers of Northern
India after the Mauryas. Pushyamitra, the commaiider-in-chief
of Brhaddatha, the last Mau^a king, slew his master and ruled in

his stead. They also came in conflict with the Aiidhras, Yavanas
and Sakas. The Sungas established themselves strongly hi the
Eastern Malwa.

From the direct evidences which we can gather from various
inscriptions and coins, the families ruling at Bharut, Mathura,
Panchal, Vidisa, Vatsa and Ahichchatra at that time seem to be
related with one another, and most of them acknowledged suzerainty
of the Sungas. But which Sungas? The Sungas who ruled at
Vidisa or Magadha ? Or the Sungas who ruled at Muttra ? My
suggestions point to the latter.

Actually, while these different branches were ruling at Bharut,
Kosani, Ahichchatra, Ayodhya, etc., a line of Sunga kings ruled also
at Mathura at that time. These Mathura-Sungas were so powerful
that they brought under their control the kings of the surrounding
principalities—say Ahichchatra, Kostobi, Bharut and Ayodhya, etc.

Smith says that recent researches have disclosed the names of a
large number of early Rajas, ruling either at Mathura or over the
territories in the immediate neighbourhood of that ancient city.
The Rajas, whose coins aie described in the Catalogue, are Balabhuti,
Purushadatta, Bhavadatta (unpublished), Uttamadatta, Rtoadatta
Gomitra, Vishnumitra, Brahmamitra and Surya (?).
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Cunningham also (pp. 85-90) gives examples of the coins of

Balabhuti, Gomitra, Brahmamitra, Ramadatta, Purushadatta,

Virasena, etc. Cunningham’s Plate VIII shows four coins of

Ramadatta and one coin of Purushadatta.

Rapson in his ‘Indian Coins’ (p. 13) says that some of the coins

of Ramadatta seem to be undoubtedly earlier as they have for the

reverse the incuse square which characterizes the coins of the

Panchal (Sungas).

Now, if we very critically test the coins of Ramadatta and
Purushadatta, we find that the coins are not the coins of ordinary

local rulers but of the Sunga kings themselves. These coins bear

clear testimony to the fact that they were struck by themselves

(Sungas). These coins which are no less important to establish an
important fact of history that a line of Sunga rulers really ruled over

territory of Northern India and the}" established themselves strongly

at Muttra—and the neighbouring kings of Ahiclichatra, Kosambi,
Bharut acknowledged their supremacy in turn.

Now, if we turn our attention to V. Smith’s Catalogue of

Indian Museum Coins (p. 192 and p. 193 and the Plate XXII), we
would find that V. Smith describes among the coins of the Rajas

of Mathura—the coins of Purushadatta as follows :

—

Purushadatta.

Obverse. Reverse.

I.M.A.E. Standing Figure— Apparently, elephant I, with 2

Symbol to r—early rows of dots above,

Brahmi legend Plate XXII, No. 10.

Purushadatasa.

Cunningham describes the coin of Purushadatta in Plate VIII,

Fig. 17, p. 89.

But to me the coins in question give a different reading. I

like to read it as follows :

—

Punishadata Sugo (that is, of Purushadatta vSunga).

Both Cunningham and Smith very curiously left off the most
important letter ‘Go’ and misread the preceding letter ‘Su’ as Sa
and joined ‘Sa’ with ‘Data’. But I cannot understand how they
could leave off the syllable ‘Go’ which is so distinctly inscribed,

particularly in view* of the fact that this syllable is not only embossed
in the same script but is of the same size and style and is also

arranged in the same line with the preceding ones.

If we take notice of the coin No. ii of the Smith's Plate XXII,
we would find the coin of Uttamadatta very naturally ends with the
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word * Datasa
'
(that is of datta) . This coin would be strikingly

opposite to the coin of Purushadatta numbering lo of the same plate,

where the legends do not end with ' Sa ' but ‘ Su ’ (there is clear evidence

of medial 4) but with another word left unrecognized yet up to this

date. But why ?

The diacritical mark 'u* at *Sa* is as clear as anything (vide

Smith's Catalogue, PI. XXII, No. ii).

Then we should come to the coin of Ramadatta. Cunningham
describes four coins of Ramadatta, V. Smith one and Rapson one.

V. Smith describes one round incuse coin of Ramadatta and
describes it as in page 193 as follows:

—

Obverse. Reverse.

A.G. Usual standing figure—early 3 elephants with riders.

Brahmi legend

Ramadatasa.

Cunningham in p. 86 describes four coins of Ramadatta of which
two with Indian legend ‘Raj no Ramadatasa' in incuse square and
two with the same legend and type in circle.

P^rom both the coins described by Smith and Rapson it is quite

clear that the legends are not ‘Ramadatasa’ but ‘Ramadata Sugo’.

In the round Ramadatta coin the inscription is ‘ Madata Sugo
’

while in the square incuse coin the legend ‘Rajno Raniadatasu’
nins in one line iq^ to the boundar>^ of the incuse square and ‘Go’

is just written below of ‘Su’ giving the full legend Rajno Ramadata

Although the Puranic lists do not mention these names, it is

not something uncommon. Generally the lines of kings who
reigned in Magadha or Behar and contiguous tracts have been given

prominence and many western lines of kings have not been mentioned.
In Pah and Prakrit, the first case-ending of a masculine name is

made in ‘O’ in the plate of Visarga. Thus, for example, Buddhah is

Buddho, Narah is Naro, etc. Similarly Sungah is ‘Sug6'.

Provided my reading is correct—the much-expected but never-

found Sunga coins must have been discovered and this finding will

lead to the establishment of the fact of history that a Sunga line of

kings, different from those of Vidisa and Pataliputra, etc., had
feudatories of them round about Muttra in Ahichchatra, Kausambi,
Ayodhya, Bharut, etc.

Bhramar Ghosh.
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LITTLE-KNOWN WORKS OF CELEBRATED AUTHORS

Short descriptive accounts are proposed to be given here, on

the basis of the manuscripts belonging to the Royal Asiatic Society

of Bengal, of several little-known works of celebrated authors like

Kamalakara Bhatta, Laksmana Desika and Raghava Bhatta.

Of Kamalakara Bhatta (17th century) well-known as the author

of the Nirnayasindhu as well as many other works, the Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal possesses manuscripts of three works, the nature

and contents of which do not appear to have been so far clearly

indicated, presumably owing to the extreme rarity of manuscripts

thereof. As a matter of fact, it is the society that seems to be in

possession of the only known manuscripts, though incomplete, of

the Tattvakamaldkara and the Mlmdmsdhitiihala

,

two works of

Kamalakara on the Mimamsa system of philosophy.

The former of these two works which comments on selected

sutras of the Mimdmsdsutra has been inaccurately described by
R. ly. Mitra ‘ and Kane 2. It has been identified by Aufrecht

with the $dsiramdld which appears to be the name of a different

commentary, by the same author, on the Mimdmsdsutra.
The second work of which the authorship is doubted by

Aufrecht ^ is referred to in the former by name (Fol. 4A) and also

presumably in one of the introductory verses in an indirect way.**

It gives a brief outline of the principal doctrines of the Mimamsa

1 According to Mitra, this is a work ‘ On the philosoi)hy of the rites and ceremonies

enjoined in the sastras, being a dissertation on the principles of the Mimainsa

school as bearing on Hindu ritual'. {Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Vol. Ill,

No. 1331).

2 Kane suggests SdstratattvakaxUuhala as another name of the work, presumably

on the basis of two lists of works given at the end of the author's Vivddatandava
where the expressions sdstre tattvakuutuhale ca and sastratatlvasya kamaldkarah

are found to occur and the ^dntiratna {History of Dhartnasdsira, pp. 432-3,). He
depends on Mitra and describes the work as one ‘dealing with the bearing of the

doctrines and maxims of the Mimainsa system on ritual and dharmasastra'. [Op.

cit. p. 434).
^ Cafdlogtis Catalogorum, III. p. 98.

11

in the above verse may not unlikely be a reference to the contents

of the ^kutuhale which deals inter alia with the connotations of some of the terms

in the Miinanisa system.
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system. The names of the author and his parents are mentioned
in the introductory verses.^

Of other works on the Mimarnsa system presumably by the

same author reference is found to have been made respectively in

these two works to the Vdrttikaiikd (Fol. 24A) and the Dtpikdloka

(Fol. 40B).

The Mantrakamaldkara, of which the manuscript, referred to

in A Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Private Libraries of
North-Western Provinces (Allahabad, 1877-1886) and mentioned by
Aufrecht,* is scarcely accessible at the present moment, is preserved

in a manuscript in the society, complete in 126 leaves. It is a

Tantric digest dealing with initiation, various sorcery rites and the

worship of deities like Surya, Ganesa, Rama, Kartaviryarjuna, etc.

The work is stated to have been compiled for the benefit of the

author’s son, Ananta.^ The section on the worship of Rtoa belongs

to Ramal^rsna, father of the author.'*

Of Laksmana Desika and Raghava Bhatta, who are well-known
as the author and commentator of the famous Tantrik work, the

$draddtilaka, two little-known works, the Tdrdpradlpa and the

Kdlitattva, have been preserved in manuscripts, which are rare,

specially in comparison with those of the Sdraddtilaka and the

Paddrthddaria, Raghava’s commentary on the $dradd. MSS. that

II

n

2 Catalogue Catalogorum, I. 429.

3 srai 1

B

^ WWt frouft (Fol. 36 B).

What is described as the Satacandiprayoga (Descr. Cat. Sans. MSS. As. Soc.

Beng., III. 2902) is, however, not an independent, new work, being only a part of

his extensive work called the ^dntiratna (R. L. Mitra, Notices Sans. MSS. V. 1946,
Descr. Cat. Sans. MSS. As, Soc, Beng, III. 2184, Descr, Cat. Sans, MSS. Ind. Office,

III 1758).
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have already been reported are in most cases, scarcely accessible,

belonging as they do to private collections, some of which are no
longer traceable.

The works deal with the details of the worship of Tara and
Kali, the two popular deities that are not treated of in the otherwise

comprehensive treatises—the $draddtilaka and the Prapancasdra.

It is not unlikely that they were intended to supplement the former

with which both the authors were closely associated. Manuscripts

of the Tdrdpradipa have been noticed by R. L. Mitra \ H. P. Sastri,*

and the undersigned '•* only two of these MSS. are known to be com-
plete while none of them are dated. The MS. of the society is,

however, both complete and dated. It was copied in 1673 S.E.

All these MSS. that have been reported of the work, except the one

in Bikaner, are in the Bengali script. The popularity of the work
thus appears to have been restricted within Bengal where Tantric

digests like the Tantrasdra and $ydmdrahasya refer to and quote

from it. But the work seems to be little-known in these days in

Bengal or elsewhere. Scholars hke Arthur Avalon were not aware
of the existence of this work or of any other work of Laksmana
except the ^araddtilaka * though a number of them are referred to.®

It is a metrical work divided into five chapters (except in the MS.
described by Shastri which contains six chapters). It is based on a
number of original Tantra works which are enumerated in the

beginning of the work. It is an independent work having no con-

nection with the ^araddiilaka thougli it is suspected by some
people to be a commentary on the latter. The name of the author

is given as Baksmana Desikendra in the colophons to each chapter
as well as in one of the introductory verses. In the MS. described

by H. P. Shastri this verse as well as the last colophon read respec-

tively Yddava pandita and Yddavdcdrya in place of Baksmana
Desika of the other ;^BSS.

Though several manuscripts of the KdlUattva were reported

all that was known of the work was through a short notice by R. B.
Mitra,® The society possesses two MSS. of the work, one of which
in the Nagari script is fragmentary, while the other in the Newari

1 Notices of Sans. MSS., I. 236, 284; Cat. Sans. MSS. Library, Maharaja of
Bikaner, p. 618.

2 Notices of Sanskrit MSS., III. 128.

3 Descr. Cat. Sans. MSS. Vangtya Sdhitya Parishat, p. 58.
* Preface to the edition of the work in the Tantrik Texts Series, p. 2.

5 Catalogus Catalogorum, Vol. I. p. 536.
0 Descriptive Catalogue of Sans. MSS. in the Library of His Highness the Maharaja

of Bikaner, No. 1272.
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characters is nctarly complete coiitaiiiing 17 of the 21 chapters of
the work and is in a fine state of preservation.

It quotes from and refers to a number of original Tantra works
and in one place * quotes from liis own commentary on the
Sdraddtilaka, which was composed in 1550 V.S. (= 1494 A.D.).
No Tantra digest is found to have been referred to though many of
them are stated to have been consulted for the preparation of the
work. The name of the author is given in one of the introductory
verses ^ as wel as in the chapter colophons.

No genealogical accounts of the authors, as found at the end of
the Sdraddhlaka and its commentary by Raghava, are found here.
A fragmentary MS. belonging to the society, of a work of Raghava *s

grandson called the Bhuvaneiiprakdia, however, shows that the long
line of scholars which preceded Raghava in his family did not end
with him but was continued after him by his descendants. Vaidya-
natha, for that is the name of the author of the Bhuvanesiprakasa,
a work dealing with the details of the worship of Bhuvanesvari, intro-
duces himself as the son ofMahadeva Bhatta and grandson of Raghava
Bhatta who is represented as one who crossed the ocean learning.

It should be noted that the identifications proposed in this note,
though mostly based on identity of names of authors and similarity
of the subject-matter of the works, they may be accepted, at least
tentatively, till more definite evidence is forthcoming either in
favour or against them.

Chintaharan Chakravarti.

Fol. 6a of the Newari MS. The verses quoted is found in Avalon's edition of
the work (p. 238).

arur 1
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VIBHCTICANDRA OF THE JAGADDALA MAHA-
vihAka

Sometime ago the late MM. H. P. Sdstn gave us to understand
that the Buddhist scholar, Vibhuticatidra, was a glory of Bengal,

and that he was the most celebrated of the Bhik^is that lived in

the Jagaddala Mahd-vihdra .
^ Of late the Rev. Rahula Sahkrtyayana

has recovered from the Sa-skya monastery of Tibet an incomplete

paper MvS., in Vibhuticandra's own handwriting, of Manoratha-
nandin’s gloss on the Pramdna-vdrttika, and has given an account of

Vibhuticandra as follows :
' Vibhuticandra was a young scholar from

Vikramasila University, who followed his teacher Sakyasribhadra,

the last hierarch from Vikramasila, in his exile after the destruction

of the famous institution by the Muhammadans. First they went
to Jagattala in Eastern Bengal and perhaps after the destruction of

it, they went to Nepal, wherefrom they were invited by the head
of the Sa-skya monastery. Thus they went to Tibet in 1203 A.C.

Apart from Vibhuticandra there were Danasila and other scholars

who accompanied Sakyasribhadra'.^

That Jagattala (J agaddala) was in Eastern Bengal is a wrong
statement, perhaps based upon an old theory of the late H. P.

Sastri, which had been responsible for mistakes by some others also

as to the site of this Vihdra. MM. Sastri, however, emended his

statement later on, but at the same time postulated that the Vihdra
was in existence before Ramapala.^ In my article on the ‘Buddhist
Vihdras of Bengal', I had occasion to deal with this Vihdra also:

‘The last glory of Buddliism in Bengal was the grand Viliara of

J agaddala, the creation of Ramapala, the last great PMa monarch,
who installed therein the images of Avalokitesvara and Mahat-
Tara. The Vihara occupied a part of Ramavati the new metropolis

of Bengal founded by the same Ramapala at the confluence of the

Ganges and the Karatoya. Besides Bibhuticandra and Danasila,

the most renowned scholars of Jagaddala, the names of some other

celebrities of the University have come down to us The
theory propounded by the late MM. Hara Prasad Sastri that

Jagaddala was anterior to Ramapala is due to his confusion of the

Danasila of Jagaddala with an earlier Danasila, who was contem-
porary of Dharmapala and the Tibetan King Khri-/ de-sron-itsan'.^

It should further be noted that Jagaddala is clearly described as

‘au pays de Barendi (Varendra) dans I'lnde orientale' in the transla-

1 Vangiya Sdhitya Pari^ad Patrikd, 1321 B S., pp. 264-265.

2 J.B.OM.S., March, 1937, p. ii. s op. cit.

< Ind. Cult., Vol. I, pp. 232-233.
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tion by D^na^ila of Jagaddala of Candragomin^s Manohara-kalpa-

ndma-Lokandthastotra .

^

It may also be added here that Jagaddala is a name that is

borne by more than one place, and at least three villages with this

name can be traced in North Bengal alone.* The Pag-Sam-Jon-
Zang refers, if the late Mr. Sarat Chandra Das is right in his statement,

to a Jagaddala in Orissa (Index, part I, p. xcvi), while, again, we
read of another Jagaddala in the Bengali Candx of Mnkimdarama-
Kavikahkana (1577-78 A.D.) as being to the south of Triveni and
Saptagrama in the south-western fringes of Bengal. There is also

a Jagaddala near about Calcutta. The name ‘Jagad=dala’ has

suggested at least two interpretations for it, viz.: (i) 'a leaf of the

world’, 'the world being the lotus, and each town a petal of it’,®

and (2) 'a fort (or monastery) surrounded by a moat’.* What is,

however, difficult to say how these places in different quarters derived

a common name, but one may hazard a conjecture that the common
name was derived when the monks of the original Jagaddala after

having deserted their common monastery went to settle in these

different places.

That Vibhuticandra was 'a young scholar from Vikramasila

University' is a quite new information, the source of which has
not been disclosed. In the pretty large number of works noticed

in the Catalogue of the Tangyur, in which is associated the name of

Vibhuticandra, either as the author or as the translator or as the

corrector, he is described either as ' Bharata-vasi ’ (belonging to

Bharata-varsa or India) or as ' Jagaddala-vasi’ (belonging to

Jagaddala), Jagaddala being sometimes qualified as having been in

Uasteni India (Purva-Bhdrata). But nowhere in the Catalogue

under notice is Bibhuticandra found to have belonged to the
Vikramasila monastery.

Most interesting about the personal history of this renowned
celebrity of the Jagaddala Vihdra is the fact that he was not the

son of an ordinary man, but was distinguished by high birth. In
the translation of the Vajra-carcikd-karma-sddhana of Sridhara by
Vibhuticandra and Prajiiaratna of Tibet, Vibhuticandra is distinctly

styled as 'Raja-putra’ (the son of a king),® although the name of the
king is not recorded.

' Catalogue du fonds Tihctain de la Bibliotheque Nationale, par P. Cordier, 1915,
II., p. 302.

2 1873, p. 213, Note I, Blochmann.
3 Ibid,

* Vanger Jallya Itihdsa, Rdjanya Kdnda, N. N. Vasu, p. 206.
5 Cordier, op, cit,, III, p. 173.
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Rev. Rahula Sankrtyayana does not even divulge his source of

information when he tells us that the teacher of Vibhuticandra was
‘ Sakyasribhadra, the last heirarch of Vikramasila'. In the verses

written at the end of the MS. of Manorathanandin's gloss, Vibhuti-

candra, it should be carefully noticed, makes no mention of the name
of his teacher, although the teacher is greatly eulogised therein.

But the teacher is described as 'Kasmira-paindapatika', while

in the 'Pag-Sam-Jon-Zang Sakyasribhadra of Kasmira is said to

have taken refuge in the Jagaddal of Orissa ‘after his flight from
Otantapim Vihdra when that place was sacked by Bakhtyar Khilji

in 1202 A.D.

A

different version, of course, makes it Vikramasila
Vihara, but these facts do not warrant us to conclude that

Sakyasribhadra (of Kasmira) was Vibhuticandra‘s teacher (who was
a Kdsmtra-paindapdtika)

,

nor we are in a position to estimate the

value of the independent proof, if there be any such, on which the

conclusion might have been based.

A palm-leaf, now in the library of the Bihar and Orissa Research

Society, reads that Vibhuticandra went to Tibet [BJiotam gatvd),

and afterwards stayed for sometime in Nepal {paicdn=^Nepdlatah

sthitvd).^ That he had actually been in Nepal for some time is

proved by the fact that the translation of his Arya-Anwgha-pdsa-
sddhana was made in the Samastha-F?/?ari?: of Nepal by he himself

and Prajnavarman of Tibet. ^ On the strength of the evidence of

the palm-leaf, therefore, we may accept that he also went to Tibet,

whether or not with Sakyasnbhadra.

About Vibhuticandra's date, what is known definitely is that

he was either a contemporary of, or came sometime after, Abhayakara-

Gupta, for a great part of the latter's Ucchusma-JamhhaUi-sddhana *

and also his Panca-krama-mata-ttkd entitled Candraprahhd ® were

translated by liiin, and Abhayakara-Gupta was a contemporary of

King Ramapala, whose reign fell in the latter half of the nth century

and first quarter of the 12th.

To Vibhuticandra, we are told, was exposed the Sadanga-Yoga

by Sabarisvara,® who must, therefore, be Sabari or Sahara II.

He may be identical with Ajapalipada, alias Sabaripada, denominated

as Brdhmana-bhiksu and called Revanta-kid-odbhava.’^

N. N. Das Gupta.

^ Part I, Index, p. xevi. ^ J.B.O.R.S., 1937, p. 13.

8 Cordier, op. cit., Ill, p. 178. ^ Ihid., p. 89.

5 Ibid., II, p. 142. ® Ibid., p. 21.

^ Ibid,, pp. 198 and 200.





REVIEWS

LA SUBORDINATION DANS LA PROSE VRDIOUE, lUudes sur le §ata-

patha Brahmana—I, par Armand Minard, pp. 214; Annales de rUnivensite de
Ivyon, Troisienie Serie, IvCttres, Fasc. 3, Paris, 1936.

This excellent work is an important contribution to Vedic syntax, not only

because of the matter dealt with in it, but also on account of the method followed

by the author. The object of the present volume, to be followed by others, is to

examine the clauses dependent on yfivat, ydthd, ydtra, yada nmXyddi in the Satapatha-

Brahmana. By a close exammation of a number of crucial passages Dr. Minard
at first tries to ascertain the exact semantic value of these words and their syn-

tactical idiosyncracics, and armed with the knowledge gained therefrom he proceeds

to examine the relevant passages of the S.B. The results thus attained are highly

interesting. Thus he observes (§20)
that the negative particle nd ‘ tends to descend

towards the final and thus approach the verb in a dependent clause; but in the

prhicipal clause it finds to go up to the initial Was then nd a verbal prefix of some
sort ? Jhit Dr. Minard is too cautious to make any such unwarranted statement.

Equally interesting is the observation that dtha is replaced by tdtah, tdtra or fdrhi

at the beginning of an apodosis containing the negation ?id, because in such an apodosis

nd itself ocatpies the first place and dtha rather than yielding the pride of place to

nd would altogether drop out of the picture (§29). The author has made another

important discovery in connection with the mtemal chronology of the ‘diptyque'

—

this unfamiliar term has been used by the author to signify protasis plus apodosis

—

when he lays down that ycivat, ydtra, yadd are used to connect propositions of suc-

cessive, and not of simultaneous, occurrence (§47). With regard to ydvat the author

points out cases of disharmony in mood and tense between the t^vo members of the

'diptyque' and tries to explain them ingeniously on the hypothesis that as ydvat

conveys a sense of comparison, the two actions involved need not necessarily refer to

the same portion of the duration (§242). Dealing with yada Dr. Minard rightly

rejects Delbruck’s dictum that an action expressed in the optative in a clause governed

by it should be regarded as referring to the past (§547). By way of criticism it

might be said perhaps that the treatment is relentlessly scholastic throughout.

But even at the worst that is nothing but erring on the side of caution.

Batakrisuna Ghosh.

VERSE INDEX TO THE BHAGAVADGiTA, pada-index compiled by Dr. W.
Kirfel, Leipzig, 1938, pp. 45.

This is a modest but useful work calculated to facilitate research on the

Bhagavadgita, the question of whose origin and interpolations has not yet been

satisfactorily solved. The index is based on the vulgatc text, but the variations of

the Anandasrama edition and those of the Kashmir recension have been mentioned.

As the author says: ‘The observation is perhaps interesting, that fifty-four padas

appear twice or repeatedly. The majority of these repetitions is certainly without

importance, but some seem to be the last traces of former joints of text.'

Batakrishna Ghosh.
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WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL GOSPEL IN ‘ BUDDHISM ’ ? by Mrs. Rhys
Davids, published by the Kpworth Press, J/mdon, pp. 1-143 with a short Index.

In this book Mrs. Rhys Davids has made clear the ideas about self, spirit,

dhamma, the noble eightfold path, knowledge, deliverance, nirvana, jhana, Buddha,

etc. Besides, this book will be very helpful in understanding satipatthana (the

stations of mindfulness), iddliipada (steps to psychic power), indriyas (faculties of

spiritual sense) and all such abstruse technical terms of Buddhist philosophy. This

treatise should serve as a guide to those who desire to have a real understanding of

the doctrine of the Buddha. I think the writer's mission to arrive at certain con-

clusions about ‘ Buddhism’s original message' has been fulfilled to a great extent.

B. C. Law.

MEDIAEVAL JAINISM WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE VIJAYA-
NAGARA EMPIRE, by B. A. vSaletore, M.A., Ph.D., D.Phil., published by
the Karnatak Publishing House, Bombay, 1938.

This book consists of 12 chapters entitled preliminary remarks, royal benevolence,

princely patronage, Jaina men of action, women as defenders of the faith, popular

support, critical times, Vijayanagara’s pledge, state aid to Jainism, Jainism at the

provincial courts, Anekantamata in the Kmpire, and Jaina celebrities in the

Vijayanagara Empire. It contains five illustrations and a serviceable index. The
author has taken much pains to trace the history of Jainism and to show the

importance of the religion mainly concerning the kingdom of Vijayanagara. He has

very ably dealt with the history of toleration in the kingdom of Vijayanagara, and
how Jainism was received by the Vijayanagara monarchs and how the cause of

Jainism was fostered by them. His account of the Jaina men of action is interesting

;

but the chapter on ‘critical times in which the author has given the causes of the

decline of Jainism in the Tamil and Telegu lands, and the contribution of Jainism

to the history and culture of the Tamil land, is in many places very uninteresting.

On the whole, the historical treatment of the book is noteworthy. Ab.struse terms
of Jainism ought to have been explained in an appendix in order to give a clear

idea of the subject.

B. C. Law.

GUIDE THROUGH THE ABHIDHAMMA PITAKA being a synopsis of the
philosophical collection belonging to the Buddhist Pali Canon followed by an
essay on the Paticca-Samuppada by Nyanatilaka, ist edition, published by
D. B. Taraporevala Sons & Co., Bombay, pp. 1-165.

This treatise contains seven sections dealing with the seven books of the
Abhidhamma Pitaka viz., Dhamma.sangani, Vibhanga, Dhatukatha, Puggala-
pannatti, Kathavatthu, Yamaka and Patthana. It furnishes us with a serviceable

index of Pali terms and an appendix in which the author has dealt with the subject
of Paticcasamuppada or dependent origination. Throughout the book the author
has followed an undesirable method of giving sjmonyms of Pali terms without making
any attempt to give us a clear idea of the subjects imder discussion. A reader is

sure to be misled in some places on account of jingling of words and phrases. In
our opinion this work will not well serve the purpose for which it is intended. The
treatment should have been different. A good presentation of the subject-matter
will greatly benefit the reader who is very much interested in Buddhist philosophy.
The introduction is well written though it is very brief. We hope that in the future
edition of the book, the author will try his utmost to give a clear explanation of the
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most knotty points of Buddhist philosophy. The preliminary remarks given at the

outset of each section are useful. A word-for-word meanings of the terms as given

by the author will not help the reader in understanding the subject.

B. C. Baw.

GAUTAMA BUDDHA (in Bengali), by Dr. Bimala Chum Law, M.A., B.L,., Ph.D.,

published by Gurudas Chatterjee & Sons, Calcutta, 1345 B.S., pp. 128. Price

Re.i-8.

The book under review deals with the life of the Buddha, one of the

greatest religious teachers the world has ever produced. The late Pandit S. C.

Vidyabhushana's Buddhadeva (published in Bengali in 1311 B.S.) is not available in

the market. The Bengali reading public should therefore congratulate Dr. I^aw for

the timely publication of this excellent book. At the same time, the learned author

may be requested to publish a Bengali version of his interesting work (in English)

on the life and teachings of Mahavira.

The work under review is divided into nineteen chapters. The last two
chapters dealing with bauddha-dharma 0 daHana and hauddha-sangha are very in-

teresting. We are glad to see that Dr. Eaw has written in a lucid style and made
the subject easily intelligible even to the ordinary reader.

The book contains a useful bibliography and an exhaustive index and also no
less than nine excellent plates, which have greatly increases! the value of the book.

Dines Chandra Sircar.

HISTORY OF PRE-MUSALMAN INDIA, Vol. II: Vedic India, Parti: The
Aryan Expansion over India, by V. Rangacharya, M.A., published by The
Indian Publishing House, Madras, 1937, pp. xv+556. Price Rs.io or 15s.

Volume I of Mr. Rangacharya’s Pre-Musalman India, dealing with the pre-

historic background of Indian history, appeared in 1929. The book under review

is the first part of Volume II, which the author has now publisheil after eight years

of patient labour and study. This part deals with the expansion of the ‘Aryans’

over India. As we are told, the second part of tliis volume (about 600 pages), dealing

with Vedic culture, will be shortly published. The author has undertaken an ex-

ceptionally heavy task which calls for the energy and enthusiasm of a band of

scholars. The published portion of Mr. Rangacharya's work shows that he is equal

to the task. He must be congratulated for the boldness of the enterprise.

The book under review is divided into six chapters: Ch. I deals with the evolu-

tion of Vedic literature, Ch. II with the chronology and historical lessons of the

Vedic literature (including the Rdmdyana and the Mahdbhdrata), Ch. Ill with

the age of the Rgveda, Chs. IV and V with the Aiy^an expansion over (North)

India, and Ch. VI with the Aryanization of South India and Ceylon. As a reference

book, the work under review, will prove immensely useful to the students of ancient

Indian liistory and culture. Sometimes, however, the author is not quite accurate

in his details, e.g., on p. 175 where he saj's: ‘Sarraistha, the daughter of the Danava
king, married Puru*. He is also not quite consistent in some places. On p. 70,

he refers to ‘Patanjali who lived in the first century before Christ’, but on p. 73
he refers to ‘the time of Patanjali about 180 B.C.' Personally speaking, I am
inclined to take such Mahdbhdsya passages as iha pusyamitram ydjaydmah as

mUrdhdhhipkta uddharana, and to place Patanjali about the end of the first century

B.C. or the beginning of the first century A.D. Mr. Rangacharya, moreover.
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appears in some places to rely on very weak arguments, e.g., in dealing with the

question of Panini’s date (p. 71). He thinks that ‘the lack of reference to Bud-
dhism’ in Panini’s work proves him to be ‘pre-Buddhistic’. He even tries to

explain away Paiiini's reference to iramana (II, i, 70), but he forgets that Bud-
dhism was originally a local religion of Eastern India, more or less known in the

land between Gaya and Benares, while the great grammarian is traditionally known
to have been a native of Shatura in Gandhara in the north-western part of India.

According to the author, the Yavanas to whose script Pauini refers must be the

Persians. The suggestion is unsound in my opinion, as the word yamna never

signifies any other nation than the Greek in references of pre-Christian date. In

my paper, Yavana and Pdrasika (Journ. Ind. llisi., XIV, pp. 34-38), I have shown
that the Yavanas (Greeks) and the Parasikas (Persians) are sometimes mentioned
side by side in early Indian literature, and also that the people of North-western India

and the lonians or Greeks knew each other from a period at least as early as the

sixth century B.C.

Nevertheless, Mr. Rangacharya’s work is undoubtedly a useful publication,

and we recommend it to all students of Indian history and culture. It is however
to be regretted that the book contains no exhaustive index which would have greatly

enhanc(Kl its value and usefulness.

Dines Chandra Sircar,
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THE BUDDHA AS A MASTER MIND

By A. B. Keith

It is unwise, Sir S. Radhakrislinan asvsures us,^ to insist on seeing

nihilism or agnosticism in teachings where another explanation

is not merely j^ossible but probably more in accordance with the

Buddha^s ideas and the spirit of the times. It is impossible, it is

urged, for any one to have the Buddha's fundamental experience

of the deficiency of all things mutable, and therefore of human life

in so far as it is occupied with passing things, without the positive

experience of an absolute and immutable, as the background against

which the emptiness of the contingent and the mutable is api)re‘

hended. This claim, however, nutst be sharply challenged on the

score that it is unsupported by argument. There is, it may be
asserted, nothing easier for a thinker than to gain from observation

the absolute conviction of the worthlessness of human existence,

without entertaining the slightest behef in the existence of an immut-
able. A priori wc can understand perfectly well how a teacher in

the sixth century B.C. in India might arrive at the doctrine that all

things terrestrial and celestial were transient, and that the only

aim worth striving for was release from a world in which nothing
whatever, not even the bliss enjoyed by deities, is abiding. The
question is simply whether or not from the texts treated as earliest ^

by Sir S. Radhakrishnaii we can deduce an answer favourable to

his contention or not. The Buddha's condemnation of the world

of experience is claimed to be based on the assumption of the absolute,

as in the Advaita Vedanta, but he refused to state it as a ground
of the depreciation since it is not a matter of logical proof.® His
view thus asserted is not supported by any reference to the texts,

but in support of it wc have the contention that hesitation and diffi-

dence in defining the nature of the supreme seemed proper and
natural to the Indian mind. But is there any real authority for

this view as normal in the milieu of the Buddha ? The Upanisads
reveal rather a singular number of views of the absolute which
show no reticence in definition.'*

1 Gautama the Buddha (1938), p, 46.
^ Ibid., pp. 3, 14. The view of the early character of the texts taken is open

to grave doubt, but it is not necessary to discuss the issue.
3 Ibid., p. 47 '

* Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 39!.
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The texts present a view of the teachings of the Buddha which
does not accord with that suggested, but suggests rather that the

Buddha had no belief on the issue of the absolute. If we accept

the value of the l^ali Canon ascribed to it by Sir S. Radhakrishnan,

we find a very definite doctrine showing the refusal of the master
to enlighten his discii)les on the essential doctrine of the fate of the

Tathagata, the man who has attained enlightenment in life, after his

physical death. The matter is relegated by the master to the

category of the iiidetermhiates, issues on which the master has
declined to make any pronouncement. Thus lie refuses to instruct

Yacchagotta ^ on this issue, and his explanations of his silence to

Ananda do not include the assertion of a personal belief in the abso-

lute which he does not declare because of his inability to establish

it by logical reasoning. The excuses are all pragmatical. If he were
to assert the continued existence of the Tathagata, then he would
be understood to accept the permanent self of the Upanisads; if

he were to deny continued existence, he would encourage the view

that a man on death, without having undergone purification to

attain liberation, is utterly extinguished and so ceavSes to have
experience. Again to assert continued existence w'ould certainly

not have the effect of inducing the divSciple to accept the fundamental
doctrine that all the empirical world is essentially not-self, while

to deny existence woidd have thrown him in confusion, ‘My self,

did it not previously exist? Now it exists no more'. It is very

dubious if any teacher who had definite vittws would have ado])ted

an attitude so unhelpful. As Sir S. Radhakrivshnan naturally

recognizes,- philosophy is an essential to minds interested in more
than the mere matters of the day, and the doctrine of the indeter-

minates could have no validity for aii}^ duration of time. We have in

the dialogue with Mrdunkyaiuitta ^ an assertion in the strongest

terms of the refusal of the teacher to touch on the indeterminates.

The excuse is that he has made no offer to give instmetion on such

issues; he is a physician to relWe man from bondage, and knowledge
on these issues would not tend towards that end.

We are not bound, and perhaps not even entitled, to go beyond
the refusal of the master to teach any doctrine on these points.

To assume that he had one but did not care to expound it, is hardly

satisfactor\', for it suggests that he must have held a doctrine whose
exposition would not have helped his fundamental purpose of freeing

man from bondage. Had he had a faith which would encourage

effort, one may reasonably expect that he would have anticipated

• SN. i\'. 400; Keith, Bmhihisi Philosophy, p. 62.

2 Op. cit., p. 49. MN. i. 426.
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his followers in certain schools by vSettitig it forth. His attitude

otherwise is inexplicable, for we know from the texts how eager

was metaphysical research/ and we cannot avoid the conclUvsioii

that the master must have been only too ready to set out a doctrine

consonant with his admonitions for the conduct of life. The normal
conclusion to be drawn is either that he held the view of the annihila-

tion of the Tathagata, which he feared would hamper efforts to

produce regard for the mode of life which he advocated, or that he

had failed to achieve even for himself any complete conviction which
he felt able to expound to others with assurance and with the ability

to make it acceptable. The latter explanation may reascmaldy l^e

accepted rather than the former, though it may be admitted that

the idea of the utter destruction of the Tathagata on physical death

was strongly suggested by the current simile of the death of the

enlightened sage, such as the Buddha, as the extinction of the lamp
when oil and wick are exhaUvSted as in the Ratana Sulla,^

We are offered,^ however, certain reasons for believing that the

Buddha held a positive doctrine, though he did not think fit to teach

it. (1) His contemporaries were marked by superstition and intense

sophistication, and it was difficult to draw a sharp line between
the superstitions of the ignorant and the so])histry of the learned.

In this confusion the Buddha insisted on an understanding of the

facts of human nature and experience, and an avoidance of all

speculation and belief on mere authority. But tliis is plainly no
reason for stopping empiiry arbitrarily, when essential issues arise.

There is nothing worse than inciting to thought and then by the

merest authority stopjhng research, and, if the Buddha acted as he

is rej-^resented to have done, he was guilty of using authority in

the worst of all ways, that of forbidding enquiry. (2) Jvach must
realize the truth by personal effort, for which end ethical striving

was essential, while doctrinal controversies produced hasty tempers
and did not lead to a quiet pursuit of truth. Truth is a sacred

achievement, not a ])laything of the dialectician. Here again the

reason is unsatisfactory. The Buddha is virtually represented as

discouraging the search for truth, which cannot be achieved without
controversy, and inculcating on his disciples the mere following of

a line of ideas peculiar to himself. For one who is supposed to have
known the truth thus to warn others from the search for it seems
peculiarly indefensible. (3) His mission was to interest not merely
intellectuals but the common peoxde with great ideas. He was

1 See the Brahmajala Suita.

2 Khaddakapdiha, pp. 4, 5 ; B. C. Eaw, Concepts of Buddhism, pp. 85-7.
3 Sir S. Radliakiishtraa, op. cit., p. 47.
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anxious to tell them that the royal road was by the practice of the

virtues. Granted his desire to encourage the following of the normal
virtues of the day by the average man, it affords no excuse for his

failure, if he had a scheme of things in his mind which gave rationality

to these virtues, to reveal it to his disciples. (4) We are reminded
of the gulf between the absolute and the relative, and assured that

the Buddha's silence was motived by objection to any personal

conceptions of (jod, which, by declaring the existence in God of all

perfections present in creation, have a tendency to substitute faith

and worship for works. Instead his scheme insisted on meditation,

the reconditioning of the soul, the transforming of its animal inheri-

tance and social heredity.^ But this motive would have no ^^pplica-

tion to the teaching of a doctrine which, like that of the greatest

sages of the Upanisads, aSvSerted an absolute but not a personal

God. Yet we have excellent and deliberate evidence for the view

that he declined to deal with the vital issue of the condition after

death of the Tathagata.
The view that the Buddha had failed to achieve settled convic-

tions as to metaphysical questions, and was therefore content to

teach a faith which essentially means the practising of mental states

productive in this life of ecstasy, ai)pears therefore the only view

which is consistent with the doctrine of the indeterminates. There

is nothing whatever unreasonable in this doctrine, nor is it difficult

to see how it could be accepted by the Buddha. There is early

recognition of ecstatic states even in the Rgveda, and we may readily

believe that it was soon appreciated that the production of these

states was the most assured form of happiness which man could

achieve, for this is the character of mystif's all over the world. Nor
was it difficult for the Buddha to gain the conviction that the attain-

ment of the capacity of such states was a matter of incessant practice

and striving on the part of the a.spirant, or that such capacity was
conditional on the avoidance of these actions stigmatized as immoral

by contemporary religious and ethical thought. He differed in

this point of view in no essential from the contemporary Brahmin
schools, but he drew the unwise conclusion that the life of meditation

could be carried on without the preliminary experience of student-

ship and the life of a householder. The error of the Buddha in this

regard is excused ^ on the ground that the enemies to be fought

against in his time included ritualists and worldlings, but it remains

a grave admission that the Buddha failed in the essential duty of

1 Sir S. Radhakrishnan ignores the Buddhist demand for faith; B. C. Law,
op. ciL, pp. iff.

2 Sir S. Radhakrishnan, op. cit., p. 49.
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a philosopher to see life whole, and not in one aspect only. It is

plain that his doctrines, if fully followed out, would have condemned
to annihilation the whole world of useful activity.

We are, however, assured * that the Buddha pointed out the
reality of Nirvana, of an absolute self and of an absolute reality

which he chose to call Dharma. We have already seen that some
at least of his disciples held that he refused to point out anything
of the sort, and that this is in itself very probable. It is a different

thing to admit that in his school there developed, possibly in his

lifetime, a section which held very different views, and accepted
the fundamental tnith of the absolute as conceived by the Upanisads.
If we accept the Buddha as an agnostic, still we must admit that it

was hopeless to .suppose that this attitude would be accepted unhesi-
tatingly by men who had to face the views of the teachers of the
Upanisads, and had only the silence of the master to forbid enquiry.
To reconcile the accounts given in our sources, it is the most plausible
explanation to hold that the master himself left the issues undecided,
and that his followers felt impelled to go beyond the bounds of his

teaching and to find a place for their conceptions of reality in his

system. If he, from the point of view of exj^erience and common
knowledge, repudiated the real value of the world of everyday life,

the doctors of liis school may well have founded their contempt
on the more secure basis formed by the metaphysics of Brahminism.
They niay also have seen therein the solution of the most difficult

question of the future of the Tathagata after physical death. Utter
extinction could not be ])opular, and instead the way to conceive
of his state was plainly afforded by the adoption of one side of the
eschatology of the U])auisads then current. But this doctrine
we cannot ascribe to the historical Buddha with any confidence
or even plausibility. Nor is it normally clearly announced. We
may, however, infer that it was held in such a case as the
Alagaddupama Siitta ^ that the essence of the enlightened one was
beyond nature, and even in this life inconceivable, which implies that
there is much more in the world of reality than the finite matters
wliich are denied to be the soul. In like manner we may hold that
the doctrine ‘ This is not mine; I am not this; this is not myself,
which has a close parallel in the Sariikhya,^ implies recognition
of something other than the empirical ego. But the argument
must not be ])ressed too far. The Buddha's demand ^ that we should
have the self as our light [attadlpa) or the self as our refuge [atta-

sarana) should not be pressed into an affirmation of a transcendental

1 Ibid., p. 48. 2 MN. i. i4off.

SSmkhyakdrikd, 64. 4 Contrast Geiger, Dhamma, p. 79.
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reality, when a simple meaning insisting on self-help is so natural.

Nor again can we derive any argument from the assertion of Sari-

putta ^ in his divscnssions with Sati that the Tathagata is declared

neither to be the five aggregates nor different from them. That could

be inter[)reted simply and empirically without implication of the

transcendental. In the same way the famous doctrine of the burden-

bearer ^ does not carry us to the length of a transcendental self,

but merely shows the adaptation in Buddhism by certain schools

of the popular conception of the Jiva for the purj)Ose of explaining

the nature of transmigration. On the other hand, when we actually

have the phrase brahmahJnlta'^ we must recognize the adoption of

the conception of the identification of the Atman and the Brahman,
which is pure Brahminism, But that is an incidental, not central

doctrine, nor can we accept the assertion that to become divine

is our goal.

The doctrine of Nirvana as applied to the living clearly involves

no metaphysical implication of an absolute spirit, but that may be

conjectured from tlie attitude of the Buddha as reported in certain

cases where he does not refuse all illumination. In the conversation

between king Pasenadi and the nun Khema, while the question as to

the existence of the Tathagata after death is not answered, we learn

that the nature of the Tathagata is immeasurable, like the sands

of the (Tanges or the drops of water in the ocean. vSimilarly

vSariputta insists in discus.sion with Yamaka that the latter does

not understand the nature of the Tathagata and still less can he
make assertions regarding him after death. Again the simile from
lire ® offers possibility of another view of Nirvana. We may think

not of the absolute disappearance of fire, when fuel is burned out,

but of the return of the visible flame to the condition of potentiality

whence it has emerged through the presence of material conditions.

The fact that the Sveiasvutara Upanisad ^ has this idea permits us

to accept it as one easily to be adapted in Buddhist thought. But
we have no ground for ascribing this view to the Buddha himself.

In the Uddna again we find a declaration of the existence of

something, a sphere where the elements are not, nor infinity of space
or intelligence, nor perception nor absence of perception, neither

this world nor that, without motion or rest, death nor ])irth, without
stability, without procession, without a footing, which is the end
of sorrow.® Here we have no doubt a distinct reflexion of the ideal

of the Brahman, but it stands in no organic relation with the more

1 MN. i. 256ff.

4 vSN. iv. 374-
"

i. 13; Keith, op. cit., p. 66.

2 SN. Hi. 25.
^ SN. iii. loQfT.

« viii. 10,

Geiger, p. 78.
« MN. i. 487.
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characteristic side of the Buddhist philosophy, and it can hardly

seriously be suggested tliat the Udana preserves any early utterance

of the Buddha.^
Again it is difficult to accept the view - that for the Buddha

Dharma or righteousness is the driving principle of the universe.

We are assured that in it we have a pervasive principle which works
towards moral perfection, the ideal to which we finite individuals

contribute, each within his own limited sphere. The Buddha,
we learn, tells us that the universe is not indifferent to our ethical

striving. The central reality of Dharma backs us in our endeavours
to achieve a better than what is. There is a reality beyond the

empirical succession that responds to the confidence of those that

tnist it. But is there for this conception any real evidence? If

we are told ^ that the a])solute for the Buddha is the law of righteous-

ness, the meaning of history, the redemption of all creation, we
naturally seek confirmation of tliis conception in the texts. But
it can hardly be said that it is present therein, nor do we find Dharma
laid down as the driving princijde in the universe. It replaces in

part the Uixanisad idea of Brahman, which is normally without
any implication of driving power, and wdiich stands far above morality

which belongs to the empirical sphere only. The Dhammavipassaiia
involves insight into the causal sequence of the w^orld, but we are

told nothing of it as appreciation of righteousness. The point is

important, because it would have been a matter of the highest conse-

quence if the Buddha had really enthroned righteouvsness ^ as the

active x^rincijde in the universe. We find in the Mahayana school

the development of ideas of that kind as well as other divergent

conceptions, but in the texts relied ui)on as probably expressing the

early views of the Buddha liimself there is no such doctrine. The
most striking account ^ of Dharma as righteousness occurs simply

in respect of the position of the king, and it echoes the like doctrine

in the Brhaddranyaka Upanisad.^ If the Buddha had conceived

of true insight as the capacity to see all things as a manifestation

of righteousness in the universe, then the language used of him
might be accepted as just. But the term Dhammavipassaiia has

no such full meaning. It denotes only insight into things and their

^ Cf. Winternitz, (leschichte der ImliscJien JAtteraiur, ii. 66-8; B. C. haw, Pali

Literature, i. 41.
2 Sir S. Radhakrishuau, op. cit., pp. 371'f. ^ Ibid., p. 35.
^ For the real uses of Dhamma see Geiger, op. cit., pp. ()fl*. For the nature of

Nirvana see La Vallec Poussin, Melanges lAmssier, pp. 32Qff. He is hostile to the

view that the Buddhists accepted the Brahman doctrine.
5 AN. iii. I49f. See B, C. Law, op. cit., pp. 64, 65.
0 i. 4. 14.
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nature,^ and there is no hint in it, or in any of the canonical texts,

that the Buddha conceived of a universe in which the moral law stood

highest. We find in him no serious attempt to explain philosophi-

cally the principles of morality; instead his conception of morality

is merely of something ancillary to the attainment of true insight,

very much as it ranked in the Vedanta and in other philosophical

systems. Sir S. Radhakrishnan admits ^ that his conception of

l3hamma as the absolute reality was not sufficiently concrete for

practical puq)oses. Iti fact it suffered from the fundamental
difficulty that, as presented in the texts deemed to represent best

his personal views, the essential problem of giving a rational explana-

tion of human life is left unsolved. To judge from these texts, the

Buddha lacked full ai:)prGciation of anytliing save the mystic side

of man’s .spirit, and his tenets are devoted essentially to developing

that faculty in comparative indifference to the other puri^oses of

human life. It is not sui-prising that in its developments the Bud-
dhism which has made such large conquests over the hearts of men
has taken on very varying aspects, and has develoj^ed a much more
catholic outlook on life.

If we seek to ascribe to the Buddha any specifically new doctrine

characteristic of a master mind, we meet great difficulty. The
idea of causality in the field of moral action was apparent^ already

well developed in the Brahminical schools, and the explanations

suggested of the mode of ending transmigration are without cogent

character.^ The Buddha’s acceptance of transmigration was clearly

traditional and uncritical,^ and his inability to present a logical

mode of terminating it followed from his failure to subject the

conception to a rigid criticism. This fact accords well enough with

the view that he was an agnostic, as he is shown to have been by
certain early texts.

If we attempt to isolate the element in the Buddha’s teaching

which secured him success, it may be that we should find it in his

organization on sane lines of monastic communities, in which the

members were not asked to engage in asceticism carried to excesses,

but were afforded opportxmities for community life and taught to

achieve mental conditions of essentially attractive character by
systematic exercises destined to the sublimation of the mind.® If

this is the case, then the Buddha may justly take rank with the great

founders of religious communities, men of practical rather than
theoretical insight.

^ Geiger, op. cit., pp. 7, 71.
3 Ea Vallee Poussin, La morale Bouddhique, pp. 192!?.
* For some scholastic guesses see Poussin, p. 6,

I^a Vallee Poussin, op. cit., pp. 7iff.

2 Op. cit., p. 49.
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Another view, however, is possible, and not incompatible with
the preceding. The Buddha’s success may have been due to the
fact that he demanded faith and affection from his devotees, and
in return assured them of the certainty of paradise and ultimately

of Nirvana. That side of Buddhist doctrine seems to be as early as

any other aspect. Professor La Vallec Poussin ^ has justly insisted

on the early evidence of this doctrine in the Nikayas,- and it is

to pass over a vital aspect of the teaching of the Buddha to ignore,

as Sir S. Radhakrishnan docs, the fact that faith in the Buddha is

essential to salvation. If we accept the authority of the texts, we
must admit that the reverence shown to the Buddha was not, as

he suggests,^ the outcome merely of the respect felt for the teacher's

sympathy with humanity. We cannot overlook the fact that our
earliest records ^ show that the teachers of the faith were deeply
convinced of the superhuman character and attainments of the
Buddha, of the fact that he had revealed the way to immortality

and the end of misery, and that it was by accepting his teaching and
obeying his Dhanmia that men alone would achieve the end of the

unhappiness of transmigration. It is easy to see how powerful
his appeal could be, when to the laity, who had no desire to undertake
the pursuit of linal liberation through strict disciplines, he promised,

as does A.soka in due course, the joys of heaven through belief in

him and the following out of a simple moral code, while to those

more spiritually minded he gave assurance of the end of the unhappi-
ness bound up with empirical life. We may readily believe that the

historic Buddlia felt himself much more than a mere teacher among
others, and that he was as fully convinced as any of his hearers

that he was much more than a mere man. The doctrines of the

Mahayana are probably to be traced in large measure to an essential

aspect of the teachings of Gautama himself, and are not to be dis-

regarded as an accretion to a much simpler and more rational

belief in which religious devotion played no part. Sir vS.

Radhakrishnan himself recognizes ^ the complete error of T. H.
Huxley in conceiving the views of the Buddha as a rationalism,

and he admits the 'superstition' of the age. The truth is that

mankind in India and elsewhere strives after Gods, and that the

doctrines of the Buddha offered a faith which could, because it made
central faith in the Buddha himself, successfully rival the current

tendency to find salvation in devotion to Siva or Visnu or some

1 Op. cit., pp. xvi,

2 i. 142; DN. ii. 140; Dhatmnapada, 288.

^ Op. cit., p. 50.
* Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 27!!., 2o8ff.; Poussin, op. cit., p. 222.
® (?/>. «V., p. 35.
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other God. The efficacy of his teaching, on one side, we may ascribe

to its essential Imse in religions belief and to the fact that he offered

something superior to blind faith in deities, whose legendary histories

were by no means marked by strict morality. It is significant

of the character of his appeal that in Burma to-day members of the

legislature from time to time undertake monastic vows for the pur-
pose of acquiring religious merit, though they intend to resort shortly

to secular life, strengthened no doubt by their spiritual experience.

The doctrine of the Buddha attained a popularity denied to that of

the Vedanta because, unlike the latter, it presented the element of

faith from the outset as an essential part of the teaching, and we
have no reason to suggest that this demand for faith v^as not part of

its original character, and indeed of its very essence. With the idea

of the necessity of faith is closely bound up that of the grace of the

Buddha in consenting to teach, and already in the Mahavagga ^

the history of the conversion of Roja, the Malla, shows the Buddha
conceived as exercivsing the power of his spirit of friendship, Maitri,

to induce him to seek enlightenment at his hands.

We need not, therefore, hesitate to ascribe to the Buddha the

claim of being a master mind, but on grounds which are not those

as.serted by Sir S. Radhakrishnan.

vi. 36. 4. We have here the germ of Mahayuna conceptions



MATERIALS FOR A DHATUPATHA OF INDO-
ARYAN II

By S. M. Katrk

{Coniinned from Vol. IV, No. 4, p. 493)

31. y'ABUR

Sk. ahhra gatyariliah (Ks. i, 587; Cv. i, 190): abhrati errs or

wanders about.

Pa. iihhha gatiyam (Sd. 618) : ahhhati moves.

32. \/am

Sk. ama gatyddisu (Ks. i, 493; Cv. i, 155: gatau)\ ama roge

(Ks. X, 188): (imati goes; serves; sounds; fixes; is ])ernicious or

(\a\]gQXous\ — dmay({ii is alllicted or sick.

Pa. ama gamanc (I)lip. 228), ydfe (Dhm. 323)
:

galimhi (Sd. 662)

;

ama roga-gatddisu (Dlim. 846), rage (Sd. 1569): amati goes; amati,

amayati is sick or ill.

Pk. ama'i moves, goes; sounds; eats; afflicts; is afllicted;—cf.

ama gacedlsu (Vise. 3453), ama roge vd (Vise. 3354).

33. Vamb

Sk. (ibi sabde (Ks, i, 403; Cv. i, 402) : ambati goes; ambate sounds.

Pa. amba sadde (Dlip. 202), amba saddc ca assdde tdyane (Dhm.
287: V. I. abi), abi saddc (Sd. 610): ambati sounds; tastes; protects.

34. \/ambh

Sk. abhi sabde (Ks. i, 411) : ambhate sounds.

Pa. abhi Sadde (Sd. 625): ambhati sounds.

35.

Vay ^

Sk. aya gatau (Ks. i, 503; Cv. i, 424): ayate goes;—cf. y/i.

Pa. aya gamavaiiho (Dlip. 231), gatimhi (Dhm. 331), gatiyam

(Sd. 687): ayati moves; cf. ayanam going; road.

Pk. aya'i] cf. under 14.

1 Where possible I shall give the meanings found in the Nighantus (N.) and

in Yaska’s Nirukta (Y.) as recorded by Prof. Bruno lyiebich in his Materialien zum
Dhdtupdtha, Heidelberg, 1921. For this we have ayate gatikarmd N. II, 14.
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36. \/ARK

Sk. arka stavane (Ks. x, 102): arkayati, arkayate praises; heats;

—cf. arkah a ray, flash of lightning; see under \/arc below.

37. \/argh

Sk. arghir pujdydm (Ks. i. 776 a) : arghati is worth or of value,

deserves, merits;—cf. '\/arii below.

Pa. aggha agghane (Dhp. 32, Dhni. 39) ; agghati is worth, equals;

agghdpeti values.

Pk. agghai is worth, merits, deserves; also given as a dhv. for

^RAJ (He. 4, too) : shines, flashes.

38. \/arc ’

Sk. area pujdydm (Ks, i, 219; x, 266; Cv. i, 52)

:

draiti shines;

praises; honours; adorns; (exceptionally aredmahe)]—arcayat i,

arcayate causes to shine; honours, treats with respect.

Pa. acca pujdyam (Dhp. 27, Sd. 136), accane (Dhm. 54);

acca pujdyam (Dhp. 544, Dhm. 760, Sd. 1341) : accati honours, ])raises,

worships;

—

acceti honours, worships.

Pk. Amg. accei worships, honours.

39. ^/KR]

Sk. arja arjane (Ks. i, 242; Cv. i, 65); pratiyaine (Ks. x, 186):

arjati procures, acquires; arjate goes; stands linn; is of good health;

arjayati, arjayate obtains, procures, acquires.

Pa. ajja ajjane (Dhp. 73, Dhm. 87, Sd. 189);—cans, ajja

ajjane (Dhp. 548, Dhm. 769), patisajjane (Sd. 1358): ajjati gets,

obtains;

—

ajjeti, ajjayati (Sd.) acquires, gains; endeavours, exerts.

Pk. ajjal acquires, gains (He. 4, 108).

40.

>v/^RTH

Sk. artha upaydendydm (Ks. x, 357) ydcndydm (Cv. x, too):

arthayate desires, strives to obtain, wishes.

Pa. attha ydcane (Dhp. 583; Dhm. 815) ;
ydeandyam (Sd. 1471)

:

attheti requests,* atthayati (Sd. 1471), cf. patthayati; atthdpeti (denom.

of attha-), atthdpayati instructs about what is good or profitable.

Pk. Amg. atthayae seeks, desires, wishes.

arcati arcatikarma N. Ill, 14.
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41. a/ARD^

Sk. arda gatait ydcane ca (Ks. i, 56), gatau (Cv. i, 18): arda

himsaydm (Ks. x, 285) : ardati (Naigh. drdati) goes, moves
;
dissolves

;

hurts, torments; begs, asks for; a^ayali stirs up, shakes; torments;

kills, destroys, hurts.

Pa. adda gati-ydcanesu (Dhp. 157), ydcana-ydirddim (Dhm.

22/), galiyam ydcane ca (Sd. 441); adda himsdyam: addati moves;

begs; addiyati is worried or afflicted; feels \o2±h\\\g\- -addeti, adda-

yati (Sd. 441) torments, cf. addita- mfn. afflicted, pained; addanam
tormenting, disturbing.

Pk. Amg. addai, addei hurts, afflicts, injures.

42. \/arb

Sk. ayha gatau (Ks. i, 442; Cv. i, 143): arbati goes; hurts (see

\/arv below).

Pa. abba gamane (Dhm. 290), {gatiyam) hhhsdyam ca (Sd. 590),

gionbanc (Dhm. 294): ahbati moves, goes; hurts, kills; clusters.

43. y/ARV

Sk. ayva himsdydm (Ks. i, 615; Cv. i, 201): arvati hurts, kills.

Pa. ahbati, .sec under prec. ;—the root abbeti enjoys, feeds upon,

is artificial, created for explaining the word gandhabba (Ved. gandhar-

vd-).

44. VaRH

Sk. ayha pujdydm (Ks. i, 77O; x, 192; Cv. i, 258): drhati,

randy ayhafe : deserves, merits
;

is worth ; is able ;
arhayati honours

;

drhat deserving.

Pa. araha pujdydm (Dhp. 330; Dhm. 487; Sd. 1013); arahati

deserves, merits; is worthy of;—cf. arahant.

Pk. Amg. JM.N.Mg. arihai is worth, merits; Pk. aruhai (cf.

dvuhasi, ayuhamdna);—cf. Amg. JS. arahamta-, arihamta-. Pk.

aruhamta-

45.

a/al

Sk. ala bhfisana-parydpti-nivdranesu (Ks. i, 548): alaii adorns;

is able or competent; prevents (cf. dlam: dram hid. enough, suffi-

cient).

Pa. ala kalile (Dhm. 398), ali bandhane (Dhm. 402) ;
ala bhusane

(Sd. 761), *keci pan' ettha ala bhusana-pariydpana-vdranesu ti

1 ardati gatikarmd^. II, 14; ardayati Vadhakarmd N. II, 19.
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dhatuni pathanti* (Sd. p. 434, line 19-20 under root 761): alati

sounds, counts; binds; adorns; prevents, hinders.

46. AV ^

Sk. ava niksana-gati [Kdnlij-pnii-lrply-avagiuna-pmvesa-sra-

vana-svdmy-arllia-ydcana-kyiyecchddipiy-iivdpty-dlingana-himsdddna-

hhdga-vrddhisii (Ks. i, 631), mkscuie (Cv. i, 208): dvcili drives,

impels; promotes, favours; satisfies; accepts; leads to; likes;

protects, guards; governs;—cans, (only dvayaf, dvayas) consumes,

devours;—cf. dvah favour.

Pa. ava yakklmne (Dhp. 283; Dlim. 413), pdiane (Sd. 842):

avati protects.

Pk. Atng. avamtu (cf. ’^avat) let them protect.

47. Vas

Sk. [a] astl‘^ vydptaa (Ks. v, 18; Cv. v, 24): \cd. asnoli, Sk.

asnutc reaches, arrives; gains, obtains; visits; masters; offers;

enjoys; pemides, penetrates; accumulates.

—

{b) asa bliojane (Ks.

ix, 51; Cv. ix, 40): asndli eats, coiKsumes; dsayati cairses to eat,

feeds; dsanam eating, asandyd, asandyd f. hunger, asitd- infii. eaten,

asitf- an cater.

Pa. [a] asu vydpane (Sd. 1224): asimdli, asstt: pervades]--

(b) asa adane (Dhp. 292; Dlim. 430), asaii eats, enjoys ;—asahhnjane

(Dhp. 506; Sd. 1259), bhakkhanc (Dlim. 730): asajidti eats, consumes;
asndti, asndlu, etc.; *anhali, cf. anharndna'

Pk. anhai, anhdi eats, consumes; enjoys (:Pa. ^anliali)] {a)

asai, asae pervades.

—

(b) asai eats, consumes, enjoys.

48. Vas

Sk. asa!

I

(Ks. i, 934 b), asate goes, moves; shines; takes or

receives;

—

cf. \/as {a) below.

49 . -s/AS

Sk. («.) asa gaii-dtpiy-dddnesn (Ks. i, 934), gatau (Cv. i, 608):

asati, asate moves, goes; shines; receives, takes; —cf. as above.

(6) asa bhuvi (Ks. ii, 56; Cv. ii, 25): dsti is; exists; abides;

happens ;
becomes.

* avail gaiikarmdl^. II, 14.; avatcr gaiyarthasya Y.I. 17; avatir gatikarmdY

.

X,20.
“ ainnte, idat, data, duasc, dnat vydptikarmd N. II, 18; dUsah adhyc^andkarmd

N. Ill, 21.
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(c) asu ksepane (Ks. iv, 100 ;
Cv. iv, 49) : dsyati throws, casts

;

drives or frightens away; dsabam throwing, sending, a shot.

Pa. (a) asa (gatiyam) dily-dddnesii ca (Sd. 95O): aaali moves;
shines

;
receives.

{h) asa hhuvi (Dhp. 373, Dhm. 600): aithi, asi, asnii, anilii,

santi, smase, etc.
;
part. med. samdna.

(c) asa khcpane (Dhp. 453, Dhiii. 693); asa khcpe (vSd. 1189):

assali, nirassati, issdso, etc. in the sense of throwing, shooting,

casting.

Pk. {a) not recorded.

(b) alihi, assi, amsi, etc.; part. med. sanidna-,

(c) assai throws, cf. assa-, asa (Sh. dsydm mouth).

50. Vah

Sk. Chandasy- aha vydptau (Ks. v, 2()): alinoli pervades or

occupies.

Notes on Pali and Prakrit roots not given above.

Pa. acchati is, renivains, etc. : Pk. accha'i remains, sits, has been

compared to Sk. rcchali,^ and also to Sk. dsfc (cf. dsa iipavesane,

Sd. 973: dsati, acchati), but is more nearly related to Sk. dkseti,

see Turner, Nepali Dictionary, s.v. chanii.

Pa. atho pi anda andatthe (Dhm. 158): only to explain the

genesis of Pa. anda- egg. (Cf. Kaec-v 605 (Mind).)

Pa. anuvidkd anukaranc (vSd. 1148): aiin-vidhiyyati imitates;

ami-vidhi-yaii < anu-\-vidhd (i.e. vi-\-\/dhd). See under
\/dha below.

Pa. antardrati (v.l. santardrali) interrupts < deiiom. of anlara-,

cf. Sk. anlar-ayati comes between (through antdr and ayall). I'orni

given ill Kacc-v 441.

Pa. appoti, see under \/Ar below.

Pa. aticchati passes along: Amg. a'iccha'i, is after the analogy of

ati-gacchati:—gata-\ gacchati ita-: /cc/m//, cf. CPD., p. 80.

Pk. x\mg. anibddei, amhddi{y)a- anoints; rejects, despises;

reproaches, scolds. Cf. Sk. dmrdtah, dmrdtakah the liog-pum: Pa.

ambdiako, Pk. amhddaga-, ambddaya-, ^arhbdda-, whence denom.
ill the sense of sourness (cf. dmla-), acidity, acid speech, etc.; cf.

Konkahi nx. dmbadnl driving away, Marathi dmbadne to drive, beat.

1 Pischel §480.
2 Sec also his' Sanskrit akseii and Pali acchati in Modern Irido-Ar^ aii ’, Bull. S.O.S,

VIII, 193^), pp. 795-812, wherein he discusses the previous sug^estiDUs of the origin

of d^cch- (>Jsth(i-, Jgam-, y/i;-, as-, as-) as well, with full bibliogiaphical

indications.
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Pk. agghavat (He. 4, 169) as a dhv. for pwayati fills, ftilfils, cf.

agghavi{y)a- filled up, completed: Marathi avghd all, the whole,
dghd, dghvd all, entire, Kohkani nx. avghd all, whole; whatever.
Cf. Pk. itggha-vai (v.l. for above. He. 4, 169).

Pk. agghddai (dhv. for pmayati, He. 4, 169) fills; cf. Sk. lex.

dghrdia- satiated, dghvdnayn satiety, whence Pk. fulfilment, comple-
tion, filling.

Pk. atthdi, aithde, atthdamti, part, atthdamta- setting < Sk.

dstam Hi sets : Pa. attham-eti.

Pk. appdhai teaches
; advises, gives infonnation < Sk. d-prdrtha-

yaii, see Pischel § 286.

Pk. ahhhidat, cf. bhidai meets, has given rise to many words
in the modern Indo-Aryan languages, see Tiinier-N.D., s.v. bhirnii,

478 a 9-17; connected with I-A. Hhita-, *bhtia-, Hhiita-, and
'^bkeita-.

Pk. abbhuttai (dhv. for :indti, He. 4, 14; and for pra- V'dip-,
He. 4, 153) bathes; brightens. In the vSense of a bath, cf.

above and below; whence extension to polish,

brightness in the second dhv.
Pk. allaiy cf, o~allamti (dhv. for \/nam according to PvSM, p. 93)

is connected with ava+*calyate.

Pk. alllvai offers (dhv. for aypayati, He. 4, 39) < Sk. '^dlipati, sec

Pischel, §§ 196, 485.



THE DATE OF THE REBELLIONS OF TILANG AND
KAMPILA AGAINST SULTAN MUHAMMAD

BIN TUGHLAO-II

By N. Venkata Ramanayya

{Coniintied from p. 146)

The chronology of the rebellions which has been deduced from
the data furnished by contemporary writers such as Barni, Ibn
Battuta and Badr-i-Chach is corroborated by the account of Futuh-us-
Salathid a history of Mtissaliiian kings of India in Persian verse.

Isam)^, the author of this history, was a subject of 'Ala-tid-DIn

Hasan Bahman Shah, the founder of the Bahmani dynasty. He was
bom at Dehli about 1310 A.l). and at the age of sixteen, when
Sultan Muhainniad bin Tughlaq transferred his capital in 1327 A.D.
to Devgir, he was obliged, by the royal command, to migrate to that

city like the other citizens of Dehli. He lived at Devgir during the

next quarter of the century, when, after the establishment of the

Bahmani throne at Gulbtirga, he composed his history in 1349-50 A.D.
and dedicated it to his sovereign.*^ Isaniy was thus not only a

contemporary of Muhammad bin Tughlaq but an eye-witness to

several events of his reign, specially those pertaining to the history

of the Deccan. His Futuh-us-Salathi which was written during the

lifetime of Sultan Muhammad is the earliest account of the Sultan’s

reign that has come down to posterity, and it corroborates, corrects

and supplements the narratives of the conteniporar}^ as well as the

later historians. Isaniy s work is defective in certain respects. In

the first place, it gives very few dates. This may be attributed to

the lack of facility of incor])orating too many dates in a verse com-
position. Secondly, it does not give a comprehensive account of

the events of Sultan Muhammad’s reign. As I.samy’s object is to

describe the circumstances under which an independent kingdom

1 My thanks are due to the Vice-Chancellor of the Madras University for obtaining

the loan of a MS. of tliis work from India Office library, Eondon; and to Mr. A. S.

Usha, lyccturer in Persian, Madras University, who has first discovered and brought

the existence of the MS. to my notice, for not only initiating me into the mysteries of

Persian language and studying the work with me, but discussing several problems

connected with Deccan Mussalman history.

2 See for a further account of Tsamy’s family and life, Mr. A. S. Usha's l^dmy
Ndma (Preface). AOR, Vol. I, No. i.
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was established in Deccan, he either narrates briefly or alludes

merely to incidents having no bearing on the theme of his work.
Nevertheless, the value of his work cannot be easily over-estimated,

as it considerably enriches our knowledge of the history of the ex-

pansion of the Mussalman power in the Deccan during the fourteenth

centu^ry.

Isaniy narrates the principal events of Sultan Muhammad bin

Tughlaq's reign in the following order:

—

1. The accession of the Sultan Muhammad ShMi, son of

Tughlaq SliMi.

2. The story of the rebellion of Baha-ud-DIn Garshasp.

3. The marching of Ahmad Ayaz from Gujerat to

Daulatabad ; and his expedition against Garshasp.

4. The arrival of the Sultan at Daulatabad; despatch of

Ahmad Ayaz against Kampila; his sudden arrival at

Kumta.
5. The defeat of Kampila and Baha-ud-Din at Hosdurg and

the conquest of Hosdurg.

6. The flight of Baha-ud-Din Garshasp to the confines of

Dhorsamand and his capture.

7. The march of Sultan Muhammad SliMi bin Tughlaq Shah
from Daulatabad to Dehli and the celebration of a feast.

8. The march of Sultan Muhammad bin Tugilaq Shah to

Multan for overthrowing Kishli ^an; and his winning
of the victory.

g. The march of Sultan Muhammad ShMi bin Tughlaq Shah
from Multan to DepMpur and the arrival of news of

the slaying of Borah from Takhnauti.

10. The arrival of Sultan Muhammad Shall bin Tugilaq Shah
at Dehli after his victory over Kishli Khan, and his

rejoicing.

11. The beginning of the tyranny of Sultan Muhammad Shah
bin Tughlaq Shah in the city of Dehli

;
and the sending

of the people (of the city) to Devgir.

12. The mention of silver, copper, iron and leather (currency).

13. The arrival of Tarma Shirin in Hindustan.

14. The despatch of the army by Sultan Muhammad Shah bin

Tughlaq ShMi to the hill of Qarachal and the destruc-

tion of the people.

15. The rebellion of SyyiA Jalal in Ma’bar, and his secession

from the kingdom. The marching of Sultan Muham-
mad Sh^ bin Tughlaq Shah towards Tilang.

16. The rebellion of Shahu, Gulchandr, and Halajun in brief.
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17. The arrival of Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq Shah at

Dehli and the destruction of the remaining people.

18. The story of the rebellion of 'Ain-ud-Din ('Ain-ul-Mulk)

Mahru.

Tfj. The fighting of ’Ain-ud-Dhi with Muhammad Shah bin

Tu^laq Shah.

20. The rebellion of NUvSrat ^an in Bidar.

21. The leading of an expedition by Qutlugh ^an against the

army of Nu.srat ^an and Quthigh fail’s victory.

22. The coming of the intelligence of the rebellion of 'Ali Shah
to Sultan Muhammad Shah bin Tughlaq; and the des-

patch of troops from the city of Dehli.

2 j. The marching of Quthigh ^an from Devgir towards

Dharur an(l Bidar to overthrow 'AH Shah.

24. The defeat of ’Ali Shah at Dharur, and his standing siege

in the fort of Bidar.

25. 'Ali Shah begs for safety, and the capture of the fort

of Bidar.

26. The expedition of ^an-i-A’ 741111 Alap l^an, son of

Qutlugh ]^an, to Chandgadah, and his chastising the

rebels twice.

27. The arrival of the order of the Sultan to Qutlugh for

sending of the ])eople from Devgir to Dehli.

28. The march of Ala]) I^an towards Dehli and the arrival of

'Alim-ul-Mulk in Devgir.

29. The rebellion of Qiizi Jalal and Mubarak l^urram Mufti
ill the district of Baroda on account of injustice.

30. Sudden attack on Minibil at Baroda and his defeat.

31. The battle of Aziz jyiammar with the troops of Baroda
and the death of familiar in the fight.

32. The marching of the forces of Baroda to l^ambayat, and
the siege of ^^ambayat.

33,. The advance of Sultan Muhammad from Dehli towards
Gujerat.

34. The arrival of 'Alim-ul-Mulk at Bharoj and bringing of the

army out of the fort.

35. The arrival of the forces of Baroda at Bharoj and their

defeat.

3b. The rebellion of the people of Devgir against Sultan

Muhammad and seizing of the goveniment by Isma’il

Mukh.

37. The slaying of Ahmad Lachln and Qalt^h and the seizing

of the government by Sultan Nasir-ud-Diu Afghan.
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38. The coming of the news of the rebellion of the army of

Devgir to Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq Shah and his

expedition to Devgir.

39. The fighting of Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq Shah with
N^ir-ud-Din Afghan.

40. The retreat of Sultan Nasir-ud-Din and his standing the
siege ill the fort of Devgir.

41. The rebellion of Taghi in (kijerat and the return of Sultan
Muhammad bin Ttigblaq Shah.

42. Concerning the prisoners in the fort of Devgir; the

oppression of Jauhar ;
and the march of Sartlz towards

Gulburga.

43. The fighting of Zafar ]^ian with Sartlz
;
and the winning of

victory.

44. The destruction of the army of Sartlz and his death in the

fight.

45. The accession of ’Ala-nd-Din Wacl-Duniya Abiil-llu?affar

Bahman Shah.

It is needless to point out that this account of the principal

events of the reign of Muhammad bin Tiighlaq, as described by
Istoy, is far from complete. It ignores several important events

which profoundly affected the fortunes of the Dehli empire. Isamy
himself seems to have perceived the imperfect character of his

narrative
;
and in order to make amends, as it were, for the omission

of events unconnected with the establishment of the Bahmani
kingdom, he thus enumerates in order all the i^rincipal rebellions

which convulsed the empire in one of the sections in the concluding

part of his history

:

'During the reign of this unworthy monarch, whose promises

to any one are seldom kept, insurgents seized by force the

whole of India and tumult and confusion rose on all sides.

Audacious men lifted their heads in all places and in every

countiy there arose another king. Ma'bar became a seat

of separate govenimeiit. A Sayyid became king in that

place. Tilang having rebelled, the fort of Tilang (Warangal)

passed away from the hands of the Turks. An apostate

(from Islam) conquered the country of Kannad from Guty
as far as the boundary of Ma’bar. P'rom Kahram, Samana
together with the Punjab as well as the provinces of

Multan and Lahore were ruined. Families of pious mystics

were cruelly oppressed in that land. A king raised the

(royal) canopy in Lakhnauti and ascended the throne.

The whole of Tirhat and Gaur was devastated, men being
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struck by a wave of rebellion. Revolt spread throughout
Malwa, the whole of it excepting a few places being recap-

tured by the infidels. The whole country was seized by the
Hindus, the Mussalmans creeping into the forts (for protec-

tion) like the Hindus. In the while land of Gujerat rose

in rebellion, the infidels increased and the Mussalmans
decreased (in power). Wlien, at last, the oppression of the

king passed all limits, the country Marhat also turned

against him.' ^

Nine rebellions are mentioned in the foregoing passage, viz.,

those of (i) Ma'bar, (2) Tilang, (3) Kannad, (4) Kahram, Samana,
the Punjab, Lahore and Multan, (5) Lal^nauti, (6) Tirhat and
Gaur, (7) Malwa, (8) Gujerat, and (9) Marhat. Of these 2, 3, 5 and
6 are not described by Isamy in the body of his work; and only an
imperfect account is given of 4 in a short section. The events

connected with the other rebellions are narrated in detail. Nothing
is known of the rebellion of Tirhat and Gaur from other Muslim

Hama Hiud dar 'aliad in uabakar
Ki ’uhadash nashud ba kase p.aidar

Giriftaiid ahal-i-ta^balliib ba zor

Ha bar janibe khast aliau^a u shbr

Ba liar su dilere bar-avard sar

Ba liar kishware gaslit sliahe digar

Ba Ma'bar judagaiia sliud takbtgah
Shud aiija yake sayyide Padshah
Taniarrud guzida diyar-i-Tilang

Shud az dast-i-Turkan hisar-i-Tilang

Vake Murtadd ic[lim-i-Kannad girift

Zi Gutty u ta hadd-i-Ma’bar girift

Zi Kahram u samana bii Pancluib

Shud aqsay-i-Eahbr u Multan kharfib

Tabar-i-faqiran-i-pribit qadam
Dar an kishwar azarda shud az .sitam

Ba Lakhnauty andar yake Padshfili

Bar-avard chatr u bar-aniad bagah
Hama Tirhat u Gaur gaslita mawas
Zada mauj-i-baghi taniarrud banas
Hama Maluwa shud tamarudd giriiy

Girifta zi sar kufr juz chand jay

vShuda gabt Hindu khasan sarasar diyar

Musultnan chu Hindu khasan dar hisar

Ba-gashta hama mulk Gujarat ham
Dar u kufr afziin u Islam kam
Ham akhir chu jjulin-i-shah az hadd guzasht

Hama mulk-i-Marhat az u niz gasht.

Isamy : Futuh-us-Salatin.
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sources. Isamy^s statement is, however, corroborated by Vidyapati
who alludes to some of the incidents of this rebellion in one of the
stories of Purushapariksha

:

* Muhammad, the Yavana king of Hastinapura, had a fight

with a Kafar raja which resulted in the retreat of the

Muslim army. Thereupon, Muhammad called in the help
of certain warriors to prevent the retreat. In response to

this appeal, Narsingdeva of Karnataka kula and prince

Charchikadeva of Chauhaii kula came forward with offers

of help. Narsing killed the K^ar raja and sent his head
to Muhammad through Charchikadeva.' ^

The exact date of the outbreak of this rebellion cannot be
determined. Probably, it was an aftermath of Kakhr-ud-Din's
rebellion in Eastern Bengal. Though Isainy does not mention the

time of the outbreak of these rebellions he seems to have enumerated
them in the order of their occurrence. That he has described them
in their chronological order is made evident by the expression

'ham akhir’ which he makes use of in mentioning the outbreak of

rebellion in Marhat, the last on his list. Therefore, the temporal

sequence of the rebellions that are not described by Isamy in the

body of his work can be discovered without difficulty. Putting this

together with the events dcvscribed in the body of the work, the

principal rebellions of the reign of Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq
Shah seem to have broken out, according to Isamy, in the following

UlUCl .

1.

2 .

3.

4 -

5-

6 .

7 -

8 .

9 *

10.

11.

12.

13.

The rebellion of Baha-ud-Din Garshasp at Sagar.

,, Kishli Kffian at Multan.

,, Sayyid Jalal in Ma'bar.

Tilang.

,, an apostate from Islam in Kannad.

,, Kahram and Samana, Shahu at Multan,
and Halajun and Gulchandr at Eahore.

,, Lakhnauti.

,, Tirhat and Gaur.

,, 'Ain-ud-Din Mahru.

„ Nusrat Khan at Bidr.

,, 'Ali ShaE~Natthu

M QaJ^i Jalfil and Mubarak Khurram Mufti

at Baroda in Gujerat.

,, Malwa.

1 Ishwari Prasad: The Qarauna Turks : i, p. 38.
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14. The rebellion of the amirs Sadah (centurions) under the
leadership of Isma'il Mukh at Devgir in

Marhat.

15. „ Tagbi in Gujerat.

16. The accession of Sultan *Ala-ud-Din Hasan Bahman Shah
on 24 Rabi II, 747 A.H.

Although the order of the outbreak of the rebellions as shown
by this list is 011 the whole identical with that of the list at the end
of the previous section, they are not in complete agreement. They
differ from each other in three respects. In the first place, the
rebellion of Tirhat and Gaur, as noted already, does not find a place

in the previous list. Secondly, Isamy jumbles up the events con-

nected with the rebellions of Ivahore, Multan and Kahram and
Samaiia, reverses the order of their occurrence, and rolls them into

one. It is true that the insurrections in these places had occurred

about the same time; but that they had no connection with each
other is clearly shown by Bami and Ibn Ratuta. Isamy who was
living at Devgir in the Deccan did not probably obtain accurate

information about the happenings in Hindustan. Dastly, he des-

cribes the rebellions which had broken out during the Sultan's

sojourn at Sargdwari in an order which differs from that of Bami.
He places the reb(dlion of 'Ain-ul-Mulk, whom he calls 'Ain-ud-Din
Mahni, first; mentions the insurrections of Nusrat ^^an and 'Ali

Shah in the Deccan next
;
and ignores the outbreak of Nizam Main's

revolt at Kara altogether. It is rather difficult to detennine the
chronology of these three rebellions exactly, as the contemporary
authorities differ from one another. Barni, it may be remembered,
places 'Ain-ul-Mnlk’s rebellion last, but Ibn Batuta places it between
the rebellions of Nusrat ^an and 'Ali Shah. Which of these three

writers mentions these rebellions in their tme chronological order,

it is hard to find out. Nevertheless until some definite evidence is

brought to light, the order of Bami's account may be tentatively

accepted as correct, for, besides his memory, he must have had
access to the court archives to help him in the compilation of his

history. Batuta dictated his travels from his memory in 1355 A.D.
at the end of his journeys; though his memory was amazingly strong

as sho\vn by the accuracy of his accounj: in general, it appears to

have played him false occasionally
;
and Isamy lived in the Deccan

;

and he must have derived his information about the events of

Hindustan from second-hand sources. Probably he failed to observe

the exact chronological sequence of events which occurred within

the short duration of two years. As 'Ain-ul-Mulk's revolt was a
sequel to the Sultan’s desire to post him as the Viceroy of the Deccan
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in the place of Qntlugi ^an, it is reasonable to hold that it pre-

ceded the recall of the latter from the Deccan in 1344 A.D. as men-
tioned by Barni. With the exception of these deviations, there is

no difference between Isamy and other contemporary writers about
the order of the outbreak of rebellions during Muhammad Tugilaq's
reign.

Of the rebellions mentioned above, those of Tilang and Kampila
deserve further consideration, as they are invariably assigned by all

scholars to a very late date; notwithstanding the evidence of the
contemporary writers to the contraiy^ Barni, for instance, places

them about the middle of vSultaii Muhammad’s reign He mentions
them after the rebellions of Ma’bar, Multan, and Sannam and Samana
and before those of Kara, Bidar, Gulbnrga and Sargdwari. Then
he describes the arrival of the lOialifa’s representative at Dehli in

A.H. 744 (A.D. 1344), thereby indicating that all these insurrections

had taken place before that date. Isamy furnishes more precise

data. He states that the rebellions of Tilang and Kamiad had
broken out after the rebellions of Kishli ]^nin and Syyid Jalal,

and before those of the Hindus of Kahram, Samana, etc., Shahu at

Multan, Halajun at Lahore and Fakhra at Lakhnauti. The dates

of two of these rebellions, viz. those of Ma’bar and Lakhnauti are

definitely known by means of numismatic evidence. The former
took place in 1334-35 A.D. and the latter either in 1337 or 1339 ^ F).

As the rebellions of Tilang and Kampila (or Kannad) are placed

between those of Ma’bar and Lakhnauti, they must be referred to a

date between 1334-35 A.D. and 1337 or 1339 A.D.
Ferishta, however, assigns them, as noticed above, to A.H.

744 (A.D. 1344-45). Attention has alrea^ly been drawn to the faulty

character of this date. It may be ])ointed out in this connection

that the chronology adopted by Ferishta is not accurate. He is

always a few years in advance of the tnie chronology. The following

schedule indicates the extent of Ferishta’s deviations from the

accurate chronology of the peiiod :

—

Event.
Ferishta’s date.

A.H.
True date.

A.H.

The rebellion of Baha-ud-Din Garshasp 739 727
The rebellion of Syyid Jalal in Ma’bar 742 735
The rebellion of Malik Halajun in I^ahore 743 736
The rebellion of Fakhr-nd-Din in Bengal 742 739
The rebellion of Nizam Main at Kara 745 737-38
The rebellion of Nusrat Klian in Bidar 745 739-40
The rebellion of ’Ali Shah at Gulburga . . , 746

1

740
The rebellion of 'Ain-ul-Mulk at Sargdwari .

. | 747
1

740-41
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It is evident from this that Ferishta’s chronology is on an
average seven years in advance of the true chronology. It is not

unlikely that the date given by him to the rebellions of Tilang and
Kampila, whose genuineness is not above doubt, is similarly erro>

neons. Assuming the existence of the error, if the average seven

years are deducted from the date 744 A.H. given to the rebel-

lions, we arrive at 737 A.H. (1336-37 A.I).) as the year in which they

had actually broken out. As this is in total agreement with the

date suggested by chronological data hirnished by contemporary
historians, it may be accepted as the correct date of the outbreak of

these rebellions.





SCfNYA AND BRAHMAN

By Ashokanath Shastri

From the very ancient times, it has been urged by many a

scholar that the Buddhist conception of Sutiya is similar in many
respects to the Advaita conception of Brahman. The Sunya of the

Madhyamikas is not an absolute void, emptiness, non-being, non-

entity or non-existence as we are prompted to think of it at the very

first sight. It has been described in the Madhyamika-karikas of

Nagarjuiia as something which is neither real or existent, nor unreal

or non-existent, nor both, nor neither.^ Professors Th. vStcherbatsky

and Yamakami Sogen, following the traditional exposition prevalent

in China and Japan, assert that it is the fifth kind of existence

—

"the unique, undefinable (anirvacaniya) Essence of Being, the Onc-
without-a-Second

’

’ (Stcherbatsky)

.

In the Bhavddvaita doctrine,''^ ascribed to the celebrated Monist

teacher Avimuktatma Bhagavan (C. 9th century A.D.)—the author

of Istasicldhi,'* the destniction or removal of iiescienco (avidya-

nivrtti) at the time of P'inal Release (moksa) is described to be of a

similar type.^ Like the Sunya of the Madhyamikas, it is beyond

1 ‘Sunyam iti na vaktavyam asunyam iti va bhavet
Ubhayam nobhayam ceti '

—Ma(lliyaraika.sastra, p. 94.

Cf .
‘ Tattvani sadasadubhayaniibbayatmakacatiiskotivinirniiiktam

suuyam eva.'—Sarvadarsanasamgraha, A.S.S.Ud. P. ti.

2 Referred to in the Gaudabralimanandi (Laghucandrika) on Advaitasiddhi,

N.S.Kd., p. 885. Of coarse, Madhnsudana or Brahniaiianda does not accept this

view
—

‘ye tu paheamaprakaradipaksah, te tu mandabuddliivyiitpadanartha. iti’.

Advaitasiddhi, N.S.Ivd., p. 885.
3 The general idea is that the Bhavadvaita doctrine belongs to Mandana Misra

—

the author of Brahmasiddhi. But the quotations found in the Advaitabrahniasiddhi

and Siddhantalesasanigraha, prove the fact to be otherwise. Advaitabrahniasiddhi

attributes the doctrine to the author of Istasiddhi and others. Siddhantale.sasam-

graha, on the other hand, expres.sly states this doctrine to belong to Anandabodha-
carya. Citsukhi, too, maintains that this view does not belong to Lstasiddhikara

(vide, below).
^ ‘Uktaprakaracatustayottirnapaiicamaprakara iti. . . .Istasiddhikaradayah’.

Advaitabrahmasiddhi, Bib. Ind., pp. 201-2. ‘Uktaprakaiacatu^ayottirna pancama-

prakarety Anandabodhacaryah'.—S.b.S., Benares ed., p. 500. Appaya Diksita

says that according to Mandana, avidya-nivrtti is identical with Atman— ‘Keyara

avidya-nivrttih ? Atmaiveti Brahmasiddhikarah.'—S.Iy.S., pp. 497-8. The actual

quotation from Mandana's Brahmasiddhi is, however, found in Citsukhi, in which

ajnana-nivrtti is identified with Vidya or Brahma-jiiana
—

'Vidyaiva vadvaya santa
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the limits of all categorical assertions and is of the fifth kind. Wliile

according to the interi:)retation of Professors Stcherbatsky and

Yamakami Sogen, the Madhyamikas posit the ofinya (the principle

of Relativity “Some sort of unrestricted hyt)er-existence) as the

Essence of this iinh^erse (if any essence could be attributed at all),

the followers of the Bhavadvaita doctrine assert that the des^uction

of ignorance (which is also a fifth kind of predication like the Sunya)^

can never be the character of the world. So a distinct category of

existence which a(spears as the cause, has to be postulated. This

is Brahman.^
We feel, we should utter one word of caution here. So far as

Nagarjuna is concerned, it is diflicult to deduce any positivistic

Absolutism from his Karikas. He, on the contrary, emphatically

repudiates even the remotCvSt suggestion of an eternal eiititative

category and loses all ])atience with those who would hyi)ostatise

the iiinyata as an ultimate existence. In fact, all the predicates

used with reference to mnyatd are of a purely negative character and
can be used with equal facility of both Absolute Being and Absolute

Non-Being. It is exceedingly hazardous, therefore, to postulate an
Absolute of the nature of Brahman (which is undoubtedly Un-
restricted Existence) on the statements of Nagarjuna, which are

purely of a non-committal character.

The difference between the Sunya of the Madhyamikas and the
Brahman of the Advaitins, as interpreted^ by the two Russian and
Japanese savants, lies in the fact that the Sciiiya is mere unrestricted

tadaslamaya ucyate.' —Cit. N.>S.Kd., p. 3»Sn Citsukhi, following Maiidaiia and
Istasiddliikaia, identities ajnana-nivrtti with Atman when ib true nature is known
tot he enlightened person

—
‘Tasniad uti)aniiatniavijnanasya jhata atinaiva savilasa-

jhana-nivrttir iti sthitain’.

—

Ibid. p. 3S3. According to Citi.ukhi’s interpretation,

Istasiddhikara does not hold the view that ajhaiia-nivrtti is of the fifth type
;
on the

other hand, his view is that ajnana-nivrtti is eipiivalcnt to the object known or the
knowledge of the object. Citsukhi gives the actual quotation from Istasidrihi

—

' Juato'rthas tajjiiaptir va’jnanaly"nir" itis^siddhikarair adhidhaniri.’

—

Ibid,,

p. 381. Madhusudana vSarasvati holds the same view as that of Citsukhi
—

'Caraina
vrtyupalaksitasyatmano’jnanahaiiirupatv-at,’—Advaitasiddhi, N.S.Ed., p. 884.

1 As we ha\'e already seen that celebrated teachers like Mandana Misra, Cit-
sukhacarya. Madliusudana Sarasvati and a host of others unanimously reject this
position. Ill their opinion, Atman (i.e., Brahman) with its true nature known, or
Vidya (i.e., the Supreme knowlerlge of Brahman) is identical with the removal of
nescience (avidya-nivrtti). Though the author of Advaitabrahmasiddhi ascribes
this peculiar doctrine to the author of Istasiddhi, the quotation from Citsukhi proves
the fact to be otherwise. In the absence of a few more significant data, we should
like to leave the question open for the present. There is yet a third view, acording
to which it is indefinable (anirvacya) or false (mithya) like avidya itself.

2 Brahman also is calleil ^iiuya in Yogasvarodaya Brahmana and Mahopanisad— ounyaqi tu saccidanandam nihsabdabrahmasabditam.’
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existence
—

'the Essence of Being'/ while Brahman is Absolute

Being-Conscionsness- Bliss (Sacciclaiianda) . It is problematic whether
this unrestricted existence is of the nature of Consciousness or Self-

consciousness. so to say.

The line of demarcation that has been drawn in the foregoing

paragraph between the Sunyavada and the Monism of Sankara is

founded upon the exposition of Professors Steherbatsky and
Yamakami vSogen. We have not given our independent judgment
about the final philosophical position, which, we are tempted to

believe, is rather pure negativism. Our reason for this difference

of view lies in this that Nagarjuna has not himself left any statement

which can be interpreted as evidence of a positive ontological

principle. And if we are to lielieve Candrakirti to have inteq^reted

the position of Nagarjuna correctly, we also cannot refuse to arrive

at the conclusion that Nagarjuna promulgated a philosophy of

absolute negativism. iMoreover, the inteq)retati()n that liJis been
put upon the philosophy of Sunyavada in the orthodox schools of

the Brahmanas bears out the position indicated here. Sahkaracfxrya,

Ildayana, Vacaspati, v^riharsa, Yidyaranya and a host of other

Brahminical writers have all along believed and rejiresented the

philosoph}^ of Siinyavada as a denial of all ultimate existence, both

.subjective and objective, conscious and unconscious alike. Sriharsa

successful!}' ])rovcd that the whole oljjeetive world was a mysterious

appearance of which no logical explanation was possible, and this

is known as ‘ A nirvacaulyavdda — the iinixossibility of logical explana-

tion. The world-appearance, he argues, cannot be explained in

terms either of aught or of naught. If tlu‘ world were a jjure non-

entity, its appearance to a mind could not be explained, as a non-

entity like a hare’s horn or a barren woman’s son was never seen to

appear to a con scionsnCvSS. Nor can it be regarded as a real entity,

as it is seen to. be sublated by subsequent experience just like the

shell-silver. The silver is a non-entity no doubt, but subject to this

important (lualificatioii that though a non-entity in and by itself,

1 Prof. Stcherb*atsky calls it so; the full quotation is given above. Vide,

‘The Conception of Buddhist Nirvana', Th. Steherbatsky, Pli.D., pp. 47-48. ‘The
ideal state of absolute mirestricteclness . , . .

’—Yamakami Sogen, ‘ Systems of

Buddhistic Thought,’ p. 202, ' Unconditional, independent and absolutely

unrestricted. .’

—

Ibid, p. 209. It would not be out of place to point out here that

one school of Madhyamikas, however, attribute the a.spect of conscioixsness also to

the §unya
—

'Kevalam samvidam .svasthrim manyante madhyamah punah’.

—

Sarvadarsana-satpgraha, A.S.S., p. ig, quoted from Vivekavilasa, VIII. 273. ‘Kecit

tu madhyaipikah sva.sthain jnanam ahuh manyante bata madhyamah
krtadhiyah svasthain param Satpvidam’.—Saddarsanasamuccaya of Haribhadra

with Gunaratna’s Tarkarahasyadipika, p. ’47. The same quotation is found

verbatim in the Prameyaratnako^a of Candraprabhasuri, p. 73,
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it vSomehow a])pears, which distitiguishes it from pure non-entity

(alika) like a l^arren woman's son. So a new term had to be coined

to describe these facts, viz., niithydtva (or falsity) as opposed to

pure iioii-eiitities, which are never amenable to direct perception.^

Sriharsa is accused by a hypothetical or an actual opponent of preach-
ing a philosophy of absolute negativism for his explaining away the
whole world as an illogical appearance and he was ridiculed as an
advocate of absolute nihilism like the Madhyamikas. He explains

the fundamental difference of Vedaiitic Absolutism from the
v^unyavada in the following terms:

The Ihuldhist nihilist, he observes, l)elieves the whole order
of existence including consciousness as an irrational

aj)i)earance, but the Vedantist maintains that Con-
sciousness as an ultimate fact cannot be denied without
self-contradiction

Anandapurna observes that the T3uddhivSt regards consciousness
as always rc'lative to an object and the two are inseparable and
indistinguishable. In fact, the Buddhist here takes up the position
of the sul.)jective idealist who holds that awareness and its object are
identical and arguc'S that when the object of awareness is an unreal
fiction, the awareness, too, cannot but be unreal, as two identical
things cannot have opposed characteristics. The Vedantist here
joins issue and points out that the relation of object and awareness
is not one of real identity, but of illusory identity, or rather one that
cannot be descril)ed in terms of identity or of difference alike. The
relation is a false relation and so the identity also is false. It would
be height of unreason to argue into the falsity of Consciousness on
the basis of this feilse identity. Vidyaranya has made a very strong
case in favour of the eternal existence of Consciousness as an ultimate
fact. You can deny anything, says Vidyaranya, but not Conscious-
ness, because a successful denial of Consciousness is itself possible
if you are conscious of it. So Conscioirsness is ultimately undeniable.^

^ ‘ Yadasad bhasamanaiii tiui iiiitliya . .

’—Paucadasi, II. 70.
baugatabiahiiiavadiiior ayani visc^) yad adiitiah sarv'ain cvanirvacaniyaiii

varnayati vijiianavyatiriktainpunar idam visvaip sadasadbhyam vilak§.inaiii
brahtua\'admah saiigiraute. .

.. ’—Sriharsa, Khaiidanakhaiidakhadya, Chowkhamba
vS.vS. p., 1J5.

'vSaun^edanatu ca saipvedpvyatirekena nopalabhyate, ato na svatantram
ityadi) auktikabuddhya vivicyaiiiaiiauain jhaiiaiiani jueyanani ca svarupatii

nayagamyate. jrie3;eiia iLaiiasya uirupanat, jhanena ca jheyasya nirupanat naikam
api paramaithain’—Anandapurna, Vidyasagari, Chow. S.S,, p. 126.

4 'Sarvabadhe ua kihcic ced yau na kincit tad eva tat I

Bhasa evatra bhidyauto uirbadham tavad asti hi ’—Pah. HI. 31.
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The Ultimate Reality is held to be of the nature of Absolute
Existence, Absolute Consciousness and Absolute Bliss or Joy. It

may be urged that this Ultimate Reality may be mere existence and
not Consciousness. But this will lead to an absurdity. An existence

which is not Consciousness has no evidence in its favour. Conscious-

ness is independent of foreign evidence, because it is self-revealing

(svaprakasa). If the Ultimate Existence be dependent upon a
Consciousness different from itself, it would be found to be on the

level of the material world, which Vedanta proves to be an irrational

and illogical appearance, with no logical validity in it. vSo the
Ultimate Reality cannot be unconscious. Now, it may be further

argued,
—

‘let it be Consciousness alone, why do you insist that it

must be an existence ?
' N 0 ;

if Consciousness is not an existence, it

will be non-existence and hence mere void (sunya) . So the Ultimate
Reality must be Existence and Consciousness both at once. And
the nature of Bliss is a matter of direct experience—after all, it is

the dearest of all,—the only thing a man cares to preserve and all

other things are prized or hated only as they are supj)osed to be
serviceable or hostile to one’s own Self—which is Consciousness and
existent Consciousness at that. We see that the exposition of the

Ultimate Category as an unrestricted existence alone is not logically

sound, as an Ultimate Existence is self-contradictory unless it is

held to be identical with Consciousness. We find, however, in some
Jaina works (referred to before) that a class of Madliyamikas believed

the Ultimate Reality to be a self-existent Consciousness and this

position is undoubtedly sounder than that of the Russian and the

Japanese savants. But this, too, would be an imperfect reality

without the element of joy in it and Vedanta supplies the lacuna. It

is a pity that the Absolute of Vedanta has been grossly misunder-

stood in some quarters and people have failed to note the philo-

sophical importance of the aspect of dnanda (Bliss or Joy). But
for this the existence of the world would be intolerable. Nay the

Absolute would be the most miserable Being, imprisoned within Its

own existence, which has, however, no charm for It. A feelingless

and unconscious existence would be preferable to this. So Vedanta
declares that It is full in Itself—^full of Joy, nay. Fullness of Joy

—

the plenum of Existence, Consciousness and Joy. Without Joy It

would fall short of Fullness and hence would not be the Absolute.

Ill spite of these differences, the Bauddha view, however, seems

to approach very near the Advaita position. For even in this

Bauddha view, this world of experience is said to be of a purely

illusory nature (samvrta). Nag^una, the author of the Madhya-
mika-karikas, affirms that even Lord Buddha himself did recognize

two different kinds of truth :

—
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(a) Transcendent absolute truth (paramartha satya)

;

and (6) relative, conditional, conventional, empirical or pragmatic

truth (samvrta satya).

The Advaitins, too, urge the phenomenality of the world at every

step in their arguments. Had the world been a transformation of a

real caiuse, the position of the Madhyamikas would have been

untenable. For then the product also would have been taken as

real and not empirical. The drift of our discussion only points out

that the Vivarta theory is forced upon the Madhyamikas, if only

SCinya is regarded as conscious and joyful also. For it is

Consciousness alone that can be concealed by the veiling power

of nescience. Perhaps with this object in view, one school of the

Madliyainikas lias describeil the Simya as of the nature of pure

consciousness as already referred to in the preceding pages.

Sphota and Brahman

The doctrine of illusory or apparent creation is found to be
fully discn.ssed in the Vakyapadiya of Bhartrhari, the celebrated

exponent of the Paiiinean school of Grammarians also. They
generally advocate the theory of Sphota or super-subtle Word-
Essence. The indeterminate and indivisible essence of Word is the

Sphota. vSphota (i.e., sahda in its ultimate and nnmanifested essence)

appears to be the cause of the material world (artha), from which
it is non-different

;
and out of it the entire world-process evolves.^

In the opinion of the Grammarians, Sphota appears to be the cause
of the world. It is super-subtle like the Brahman of the Monists;

and so it cannot possibly transform itself into the form of this gross

world. It is only taken to appear as the product. So the position

of the Grammarians appears to be similar to that of the Vedantic
Monists, so far as the question of causation is concerned and the
systems also seem to agree in their resi>ective conceptions of

Brahman and Sphota as spnitual in nature. Bhartrhari and his

commentators emphasize the spiritual nature of Sphota, which is

also described as Brahman, eternal and imperishable. The creation
of the inultiform world takes place by a process of differentiation in

the indivisible essence of Sabda Brahman into a word and a sense

—

I ‘Aiiridinidhanani brahma .sabdatattvain yad aksaram
1

Vivartate’rthabhavena prakriya jagato yatah
jj

'

—Vakyapadiya, I. i.

By using the expression ‘vivartate’ Bhartrhari explicitly states that matter is

the vivarta of the super-subtle V^’ord-essence.
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tholigh the two are one in nature. The differentiation is rather
illusory so far as the identit}^ of Brahman is concerned.^

In introducing his philosophy of Sphota, Bhartrhari has described

it as existent with the help of the expression
—

‘without origin and
annihilation', and as omnipresent by the term * brahma''^. But as

we have already stated above, the theory of illusory or apparent
causation (Vivartavada) is possible only if the veiling power of

nescience is accepted. In the Monistic system, Brahman, though
non-related, appears to be so by the oi)eration of the veiling power of

avidyd, and thereby appears as the world. Again, in the opinion of

the Monists, Consciousness alone can be covered up by nescience. If

the Sphota, on the other hand, be unconscious, it cannot be regarded

as concealed and cannot, therefore, be regarded as only appearing as

matter in the manner already explained. Madliava has also regarded

vSphota as conscious and spiritual in nature, and the universe as an
ilhisory appearance superimposed on it. If that be the real position

of the Grammarians, there seems to be very little difference between
Advaitavada and ^abdabrahmavada. Jayanta, too, sees no dif-

ference, if the Sphota, he observes, be looked upon as a conscious

principle, as found in the Upanisads^.

If the interpretation of the later commentators can be accepted

as tnily representing the original philosophy of Bhartrhari, then

also we do not find any material difference between the two positions

—Vedantic Monism and that of the Grammarians. The question is

raised,—how can there be related to Pure Consciousness (which

Sabda Brahman is by itself)—a second principle, viz., ignorance?

The answer is given—yes; there can be no real relation, biit one is

assumed on the evidence of ego-consciousness and the like to function

upon Consciousness. And in reality the cause of all effects is avidyd

or ignorance alone.*

1 ‘
. nirvibhagah sabdartliamayo bodliasvabhavah sabdah sphotalaksana

eva vakyam'—Punyaraja's commentary on the Vakyapadiya, p. 71.

2 ‘AnMinidhanapadanivedita vastusatta nityatvam brahmapadapratipaditaqi

ca vyapitvam.’—Nyayamanjari, V.S.S., p. 531.
3 ‘Acetanatvena sabdasya Isvarasyeva srastrtvanupapatteh’—Nyayamanjari,

V.S.S., p. 535. Also
—

'Atha vijhanam anandam brahmety agamavacanam anusarata

vibhutvam iva cetanatvam api ^bdabrahmano varnyate, tarhi Isvarasyaiva sabda-

brahmeti nama krtaiii syat '—Ibid., pp. 535-6.

^ Vaiyakaranasiddhantamanjusa of Nagesa Bhatta with the commentary
Kunjika by Durbalacarya, Chow. vS.S., p. 393.





CENTRAL ORGANIZATION OF THE EARLY TURKISH
EMPIRE OF DELHI—II

By Aziz Ahmad

The Imperial Council (Majlis-i-Khas)

A strong family likeness marks the administrative organization

of all the autocratic States. The central goveniment of India in

those days was modelled on the lines of the ‘monarchies of Persia*,^

which were, in their turn, ‘deeply influenced by the Roman con-

ceptions of government and law'. Many resemblances are, therefore,

noticed between the governments of the Roman Emperors and the

Sultans of Delhi.

The Sultan was the final executive authority for all State-affairs.

Yet, in obedience to the time-honoured custom, he summoned a
council of the highest officers and allies (Majlis-i-Khas) to discuss the

more iny^ortaiit problems such as executive, legislative and financial.

The council had no constitutional or legal powers
;
but was merely a

consultative body and its meetings were held in secret. Nobody
could attend it as a matter of right

;
the Emperor summoned whomso-

ever he liked. Nevertheless it was a thing of reality, and indirectly

held in check the great ix)wers of the autocrat. The Sultan was
bound to act according to its unanimous verdict on a certain question,

and its joint advice went a great way in moulding the policy of the

Emperor. A monarch, who kept matters confidentially, was
naturally looked upon with an eye of suspicion.

Side by side, there was another council called Majlis-i-Khilwat *

(Privy Council) to which only the most tmsted officials and servants

were invited. The four ministers generally attended, and informed

the Sultan about the affairs of their respective departments. The
Sultan took a keen interest in such matters as affected the welfare

of the subjects and prosperity of the empire.

The Sultan frequently held Majlis-i~Aish ® (Convivial Assembly),

to which persons of his taste were alone invited. Here the Sultan

1 Zia Berni-Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi, p. 26.

2 It is different from the Majlis-i-Khas as described above. Mr. Makhdoomi
(Journal of Indian History, Madras, April 1935, p. 97) confuses the Majlis-i-Khilwat

with Majlis-i-Khas.
3 Mr. Makhdoomi in the same articles (p. 98) holds that ‘ in the Bar-i-Am the

king also indulged in seeing elephant fights, falcon flying, and even reviewed the

army ’—which is quite incorrect. It was in the Majlis-i-A ish that the Sultan indulged
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indulged in luxury and amusements, and witnessed games such as

ele])luint tight, falcon flying and wrestling matches. Such royal

festivities were arranged and supervised by the Barbak (Master of

Ceremonies) or Amir-i-Majlis ^ (Lord of Assembly). The minor

officers and servants attached to the assembly were as follows:

—

Kluisa-day^ (personal attendant),

Saq-i-KJias ^ (personal cup-bearer),

Tasht-dar (keeper of royal basin),

Sharah-dar ^ (keeper of drinkables),

Jama-dar ® (keeper of the royal robe),

Dawat-dar'^ (keeper of writing case),

CJiashnigir^ (controller of the royal kitchen),

Naih-i-Cliashnigir^ (assistant controller),

Shohi-dar (keeper of the torch),

Y’uzhan (keeper of the hunting leopards),

Bazdar (falconer),

SaY-i-Chalr dar (head of the State canopy bearers),

Bchla-dar (bearer of the royal purse),

Mchtar-i-Farrash (chief of carpet spreaders), and
Mussallidar (keeper of the royal carpet for saying prayers).

The Imperial Court [Majlis-i-Am or Bar-i-am)

Majlis-i-Am was radically different from the Imperial Council.

It was a public Court and not a consultative or private assembly.

It was the highest administrative organ, where the Sultan transacted

all the business of the State. The Eni])eror sat upon the throne

with an air of dignity and authority. .Red and black canopies were
together regarded as an insignia of royedty and 'elephants’ and
nanhat (beating of drums) were the exclusive privileges of the
Emperor. The name of the sovereign was read in the Khntha and

The same »viiter further mentions no such assembly asin such amusements.
Majlis-i-A ish.

1 Taba(iat i-Nasiri, pp. 2j8, 239.
^ Ibid., pp. 250, 251. 4 Ibid., p, 254.
6 Ibid., pp. 256, 257. 7

« Ibid., p. 261. Ibid.

Ibid. Ibid., p, 251.

Ibid., pp. 254, 255. ifnd.

Zia Beriii Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi, p. 30.
17 Sultan Nasir-ud-Din had two canopies—black and the other red—see Tabaqat-

i-Nasiri, p. 318. The standards of Iltutmish w'ere black and red—Tabaqat-i-Nasiri,

2 Ibid., p. 282.

Ibid., p. 268.

« Ibid., p. 242.
11 Ibid., pp. 248, 249.

P- 179 -

1® ‘Naubat' does not mean ‘music’ as Mr. Makhdoomi writes (see Journal of
Indian History, April 1935, p. 99).
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inscribed on the coinage. Green or red canopies and robes of honour ^

were bestowed upon the Maliks and Amirs as a token of personal

distinction.

The Kmperor sat upon the throne on a high-raised platform.

Behind him stood a body-guard of slaves with drawn swords, police-

officer, head-executioner, royal purse-bearer, commander of forces,

sergeants, head-swordsmen, wrestlers, and lastly horses and elephants

glorifying the right and left wings of the army.^ In front of the

throne stood the Amir-i-Hajih (Ivord Chamberlain) who maintained
law and order in the Court. The Amir-i-Hajih was assisted by Naib-i-

Amir-i-IIajib ^ (Deputy to Lord Chamberlain) and an army of

chamberlains called Hujjahs, Malik-ul-IIujjab or Amir-ul-Hujjab

(head of the chamberlains),^ Hajib-ul Hujjab (chief of the cham-
berlains), and Ulgh-i-Khas-i-Hajib (the chief royal chamberlain).'^

The ceremonies of the Court were ‘humiliating and servile'.

Sijdah (prostration) and Nazar (an offer to the Sultan) were regarded

as essentials of eti{piette. Access to the Sultan was generally

granted and every one was allowed to la}^ his application in person

before the vSultan through the Amir-i-Hajib. The programme of the

day was drawn up beforehand, yet the sittings of the Court were

long and tiresome. The vSultan sat as a chief Judge, decided cases

and reviewed appeals from the Qazis’ Court. He further received

envoys, granted interviews to governors, Raes, Ranas, princes,

Muqaddams ® (head villagenien) and other officials, and transacted

all the business of the State. Amir-i-Hajib read out the application

to the vSultan for his verdict, and then the Mohar-dar (Keeper of the

Royal Seal) lixed the seal on the royal orders. The applications

were ultimately handed over to the different Dabirs (Secretaries) for

their final disposal. In criminal cases, the judgment was enforced

there and then by a number of Jallads (Executioners). Provincial

administration was, however, separately dealt by the various

Ministries.

1 Rukn-ud-Din Firoz Shah was granted the fief of Badaun along with a green

canopy. Malik Tughril-i-Tughan Khan was dignified with a canopy of State and a

standard in the reign of Sultan Raziyya—sec Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, pp. 182 and 243.

Sultan Alaud-Din Masud Shah despatched a red canopy and a robe of honour to

Malik Tughril-i-Tughaii Khan—see Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, p. 199.

2 Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi of Zia Berni, p. 30.

3 Malik Taj-ud-DinSanjar-i-Tez Khan was Ainir-i-Hajib in the reign of Sultan

Nasir-ud-Din—see Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, p. 260.

* Alaud-Din Ayaz Guzjani was appointed Malik-ul-Hujjab or Amir-ul-Hujjab—

see Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, p. 293.
6 Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, p. 302.

® Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi of Zia Berni, p. 31.
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The Regent

An extraordinary office of Naib-ul-Mulk or Malik Naih (Regent)

was created on special occasions either on account of the minority

of the monarch or his weakness. The Regent stood in the Emperor's

])lace, and carried on the government on behalf of the Sultan. He
was, in fact, above the ministers, and his position was greater than

that of any other servant of the crown. Being a representative of

the Sultan, he stood for his royalty; while the highest civil officer was
the Vizier. The office of Regent, however, proved a great menace
to the personal security of its holder as well as to the integrity of

the empire. The high position of the Naib, on the one hand,

provoked bitter enmity on the part of other officers, while, on the

other hand, it incited the Regent to aspire for the throne.

The Regent always struggled for political sui^remacy, and his

mismanagement and cruel administration was often responsible for

the spread of a general revolt in the empire. Shah-Turkaii, the

mother of Sultan Raknud-Din, acted as his Regent, and assumed the

charge of government. She was, however, put to death for her acts

of barbarity. The Maliks elected Muizud-Din Behrani Shah on the

condition that jMalik Ikhtiar-ud-Din Aetkin would act as his Regent.

He avSsumed triple naubut, and .stationed an elephant before his gate
—a set of special privileges, which the sovereign alone could enjoy
ill those dayvS—for which he lost his head.^ Qutbud-I)in, son of Ali

Ghori, was appointed Naib-ul-Mnlk to Sultan Alaud-Din Masud
Shah.2 Again, Sultan Nasir-ud-Din found himself unequal to the
task of government

;
he, therefore, made Balban his Naib.^ Malik

Nizam-ud-Din was the Regent of Sultan Muizud-Din Kaiqabad,^
and he aspired for the throne at the cost jf his neck. Shamsud-Din
Kaikaus had Shaista Khan as his Naih.^ It is obvious from the
above that only weak rulers had Regents to carry on the government,
while the strong sovereigns like Qutbud-Din, Iltutmish, Razivya and
Balban kept no such office under their charge.

The four Ministries

In accordance with a well-established principle as borrowed from
Persia, the Sultan was assisted in his executive work by a cabinet of
four ministers. There were five principal departments under
Mahmud of Ghazna

—

Dman-i-Wizarat (Finance Department), Diwan-
i-Arz (Mlitary) Diwan4-Risalat (Correspondence), Diwan-i-Vikalat

1 Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, p. 1S2.
8 Ibid., p. 198.
• Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi of Zia Bemi, p. 131.

2 Ibid., p. 192.
* Ibid., p. 294.
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or Wakalat (Household Department)/ and Diwan-i- Shughl-i-Ishraf-i-

Mamlukat (Secret Service Department). The central government
of India was divided into several departments, the heads of four
of which enjoyed the status of ministers. Under the direct

supervision of the Emperor the business of the State was carried on
by the four traditional ministries^

—

Diwan-i-Wizarat (Revenue or
Finance), Diwan-i-Arz (Military), Diwan4-Insha^ (Local Govern-
ment), and Diwan-i-Risalat ^ (Ministry of Appeals). Bughra Khan,
while advising his son, said, *Do not fail to forma cabinet of four minis-

ters, the pillars of the State'’, and discuss all the confidential secrets

of the State in the presence of all the four. Though the rank of the
Vizier is higher, but you should not allow any of them to predominate
over the other*. Each ministry was under the charge of a minister

(Sahib-i-Dman) and a deputy minister (Naib-i-Diwan).^ The powers
and functions of these ministers widely differed at different times.

The procedure of work also changed, and along with it, their duties

were also transferred from one to another. However, much depended
upon the personality of the Emperor and the character of ministers.

A confidant of the vSultan like Nizam-ud-Din the Dad-hak could
easily be entrusted with tlie powers of a Regent, while an active and
powerful sovereign like Balban regarded the ministers as mere
executive officers to carry out his orders.

^ ‘Mahmud of Ghazna' by Dr. Nazim, p. 130.

2 Not the ‘Department of Correspondence' as Mr. Makhdoomi states—see

Journal of Indian History, Madras, April 1935, p. loi.
3 Not ‘Diwan-i-Riyasat', which does not seem to possess a high status and as

such should not be reckoned among the four ministries—see ‘Third Oriental Con-

ference, Madras’, 1924, p. 313. Even in the reign of vSultan Alaud-Din Khilji,

Diwan-i-Riyasat (Ministry of Markets) is not mentioned among the four

ministries—see Berni, pp. 153, 337, 374.
4 It i.s incorrect to say that a ministry was under the minister (Diwan or Naih-i~

Diwan) and that there was no deputy minister. Sultan Ghias-ud-Din Tughlaq

appointed Bahaud-Din as Ariz and Malik Taj-ud-Din as Naib-i-Ariz—see Berni’s

Tarikh-i-Firoz Shahi, p. 428. Again, when Khusro Khan was the Vizier of Mubarak
Khilji, FazluUah and Mughis-ud-Din acted as his Naib-i-Vizier (Berni, Tarikh-i-

Firoz Shahi, p. 379).





THE VEDAS AND ADHYATMA TRADITION

By Vasudeva S. Aorawaea

It is now high time for Vedic scholars to realize, if tbey would
redeem Vedic studies from stagnation, that the orthodox and tradi-

tional interpretation of the Vedas is essentially ddhyatmic. The
Brahmana writers of old look upon the vedas as documents of

spiritual culture. Modern scholars no doubt have spent iiiiinite

labour on handling the texts and inteq^reting them, but they were
circumscribed in their scope mostty to sifting antiquarian material

which had only by chance become incorporated in these works.

Where the interpretation of Vedic thought confronts them with diffi-

culty the language of the hymns is declared to be obscure, and most
of the mystical expressions are taken to be incoherent on account of

the imperfect understanding of the grammar of philosophic ideas

behind them. There is only one solution to this difficulty. We
should now begin to study more closely the explanations of the

mystical Vedic termiiiolog}^ offered in the indigenous literature,

specially the Brahmanas and the Aranyakas, which are replete with
interpretational material that has remained useless in the absence
of the Adhydtmavid School of Vedic inteq)reters. Unfortunately

there_are many today who could claim to represent the Aitahasikas

and Akhyanavidas of Yaska, but very few who could say that they
are carrying on the torch of the Adhyatma-vidas referred to in the

Nirukta. The Asyavamiya silkfa of the Rigveda (I. 164) is a case in

point. No rational explanation of this highly philosophic hymn
has yet been offered. Even what little vSayana did in that way has

been treated with indifference. This hymn offers little in the way
of the material aspect of culture, but its imi)ortance for the eluci-

dation of Aryan thought in respect of the philosophy of soul and
the theory of creation cannot be over-estimated. For example,
the oft-quoted verse 46 emphatically si:ieaks of the one Supreme
Spirit' occupying the centre of all pantheistic concei^tion:

^ wsTT ^r^-

ft}-W I

i.e., Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni, Ganitma Suparna, Yama, Matarisva,

these are some of the names the sages apply to the One, The
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Bdlakhilya hymn in the eighth Mandala of the Rigveda re-echoes

the same idea

:

‘ The One has modified as the All.’

The One is the central entity, the object of all knowledge.

Ill the recognition of this fact lies the paramount truth of Vedic

metaphysics

:

^ s.Tif^^tsrt n

Rig. I. 164. 39.

‘ In the highest Aksliara is the source of the Riks
;

there

do all the Gods reside. Wlio know not Him of what use to them
the Riks! But who know Him, theirs is the glory to .sit in .synods.'

Esoteric knowledge is extolled here in the most emphatic style.

The belief in the fundamental unity of Vedic knowledge reverberates

through the Upanishads and the Gita:

Katha Up., II. 15; Gita, VUI. ii.

The highest entity, designated Om is said to be the object of

profound religious meditation
Yaska is emphatic in censuring bookish learning in which there

is no attempt to probe into deeper mysteries of meaning. ‘ Dense as

a block and a mere load-bearer is he who reads the texts without
comprehending the secret meaning. But hapj>y is he before whom
the sense lies revealed, he of purified soul certainly attains to heavenly
bliss.' The author of the Sahkliayana Aranyaka is even more
severe in his castigation of him who fails to realize the ddkydtmic
truth behind the words of the texts. The particular portion of the
book enunciating this point of view is called the Veda-4ira Upanishad.
It says : He who reads the Veda without understanding that secret

which is the crown of the Riks, summit of the Yajus, head of the
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Samans and cranium of the Atharvans is nescient, he is like a trunk
with head detached.

Sahkli. Aranyaka, XIV. i.

It imparts to the ddhydtmic point of view its true position as

the essence of the Trayt doctrine. Kalidasa, whose works of genius

were inspired by the best traditions of ancient Aryan culture,

reiterates this position in the following immortal lines:

Mill. I. 14.

‘ The Queen wearing an auspicious attire appears beautiful in

the company of Kausiki robed as a nun, just as the Trayi knowledge
would shine in the company of incarnate Adhyatma Vidya.'

Let us illustrate by an actual example the difference in the

meaning of a mantra interpreted in accordance with the ddhydtmic

(i.e. traditional) and non-ddhydtmic points of view:

^ II

Rik. X. 177. i.

Griffith’s rendering :

—

‘ The sapient with their spirit and their mind behold the Bird

adorned with all an Asura’s magic might. Sages observe him in

the ocean’s utmost depth ;
the wise disposers seek the station of his

rays.’ We confess inability to make out sense from this muddle
of words. Now let us turn to the meaning of the Brahmanas. In

the Jaiminiya Upanishad Brahmana this mantra is quoted and the

following explanation offered

:

umt I war! I 1 'raJt i

I V I ^ I "‘W! 1 ^ wftr

UTOT Tfir I toPh Pmftja: i
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i[f?T I ^x!t^ Tw WT i

‘The discerning sages behold with their intuitional eye the

prdnic power functioning under the influence of the mind. Within
their own body they seek and realize the powers of the various gods.'

A comparison of the two meanings is enough to bring home to

us with conviction the wisdom of adopting the esoteric meaning
wherever available. In the face of this clear enunciation of meaning
free from obscurity or incoherence may we not in justice demand
of our modern critical interpreters of the Veda to revise their exegeti-

cal canons ? Indeed if properly explored the Brahmana literature

will be rediscovered as the veritable mine of information in connection
with the ddhydtmic exposition of many Vedic terms.

What the old writers chiefly emphasize appertains to the spiritual

{adhydtnm) and the cosmic (adhidaiva) workings of creation, the

secrets of the microcosm as explained in the light of the macrocosm.
A clear grasp of the essential correspondence between these two
orders as envisaged by the Vedic seers, is indispensable for a proper

understanding of the nnmerons ]>assages in the Brahmanas. The
microcosm within the body functions on the model of the external

cosmos and both in turn throw light on the ritual of the vaidha

sacrifice. The human body bears the likeness of Yajiia, says a

Brahmana passage

:

I

The workings of the human system are only a small-scale repre-

sentation of the vastly extended cosmi: proces.ses working on the
virdt ])lane. In Vedic imagery the relation of the two is indicated

by saying that the microcosm is related to the macrocosm as Vdmana
is to Vis/uin : —

WTTRt ^ : 6at. Br. I, 2. 5. 5.

^ fr I Sat. Br. V, 2. 5. 4.

If it is a fact that and are inter-related, it becomes

indispensable for our ])urpose of interpreting the Vedic texts correctly
to grasp this correspondence in tenns of the ritual of the sacrifice

as it seeks to interpret through its symbolism the microcosm and
the macrocosm. True to this the Bralimanas and the Upanishads
emphasize the prdnic aspect of Agnihotra.

We have the famous passage in the Sankhayana Brahmana of
theRigveda:
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"5^ I ftnc ^ ^ ^
R^>C?T, 5n^: Vf<T-

Tcrf, ^TJ^TT, ^qr5ni:«r^j, ^^«*, ^h?itt i

Saiikh. Br., XVII. 7

Examples can be multiplied without effort. It is indeed possible

to compile a whole volume of Vedic words and give their dcihydtmic

meanings from the Brahmanas and the Aranyakas. This will be
the first genuine step for the reconstniction of the lost tradition of

the adhyatmic school, which once flourished so vigorously. With it

the science of Vedic interi)retation will also receive a new orientation

and fresh impetus. The first essential thing is that scholars should

cast off their prejudices against the adhydlma school. Then only can

they redeem Vedic exposition from its present insipid state. Dr. E. J

.

Thomas lately remarked in his Foreword to Vedic Gods by Dr. V. G.

Rele that the state of Vedic interpretation ‘looks like a case of

stalemate, where no theory can claim general acceptance'. ‘Even
when we think of German scholars, Ludwig, Kaegi, Pischel, Geldiier,

Oldenberg, or of the French school, Bergaigne, Regnaud, Henry, it

cannot be said that Vedic studies are in a healthy state'. Dr. Relc

adduces evidence in favour of the biological iiiterj)retation of Vedic

deities, and referring to this new key or new angle of vision,

Dr. Thomas appropriately remarked that ‘ It will help the scholars of

India to reah^e, as we are learning in the West, that the great problem

is not yet solved’. Let us sincerely recognize that the ddhydtmic

school of inter[)retation is most deeply rooted in the orthodox
tradition of the ancient exegetical works, and that the copious

material which they offer merits better treatment at our hands than

that of cold neglect usually meted out to it. The various Brahmanas
like the Satapatlia, Aitareya, TaittirJya, and the voluminous

Jaiminiya (now in course of publication from I^ahore) have in the main
followed the adhydtma tradition. We have only to apply our modem
methods of critical research to reclaim that valuable material.

Indra, Agni, Surya, Vishnu, Prajapati, Soma, and many other

words were once freely used to denote a host of physical and spiritual

conceptions which await first to be duly recognized by modern
Nairuktas and then to be applied in the course of their interpreta-

tions. To take only one example; we have a rich crop of meanings

associated with Soma, and we cannot with justice restrict the meaning
only to the Soma plant. The following is a list excerpted from the

Vaidika Kosha of Ft. Bhagavad Datta and Pt. Hans Raja of Lahore:
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UToit I *ftW! I

HTWt ^ I '*J

I 51*1^! I

I I ’^Itl^.i'l-'

sjftft' I ’1“ WW“i
ttail I I H*

TP5NT t ’Eftw! I

t I

fqa^: 1
\<ll

t ftaNfr I

?ftH> f? IRTirfH: I

^i^nr ^ ?!tKTT I *ft* 5”

^ t ftT®! I tt» ^l'^18l^\l

Wtfl> I I
'«•

iftjrt ?T ^5=1 iif«

fltwt ’af^i I W« ^181811,4.

^ ^ 'ngifjd I !» <^I^I\I\

1 'TlJ: I ’Jl* <I8J\I\I

iiqlf' «tNi I St* S'lV^I'®

sftwt ^ I
^* '=14

«nz I St* ^1^1814.

W I St* SJ'^ll.l^*

^ sftH! i St* HI8I\I\*

^"1 sftHi I St* 8I^I8I<.
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^ I i\i\t

W I Ho '01^1^11^

I %• \HHI8

inr: I Ho

In different contexts Soma stands as a synonym for vitality,

strength, germ, food, glor>% truth, lustre, moon, Vritra (envelopcr),

year, Prajapati, eagle, Vishnu, Pavamfina, air, night, Indu, leaf,

animal, curds, kingly power, fame, fluid, milk, etc. In further

elaboration it is given in these texts that the male principle is Soma
and the female Sura; or that the quality of dryness appertains to

Agni and of humidity to Soma

:

I

This rich material opens up a vast vista of research on the

meaning of Soma. In face of this overwhelming evidence it is

un-scientific to insist on only one meaning of Soma, viz. a kind

of plant. It is impossible for any conscientious worker to overlook

the much wider meanings of that word, and the tevSt of scholarship

lies in the capacity to judge rightly the application of a particular

meaning in a particular context; we cannot in any case reject the

entire evidence summarily. As a matter of fact no Vedic scholar,

can do justice to his task without bringing under his control this

rich store-house of terminology and its technical explanations from
the Br^manical and Upanishadic literature. We should wherever

possible supplement the Brahmanical evidence with parallel passages

from the Sutras, the Epic and the Puranas. For example, the

Mahabharata says > - -

Santis, 341. 45 -

Santi, 342. 9.

Asvamedhika, 19. 23.

So also the explanation of Dasahoiri (Ch. 21) Saptahotri (Ch. 22),

Panchahoiri (Ch. 23), Chdiurhotra (Ch. 25) is contained in the
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Asvamedha Parva and the dialogue of Br^imana-Brahmanl (Manas-

Biiddhi) in the same place throws light on several kindred words.

Finally wc must remember that the doctrine of mur is the

key-note of the numerous mythical legends. Most of the explana-

tions in the Brahmanas converge on the exposition of the mysterious

force called Prana or Fife. Prana and Apana are said to be the

two celestial priests:—

>

UT^nimsi^ ? TicTm 1 Ait. II. 4

They are the divine physicians {daivi bhisliak, Artharva, VII, 53. i, 2),

and also the Praydjas and Aniiydjas of a sacrifice. The vital airs

indeed reprcvSent the highest substance :

—

I 6at. VIII. 7. 7. 21

The Pranas are also spoken of as the primeval Rishis whose sacrifice

initiates the cosmic process. It appears as if the Vedic meta-
physicians interpreted all physical phenomena in terms of Prana or
the Vital Faicrgy that functions at the root of each and every thing

and is itself the foundation of all. Prana is conceived as the i^ara-

mount universal ])riiiciple visible in all cosmic phenomena whether
working on the universal i>lanc or within the human body. Prana
is the mysterious sonielhing, the subtle principle which permeates
gods and men, and distinguishes the immortal from the mortal.
To the X'edic seers ITaiia x>artaking of the nature of Brahman,
represented the comprehensive metaphysical substratum to which
they could trace the endless divergences of the external world. The
manifold interiDretations of the ddhydtmic school naturally concentrate
on Prana and they gain in importance from the light they are capable
of throwing on one or the other aspect of this Vital P'orce.

But it is not possible to forestall all the lines of interpretation
and research that may emerge in the course of the ddhydtmic
approach to vedic texts. What we plead for is the recognition of
the Adhydtma-vid School ond the readjustment of our canons of
research to that end.



PRABHAKARABHATTA, the brother of
RATNAKARABHATTA, the guru of

SEVAI JAISING OF AMBER

By P. K. Godk

I have reconstructed elsewhere ^ the genealogy of Ratna-
karabhatta, the author of the celebrated work on Dharmasastra
called the Jayasimhakalpudruma. In this genealogy occurs the name
of Prabhakarabhatta who was the brother of Ratnakarabhatta.

According to the testimony of the Uvaravilasakdvya of Krsnakavi
composed about 1744 A.D., Prabhakarabhatta was a habitual resident

of Mathura though his son Vrajanatha resided at Jaipur in company
of Maharaja Sevai Jaising. It appears that Ratnakarabhatta 's

family had a Deccani origin ^ and it is possible to suppose that his

1 Vide my article on 'The Aivamedha performed by Sevai Jaising of Amber

(1699-1744 A.D.)’ in the Poona Orientalist, Vol. II, p. 174. The genealogy of

Ratnakarabhatta as reconstructed by me on the evidence of MSvS. is as follows:

Devahhatta —Prahhdkara-^^—Vrajanatha (A.D. 1755)

(Surname Maha- (A.D. 1734)
^abda—of ^aiidilya —Gokulandtha

Gotra.) ^Ratndkara-^Gahgdrama -^Rdme^vara -^VUvehara
(A.D. 1713) (1755 A.D.) (J755 A.D.) (after 1788 A.D.)

My friend Pandit Hari Narayan Purohit, B.A. of Jaipur informs me in a private

communication dated 12-9-1938 that there is a grand budding and garden at Jaipur

which once belonged to Ratnakarabhatta, the guru of Sevai Jaising. The descendants

of Ratnakarabhatta are still living at Jaipur. His library of rare MSS. or rather a

portion of it that survived was added to the Private labrary of II.H. the Maharaja
of Jaipur. I may suggest that a Manuscripts library in the name of Ratna-

karabhatta should be opened by the Jaipur Darbar as a permanent memorial of

the spiritual and religious association of Ratnakarabhatta with Maharaja Sevai

Jaising which brought about a revival of Hindu religion in his reign.

2 Vide p. 170, Poona Orientalist, Vol. II. My reasons for proving the Deccani

origin of this family are as follows :

—

(i) In the Uvaravilasakdvya Ratnakarabhatta is called ’ RgyedP (fol. 37 of

MS. No. 273 of 1883-84.—B.O.R. Institute MSS. Ubrary) verse 8.

(2) The gotra of this family was '^di^ilya' as stated by Ratnakarabhatta in

verse 27 of the Jayasirhhakalpadruma (fol. 4 of B.O.R., I, MS. 253 of 1887-91).

(3) The family deity was 'Rdmacandra' as Ratnakarabhatta calls himself
'Ramdnghri-pravana’. {Vide verse 27 of Jayasirhhakalpadruma referred to above.)

(4) The surname of the family was 'Mahdiabda’ which is equal to 'Mahdiabde*

now current in the Deccan among Rgvedi De.4astha Brahmins of Saniya gotra.

This surname is recorded by Visvesvara, the great grandson of Ratnakarabhatta.

(IWd., p. 173).
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father or grandfather may have migrated from the Deccan first to

Benares and thence to Jaipur.

Though in my previous papers I have gathered some information

about Ratnakarabhatta and Vrajanatha (his nephew) I could not get

any information about Vrajanatha’s father, viz. Prabhakarabhatta

beyond the fact that he was a resident of Mathura (‘ MatJmraikavdsi*)

and that his Son Vrajanatha was a follower of Vallabhacaiya.^

The very names Vrajanatha and his brother Gokulanatha indicate

the inliuence of Prabhakarabhatta s residence at Mathura.

The influence of Ratnakarabhatta on Maharaja Sevai Jaising

appears to have been very great as he was his guru. It is, however,

interesting to find that even his nephew Vrajanatha and his brother

Prabhakarabhatta had much to do with the course of political events

during the reign of Sevai Jaising. In fact they were his advisers on
important matters of state and in diplomatic negotiations. These
remarks can be substantiated by a contemporary letter dated i6ih

August, 1734,^ from an agent of the Peshwa at Jaiinir who reports

to his master at Poona as follows:
—

‘ I, Babuji Joshi, in paying my
respects to Slirimant Rajesri SvamI (= Peshwa) have to report that

owing to the blessings of the Svami I (the writer) have fared well

up to $rdvana vadi 14, Friday. It was only yesterday that 1 received

the letter of Dinanathji, who returned to Mathura after marriage.

Dhondo Govind is at present at Delhi, engaged in carrying out the

orders of the Svami. His letters will reach you shortly. In parti-

cular (I have to state) : Dinanathji came to Mathura, where Vrjandtha,

the piirohit of Raje Jaising is staying at present. (In spite of his

being a purohit) he holds considerable influence at present.^ He has
addressed one letter to you and also one letter to me to the effect

that Raje (i.e. vSevai Jaising) was very much distressed 011 account
of the molestations to his territoty caused by Malharji Holkar and
Ranoji Siiide. He desires to niaintain friendly relations (with you)
at least in future and for this very purpose Vrjanathji pressed
Dinanathji to stay at Mathura and letters were despatched to us.

If, therefore, you are inclined to make an alliance with Raje Jaising
kindly arrange to send a letter to Ayamalji stating that Dinanathji
has been sent to him as your representative to speak on your behalf.

At Mruigdari in the Bhor vState near Poona there is a temple of Ramacandra
the family deity of the l^Iahasabdes belonging to that place.

1 Vidc my article on Vaidikavai^navasaddedra (Bombay Uni. Journal, Vol. VI,
Part VI (May 1938), p. 84, footnotes i, 2 and 3.

a Peshwa Daftar Seketwns, Vol. XXX, Letter No. 108, dated 16-8-1734. ' Babuji
Joslii reports Jaising having deputed one Dinanath to open peace-talks with the
Peshwa'.
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Kindly send one responsible man to us with Dinanathji. Exchange
of views will thus be facilitated—^so much should be stated in your
letter. You may also add that you desire to sec him personally.

In short he is a very influential man and hence it is desirable to make
friends with him so that our object may be gained in course of time.

Vrjandtha Dlksita and his father Prahhdkar Diksifa have sent a
letter to you (Svami). After a penisal of that letter kindly reply to

them in a gratifying manner.
I have no doubt that Vrajanatha mentioned in the above letter

of A.D. 1734 is identical with Vrajanatha the son of Prabhakara as

we know from the Uvaravilasakdvya of Krsnakavi (1744 A.D.).

Vrajanatha and his brother Gokulanatha were always in the company

of Sevai Jaising ( II II

||\o
jj

Obviously Sevai Jaising enjoyed their company

very much on account of his own religiosity and the capacity of

Vrajanatha to expound dharma to his royal patron.

My identification of Vrjandlli Dlksita mentioned in the Peshwa
Daftar letter with Vrajanalha the nephew of Ratiiakarabhatta is

further sui)ported by the identity of parentage, the father’s name
Prabhakara being coininoii to both the cases. From Syania Eattu’s

Mddhavasimhdrydsalaka ^ (composed in A.D. 1755) we know that

Vrajanatha was patronized by Madhosing, the son of Sevai Jaising,

twenty-one 3-ears after A.D. 1734, the year of the Peshwa Daftar letter

of Babuji Joshi. Even in A.D. 1734 Vrajanatha was competent to

negotiate an alliance with Dinanathji, the Peshwa ’s rei^resentative

and to enter into diplomatic correspondence with the Pe^wa Bajirao

the First, who has been advised by his agent Babtiji Joshi to seek

his friendship on account of the tremendous personal influence

of Vrajanatha over Sevai Jaising. It may, therefore, be reasonable

to suppose that in A.D. 1734 Vrajanatha was at least a middle-aged

person and that during Madhosing's reign his friend.ship must have
been sought by his royal patron mainly on account of Vrajanatha 's

A Ibid ,
—

‘ ^ ^
^ It appears that Sevai Jaising sent his

envoys to Gwalior for negotiating with Peshwa’s officers. One of these envoys was a

member of the Diksita family. Vide P.D., Vol. XXX, IvCtter No. 132, dated * about

Sept., 1735 if fiTfl *

* Vide M. M. Patkar's article on this poem in the Poona Orientalist, Vol. I,

No. 4. pp. 34
-
37 *
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personal cordial relations with his father Sevai Jaising who died in

1744 A.D.
Vrajanatha’s father Prabhakara Diksita was living in A.D,

1734 and must have been an elderly person claiming much respect

from Sevai Jaising on account of his being the brother of his guru
Ratnakarabhatta who composed his Jayasimhakalpadruma in A.D.
1713 by the order of Sevai Jaising. It is difficult to say anything
about the date of death of Ratnakarabhatta for want of evidence
though a conjecture may be warranted that he may have been
living in a very advanced state of old age leaving his work to his

brother Prabhakara and nephew Vrajandtha, both competent to
advise Sevai Jaising in religious and political matters as indicated
by Babuji Joslii‘s letter of A.D. 1734.

I believe my present paper which links up Krsnakavi’s testimony
of A.D. 17.44 with an earlier contemporar\" letter in the Peshwa
Dafiar of A.D. 1734 has to a certain extent revealed the personality
of Prabhakarabhatta though nothing is as yet known to us about
his literary achievements which characterize his son Vrajanatha
and his brother Ratnakarabhatta.

List of Historical Persons fnentioned in the Paper.

1. PrabhdkarahhaUa—the brother of Ratnakarabhatta resident of Mathura.
2. Ratndkarahhatta--t\\Q guru of Sevai Jaising of ’Amber (A.D. 1699-1744) and

author of Jayasimhakalpadruma (composed 1713 A.D.).
3. Kf^nakavi—Author of the Hvaravilasakdvya composed by order of Isvar Singh,

the son of Sevai Jaising about A.D. 1744.
4. Vrajanatha—Son of Prabhakarabhatta and nephew of Ratmikarabhatta. He

wrote many works under the patronage of Sevai Jaising and his son Madiiosing.
5. Devahhatta—Imther of Ratnakarabhatta, resident of Benares. His gotra was

Sdndilya. ‘ Mahdsabda’ was his surname. His family deity wa.s god Rama-
candra. He appears to have been a Deccani Brahmin of the Rgvedi ^akha.

6. Gokulandtha—Son of Prabhakarabhatta,
7. Gangdrdma—Son of Ratnakarabhatta.
8. Rafnesvara—^on of Oahgarania and father of Visvesvarabhatta Mahasabda.
q. ViiveharahhaUa—Great grandson of Ratnakarabhatta.

TO. Babuji Joshi—An agent of the Peshwa Bajirao I at Jaipur (August 1734).
II. Dindndtha—Representative of the Pe.shwa Bajirao I at Jaipur in the matter of a

friendly alliance with Sevai Jaising.



ON VAINYAGUPTA

By Nauni Nath Das Gupta

A copper-plate inscription from Gtinaighar ^ in the Tipperah
district. East Bengal, has revealed several years ago the existence of

a king called Vainyagiipta, whose identity has been the subject of a

lot of controversy since. The title or cognomen ' gupta and the

age he belonged to (506-7 A.D.) are mainly responsible for that he
is supposed to belong to the Imperial Gupta dynasty, but no absolute

indication of this can be found either in the inscription or elsewhere.

The editor of the inscription, which requires re-editing, followed

a 'middle path’ and remarked: 'As his appellative shows that he
belongs to a divStant scion of the Gupta family and he must have
declared his independence during the troubled times of Huna supre-

macy. He was not probably directly connected with the Imperial

Guptas, who were Vaisnavasi by religion, while Vainyagiipta was
professedly a $aiv(i . Such remarks are of no consequence in history,

unless they are coupled with other instances of kings professing

Saivism and yet 'belonging to a distant scion of the Gupta family',

and if on the other hand the question of religion alone preponderates
in determining the family, it becomes absurd to believe that the
Parama-maheivciYa Harsavardhana was the brother of the Parmna-
saugata Rajyavardhaiia or the son of the Param=dditya~bhakta
Prabhakaravardhana, that the Parama-hhagavatt-bhakta Bhojadeva
was the son of the Param=dditya-hhakta Ramabhadradeva or the

great-grandson of the Parama-maheivara Vatsaraja, that the Parama-
ndrasimha Eaksanasena was the son of the Parama-mdheivara
VaUalaseiia and father of the Parama-saura Vi^varupasena and
Kesavasena, and so on.

Things have nevertheless been rendered easier by the ascription,

doubtless correctly, of the three coins in the British Museum to

Vainyagiipta.^ The evidence of these coins, if the standard to the

left on the obverse be really Gariida standard, shows that Vainya-

gwpta was a worshipper of Visnu as well, just as, for instance, Vaidya-
deva of Kamarupa is represented in the Kamaiili inscription as both
Parama-mdheivara and Parama-vaisnava.

1 I.H.Q., 1930, p. 45 f.

2 Ibid., 1933, p. 748 f. ;
also cf. Allan's Cai. of Coins of Gupta Dynasties, 1914,

p. 144, Nos. 588, 589 and 590, and V. A. Smith, J.R.A.S., 1889, p. 82.
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Vainyagupta, therefore, might not improbably be connected

with the Imperial (or later) Gupta dynasty of Magadha from the

standpoint of religion. But the very fact that we have of him three

coins of suvarna standard with average weight of 146 grains each,

is no adequate ground for supposing, as has been done by Dr. D. C.

Ganguly,^ that he was a very powerful emperor of the Imperial Gupta
dynasty of Magadha. Dr. R. C. Majumdar had reason to contend

that, 'The inscription of Vainyagupta, taken along with his coins,

seems to show that he set up as an independent ruler in Samatata
or some portion of it, and ruled as such till 507 A.D.’ ®

On the other hand, again, the title Maharaja of Vainyagupta

in the Gunaighar copper-plate grant is no conclusive proof that

he was not an imperial ruler. How hazardous it is to rely upon such

titles only is clearly borne out by the fact that Mahdrdjddhirdja

Budhagupta. whose vast empire stretched from Bengal to M&lava,

was believed some time ago to have been merely a local ruler of

Malava on the evidence of the Eraii Stone Pillar inscription of his

time dated 485 A.D, wherein he is described as simply a bhupati.

Bhudliagupta is styled also as a Mahdrdja in an inscription from
Sariiath, dated 477 A.D. just as Kumaragupta I is called a

Mahdrdja in his Mankuwar Stone Image inscription, Chandragupta I

is called a Mahdrdja in the Poona plates of Prabhavatigupt^,^
Chandragupta 1 and Samudragupta are described as Maharajas in the

Rddhapur plates,* and so on. In case of Vainyagupta, however,
the point w'as sufficiently clear, for in the Gunmghar inscription a
Mahdrdja is his vassal and another Mahdrdja is the dutaka of the
grant. And the controversy must be brought to an end, as we have
now definite proof that Vainyagupta was a Mahdrdjddhirdja, In
some clay seals of Nalanda, Vainyagupta is styled as such.*^

Since his coins are from the KMighat hoard, the provenance
cannot be regarded as a proof of the extent of his dominions. But
coming as Vainyagupta did after Bhanugupta, the findspot of his

seals, discovered along with those of other kings including Budha-
gupta, must be attached great importance to, in determining the
extent of the empire of the Mahdrdjddhirdja Vainyagupta. He
must have been a monarch holding sway over a region from East
Bengal to Magadha (although it remains unknown if North Bengal was
included within his dominions). And as such, the statement of the

Arya-Mahjidrt-mMa-kalpa^ that 'after the death of Budhagupta

1

3

5

0

1933. p. 785. 2 p. gSg.
Ep. Ind., XV, p. 41. 4 1924, p. 58.
/l.S./., Ann. Rep., 1930-34, Part I, p. 230.

Cf. l.H.Q., 1933, p. 788 and Modern Review, 1933, Aug., p. 139.
/
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two kings in the Gupta line were crowned, one in Magadha and
another in Bengal (Gauda) '—cannot at all be confided in. Dr. D. C.

Ganguly, however, discredits the statement of this work on the

assumption that, ‘The Damodarpur copper-plates pro\c that Gauda
was ruled by the viceroys (Uparika-maharajas) of the Imperial Guptas
from the time of Kumaragupta I down I0 433-434 A.D.' ^ (? 533-34
A.D. ? 543-44 A.D.). Those who have studied the live Damddaipur
plates carefully must have observed that no member of the old

viceregal Datta family of the Pundravardhana-^/i^^^/^ is entrusted

with the administration of that bhtikli in the last plate, but instead

the Rdjapuira-deva-hhattdraka

,

or the son of the (Gupta) monarch,

whose name could not be deciphered, is himself administering the

bhukti as the viceroy of his father. This is certainly very significant,

inasmuch as indicating something untoward that must have happened
in revSpect of the Gupta supremacy over North Bengal, in more or

less half a century that intervened between the dates of the fourth

and fifth plixtes from Damodarpur.
The recently discovered inscription of the Mahdsdmanta

Vijayasena from Mallasanil ^ (Burdwaiii) makes it wholly an erroneous

conjecture that the administration of Saniatata was conducted

through the Uparika-maharaja Vijayasena under Vainyagupta of

Magadha.^ This inscription further proves that the Gu])ta suzerainty

over East and West Bengal was done away with by Malrarajadhiraja

Gopacandra, provided we agree with the late lamented ]\Ir. N. G.

Majumdar that he is posterior to Vainyagupta. Wliat happened
at that time in North Bengal, i.e. if North Bengal also pavSSed to the
mastery of Gopacandra, we do not know, but it is a long time after

that we find another Giqrta king exercising sway over the

Pun(Jravardhana-Mw^^/, and administering it with the help of his

own son. The interniption of the Gupta rule in North Bengal was
also caused by the Janendra Yasodliarman, circa 530 A.D. about
which time Gopacandra might have been succeeded by Samacara-

deva. And in any case, the theory that ' after the death of Budha-
gupta Bengal continued to be ruled by the viceroys of the Imperial

Guptas of Magadha ’
* has safely to be discarded.

That Budhagupta, who came to the throne after the grandson
of Puragupta had ceased to rule and then continued to reign for no
less than two decades (476-77 to 496 A.D.), was a brother or half-

brother of Puragupta himself is a suggestion for which is responsible

I 1933. p. 7S8.

* Vangtya Sdhitya Pari^ad PatriM, 1344 B.S., p. 17 f., and Ep. Ind., XXIII,
PartV.

* 1933, pp. 786, 788. < Ibid., p. 788.
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a statement of Hitien Tsang that he was the son of Sakrdditya.

Since Knmaragupta I had the hiruda of Mahendrdditya, and
Mahendrdditya is the same as iakraditya (Mahendra=Sakra= India),

Bndhagnpta figures as the son of Knmaragupta I in the theories of

Prof. H. C. Raichaudhnri ^ and Rev. H. Heras.® What relation

Bndhagupta bore to Kumaragupta I or Puragupta we do not as yet

know precisely. In a terracotta seal of Kumaragupta II discovered

at Nalanda, Pandit Hirananda Sastri read the name of Puragupta 's

queen (not mother) as Vainyadevi instead of as Vatsadevi.^ The
peculiar name Vainyadevi might suggest that this queen of Puragupta
was the mother of Vainyagupta, for the naming of a son after the

name of his mother is not an uncommon feature in ancient Indian

histor3^ Thus, in a Nagarjuni-konda inscription (No. P), the son of

Budhirhnak^ is Budhiihnaka, the husband of Bodhivsiri in the Man-
hali copper-plate grant of Madanapala, his mother is Madanadevi in

the Karitalai plates of Maharaja Jayanatlia, the son of Kumaradevi
is Kumaradeva and that of Jayasvamini is Jayasvamin ®; etc. etc.

But Vaifiyadevi as tlic name of Puragupta’s wife is, according to the

reading of Dr. N. P. Chakravarti, wrong and has been corrected as

'Sri-candra-devi so that the name of Budhagii])ta’s mother remains

unknown.
According to the Life of Hiiten Tsang, Bndhagupta was succeeded

by Tathctgatagupta, and after liim Baladitya, represented as tlie sub-

duer of Miliirakula, ascended the throne of Magadha. Rev. H. Heras ®

identifies those three kings, viz. Bud(d)hagupta-raja, Tathagatagupta-
raja and Baladitya-raja with Skandagupta, Puragiqita and Nara-
simhagupta respectively, and Mr. H. D. Sankalia® follows suit !! The
identification of Skandagupta with Bndhagupta (Buddhagupta) is

the outcome of a dejilorable oversight of their respective dates and
other historical data relating to them as are too commonly known,
and any effort to distinguish Bndhagupta of the inscriptions from
Bud(d)hagupta-raja of Hiuen Tsang would be as profitless as any-
thing. As to Narasimhagupta-BMMitya, his separate identity from
the Baladitya of Hiuen Tsang has long been proposed by Prof. Rai-
chaudhuri,^® and this is indubiously the most entertaining theory

1 Political History of Ancient India, 4th ed., p. 501 f.

2 XIV, IQ2S, pp, 3-4.
3 Ann. Rep. of the A.S.L, 1930-34, Part I, p. 230; Ep. hid., XXI, p. 77.
^ Ep. Ind., XX, p. 22.
3 J.A.S.B., Vol. LXIX, Part I, pp. 68ff.
6 Fleet, C.I.I., III, p. 118 f.

I * 1934-35. p. 63. 8 j,b.o.r.s., XIV, p. 2.
® The XJynversity of Ndlandd, 1934, pp. 46-31.

10 P.//.^./., 4tlied..p. 497 .
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we have on the question. In the face of these, Puragnpta's identi-

fication with Tathagatagnpta-rdja, a name unknown to sober history,

is also absurd.

Prof. Raichaudhuri, however, is inclined to take Bdldditya

of Hiuen Tsang as a biruda of Bhanu^ipta,^ so that the king between
Bal^ditya and Bud(d)hagupta-raja, i.e. Tathagatagupta, has neces-

sarily to be identified with Vainyagupta (506-7 A.D.), whose date falls

between those of Bhanugupta (510 A.D.) and Budhagupta (407 A.D.).

But as Prof. Raichaudhuri himself admits, proof for this is lacking.^

Since the Damodarpur copper-plate. No. 5, dated 543-44 A.D.
is no more supposed to refer to Bhanugupta, he is thus known to

us from only one inscription, viz. the Eran Posthumous Stone Pillar

inscription of Goparaja, dated 510 A.D. Although he is delineated

as *a mighty king equal to Partha' in this inscription, the title Mahd-
rdjddhirdja is conspicuous by its absence, while there is no evidence
of that he ruled over Magadha. The battle of Eran, in which
Goparaja was killed, was fought by Bhanugupta manifestly with the

Hunas, and as was maintained by the late Prof. R. D. Banerji,®

Bhanugupta was defeated in the battle, and Toramana was the

Huna king who by defeating Bhanugupta conquered Malava. The
conquest of Malava by Toramdna might have, however, been effected

much earlier than 510 A.D, for according to the Eran Posthumous
Stone Pillar inscription, Goparaja came here (at Eran) with Bhanu-
gupta, fought a battle and died,—which conveys the sense that

Bhanugupta came from another place (not necessarily Magadha)
to Eran to fight with the Hunas, who had been occupying it. The
Eran Stone Boar inscription of Toramana of the year 1,* and the

Gwalior Stone inscription of Miliirakula of the year 15 would show
that the Iluna occupation of Central India lasted up till at least

the 15th regnal year of Miliirakula, and what civil existence had
Bhanugupta at all after the battle of P'ran, we have no knowledge

1 Ibid., p. 504. 2 //jiV., p. 504, fn. 2.

3 The Age of the Imperial Guptas, 1933, p. 60.

* Prof. K. B. Pathak calculates from Buddhist, Jaiua and Brahmanical litera-

tures, and particularly from the statements of jinasena, Ounabliadra and Ncmicandra

that in 500 A.D. fell the first year of Toramana s reign and the 15th regnal year of

Mihirakula corresponded to 517 A.D. hut the authenticity of these data has much to

be questioned (cf. Pathak's article in Bhandarkar Comm. VoL, 1917, p. 217). Accord-

ing to Mr. M. Govind Pai, the first regnal year of Toramana would be circa 445 A.C.!!

(Journal of Indian History, Vol. XI, 1932, pp. 183-84). There is a real sense in

Pathak's statement that the figure 52 found on Toramana's silver coins refers to the

date of the foundation of the Huna empire on the Oxus Basin (op. cit.). The final

defeat of Mihirakula, it may be added here, was, according to Rev. H. Heras, inflicted

not by Ya^dharman but by Narasimha^pta-Baladitya (I.H.Q., III, pp. I~I2),

but this has been controverted by Prof. Raichaudhuri (P.H.A.I., pp. 504-5, fn. 3).
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whatever thereof.' If, however, we do not agree that the Gwalior

Stone inscription of Mihiraktila indicates the extension of his rule

in Eastern JMalava, we are to suppose that Bhamigupta haying

reconquered this part of Malava ruled there, while Gwalior remained

in the possession of JMihirakida, altliongh it does not accord with

that Mihiraknla is called patah prthivydh (‘lord of the earth’) in the

inscription,—and subsequently Bhamigupta was dispossessed of

Malava ])y Yasodharman. But even then Hiuen Tsang’s account

of Baladitya and Mihiraknla is quite a different story, which renders

the identification of Bhanugupta with the pilgrim’s Baladitya out

of question, and if Yasodharman be supposed to have ousted Bhanu-
gupta from iMalava, the popular theory that they joined hands in

inflicting a crushing defeat on Miliirakula is also wholly wide of the

mark.
But there is another side of the whole question. As there is

no Gupta monarch of Magadha known to us as contemporary, in

the tnie sense of the word, of Bhanugupta, there is no adequate
reason why we should not reckon him as a meiul^er of the Imperial

Gupta dynasty and as holding sway over both Malava and Magadha,
just as Budhagupta did. He, from Magadha, went with Goparaja,

shortly liefore 510 A.I), to Malava to give battle to the Hunas, who
had conquered it some time after 484-85 A.I). the date of the Eraii

Stone Pillar inscription of the time of Budhagupta, and in the battle

that took place, although Goparaja lost his life, his overlord, Bhaiiu-
giqita, we may suppose, eventually came out victorious. As
Prof. Raichaudhuri puts it, ‘The success of the Huns in Central
India was however short-lived. In 510-11 wc find a general named
(joparaja fighting by the side of a Gupta king at P'ran and king
Plastin of^ the neighbouring ])rovince of Dabhala acknowledging
tlie sovereignt>' of the Guptas. In 518 the suzerainty of the Guptas
is acknowledged in the Tripuri vishaya. In the year 528-29 the
Gupta vsway ^vas still acknowledged by the Parivrajala Maharaja
of Dabhala. . . . The Harsacharita of Bana recognizes the posses-
sion of Malava by the Guptas as late as the time of Prabhakara-
vardlxana (A.I). 600). There can be no doubt that the expulsion
of the Huns from Central India was final. The recovery of the
Central Provinces was ])robably effected by Baladitya. . . . It is

1 Mr. M. Govind Pai has gone to the extent of saying that both Budhagupta
and Bhanugupta were ‘at most viceroys of the blood royal’ and ‘placed in charge
of large provinces', and neither of them was a Mahdrdjddhirdja (Journal of Indian
History, Vol. XI, 1932, p. 181). It is thus not known to hiin that Budhagupta is

styled Mahdrdjddhirdja in at least two copper-plate grants, and that of him we have
also some gold coins,
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not improbable that Bdl^ditya was a biruda of the glorious Bhdnu-
gupta’'

' ^

It follows from this extract that Bhanugupta of Magaclha
brought, in or about 510-11 A.D. under his subjugation not only
Central India but the neighbouring provinces as well. But an
emperor of this vast region could not possibly be, we must agree,

the Baladitya of Hiuen Tsaiig. For as we cannot place the 15th
regnal year of ‘the lord of the earth’, Miliirakula, before 510 A.D.
the so-called ‘ battle of Kran ’ must have been fought by Bhanugupta
with Toramana about 510 A.D. while according to Hiuen Tsang,
‘ at the time of the war with Baladitya Mihirkula was a paramount
sovereign to whom the king of Maga^ia had been tributary'.^ The
identification of Bhanugupta, the emperor, with Hiuen Tsang’s
Baladitya, represented as a subordinate king of Magadha, appears,

therefore, untenable from this side of the question, too.

The very existence of a king of Magadha with the personal

name or biruda of Baladit3’’a at the time of Miliirakula is not, however,
to be doubted, although there seems to have been a great deal of

embellishment in the details of Hiuen Tsang’s story as to how
Mihirakula was captured by BMaditya and then set free through

the intervention of his mother. It is but relevant to add here that

in Eastern India there was a king in the sixth century whose personal

name rather than a biruda was Dharmaditya.
Supposing that Bhanugupta had really been the lord of j\Iagadha,

he would appear to have been the immediate successor of Vainya-
gupta, they being either father and sou or brothers.

1 pp. 503-4. 2 ibid., p. 5c).|. In. 3.





BUDDHA NIRVANA AND SOME OTHER DATES
IN ANCIENT INDIAN CHRONOLOGY

By H. C. Skth

Elsewhere we have shown that Candragitpta Maurya originally

belonged to Gandhara and was identical with Sasigupta.^ The
starting point of the big empire which he created with the help of

Canakya, who also, as we learn from the Buddhist traditions, belonged
to Taksasila, was north-western India. There is at least no doubt
that Candragiipta was some where in that region at the time of

Alexander's invasion of India. Plutarch and Justin mention his

having met Alexander. The drama Mudraraksasa also beyond doubt
suggests that the forces with the help of which Candragupta con-

quered Magadha were all drawn from the north-west of India and
beyond. 2 If our view that Candragupta is identical with Sasigupta
is correct, we lind that he even played an important part, west of the

Indus, during Alexander’s campaign. Our surmise is that he headed
the Asvakas, west of the Indtis, who rose against Alexander and
killed his satrap Nicator.

There are very strong reasons to think that this revolt was
never successbilly suppressed, and that it was the real cause of

Alexander’s sudden retirement from the bank of the Beas, and his

flight through Sindh and the Makran desert, where most of his

army was destroyed.^ If our identification of Candragupta and
Sasigupta is correct then we find that even before Alexander left

India Candragupta had emerged as a great figure west of the Indus.

This reconstruction of events of the period gives us about 325 B.C.

as the date of the rise of Candragupta in his ancestral domains in

A Refer to my papei
,
‘Did Candragupta Maurya belong to North-Western India ?

'

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute Vol. XVIII, Part II
;
and also

'Candragupta and Sasigupta'. Indian Historical Quarterly, XIII, No. 2. I

have discussed the same (juestions in greater detail in a paper 'Gandhara Origin of

the Maurya Dynasty and the Identification of Candragupta and Sasigupta’, which
I have submitted to the Ninth All-India Oriental Conference.

1 Act. II.

I have discussed afresh the identification of all these people in my paper 'Central

Asiatic Provinces of the Mauryan P'mpire'. l.H.Q. Vol. XII. No 3.
s Refer to my article. ‘Was Alexander routed in India?’. Indian Review

June 1937.
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the north-west. Later on he conquered Magadha with the co-

operation of Parvataka, who, as we have elsewhere shown, was none
else than the great Porus of the Greek historians.^

Now according to the generally accepted Ceylonese Buddhist

traditions Candragupta reigned for twenty-four years Bindusara

for twenty-eight,® and Asoka was coronated four years after he
succeeded his father Bindusara*. These traditions give us 269
B.C. (325-24-28-4) as the date of Anoka’s coronation, on the

assumption that the beginning of Candragupta’s reign is reckoned

from the time of his emergence to power in the north-west.

Ceylonese Buddliist traditions also inform us that Asoka
succeeded his father Bindusara 214 years after Buddha’s Nirvana
and that his coronation took place four years afterwards, or 218

years after the Nirvana.® The Ceylonese tradition of Asoka’s

coronation taking place 218 years after the Nirvana of Buddha gets

an indirect support from Tibetan traditions, which can safely be
regarded as independent of the former. The Tibetan records, infonii

us that ' counting exactly from the Nirvana of Buddha 234 years had
elapsed when Liyul (Khotan) was founded by Kustana, son of

Asoka’®. At another place it is also said that 'Two hundred and
thirty-four years after the death of the Buddha there was a king of

India called Bharmasoka’.’ Stein correctly observes that this

passage ' does not specify whether this date refers to the commence-
ment or any other period of Asoka’s reign’.® But the first passage
clearly shows that the event commemorated is not the accession of

Asoka, but the founding of the kingdom of Khotan by his son
Kustana. This will then presuppose that A-soka ascended the throne
earlier than 234 after Buddha Nirvana in which case Ceylonese date
of 218 will appear probable. Another Tibetan tradition says that

Asoka, the King of Aryavarta, visited Khotan in the year 250 after

the death of Buddha’.® This tradition of Asoka’s visit to Khotan

1 In a paper, 'Identification Poms and Parvataka submitted to the Ninth
All-India Oriental Conference.

2 Mahavaiiisa V. 18, Dipavamsa V. 73,100, Buddhghosha’s Saniantap^adika.
Vayu Parana also allots twenty-four years to Candragupta’s reign. Ch. 99, V. 332.

2 Mahavaiiisa V. 18 ; Dipvatiisa does not give the period of Bindusara's reign,

but as Fleet observes ‘still the same duration (28 years) for a reign between the reigns
of Candragupta and Asoka is deducible from the statements (XI, 5, 12, 13) by which
it fixes the years of the anointment and death of King Mutasiva of Ceylon J. R.A.S.
1909, p. 25, Vayu Purana gives 25 years as the period of Bindusara's reign.

* Mahrivamsa, V. 216; Dipavamsa, VI, 216; Samantapasadka, p. 299.
6 See references given in the above note.
® Rockhill’s Tvife of Buddha, p. 237. 7 Ihid.^ p. 234.
8 Ancient Khotan, p. 161. Footnote 16.
® Asoka. Vincent Smith, p. 81.
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fits in the chronology of the events of his life as we know from his

inscriptions. From the Rummindei and the Nigali-Sagar pillar

inscriptions we know that in the 20th year of his reign Asoka visited

different parts of his realm. A visit to an outlying province of his

Empire like Khotan can safely be put a few years later, which,

dating his events from the year 218 after the death of Buddha, will

come very near to 250 years after Buddha Nirvana.
In a paper ‘ Central Asiatic Provinces of the Maur^^aii Empire’,^

we have shown that there are very strong reasons to believe that a

large part of Central Asia, including Khotan, formed part of the

Mauryan Empire, and the traditions both of Asoka's visit to Khotan
and of his son being the founder of the early dynasty of Khotan
kings are historically correct.^ Fiven independent Chinese tradition

corroborates the last fact. Hiuen Tsang in the accounts of his

travel said that the kingdom of Kliotan was jointly founded by
Chinese and some Indians, who were banished by Asoka from Taksa-

sila, and that a son of the king of China was the lirst king of

Khotan. But his biographer Hiii-li, or may be the editor of his

biography, Yen-ts’ung, both of whom were ‘Contemporaries and
pupils of Hiuen TsangV disagree with him, and inform us that ‘the

first ancestor of the king (of Khotan) was the eldest son of king

Asoka and resided in the kingdom of Taksasila’.^ It will be out of

place to pursue in detail here this question of the extension of the

Mauryan Empire to Khotan. It has already been dealt with in onr

paper 'Central Asiatic Provinces of the Mauryan Enquire Suffice it

to say here that the Tibetan traditions seem to have preserved correct

tradition regarding the period intervening between the death of

Buddha and certain events connected with the reign of Asoka, and
they are in accord with the Ceylonese traditions, which put the

coronation of Asoka 218 years after Buddha's death.

The above Ceylonese tradition of Asoka's coronation taking

place 218 years after Buddha's death is corroborated by Minor Rock

A I.H.Q. Vol. XIll. Part. 3.

2 Compare the following remark of Sten Konow : ‘At the head of the Khotan
dyna3t>' the Tibetan text place Kustana or Salana, who is said to have been born
to the queen of emperor Asoka’ (Khotan Studies. D.R.A.vS. 1914, p. 244.

As liinted in the Cambridge History of India Kustana (or Salana) may be

identical with Anoka’s son Kuiiala, who at one time was the Viceroy at Taxila (V'ol.

I, p. 500). The existence also of the Arhat Vasa.s, the minister associated with

Kustana, in the Tibetan texts about Khotan ‘seems deserving of credence as he is

mentioned in the Sutralathkara of Asvagho.sha* (Cam. History of India Vol. I, p. 507).
* Ancient Khotan, p. 159. A. Stein. See also Julien's Vie de Hiouen-Thsang,

pp. IXXVII.
* Ancient Khotan, p. 159. See also Vie de Hiouen Thsang, p. 279, and Beal's

‘Life’, p. 205.
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Edicts of Asoka. We are of the opinion that these Edicts are the

last ones issued by Asoka towards the end of his rei^, which,

according to the Ceylonese tradition, lasted for 37 years (Dip. 5. loi).

Starting from the 219th year after Buddha’s death the reign of

Asoka extended to about the 256th (219-f 37) year after Buddha’s
death, which figure is also given in some of the Minor Rock Edicts

and which, as we shall discuss below, indicates the year, reckoned
from Buddha Nirvana, in which they were issued by Asoka.

The Minor Rock Edicts (i.e. Rupnath, Sahasram, Bairat, Maski,

Brahmagiri, Siddapura and Jatinga-Rameshwar) are regarded by
Hultzsch, Senart, Vincent Smith, and Dr. F. W. Thomas as the

earliest of Asoka’s inscriptions. It is dilficiilt to go into the details

of the long drawn out controversy, which has not yet ended, regarding

the chronological position of the Minor Rock Jvdicts and the signifi-

cance of the ligure 25() mentioned in some of them. But we shall take

up the main points involved.

Hultzsch gives two main reasons for the view that the Minor
Rock ICdiets were the earliest of Asokaii inscriptions, [a) The
Rupnath and Sahasram edicts ‘speak of inscriptions on rocks and
pillars as a task which it was intended to carry out, and not as a fait

accompli, (6) They and the three Mysore records contain the first

elements of Asoka’s Dliarma, which we find more fully developed in

his rock and pillar edicts.'^

As regards the first point it is a mistake to think that the order

of Asoka in Rupnath and vSahasram ^ for tlie engraving to be caused
on rocks and stone pillars in any way refers to other inscriptions.

It was the subject matter of this particular edict which was to be
engraved on rocks and on stone pillars. A careful reading of the
passages from the Ruj)iiath and Sahasram edicts clearly indicates

that the stone pillars were already existing. This suggests that at

least the pillar Inscriptions were earlier than the Minor Rock
Inscriptions. The Pillar Edicts are dated 26th and 27th years of

Asoka’s coronation.

Hultzsch way of reasoning will suggest that even the Seventh
Pillar ] edict (Delhi-Topra) was also one of the earliest of Asoka’s
inscriptions because there too Asoka orders that ‘This rescript on
morality must be engraved there, where either stone pillars or stone
slabs are’.^ This also indicates that like the Sahasram and Rupnath
edicts the task of engraving on rocks and pillars was intended to be
carried out, it was not yet a fait accompli. As a matter of fact

Dr. Bhandarkar putting almost a similar construction on the above
passage from the Pillar Edict VII, as Hultzsch does on Rupnath and

1 C.I.l. Vol. 1, p. xiv. 2 Ibid. p. 137.
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Sahasram IMicts, suggest that the Pillar Edicts were earlier even than
the Major Rock Edicts. He ingeniously suggests that though the

Major Rock Edicts were actually written and issued in the earlier

part of Asoka's reign yet they were incised on rocks later on, after

the Pillar Edicts. Dr. Bhandarkar thinks that the idea of incising

on rock * does not seem to have occurred to him till after the twenty-
seventh year of his reign, the date of Pillar Ivdict VII The idea of

inscribing on rocks must have been earlier than that of inscribing on

pillars. We have the inscriptions of Darius at Behistun and Nakshi-
Rustam. The influence of Persian customs and tradition on Mauryan
court warrants us to conclude that the idea of incising ])roclamations

on the rocks may have been taken by Asoka from the Persian

example. A critical study of the various inscriptions of Asoka
clearly indicates that the Major Rock Edicts were much earlier than
the Pillar Edicts, which were engraved at the earliest in the 26th

and 27th years of his reign.

In our opinion the suggestion that the Pillar Indicts, and the

Rupnath and Sahasram Edicts are the earliest, because Asoka orders

the incision of edicts on rocks and pillars, is far fetched. iVs suggested

above in each case the order for inscri])tion is for the particular edict

where it occurs. Dr. Barua rightly emphasizes, that the order of

Asoka for the causing of the inscribing on rocks and ]>illars in the

Sahasram and Rupnath as well as Pillar Ivdict VII, was more an in-

struction to the agents who were to carry out his orders.*^ It is not

unlikely that similar orders were Lssued by Asoka regarding the

inscribing of the Major Rock and other Edicts, but were dropped
because of discrimination exercised by officer supervising the task of

inscribing, or the orders for in,scribing were issued separately. At
some places too, in other inscriptions of Asoka, one feels that what
were, perhaps, only executive orders of Asoka had crept in the Edicts

themselves. Brahmagiri and Siddhapura version of the Minor
Rock Ivdict preserves perhaps the whole of the order, including

even the cu.stomary greetings in official correspondence received from
the Viceregal head-quarters at Suvariiagiri. We may also refer to

the Sarnath Edict, where in the end Asoka’s executive orders, which

apparently do not form an integral part of the Edict, and which

are not found in the cognate Edict in the Kausambi, Sanchi and
Allahabad Pillars, were inscribed.

As regards the second reason of Hultzsch that the Minor Rock
Edicts were the earliest because ‘they contain the first element of

Asoka's Dharma, which we find more fully developed in rock and
pillar edicts’, this we think depends on a complete misunderstanding

1 Asoka, p. 28S, 2nd ed. 2 l.H.g. Vol. II, p. luo ft.
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of the development of Asoka's personality, as we see it through his

own inscriptions. The Major Rock Edicts reveal him as a monarch
full of the greatest zeal for promoting a lasting happiness of his

people through various administrative measures. He is constructing

roads and wells, planting trees, opening hospitals, helping aged and
the infirm. He appoints special officers to promote morality amongst
his subjects. He exerts himself to the utmost, and expects his

ministers and officers to do the same, in order to avoid injustice to

any one. At all times of the day and night he is open to listen to

any complaint lodged by any of his subjects.

The trait of character that stands out uppermost in Asoka, as

we see him in the Major Rock Edicts, is a continuous flow of kindness

from his magnanimous heart towards all men and even towards

animals. He has not learned it from any particular sect, it has been

the reaction of the massacres and horrors of the Kalinga war, which

completely destroyed all his enthusiasm for more political conquests,

and sublimated his youthful and ambitious heart to promote love

and goodwill amongst his own subjects, and even between country

and country. The horrors of the Kalinga war, perhaps made him
question the code of political morality, which he inherited from his

grandfather, the mighty conqueror Candragupta, and his great

Chancellor, Canakya, in which political expansion and consolidation

were the uppermost objectives.

It was this mood of mind after the Kalinga war that made
Asoka incline tow'ards Buddhism and may be even Jainism.^ But
there is nothing in the Major Rock Edicts to show that, at the time

they w'ere issued, Asoka had joined Buddhism, on the other hand, as

they reveal him to us, we find that he wisely patronizes all sects. He
sees the good in all of them and ‘desires all sects to reside every

where, for all these desire both self-control and purity of mind'
(Rock l^xlict VH Gi). In his religious tours he visits Brrihmanas
and Sramanas alike (lidict VUI Gi). He appoints Dharina
Mahamatras for the supervision of one sect as of another. Donatory
inscriptions of Asoka, put almost at the same time as the Major
Rock Ivdicts, reveal the same concern for all sects. If he enlarges

the Stiipa of Buddha Konakaniana (Nigali-Sagar, Pillar inscription)

he is giving caves to Ajivikas (Barabar Hill Cave inscriptions).

Thus in all the inscriptions dated before the 14th year of his reign

there is nothing to suggest that he is favouring Buddhism over
other religious sects, or even that he has adopted Buddhism as his

Xiersonal religion. This policy of religious toleration was, perhaps, as

1 The influence of Jainism on Aioka in the early part of his reign is indicated
by his great insistence on non-killing and non-injury to animals.
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much a political dictum handed down from the time of Caiidragupta
and Canakya, as it was the attitude of a virile mind enquiring after

what was really tme m the various religious sects, the same sort of

urge which several centuries later we find in case of Akbar.
In the inscriptions which fall towards the 20th year of his reign

—these are only donatory—we find him more inclined towards
Buddhism. In the 20th year of his reign he visits the birth ])lace of

Buddha and offers worship there. (Rumiiidei Pillar Inscription.)

In the same year he visits the Stupa of the Buddha Konakamana
and offers worship (Nigali-Sagar Pillar Inscription). But in si)ite of

this Asoka continued his policy of jiatronizing and of taking interest

in all the sects. This is evident from the Pillar Ivdicts, which fall

towards the 26th and 27th years of his reign. In the sixth P'dict he
mentions his honouring all the sects with various kinds of honours

ft ^ ^nrr). But the way in which,

in the seventh Pillar Rdict, Asoka mentions Saiiigha (which meant
Buddhist Sarhgha) first along with other religious sects one feels

that the Samgha was uppermost in his mind.

—

ft ^ ft ft^rq^

ft ft % ft^tfHT Thfft ft ftli^E ft % ^
VHft *rprT ft %^ I

‘My Mahamatras of morality too are occupied with affairs of many
kinds which are beneticial to ascetics as well as to householders, and

they are occupied also with all sects. Some were orck^red by me to

busy themselves also with the Brahmanas (and) Ajivkas; others

were ordered by me to busy themselves also with the Nigranthas;

others were ordered by me to busy themselves also with various

other sects.
'

(Hultzsch Tran.)

Now among the inscriptions, in which no regnal date is given

we can put with a great degree of certainty the Schism Rdict

(Kausambi, Saiiiclii, and Sarnath) as having been issued after the

26th year of Asoka's reign. This is evident from the fact that 'the

Kausambi, Saiiichi, and Sarnath Rdicts cannot be earlier than the

six first pillar edicts, because the first of them is engraved on the

Allahabad-Kosam pillar in a position which shows it to have been

a subsequent addition'.^ And as these Pillar Rdicts were issued in

the 26th year of Asoka's reign we can safely say that the Schism Rdict

was issued during the last ten years of Asoka s reign. In this Rdict

^ Hultzsch, C.I.I. Vol. I, p. XVII.
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we find Asoka for the first time in very close relation with the

Buddhist Sariigha. He is striving hard to preserve the unity of the

Samgha, and prescribing punishment for the Bhikshus and Bhikshu-

nis, who attempted to break the Samgha.
The above chronological arrangement of those of the inscriptions

of Asoka, which can be definitely allotted to different periods of his

reign, gives us an insight into the development of his mind.

Buddhism was not the ancestral or early faith of Asoka. His own
ideology, the result of the reaction on his mind of the massacre and
horror of the Kalinga war, was strikingly similar to the teaching of

Buddha, with its emphasis on love, kindness and service of humanity.

With advancing years his devotion to Buddha and his teachings grew

deei)er and deeper. But in spite of this, it appears that even up to

the 26th year of his reign he continued his wise policy of patronizing

and taking interest in the affairs of all the sects. It is only subse*

cpiently in the Schism Indict, which belong to the last ten years of

his reign, that we find Asoka in very close and intimate touch with

the Buddhist religious order. In this Edict he almost appears as

the head of the vSariigha. This indicates that it was sometimes

during the last ten years of his reign that Asoka developed into an

ardent Buddhist.

Now coming to the Minor Rock Ivdicts (i.e. Ru])nath, Sahasram,
Bairat, Maski, Brahmagiri, Siddapura and Jatinga-Ramesvara), which

do not bear any regnal date, these also reveal Asoka as closely pre-

occui)ied with the Buddhist Saihgha. Bike the Major Rock and
Pillar IMicts, Minor Rock Edicts also are addressed to the general

public, hut one fails to find in the latter any trace of the catholic

interest in all sects, which characterizes the earlier proclamations of

Asoka. On the other hand Brahmagiri, vSiddapura and Jatinga-

Ramesvara versions of the Minor Rock lidict refer to the general

principles of good moral life, which are also enunciated in the Major
Rock as well as are referred to in the Pillar Edicts. It is significant

to note in the Minor Rock Eviict no niention is made of BrMiinanas
as the object of worshipful devotion, as is found in the Major Rock
and the Pillar IMicts.^ It is symptomatic of Asoka’s changed out-

look.

^ r‘or ea^y comparison on this point we give below the different versions

of Asoka’s general principle.s of Morality. C.I.l. Vol. I.

I (III. Major Rock VAkt Gir.)

! (Vll. K. Delhi Topra Ihllar.)
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It, thus, appears that the Minor Rock Edicts were issued after

the Pillar Edicts sometime during the last ten years of Asoka’s
reign, and in all probability they were issued in the last year of his

reign. The Minor Rock Edict has a very signilicant statement. In

this Edict Asoka declares for the first and the onh' time in his

inscriptions that he is a Sakya,^ and in the Rupnath J:Cclict he says that

it has been over two and a half years that he is openly a Sakya.

The expression ^ (openly a Sakya) indicates that Asoka

in his heart of hearts did admire Buddha and his teaching but it

was only about 2^ years before the issue of this Edict that he openh^

embraced Buddhism. And about a year before the issue of the

Edict he had joined the Samgha.

1 ^ ifH ^
P'rom the various versions of the Minor Rock Edict it is obvious

that Asoka first joined the Saihgha as lay worshipper (upasaka),

and about a year afterwards he actually entered the Sariigha

in the sense of joined the monkish order.* The Chinese pil-

grim I-tsing mentions an image of Asoka dressed in the garb of a

Buddhist monk.^ It does not necessarily mean that he relin-

quished the throne. We can cite other cases where Buddhist
monarchs had put on the monkish garb even when seated on the

throne. Dr. B. C. Eaw draws attention to king Milinda s similar

action. He 'put on yellow robes and had his head clean shaven
and fulfilled the eight moral conditions, having as.sumed the state of

a muni (muni bhavam upagantva) for a week'.* One wonders if

Milinda was just acting in a manner, in which a couple of centuries

before Asoka had done.

Seated as Asoka was on a throne founded, and also perha])s

supported by Brahmanic influence, this oflicial and public announce-

R «|i R R^lfiT?rW. (Minor Rock

K<lict, Brahmagiri.)
1 C.I.I. Vol. 1 .

' Maski version reads Bii(dha)-Sake. The Salia.srani, Bairat

and Siddpura versions lead ‘Upasake’. C.I.I. Vol. I, p. 167. Note 18.

2 Senart and Hultzsch take the ivord ‘iipeta’ to mean '\’isited' and conclude

that the Minor Rock Edict refers to a .state visit paid by the king to the vSamgha

(C.I.I. Vol. I, p. XIV). It docs not appear convincing that A^ka had never

visited the Samgha before his becoming an upasaka, which took place more than a

year before the suggested visit.

• Fleet, J.R.A.S. 1908, p. 496 ;
and also J.R.A.S. iQi.^ p.

* Indian Culture, Vol. 1, p. 123.
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nieiit of the change of faith, this putting on of the monkish garb,

and also perhaps the lavish gifts from the treasury to Buddhist

Samgha ^ brought about a }>olitical revolution in which Asoka was
deprived of his powers and the ministers put his son or one of his

grandsons on the throne. There may be truth in the tradition

preserved in Asokavadana that Asoka died destitute of power.

Hiuen Tsang also refers to a story similar to one found in

Asokavadana of Asoka’s extravagance and of his being deprived of

royal power b}^ his minister towards the close of his life.^

We, then, conclude that the events referred to in the Minor

Rock Iwlict belong to the last three years of Asoka’s reign ® and that

^ Hiuen Tsang mentions the existence of a pillar in Patalipntra in his time which

recoTiled the gift of Asoka to Buddhist of the whole empire thrice and its redemption

in return for jeuels and treasure. Part of the inscription was reportetl by the

pilgrim as follows : 'Asoka-raja with a firm principle of faith has thrice bestowed

jambudvipa as a leligions offering on Buddha, the Dliarma, and the assembly, and

thrice he has redeemed it with his jewels and treasure
;
and this is the record there-

of. Such is the puriiort of the record. Beal’s ‘ Buddhist Records of the Western

World p. 91, Vol. II. luirlier than Hiuen 'Tsang, Pahian had also reported

similarly about the above pillar and inscription. Ibid., Vol. I, p. Ivii.

2 king Asoka having fallen sick and lingering for a long time, felt that he w'otild

not recover, and so desired to offer all his po.ssessions (gems and valuables) so as

to crowm his religious merit (to jilaiit high the field of merit). The mini.ster w^ho was
carrying on the government was umvilling to comply with his wish. Some time

after this, as he was eating part of an Amlaka fiuit, he playfully put the half of it

(in the hand of the king) for an offering. Holding the fruit in his hand he said with

a sigh to his minister, ‘ Who now is lord of Jambudvipa ' ?

The minister replied, ‘Only ycair maje.sty’.

The king answered, ‘ Not so! I am no longer lord
;
for I have only this half

fruit to call my own! Alas! the wealth and honour of the world are as difficult to

keep as it is to picseA e the light of a lamp in the wind! My wide-sjnead po.ssessions,

my name and high renown, at close of life are snatched from me, and I am in the

hands of a minister violent and pow'erful. The empire is no longer mine
;
this half

fruit alone is left ' !

Then he comiiuindt‘d an attendant officer to come, and he addre.s.sed him thus :

‘ Take this half fiuit and offer it in thegaiden (arama) of the cock (monastery) to the

priests, and speak thus to the venerable ones, "He who was formerl)’’ lord of Jambu-
dvipa, but now is mastei of only this half Amala fruit, bows down before the priests

(chief priest). I pray \'ou (on behalf of the king) receive this very last offering.

All that I have is gone and lost, only this half fruit remains as my little possession.

Pity the poverty of the offering, and grant that it may increase the seeds of his

religious merit’ Beal’s ‘ Buddhist Records of the Western World,’ Vol. II, p. 95-96.
3 Vincent Smith was, perhaps, right in detecting in the vSehism as w'ell as in

the Minor Rock Edict reference to the Third Council held at Pataliputra. He
acutely remarks that the Council 'is not mentioned in thereview of pious acts recorded

in Pillar Edict VH. I assume, therefore, that the Council, which was assembled
to correct the evils caused by scliism, took place at some time in the last nine or ten

years of A.soka’.s life’. (Asoka, p. 217.) It seems likely that the Schism Edict was
issued about a year before the Minor Rock Edict, during the period of his zealous
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the Edict itself was issued iu the closing year of his reign, when he
was deprived of his royal powers and, perhaps, soon after this he
died. This gives us (219+37) 256 as the date of the Minor Rock
Edict after Buddha Nirvana.

In the light of the above conclusion we think that the figure 256
given in the Minor Rock Edict represents the reckoning in years

after the Buddha Nirvana.' This indicates that the expression

(Rupnath) and (Sahasram) (Brahniagiri) is

derived from the Sanskrit word which according to Kautalya,

as suggested by M. Ganapat Sastri, means regnal dating.^ My
learned friend Prof. Hira Eal Jain has drawn my attention to the

following use of the expression in old Jain scripture

efforts referred to in the Minor Rock Edict. This line of thought .suggests that the

expre.ssion ‘ ft
* may refer to

the unity he brought about in the Saiiigha. The expression may then be tran.slated

as follows :

‘

1 luring this period the religious teachers ( )m India who were disunited

( ) were united by me. ’ Rhy.s-Davids shows that the word ‘ Deva ’ in Pali

literature is used also for Samanas and Brahmanas (Visuddhi-deva, i.e. being divine

by pill ity, of great religious merit or attainment). Pali-Knglish Dictionary, ]>. 164-165,

Pt. I. Asoka could take a legitimate pride in his great achievement in uniting the

Samgha, and saving it from disruption.

It may, however, be noted that the above translation will not easily fit in the

Brahniagiri, Siddpura and some other versions of the Minor Rock Edict.
1 Dr. Thomas’ suggestion that ‘lati ’ in the following expression in Sahasram

Edict ‘^ ’ means ‘ratri' (night) has given a very wrong turn to the

interpretation of figure 256. Of the various interpretations of the above expression

the most convincing appears to be Dr. Mukerjee’s suggestion 'the best interpretation

of “ sa-paihna-lati ” is suggested by the Pali grammatical rule " Yavamadanatarala
chagaiTia”,

'

‘the consonants, ya, va, ma, da, na, ta, ra, and la .should be placed between

the final vowel of the preceding word and the initial vowel of the succeeding word,

if a sandhi between those two vowels takes place”. The examples cited for this rule

include chhd+a.siti=chhala.siti, whence we may also derive chhapaihnalati by
sandhi from chhapamna 4- ati=chhapamnalati’. P.115. Asoka.

2 irre*- Arthshastra, Bk. 2, Ch. 6. Compare the following

commentary' of M. Ganpat Sastri on the above

:

ijW’SlfTOWJ I P. 138. Arthshastra.
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This suggests a possible use of the expression and hence also

of its Prakrit form etc. in the general sense of annual counting.^

It thus appears very probable that after his joining the Samgha
Asoka adopted Buddha Nirvana Era, instead of his own regnal

dating which we find in most of his other inscriptions. The way in

which Buddha Nirvana Era is used for dating in the Ceylonese Bud-
dhist works like Mahavaihsa and Dipavamsa,® as well as its use in old

Tibetan traditions, appears that at the time of Asoka it was in

use in the esoteric Buddhist circles.

Our conclusions that the Minor Rock Edict was issued in the

closing year of Afcka's reign and that the figure 256 in the Minor
Rock Edicts represents the years after Buddha's death, fully corro-

borates the Ceylonese Buddhist tradition that Asoka was coronated

218 years after Buddha Nirvana, and that he reigned for 37 years.

Now in view of our conclusion set forth in the beginning of this

paper that A^oka was coronated in 269 B.C. we arrive at (269 -f- 2 18)

487 B.C. as the date of Buddha Nirvana. This is also the date of

Buddha Nirvana given by the well-known ‘ dotted record’ of Canton.

About 664 A.D. Tao-Suen a Chinese priest recorded that there was
in existence a manuscript of the Viiiaya-pitaka which in 489 A.D.
contained 975 dots. At the end of each year marking the Buddha
Nirvana a dot was x^nt by the x>residing priest. This x^ractice is

reported to have commenced right from the very year after Buddha's

death. The MS. bearing such dot was carried to Cliina by
Saihghaldiadra when he put the last dot in 489 A.D.* Thus, the
* dotted record ’ gives us (975—489) 486 as the first year after Buddha's
death, and consequently 487 B.C. as Buddha Nirvana date. Scholars

have not doubted the general truth of the story of the dotted record.

As Max Muller pointed out, there was nothing to induce a

1 A similar view is held by Dr. Barua. See liis article ‘Inscriptional Excursion
in respect of Asoka Edicts’. I. H.Q. Vol. 2, p. 122 ff.

2 Compare the following remark of Fleet. In the Dipavamsa the original

reckoning from Buddha Nirvana, ‘is first presented in connection with the ordination
of Dasaka, at ifi years after the death (4 ; 27, 28. 5. 76, 77). The only conspicious

use of it in that work, however, is in the lecord of the Vai^ali schism at 100 years

(4. 47, 48 ; 5. i()), which led to the Second Council
;
of the birth of Mahendra, at 204

years (6. 20) ; of the anointment of A^ka, at 218 years (6. i) ; and, at 236 years, of

the intermption of the Buddhist olxseivanceswhich ledto the Third Council (7. 37, 44);
of the anointment of Devanaihpiya-Tissa {17. 78) ;—and of the arrival of Mahendra
(15. 71). The reckoning does not figure in the Dipavaihsa after the last-mentioned
year. In the Mahavarii.'^a, it appears only in connection with the Vaisali schism,
at 10 years of the reign of Kfilasoka and at 100 years after the death (ed. Tumour,
p, 15), and with the anointment of A^ka, at 218 years ’. The origin of the Buddha-
varsha, J.R.A.S. IQ09, p. 324.

3 C. 6. Max Muller’s ‘True date of Buddha’s Death.’ I.A., May 1884, 194-150.
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Chinese Buddhist to invent so modem a date for Buddha s death.
‘ It runs counter to all their own chronological theories, and even the

writer himself seems to express surprise that he should himself be so

much nearer to the age of Buddha than he imagined. But it has
been suggested that the process of adding one dot at the end of every

year during 975 years was extremely precarious. But mistake in

this connection was not likely because putting a dot, according to the

above story, became a part of the ceremonial in connection with the

celebration of the Buddha's death. The dot was put l)> the presiding

priest. The dotted record seemed to have preserved not only the

correct number of years but, as Fleet tried to show, even the correct

day of Buddha's death.^

1 ‘ True date of Buddha's death.' I.A., May 18S4, p. 150.
52 ‘ The Day on which Buddha Died.* J.R.A.S. iQoq, p. Q ff.
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THE JAINA THEORY OF EXISTENCE AND REALITY

In the histoty of Indian thought the Jain a system has occupied

a very peculiar position. Not very long ago it was customary
with the dilettantish nou-Jaiiia critics of Jaina thought to brand it

as a disjointed piece of eclecticism, a hopeless medley of the Buddhist
doctrine of change and diversity, and the vedantist concei^tion of

permanence and unity, without any definite and defendable nieta>

physic and theory of knowledge of its own, and credit it, at its

best, with contradictions with which it seemed to them to have been

riddled. Tliis defeatist ])osition and the neglect that have been

systematically meted out to it nia\^ be argued as due to two circum-

stances, one is its want of mivssionary spirit and the other is the

fact that the critics of Jaina thought have drawn mainly upon
the scattered quotations from Jaina literature in orthodox schools

of thought suitable for victimizing it. One illustration in point

amongst many is the remark made by one of our contemporary
writers on Indian Philosophy^

; it runs thus :
‘ The truth is that the

primary aim of Jainism is the perfection of the Soul, rather lhan the

interpretation of the Universe.— fact which may be sup]>orted by
the old statement that dsrava and sumvara constitute the whole
of Jaina teaching, the rest being only an amplification of them.’

This is not peculiarly unusual and surprising. A student of

European Philosophy is well aware how Hegel and his followers

have subjected earlier systems, especially that of Spinoza to un-

merited criticisms and text-torturing for the puri)oses of speculative

exploitation. And he is also aware how systematic attempts are

being made in the present generation of philosophers to re-interpret

the philosophy of this neglected ] ew.

Any way it is admitted that the J aina and Buddhist systems
of thought are reactionaries against the traditional groo\x\s of

orthodox thinking in India. But one must not lose sight of the idea

that a reaction is a fact as inevitable in the realms of physics as in

that of metaphysics and has its part to play in the total appraisal

of values. Any curious student of Jaina philosophy who may

1 Prof. Hiriyatina: Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 173, ‘Asravo bhava
hetuh syat saihvaro nioksa karanani Itiyani arhati clrsti rauyadasyah
prapancanam.

(S. D. S.)
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have the patience and catholicity of mind to go into the recent

researches of some of the western and eastern scholars and into

some recently published treasures of Jaina literature will have to

be convinced that Jainism amidst its dogmatics —are all

systems free from dogmas?—amidst much of its dross and dust,

contains pure gold. He will find in it sturdy reliance on common
sense and perception, evolutionary conception of Reality and

Existence, relativist or rather probabilist conception of psychological

knowledge, introcoiivertible conception of the Soul as an essentially

self-luminous realiU', apotheosis of selfculture and self-sacrifice

as fundamental conditions of Ethico-religious life—features that at

once put Jainism on the rank of a philosophy that would do more
than honour to the realistic, humanistic and personal idealistic

reactions in the present-day thought of the west. It is not, of

course, possible within the limits of a paper like this to set forth

even in outline, these distinctive features of Jaina thought. I

propose therefore to circumscribe my discourse of this evening,

confining it to what the Jaina has to say on the nature of Existence

and Evolution.

In the Jaina scheme of thought the universe has been conceived

under the two fundamental categories of Jiva and Ajiva, the Soul
and the non-Soul, the conscious and the unconscious. Within
the category of non-Soul again are distinguished the subordinate

categories of Matter (pudgala), Motion (Dharnia), Rest (adharma)

Space (Akasa) and Time (Kda) each of the first five categories is

termed by the Jaina an Astikaydy and the seath, namely kdla is

excluded from the list of the Astikayas, but retained in the list of

Dravyas. The reason is that the first five are all characterized by the

twofold feature of astitvd or existence and Kayatvd i.e. pradesikatva
or spatial distinctions. Kala has however, astitva or existence which
pervades all the six dravyas but lacks pradeias or multiple spatial

moments, being a unilateral series without having simultaneous

relations to a group of multiple points. The other five dravyas have
pradesds and are therefore capable of vSimultaneous relations to

innumerable points. I shall prefer to call each of these six dravyas
by the term Real. Now the common inmate characteristic of a

dravya or real is Existence. The Jaina with his realistic genius,

has analyzed the concept of a real and has argued that the inmateness
of existence in a real is due to its self-subsistence, i.e. independence
of any originating and annihilating causes, uniform persistence

and absence in it of spatial determinations.^ A real may and

Pravacanasara of Kundakundacharya II, 4. and Tattvadipika thereon,
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does develop any derivative characters (vibhavas) but amidst these

derivative characters of a real we do not miss its innate character

of existence which is its swabhava or svarupa. Thus existence

comes to be the essence of a real and therefore a real is to be equated

with an existent or Real and Existent are interchangeable terms.^

Again as it is the very postulate of the J aina that the nature of real

is dynamic and therefore the real must evolve into qualities (gunas)

and modilications (parydyas) and must constantly undergo the

triplicate stage of origination, annihilation and stability answering

to the triad of position, negation and synthesis in Hegels develop-

mental conception of reality, and that the changes and evolutions

along with the triplicate process which attains synthesis at every

third stage of stability are as real as the evolving reality itself.

And the entire dynamic process of development is due to the mutual
action and reaction between the four active principles, viz. the soul,

the non-soul, motion and rest which are all parinami or evolutionary,

having the characteristics of both bhava parinama and parispanda

or kriya parinama, i.e. evolutions into being and evolutions into action

while the principles of Space and Time are endowed only with bhava
parinamas It follows then that full completeness of existence

is not realized either in a real, or a quality or a modification taken

singly or separately but only in these taken together. For such
a separateness would suggest cleavage between the evolute and
the evolving reality reducing each of them in their separation to

non-existence. The Jaina makes his position clear by the common
illustration of gold (kdrtdsvara). Just as gold realizes its own nature

as an existent through its qualities like yellowness, malleability, etc.,

and through its modifications or changes of form like ear ring, bangle,

etc., which all proceed from gold as a real, even so any real realizes

its complete existence only in and through its qualities and modi-
fications various under variable circumstances. Ivxistence is, thus

in the complete sense of the term, to be equated with a real with all

its qualities and changes of form which are themselves real. And
this holds good of the conscious real as well as of the unconscious.

The soul as a conscious real evolves itself into its (qualities and modi-
fications into its thinkings, feelings and conations and into the various

forms of conscious beings and realizes its complete existence through
them. This account of reality and existence at once mark the

Jaina position out from that of the Buddhist who disintegrates

^ McTaggart in his Mature of existence comes to the same conclusion that Reality

and Existence are identical by following a somewhat different line of argument.

Vide, ch. II.

2 See Pravacanasara, 11. jb and 37, and 41-43.
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reality into shreds of qualities and modifications and from that of the

advaitist whose reality swallows up all qualities and modifications.^

The realism of Nyaya-Vaisesika indeed conceives the qualities

(gunas) and functions (karmas) of the real as also real, having a

real relation with real, but its difficulty, the Jaina thinks, is that

it, as an advocate of drambhava vdda or the theory of emergence
is suggestive of independence and newness and separation of the

qualities and modifications from the real from which they proceed.

The Nyaya-vaisesika, however, shines to obviate the difficulty by
its assumption of the relation of sama-vaya or co-inherence between
the real and its qualities and functions. But the Jain repudiates

this relation of co-inherence on the ground that co-inherence is in-

compatible with arambhavada. For co-inherence will suggest a

relation of con-substantiality or identity of essence between those

that are related by wny of co-inherence and not merely a relation

constituted by one of the relations, say a quality, being the recipien-

dum (iidheya) and the other, say a substance, being the recipiens

(adhara) ^ Indeed the advocates of samavaya betray their intention

to make the elements of the relation, say substance and (quality,

somehow identical in essence, when they supplement their notion

by adding the phrases like paraspara pariharen, anyatha bheda-

bhedavyavas thanupapatteh, etc., but at the cost only of consistency.

Ill the conception of samavaya of the Nyaya vaisesika there is the

unmistakeable idea of a local separateness between the elements

suggested by the expression of ihapratyaya and the adhara obey a

relation, so thinks the Jaina. And its fundamental assumption

of arambhavada commits it to the doctrine of emergence (arambha)

of something new; so that the quality or modification which is

arabhyate or emerges must be something new and dilTerent from the

constituent causes. Hence the Jaina postulates the principle of

parinama according to which the qualities and modifications are the

self-evolutions of the real having an identity of essence with it.

But on the other hand the Jaina points out that in spite of this

metaphysical or real identity between the Dravay and its gunas

and porydyas there is a logical and conceptual distinction between

them. The (qualities and modifications are both hhinna or distinct

as well abhinna or not distinct from the Dravya. Metaphysically

they are nou-distinct from or identical with the Dravya but logically

they are distinct from it
;
for without this logical distinction there

1 It is interesting t ) note that in the same way we can distinguish the Jaina

position from that of Bergson on the one hand who makes reality out of change or

flux and from that of Bradley who regards Reality in isolation from the qualities

and relations which are mere appearances.
2 See Prastapada Bhasya with Nvaya Kandali, pp. 14-18 .
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is no other way of apprehending the dravya as Dravya, guiia as such
and paryaya per se.

Now having disposed of the problem of lixistence from the

Jaiiia standpoint little remains for me to say on the J aiiia conception

of evolution which, we have seen already, is so very closely connected
with the conception of lixistence. We have already pointed at

length how the Jain conceives of the real as not only existent

but also as evolutionary. Its very existence consists in a dyiianiic

process resulting in the evolution of qualities and modifications

coupled with the threefold stage of origination, annihilation and
stability. The whole world with its principal contents of tlie soul

and the non-soul has to obey this law of change, process and move-
ment. The important to note here is that the stages of origination

and annihilation are like the thcvsis and antithesis of Hegel having

a tendenc}^ towards stability which means nothing other than

synthesis at a particular stage of the continuous developmental

process ready to make room for a fresh origination or a new stage.

But this again has to i:>ass over into the stage of annihilation which
along with the previous stage jointly acquirers a momentum urging

the reality to attain to a fresh synthesis and so on. The qualities

which originate at a certain stage carry with them their death-

signal and the inllux of fresh qualities ensure synthesis and stability

of the real. This Jaina hypothesis of Ivvolutioi], like other hypo-
theses is an attempt to conceive of the real as it presents itself to

common observation. It seems at once emergent and creative.

It is emergent in so far as it supplies us with the detailed links

of connection between one stage and another which is the main
character of the hypothesis of Ivmergence as pointed out by hloyd
Morgan. It is creative in so far as we do not miss in it the creation

of a new feature as indicated by the new synthesis which is attained

at every third stage. The scientific character of the theory is made
home to us when we note that the Jaina in his account scrupulously

purges off any theological dogma and does not bring in a due ex

machina for the guidance of the developmental process. The
conditions and nisus or urge of the development are all inherent

in the real. Another important fact that is made clear to us by
the Jaina is that as the reality is subject to a continuous i)rocess

of change and development the reality must be indefinite in character,

its indefiniteness mu.st be due to the infinite number of (qualities

which it is bound to assume (anekatmakatvam vastunah) . And the

judgements which we may aj^ply for the api^rehension of such
reality must after be probable—a position which has been responsible

for the Jaina doctrine of Syadvada.
Kaijpada Mitra.
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THE ABHAYAGIRI SCHOOL’S VIEWS CONCERNING
THE NUMBER OF JATAKAS AND THE
ENUMERATION OF BOOKS OF THE

ABHIDHAMMA PITAKA

Here J am not to attemi)t ari}^ fresh liistorical account of the

Abhayagiri school of Buddhism in Ceylon, for wliich the reader

may be humbly referred to Dr. Bapat's informative introduction

to his ‘ Vimuttimagga and Vistiddhimagga', and Dr. Malalasekera's

'The Pali Literature of Ceylon' and 'Dictionary of Pali Proper

Names'. It may now be taken for granted that since the foundation

of the Abhayagiri monastery two centuries after the introduction

of Buddhism into Ceylon (Beal, Records, ii, p. 247, f.n. 19), or, more
accurately, ‘218 years after the establishment of the Mahaviliara

monastery’ (Bapat, Vimuttimagga and Visuddhimagga, p. h), it

became a notable centre of Buddhist monks and continued to be a

powerful school of Buddhist thought and opijiion. It is not enough
for Dr. ]\Ialalasekera to observe that even now some works of the

Abhayagiri seed exist (The Pali Literature of Ceylon, pp. 43, 128-9);

he should put forth his very best endeavour to bring them to light

without any further delay and make them accessible to the world

of scholars. The rivalry which had existed between the boasted

Mahavihara school and the ill-famed Abhayagiri, though regrettable

for certain excesses of embitterment of personal feelings, was a sign

of life and health. One broad distinction between the two schools

is brought out by Hwen Thsang in his Si-yu-ki :

'

I'hat whereas the

Maliavhiara vsehool was opposed to the Great \"ehicle and adhered

to the teacliing of the Little Vehicle’, the Abhayagiri school' studied

botli vehicles, and widely diffused the Tripitaka' (Beal, Records,

ii, p. 247). Buddhaghosa, Buddhadatta, Dhammapala and their

compeers, who were celebrities of Mahavihara, all upheld the views

of their school against the teachers of the other school. They had
so much disdain for the rival school of thought that in many instances

they did not care to mention it by name but referred to its teachers

as vitandavddins or by the illusive phrase ' kcci' ('some'). Here
I shall deal only with two points, one concerning the correct total

of the J iitakas and the other concerning the enumeration of the books
of the Abhidliaumia Pitaka, in both of wliich the Abhayagiri school

was in the right and the Mahavihara in the wrong.
As for the correct total of the Jatakas, we are informed by

Fa-Hien that when he visited Ceylon in about the first quarter of

the 5th century A.C., the Abhayagiri-vihara sanctioned representa-

tions of ‘ the five hundred bodily forms which Bodhisattva assumed
during his successive births' (Beal, Records, i, p. Ixxv), which is to
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say, of five hundred Jatakas, and not of five hundred and fifty, a

total mentioned by Buddhaghosa and other exponents of the

Mahavihara tradition.^

On this point, it may at once be shown that the total admitted
by the Abhayagiri school not only tallied with the one given in the

Culla-niddesa (p. 80: panca-Jataka-sutcini) but was more correct of

the two. I have elsewhere classified tlie processes by which the

earlier total 500 was, or might be, mechanically and, in a few
instances, thoughtlessly increased to 550 (Barua, Barhut, Bk. 1 ).

Now, as for the enumeration of the books of the Abhidhamnia-
Pitaka, Dr. B. C. Law has sought to establish that the Pali counter-

parts of the seven Abhidharma Treatises may be taken to represent

'a stei> in advance from the general bulk of the Suttas', and to

form ‘ a link of transition between the Pali vSuttas and tlie Abhi-
dliamma Books’ {llislory of Pali Lit., i, ]>. jjf)). The Abhidhamma
treatises, on the enumeration of which the Abhayagiri school came
into a shaip conflict with the Mahavihara, were all on a par with the

books of the Pali Abhidhaninia Pitaka. h'rom the controversy

raised by Buddhaghosa in his Atthasrdini (]>. ^^6), it appears that

the two schools agreed as to counting tfie total of the books as seven,

and mainly differed as to the inclusion of the Kathavatthu in the

list. Reading b(!tween the lines, one may even observe that they
differed also as to the counting of the Dhatukatha as a separate text.

The \'itandavadins would not include the Kalhavallhu in the

list of the Abhidhamma treatises on the ground that it was (merely)

the word of Buddha’s disciples in the sense tliat it was 'settled by
Tissa, Moggali's son, two hundred and eighteen years after the

Buddha’s Parini])bana ’ (pe Mating Tin, The Expositor, i, p. 5).

They would make up the total of seven either with a book called

Mahddhammahadaya, or with the Mahd-dhdtnkatlid. It may be
shown that Buddhaghosa has jdeaded in vain to justify the inclusion

of the Kathavatthu on a false analogy of the Madhupindika Sutta.

He has not succeded in referring us to any canonical book or passage

containing a mdtikd or first plan of the Book of Controversy which
tradition assigns to the reign of Asoka.

As against the Vitandavadiiis’ proposal to count the Mahd-
dhanimahadaya as a separate treatise, Buddhaghosa advances these

two arguments, both of which are faulty: (i) That ‘in the MaJid-

dhammahadaya there is nothing which has not been said already in

the Dhammahiidaya-vibhanga (i.e., the concluding chapter of the

1 Samanta-pasadika, Vol. I. ‘ Apaniiakajatakadiiii pafuiasadliikaiii pauca-

Jataka-satani.' Cf. Sumangala-vilasim, Pt. I. The reference is to a collection

such as one available iu Fausboll’s edition of the Jataka-atthavainiaua,
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Vibhanga) ’

;
and (ii) that ‘the remaining catechetical section, which

is peculiar to the Mahddhammahadaya, is not long enough to make
up a treatise by itself' (pe Mating Tin, The Expositor

^

p. 5). The
same twofold argument is put forward by Buddhaghosa against the

opponents ’ Mahddhdtukathd.
The tenor of the discussion clearly indicates that the Mahd-

dhammahadaya, counted as a separate book by the Vitandavddins

was a text corresponding to the Dhammahadaya-vihhahga forming

the concluding chapter of the Vibhanga, plus the catechetical section

(panhapucehakam) which is not included in the Vibhanga chapter.

The suspicion is apt to arise if the Mahavihara school had not ac-

commodated the Mahddhammahadaya in the Vibhanga in order to

make room for the Kathavatthu without disturbing the total of seven

books and this suspicion is strengthened by the fact that the Dhajnma-
hadaya-vihhanga is a piece of anomaly as a vibhanga without the

distinction between a Siittanta-hhdjaniya and an Ahhidhamma-
bhdjaniya. As for the Mahddhdtukathd, also proposed by the

Vitandavddins to be counted as a se])arate Abhidhamma book, the

opponents must not have been so foolish as to suggest a book as

deserving to be treated as a separate treatise if it precisely corres-

ponded to the Dhdtiikathd, recogniz.ed by the Mahaviharins. Those
who know the contents of the Dhdtitkaihd will readily admit that its

title is a misnomer, the book having nothing to do with dhdtus and
it being only a textual supplement to the Dhaimnasahgani. The
Vitandavddins' Mahddhdtukathd was, ex hypoihesi, a treatise worthy
of its title,- -a treatise with the dhdtus as its subject-matter.

Who were the Vitandavddins whom the MahaviJiarin Buddhaghosa
has tried to refute? According to tlie Manidii)a, they were ‘the

sectarians of Abhayagiri and Jetavana' (pe Mating Tin, The Ex-
positor, p. 5, f.n. 3).

Thus it may lie indicated, if not actually established, that ac-

cording to the Abhayagiri school, the Abhidhamma Pitaka comprised
these seven books: Dhammasangani (together with the suj^plement
in the Dhdtukathd), Vibhanga, Puggala-pahhatti, Mahddhamma-
hadaya, Mahddhdtukathd, Yamaha, and Patthdna.

B. M. Barua.

THE DATE OF MADHUSODANA SARASVATI

Two very eminent scholars differ widely on the question of the

date of Madhusudana Sarasvati, the great author of the ‘Advaita-
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siddhi'. Prof. Hiriyanna^ places him about 1500 A.D., while
M.M. Prof. S. Kuppuswami Sastri^ says that MacUiusudana
flourished in the last three quarters of the 17th century. The
question of MadliusCidana’s date, therefore, calls for investigation.

Unfortunately, Madhusudaiia has left no cine as to his date
beyond mentioning the names of liis teachers in the ‘ Advaitasiddhi’

and elsewhere. Pandit Rajendranath Ghosh of Calcutta^ has,

after a very elaborate discussion, suggested that Madhusudana
lived from about 1525 to about 1632 A.D. Ghosh has a strange

knack of mixing up legend with history, but he leaves an impression

that Madhusiidana attained to a great age even though that might
be much less than 107 years. A few of his data might be placed

before the readers of this Journal. First, he mentions that one of the

copies of the MS. of Madhusudana 's 'Siddhantabindu', collected by
M.M. Gopinath Kaviraj of Benaras, bears the date Saka 1539.

Secondly, he states that Sesagoviiida, in his tika on the ‘Siddhanta-

sarngraha’, a work ascribed to Samkara, describes himself as the

disciple of Madhusudana and the son of Sesa-pandita, and that this

Sesa-paiidila, also known as Kpsna']>andita, was the guru of BhatlojI

Diksita, while Bhattoji's brother, RangajI, was a disciple of Nrsimha
Asrama. Ghosh further says that it is mentioned in Faniuhar's
‘Fighting Sects of India’ that Madhusudana ])revailed upon Raja
Tociarmal to intercede with Emperor Akbar in order to stop the

oppression of the Hindu ascetics of Benares by Muslim Mullas. I

have had no op])ortunity of checking the sources of these statements.

In the second benedictory verse of the ‘ Advaitasiddhi',

Madhusudana salutes Rama, Visvesvara and Madhava whom he

mentions as his gurus in his Gita commentary; at the end of the first

book of the ‘A(lv aitaside!hi’, he describes himself as the disciple of

Visvesvara Sarasvati; elsewhere in the same work he mentions

Madhava Sarasvati as his vidya-guru. It would be legitimate to

infer from this that VivSvesvara initiated him into Sannyasa, while

Rama and Madhava were his vidya-gunis. This Rama was probably

Rama Tirtha the prolific writer of Vedanta works.

Prof. Dineshchaiidra Bhattacharya, in his interesting article on

‘Sanskrit scholars of Akbar’s time’ (I.H.Q., Vol. XIII, No. i),

refers to the list of 140 learned men of Akbar’s time, 32 of them
being Hindus, in Ain 30, Bk. II, of the ‘ Ain-i-Akbari’ (Blochmann’s

Edition). The very first Hindu name in the list is spelt ‘Madhu
Sarsuti’. Bhattacharya says that Madhu, as spelt in the Persian

1 Introduction to the 'Istasiddhi' of Vimuktatman, p. i.

2 Introduction to the ‘Brahmasiddhi’ of Mandana Misra, p. i.

3 Bengali introduction to his edition of the ‘Advaitasiddhi'.
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original, clearly reads Madhava. The very next name is

‘Madhusudan From this collocation Bhattacharya rightly infers

that the two names refer to Miidhava Sarasvati and his pupil,

Madhnsiidaiui. The other relevant names found in the list are those

of ‘Narain Asram’, ‘Ram Tilth', ‘Nar Sing', and ‘Kishn Pandit'.

These a])parently correspoi^d to Narayana Asrama, the disciple and
commentator of Nrsimha Asrama, the commentator Rama Tirtha,

Nrsimha Asrama, author of the‘Bhedadhikkara’, and Krsna Pandita
or Sesa Pandita, the gum of Bhaltoji Diksita. These facts dispose

of Prof. Kuppuswami’s guess as to Madhiisudana's time.

The date of Madhusudaiia’s birth, viz, 1525 A.T)., proposed by
Ghosh, appears to l)e rather late. He mentions a tradition that

Vyasa Tirtha, author of the'Nyayamrta’, being unable to refute the
‘ Advaitasiddhi' on account of extreme old age, deputed his tmpil,

Vyasarama, to study the ‘Advaitasiddhi’ with Madhusudana and to

master it with a view to writing a complete refutation of the work.
It is a fact that Vyasarama did attem]>t a refutation of the
* Advaitasiddhi' in his tika on the 'Nyayamrta', named ‘Tarangini'.

B. Venkol)a Rao, in the introduction to his edition of the ‘Vyasa-

yogi-caritam' (p. clxxv), proves that Vyasa Tirtha died in 1539 A.D.
If so, the ‘Advaitasiddhi’ must have been written near about this

date, and Madhusudana's date of birth has to ])e placed at least two
decades anterior to 1525.

From what has ])receded, it would appear safe to provisionally

accept 1500 A.]), as the time near about which i\Iadhusudana was
born. It is hoped that scholars will undertake a thorough study of

the w'orks of Madhusudana and his adversaries with a view to arriving

at a more delinitc tliiding about his date.

Amarnatii Ray.

THE SAKA RIVAL OF RAMAGUPTA

According to the Hursacarita, Candragupta killed at Aripura a

certain Sakapati who was sexually inclined towards the wife of another

person.^ The glo.ss of Sankara, the ^rngaraprakdsa of Bhoja, the

Ndtyadarpana of Ramacandra and Gunacandra, the Devi-Candra-
gupfatn, the Kdvyaimnidmsa, and the Sanjan copper plate grant

have, one and all, made it abundantly clear that the parakalatra,

here referred to, was Dhmvadevi, the queen of Candragupta II's

elder brother Ramagupta who being hemmed in at Aripura by the

Sakapati agreed to surrender her to their leader. But who this

1 Harsacrita, Nirmyasdgara edition, p. 200.
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6aka leader was is a question that is still to be decided. Dr. D. R.
Bhandarkar, following the lead of the comnientator Sankara who
translated the word Sakapati as ^akdimni dairya, has l)eeii disposed

to regard him as a religions preceptor of the v^akas, who staxdng in a

religions retreat on a hill-top, most probably in subordination to the
mler of Kartrpnra, attacked Ramagupta and his party on behalf of

his overlord.^ Hut as x>ointed out by me in the Journal of Indian
History, 1936, his position is hardly tenable. ‘The extracts from
the Devi-Candragnptam do not bea/ him out. In these the Saka
invader is styled Sakapati and not ^akdairya. The Snn^draprakdsa
gives him the same title, the Mujmalut-TuiijarJkh does not mention
a religions preceptor as the adversary of Rawwal, and the inteq:)rcta-

tion of Sahkararya who equates Sakapati with Sakdedrya, being
opposed to the meanings assigned to the word paii by onr ySairskrit

lexicons, mUvSt be rejected in face of the cumulative evidence on the

other side furnished by all the other books including the llarsucarita

which states clearly that it was a $aka ruler who uns murdered,
while courting another maids wife, by Candragupta disguised as a

woman. Sahkararya’s being right in explaining the word para-

kalatra, without going against any Sanskrit lexicon, does not mean
that he is necessarily as right, when he assigns meanings to words
leaving aside altogether the meanings given to them by Sanskrit

lexicograidaors. Moreover, even if it be admitted that Sahkararya
was right in iuterfireting Sakapati as Sakdedrya who would except

this religious head, whose retreat was so far away from the domains
of his co-religionists and disciples to command an army that coidd

not only hold its own against, but also reduce to sore straits, the

army of the most powerful ruler of Northeni India. Further, he

must have been really a strange religious head who asked the husbands
to surrender their wives before he allowed them to go away un-

molested.

So we must still answer the question as to who this Sakapati

was, and the reply is, I believe, vouchsafed by pondering over the

reasons that led Sankara to explain paii as dearya. It must be
admitted that Sankara had before him some very old and reliable

glosses which he used iti the compilation of his own commentary,

for how otherwise could he know that the parakalatra referred to was
Dhruvasvamhu, the wife of Candragupta 's elder ])rother. vSo

Sankara’s explanation of pati as dearya was most probably due to his

misunderstanding of the meaning assigned to the word by some
older commentator who, I surmise, translated the word Sakapati as

1 Mdlavtya Commemoration Volume, p. 195.

2 Journal of Indian History, 1936, p. 316.
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^akasvamin. In the days of Amara and Bana, the word svamin
merely meant a lord, but onr eighteenth century commentator
Sankara having before him the examples of acdryas like Sahkara-

svaniin, Ramanujasvamin and so forth misunderstood it to mean a

religious preceptor and changed accordingly the explanation

^akasvaniin of the older commentator into Sakdcarya of his own,

without being in the least cognizant of the fact that he was thereby

changing the meaning of the original word and laying the basis of

historical error and much unnecessary theorizing.

So Sakasvdmin was most probably the older explanation; and
for the real meaning of the word svamin and pati when they are

combined with the term Saka we miist turn to the vSaka language

itself. According to Sten Konow the Indians translate the word
muYundd with svdmin. The Chinese have the word Sai-wang, the

Saka lords, as a translation of the corresponding word Sakamnrunda,

and 'the Indian translation of this term by Sakanrpati is an exact

parallel to the Chinese word\i Hence it might be averred with a

fair amount of certainty that it is some ^akamunmda chief who is

referred to by the word Sakapati of the Harsacarifa which is, as

already pointed otit, changed into Sakdcarya of Sankara through the

intermediate explanation ^akasvdmin of a commentary unfortunately

no longer extant.

The Zeda inscription calls Kaniska a mnroda (vSansk. Mmunda)}
The Zvaiyaka-Brhadvrtti mentions a Muninda ruler at Pataliputra.^

About 240 A.L). a Murunda mler sent four horses as a present to the

niler of Funan.^ All these nilers were Kusans. So the §aka})ati of

the Harsacarita, or Salumurnnda, as we might call him, was most
probably a Kusaii mler who though he submitted to the amis of

the redoubtable Samudragupta threw off the Oupta yoke as soon as

the emperor died and almost succeeded in reviving the lost glories

of the Kusan Em]iire by defeating his son and successor Ramagupta,
the cowardly husband of Dhmvadevi. He, hov/ever, failed before

the superior stratagem and skill of Candra-Gupta II who seems to

refer to the defeat of this very Saka ruler in the line

tMvd saplamiikhdni yena samare Sindhorjjitd Vdhlikah.^

Dasharatha Sharma.

' Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XIX, p. 3.

2 Ibid., p. 15.

3 U.I., p. 3, sec the Mdlavlya Commemoration Volume, p. 185.
4 Mdlavlya Commemoration Volume, p. 186.

5 V. I of the Mehraitli Iron Pillar inscription.
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MANDASOR INSCRIPTION OF KUMARAGUPTA (I)

In a note entitled the ‘ Mandasor inscription of the Silk Weavers'
Guild’ (Indian Culture, Vol. Ill, No. 2, pp. 379-81) on the Mandasor
inscription of Kumaragupta, otherwise known as Vatsahhatti’s

Prasasti Mr. Dasaratha Sanna advances grammatical arguments in

support of the correct translation of the 36th verse

^ cTcft^g^T
II

'

in the inscription. The plain and simple translation of the verse is :

’Then (after Malava year 493) a long time having elapsed, now
(about Malava year 529) a part of this edifice (Sun temple) has
been terribly mutilated by other Kings’. The late Dr. O. Biihler

—a great Sanskritist—understood the same meaning of the verse as

is evident from his following remarks: ’A postscript narrating a
restoration of the edifice demolished in parts, with a mention of the
date of this event and a description of the season when it took ]dace,

verses 36-42’, (‘Indian Inscriptions and the antiquity of Indian
artificial poetry'—Vatsabhatti’s Prasasti’—Indian Antiquary for

1913). The two dates in the inscription, Malava years 493 and 529,
are assumed to be equivalent to A.D. 436 and 472, i.e., Gupta years
1 17 and 153. On Ideet’s epoch, on the first date (G.lv 117)

Kumaragupta (I) was ruling but the second date (G.Pk 153) falls

during Skanda’s nile according to some historians or in his successor’s

reign according to others. As there was a new mler on the second
date according to Fleet’s epoch the name of this ruler ought to have
found a place in the inscription and its absence is an uncommon
practice. But in the inscription the name of the paramount sovereign

Kuniaragu])ta (I) alone is mentioned. It seems to obviate this

difficulty, Fleet translated the verse thus ; ‘In the course of a long

time under other kings parts of this temple fell into disrepair’, which
is unconvincing, for, on liis theory only one king’s (Skancla’s) reign

at the utmost might have elapsed by G.E. 153 and the name of the

then reigning king should have been stated in the inscription and also

because it is impossible to make one believe that such a stately and
massive temple could fall into disrepair of itself within the short

period of thirty-six years. Mr. Sarnia, therefore, riglitly suspected

the correctness of the translation of Fleet copied by Diskalkar.

But as Mr. Sarnia was also possessed of Fleet’s epoch he searched

for the name of the ruler in Malava year 529 and opined that it was
a Huna King and because he belonged to the hated Mlecchas

the King’s name was not mentioned in the inscription which is
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unwarranted. K. Rama PLsharoti ('Vatsabhatti's Prasasti’—Indian
Culture, Vol. IV, No. i, pp. iio-ii) admits the force of the argument
advanced in Sarnia’s note, against the short period of thirty-six years

to introduce decay in that stately and massive temple of itself and
tried to overcome the difficulty by accepting hleet’s translation of

the verse 36 and translating a part of verse 37 and 39 as ‘the temple
was renovated after five hundred and twenty-nine years had elapsed

after the construction of the temple (in IMalava year 493). That is

according to Mr. Pisharoti the temple was renovated in Malava year

(493+ 529, or) 1022 assumed to be equivalent to A.D. 966. He even
goes so far as to remark that ‘the text, as it stands, does not warrant
any other inteq)retation and also refers the reader to his paper on
this topic contributed to the Dr. vS.K.A. Commemoration volume,

pp. 67-93. I wonder how Mr. Pisharoti could support this inter-

pretation when in verse 37 it is clearly stated that the work of repair

was performed by the very same charitable guild of silk weavers to

increase their own fame

11 ' Verse 37.)

It is regrettable that Mr. Pisharoti quoted only ‘ *

from the verse without quoting the rest, lie seems to ha\^e

overlooked the last verse (verse 44) whendn it is distinctly stated

that the repair of the tenqile and the composition of the Prasasti by
Vatsabhatti were done ])y ordcT of the same guild of silk weavers

and also to have overlooked the pakeographical aspect of the inscrip-

tion coiiipleteh". For Mr. Pisharoti to make one believe that the

same guild continued for 529 years at the least is simply preposterous.

The plain and simple meaning of verse 36 has already beeii stated

and the two dates in the inscription (Malava years 493 and 529)

are ecpiivalent as I have already showm in my paj^er on the Gupta
Era, to Gupta (Vikrama) years 93 and 129 and on both these dates

the paramount sovereign was Kumaragupta (1) as stated in the

inscription.

This shows the incorrectness of Fleet’s epoch which cannot

explain epigraphic dilliculties.

Diiirendra Nath jMookerjea.
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A BENGALI CUSTOM

In Smrti works we have lists of avaktavya-ndmdni (i.e. names
not to be prononnced). The Kannalocana,^ for instance, writes;

dtma-ndma ^uror= ndma ndmdni krpanasya ca 1

prdn-dnte— *pi na vakfavyam jyesthaputra-kalatrayoh II

In hlastern India, a married girl cannot pronounce her husband's

name. This custom has undergone a peculiar development in some
parts of Bengal. In this note, I am referring to the development of

the custom that I have noticed particularly in the Sadar Subdivision

of the Faridpur District.

A married girl does not pronounce the names of her husband,

his parents, his elder brothers, his paternal and maternal uncles and
their wives, his paternal and maternal grandfathers and grand'

mothers, etc. She will not even pronounce words and names which
resemble in pronunciation, however .slightly, the name of any of the

above relations. Sometimes she expresses a particular word by a

word or phrase of more or less the same significance, but sometimes

the first letter of the w'ord or name is changed. It is very interesting

that the custom prevails amongst women of both the Hindu and
Musalnian communities. I give below a list of names (with local

pronunciation), words resembling any of them in pronunciation, and
their substitutes used by girls.

Names. Words. Siihstifuies.

1. Gauramohana garu {goru, the cow), s^eot,^ baro bachur (lit.

(gourmohon). big calf).

2. A(lyauatha adfi (root-stock of

[d\ld0 } i dth) ginger plant)

.

Adimohana
(ddimohon)

Adilad-din

(called

ddcloddi).

3. Kalinatha kali (ink). aWte."*
{kdlindth).

1 Quoted in ^ahdakalpadnma, s. v. ndma.
2 The meaning and origin of the word are not clear.

2 Probably from jhdla, pungent.
* Probably a corrupt form of andhakara (cl. dndhiydra).
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Names, Words, Substitutes,

4. Amir-ad-din
(called {ami-

roddi).

7. RavSamohana
{rdimohon)

.

8. Yamini {jdmini),

9. Madhiisiidana

[modhusudon)

.

10. Kcdaranatha
{kcrddrndth),

11. Bisbaiiatha

bisiondih)

Bisbesbara

{hU^essar),

12. Purnacaiidra

{purnocandro).

13. Nilainadliaba

{nilmddhob),

14. Manika {mdnik,

colloquially

mdncc).

15. Gobinda
(^obindo),

16. Laksmi {lokkhi),

17. Jagat (jagot).

toa (mango).

ambubaci (called

dmdboti),

amabasya (called

(amaba'ssce).

rasta (road).

jama (Ivugenia

jambos).

madhu {modJm,

honey).

kada (sometimes

pronounced kseda,

mud, clay),

brhaspati bara (called

bissud bar, Thurs-

day).

purnima

nila {nil, indigo).

manakacn {man-
kocu, the arum).

gobindapurer hata ^

(the hdi of

Gobindapur).

phal (fruit).

phalboti.

phalba’ssse.

sarok (road).

k^a phal (black fruit).

caker ras (lit. juice of

the hive),

khic (clay).

hudh barer parer bar

(day after Wednesday).

jyocliana {zosnd,

moon light),

kapore dewa kali (ink

used in dyeing cloth),

bara {haw, big) kocu.

pat-ba?ca hat (the hat

where jute is sold)

.

phokkhi.

phagot.

It is said that a married girl’s husband’s name was lyokanatha

{lokndth, colloquially nod^ from lokd), and the latter’s father and
elder brother bore the names Adyanatha and Madhusudana respec-

tively. Once she had to advise a friend regarding the preparation

of a particular medicine which required add (root-stock of ginger

plant), madhu (honey) and a piece of nod (iron, from lohd=lauha).

It was not possible for her to pronounce any of the words; so she

1 Hat is a market held twice a week.
2 Generally, iron.
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said, ‘ Prepare some juice of my hiisband*s elder brother, put into it

a few drops of my father-in-law, then put my bariaola (bariwfila,

owner of the house, i.e. husband) into the mixture for a while after

burning him well’.

The word phanlla (written phaldnd—amuka, i.e., so-and-so) is

sometimes UvSed by a girl to indicate a person whose name she cainiot

pronounce. There is a distich said to be the prayer to the god
Karttika (=Karttikeya) offered by a girl who could not pronounce
the word kdrttika which was her husband’s name. In the language
of books it may be written as :

phalana thakura phalana thakura amara phalana yadi bace I

jora-phalana diya kariba piija phalana phalana mase II

'O so-and-so god (Karttikeya), if my so-and-so (husband) comes
round safely, I will offer worship to a double so-and-so (i.e. a pair of

images of the god Karttikeya) in so-and-so month (month of Karttika

every year.
’

Dines Ciundra Sircar.

THE BEARING OF THE HARAHA INSCRIPTION ON
THE EPOCH OF THE GUPTA ERA

In a note contributed to the I.C. Vol. 4, pp. 104-5, Professor

Dhirendranath Mookerji has sought to prove by the evidence of the

Haraha inscription ^ that the epoch of the Gupta lira as determined

by Dr. Fleet is 'in error by at least a hundred years’.

His arguments are:

—

1. 'That Suryavarman was born sometimes about Vikrama
year (611-21) 590, and Isanavarman’s glorious con-

quests were won and he became a Maharajadhiraja at

least about Vikrama year 589.’ Further, 'In Mfilava

year 589 which is assumed to be identical with Vikrama
year, Rajadhiraja Yasodharman, Visnuvardhana was
reigning, thus making Maharajadhiraja Isanavarman
Maukhari as his contemporary. This shows clearly that

the MMava and Vikrama years are not identical’.

2. The Imperial Gupta monarch Meiliarajadhiraja Kumara-
gupta son of Narasinhagupta Baladitya was reigning

1 See E.I. Vol. XIV, p. no Q.
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iti 532 A.D. P'^rom the Aphsad inscription ^ we
learn that the later Gupta King Kumaragupta son of

Jivitagupta I was a contemporary of and fought against

Isanavarmaii. Therefore this Kumaragupta must have
flourished a little before 532 A.]), and Maharajadhiraja
Kumaragupta sou of Narasinhagupta must be placed
much earlier still.

Now as regards the first argument, it is true that Rajadhiraja
Yasodharmaii was reigning in the Malava year 589 and it may also

be admitted that Suryavarma was bom in the Vikrama year 590.
But there is nothing to force on us the corollary that Isanavarman
had achieved the victories and become a Maharajadhiraja before that

date. We know for certain that Isanavarman was the first in his

line to assume thc' title of Maharajadhiraja,^ or in other words the
Matikharis became a sovereign power in northern India, only from
the time of Isanavarman. Wiile we have no nieatis of ascertaining

the exact date when that sovereignty was established, it is certain

that it must have taken sometime for Isanavarman, after his acces-

sion, to launch his victorious coinpaigns. There is nothing in the

inscription to indicate that Isanavarman had achieved these conqiu^sts

before the birth of Suryavarman or 21 years before bii V.vS. It was
natural for the author of the Haraha inscription to (lescril)e the

achievements of Isanavarmati first and then pass on to his son.

But that simply means that IvSanavarman had won these victories

before the Ilaraha inscription was put up, i.e. before 61 1 V.S. There
is no reason why we should necessarily date these conquests before

the birth of vSuryavarman. vSupposing that I&mavarman's victorious

career began 10 years after the birth 01 Suryavarman, it must have
taken him some years to subdue his rivals in northern India. At
any rate he could not have become a Maharajadhiraja before 542 A.D.
Thus, as a Maharajadhiraja he was not contemporaneous with

Rajadhiraja Yasodharman.
We know that Yasodharman’s wars and conquests were over

and his power consolidated before 532 A.D. the date of Mandasor
stone slab inscription. Considering his great achievements, it has

to be conceded that it must have taken him at least 15 years to

consolidate his power. His career began, therefore in C. 517 A.D.^

1 C. II, Vol. Ill, pp. 200-208.
2 See tlie Maukhari genealogy as given in the Asirgadlia copper seal (CII. Vol.

Ill, p. 219 f) and the Nalanda clay seal, B.I. Vol. XXI, p. 73 ff.

3 It should be specially noted that by this time the age of the Imperial Guptas

had come to an end. The last Gupta Emperor was Bhanugupta who lost his

sovereignty perhaps after the battle of Bran in 191 or 510 A.D.
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Thus from 517 to 542 there is an interval of 25 years during which
Yasodharman had come and gone like a meteor. After his dis-

appearance from the scene the overlordship of northern India had
been once again thrown oj)cn and was a coveted object for every

ambitious niler. Isanavarmaii taking advantage of the opportunity

made a bold bid, and established his supremacy.
Thus there is nothing in the Haraha inscri])tion that should

convince ns to give up the identification of the Malava and Vikrama
Eras, suggested by Dr. Fleet and conclusively established by the

Menalgadh inscription to which attention was first drawn by the late

Professor Dr. F. Kielhorn.^

As to Professor Mookerji's second argument, there can be no
dispute with regard to its first part, _i.e. Kiiniaragupta son of

Jivitagupta I was a contemporary of Isanavarmaii, except that

instead of assigning the exact date 532 A.D. we might put him some-
where before 554 A.D. However the second part of tlie argument
is entirely unacceptable. It is uncritical to say definitely, that

Maharajadhiraja Kiiniaragupta, son of Narasiiiliagupta, has to be
placed in C. 532 A.D. and thus Fleet's theory creates a conflict.

There is at present a consensus of ojmiion^ with only one dissentient

voice that Kumaragupta son of Narasiiiliagupta ruled in 472 A.D.
Thus it is clear that he flourivshed long before Kiiniaragupta of the

Aphsad inscription, and the conflict is only imaginary rather than
real. There is no authoritative evidence to place Maharajadliiraja

Kumaragu])ta II, son of Narasiiiliagupta as late as 532 A.D. except

the pseiuio-liistorical tale of the defeat of IMihiraknla told by Ilieim

Tsang. Thus it is clear, that Professor Mookerji's objections do not in

any way upset the epoch of the Chipta F'lra as determined by
Dr. Fleet.

Jagan Nath.

IMAGERY OF MOON AND OCEAN IN KALIDASA

The mystery of the relationship) of moon and ocean affords

Kalidasa in his epics material for a series of similes studied in this

note. Its object is to illustrate the ivealth of illustrative content
derived from the one idea and incidentally to raise one small question

of interpretation.

1 See LA. 1890, p. 316.

2 Mr. Panna Lai, I.C.S., Dr. Smith, Dr. H. Ray Chaudhri, Prof. R. D. Bannerji,

all favour this view.
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This relationship resolves itself for Kalidasa into two postulates,

namely, the tidal attraction of the moon and a confused or conven-
tional belief that the rising moon makes a rough vSea.

From this source illustrative value is derived in two categories :

—

(a) The purely physical thought of meeting, approach, following,

or accompaniment.
(b) Psychological experience of two kinds, namely, mental

agitation through anger or other passion, and its opposite,

the ])lacidity of supreme contentment.

Dominating and colouring all these ideas is, of course, the sense

of whiteness inherent in foam and moonlight, whiteness with its

conventional suggestions, but this purely picturesque aspect is never

devoid of the deeper content. Nor are the physical and psychological

strains ever entirely apart. It is this iiiteriday of ideas that gives

the peculiar force to imagery in Kalidasa.

It would be tedious to analyze instances, but a summary grouping
will serve to illustrate with what variety these different conceptions

enter into this small field of imagery.

The similes of moon and ocean for the welcome to the visitor at

the city gate,^ the army following its leader ^ and the bridegroom ®

conducted to the bride are predominantly of the physical type, but
all these carry the implication of placid emotion and the two latter

the sense of dazzling whiteness.

The simile of sea and moon for father overflowing with delight

at the sight of his son is essentially of the quiet emotional ty[ie, as

is also the use of the same idea to illustrate brotherly ^ unity, though
the sense of accompaniment here predominates. On the other hand
insult ” provokes indignation as the new moon agitates the sea,

while the same simile is used elsewhere, with close verbal reminis-

cences, to describe the ^ first access of erotic passion.

Did Kalidasa confuse the tidal effect of new and full moon with

that of a change of the \v'eather at the rise of the moon ? in

R.V. VH 19 as interpreted from K.S. VI 8 must almost certainly

mean new moon, i.e., first day of the moon. «r

in that case corresponds to in the sense of

modest gesture and appearance. If one could take ^ here

as meaning the rising moon i.e., the full moon rising on the sea

I R.V. V. 61. 2 R.V. XVI. 27.

3 R.V. VII. 19 (K.S. VII 73). 4 R.V. Ill, 17.
5 R.V. X. 82. « R.V. XII. 36
7 K.S. III. 67.
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TW in R.V. XII 36 and K.S. Ill 67), this particular simile

would rather gain than lose in expresvsiveness, but it would then

remain an open question whether the tidal effect of the new moon
enters at all into Kalidasa's conception of tliis imagery. By the
' roughness ’ of the sea he is thinking of course of Surf on the coast

in the moonlight, not of a storm on the open sea. If Kalidasa saw
the sea at all, it was on the surf ridden Eastern coast described with

such imaginative feeling in the Sixth and Thirteenth Sargas of the

Raghuvamsa.
C. W. Gurner.

KARNASUVARNA and suvarna-kudya

Of the geographical name of Karnasuvarna, our knowledge
had hitherto been based on three dilferent pieces of evidence, viz.

the Vappaghosavata grant of the Maharajadhiraja Jayanaga, the

account of Iliuen TvSaiig, and the Nidhanpur copi)er-p]ate grant of

the Maharajadhiraja Bhaskaravarman of Kamarupa. The grant of

Jayanaga, which is supiDosed to date from the latter half of the sixth

century A.D., was issued when he was resident at Karnasuvarnaka
(Karnnasuvarnnak—dvasthila),^ and according to Iliuen Tsang,

Sasahka, the murderer of Rajyavardhana {606 A.I).), was the king

of Kie-lo-na-su~fa-Ia~na, whereof, as of many other countries, the

pilgrim records an interesting account regarding the land, the peoi)le

and their religion. The only point from that well-known account,

that need be reproduced here, is that beside the capital, which was
20 li in circuit, was the Lo-to-mo-chih (Rakta-mrltikd) Monastery,

a magniiicent and famous establishment, the resort of illustrious

Brethren. 2

The older identification of Karnasuvarna, the capital, with

Bara-bazar in Barabhum, Rohtasgad in Shahbad district, and
Sufaran in Ch(3ta-Naginir district as proposed by Cunningham,
Fleet and Beglar respectively, have long been laid on the shelf in

favour of Beveridge’s identification with Ranga-inati (Rakta-mrtti)

,

alias Kansonagad, on the west bank of the Bhagirathi, 6 or 7 miles

to the south of Berhampur. The trial excavations conducted a few

years ago by the Archaeological Department at the so-called DeviTs

Mound at Raiigamati brought to light the remains of a Buddhist

Vihara of the 6th to 7th century A.D. but *no definite confirmation'

we are told, was ‘ available about its identity with the Karnasuvarna

1 Ep, Ind., XVIII, p. 63. ^ Watters, On Yuan Chwang, II, p. 191.
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(i.e. Rakta-mrttika) Vihara But this is no reason to conclude that
Beveridge's identification of Karnasuvarna, the capital, is any way
wide of the mark. The site with its two significant names, Ranga-
mati and Kansonagad, with its soil {mfttikd), that is characteristically

red (rakta), where the coins of Jaya(naga) and others, as also many
old sculptures and other objects of antiquity have been found, and
which is dotted with a number of mounds,—has a serious claim

to an extensive-scale excavation, before any such indication be given

out.

It is dubious if Karnasuvarna ever came under the sway of

Harsavardhana, but in the second or the beginning of the third

quarter of the seventh century A.D. it wns occupied, for some time
at least, by Harsa’s faithful ally, Bhaskaravarmaii, whose Nklhanpur
copper-plate inscription was issued from the camp located at Karna-
suvarna {Skandhavdrdt-Karnnasiiviirnna-vdsukdl), that was possessed

of 'splendid ships, elephants, horses and footsoldiers {mahdnau-
hasty =asva-patti-sampaiy^updta).^ The vast bed of the old course

of the Bhagirathi by the side of Rangamati at once vouches for the

truth of that large ships could easily sail and lie in anchor in the

waters of that place in olden times.

Thus, associated with the names of three great monarchs,

Jayanaga, Sasanka and Bhaskaravarmaii, the history of Karnasu-

varna was hitherto known to cover a period of more or less a century,

from the latter half of the sixth to the third quarter of the seventh

century A.D. Quite recently, however, there has come out a fourth

source of information to reveal the fact that the city continued to

flourish for over two centuries more. Its name has been found to

occur in the Southern recension of the text of the Karpura-mahjan
of Rajasekhara, thanks to the researches of Dr. M. M. Ghosh. The
drama in eulogizing in the introduction the royal patron of the

author as the lord of various places of Eastern India, including

Campa, Radha, Harikela and Kamarupa, characterizes the king

'as one who had disregarded the bribe or payment of the people

of Karnasuvarna’ [avamannida-kannasuvanna-ddna).^ When after

this and how exactly this glorious capital of the Cauda country

dwindled into insignificance is well-nigh impossible to predict to-day.

The Kautiliya Arthasdstra refers several times to a place called

Suvarnakudya in the chapter on 'Ivxamination of Gems that are

to be entered into the Treasury' (Book II, ch. ii). As to the nine

varieties of Tuilaparnika (fragrant substances) as mentioned by

1 A.S.I., Ami. Rep., 1928-29, p. 99.

2 Ep. Ind., XII, pp. 73 and 76; Kdmampa-idsandvalx, p. ii.

8 See Karpura-manjari, ed. Dr. Manoinohan Ghosh, 1938, Introduction,*

p, xxiii, Text, p. 5, and Notes, p. 70.
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the Kautiliya, the first five varieties named after five different places,

including Suvarnakiidya, are according to the commentator products
of Kamarupa, and the term Suvamakiidya is explained as * Siivarna-

kudyd ndnia grdmah Kdmarupagah*} While discussing the geo-

graphy of the Kautiliya, Mr. H. V. Trivedi simply observed on this

point that 'All these ])laces, with the exception of Svarnabhumi,
Uttaraparvata and Paralauhitya, are located in Assam by the

commentator, and no more information conceniiiig their identilication

is available from any other sources known to us’,^ and Rai K. L.
Bania Bahadur has in his Early History of Kdinar4j>a left out the

question altogether. Years ago, the late MM. H. P. Sastri, however,

opined that it is Suvarnakudya tliat later became known as Karna-
stivarna,® and Dr. S. K. Chatterji seems to have accepted this view.'*

If it be a correct representation of fact, it would prove that Karna-
suvarna as a city grew up in the fourth century B.C. at the latest.

But the difficulty is that nothing warrants us to prefer this conjecture

to the version of the commentary. On the contrary, if the four

other names in the group comprising the first five ones in the passage
ill question be names of places in Assam, there is no conceivable

reason why we should single out the name of Suvarnakudya and
say that the coimnentator is wrong. xVgain, since the term kudya
means bhitti^ or foundation (cf. Ahhidhdna-cinldmani of Hemacandra,
IV. 69), the word Suvarna-kndya signifies a place, the foundation of

which was believed to have been gold, and we know from different

sources that Assam was a place where gold was abundant. ' It is the

general belief of the inhabitants of the surrounding countries ',

wrote Mr. Moneeram one hundred years ago in his excellent account

of washing for gold in Assam, ‘ that the rivers of the valley of Assam
abound in gold, and this is in a maimer corroborated by the numbers
of the inhabitants of Assatn, who are gold-washers by profession’.*

‘The whole of the rivers in Assam’, continued the writer, ‘contain

(as formerly noticed) more or less gold in their sands, and the soil of

which their banks are composed’. If we remember this, as also the

version of the commentary on the Kautiliya, the conclusion becomes
irresistible that Suvarnakudya was one of tlie tracts in Assam, on
the bank of some river that was in plenty of gold.

N. N. Das Gupta.

1 Arthaidstra of Kautilya, with the comm. Srimula of MM. T. Ganapati Sastri,

Part I, 1924, p. 190.

2 Ind. CuL, Vol. I, p. 260.

* Vangiya Sdhitya Pari^ad Patrikd, 1321 B.S., p. 249.
4 Origin and Development of Bengali Language, Part I, Introduction, p. 70.
5 Bhitti may also mean wall, but it would not yield any sense in this case.

* J.A.S.B,, 1838, p. 625.
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A NOTE ON THE NOSE-ORNAMENT IN
MOHENJO-DARO

Controversies regarding whether nose-omaments were actually

worn in India or not, before the advent of Islam, are well known in

the studies of Indian archaeology.

Knowledge of early Indian personal ornaments may be had from
both archaeological and literary sources, but due to the scarcity of

archaeological finds in the shape of actual jewellery and sparing

mention of ornaments in ancient literature one has mainly to depend
on the representations of oniaments seen on the specimens of scnilp-

ture and painting of ancient age. Mention of any nose-omament
cannot probably be found earlier than the 9th century A.D.^ and
Alexander Cunningham, than whom none was better acquainted
with the remains of early Indian sculptures and paintings, was of

opinion that no trace of any nose-oniament was to be met with in

any of those remains.^

For a study of jewellery woni in India during the Chalcolithic

age one has to depend absolutely on arclueological sources contained

in the actual jewellery found in course of excavation and those seen

represented on the human figures, also found from the proto-historic

sites. Though not equal in bulk to the hoards of jewellery found
from the chalcolithic sites of Kgypt, Sumeria and South-Russia,

where these survive mainly in sepulchral deposits, the finds of

jewellery made from the mins of Ilarappa in the Punjab and
Mohenjo-daro in Sind betray a wide knowledge of the Indus Valley

craftsman, regarding the shapes of the ornaments and the technical

processes employed in their manufacture. Unfortunately however,

very few of these ornaments have been found in tact and in case of

many of these again it cannot be definitely said as to which part of

the body they were actually meant for.

To become definite regarding the identification of many of these

ornaments no other helj) is more valuable than an attempt to corro-

borate them with the jewellery represented on many of the human
figures found from the allied sites. Fortunately enough, many of the

ornaments seen on a number of figures afford necessary clues for

plausible identifications of many of the actual ornaments, which
would otherwise remain practically unattributable to any part of the
body due to their queer shapes.

From the actual things found and objects seen represented

on the human figures unearthed in the said sites, it may safely be

1 Cunningham, The Stupa of Barhut, p. 34.
2 N. N. Das Gupta in Calcutta Review, Vol. LXIII, p. 144, (May, 1937).
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said that the Indus valley people, especially women, freely indulged

in wearing various sorts of oniaments for the adommcnt of head,

ear, neck, arm, waist and ankle. Mr. E. Mackay, however, thinks

that nose-oniaments were also in vogue and he identilied many of the

objects found in Mohenjo-daro as nose-oniaments.^ Of these orna-

ments alnxost all are simple disks, small in size (mostly about V in

diameter), having in some cases small projections on the back or holes

through the centres, evidently for the insertion of some sort of pins.

These projections or the missing pins were fixed on them so that they
might be attached to some pierced portion of the body. The objects,

however, closely resemble those discnlar things identilied by Mr.

Mackay as ear-studs, the only difference lying in the fact that these

alleged nose-studs are smaller in size.

The scholar is, however, not sure of his point,^ and the recent

publication on the further excavations in Mohenjo-daro shows that

he also could not find any corroborative evidence from tlie human
figures found from any of the aforesaid sites. Women among most
of the primitive races in India are, however, seen to have the habit

of wearing more than one nose-oniament even now, and Mr. Mackay,
probal:)ly considering the fact that the civilization at Mohenjo-daro
was that of a primitive people, thinks that the habit of wearing nose-

ornaments was in vogue in Mohenjo-daro too.® On this ground he
still identifies a number of objects found in Mohenjo-daro as nose-

studs.*

The human figures found from the extensive sites of Mohenjo-
daro, made of metal, terracotta, or stone, have got their noses very
carefully defined and in case of a fair majority, these have survived

with little damage. A careful study of these, however, docs not

disclose any trace of oniamentation on the nose at all. There is

however no specific reason to believe that some particular circum-
stance caused the artist in Mohenjo-daro to conceal the nose-

oniaments, if these were actually in use, because he did not show
any lack of energy to show all otlier possible sort of ornaments,

which the corroborative finds of actual things would suggest, were
really in use.

The theory on which Mr. Mackay suggests to base his argument
ill favour of his identification does not appear anything more substan-

tial than mere assumption, and in the absence of any other stronger

evidence, his identification cannot be taken as final.

Kaeyan Kumar Ganguij.

1 Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization, p. 528.
2 Mackay, Further Excavations in Mohenjo-daro, p. 532.
3 Ibid., pp. 531-32. * Ibid., p. 532.
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THE EMPIRE IN INDIA, by Evans Bell; edited with Introduction and Notes by
Rao Sahib C. S. Srinivasachari, M.A., Professor of History, Annamalai
University: G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras, 1935; pp. 79+455H-xlvi; price

Rs. 5 net.

The book under review is a collection of eighteen interesting and instructive

letters written by Bell from Madras and other places, between April, 1861 and
December, 1863, shortly after the ‘great Indian rebellion’ of 1857-58, The letters

deal with the political problems of the period. Bell’s strong, but sober, criticism of

I/ord Dalhousie’s policy, his judicious outlook regarding the Indigo (piestion and his

sympathetic attitude towards the right of adoption and the Indian princes are the

interesting features of these letters. The book is not only interesting to the ordinary

reader, but has a special value to the hi.storians as the letters embodied in it may be
regarded as contemporary documents.

Prof. Srinivasachari should be congratulated for bringing out this excellent

edition of Bell’s book. Many of his footnotes bear testimony to his erudition. The
book will doubtlessly be well received by all educated men of India and especially

by those interested in the history of India in the sixth decade of the nineteenth

century.

Dinks Chandra Sircar.

DICTIONARY OF PAH PROPER NAMES (Indian Texts Series) by Dr. G. P.

Malalasekera, M.A., Ph.D., Vol. II, N-H, published for the Government of

India, by John Murray, Albemarle St., W. 1, Ivondon, 1938.

In Januaiy 1938 issue of the Indian Culture, I had the pleasure c.f reviewing

the first part of the above book. Now I have to perform the most unpleasant

task of a reviewer to adjudicate upon its meiits and demeiits. The work under
review evinces a great labour bestowed upon it by its erudite compiler. He has
done justice to many topics he has treated of, but it should have been done with as

much precision as possible. In some places the author had to go very hurriedly

as it is evident that he had no time to amsult the titles of some suttas and books,

e.g., in p. 415/ Law : Ancient Geography of India, p. iq' should be ‘ Law : Geography

of Early Buddhism, p. 19; in p. 1056, Vdddna should be Uddna\ in p. 62 there is no
reference at all to the Samagdma Suita of the Majjhima Nikdya and to the Pdtika

Suita of the Digha Nikdya as to the fact that Nigantha Ndthaputta predeceased

Buddha by a few years. The author ought to have pointed out on the authority of the
Sumahgalavildsinl, I, p. 119, that according to Nigantha Ndthaputta, the soul having no
form Is conscious {arupl attd sahhi) ; in p. 64, the author has failed to draw the readers’

attention to the fact that the Niganthas are called recluses of the red class (lohiid-

bhijdti) and that they are also known as those wearing only one garment (ekasdtakd)

{Anguttara Nikdya, III, p. 383); in p. 159, the author has not mention^ the two
classes of parihbdjakas, ahhatiUhiya and brdhmana (Anguttara Nikdya, IV, p. 35;
I, p. 157). In p. 182, there ought to have been a comparison between the Pali and
Tibetan Pdtimokkha.

A reviewer’s duty should be to point out any omission and to bring forth new
information unnoticed by the author. A mere statement, not fully documented.
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does not serve any useful purpose, as is generally found in reviews. Dogmatic
assertions oi hasty conclusions on the part of a reviewer aie not at all desirable.

Here some of the important omissions have been noted and new materials, under
different heads, unnoticed by the author, have been collected.

Omissions ;

—

(1) Ndf^a (Ndgakesara), mentioned in the Apaddna, p. 15, is Mesua ferrea,

elegant tree, flowering time, beginning of hot season, delightfully fragrant.

(2) Nddikd mentioned as a lake in the Papancasudanl, II, 235.

(3) (Kadamba)—flowering time, hot season.

(4) Nllakahdpana mentioned as a coin in the Samantapdsddikd (Sinhalese

PM., Vol. I, p. 172, vide also Buddhistic Studies, ed., by B. C. I^aw, pp. 384-385).

(5) Nepatikavannand is a work on Pali indeclinable participles.

(6) Pancagati-dtpana, a Pali work written in 114 stanzas dealing with different

hells and sufferings in hells, etc.

(7) Patihhdfiakuta

.

It was a peak with a fearful precipice {suhhaydnako papdto)

in the neighbourhood of (iijjhakuta {Samyntta Nikdya, V, p. 448). According to

Btiddhaghosa, it was only a boundary rock which appeared like a large mountain
(Sdratthapakdsim, Siamese Kd., Vol. Ill, p. 413;

—

patihhdnakutoli eko mahanto

pahhato sadiso moriyddd pdsdno).

(8) Pdda—mentioned in the Dhammapadatthakathd, II, p. 132 as a coin.

(9) Paldsa (Butea frondasa)—flowering time, March- .^pril, flowers beautiful,

deep icd, shaded with orange and silver coloured down.

(10) Pdtali (Pdrul)—Bigmnia Suavcolens, a middle sized tree, flowering time

hot season, exquisitel}’^ fragrant.

(it) PdthJna (Jataka No. 451)—a kind of fish known as Silurus Boalis.

(12) Pdvusa—a kind of fish.

(13) Pdsdnakathupa—It was sititated on the south-east quarter of Rdjagfha—
(Rajagahassa pdcina-dakkhina-disd-bhdge-Sumangalavildsim, Vol. 11

, p. 61 1).

(14) Punndga (Calophyllnm inophyllnm), flowers pure white, fragrant; flowering

most part of the year.

(15) Pokkharasdtakd—a species of crane {Ardea Siherica).

(16) Bdhitika Sntta {Majjhima Nikdya, II, pp. 1 12-117). As to its contents

vide my History of Pdli Lit., I, p. 145.

(17) Maggurd—a kind of fish. Indian Mdgura found in ponds, bhills and
khals.

(18) Maiijusattkdvydkhyd is a guide to the grammar of Kacedyana.

(19) Maiijetthl—is a coin mentioned in the Kankhdvitarani, Burmese Kd,, p. 36,

published by the Hanthawaddy Press, Rangoon, vide B. C. Law, Buddhistic Studies,

p. 440 foil.

(20) Madhuka (Bassia latifolia)—mentioned in the Apaddna] a middle sized

tree, flowers in March and April.

(21) Maynd—{Jat. No. 546)—a very intelligent and useful bird. It lives in a
mountain cave and rests on pepul trees. ‘Mine-mine’, the cries they give.

(22) Malaydlakd—mentioned in the Apaddna as the people inhabiting the

Malayan region.

(23) Mdtulunga (Citrus medica—citron) mentioned in the Apaddna.

(24) Mdsaka (Visayha Jataka, Jataka, III)—a coin which was in use in the

sixth century B.C.

(25) Mnnjarohita (Cyprinus Rohita)—a kind of fresh water fish. Munjarohita
and Rohicca are identical. It is called Ruhi fish in Bengal. (Vide Cakka-vdka Jdt.

Jdt. No. 451).

(26) Yonaloka mentioned in the Thupavamsa.
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(27) Ratanapancika Tlkd was written by Sdriputta on the Candravydkarana.

(28) Ravihamsd—a kind of swan mentioned in the Apaddna.
(29) Vakula {Mimusops ehtigi)—a kind of white flower which is fragrant,

mentioned in the Apaddna.

(30) Vattapotaka mentioned in the Cariydpitaka (p. 98; Cf. also Vattaka Jdtaka,

I, 212-215).

(31) Vaddhakigdma mentioned in the Alinacitta Jdtaka, II, a village of carpen-

ters. It is curious to note that the i)eople following the same occupation used to

live together and the locality in which they resided, was named after the vocation of

its people.

{32) Vdlaja—a kind of fish mentioned in the Apaddna.

(33) Velavakd mentioned in the Apaddna as a tribe.

(34) Vohdra—a kind of monster fish mentioned in the Jdtaka No. 529.

(35) Sankula—a kind of fish mentioned in the Apaddna.

(3b) Satapaita—woodpecker. It is a mentioned in Jdtaka No. 206, perching

on the tree-top. It is a kind of crane.

(37) Sattnssadam nirayam—It is one of the hells, mentioned in the Buddliist

literature, vide my Heaven and Hell in Buddhist Perspective, for details.

(38) Saddakalika is a Pali Grammar.

(39) Savard—mentioned in the Apaddna as a non-Aryan tribe dwelling some-

where in the Dakkhindpatha.

(40) Salala (Pinus Devadara) Probably a pine tree.

(41) Sdlika—is known as Sdlika bird in Bengal.

Suka-Sdri (parrot)—Parrots fly with great swiftness. When they become
old, it is the eye that weakens first. Theii former habitat was on the seaward

side of the Himalayas (Jdt. No. 255). A well-grown parrot with perfectly-

formed limbs w'as given honey and parched corn to eat and sugar-water to

drink (Jdt. No. 329),

(42) Simula (Bombax Malabartcum)—^ Rg-vcdic plant, flowering time, end of

winter, flowers very large, bright red.

{43) Sindhuvanta (Nisindd—Vitex negunda), a medicinal plant, flow’ersall the

year round.

(44) Slmdlahkdrappakaraya is an earlier authoritative text bearing upon the

.subject of slmd or sanctified boundary of the Buddhist ecclesiastical order. Most

probably it is nr)t the same work as the Simdlankdrasangaha.

{45) Slid Jdtaka, {Jdtaka, Vol. Ill) is important in studying the social condition

of ancient India in the sixth century B.C.

(46) Suddakd mentioned in the Apaddna as identical wdth the Sudras of the

Mahdbhdrata known as Oxydrakai to Alexander’s historians. Their capital was

Uch {Kutch).

(47) Sudhiramukhamandana is a work on samdsa of Pali compound nouns

written by Attaragdmavandarardjaguru.

(48) Susandhikappa, was the first Pali grammar written by Kacedyana.

(49) Sedamocakagdthd included in the Uttaraviniccaya kathd under the bhikku-

uivibfMnga.

(50) Senaka (Hawk)—known as falcons fierce in their nature. They generally

frequent the slaughter-house.

New Materials

:

Ndlakagdma (p. 55)—It was situated in the eastern part of Magadha according

to the Vimdnavatthu Commentary (p. 163). According to the Makdsudassana

Jdtaka (Jdtaka, I, 391), Sdriputta died at Vanka.
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Pdtaligdma (p. 178)—It was here that the Btiddha instructed and gladdened
the Bhikkhus with a religious discourse on Nirvana (Uddna, Ch. VIII, pp. 80-93).

Pdsdnaka Cetiya (p. 196)—It was the place where the Buddha delivered the

Pdrdyana discourses 1 now embodied in the concluding book of the Suita Nipdta.^

It was situated in Magadhakhetta, the religious area of Magadha (Suita Nipdta

Commentary, p. 583

—

Magadhakhette pana tesam Pdsdnaka cetiyam).

Pipphaliguhd (p. 204)—It was called pippali or pipphali because ic was marked
by a pippali or pipphali tree which stood beside it. (Uddnavannand, Siamese Kd.,

p. 77

—

Tassa kira guhdya dvdrasamipe eko pipphali rukkho abhosi, tsna so pippali

guhd ti pahhdyittha). According to some later Pali accounts, the cave was used by
the great Thera Mahdkassapa for meditation only (Dhammapada Commentary, II,

pp. 19-21).

Pubbdrdma (p. 236)—The materials used for the erection were both wood and
stone (rukkha and pdsdna). The monastery stood up as a magnifreent two storied

building with 500 rooms on the ground floor and 500 rooms on the upper floor. It

has traditionally been known as Pubburdma Migdramdtupdsdda (Dhammapada
Commentary, I. p. 414

—

Hetthdbhumiyam panca gabhhasatdni uparibhiimiyam pafica

gabbhasaidni gabhhasahassapatimandito pdsddo ahosi).

Petavatthu (p. 244)—Author’s details are very meagre. The expressed purpose

of the book as a whole as stated in the very first vatthu is to establish the superior

merit of making gifts to the Buddhist holy order and their eflicacy as a means of

releasing the pretas from their state of woe. A number of vaithus are devised to

restrain men and women from evil thought, evil speech and evil action towards the

religieux in general and the Buddhist recluses in particular as well as to encourage

them in showing a good mind, uttering a good w'ord and doing service to all holy

men. The vaithus are manipulated and placed in groups and sections, harping on
the same tune and emphasizing the good effect of merits, earned by liberality and
so forth to all religieux, detailing the items of gift and delineating the different modes
of honouring and worshipping them. (Cf . my Buddhist Conception of Spirits, pub-

lished by Luzac & Co. 2nd Kd., pp. 25-26 and History of Pali Literature, pp. 262

foil.).

Pokkharasdti or Pokkharasddi (p. 246)— The Pali stock list of eminent kosalan

brahmins includes the name of Pokkharasdti w ho was established in a distant localitj'

having control over the revenue, judicial and c’vil administration of his affairs as

was determined by the terms of the royal grants and religious endowments (ranria

dinnaih brahmadeyyam, Sumangalavildsint, I, p. 246). He was honoured as a
distinguished teacher of the age, well-versed in the four Vedas, Veddngas, Itihasa and
sciences useful to the people. (Sumangalavildsint, I, pp. 247-8).

Bdrdnasl (p. 247)—Kasi cloths, ver^^ fine garments (Jdtaka, V, p. 377) and ivory

works (Jdtaka, II, p. 197) were manufactured in Benares. Stone-cutters were
available (Jdtaka, I, 478); carpenters capable of making chairs, beds, etc. (Jdtaka,

IV, p. 159), could make mechanical wooden birds (Sutta Nipdta Commentary, II,

575). There were traders in costly wares (Jdtaka, I, 98 foil). Benares merchants

used to go about hawking goods which donkeys carried for them (Jdtaka, II, p. 109).

There were elephant-trainers skilled in the art of managing elephants (Jdtaka, II,

p. 221). Horse dealers from northern districts used to bring horses to Benares for

sale (Jdtaka, II, p. 287). Corn merchants (Jdtaka, III, p. 198); traders in sandal-

wood (Sutta Nipdta Commentary, II, 523 foil) and in red cloth (Dhammapada Com-
mentary, III, p. 429) were available in this town. Snake charmers (Jdtaka, III,

r Commentaty on the Cullaniddesa, p. 270, Siamese Ed.—Pasanaka getiyeti pa.sanapitthe

Parayana Suttanta desitattkane.
2 Sutta Nipdta, 218 foil.
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p. 198) could be found here. A great merchant of Benares named Visayha had
alms-halls built at the four city gates, in the heart of the city, and at the door of

his own house. He distributed alms at the six points and every day six hundred
thousand men went there to beg (Jataka, HI, p. 129), Prince Janasandha had six

almonries built in Benares (Jdtaka, IV, p. 176).

Buddhavarhsa (p. 310)—^The last six Buddhas mentioned in this text appear in

the Mahapadana Suttanta and the Atanatiya Suttanta of the Digha Nikaya. This

text takes no notice of Metteya, the future Buddha. References to some Buddhas
are found in some of the inscriptions of the 2nd century B.C. attached to the Barhut

Sculptures representing the Bo-trees. For further details see the Minor Anthologies

of the Pali Canon, Pt. Ill, Intro. Buddhavamsa and Cariydpitaka, translated into

English by B. C. Eaw, 1938.

Bhaddavaiikd (p. 351)—^'I'he town of Bhaddavatikd la>' on the way from the

Parileyyaka forest to Sravasti {Jdtaka, I, p. 360).

Mcikkhali (lOsdla (p. 398)—Judging from the line of thought followed by Mak-
khali Gosdla it seems that he was a fatalist or deterniiriist rather than a propounder
of the doctrine of chance. I{\erything was unalterably fixed. Thi.s was the funda-

mental thesis of Makkhali Gosdla as clearly explained in Jaina Bha^avath According
to Sumangalavildsim

,

I, pp. 160-165, Gosala’s theory is that things happen exactly

as they are to happen, that which is not to happen does not happen, It is clear,

therefore, that Gosdla maintains that everything happens according to the unalterable

laws of nature. That is to say, he banishes chance from the whole of experience.

He seeks to explain things in the light of these three principles, (i) Fate, (2) Species,

and (3) Nature. Gosala's theory is one of evolution of individual things by natural

transformation, (vide my Historical Gleanings, pp. 38 foil.).

Magadha (p. 402)—Jivaka was successful in operating on the fistula of King
Bimbisdra of Magadha and this won for him the post of royal physician. He was
afterwards appointed by the King physician to the Buddha. Magadha was badly

attacked by five kinds of di.seases, leprosy, dry leprosy, goitre, consumption and
epilepsy, and Jivaka had to treat the bhikkhu patients only suffering from these

diseases (Vinaya Pitaka, I, p. 71). Magadha was famous for conch shells (Jdtaka,

Fousboll, VI, p. 465). White elephants are said to have been used by the royal

family of Magadha [Jdtaka, I, p. 444). Agriculture was prosperous and there were
some brahmins who used to cultivate lands themselves in Magadha (Jdtaka, IV,

pp. 276-7).

Madhura Sidta (p. 437)—References given by the author are incomplete (Cf.

Sonadanda Sutta, Digha Nikaya, I, T20, Anguttara Nikaya, 1
, 163, Vasettha Sutta

of the Sutta Nipiita and Brahmana Sariiyutta of the Saihyutta Nikaya. The author

has failed to make it clear that this sutta deals with caste system under five heads.

It teaches that ctiste cannot ensure material success in life, cannot save the wucked
from puni.shment hereafter, cannot debar the good from bliss hereafter, cannot shield

the evil-doers from criminal law, and cannot affect the uniform veneration extended
to the monk, whether he be sprung from the highest or the lowest of the four castes.

In all these important respects, the four castes arc equal. For further discussions,

vide ray Concepts of Buddhism, pp. 22-23.

Mahdtitiha (495)—is identical with modern Mantola opposite the island of

Manaar.

Mahdvana (555)—outside the town of Vaisali lying in one stretch up to the Hima-
layas, there is a natural forest which on account of the large area covered by it is

called the Mahavana (Sumahgalavildsini, I, p. 309

—

'Bahi nagare Himavantena
saddhifh ekd baddham hutvd thitarh sayarhjdtavanam atthi. Yam mahanta-bhdvena
mdhdvanarn ti vuccati').
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Rathavinita Suita (p. 715)—It ought to have been noticed by the author that an
elaborate treatment of the topics suggested in the question of Upatissa is found in

Biiddhaghosa's Visuddhimagga or Buddhadatta's Ahhidhammdvatdra,
Vanga (p. 802)—^The author is wrong in identifying Vanga with modern Bengal.

It is identical with modern Eastern Bengal and it did not stand as a name for the

entire province as it does now.
Vanapaltha Suita (p. 827)—The author ought to have pointed out that this

sutta exemplifies the Vinaya rules, e.g., a monk’s needs in the matter of clothing,

food, bed and medicaments.

Varadhara (p. 835)—The author has omitted to mention the subject of his dis-

cussion with the Buddha. He was instructed by the Buddha in four points relating

to his doctrine [Catturi dhammapaddni).
Vihhangappakarana (p. 888)—The object of this book is to formulate the theories

and practical mechanism of intellectual and moral progress scattered throughout the

Pitakas. This book generally deals with the different categories and formulas

treated of in the Dhammasangani. It has many of the repetitions of the chapters

of the Dhammasangani but the method followed in this book and the matter con-

tained in it are found to be almost dilTerent from those of the Dhammasangani.
For further details not found in the dictionary, vide my History of Pali Literature,

pp. 313 foil.

Vimdnavatthu (p. 892)—This work lays a great stress on indi\ddual morality

and duty and clearly .shows the effect of karma. The highest of pleasures that the

heavens can bestow has a limit according to the Buddhists. They can never bring

alx)ut a final release from evil and hence the experiences in heaven, though pleasur-

able, are evils to be guarded against—the more so on account of their luring attrac-

tiveness. The author has failed to point out what Rhys Davids has said that the

greater part of these books comiK)sed according to a set pattern is devoid of style,

and the collection is altogether of an eA'idently later date than the bulk of the books

included in the api)endix (Buddhism—its History and Literature, American lectures,

p. 77. Cf. my History of Pali Literature, p. 261).

Vekhanassa (pp. 914-5) —The subject of discussion of this wanderer was para-

mavanno atta (soul in its height of purity). The author has not mentioned this

point.

Sanglti Sutta (p. 988)—The author has omitted to mention a very important fact

that this sutta expre.ssly recognizes sammd-hdna or right knowledge or sammd-vimutti

or right emancipation (Digha Nikdya, HI, 271) as the two additional factors of the

Noble Eightfold Path. It must be borne in mind that the Noble Paghtfold Path
leaves out these two important factors without which the Buddhist system of

thought is incomplete.

Sukhavagga—It is regrettable that in a dictionary like this, parallel references

are wanting and the idea of the vagga is not given at all. Parallel references are

Majjhima Nikdya, I, 508, 257; Jdtaka, III, iq6. The idea of this vagga is that

health, is the greatest of gifts, coiitenteducss, the best of riches, trust, the best of

relationship, and nirvana, the highest happine.ss. And as for other parallel references,

vide my History of Pali Literature (p. 207 f.n.). Likewise in the Piyavagga and
Panditavagga the author has not mentioned parcel references.

The details of the vaggas of the Dhammapada are wanting in the dictionary as

well as the parallel references.

Niddesa (p. 74)—The details of this book are not noticed in this dictionary,

but they are all given in my book, History of Pali Literature, pp. 278 ff.

The dictionary under review would have been more useful if the author had
supplied all the available editions and manuscripts of the books of the Pali Canon..

The style and language of the books has been avoided by the author, e.g., the style
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of the Patisambhiddmagga, which is very simple, although the work belongs to the

literature of the Abhidhamma type. The ideas are classified in outline and in some
places they are overloaded with synon3rms, and in some places it is dillicult to find

out the real meaning, but the style is not so difiicult as that of the Dhammasangani
or Vibhanga. There are some misprints (see pp. 2or, 573, 827 and 130(3)1 which
do not at all affect the merits of the book under review. I have pointed out some
of the materials unnoticed by the author, but there are many more which should be
incorporated in the second edition of this Dictionary which is, on the whole, very
useful. We must be grateful to Dr. Edward Muller who was the first to deal with
Pali Proper Names in the Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1888, pp. 1-T07. Dr.

Malalasekera came next to handle the same subject in a more comprehen.sive manner.
I must congratulate the author on the performance of a Herculean task which is

no doubt very praiseworthy.

B. C. Law.

HUMAyCN BADSHAH, by S. K. Bancrji, M.A., Ph.D., Reader in Indian History,

Lucknow University, with an Introduction by Sir K. Dejvison Ross; published

by Oxford University Press, 1938; page.s ix-f25b-f xviii; price Rs.8.

A carefully written monograph on the career of Humayun, the unfortunate

successor of Babur on the throne of Mughal India, was a long-felt u ant. Dr. Banerji's

work, Humayun Bddshdii, should therefore l)e welcomed l>y all lovers of the medieval
history of India. Humayun’s life may be conveniently divided into f(3ur sections:

(i) early life of the prince up to his accession to the throne: (2) his struggle with

Bahadur Shrdi of Gujarat; (3) his struggle with Shir Khan and the Afghans; and

(4) the loss of his throne and its recovery. The first three of these sections, especially

Humayun's struggles with Bahadur vSh.ih and Shir Khan, have been dealt \Nith in the

book under review. The present volume practically ends with the unfortunate

battle of Qanauj (May 17, 1540 A.D.) in which Hiimayrm was disastrously defeated

by Shir and had to flee towards the west. W'e eagerh' wait for the sec(3nd part of

the work in which, we arc told (p. 25b), the rest of Iluniayun's life will be dealt with.

On the whole. Dr. Bancrji has performed his task skilfully and satisfactorily.

The chapteis dealing with Humayun's struggles in the east and west of his kingdom
are really interesting. The author has carefully examined every existing theory

he is going to reject (pp. 24(1.; 44!!.: etc.). Though we may not always agree wdth

him, his arguments are generally judicious. »Soine points, however, appear to have
been neglected; e.g. the fact that Humayun was made go\ernor of Badakshan
after Khan Mirza's death in 1520 A.D. Dr. Banerji is sometimes, moreover, not

quite up-to-date. His notes on the early history of Kfdinjar (p. 35), Gujarat (p. 75),

etc., are unsatisfactory. There was no Chandel king named Naiida. vSuIJan

Mahmud’s Chandel contemporaries w^erc kings Ganda and Vidyadhara. vSo,

[ntindd) of the Muslims must be a mistake for either ’aJT {ganda s^Canda) or

(hidd =sVidhyri[dhara] )

.

The vsystem of transliteration followed by Dr. Banerji is not scientific. The
letters ley and loey have both been represented by t ;

sey, sin and sad by s
;
zul and

zad by 2; and so, from his transliteration we cannot know the exact spelling of

a word. It would, further, have been a relief to the ordinary readers of Dr. Banerji’s

work, had he given the Persian passages (especially small passages like nah shahr

' Maha^unnata and m)t Mahdsunnatd Pindapdtapdrisuddhi and not Ptn(fapdtapdrisud(/ha

,

Steadfastness and not sled/astness, Sotdpatti sarhyutta and not sotdpanna samyutta, S. V. 342-413
and not S. V. 342-60, etc.
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^afar bUd, p. 144; al-fil, p. 149; etc.) quoted in the body of the book in Roman
script.

The book contains an exhaustive Index, two pictures, and several sketch-plans;

but a general map is wanted. We have little doubt that Dr. Banerji's useful work
will be favourably received by all students of Mughal history.

Dinks Chandra Sircar.
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KRAMADISVARA AND HIS SCHOOL OF GRAMMAR

By Nai^ini Nath Dasgupta

Of the ten principal schools of grammar in vSanskrit, Bengal

gave rise to two, Cdndra and Jaiimara. The Candra school, which
is now defunct in India proper, was originated by the grammar of

Cdndragomin of Varendra sometime about the middle of tlie seventh
century A.D.b and a considerable time did intervene till the other

attempt was made in Bengal to methodize the grammatical material,

and that is represented by the Samksiptasdm grammar of Krania-
disvara. If Candragomin’s grammar excluders, naturally enough,
all rules bearing upon Vedic dialects, Kramadisvara s text, on the

other hand, is not only a grammar for classical vSanskrit, but consti-

tutes also to be a guide for archaic Vedic forms. Although it is called

Samksipta or concise, its bulk is second only to Panini's Astddhydyi,

and it does not deserve to be classed with Ramacandra’s Prakriyd-

kaunvudi or Bhattoji-Diksita's Siddlidnta-kaumudi, which are merely
abridgements of the Astddhydyi. Panini's grammar, however,
shared with the Kdtantrci grammar of Sarvavarman in exerting a

considerable amoiint of influence on that of Kramadi.svara, notwith-

standing it adopts a different method of collocation and arrangement.
It is divided into eight chapters [pddas), of which the lirst seven deal

with sandhi, timanta, krdanta, taddhita, kdraka, suhanla and samdsa
respectively, while the last chapter treats of Prakrta or vernacular

dialects as also chandah (prosody) and alamkdra (rhetoric). The
inclusion of the rules on Prdkrta languages within the scope of vSanskrit

grammar is also found in Hemacaiidra’s ^abddnmdsana (1088-1172
A.D.).

Kramadisvara is often styled as ' vddindracalmi~cuddmani\
which is translated as ‘crest-jewel of the circle of great disputants’.

It is not, however, true to say, ‘Nothing is known of Kramadisvara s

parentage and nativity At the end of the eighth pada of his

grammar occurs a verse in which the author gives a personal account

of his:
‘ Vidyd-tapohrthi vddindra Purva-^rdmi dvijah kavili

\

Cakrapdni-suto jyaydn naptdsau Snpateh krii n’
^

1 Cf. Bhdratavarsa (Bengali journal), Karttika, 1340 B.S., p. 742.
2 Systems of Sanskrit Grammar, by Dr. S. K. Belvalkar, Poona, 1915. P-
8 Sarhk^ipta-sdra-Vydkaranam, ed, Gurun^th Vidyanidhi Bhattacaryya, Calcutta,

Saka 1833 (A.D. 1911), p. 524.
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So he was a learned man, a disputant (logician), a twice-bom
and a poet, and he belonged to Purva-grama, while his father was one
Cakrapani and grandfather one Sripati. The identification of his

father, Cakrapani, with the physician Cakrapani-datta,^ distinctly

said to be of the Lodhravail family, is idle as much as the identification

of his grandfather, Sripati, with the Sripati-datta who wrote a supple-
ment to the Kdtantra. There is also a sharp division of opinion

as to which part of Bengal he belonged to. Kxplaining the word
Purva-grama as a village {grama) in Blast {purva) Bengal, the people
of East Bengal regard Kramadisvara as to have hailed from their

province, while the fact that the circulation of this grammar is con-

fined to West Bengal is mainly responsible for that he is sometimes
believed to belong to West Bengal.^ We have, however, the phrase
' Piirva-grchni-kula-Kaldnidhi* apjdied to a commentator of this school,

Nara-Narayana Nyayapancanana,'* which clearly sets forth that

Purvagrdma must have been the distinctive name of a particular

village or locality. According to a certain lexicogra])her,^ as we are

told, Kramadisvara was a resident of Radha (West Bengal), and we
have now positive epigraphical evidence that Purvagrama was a

village in Z)^f/es/na-Radlia (South Radha). Purvagrama is celebrated

in the Malakapuram Stone Pillar inscri])tion (1262 A.D.) of the time
of the Kakutiya cpieen, Rudradevi, as the native place of the distin-

guished Saiva pontiff, Visvesvara-Sambhu, and is described as to have
been situated in ‘the Radha division of Gauda', as also in ‘Daksina-

Radha in Gauda',® The wide circulation of a certain work in a

particular region may, therefore, it is im]jortant to note, sometimes
constitute a ground to surmise, in the absence of first-hand proof,

that its author belonged to that region.

Intimately connected witlx tlxe grammar of Kramadisvara is

the name of Mahdrdjddhirdja imnar-Nandm

,

from whom this system
of grammar has derived the name of the Jaitmara school. He
aiJplied his scholarship not only to bring the grammar to its perfec-

tion, but also to write vrttis or explications of the text, and to compile

1 Jdti-lattva-vdridhi, by Umesh Cliaiidia Gupta, Calcutta, 1902, p. 237.
2 Samksipta-sdra-Vydkaranam, op. cit., Preface, p. 3.

3 Ibid.
4 Cf. Kggeling's Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library of the India

Office, Part II, p. 221, No. 830. %

Cf. Samksipta-sdra-Vydkaranam, op. cit., Preface, p. 2.

® Cf. Epigraphist’s Report, igiy, Madras Govt., No. 1035, pp. 122; Mdnast-d-

Marmavdm (Bengali journal), Alvina, 1327 B.S., p. 193; Local Government in Ancient

India, by Dr. R. K. Mookerji, Oxford, 1919, pp. 195-196; Ancient Karndtaka, by
Dr. B. A. vSaletorc, Vol. I, Poona, 1936, p. 394; Calcutta Review, June, 1938, p. 324,

where Dr. D. C. Sircar rightly observes that the reading Cdrvyagrdma at one place of

the inscription is only a scribal mistake for Purvagrdma.
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a supplement to the same. His vrtti ^
is entitled Rasavait, whence

the school also got the designation of Kdsavata, and he himself that

of Rasavaj-]nmsLTSi, precisely the designation under which he is

quoted by Rayamukuta ^ in his commentary on the A mara-kosa,

written in 1431 A.D. Jumara-Nandin, therefore, dates from before

the 15th Century. He is also the author of the Dlidtii-pdydyana,

embodying the classification and coiijunction of roots, and meant
to serve as an appendix to the grammar. It is not Kramadisvara,

as was believed by the late Raja Rajendra Ral j\Litra ^ or his Pandita,

but J umara-Naiidin, whom the students of the Mugdhubddlia ridicule

as to have been a weaver by caste.

In furtherance of the school was, again, written a commentary
on all the eight chapters of Kramadisvara 's grammar by Goyicandra,

who may really have been of Bengal extraction.^ The autlienticity

of that he commented iq^on the eighth chapter is, as IMlle. h. Nitti-

Dolci has well and conclusively shown, not to be suspected.'' To
his commentary were added two books on the Prakirna-vrUi or

miscellaneous subjects, and Vnddis by Goyicandra, who, moreover,
in a list collected 127 Paribluhd maxims of ancient grammarians for

a right comprehension of the aphorisms of the Sarnksipia-adra. One
of the sulj-commentutors of G(3yicandra was Vaihsivadana, son of

Vasistha and Rayamati, a ^MS. of whose sub-commentary bears, in

words, the date Sakdbdch— nala-vkia-milYavinule, which has been
worked out as v^aka 1243 (A.l). 1321).® If the numerical equivalent

of the (late, as it is, has been correctly made out and be tenable,

Vaihsivadana has to be placed before 1300 A.D., and Goyicandra
goes still earlier. Tradition has it that G(3yicandra was a contempo-
rary of Jiimara-Nandin,^ ]:)ut there is no genuine evidence to corro-

borate it. There is, however, a MS. of the comnientary of G()yi-

candra, which reads at the end: iii auttluhanika-sn-Gdyicandya-

Krtdydm Snmaj= Jiimara-Nandi-payisddhitdydm Sandhi- Vytti-tikd

^ See Catalogue Sommairc des Manmerits Samcrits el Palis, de la Bibliotheque

Nationale, by A. Cabaton, 1907-8, Paris, p. 95, where a MS. of the Rasavati-vytti is

wrongly ascribed to Kramadisvara himself.

Of. Report on the Search for Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay Presidency, for

1883-84, Bhaiidarkar, p. 63.
3 Des. Cat. of Sanskrit MSS. in the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, by

R. L. Mitra, Part I (Grammar), Calcutta, 1877, p. 135.

^ A legendary account of him is published in the Pravdsi (Bengali), 1330 B.S.

p. 661.
5 Les Grammairiens Prakrits, Paris, 1938, i)p. 131-132.^
® Notices of Sanskrit MSS., Second ^ries, by H. P. 6astri, Vol. Ill, Calcutta,

1907, No. 319, pp. 208-209.
7 Samk^ipta-sdra-Vydkaranarh, op. cit., Preface, p. 5.
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samdpta} If we correct the Krtdydm and pariiodhitdydm of this

corrupt colophon as krtd and pariiddhitd, it would give rise to the
presumption that Goyicandra was but a contemporary of Jumara-
Nandin, who corrected his ttkd. But this defective reading of one
single MS. cannot decide such an important issue. As Vam^vadana
appears to date from before 1300 A.l)., we may probably without
any great risk of error place Jumara-Nandin in the twelfth century
A.D., if not earlier. We have also no precise knowledge of where
Jumara-Nandin ruled over, but we may assume that he was a king
in Radha, the home of the Samksipta-sdra, and if so, his imperial

title Madidrajadhiraja is important, inasmuch as it almost precludes

us from supposing the existence of a mighty Hindu monarch in West
Bengal in the thirteenth centuiy^ when, after 1199 A.D. the
Muhammadans had occiipied this part of the country. Jumara-
Nandin thus might not improbably have been a king in South Radha
during the Sena supremacy in Bengal, just as the Mahdsdmantddhi-
pati pdmmanapala,^ who had also, we must agree with Dr. D. C.

Sircar,^ the title of Mahdrdjddhirdja, had been, in 1196 A.D., in the
lyower Bengal region. According to the same tradition, Jumara-
Nandin was also a contemporary of Kranuidisvara,^ but the same
difficulty of accepting the correctness of the tradition, standing alone,

confronts us. Nevertheless, the fact that the school derived its name
from the commentator before it could go after the name of the gram-
marian himself jirobably vsuggests that they were not removed from
each other by any great length of time. This incertitude about
the positive date of Kramadisvara renders it impossible to decide

this day if the credit of first incorporating the rules of Prdkrta into

vSanskrit grammar goes to him or to Ilemacandra, but nobody will

be surjiiised if substantial evidences in favour of the priority of

Kramadi.svara bo forthcoming sooner or later.

^

A striking feature of Kramadisvara 's grammar is that it often

takes its illustrative examples from the Bhatti-kdvya, in which respect

it resembles Bhartrhari’s Lnpikd on Patanjali’s Mahdhhdsya. And,
again, Nara-Narayana Nyayapancanana, also a resident of Purva-
grama, wrote a commentory on the Bhatti-kdvya, and looked into the

1 Eggcling, op. cit., p. 218, No. 816. t

2 A dated copper-plate from Sundarhans, edited by Dr. B. C. Sen and Mr. D. P.

Ghosh in IHQ., Vol. X, 1934, pp. 321!.
a /C., Vol. I, p. 680.
* Samk^ipta-sdra-Vydkaranam, op. cit.. Preface, p. 4.
^ Cf. Les Grammairiens Prakrits, by Mile. L. Nitti-Dolci, p. 130, where she also

maintains that the date of Kramadisvara between those of Hemacandra (1088-1172)
'

and Vopadeva (13th Century) is only provisionally acceptable.
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Samksipta-sdra for explaining the grammatical peculiarities of the

poem.^
Nara-Narayana Nyayapancanana, who was the son of

(Banesvara) Vidyavinoda, wrote also an exposition, under the title

of Vydkaran-dtpikd, of G65dcandra’s Saniksipta-sdra-tikd, as also a

commentary on the Gams of the Samksipla-sdru The names of

other sub-commentators of this school include those of iVbhirama

Vidyalamkara Bhattacaryya of the Vandyaghatiya (Bauerji) family

Gayaghada, Gopala Cakravartti of the same family, Candrasckhara

VTdyalariikara,-'^ Harirama Vacaspati,'* Ilaragovinda \'acaspati,^

Nrsimha Tarkapahcanana, son of Kinsala Tarkabhiisana and

descendant of Candidlsa Bhattjicaryya Cudaniani author of a com-
mentary on the Kdvya-prakdsa of Mammata Bhatta,® Radliakrsiia

Sarman,^ Pitambara Sarnian,® Maliesa Paiicanana, son of Vidyar-

nava,® Raghuvira Vandydpadhyayad® Gaura-Mdhana Bhatta,“

and Ramesvara Tark^amkara,^^ and most of these belonged to a

period between the i6th and i8th century.

1 Notices of Sanskrit MSS., Mitra, IV, p. 209.

2 Eggcliiig, op. cit., p. 22 1, No. 830 and p. 224, No. 838.

3 Thid., p. 222, No. 833. Ibid.

Ibid., p. 224, No. 837. <> Ibid., p. 225, No. 839.
7 fhid., p. 227, No. 840. 3 2 bid., p. 229, No. 849.

® Notices of Sans. A[SS., vSccond Series, H. P. Saslrt, Vol. li. Preface, p. xi

and No. 231, p. 207.

Ibid., No, ^9, pp. 29-30.

12 Ibid., Vol.'lII, No. 322.

Ibid., Vol. IV, No. 229.





A FEW REMARKS ON INDIAN CULTURE IV (pp. 387ff.)

By Paui, Thikmk

111 a paper styled—more pointedly than to the point — ‘ Thieme
and Panini' and published in Ind. Cult., IV, pp. jS/ff., Dr. Batakrishna

Ghosh has taken up afresh the discussion of certain niles of Pfinini s

grammar, on which I have on two occasions ^ voiced an opinion

disagreeing from his as laid down in Ind. Hist. Quart., X, pp. 665 ff. I

have, in iity contribution to the Ind. Hist. Quart., done so not without

some acerbity vis d vis certain translations, arguments and \dews of

Ghosh, which has given him offence. While admitting that the
tenor of my paper might have been more lenient, I do not hold myself

guilty of having used ‘language of the most unprecedented sort’

(Ghosh, Ind. Cult., IV, p. 387), nor of ‘vituperative eloquence’ {l.c.,

p. 388)—expressions of Ghosh’s that overshoot the mark to such an
extent that I can think myself more than quits with him regarding

unnecessary polemical impoliteness.

However, if Ghosh had said nothing else, if he had confined

himself to a jirotc'st however violent—against the form of my
attack and to an objective well considered answer to my arguments,

I should hardly have taken the word again, leaving it to others to

find out the siddhanta after purwa- and uttarapaksa well stated. I

believe to be right when thinking that it is not a question of ‘ Thieme
and Panini’, but only and solely whether Panini can be proved to

have borrowed formulations from the Rgv^edapratisakhya.

But Ghosh has gone much further. lie promises, Ind. Cult.,

IV, p. 388 :
‘ I shall point out some of those cases where Thieme has

tried to hold me up to ridicule by intentionally misrepresenting me.
’

Did he not realize the graveness of the charge contained in this

sentence, which if true would justly dis(]ualify me in the eyes of every
honorable scholar ? Did he. Dr. of two great universities, not take
his own words serious ? Wliy then did he not recognize that after

saying and having printed those words it was his serious duty to

show firstly that I did misrepresent him, secondly that I did so

intentionally, and thirdly—^though this may be a minor point—that

I did so to hold him up to ridicule ?

It is ill vain that I look for a single point on which Ghosh has
shown himself to have been even as much as ‘ misrepresented ’ by

1 Panini and the Veda, pp. 3fE., p. 61, n. 2; Ind. Hist. Quart,, XIII, pp. 3295.
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me. He is contenting himself with the assertion that I have done
so in dealing with his interpretation of Panini’s last sutra but one
{I.C.). Is the alleged ‘ misrepresentation ' supposed to be contained in

my not having said anything on the * metrical’ nature of the first

part of Panini 8. 4. 67 ? If it were true what Ghosh says (Ind. Cult.,

IV, p. 388), that he 'particularly stressed’ it in his first paper, I

certainly should have referred to it. But there (Ind. Hist. Quart.,

X, p. 670) he simply mentioned the observation, and I must confess

that it did not strike me as sufficiently relevant to be argued on: for

if Panini had said, according to his usual way, noddUasvaritaparam,
the syllables would still form a correct first pdda of an anustuhh.

How right I was in taking this particular argument very easy, is

now, I hope, amply evident from the remarks of S. P. Chaturvedi
on this question.^ Ghosh himself said in his first patter referring to

Panini 8. 67 :
‘ The whole problem here hinges on the word udaya

which has been used here in the sense of para* (Ind. Hist. Quart.,

X, p. 670), whereas now he says: ‘ The whole argument hinges here

on the metrical nature of the first part of Pan. VIII. 4. 67’ (Ind.

Cult., IV, p. 388). How was I to be aware beforehand of the shifting

nature of his 'hinge’ ?

K. Chattopadliyjlya too has given his opinion on Ghosh’s attem])t

at tracing Panini 8. 4. 67 to the Rkpratisakhya (Ind. Hist. Quart.,

XIII, p. 347): he did not enter into a discussion on the ‘metrical’

cadence in the named sutra either. Why then does Ghosh take

up only me ? Why it is only I who is reprimanded for ‘ trying to

mislead the public by intentionally suppressing an inconvenient fact’

(Ind. Cult., IV, p. 388)?

There is one other case of Ghosh charging me with ‘trying to

suppress the central point of my [GhOvSh’s] argument’ (Ind. Cult., IV,

p. 394). The question is of the interpretation of Panini i. i. 17-18.

But I am left to guessing as to what ‘ central point’ Ghosh is referring

to. I suppose, I must suppose, that he is alluding to me not having
‘mentioned’ bis assertion that ‘it is solely due to coiivStniing
“ Sakalyasya ” in this way [i.e. as meaning " in the opinion of 6akalya”
and hence considering Panini i. i. 17-18 to be vaikalpika on account
of the anuvrtti of Sakalyasya: Ind. Hist. Quart., X, p. 667] that

Patanjali was constrained to split up the sutra [i. i. 17-18] into two
as I [Ghosh] particularly stressed in my first article’ (Ind. CJult., IV,

P- 395)- what,’ asks Ghosh, ‘shall I attribute this eloquent

silence on their [Chattopadhyaya’s and my] part ?
’

I am surprised. P'or in my incriminated paper in Ind. Hist.

Quart., XIII, I have shown at length (pp. 338-340) that the

1 New Ind. Ant., I, p. 451.
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yogavihhdga in question was proposed by Katyayana, and accepted by
Patanjali, not because it was considered to be vaikalpika, but for

quite a different reason. What am I to say when Ghosh not only
sticks to his wrong idea, not only ‘ stresses it ’ once more, but charges

me with ‘ eloquent silence ' on this point ?

Not only has Ghosh not taken the trouble to show that I have
misrepresented him, nor have 1 actually done so. If there has been
‘misrepresenting’ it was on Ghosh’s part. He has, as I have already

pointed out, charged me with keeping silence on a point on which
I have written almost three pages. According to Ghosh
Chattopadhyaya and I ‘ are determined not to take the word andrsa

to mean the Padapalha’ (Ind. Cult., IV, p. 391), 3^et I said—without
being able to enlist the support of K. Chattopadliyaya— andna
may mean accordingly [i.e. for the reasons stated] “nol Vedic yat

similar to A^dic ”, i.e. “belonging to the Padapatha” ' (Ind. Hist.

Quart., XIII, p. 335)- Instead of mentioning which Ghosh says:

‘I take their [Chattopadhyaya 's and my] endorsement of the tradi-

tional interpretation as tantamount to rejecting my interpretation

of the word andrsa.* Nor is this unnecessary inference based on

a correct supposition. It was not my aim simply to endorse the

traditional interpretation, but to understand it properly and examine
it critically. I distinctly stated several points ‘on which we may
propose to disagree with the tradition’ (Ind. Hist. Quart., XHI,

PP- 33 ‘lff-)» ])oint being tlie meaning of andrsa, another one the

admissioT. that v Hi ‘may well ])e a “ h>q)othetical word-combination
” ’

and ‘is rightly suspect’ ^ (Ind. Hist. Quart., XIH, p. 338). Wliich

case, by the way, did I 'give away’ with this admission ? My case

having been only to show that there was no proof for Ghosh’s view

that Panini has taken i. i. 16-19 and 8. 4. 67 from the Rv.-

PrativSakhya.
‘ MisreprCvSentation ’ of another scholar’s statements, arguments,

or views by a scholar is, I hope, only very occasionally ‘intentional’.

It may, especially in treating intricate questions like those forming

the subject of our papers, more or less easily arise from an ambiguous
expression, or from a pardonable misunderstanding, or, finally, from
insufficient attention. The manner in which Ghosh has misrepre-

sented me may be explained as due, not to bad intention, nor to mis-

understanding but to carelessness. It was another carelessness of his

to start his paper in Ind. Cult., IV, ])p. 387!!. with speculations on why I

1 According to Crhosh, Ind. Cult., IV, p. 395, Wackemagel, Grammatik I § 270a
has shown that it is ‘actually impossible’. 1 fail to see how Ghosh can make ^his out
from the wording of the quoted paragraph, nor why anybody should dogmatise

about a pronunciation impossible of verification by the ear.
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kept qniet for such a long time, after what was said by K. Chattopa-
dliyaya: 'The above [i,e. my] paper was written by. .

.

.Thieme. . .

.

slxortly after the publication of Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh’s paper ’ (Ind.

Hist. Quart., XIII, p. 34^^). But should I not ‘accuse him of ill will

'

when he says about me :

‘ 1 assume that only after three years’ medita-
tion he has been a))le to grasp the problems which were discussed in my
first article’ (Ind. Cult., I\^ p. 387) ? For there would have been no
reason for such an iusi])id suggestion, even then not if I had actually
written iiiy paper three years later than I did. Scientific journals
are no daily ])apers. It is every scholar’s good right to take up a
question the time he likes and thinks to be able to contribute to its

solution, irrespective of the time that may have elapsed since it was
treated last. Discussions on 'Panini and the Rkpratisakhya’ may,
for all T know, .still go on when both of us have long since left this

world of error and imperfection. The translation of Panini i. i. 16
whicli Alax ^Miiller gave in 1869: ‘the vowel o in the vocative, if the
non-Vedic /// of Sakalya follows, remains unchanged’ (Rg-Veda-
Pratisakhya, p. 1 1) ,

has been resurrected by Ghosh ;
‘ The 0 of vocative

is pragrhya when Sakalya’s non-Vedic Hi follows’ (Ind. Hist. Quart.,

X, p. 06b, iniblished in 1934), without him being aware, ap])arently,

of liis illustrious predecessor. May be another 60 years hence
some other scholar will rise iq) again and try to convince his sceptic

contemporaries of the correctue.ss of the same translation, fondly
imagining to have made a new and startling discovery.

When contributing a paper to a scientific journal devoted to
research and of the standard of the Indian Historical Quarterly,

I do not address, as Dr. Gho.sh seems to .suggest, an ignorant ‘public’

likeh" to be ‘misled’ lyv me, but a foriiin of competent .scholars able

to underst.and and weigh arguments and to arrive at independent
conclusions. What I had to tell them I have said. Till now I have
not to change' or to recall a single argument. If I return to the subject

it will be to di.scuss with K. Chattopadhyaya and S. P. Chatur\’’edi

those delicate ]>oints on which I differ from them. For having
vindicated my.self from the charges of ‘ intentionally misrepresenting’

Dr. Ghosh, and of ‘intentionally suppressing an inconvenient fact’,

I do not see why I should for his benefit repeat what I said before,

after asc'ertaining that he did not even read properly my first paper.

Nor do I think it necessary to discuss Dr. Ghosh’s new idejis, as they

have been dealt with in a manner touching every essential point and
compelling my acceptance in every essential detail by S. P.

ChatuiA'edi in New Ind. Ant., I, pf). 45off.



CHRONOLOGY OF THE KAMARUPA KINGS
By Dhirkndra Nath Mookicrjek

In the last July issue of the Indian Culture Hoii’ble Rai
Bahadur K. L. Bania, C.I.R., tried to prove from the chronology
of the Kamanipa Kings that my theory on the identity of

the era of the Gupta Vikramadit3^as with the Vikramaditya era

of 58 B.C. in support of which I wrote an additional short note
entitled ‘Acarya Vasubandhu, the teacher of vSthiramati ’ (Indian

Culture, April, 1938) is impossible and levelled not a direct attack

on the correctness or otherwise of my note l)ut a side attack with
the sweeping remark 'We find, however, from the chroiiolog^^ of the

Kamanipa kings that almost immediately after the death of

Bhaskaravarmaii, Salastambha usuri^ied the throne of Kamanipa
and Harjaravarman was at least ninth in descent from Salastambha.
Bhaskaravarmaii was a contemporary’ of Harshavardhana and Yuan
Chwang and he died about 650 A.D. How can, therefore, Harjara-

varman be ruling about 452 A.D.?' and cited the rock inscriiition

of Harjaravarman at Tezpur at the end of which is the date ‘Gupta
510' which according to Fleet’s epoch is e(iuivalent to A.H. 829
which makes the ‘interval between Bhaskaravarmaii and Harjara-

varman one of T79 years’ which according to Rai Bahadur ‘is quite

probable as this would give a reign of approximately 19 years, on
an average, to each intervening king ’.

On an examination of the available records of the Kamanipa
kings one fails to find any^ evidence that almost immediately after

the death of Bhaskaravarmaii, Salastambha usuq:>e(l the throne
of Kamanipa. This is a xiiece of conjecture following on ‘ Gupta 5x0

’

of Harjara being equivalent on P'leet’s hyqiothesis to A.D. 829. For,

there were at least nine kings from SalavStambha to Harjara and as

Salastambha was supposed to have usurped the throne of Kamanipa
immediately after Bhaskaravarmaii (c. A.D. 650), this gave an
average of about 20 years to each reign for nine generations up to

Harjara. So far so good. But then there were twelve more genera-

tions after Harjara to Tyaga.simba, the last and the 21st of

Salastambha’s family. This would lead us to c. A.D. (829-^-240, or)

1069 beginning of Brahmapala’s reign and c. A.D. 1210 for

the end of Dharmapala’s (the seventh from Brahmapala) reign.

But this leads to great difficulties on Fleet’s hypothesis, for, there was
king Jayapala niling in Kamanipa who can under no circumstances

• It is a pity that the author has not used diacritical marks in this article.—Eds.
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1)0 placed later than the nth century A.D. on palaeographic grounds
as shown by Dr. R. G. Vasak (Epig. Ind

,
Vol. XIII, p. 292). Thus

the reign of nineteen kings after Harjara to Dharmapala was con-

densed to 290 years from A.D. 829 to 1120 with an average of 15
years only for each reign which seems incredible. But even then
no place for Ja3^apala could be found in the nth century A.D., for,

Maharajadhirajas Ratnapala to Harsliapala were ruling in Kamampa
during that x>criod on Fleet s h>T>othesis. Hence it was assumed
that Ja>'apala perhaps reigned more than a century and a half later

in the third (juarter of the 12th century A.D. Though this Jayapala
of the vShiliminir (Bogra) grant is no other than the Gauda king

Jayapala, brother of Maharajadhiraja Devapala of Gauda as

suggested by some historians, this possibility was discountenanced,

for, Jaya])ala, Devapala’s brother, was ruling in the ninth century

A.D. and on Fleet’s hypothesis Maharajadhirajas Harjara, Vananiala,

Ja^^amala, and \^ala\^arman were ruling in Kamampa during that

period creating im])ossibilities. But even placing Jayapala in the

third quarter of the 1 2th century A.D. as a son or grandson of 1 )harma-

pala of A.ssam does not obviate difficulties. For, from the Assam
plate of Ballabhadeva dated Saka 1107=A.D. 1185 we know that

Ballabha’s grand-father Rayfirideva Trailokyasimlia fought with the

king of Bengal and forced liiiii to cease fighting. Rayarideva was,

therefore, mling about A.D. mo and fought with the Sena King of

Bengal, evidently Vijayasena.

(Epig. Ind., Vol. V, p. i8^.)

In Vijayasena’s Deopara iiLScription it is stated that he drove

the Kamarupa king ;

‘

I

’ Evidently the fight of Vijayasena with Rayarideva was
an indecisive one, each party claiming that they forced the other

party to retire. Thus Jayapala and Vallabhadeva have got to

be placed together about A.D. 1175 in Kamarupa on Fleet’s

h>q)othesis which makes Maharajadhiraja Dharmapala to Jayapala

to rule in Kamampa from A.D. 1100 to 1175. But according to the

Assam plates kings from Bhaskara to Vallabhadeva have got to be
placed in Assam then. As this creates an impossibility Mm. Padma-
natha Vidyavinode, M.A. ,

tried to make one believe that Vallabhadeva

and his predecessors were not of Assam at all, the find vSpot of the
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inscriptions, and stated in support of this a fact that Sir Kdward
Gait does not mention this plate in his ' History of Assam ' j)ublisbed

in 1905 whereas the Assam plates were published in the K])ig. Iiid.

for 1899 which we know are j^iiblishcd some years later. This is a

very weak argniiient indeed. Rayarideva s fight with the king of

Bengal shows that he must have belonged to Assam, the find spot

of the inscription. As Bhaskara to Vallabhadeva were niling in

Kamampa in the 12th century A.D. Jayapala has no place in Kania-

rupa even then. J ayapala is thus evidently the brother of Maharaja-
dhiraja Devapala of Gauda and Kamarn])a and nourished c. A.l).

830 to 865. But on Fleet s hypothesis Maharajadhirajas Harjara

and Vanamala were ruling in Kamampa then. These im])ossible

situations ought to have shown Rai Bahadur Barua the incorrect-

ness of Fleet’s epoch which creates insuperable difficulties in the

chronology of Kamampa kings.

Now, from the history of the Gauda Pala IMaharajadbirajas we
know tliat Dharmapala conquered Kamampa (to be discussed

shortly) which was in the undisturbed possession of the Gauda Pala
kings till the time of Nayapala during whose reign Ilaihaya (Chedi

or Kalachuri) Kama made an unsuccessful attack on his dominions.

But during Nayapala’s son Vigraha])ala Ill’s reign (c. iV.D.

1054-1068) his dominions were attacked by Haihaya Kama
and Chalukya Ahavamalla’s son Prince Mkramaditya between

A.]). T040 to 1071 and there was the Kaivarta revolution. At
this time Kamampa passed from tlie hands of the Gauda
Pala kings unto the Haiha\'a kings for a short period. In the
‘ Yogini Tantra’ it is stated that Kamampa passed into the

hands of the Haihayas (Chedis or Kalachuris) and the Tfilajangbas

(Tala or Chala? probably the Chalukyas or the Solankis) in

Saka 981= A.D. 1059. ^
(Patala 14, verse 43). But Vigrahapala’s son

Ramapala again conquered Kamampa towards the end of the

nth century A.D. From the Assam plates of \"allabhadeva,

dated Saka 1107=A.D. 1185 we know that ' in the lunar race there

was Bhaskara; his son Rayarideva Tarilokyasimba (whose wife

was Vasumati), bis son Udayakama Nihsankamalla (whose wife

w'’as Aliiadevi) ,
their soi 1 Vallabhadeva ’

. We know that the Haihayas
(Chedis or Kalachuris) were of the lunar race. Kvidently Haihaya
Kama and Chalukya Prince Vikramaditya conquered Kamampa
about A.D. 1059. Kama probably ])laced Bhaskara, Vallabhadeva’s

great grand-father as king there. The names of Vallabhadeva’s

father and mother show that they belonged to Haihaya Kama’s
family. Kama conquered ’ Kira ’ which was evidently the
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land of the Kiratas. ‘ ^ |

’

(Mahabharata-Sabhaparva, 26-9)

.

From the inscriptions of Crauda Pala Maharajadhirajas Dbarma-
pala to Narayaiia Pala who w’cre niliiig from the last qnaiter of the

8th century to the first quarter of the tenth century A.D. we know
that they were the rulers of the whole of Northern India from Assam
to Gandhara. ' Dharniapala succeeded in carrying his arms far

beyond the limits of Bengal and Bfiiar. He made himself master
of most of Northern India and. . . . was strong enough to depose one
Raja of Kanan

j
and sul)stitute another in his place, lie is said to

have effected the revolution with the assent of nine northeni kings,

whose designations indicate that the influence of the Bengal monarch
extended evtni to (xandhara on the north-western frontier.' From
the Badrd (Uinajpur) Garuda jfillar inscription we learn ‘ Garga
(the minister of Dharniapala) used to jeer at Brihaspati by saying

that Iiidra was the lord of the Fkist, not of any other direction.

But Indra even having a minister like Jkihaspati was defeated in that

direction by the Asuras. Wliereas, I (Garga) made Dharma (pala),

the lord of the Fast, master of all directions’.

II

’ I'romthe work ‘ Dharmamangala ’ by

different authors we know that Dharniapala was at first unsuccessful

to conquer Kamarupa, but later on he was successful with the help

of his general Lairsena to coiKpier it. Taranatlia also .states that

Dharniapala conquered Kamarupa.
From the IMungyr ])late of Maharajadhiraja Deva])ala, son of

Dharniapala, we learn that Devapala was in possesson of the undis-

turbed dominions of his father

TT^ I’ (verse 12). But it seems during his reign the Kamarupa king

was giving him troubles, .so Devapala sent his brother Jayapala to

subdue the king of Kamarupa which lie did and made his brother's

reign pro.sperous. In the 5th ver.se of Narayanapala’s Bhagalpur

inscription it is stated that as Upendra, Indra 's younger brother,

defeated the Dharmadvisas (Asuras) and made India’s reign pros-

perous so did Jayapala defeat the Dharmadvisas (the Asuras) and

made Devapala 's reign ])io.sperous (

*

II
’ ). Dr. Hultzsch, Akshoy Kumar Maitra, Mm. Padma-

natha Vidyabinode, and Dr. R. G. Vasak should have known that

these Dharmadvisas (Asuras) are none but the armies of the
^

descendant of Narakasura, the Kamarupa king, who was defeated by
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Jayapala. This ^ is explained clearly in the

next verse = -3:5) (

‘

1
’
) As such, Dr. Vasak s remarks quoted by ^Iin. Padma-

natha Vidyabinode in his Kamarupa Sasanavali that this Jayapala

was not even a ‘ not to speak of ‘ a king of Kaiua-

rupa, are groundless. They should see that the Shilimpiir grant of

the Kamarupa king Jayapaladeva belongs to Ja>ai])ala, brother of

Dcvapala of Cauda, as already suggested by some historians. If this

Jayapala had been a son or grandson of Dliarmapalavarmadcva
of Pragjyotisha his name should have been written as 'Jayapala-

varrnadeva' and not ‘Jayapaladeva’ as usual with txauda Pala

kings. The impossibility of placing Maharajailhirajas Dharmapala,
Devapala, and Jayapala as lords of Cauda and Kamarupa at a time

when Pdeet’s epoch Maharajadhirajas Harjara, Vanainfila, Jaya-
mala, and Vkilavarman were ruling in Kamanq)a sliows as clearly

as possible the incorrectness of Fleet’s epoch. As Jayapala, king of

Kamarupa, has no place there on Fleet’s epoch between A.l). 829
(=C.Iv. 510) and 1185 (=Saka no; of Vallabhadeva) it shows as

clearly as possible that the same is in error by more than three

centuries and a half.

In the Nepal inscription of Jayadeva (II), dated vSamvat 153 =
A.D. 730, (in an article entitled ‘The Fpocli of the so-called Ilarsha

Fra’, read before the hrst Indian Culture Conference held in 1936,

I have shown that the epoch of the so called liarsha era is really

current Saka 5oo“A.l) 570-77 with omitted hundreds) it is stated

that he married the daughter of Ilarshadeva of Phagadatta’s lineage

(evidently a Kamarupa king) who was the lord of Cauda, Cdra,

Kalinga, and Kosala. On Fleet’s epoch, Rai Jkxhadur Barua and
others have no other option but to identify this Ilarshadeva with

Sri Ilarisha or Harshavarma, son of Vajradeva of Sfilastambha’s

family. But the ascription of the above epithets to Sri Ilarisha

is really far fetched. Hence Sir Fdward Cait, J. h\ ;MonaJian, Mm.
Padmanath Vidyabinode consider vSri Ilarisha being stated as lord

of (Jauda, Odra, Kalinga, and Kosala an instance of ])oetic exaggera-

tion—a mere ‘ bombast ’. In fact Fleet’s epoch is responsiljle for this

wwiig ideiitilication. Ilar.shadeva of Kamanq^a, lord of (huida,

Odra, and other countries was no other than Maharajadhiraja Harsha-

palavarmadeva, the ‘ PMakulapradipa’, father of ]\Iaharajadhiraja

Dharmapala of Kamarupa. Tliis llarshapalavarmadeva, after con-

quering Orissa, probably established, as already suggested by Rai

Bahadur Ramaprosad Chanda, a relative of his named Kshemankara-
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deva as mler of Orissa, for, Kshemankara, his son Maharajadhiraja
Subhakara and the latter *s son Maharajadhiraja Sivakaradeva
claimed themselves to be 'Bhaumas' or descendants of Naraka.
Maharajadhiraja Sivakaradeva sent an embassy to China in A.D.

795, evidently before his defeat by Dhamiapala of Cauda. From
Harshapala s predecessor Maharajadliiraja Ratnapala's inscription

we leani that the kings of Gurjara, Cauda, Kerala, etc., and the

Tayikas or Tajikas (the Arabs) were in constant dread of him. The
defeat of this Sri Ilarshadeva by the Kaniataka army, evidently

of Vikramaditya II Chalukya about A.D. 735, is mentioned in the

Shamangad inscription of Rashtrakuta Daiitidurga of Saka 674
=A.D. 752. Thus Maharajadhiraja Ilarshapalavarmadeva was
ruling from c. A.D. 720 to 750 and therefore Maharajadhiraja Ratna-

pala reigned from c. A.D. 660 to 686. This date of Ratnapala

may be supported from a comparison of the following sentence

from Banas ‘ Harsha-charita
'
(composed about A.D. 645) conceniing

Prabhakaravardhana :

‘

’ (Chap. 4) with the epithets ap]>lied to Ratna-

pala in his inscriptions (

’ an evident imitation from Bana. Moreover,

the Tayikas or Tajikas (the Arabs) are mentioned in Ratnapala's

inscription and these Tajikas or the Arabs had conquered Persia in

A.D. O41 and pressed towards India and the conquest of Sind by the

Arabs was effected by A.D. 712. Ivvidently the Arab army was in

dread of the Kamanipa soldiers. From the Nausari plate of

Gujerat Chalukya Pulakesiraja, dated (Kalachuii) samvat 490=
A.D. 739, we learn that he repulsed a Tajika (Arab) army
which tried to reduce the Navasarika country on tlieir way to

the Deccan. This shows that the date of Ratiiaj)ala was towards

the end of the 7th century A.D. when the Tajikas or the Arabs
appeared in India.

Acarya Sankara in his Sariraka-bhashya of the ' Vedanta
Darsana’ cites an ancient well-known tradition, containing the names

of Valavarman, Jayasimha, and Krishnagupta ‘

^ ’ (Ch. IV, pada III, siitra 5)
‘ Co thou hence unto Vala-

varman, from there unto Jayasimha, and thence to Krishnagupta'

i.e., Valavaiman will carry you to Jayasimha, Jayasimha will carry

you to Krishnagupta, and so on—^in connection with the journey of

the soul in ascending planes. This traditional saying quoted by
Acarya Sankara shows that these kings preceded Acarya Sankara
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who lived from c. A.D. 682 to 720 (vide 'Acarya Sankara and
Ramanuja' by Mm. Rajendra Ch. Vidyabhusana, pp. 787-809).
Now there is no king Valavarman flourishing before A.D. 680 known
to Indian epigraphy except Valavarman of tlie Pushyavarman
family of Kamampa who, however, flourished long before Acarya
Sankara. As f(jr Vala(varman), son of Sri Harisha, he flourished

on Fleet's epoch about A.D. 750 long after Acarya Sankara’s
departure. According to my theory the King Valavarman men-
tioned ill the tradition is to be identified with Maharajadhiraja
Valavarman, great grandson of Harjara (G.lv. 5io=A.D. 452). As
such V^alavarman flourished c. A.D. 530. The other king Jayasimlia

was the Western Chalukya Jayasimlia I who flourished c. A.D. 500
and Krishnagupta was no other than the Krishnagupta of the Later
Gupta dynasty who flourished c. A.D. 430. Thus the successive

priority of these kings in point of time as intended by the tradition is

proved which fails on Fleet’s epoch—for, after Valavarman of

Pushyavarman 's family there was Krishnagupta and then Jayasimlia.

Now 1 come to an examination of the statement that almost
immediately after the death of Bhaskaravarman Salastambha
usurfied the throne of Kamarupa and thereby fix the correct Chrono-

logy of the Kamarupa kings.

P'rom the Tez.pur rock inscription of Ilarjaravarma we know
that he was reigning in Gupta 510=A.D. 452, i.e., about 200 >'ears

prior to Bhaskaravarman. The first and last plates of Harjara-

varmaii’s Ilaiyuiigthal (Nowgoiig) plate have not been traced. The
first four lines of the middle one are also almost defaced and un-
intelligible. Hence no history of his ancestors could be made out
from the jdate except the statement ;

‘ For this reason your future

kings will be st3ded Mlecchas.' (‘^ctI I

But from Harjara ’s son Vanamala's Tezpur inscription we get the

following clear history :

‘ Bhagadatta and Vajradatta were two sons

of Narakasura. On Bhagadatta receiving the lordship of Prag-

jyotisha country Vinaya bhara ( ? evidently Vajradatta) also came

there, performed austerities, and worshipped God. ’ ( ‘ ^

II
’

)

Being pleased, God made him the lord of Uparipattana
(evidently the upper valley of the Brahmaputra or the high hilly

tracts north and east of Pragjyotisha) and reserved for future the

Lordship of Pragjyotisha also for his descendants.
’

ifRsiitfhwrftrTW 11

'

)
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In bis (Vajradatta’s) family \)vere the kings Salastambha to Sree
Ilarisha, Pralamba, Ilarjara, etc.; so that from this inscription it

is clear that Bhagadatta's family were ruling in Pragjyotisha identi-

fied by modern Kamariipa or Western Assam with its capital

at Gaiihati and V'ajradatta s family were ruling in Eastern Assam
consisting of a series of hills and hillocks inhabited by numerous
aboriginal or Mleccha tribes. It was for this reason that Vajra-

dattas descendant Salastambhas family is known by the

epithet ' Mlecchadinatha’ which was clearly stated by Harjara in

his inscription: Hence Rai

Bahadur Bania’s supi)ositioii that Salastambha ’s family were not
of Mleccha origin but they were simply the Lords of the Mlecchas
is correct. The above shows clearly that Bhaskaravarman and
Harjaravarman belonged to two collateral d3masties. It may be
stated that all the inscriptions of vSalastambha’s family were found
in the districts of Nowgoiig and (Tezpur) in ])arrang, north of

Kamanipa and the Brahmaputra. At one time Vajradatta’s descend-
ants (Salastambha, etc.) usurped the throne of Pragjyotisha and thus
Bhagadatta’s descendants became subordinate to them and at

another Bhagadatta’s descendants conquered Eastern and Northern
Assam and made vSMastambha’s descendants subordinate to them.
This explains why no mention of vSMastambha and his descendants
is to be found in Bhaskaravarman ’s iirscriptioii or vice versa (as

follows from Fleet’s epoch). It is to be regretted that this most
important inscription of V^aiiamala for the correct elucidation of the

chronology of Kamanipa kings and to show the incorrectness of the

statement ‘ almost immediately after the death of Bhaskaravarman
SMastambha usurped the throne of Kamarupa,’ following from
Fleet’s epoch cannot be traced. The plates were sent by Gen.
Jenkins to the Asiatic Society at Calcutta and were exhibited at a
meeting of the Society in A.D. 1840. But it is strange that these

plates are missing—after Fleet's discovery in A.D. 1887?—as we
know from Dr. Hoenile’s remarks in the J.A.S.B., 1897, part I, p. 120).

One has now to rely solely on the reading of the Pundit in Assam
supplied by Gen. Jenkins to the Asiatic Society of Bengal and this

reading was corrected by Pundit Kamalakanta of the Asiatic Society

in A.D. 1840 and published in the Society’s Jounial. The date at

the end of the inscription read as ‘Samvat 19 chha-bhika-ka-chbi’
is meaningless which might have been read correctly now if the

original iiivScription was available. The word read as

might originally have been Here Mm. Padmanath

Vidyabinode’s emendations and translation of the above verses from

Vanamala’s inscription are evidently wrong. He changes
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I RRTliirft’R^
II

* to
‘

^JnriT*» I ft^rw^in Ii’ as if Bhagadatta, on becoming

lord of Pragjyotisba, came there, worshipped God, who being pleased

made him the lord of Uparipattana (also). But to bring in this ‘ also
’

is misconstniing, for, in the inscription it is clearly ' g%»r

1 Kven accepting ‘ also’ one fails to follow the expla-

nation in support of the translation of the next line
‘

I

’

‘in future his (i.e., Bhagadatta 's, according to Mnu
Padmaiiath Vidyabinode) descendants will also receive the lordship

of Pragjyotisha', for, Bhagadatta was already lord of Pragjyotisba.

However, Mm. Padmanatha s ‘ Addenda and Corrigenda’ at the end
of his * Kamarupasasanavali ’

,
pp. 202-03 may now be read with

profit.

In the inscriptions of Vanamala, Valavarma and Ratnapala
it is distinctly stated that Vajradatta and Bhagadatta were brothers.

But of Bhaskaravarman ’s Nidhanpnr plate has been

taken to refer to the immediately preceding noun, i.e., ‘ Bhagadatta’

and in Ratnapala’s grandson Indrapala’s inscription

has been taken to refer to the immediately preceding no\n\,

i.e., ‘ Bhagadatta ’ by Mm. Padmanatha. In the Gauda king Deva-
paladeva’s own Mung>T grant he distinctly states that he was the son

of Dharmapala. But in later Gauda Pala in^scriptioiis by taking

to refer to the immediately preceding noun by

Dr. llultzsch, Kielhorn, etc., it was concluded that Devapala was
the son of Vakpala. Hence Kielhorn remarked, ‘Considering that

the Mungyr grant was issued by Devapala himself, it is more than

probable ^at what is stated in it is correct and that the other inscri])-

tions ill this particular are wrong,’ (J.A.vS.B. Vol. LXI, p. 80). But
the late Akshoy Kumar Maitra in his ‘ Gauda-lekha-mala ’ p. 66,

rightly argues to take ‘ ’ to refer to
‘

' the noun imme-

diately preceding Similarly by taking and

to refer to the noun immedately preceding ‘wttw’ all

the difficulties raised by Mm. Padmanatha will disajipear and we
see clearly that according to all Kamarupa inscriptions Bhagadatta
and Vajradatta were brothers ruling in Western and Eastern Assam
respectively.

I have stated in brief several arguments to show the incorrectness

of Fleet’s epoch of the Gupta era from the history of the Gauda and
Kamarupa kings, supporting thereby that the epoch of the era of

the Gupta Vikramadityas is identical with the Vikrama era of 58 B.C.
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I hope Hon'ble Rai Bahadur Barua will no longer hold views similar

to Th. W. Kingsmill, Vice-President of the China branch of the
Royal Asiatic Society which runs thus: '‘Now in Indian tradition

Vikramaditya is given the pre-eminent title of ‘Sakari' (enemy of

the Sakas) or ‘ Sakantika’ (destroyer of the Sakas). He was, we are

told, the hero, almost tlie demigod, whose victory over the Skythian
invaders introduced the vSamuat l^ra, and whose fame, whose magni-
ficence, courage, and goodness are current talk amongst the children

in the Punjab to the present day. Vikramaditya is of course Sanskrit,

yet could hardly have been given as a name in the first instance;

it does, indeed, occur again amongst the personal names in the Gupta
dynasty, but the (hipta dynasty is three parts out of tour mere
legend unsu])ported by a single fact; and the Gupta Vikramaditya,
as rei^resented in current legends, is for the most part a mere reflex

of the older,” (hypothetical Vikramaditya?) (‘ Vikramaditya samvat-
sara and the founding of the Kusana kingdom'—J.A.S.B. 19 ti,

p- 736).

1 now append a synchronistic table of kings of dynasties ruling

in Gauda, Vahga, and Kamarupa according to the idc^ntity of the

Gupta Vikramaditya era with the Vikramaditya era of 58 B.C.

which I hope Hon'ble Rai Bahadur Barua and others will examine
impartially to ascertain the true histoiy* of KamaniY>a.

f



Synchronistic Table.

I (A)

ITagjyotisha kings

(Bhagadatta’s family)

Pushyavarma

I (B)

Pragjj’otisha kings

(Vajradatta's family)

Salastambha

2

Gauda Pala kings

; Pralamblia

i 1

: P. M. P. Harjara (A.l). 452)

i I

' M. Vanamala
1 I

Jayamala
; I

I
P. P. M. Valavarma

Narayanavarnia
|

(c. A.l). 510- )

I
(c. A.D. 5.30) :

M. Malifibliutavarmri
j

I :

Candraimikhavarma •

1 :

vSthitavarma •

Susthitavarma Sri Tyagasimlia

Siipratisthitavarma Bhaskaravarma

I

(np to c. A.D. <>50)

' >M. Brahmapalavarmadeva.

j

(c. A.D. 650- )

P. M. P. Ratnapalavarniadeva

1

Piirandarapalavarmadeva

I

(die<l as prince)

P. M. P. Indrapalavarmadcva

I

Oopalavarmadeva

I

P. M. P. Harshapalavarmadeva

j

(c. A.D. 720-750)

P. M. P. Dharniapalavannadeva M. Gopfiladeva
(c. A.D. 750-770)

I

(c. A.D. jyo- )

P. M. P. Dharmapala

I
(c. A.D. 785- )

Jayapala P. P. M. Dcvapala

I
(c. A.D. 830- )

I

M. Vigrahapala (I)

I

P. P. M. Narayatiapala

I
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Synchronistic Tabi.e {
contd .).

Pragjyotisha kings

Invasion by Haihaya or Chedi

Kama

Haihaya kings of the lunar

race. (&aka q8i=A.D.
1059)

Tisya (Tingva) deva

r
P. P. M. Vaidyadeva

Rayarideva

Udayakarna Nihsankamalla

Vallabhadcva

(§aka iio7=A.D. 1185)

Ganda Pala kings

Rajyapala

I

Gopala (II)

I

\'igrahapala (II)

I

M. P. P. Mahipfila (I)

I

(V.S. io83=A.D

1

Nayapala

I

Vigrahapala (III)

I
(c. A.D. 1054 -

)

I

P. P. M. Ramapala

I

Kuniarapala

Govindapala

(c. A.D. iiOo-
)

3

Sena kings of Bengal

I02(j)

Vijayasena

Vallalasena

lyakshmana Sena



PITHI AND PITHIPATIS

By SaRIT SEKHEK MAJtJMDAK

T1il‘ Pithipatis were one of the feudatories of the Palas. They
tried to be independent of their overlord and there lies their import-

ance. The Sarnath inscription of Knmaradevi refers to them in

verses 3-6 :

'

'Biro Vallabharajanamabiditd manyah sa bhunidbhnjath
jetasot])rthupithikapatiratipr6udapratapodayah it

Clihikkdravariisa-

kuniud6da\"apiirnachandrah Sri Devarakvshita iti prathitah prthi-

byarn 1 Pithipatirgajapaterapi rajya-lakshmihi lakshniya jigaya

jagadekamanoharavSrih ii
Tasmadasa ]>ayonidheriba bidhiirl^banya-

lakshmibidhurnetranandasanindrabardhanabidhiih kirtirdyiitisri-

bidhiih I

'

We know the following points from the above passage

:

(i) There was a Pithikapati named Vallabharaja.

{2) Pithipati §ri Devarakshita belonged to the Chhikkora
family.

(3) The expression 'Tasmadasa' has been used to show
relation between Vallabharaja and Devarakshita.

The passage in question also gives us the idea of Pitlii having
been a separate dominion under the Chhikkora family. Devarak-
shita was most probably the son and successor of Vallabharaja.

Dr. Sten Konow^ thinks that the word 'Tasmadasa' indicates the

relation of father and son.

Devarakshita was great and ambitious. It was he who aspired

to establish inde]>endence in his dominion when the situation was
made favoural^le by the revolt of the Kaivartas in \"arendri. He
gave a timely hit but his siuvess was dc‘stined to a blow at the arms
of Mahana. 'The second part of the Sarnath inscription of Kumara-
devi contains the information that Devarakshita was defeated by
Mahana, the maternal uncle of the ('.auda king, who thus firmly

established the throne of Ramapala and subsequently bestowed
his daughter Sahkaradevi on the Pithi lord.

The greatness of Devarakshita is proved b}^ the following facts

{a) His rise to power necessitated a check which otherwise

would prove fatal to the Piilas.

1 E.I., IX, pp. 319-28. Text of the iiisciiptioii, pp. ibid., 323-2O.
2 Ibid., p. 320 ; note verses 7-8.
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(h) Mahana gave his daughter 6ahkaradevi in marriage to

Devarakshita even after the latter’s defeat. It was most
probably a diplomatic step and perhaps the marriage

remained as a guarantee against any repeat of trouble

from Devarakshita.

((:) Knmaradevi, the daughter of Devarakshita, and the issuer

of the Sarnath inscription was married to the great

Gahadavala king Govindachandra.^ This further estab-

lishes the greatness of Devarakshita.

The name of Devarakshita and lus defeat at the arms of Mahana
is also mentioned in the Ramacarita.^ But the commentator there

calls Devarakshita Tithipatirmagadhadhipahi ’ whereas the Sarnath
inscription issued by his own daughter describes him as Pithipati

only. In my opinion the Ramacarita is clearly wrong on this point.

Knmaradevi would have certainly mentioned Devarakshita as the

Lord of Magadha also had he really been so.

The next ruler of Pithi is Vimajasa. He is mentioned along

with the *Samantas’ who marched against the Kaivartas and is

descril.>ed as 'Bandyaiti Kanyakubjarajabajiniganthanabhujango

Vimajasohabhidhanomagadhadhipatih, Pithipati’.'^ One certainly

expects to see Devarakshita in the list of the ‘samantas’ but we
Jind the name of Pithipati Vimajasa instead. We can safely conclude

from above that Vimajasa was a descendant of or a natural heir to

Devarakshita. We cannot think that Pithi had slipped out of the

Chikkdravaihsa when Mahana, the father-in-law of Devarakshita

was still a dominant power to reckon with in the political development
of the time. It strikes to me that the word ‘ Magadhadhipatih

’

is wrongly attached with Vimajasa as in the case of Devarakshita

also. The status of Vimajasa as a samanta is indicated in the placing

of his name first in the list. Moreover he has the distinguished

attribute of ‘Bandya’. Dr. R. D. Banerjee opined that Vimajasa
probably defeated Yasahkarna * and won the eulogy ‘ Kanyakubja-
raj abajiniganthanabhujanga’. To me the alluded success of Vimajasa
does not strike to have been a very important one as such for other-

wise the Ramacarita would have explicitly mentioned the name of as

great a king as Yasahkarna. To examine the validity of the eulogy

it is necessary to peep into the contemporary history pf Kanauj.
Chandradeva Gahadavala is said to have established his capital at

Kanauj but in the course of the history of the dynasty we find them

’ Ver.se 20 of the vSarnath inscription, E.I., IX, p. 325.
- Ramacarita, Chapter II, Verse 8, Comment ;

M.A.S.B., III, p. 38.
3 Ibid., verse 5, Comment.
^ Bangldr Itihasa (Bengali book), Vol. I, p. 284.
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connected with Benares.^ Kananj was most probably held by
petty rulers. The Jhansi stone Inscription which refers to Chandella
Kirtivarman and Sallakhanasiriiha(-varman) in lines 20 and 27
gives a short list of the princes of Kanauj.'-* Dr. Keilhorii infers

that * the record has reference to the nilers of Kanyaknbja themselves

or to certain chiefs who owed allegiance to them. ’ The Sahet-Mahet
inscription, dated s. 1176, speaks of Gopala, the king of Kaiuinj.^

I am inclined to identify this Gopala with Gopala, the minister of

Kirtivarman who, according to the Prabandhacandrodaya ^ and a

Candella inscription from JVlahoba ^ gave a wonderfnl display of

ability and reconquered the lost dominions and prestige of the

Candella dynasty by defeating Karna. Taking together the above-

mentioned Jhansi and Sahet-Mahet inscriptions we find that Kananj
is being ruled over b}'^ so many feudatories. It is just possible that

Vimaja.sa of Pithi, the feudatory of Ramapala defeated the cavalry

of one of the above chiefs of Kanauj and earned the epithet ‘ Kanya-
kubjarajabajiniganthanabhiijango’. It is only a suggestion however.

We do not hear of any successor of Vimajasa. The next source

of our information about Pithi is the Janibagh® inscription. The
object of the inscription is to donate the ‘village of Kotthala, with

land and water, without any reservation, together with the plough-

tax, in Saptaghatta' to the Majestic Diamond Throne for its nionas-

tary by king Jayasena, son of Buddhasena. Jayaseiia has been

called Pithipati and ‘Acharya'. It is worthy of notice that the

donator is also called ‘ Bhupati’. Mr. Jayaswal was of ojhnion that

‘Buddhasena w^as probably some collateral of the vSena king who
ruled in c. 1199 A.C. and in 1202 he had not yet any ])riiicipality

of his own under the Turaskas’. On the other hand, his son, who
w^ould have been originally a governor under the Sena king, on the

break up of the Sena empire in 1199 A.C. seems to have assiuned

sovereignty as he in 1202 (in the inscription) si)eaks of his own
dynasty and contemplates his descendants to be his successors.

’ ^

Mr. N. G. Majunider shows with the support of an inscription that

Buddhasena was not a collateral of the Sena kings and that they

themselves ruled.®

1 I.A., 1885, 102-103. View of Dr. H. C. Ray also in 'J3yuastic History of

Northern India Vol. I, 507-508.

R.I., Vol. I, 2i4fE. 3 J.A.S.H., 1892, Extra No., 57IT.
* Vol. I, 4, 6, 9.

•'* K.I., I, 217-222.
« I.A.. XEVIII, 43-48, and J.B.O.R.S., IV, 265-280.
7 J.B.O.R.wS., IV, 26511.

8 I.A., XLVIII, 45. The photo-lithograph of the above inscription appears in

Cunningham’s Mahabodhi, PI. XXVIII, No. C. Mr. N. 0 . Majumder thinks that

Buddhasena belonged to the ‘Chhinda’ family and that the 'Chhikkoras' were
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We know nothing more of the dynastic history of Pithi. Now
I shall try to locate Pithi. There is controversy over it. Dr. Sten
Koiiow’s view that Pithi is modern Pisthapiiram in S. India cannot
be accepted. The Palas never possessed any dominion in S. India

and it is undoubtedly absurd to think that a feudatory of the Palas
could possibly exist there. According to Mr. Jayaswal ‘ there cannot
be any doubt that in the early Sena times Pithi denoted the whole
of the province of Bihar, except Mithila. The commentator to the

R^macarita could not have flourished long after the Palas for he
knows fully the details of the reign of Raniapala. He always
explains Pithii)ati as Magadhadhipati or the king of Magadha’.
Mr. H. Pandey opined that ‘ as such, it appears to have been the name
given to the southeni portion of Magadha It was possible that

Pithi is not the name of any particular country and that Pithipati

was the title of the king who was the Protector of the Diamond
Throne at the capital at Bodh-Ga3^a.

Mr. N. G. Majumder while editing the Janibagh inscription was
sure to conclude that it ‘ included Bodh-Gaya and the region around
it, as the inscription has been discovered in that locality. Date
R. D. Banerjee was of opinion that it lies near the boundary of

Magadha or that it might have been a buffer state between those

of Kdnyakubja and Gauda.^
I beg to differ with the above mentioned suggestions and to

present my own view.

I think Mr. JayaswaPs reading of the commentator was wrong
when he wrote that the Ramacarita explained Pithipati as the king

of Magadha. Magadha has long history and nowhere, not even in

the J anibagh inscription do we find auv evidence identifying it with

Pithi. We must test the truth of the statement of the Ramacarita

by comparing it with the Sarnath inscription. That authentic

source of our information gives us ground to differ with the opinion

of Mr. Jayaswal. The opinion of Mr. Pandey that Pithipati was the

title of the king who was the protector of the Diamond Throne at

the capital at Bodh-Gaya cannot be accepted in the face of the same
Saniath inscription which clearly conveys the idea that Pithi was a

separate principality. I do not agree with the theory which identifies

Pithi with Gaya. Gaya always came within Magadha. If Pithi meant
Gaya the question remains why a lord of Magadha should explicitly

dispossessed of Pithi by the Chhindas. His conclusions are based on the identifica-

tion of Bodh-Gaya with Pithi w hich 1 don’t accept.

1 I.A., XEVlll, p. 44.
* BSngldr Itihasa, I, 2SO. M.A.S.B., V, R. D. Banerji on ‘The Palas of Bengal',

p. 89.
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be mentioned as the lord also of a place within Magadha? The
Janibagh inscription was found near Bodh*Gaya and hence scholars

opine that Pithi was somewhere near Gaya. But it dot^ not neces-

sarily mean so. The lind-spot of the inscription does not always

come within the dominion of the donator. It is just possible that

Jayasena of the Janibagh inscription came on a pilgrimage to Bodh-
Gaya and donated the village Kottahala which must have been in

his own dominion.

Now, where could that Pithi be ? I think that the kingdom of

Pithi was like a buffer between Anga and Varendri. It corresponds

roughly, in my opinion, to the area lying between the modern railwa)"

stations Colgong and Sakrigali Jn. in K.I. Ry. Loop (Bhagalpur

and Santhal Parganas) and I identify Pithi with Pirpaiiiti on the

following grounds :

—

(1) Pithi bears a striking similarity with Pointy which
jMr. Reniudi has sliowni in his maj^ as a town of greater importance than

what it is now under the name of Pirpainti. It is more known as

‘Painti’ amongst all sections of the people. The place having been
situated between the Ganges and the Rajmahal hills carried a

strategic significance. It is generall^^ found from history that the

Mohammedans destroyed places of importance under Hindu rule

and associated them with the name of Pir. Pithi was an important
place of the Hindus and possibly the Mohammedans left the marks of

their strength by naming the place Pirpainti.^

(2) A bank of the Ganges near Pirj^ainti is still known as Patthal-

ghatta. ‘ PatthaP means stone and Ghatta probably stands for

Ghat. The latter word is still associated only with this area near

Painti. Hence we can say that Sapta Ghatta of the Janibagh in-

scription was somewhere here. It is just possible that Sapta Ghatta
or the seven banks of particidar area carried some special importance
in those days and that the modern Patthal Ghatta is one of those

famous seven banks. Pirpainti too stands on the Ganges and has

a remarkable Ghat with old religious association.

Mr. N. Iv. Dey observed the importance of the above-mentioned
Patthalghatta and suggested that it was probably the site of the

renowned Vikramasila University.^ It is just possible that Jayasena
and Buddhasena of Pithi were connei'ted with the local Vikramasila

Vihara and hence called themselves ' Acharya

1 Is it that this area ruugly represented the aneient Kajaiigala of which we
find reference in Hieun-tsang’s tiavd and also in Mahavagga, Vinaya Pitaka, Vol. 1,

197?
2 J.A.S.B., New Series, V, p. 7.
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(3) I have opined above that the village Kotthala mentioned in

the Janibagh inscription was not near Gaya. If I go to identify

Pithi with Pirpainti I must have to see whether any modem place
nearabout carries the ancient name of Kotthala. The modern
railway station Colgong(Kahalgaon), which even in the Mohammedan
period was known as Kahalagram/ is but the changed form of

Kotthalagram. It is situated on the bank of the Ganges.

(4) Some sixteen miles north-east of Pirpainti there is a place

known as Sakriigarh in vSahibganj. The ‘ Garh ’ stands on an elevated

area surrounded on all sides by deep ditches. I personally visited

the place and found that little dug-work have brought to light

some stnictural slabs. Some stone images unearthed there speak
of the antiquity of the place.-

We can, for benefit, see to the origin of the name Sakrugarh.
Sakriigarh is but the changed fonn of 'Chhikkoragarh', i.e. the fort

of the Chhikkora family referred to in the Sarnath inscription.^

(5) We find a place nearly four miles east of v^aknigarh named
Sakrigali. It is nothing but the changed form of 6ankari-Gali.

We know from the Saniath inscription that Sankari Devi was the

daughter of Mahana, the king of Anga and was married to Deva-
raksliita. Tlic marriage was undoubtedly one of great importance
and it is just possible that Devarakshita named that strategic

Gali (Pass) after his wife. The inhabitants of tlie locality ignorant

as they are of history, associate the place with the name of Goddess
Sankari Devi. Dr. Qanungo has noticed the strategic importance
of the area between Teliagarhi and Sakrigali during the time of

Sher Shah.^ This gallipoli of the Ivast or the key to Bengal was
in the hands of the Pithipati Devarakshita. This explains the

diplomatic necessity of defeating Devarakshita and winning him
permanently to his side by matrimonial alliance on the ])art of

Mahana who was out to re-establish his nephew Rampala.
I intend to conclude my paper after descrilnng in vshort the

archaeological finds of the area which are positive evidences of the

historical importance of the locality during the Pala period :

“ (a) ‘Chaturbhuja Vishnu murti' made of black stone. The
height, breadth and the plinth are 3 ft. 10 in., i ft. 6 in. and 8 in.

respectively. It belongs to the PMa period.
^

(b) Images of Ganesh and Vishnu, of the PMa period, have also

been unearthed near Sakrugarli.

1 Jauliar MSS., p. 28.

“ They arc preserved in the K.I. Ry. H. K. School Museum, Sahibganj (S.P.).

‘ E.I., IX, 323ff.. V. 3-6.
4 Qanungo’s Sher Shah, Kd. 1921, pp. 168-170.

“(a) to (/)"—opinion of Mr. P. C. Paul, Archseologist.
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(c) A railing made of black stone with simple architectural

decorations have also been found at Salempur near Mirja Chowki
(near Pirpainti).

(d) The broken portion of a palm with beads have also been
found. The vSarnath museum preserves one such. It belongs to

nth century A.D. It measures 8 in. crosswise.

(e) Some Pot Sherds the inner and not the outer surface of

which are of light green colour and are as if enamelled. They are

still well-polished. Similar Sherds were recently discovered in

Mahanad by Mr, P. C. Paul, Arclncologist. They were used in the

PMa period.

(/) Terra-cotta.

Some small hard marbles, a little figure of horse and a very

small image of a meditating face have been found there."





ONE HUNDRED AND ONE NAMES OF PRANA IN

VEDIC LITERATURE

By Vasudrva vS. Agrawara

Yaska in his Nirukta, Naighantiika kanda, ii. 24, speaks of

loi names of water and the list is

given in the current text of the Nighantu. Following that analogy

and from the same sources as supplied the basic material compiled

in the Nighantu an attempt is made here to bring together the varied

material relating to the names and attributes of Prana. By way
of illustration only loi phrases expressing different aspects of Prana

are selected here, but it would be possible to augment the list further

if notice were taken of the comprehensive material that is embodied

in the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas and the Upaiiishads on this subject.

Such an attempt is likely to serve one useful pur])Ose. It will

restilt in a considerable re-enforcement of the ddhydimic point of view,

and ill focussing attention on the tradition of theAdhyatma-vid vSehool

of Vedic interpretation. This school emphasizing the esoteric side of

\edic meanings is frequently referred to by Yaska. That it once

enjoyed wide popularity and was in a flourishing condition is amply

borne out by the existing Brahmanical literature, where the phrase

is of common occurrence. The following exposition

will reveal how the ancient themselves approached the secret of the

hvmns. It represents their point of view, and as such not only does

it merit attention but it also supplies a corrective to some of the

fallacies of our modern attemjits in approaching Vedic thought.

Dr. Coomaraswamy remarks that ‘modem inteij^retations of Vedic

texts are again and again contaminated by a projection of contempo-

raiy' interests, feelings and modes of thought into a life of quite another

order ’k

It is truly scientific to try to understand the hymns in the light

in which their composers intended them to lie understood. The

ddhydtmic view is an attempt in that direction. The exegetical

results of modem scholarship would remain incomplete unless due

notice is also taken of the material relating to esoteric meanings

interwoven in the explanations of the Brahmanic writers.

The science of Vedic sttidies de.seTves a new orientation.

Dr. E. J. Thomas lately remarked in his Foreword to the Vedic Gods

I A Note on the Asvamedha, p. 30O.
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tiiat the state of Vedic interpretation ‘looks like a case of stalemate,

where no theory cati claim general acceptance. Kven when we think

of (German scholars, lyiidwig, Kaegi, Pischel, Geldner, Oldenberg,

or of the French school Bergaigne, Regnaud, Henry, it cannot be said

that Vedic studies are in a healthy state'. Appreciating Dr. Rele's

attem])t in putting forward a biological view of Vedic deities.

Dr. Thomas has neatly snnuned up the position by saying that
‘ It will help the scholars of India to realize as we are learning in the

West, that the groat problem is not yet solved. ' We cannot but see

that the cidhydtmic view is deeply rooted in the orthodox tradition

of the ancient exegetical works, and time has now come when that

material should be redeemed according to the recognized canons

of modern critical research.^

One word about the conception of Prana itself is necessary.

It symbolizes 'Breath, Vital Spirit or Life/^ Prana in reality is

the most mysterious Force with which we are acquainted on this side

(^f our earth. It is Nature's own Self made manifest in numerous
forms functioning both through the cosmos and the microcosm.

It is to be identified as the paramount principle underlying the various

cosmic phenomena, the mysterious something which permeates all

creation, and the sole immortal essence which separates the deathless

from that which is subject to decay.

NAMES and their Explanations.

I . tjTin = I ^ i

I

W

i.e. Prajfipati in the beginning was composed of both tlie mortal
and the immortal essences —his vital airs alone were immortal, his

body mortal.—Similarly the Yajamana is both mortal and immortal
—his vital airs are immortal, his body mortal.

^

Also t uw [Kausitaki Br., ii. 4].

[Satapatha, 10. 2, 6. 18].

^ The Vedas and Adhvatma Traditions, by V.

Vol. V, p. 289.

2 ('.riffith, Atharvaveda, XI, 4.

S. Agrawala, Indian Culture,
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2. I
According to the well-known passage in the

Aitareya Up, giving the correspondence of the cosmic and micro-

cosmic powers, Vayii inheres in the body as Prana RTuft wx
I. 2. 4]-

Other references are: ^rx^J [§o jtt®

Rxxn: ?xxo RTXHX ^ ^ [Hcnx^ ^I8I\F] ; ^ ^
The identity of rxxd and RX'g is universally

recognized in the Vedic literature and supported by innumerable

passages from later literature.

3. XU® = ^ftx I This meaning is eloquently broxight out in a

tlialogue between iftc and H^nxx^r ^XRX^X recorded in the xffcXRR

RX^xn . The former says, 'The Agni who is everything

here, him I know’. On hearing this, the latter said, 'Teach me that

Agni, Sir !

’

^ iUvB I Rxxifl RTR I OTR5 mm Rxxr^fcT, Rxxn

RTXn hr:, RRT RXXfff^fH I It

asserts that Prana is that Agni,

yXXD^RT^ftx: [xffo

RIXDTWfR: [Xffo

The tliree sacrilicial fires, viz. RrxTRR*tR, RXTR^,

correspond to the three fires inside the body symbolized by the

triply differentiated yixii:

—

^ RX Rxxirx vm RRHR: I RXXfftR^XRX^RXTR^R* XXXTR^, RXX^55RX^XR-

R'RR: [TORR •

The xpsflRfRR^ is more explicit in stating the above s\'’mbolisni

:

UXXnXHR RXTR^ T RT R[^l5RTifl RIpft5»irT1RTRR*RR>

R^R»IX^X?tR% RRTRRXRX^R^: RX®: [81?^] .

4. mm as RXJxftfX. The above quotation says that the lights

of I^raiia constantly keep awake or burning in this human city,

viz. the body. The cXXi^TXRX^Ri supports this view: ^^xi?:

? RRXr Rxxn> mmK ^RTJxftcxfnfcx [ 18I8 ] ; explained by

HXRXn^ery lucidly—RRXR R^R RXRft RxIhXR: RTRIRX^! RXJXf^ RiRXfRRfR

R RXfR^ I
R* RXHRRrWjfRTJ ftXfSfniRHIlfi RIRRT RR RR^ R^R
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!?Tnraic?hf ^iirfrct ^R^jnf?Tf?T, i.e. when the breath is

awake, then (the condition of) being awake is (fulfilled). [Caland,

Tandya Br., p. 234.]

5. nm and fjiTT«r styled as The above idea

about the awakening of hthf is obviously derived from its only source

in the Yajurveda [ .

iTKTi(5 ^ II

‘Seven Rshis are established in the body: seven guard it evermore
with care unceasing.

Seven waters (channels of energy) seek the world of him who
lies asleep; two sleepless gods arc .sv/Z/^ri-fellows of him who wakes.’

Two sleepless gods are Inbreath and Outbreath.

6 . t ].

The eternal pair of celestial Hotars ; the}’ are the twin Asvins,

or Mitra and Vanina, or Agni and Aditya, who symbolize the

terrestrial—celestial dual underlying all contrasted modes [Cf.

Coomaraswamy’s The Rg Veda as Land-Ndnia-Bok, p. 27, note g.]

The Rgveda speaks of them in a laudatory strain (X. 66. 13],

I righteously follow upon the path of Order the two divine

Hotars, the Priests of primeval time. We pray to Kshetrapati

who dwelleth near, and to the immortal gods who are for ever

undefaulting. [The human body is the kslietra, and the kshetrapati

is Atma.]

7. 5[Tinn?T«^ ^ i-^- the minmir pair stands

for the adhvaryu priests in the body-sacrifice [ .

8. ?mgj i.Fi^<].

Also nefTT’c? —ypirl t TOO! nmPT wwnrpinnfH-

These also manifest as day and night— (Mt

[$• 81^0 ], or bright and dark halves of the month [n® ^|8|8|\«]

or Heaven and Earth:—

f

ftrsf!, TOn* [iff®
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9. srrrft ^ [^lo Prana or life is called

arka, since it is Prana that makes the body adorable or worthy of

worship As soon as life departs, body is cast away as

a despicable clod of earth.

10-12. UTWT t I HTWT t ipuJ
I ^JT^nr ^

This section gives a synopsis of httnian life hi terms of the sacri-

ficial session ( t )
and compares the TO period with

or period np to 2^ years, the period with or

jjTO period np to 4.^1 years of life after the first, and the period

with or 48 years after the second, thus making a total of ti6

years, i.e. the syllabic aggregate of the three metres, Gayatri,

Trishtnp, and Jagati. fvSee also for a Incid explana-

tion of the Physiologicall\^ growth and maturity of the

body arc signified by these three well-defined stages, which the

Ptmisha sukta also styles as spring, summer and antnmn,

[X. 90. 6].

13. [ 5:® Prana is the seed, the primeval

germ which creates and recreates mimerons forms and continues

the process of perennial fec'iindation and vegetation. Universal

Nature, the Magna Mater or Aditi the supreme divine

mother is like the ‘Dawn’, sencvscent but ever young ^
—^g., III. 61. i]. She is imbued with ym and procreates.

The same story is repeated in the life-cycle of each individual. It

is srnrr that bestows on us the seed of race whence manifold creatures

are born. The mruw in the Atharvaveda attributes this virtue

to OTIT!

—

n TwfsT II
[XI. 4. 3.]

14. mm ^ mm [^o also [iie.i8] m^irr m

mm^^ ^ on which says iRUW ff

urni 1 I mm [^o
] and

. The identifies m\ with [m^
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^18 ] and from Nos. 13, 14, 15 we can see the close

relationship ])ctween and

15. Rm: [i^o ^
like min is another significant word in the system of Vedic thought.

t [to
] is evidently taken from Yajur-

veda categorically identifying rff?! as the seminal humour of the

powerful Asvu [^ 1 . The Asva is identified

with Siivya or Dyauh, a symbolical expression for the highest centre

of thought in the human body. The head is also called

in sacrificial language, and the cifii m® [«5.l«ll\] says, ‘WhOvSe in

the becomes exhausted the mur of such a one becomes

exhaUvSted along with the exhaustion of the in the for

is vitality Purity and abundance of Soma within the body cause

radiant health. The ner\^ous system, arbor vitcr [ ],

is saturated with and derives its energy from this mysterious

secretion. Compare also ftnct t murRf [ W® '©lyil
I

•

16. '‘^^T t mur: [ ^0 ]. and fftiT are synonymous,

hence and nm are also one. Sun and moon re])resent only the

dual aspect of mur pointed out under No. 8.

17. t min: [^o tjo m wifw
[t® ] . The morning sun is the

storehouse of energy as it urges creatures to be uj; with activity.

The ITpanishads emphasize tliQ prdnic aspect of the sun :

—

Rim: 11

The Prana in the body is the counterixirt of the Prana in the sun.

18. mur: [w® also 1 where

the concomitance of mm and is elaborated and mm is spoken

of as the nucleus ( ) round which tlie web of life is woven. Also

Atharvaveda, mm> ^ mnwTS?: .

19. muff w [ §® ^® 8|s^i^i8 ] . Since mm is and immf^

is ^ in Vedic language, mm also is named m. The apiKdlation ^ is

very significant ;
it refers to the unmanifest, unknowable or invisible

form ( ) of Prajapati. That aspect is punctuated or marked
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hy the sign of interrogation. Prajapati for ever remains the (ireat

Question [ ], or the supreme secret veiled behitul ka. Prana also

partakes of the mysterions nature denoted symbolically by ^ f

20 . I [vi® I^i'ana is honey, the sweet

essence of everything alive. Whatever is bereft of loses its

mead.
Ill the Pravargya sacrifice the Adhvaryn establishes in

the cauldron, where is repeated thrice to denote the three

Pranas I ymn, ittat )» whc‘re

is the head. [ ; also ftnit j

21
.

[^o
J . This and the subsequent

meanings given in this context of the are indispensalde for an

intelligent rendering of the Yajnrveda mantra, XIII. 5.^ Th(‘

vSatapatha explains. ‘ miift ^ t t

i.e. imn is is . I'roni the ocean of

mind, with speech for a shovel, the gods dug out the tri])le science*.

22. met t cT^mcf ^ mfh [%o ^18 ]. Prana upholds the

body, absence of uuir would make the l)ody collapse, hence is

(•tymologically called ct^’t^TTcT .

2J. ff t HTJr: ^81^1^818 ].

yi^n is apparently the guardian of the body, protector from disease

and decay.

24. mjift t I ^ [^o

vScctions 45, 46, 47 of the 4rd adhydya of the art*

devoted to exjdain the three verses of sukla 177, Rg. X. This jxn tifm

of the Pridimana is a model of what an esoteric commentary on tlie

Rgveda drawn from the rich storehouse of ancient exegetical inat(*rial

would be like. The devatd of the hymn is Ttlie discernment

of maya, or illusion (the cause of material creation)’.-- Wilson). The
abstruse hymn would have remained unintelligible without tlu* aid

oi the explanations offered in this section of tlie Brahmana. The
definitions for iiT?n are given below.

25. t I qsrfflw 1

I m I i [I® i.e. Prana

is TTciiT and mind is .
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26. irat t ^ JW: [^« Prana is the

Gaiiclhatva which causes vdk or the material cause to be deposited

within the womb of Purusha. Prana as the seed proceeds first and

then the body develo]>s from that germ.

27. ym ^ ci ^ ^
ftr ^ [^ffo

The self [body] is the city within which Prana dwells; hence they

choose to call uno as from its title since the gods have a

fondness for the mystical explanations cind dislike that which is

overt.

28. t ]. The Jaiminiya Upanishad

Brahmana also siipports this view :—<t ^ mwT

i.e. the principal vital airs are the singers and

their assistants.

29-31. um is identified with the three Vedas, Rik, Sama,

and Yajur. The triple knowledge is symbolical of the triple order of

creation, also called the ‘three cities’ {tripura) what in later philo-

so])hy were known as the three gums. The three Vedas are spoken

of in terms of the three worlds the three deities

and so on. \Cf. the description of the

cT^s in ^i^for the Vedlc triad.] The gives

as synonyms of —mrff f nmt

81^] ; t mi ftmf^ ’frwfftn ]

;

mrft m mi?T [ Ho ]

.

32. mrff % JcnfU [^o 8i^i8i\i^], i.e. Prana is symbolized by the

graha cups in the sacrifice. The grahas are used for drinking soma
and Prana also is the medium for taking in somic energy. Again
tlie st‘nses are the various sacrificial cups, and the senses are

different manifestations of one Prana calked Tndra (see No. 39),
thevefon* Prana and grahas are identified.
jff ^

33. mrff 't fei [%o ^1^^] . Prana is the chief protector.

Again in comparing Prana. Manas and Vak, Prana is called

the Bull (the fertilizer), Vak the cow or the mother and the mind as

the calf or the offspring.
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34. TOft "I tNt [ ^ 0 <F ]. Prana is the Tt® priest for this body

constantly offering the oblations of the inbreath and outbreath.

35 - ^ I ^ ]. Prana

is the truly good friend, favourably disposed towards all creatures.

36. ^ Wt [ Ho ]. Prana is the friendly feaster

;

we ever invite him as the most intimate guest to our feasts.

[^lo ^=1^181^*]. Prana is the force that causes contraction

or expansion. The limb that is endowed with Prana can contract

or expand. The world-j^rocess is also spoken of in terms of con-

traction into and expansion from the self-existent Being.

38. RRT TPsprrfin [cThj ^i^bi^]. The seven grdmya animals are

here compared with the seven vital airs in the head [ RUBT:,

see also ] . The senses are the agents or sparks of the

central energy called or Rm [ RUn ] •

39. ^ RTRi: 1 RHI1PR>R?T

Rsiit cTfRSR i ‘This same vital air in

the midst doubtless is Indra. He by his power kindled those other

vital airs from the midst; and inasmuch as he kindled, he is the

kindler (t^r): the is mystically called

40. RTRT ^ RRT’RTgRT^T^ R T% RRTRT:,

[$e The Rmn ari‘ the rrt^ and of the sacrifice.

The upj)er Pranas in the head are the rrt^ts and the lower Pranas

below the head arc' the w^RTRTs. Also, rtrt % RRTRT, RHIPIT RHjRrRT!

[^® 8 |\ ] . The division of rrr into upper and lower, i.e. immortal

and mortal, is also em])hasized in irefUR,

RminrTfil ?fRTRR^fR I W YRTR^fcT

R R
1
* The former is tethnically called fR^fRRR

and the latter or the mortal portion RrfR.
|
^RRR

says that RRTRfR created the Dcvks from bis up])er Pranas (= rtrtru )

and the A surds from the lower (= rj^rirt-’ )• The two together

make up the cosmic rhythm. The Niriiktu gives an important note

on the esoteric meanings of the terms rrirt^RTR which bears

quotation :

—
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t w’TT xfh ^ i i

‘ w^\f^ ’ Tft ^ i 'SEg^nx xmrji \

*

t RxrnxT: ’ jf^ ^ JiT^xniT i unn^^cn * xinni ^

W«TT ’ Tft ^ iSIT^lDiT I T^Ul I

‘ WTTITT ^ ^RT^T

«?T?iTT ^ wf?n^T ’ Tf^ "n ?»r^iir?T [ ]

.

41. nmt ^ Tft-‘ I ^ ff T?:fH cWT^ [^T® ^'^lU*

The two horses of Indra are called [ f^niM quoting ]

.

Rgveda I. 161. 6, Indra yoked his Bays

(TTt )
and the AvSvins their car. The horses are minRR, and the car

is the l3ody. Rg. I. 82 urges Indra to yoke his Bay steeds with

the burden of the song % T^l. In that silkta [^ 1^18 ]

Indra s eto signifying the body is referred to, and the

whole hymn is full of adhydtma strain. [For body as a chariot,

see Katha Up.]

42. rrrwt ^ [?ffo The year is the cause of life-

cycle in creatures.

43. ^ [ cm^J ]. These are the names

of two sdmans reprcvSenting a i)air, as or or .

*14. srrft [ ^To ]. This rare word occurs only

in the Kaushitaki Brahmana and once in the Rgveda

where it means ‘not profitless’. It is the name of uiin

since the latter is a companion. The axle of Asvin’s car is

spoken of as having the sense of ‘ infallible’, nun edso is an

infallible trustworthy friend.

45 . Tnm% ^fimi [

<

ri 8 i^] ‘ ^ ]

is the passage where this definition applies. Griffith says bulls (or,

the Mighty Ones; the Maruts—which are better renderings) and
Kggeling [Sat

. ,
part III, p. 284] translates as buffaloes. The meaning,

however, is, ‘O Agni, the vital airs increased thee in the lap of the

waters’. In later literature JifTX appears as an dstiric or riotous form
of energy.

46. xrunT’ 1
| [ n® ]. Prana makes one

appear resplendent.
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47. Beautiful to look at, is usually

ail epithet of Agiii. also is a name of and therefore praised

as

48. yunt ^ [$«» ^i^]. The Youth decorated with

ribands is the vital air (the soul), which is covered by the limbs of

the body [M. Haiip;], i.e. the body is the garment or vestige of

yiw ; this oft-repeated comparison is known in Indian literature from

earliest times.

49 . yiTOT ^ The vital airs are lovable wished

for by all . This earth bears ^erything that breathes, and

for that reason this earth is the beaier of what is lovable.. .Speech

is the bearer of vital airs, showing the intimate relation between

and ym.

50. ytuT^ ymf? [no . Clear.

51. yniit ^ [itt® ]. This sense applies to

Yajur, VIII. 8. Well-established of inviolable seat is the ym
called it is a characteristic ofmw endowed with amongst

Brailmanas. This word occurs in the verse yfyff

lyiftftH 1 Iff ’ll# ^ [Rg.

Yajii. Atharva Here the divine boat is

the ship of life. \Cf. Coomaraswamy’s The Veda as Land-

Ndnia-Bok, p. 5.] ‘Dedicated to liidra (the soul) of mighty succour,

rooted to Rarth and apexed in Heaven, incomparable, endowed with

vital airs, good guide, well-oared (the senses are the oars), may we
ascend for l)liss the sinless and riftless divine Boat.'

52. [^o Brana is light as opposed to

darkness. The gods worship ym or light, the Asuras prosper in

darkness. The directs that light and darkness

both proceed from Prajapati, but should not be confused :

—

y^iy^ n \ crat yrey
1

yrirr ccw: [^o ^\\\\\\o
] ; also .

Cf. Satapatha, XIV. 1. i. 31.

53. ymt I ]. is the name of one

single brick in the fyfif for constructing the altar.

f:ycyiTfyfts are immortal and iflufyfds are mortal; the one is
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more permanent than the other. Satapatha Rahasya Kanda

[ deals with both these layers; the former are but forms of

UT^ir, and the latter of material constituents of the body, viz. marrow,

bone, nerve, muscle, fat, blood and skin. In the amongst

other bricks is a form of

[yg ^^1^8 ], i.e. Prajapati settled the for universal

ym, wyiy and in his scheme of creation of which the model is

the Agnichuyuna.

54. TJNffTJ fiw I mSlflfflHi ^5 I [w®

]. is the model of the embodied self. The netting is

the vital airs, for b^^ means of the vital airs that self is able to exist

;

and inasmuch as it is so able therefore the netting is called ftw.

It is furnished by six strings, because there are six vitals airs. The
interdependence of the mind and food is also shown by the main-
tenance of the body. ‘The mind is its foundation, for on the mind

this body is founded,—and food (^y) is the connecting link, for

to food this body is linked by means of the vital airs. [WTRy

]• Nirukta takes a similar view of the relationship of

body and ym xmv [t,®i88 J,
i.e.

the body is also called fy for the ynoTJ are kept tethered therein.

55. yT?ift^ [ Ho ]. Prana is of the nature of gold

;

gold is symbolical of radio-active sid )stances [ ^

The sun is called ^1®

golden germ which first came into existence, [ife

is also a synonym of ft© [t© [t®

; ^® ^,®l8l^^l< ] ; m© <.I«^18 J, [immortal life] [ w® ;

8i^l^l\o], ^*4 ,
^sR, etc. The immoital element in the

body that is indicative of lustre, life or beauty is i.e. ym.

56. yiyft^ ^ yii ^yTf«T ^c<TT^r [^© All

creatures love the lhana, it is therefore symbolically called The

Wcry^ repeats the <ame idea in another place :—

^

1

^ y^iyf^j I 1 ^ 1 ^ 1

I
1 1 ywt yyfH yyvt ft
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The immortal, resplendent, and golden is the

form of all beings, and the is the pleasing form

( in which the gods like to dwell : ?faqt ^
^Tji^ ‘ fT '

I ff ^

fr mwl T*8iT [no 'ai8iiR<]. In simple langiiage it

means that the ^ is technically called which

forms the divine constituent of our body and is the cause of its

beauty and lustre
(

). C/. Ws
^ [ Ho X Bmv\ ] .

57. Mxm % [h^ The Great Atman is called

wifm because it is the upholder of m^n. Prana is the sub-

stratum of all creatures:

miUT! . um represents the undecaying element and body

symbolizes the ])erishable This analog}' is pushed forward

by saying that the ^«rTs are the mortals are

^i«J- 18 A]. The whole doctrine

of is based on this fundamental division of Truth and P'alsehood:

[ ^<» \\hI

The consecrates his life to truth, to the worship of the divine,

immortal essence, and takes a vow to cast away untruth or the

mortal form. In other words this contrasted pair represents the

and nT?[.

58. m*nT [ito This is ])ractically the gist of

many other attril)utes given to The vital airs represent the

divine part of our being, and the deities in nature are but expres-

sions of the spirit of the Universal Being. Praja])ati is twofold,

mortal and imiiujrtal, the d<nties are his latter form. [Cf. also

5g. [w® ‘Verily, in the begin-

ning there was here the non-existent. As to this they say, “What
was that non-existent?" The Rshis, assuredly, --it is they that

were the non-existent. As to this they sa>', "Who were those
Rshis?" The Rshis, doubtless, were the vital airs: inasmuch as

before (the existence) of this universe, they, desiring it, wore
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themselves out (ftv) with toil and austerity, therefore (they are

called) Rshis/ [Eggeling, 6at., part III, p. 143.]

The argument is this,—the umis were Rshis from which

the came into being. Just as there is no in ^ufh [

similarly there is no ?icf in vSince the universe is

the muns as the cause in principio are which initiate the

world order by their own sacrifice.

Resides in many places the seven vital airs in the head are also

called the seven Rshis, e.g.

'Seven Rshis: here meaning the vital breathings.
'

[Griffith.
|

The

deity of the hymn is ^rerr?i} ymi-*.

The gives details of thCvSc seers, viz.

(two ears), (two eyes), (two

nostrils) and (tongue) . The head is that inverted bowl in which

these seven dwell. (
ftpr^ .)

60 . uTiff as a synonym of Rshi names: Dr. Keith has

observed on Aitareya Aranyaka
[
11 . 2] that this Khanda shows that

the names of the seers of the Rgveda can ])e deduced from prana s

actions. In other words the seers are not ‘individuals’. \Cf. Dr.

Cooniaraswaniy’s Rg Veda as Land-Ndma-Bok, note 19, p. 29.] uror is

inherent in the image of all Rshis who saw the hymns. The

treats the subject in great detail. The sages, seers of

the first mandala, are names of nm ; so also ija? [3Z<55 = '5mn,

r=
],

],^ ],

[ iiifT ^ ^ ], [ ^i

and so on. vSee also, Yaju. XIII. 54-58 for

correspondence between names of Rshis and the five senses ( ui^D,

)
eniiiucrated in Vedic literature.

61. mWT ^r«IT [m;e

G2. imm I ].
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63. wm [vio explains ^ [W\]
^t%cTT ill which is iniiid, and ^ is the vital airs.

The mind harnesses the vital airs. This doctrine was later elaborated

in the Yoga system of thought. This meaning of finr! also suits the

iTT^sr^PbR^ in which is invoked for stimulating and energizing the

vital sheath of the body.

64. ijun — I uw i ^ ^

^ I -aunt % am: a’*nafa?:a at at

atar^t^ at auiftat a aroitat f 9t» <i8it it-':], aiat and aiat are usctl

ill the sacrifice, they represent and in^n or the female and male

principles, mur: i

«srg [^o ].

65*66. f^o

ijT?nTs are the deities, for by them all vaynnas are su.stained.

are three important terms of which means an object

(tf<T^). Ivach object is the manifested form of energy keeping its

compactness according to a definite vibratory rhythm. The energy

comprehended is called [ urrft ^ 1 . The rhythm

or metre is called which holds together tlie When the

particular rhythm is di.stnrbed the object disintegrates. Tlu^ object

thus kept together is called The ^crii’e? identifies w'ith

^T^ii and 1^ according to the characterisitic Brahiuanical style.

67. IJIUTT [ to

68. RifliiT 5ir?m [
^o ^8Fi^4,i'a J. is the name of rtw and also

^ ].

69. mrfl ^ [8lo 1
same as [dwelling within

the bodies of men].

70. mrfl flU 55ifJT?T: [^o <iii5^|i^]. mm is Ahgiras,

^^(^m
[
iffo ijo

].

The sap that fiowed forth from all limbs is mystically called ^sffjrrff^.

From whichever limb the vital sap is drained that limb withers

fHr rmt m fir i

?riTTWT<*RWT^n?5rTin f^ r?i:— ^o
].
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71. \iio ^o|4iyi^] ‘Glory and vigour’ are the

vital airs. When they depart the body begins to inflate [vxm %

72. ^ ^5 (
to 5^10

I
. The three goddesses

generally eniinierated are wrfft ; here they are yrm,

and the three vital currents. Probably these in later literature

become T^T-finr^n-^TOrr.

7 V ^ qir^ToEiH
I

^|T=,8|t=]. -\lso in the flf^T

I

'Sflrfl 1 |. An important use of

this word is foiuid in the Purusha sukta
|>^ ^\\i ; also^ ].

74. iFniiTJ [^o ]. It is soid in the above that in the

general sacrifice of the cosmic Purusha, the dripping fat was

accumulated and from that the ^gs were created; of course referring

to the differentiated states of rnin.

75. [yjo t.01^1^1^^]* The pressing-stones are the

vital airs within the body which act upon the food ( «Rfr or that

is eaten everyday.

76. xrnin^ xrftrxrj, Wf* xiftri?: [
no ^i«ji0i^^ |. The sacrificial

fuel is iTRr. The refeience to in the cosmic dismember-

ment of signifies the thrice seven mr^ir forces.

77. min: ^[HTT [^o ]. mir is the pillar that upholds the

bodily stnicture.

78. muiT ^ [me The yokes support the cart, as

the muns support the living being. [Caland.]

79. mufl [ $0 ^15^0 ]. Also ^ m tot mnr:

Bharata is a name of Agni or Prana since it sustains the

creatures.

80. mim ^ [ ife is mw is the eater ( «mT

or and the opposite of it is or food. ^ m ttHTTI

^ [^® The relation subsisting between mm and ^ is

repeatedly emphasized : m ^ «R1R% mmnmmt
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3s«rfiT ^ jfm ^ ^
[no ]. Also ^ H «(ftrf«

[no
J, i.e. the vital air is dependent on food, for he who eats

food, breathes.

Admittedly assimilation is a sign of life.

81. mwt'l fHt, ftnn ym: [n® siii^i«a]. Prana is

^ y^iiyftr as it makes all tbe.sc creatures. This philosophical idea

was later developed into the legend of tortoise incarnation [fJHTyciH: J.

The head is also called since it first comes into ]:)eing and then

creates other limbs [n® ‘

82. yunr ^
|

^o yrnfl %
|
n® ^

yTH yiEi [n° ibi^R oi^ |. The nr^ny^r nRsi!?!^ quote? the views

of two great teachers : yrrfl ?r^fT T mus ^ [ 8i\ ] ; yujft n

[ 81*^1 .

83. ny^ ftmn yysrurt; [%o ^\b\i^ J. Prana is the all

controlling chant, the universal music that permeates the spheres.

8p yun fyf . This Brahmana under the caption

fy’ is quoted hy on [viB<] and explained

H WHT ^5Tyfy yyrnt .

85. ^ yTW [^o The meaning is important

for suggesting a new line of explaining the yftyiHT hymns in

which the six quarters arc mentioned.

86. yrrfl yry ]

.

87. ynn y;^ y^Jin [^o ^i^].

88 . ynfl Tfyj [
y^o ].

89. ym = yun [yyi Prana is called yny, because being

inherently pure it needs no other sacraments or samskdras] as such

it stands outside the ratige of purilicatory ceremonies.

90. ym: y?i|! [ ^fi^ ]. Of the Cow, ynn is the

Lord and the Calf. Cow s^unbolizes universal nature. Other

philosophers inverted the relation and took nyj as the bull and ynn as
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the calf. The difference in the two views may be reconciled by the
two lines of approach to Yoga either through the control of wo or

mind.

cji. [m The vowels are the immortal

form of and the consonants the mortal form,

92. imi
These three kinds of versos used in recitation in the sacrifice have
reference to the functions of the three vital airs named above.

93. ^ ^wsinoT I wft [710

Breath is the naturally-perforated brick, for the breath bores itself

witliiii the body through the nostrils. The other sucli brick is

or the food which enters through the mouth.

94. [to The two strainers or purifiers

of and UvSed in the are S3nnbolical of vun and the

natural jnirifiers within the body. Also [^o \Fit,|88 ].

95. t
1

]. and are the

three forms of compared with to, f ’at® ],

and also with the three Iokas.

96. WffTxn^^ as | . vnn and are the

divine physicians, the celestial healing agents implanted within all

creatures. They arc the twin A.svins who restored to youth the

aged suffering from senile decay.

97. VNormift
I
which explains itself

—

98. \^l8i\i^]. Prana is also called

the Bull that bears the cart [^^1 of the body. The Atharva

devotes a silkta [^\\\] for the glorification of this who supports

the earth, heaven and the expansive mid-regions.

99. [^1 \\i8i\l]- Prana is called

that vital air within the body which blows from south to north [i.e.

from lower regions towards the brain] and is therefore productive of

sublimated seed ( .

100. VTint ftTTS
f
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101. The Jaimilliya Up. Brahmana sheds light on the differen-

tiation of Prana. Their luimber is variable, one, two, three, four,

five, six, seven, nine, ten, and then countless like the rays of the sun :

—

(ww-) I \ I I

I ^ I ^ I ^ I ^ py Tfff, f?

5nq: i a i ftp tT^, fr qTJjffsqrqt ^iRwinq: i

u. I ^ ^ tPt, q^ muff^qnff sqiq: i < i ^ ^

qiwt^qiq^ q(TqqqHTq>5qTq i
o

i ^ ^ ^Hqq[ tPt,

iffir ^fqqsafT: qr^lIT:
I

^
I ff ^ irq qq^ Tpf flf quHT

qrqqDqt l fSL l q ^ ir^ qsi ^pT, ?qH rftWT: qiUTT qTqqT^^ qT*qt I

\o
\ ^ T3 Jm q^iyq xfq, ifW fiqf: q^T: [^o

J.

This is the Vedic view about the number of qinrrs which are variable

according to the point of view emphasized. The number is in fact

infinite as the qrciqq also says -

qff qqq qxq^ qumr: i
[xqo ].

‘ \Vlio knows how many vital airs there arc inside the body ?
’

Prana as a synonym of Prajapati has many names and forms;
‘ It residc‘s in the womb of all beings

;
all worlds take their stand

upoii it; the wise alone see its source with the eye of discernment.’
The Vedic seers glorify Priina in many hymns of praise. The

Prana sukta of the Atharvaveda (XI. 4) is such a hyiiin, the grandest
of all chants which in sublime words praises the great Life Principle
typified as Prana;

‘Adoration to Prana, him who hath dominion o’er the universe.
Who hath become tlie Sovereign I^ord of all, on whom everything

depends.’

And in praise of this glorification, could we not ask with Maurice
Maeterlink :

‘ Is it possible to find, in our human annals, words more
majestic, more august in tone, more devout ?

'





EARLY HISTORY OF THE MAITRAKAS OF VALABHI

By Jagan Nath

A large number ^ of copper-plate inscriptions discovered from
various parts of Gujrat gives to us the names of nilers of a d)masty,

the founder of which was Bhatarkka ^ who bears the title of Senapati.

Most of these charters have been issued from Valabhi which, as

we also know from Hiueii Tsaiig, was their capital. In the oijeiiiiig

lines of these inscriptions occurs the expression prasabhci pnimt-
dmitrdndm-Maitrakandm. At first it was believed that the Maitrakas
were a powerful tribe who were defeated by Bhatarkka.'^ Dr. Hultzseh
was the first to point out the error of this belief and he has shown that

the Maitrakas were not the enemies defeated by Bhatarkka, but that

Bhatarkka himself belonged to the family of the Maitrakas. 1

quote the relevant part of Hultzseh 's argument :

‘The reading sapatna finally disposes of the possibility of con-

struing the word Maitrakanam with the next following compound
and forces us to connect the word with the verb ahhavat which is

omitted, but must be supplied to complete the sentence. Whether we
paraphrase the passage Maitrakanam (i.e. Maitrakesu) Bhatdrko-

hhavat or supply the word Vamse after Maitrakanam it is now evident

that Bhatarkka, the ancestor of the Valabhi kings, himself belonged
to the family or tribe of the Maitrakas.’*

The next qiiestion is, who were the Maitrakas? The early

generation of epigraphists believed that the Maitrakas were a sun-

worshipping people, of foreign, possibly Persian, origin. Dr.

Bhagwan Lai Indraji suggested that Maitraka was the Sanskritized

form of the word Mer or Mehar the original name of the tribe ;
and

remarked, ‘Though these Maitrakas are mentioned in no other

records from Surastra, there seems a reason to identify the Maitrakas
with the Mihiras A similar opinion was expressed by J. F. I'leet,

‘ The Mihiras were a branch of the Hunas who under the leadership

of Toramana and Mihirakula overthrew the power of the early

1 Eighty-five according to my list prepared in 193^5. vSonio more have been

published since.

^ The name is variously spelt as Bhatarkka, Bhataraka, Bhatakka, etc.

3 Cf. Mandlik, J.Bo.Br.R.A.vS., XI (O.S.),p. 346 ;
Kielhorn, I.A., 1885, p. 327!’.;

Fleet. CII, III, p. 13 (Inti.).

4 E.I., Vol. Ill (1894-95), p. 319-
6 As quoted by D. R. Bhandarkar, J.A.S.B., 1909, p. 184.
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(hiptas and established themselves, in Kathiawad and other parts

of Northern India and were in their turn conquered in Kathiawad
by Senapati Bhatarkka’.^ More recently it has been stated ‘The
Hunas were a sun-worshipping people. The almost contemporaneity
of their appearance on the Indian soil with the Hunas, admittedly

a sun-worshipping people, makes it rather probable that Maitrakas
were but an allied tribe with if not a branch of the Hunas

D. R. Bhandarkar had expressed the same view, and held that

The Maitrakas were, like the Gurjaras, a tribe allied with the Hunas
and entered India with them’.-'^

However it should be remembered that neither Bhagwan bal
Indraji nor Fleet regarded the family of Bhatarkka as of foreign

origin. Their statements related to the people conquered by
Bhatarkka. In all likelihood their views were influenced to a

considerable extent by this consideration. But now that we know
that Bhatarkka himself belonged to this family, their views should

not be quoted to prove the foreign origin of the Maitrakas. The main
consideration in regarding the Maitrakas as foreigners was their

supposed connection with Mihiras and their predilection for sun-

worship. While of course both Mihara and Mitra an.* synonyms
for ‘vSun’, the derivative Maitraka is never used in Sanskrit-literature

in the sense of ‘sun-worshipper’.^ But even admitting for the sake
of argument that it means a sun-worshipper, this argument is of no
avail

;
for we find that neither Bhatarkka himself nor any one of his

immediate successors was a devotee of the god »Sun. Out of the

twenty-one kings of this dynasty, nineteen are described as the
worshippers of Siva, and only one king, Dharapatta, the fifth in

order of succession, is styled as a worshipper of vSun.^’

But as Dharapatta was not the founder of the dynasty, it is

certain that Maitraka is not a designation connected with or arising

from the worship of the Sun. Moreover on their seals we find the
figure of the bull representing obviously Nandi Siva’s V^fdiana. So
that the official emblem iJso shows that the avowed allegiance of

the family of Bhatarkka was for Siva, and not for Sun.
Can it be still maintained that the Maitrakas were a sun-worship-

])ing people and therefore foreigners ? There being no evidence in

favour of this conjecture, the theory of foreign origin must be

1 I.A., iSSO,
J). :j6i.

- N. K. Ray, I.H.Q., 1928, p. 457.
3 J.A.S.B., 1909, p. 183.

III Prof. IMonier William's Dictionary it is explained as ‘ a person who w'orships
ill a Buddhist temple’.

^ Vide Alina copper plate of Siladitya, VII, dated 447 G.S.
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discarded. Maitraka may be equated with Maitreyaka^; and
perhaps originally these people were the bards of the Guptas.

Now let us see under what rircumstances did the Maitrakas
establish themselves in Surastra and founded the kingdom of V'alabln.

It is sometimes assumed that they rebelled against the Imperial

Guptas in the period of the decline of the Gu])ta empire. However
that is as erroneous a belief as the theory of their foreign origin.

That the kings of Valabhi ruled as feudatories in tlie beginning

is not only inferred from the use of such titles as Senapati and
Maharaja, but also from the fact that the third nder Dronasinlia calls

himself as ' meditating on the feet of the supreme lord

Moreover there is a very significant statement in the inscri])tion

of Dronasiiiha's reign as well as in many others of subsequent dates,

which throws light on the status of these rulers of the early period.

With reference to Dronasiiiha it is stated that he was installed as

king by the supreme lord, the master of the whole world, himself.*^

That clearly shows that Dronasiiiha acknowledged the overlordship

of some paramount rider whose name, unfortunately, has not been
stated. The earliest known date for Dronasinlia is 183 G.vS. or

50j A.D. At this time, i.e, the beginning of the .sixth century A.D.,

who was the paramount sovereign in Northern India? In the

present state of our knowledge of ancient Indian history only tliree

names suggest themselves for identilication with the overlord of

Dronasiiiha, namely (i) the Gupta emperor Bhanugupta who is

known to us from the Kran stone pillar inscription of Go})araja of

the year 191 =510 A.D., (2) the Huna ruler Toramana who is described

as a maharajadhiraja in the Kran Boar-stone in.scrq)tion, and

(3) Yasodharman.
So far as Yasodharman is concerned his imperial career must

have started after the end of the Giqita Im])erial power. It is clear

from the IVIandasor pillar inscription that both the Guptas and Ilunas

were 110 longer on the .stage of Indian politics, and were already

counted as powers of the past.^ In the Kran pillar inscrii>tion of

Goparaja, Bhanugupta is compared to the Kpic hero Arjuna. It

1 Maitrcyaka means ‘ a particular caste whose business it w as to praise great

uieu
"

' paramiihhatlaraka-pMihmdhyalah\ Blianiodia Mohotta copper plate of the

year 183 E.I., Vob XVI, p. 17L

^ Cf. ^ psimi

Mandasor stone pillar inscription of Yasodhainian.
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means that there were still powerful Gupta emperors in 510 A.D.
and the Gupta dominion extended up to the central provinces.

Hence it is obvious that Yasodharman s imperial career began after

510 A.D. At any rate he could not have been described as

in or before 502 A.D. Therefore he is

not the overlord of Dronasihha. As for Toramana, it is clear that
his conquests must have commenced after 176 G.S. the last date
on the coins of Budhagupta. In other words up to 495-96 A.D.
the Hhnas had not captured any part of the Gnpta dominions. Even
if Toramana had achieved some success immediately after 496, his

hold upon these newly conquered territories was by no means secure,

for we find that np to 510 A.D. the Gnpta emperors were still putting

up a brave fight. ^ It is clear therefore that in 502 A.D. when the

Guptas still claimed suzerainty over India, Toramana could not have

been described as That the Maitrakas did

not acknowledge the Ilunas as their overlords is also indicated by
epigrapliic evidence. We find that in those territories which passed

on into the hands of the Hunas the use of the Gupta era, in dating

the records, was given up. For example, the inscription ^ recording

the setting up of a flag-staff of Visnu, by Dhanyavisnii, at Eran,
in the reign of Budhagupta is dated in the Gupta Samvat, while

another inscription ^ recording the building of a temple, by the same
Dhanyavisnu in the reign of Toramana, is dated not in the Gupta era,

but in the regnal year of the Huna emperor. Similarly the Gwalior
inscription is not dated in the Gupta era but in the regnal year of

Mihirakula. On the other hand the Maitraka kings continued to

use the Gupta era in dating their records without any break in the

tradition. It may be therefore conceded that the Maitraka
dominions never came within the sphere of suzerainty of the Hunas.
Thus we are only left with the name of Bhanugupta as the ruler,

most probably referred to as in the inscriptions

of the Maitrakas. The foregoing discussion makes it clear that

1 It may be noted that even at the zenith of their power the Hunas were masters

only of a portion of the Gupta empire. There is no evidence that their dominions

extended into the Gangetic plain to the east o^f the river Jumna. In Central India

also they were not able to advance beyond Akara or Eastern Malava. In spite of

their occupation of the v^^aiigor District their next door neighbours the feudatory kings

of the Parivrajaka dynasty continued to express allegiance to the Guptas at least

up to 528 A.D.; and there is not even an echo of the Huna rule, in their inscriptions.

2 Eran stdhe pillar inscription dated 165 ; Cll. Vol. ill.

3 Eran Boar-stone inscription of Toramana; Cll. Vol. III.
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it is not true to say that the Maitrakas under Bhatarkka had
rebelled against the authority of the Guptas.

The true facts regarding the establishment of the Maitraka
dominion will come out if we carefully examine the trend of events
from the reign of Skandagupta onwards. From the Junagadh rock
inscription of Skandagupta, it is clear that Surastra was in the
possession of the Guptas at least up to the Gupta year 138=457 A.D.
From the same inscription it is also clear that the administration

of the province of Surastra had become a matter of grave concern,

and the Gupta emperors took extraordinary care in selecting a
viceroy for this province. We are told that Skandagupta pondered
for days and nights continuously over the question of selection of a
viceroy for Surastra and it was after deep deliberation that a most
qualified person like Parnadatta was appointed. There must have
been strong reasons that had necessitated so much precaution. In

my opinion there was a danger of foreign invasion from that side,

and the emperor wanted to entrust the province to a man of excep-

tional abilities. Accustomed as we are to look upon the Khyber
Pass as the usual route for invaders coming into India from the north-

west, the above suggestion may not appear convincing. But we
must remember that already once before in the first century B.C.

the Saka hordes had poured through the Bolan Pass into that part

of India first, and thence spread to other provinces. It is not impro-

bable therefore, that in the same quarter there were apprehensions

of danger, once again. I'rom the Bhitari pillar inscription we know
that Skandagupta was engaged in a terrific conflict with the Hu^as.
We do not know where the battle took place. Skandagupta came
out victorious from this contest, but the barbarians appear to have
been still hovering over the frontiers of the empire, particularly

in the west. That was the cause of the emperor’s anxiety. While
he selected capable civilians who could keep the subjects happy and
contented in such critical times, he must have also greatly reinforced

the defence-force and despatched skilful commanders. It is no
wonder that in these circumstances a capable military leader like

Bhatarkka was sent to Surastra. Chronological considerations favour

such a hypothesis. The earliest known date for Maharaja
Dronasiriha, third in succession from Bhatarkka, is 183 or 502 A.D.
Allowing a period of forty years for two generations we shall arrive

at (502 —40) 462 A.D. as the starting point for the career of Bhatarkka.

That is remarkably approximate to the time of appointment of

Parnadatta as governor of Surastra. May we not infer that it was
just at this time that Bhatarkka was sent as the chief of the military

in Sur^tra. In the inscriptions, Bhatarkka is described as ' maula-
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bhrta-mitra-srembal-dvdpta-rdjya-sn i.e. he who had obtained royal

fortune by means of his army which consisted of the elements, Mania,

bhrta, mitra, and keni. 'Rajyasri' need not be understood too

literally as ‘kingship'. It simply means a high office and royal

favour. Such vague statements are sometimes met with in the

inscriptions. I'or example in the Eran pillar inscription of the 3^ear

165 of the reign of Budhagupta, even a person like Matrvisnu who was
not even a provincial govenior, but only a Visaypaii (llistrict-ofificer)

or a petty chief, is called as ' svayamvaniy-cva rdjalaksmy-ddhigatah
*

(approached by the goddess of royal fortune as if by her own choice).

Therefore from this we may only conclude that by his splendid and
meritorious services Bhatarkka had obtained a very high position.

It is likely that the situation in vSurastra had grown such that the

civil and military offices were entrusted to one man. and Bhalmkka
was now governor as well as commander-in-chief. That he had not

become an independent king is shown by his title of Sendpati.

It may however be objected that the title vSenapati has been used
even for the Suhga emperor Pusyainitra. But in that case it was
simjdy reminiscent of his original position and was not used by his

successors. But here, Bhatarkka's son is also styled as Senapati.

It means that he had succeeded his father in the same office. That
was (|uite in accord with the ])revailing practice. We find that
higher posts in the Gupta administration had become hereditary.

Thus for example in the Udaygiri cave inscription of the reign of

Candragupta II, his minister, Virasena, is described as (Dwayaprdpia-
sdeivyah (who had acqtiired the position of a minister by heredity)

;

and in the Karmadande Lingam inscription we find that Prtliivisena

had succeeded to the post of Mantr: of Kuniaragupta I while the
former’s father Sikhara was the minister of Candragupta II. I'roni

the Junagadh rock inscription of Skandagupta we learn that provin-
cial governors were empowered to appoint their assistants, them-
selves. It was according to this practice that Parnadatta had
appointed his son Cakrapmita as charge-de-affairs of the city. Hence
we can a.ssume that Bhatarkka had already associated with himself
his son Hharasena in the affairs of administration. After the death
of Bhatarkka, Dharasena succeeded to the offices held by his father
namely both as the head of the military as well as Civil Governor,
Dharasena I also had a brilliant record of distinguished services,
and the Gupta emperor seems to have been so much pleased that the

^ In Hindu political treati.se.s army is described as consisting of the six elements.

Cf. Kalidasa,
I Raghuvanisa, IV. 26. The six

elements were: «
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successor of Dharaseiia was granted the status of a king. As j)ersonal

visits go a long way in strengthening friendly feelings, the Gupta
emperor went to the Maitraka capital to perforin the ahhiseka.

The mutual goodwill and cordial relations between the imperial

power and these 'wardens of marches’ thus resulted in the creation

of a new dynasty of feudatory rulers. The occasion was a landmark
in the history of the Maitrakas, and the memory of the personal

visit of the overlord has been carefully preserved in the dynastic

accounts.

It seems necessary here to explain the circumstances under
which the city of Valabhi became the capital of Surastra. From
the Junagadh rock inscription of Skandagupta it is more or less

clear that in his time Girinagara was the capital of vSurastra, as both
Farnadatta the governor and his son Cakrapalita ap])ear to hav'e

resided there. But from the time of the JMaitrakas, Girinagara seems

to have lost its importance. Now, Valabhi, a city unknown in the

previous times, was the premier city in Surastra. What w^as the reasoi i

for this change of the capital? This question has to be answered,

lest the change may be interpreted as indicative of estrange-

ment between the Maitrakas and their imperial overlords, the Guptas.

It will be shown below that the reason for sliifting the capital was
quite diilerent. Girinagara had been the capital of vSurastra from
ver>^ early days. It was the seat of government during the Maurya
period and after that the headquarters of the various governments
seem to have been located here. Here a beautiful lake had been
constructed during the reign of Candragtipta Maurya by throwing

a massive dam across an opening in the hills. While this was a

boon to the agriculturists, it was a source of danger for the town.

From the inscrij)tion of the reign of Rudradaman we know that the

massive embankment had been damaged and was repaired in 150 A.D.
The embankment burst once again and this time the breach was so

serious and the rains so heavy that the whole city was in danger of

being washed aw'ay. For many days and nights the citizens of

Girinagar had no peace of mind. The havoc is described graphically

in 11 15-18.^ From this we may infer that the lake became a source

of grave anxiety for the citizens, during many a rainy season, and

i JimaRadh inscription of Skandagupta, Cll. Vol. III.

^ wir n

msfj:
I
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the result was that the city was either voluntarily evacuated, or

deserted after having been washed away. The new capital was

located at Valabhi—which means a raised or lofty place. That the

city of Valabhi is quite modem is shown by the absence of any refer-

ence to it in early Buddhist or Hindu works. The earliest reference

to it is I think in the Dasakumaracarita of Dandin.



SOME ASPECTS OF MUSLIM POLITY IN EARLY
MEDIAEVAL INDIA (1200-1210 A.D.)

By vS. K. Bankrji

In Indian History, the thirteenth century is a century full of

stirring events. It opens with the advent of a
uew power more democratic than India had so

the two brothers.
^ ^

rule was firmly established from the Ilindukush to West Bengal

and the Indian conquests were entrusted to a manumitted slave,

Qutbuddin, who acted as viceroy on behalf of the Ghuri ruler. The
actual ruler was Ghiyasuddin Muhammad bin Sam who had his

headquarters in Firiizkiih in Afghanistan and who mostly confined

himself to the civil duties of his government. His younger brother,

Muizuddin Mohammad, was at first Sar-jdn-dar, i.e. chief armour-
bearer, of the elder brother, ‘ but later on when Ghazni was
conquered in 569 A.H. (1173-4 A.D.), he sat ‘on the throne of the

Mahmudis’2 and henceforth may l3e regarded a Sultan. The
coins of the ]x?riod make clear the relation betwx^en the two
brothers. Both the brothers have their names stamped on the coins.

On one side of the coin, Ghiyasuddin’s name is imprinted thus

Kt (“k" c/ y) j jUakJl <i)l y«^kJ!

Tr .—The victorious by Allah's aid, the great Sultan, Ghiyasud-

duiiya waddiii Abul Fath Muhammad bin Sam. On the other side

of it occurs Muizuddin 's name

o O', O*^^ j kijl^ jA* (jlLLJl

Tr ,—The honoured Sultan Muizuddunya waddin Abul Muzaffar

Muhammad bin Sam.^
It is dated A.H. 592 (1195-6 A.D.).

It will be noticed that both the Ghuri chiefs are called Sultans,

r ^ but Ghias being the elder is, in addition, entitled
buccessditheiomt

^

and Muizuddin, though the more active member

1 vSee the Tahaqat4-Ndsiri, Persian text, edited by Captain hecs, p. 69, 1 . 4.

2 Ibid., p. 73. 11 .
5-6.

2 See Thomas: The Chronicles of the Paihdn kings of Delhi, pp. 12-3, coins

Nos. 1-3.
4 The Qutb Minar has also inscriptions in their name. See Epigraphica Indo-

Moslemica, 1911-2.
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and ill command of the army of the empire, ever remained faithful

to his elder brother. History does not give many such examples of

a joint rule and whenever it gives, as for instance, after Sultan Husain
Baiqara's death in 1506 A.D., the arrangement was not a success.^

In the present case, the division of work was convenient allowing

administration and expansion to go hand in hand.
Ghiyasuddin Muhammad died in 1201 A.T). and was succeeded

_ by his younger brother, Miiiziiddin,- and not by
G li 1 y a s 11 cl cl 1 n oiuyasuddiii Muhammad ’s son

,
Ghiyasuddin

Muizuckiiii.^
^ Mahmud. The law of inheritance among the

Shansabi (Uiuri chiefs appears to differ from the

present-day law of inheritance among the rulers in that the son did

not always inherit the father s throne but the most elderly among the

near male descendants did. The more experienced Muizuddin
was preferred to Ghiyasuddin Mahmud, Ghiyasuddin Muhammad’s
son.

The political

significance of his

slave system.

Muizuddin ruled till March 1206 A.l)., i.e. for three ^Tars only

but his reign has significance for more than one

reason. Now that the joint rule had come to

an end, he had to devise such a scheme as would
])reserve the government. His trust in his slaves

came in to his help. The most eminent of them, Qutbuddin,

he had already made his viceroy of India. After accession, he gave

him still greater powers. Qutbuddin repaid him by his loyal

services, e.g. after Muizuddin's defeat at the battle of Andkhui in

1205 A.D. against Alauddin Khwarazm Shah, when the Khokars
rose in the Ihinjab against Muizuddin’s rule, the Stdtan defeated

them with Qutbuddin 's help. There was no attempt on the latter’s

part to take advantage of his master’s troubles and declare himself

independent.

Similarly Muizuddin had appointed Tajuddin Yildiz, governor

of Ghazni and Nasiruddin Qabacha of Multan, bike Qutbuddin,

Nasiruddin remained faithfid to his master and Yildiz also, but for

a brief spell following the defeat of Muizuddin at Andkhui when
he had closed the gates of (yhazni to Muizuddin’s face.

Muizuddin’s slave system was not wholly an evil. The slaves

under him were treated like sons, trained in manly pursuits like

1 Husain's two sons acting as joint rulers lost their kingdom and were later on

killed. Sec the Bdbur-mhna by A. Beveridge, pp. 2c^3, 326-30.
“ As is clear frf)in the coins. See Thomas, coin No. 4, on p. 14. The Cambridge

History of India, Vol. Ill, p. 46, assigns February 1203 for Muizuddin's accession,

probably on the authority of Raverty, the translator of the Tabdqdt-i-Ndsirl. For

Raverty see p. 472, No. 6 of the translation.

^ See the Cambridge History of India, Vol. Ill, p. 4<S.
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riding and archery, and were taught also the rudiments of learning.

Several of them forgot their early days of adversity, rose to be the
nobles of the kingdom, and helped him with their counsel and valour.

Tliis sense of loyalty was seldom so marked as in Muizuddin s

time. Not only were his slaves loyal to hun, but there were other

slaves, too, who were ecpially loyal to their masters. One striking

case of loyalty may be mentioned. Ikhtiyaniddin Muhammad bin

Bakhtiyar had been purchased as slave by Qutbuddin. In time the

slave was able to capture the rich provinces of Bihar and Bengal
and became possessed of enormous wealth. Many of the Khaljis

from Afghanistan had gathered round him. He might easily have
been tempted to become independent. As it was, he read kJmthah

in Muizuddin 's and in Qutbuddin s name, sent the treasures to Delhi,

and turned the attention of his followers to further conquest in the

east and the north.

After Muizuddin ’s death, February 1206 A.D., he was succeeded

by Ghiyasuddin Miihammads son, Ghiyasuddin Malimud. Again
here we fnid an unusual succession. Seldom do we find succc*ssion

decided by going back to the elder brother of the dead king and
selecting his son. But as we have seen, among the Ghiiris the nearest

adult male heir was usually chosen.

In India too a significant change occurred. GhiyasuddinIn India too a significant change occurred. Ghiyasuddin
Mahmud granted an umbrella and the title of

Qiitl)U(idin s acces-
to Qutbuddiii . ^ Qutbuddin sat on the

throne of Bahore as king of North India. Inci-

dentally, one or two interesting constitutional

])roblems crop up. One is ‘would Mahmud's grant of insignia

signify royal honours for Qutbuddin?’ Ordinarily, the grant of

an umbrella, ir, did not indicate the conferment of any royal

honours; for example, when Babur granted an umbrella along with
other gifts to Muhammand Zanian Mirza. In Babur’s words,

^

‘Muhammad Zaman Mirza was presented with a royal head-to-foot,

a sword and belt, a lipuchdq horse and an umbrella'. But the

Mirza was only made governor of Bihar. vSimilarly the title of

SultcTii was borne by the independent rulers of the Muslim world

1 Tahaqdt-i-NdsirVs words are

oL, jitJ ^ ||>L, otloL. liil at jT ^ y^j\c othL.

0 JJ*J' J. ( jO • • ‘ (jtiJL. «—iJ •yy/ tj yy

see p. 140.

2 See Mrs. Beveridge’s BUbitr p. 662.
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as well as by the distinguished nobles of their kingdoms. For
instance, the list of Babur's nobility may be taken up. At least a
dozen of them held the title. ^ Also all the children of a king were
called Sultans.

To return to Qutbuddin's case, what Minhaj-i-Siraj means is

that the title was granted as a token of the Indian viceroy’s power
and riches and that if he chose, he could make himself independent

of the Ghuri rulers. It is generally agreed that he availed himself

of the opportunity and became the first independent Muslim king

in India.

The second question is: how far would the recognition by
Ghiyasuddin Mahmud of Qutbuddin’s indei^endeuce be legal or

profitable to the latter? That the recognition was profitable to

Qutbuddin is certain
;
for the other slave chiefs, Nasimddui Qabacha,

Shamsuddin Iltutmish, and Ikhtiyaruddin Muhammad acknowledged

his suzerainty and submitted to him, so that the whole of North
India united under his sceptre. The only person who raised some
objections was Tajuddin Yildiz, but even he did not question Qut-

buddin’s right to rule over Delhi but only over the Punjab which
under the Ghaznavids was included in the kingdom of Ghazni and
hence went with it. As for legality, no recognition by a small poten-

tate could make Qutbuddiii’s position legal. It was only the Ipiahfu

of Baghdad or of Egypt who by his recognitioTi could legalize his

position. This was later on done in the reign of Iltutmish. Of
course Mahmud’s recognition of the Delhi State as a separate kingdom
meant that he would protect it as an ally, if occasion arose, against

the foreign invaders.

Similarly Ghiyasuddin IMahmiid had presented the throne of

Ghazni to Yildiz.

Minhaj ’s words are

Ij j j o.>l^ (jUaLw

^
ji) A^ jjj^ o jS' j\ J

jllaL- - y \a J ^Jy (..XU j X ^ J

1 Those who had the titles of Sultan were (i) Baba QuH Beg, (2) Muhammad
Duldai, (3) Qasim Husain, (4) Bayazid, (5) Husain Arghun Qara-Kuli, (6) Jalaluddin

Sharqi, {7) Juiiaid Barlas, (8) Mahmud Sharqi, (9) Sanjar Barlas Turk, (10) Sanjar

Mirza Mervi, (ii) Ahmad Tambal, (12) Wais Kuiabi, (13) Wais Sawadi.
2 r.iV., p. 133.
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jjP j jjj^ O j j>A» i-JC i -5 O' Jill

Jd»* J KmA jaSkJ 1J jjilaLw/ J yk^ \j Ic^ yjT

j«T 0^j* j (3^

1^ Cl «i««««*«» Cjf^ ^ .•••••

Tr}--
When the Snltan-i-Ghazi attained martyrdom, it was the desire

and disposition of the Turk maliks and amirs that Sultan Ghiyas-

uddin Mahmud son of (Ghiyasuddin) Muhammad son of Sam should

come from the confines of Garmsir to Gliaznin and ascend his uncle's

throne and that they all should gird up their loins in his service.

To this effect they wrote to the court of Firuzkuh, and represented,

saying, ‘ Thou art the heir to the dominion and we
are thy slaves'. Sultan Ghiyasuddin Mahmud replied, ‘To me
the throne of my father, which is in the capital, Firuzkiih, and the

kingdom of Ghur, are the most desirable. I confer the territory

(of Ghaznin) on you ' and he despatched a robe of honour to Sultan

Tajuddin Yildiz and presented him with a letter of manumission
and assigned the throne of Ghaznin unto him. By virtue of this

mandate, Sultan Tajuddin Yildiz came to Ghaznin and
ascended the throne of Ghaznin.

Mahmud appears to be one of the mediocrities who refrained

, from the responsibilities of ruling the vast empire

^tiTeOMn'klngdom”
comprising Firuzkuh, Ghazni and the whole

^ of North India. He was content with the single

government of Firuzkuh and hence granted the insignia of royalty

both to Qutbuddin and to Yildiz. He might have granted this

insignia to Qabacha also but the latter had already recognized

Qutbuddin's suzerainty. Muiziiddin's kingdom was, so to say,

broken into three divisions, the smallest ruled by his nephew, and
the other two by two of his slaves.

It is a striking fact that Qutbuddin and Yildiz had abstained

from issuing coins in their sole names. So

1
long as Muizuddin was alive, they were his

always® Tar "their
deputies and so the coins bore his name, as

names. well as the name of the Khalifa, e.g. one of

Yildiz's gold coins, struck at Ghazni, bears the

inscription

—

1 By Raverty. See his translation of the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, pp. 501-2.
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Obverse. Reverse.

1

^V1 jUaLl)

awI (J j j LijJl

-0)1 erj] ^U1 >11 J,1 cra)i

Date is 603 A.H.

7V.—

Obverse .—There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is His

Proplict. The Helper of God's religion, the Commander of the

Faithful.

Reverse .—The Great Sultan, Mnizudduniya-wad-din Abul
Muzaffar Muhammad bin Sam.

Similarly the coins of the Lahore and the Delhi mints bear the

name of Muiz only.^

But even after his death, these slave chiefs when they had become
independent kings continued to stamp coins in their master’s name.
In the case of Yildiz, sometimes his own name is also inserted, e.g.

the inscription on coin No. 22 in Thomas's Chronicles reads as:

Obverse

Central area

jUaUI

pL O;

Margin

ojLj

See Thomas, p. 15, coins Nos. 9 ami 10.
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Coin No. 23.

Obverse. Reverse.

VI J! V

*^1 Jj-j

nil j<j) j^\}\

j-aL o**^! j Li^I ^\r V^ j jrul

jUaUI J -0JC 54U ^j-aII lift

j j/2i£> A^jM
_J Jf***

Tr.—
Obverse.—As Sultan A1 Muiz

Slave and servant, Taj-ud-diiniya-vvad-din Yildiz, belonging

to the Sultan.

Reverse.—^There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is His

Prophet. The helper of God’s religion, the Commander of the

P'aithful.

The silver coin [dirham) was struck in Ghazni city in one of the

months of Hijri year 610 (1213-4 A.D.).

In the case of Qutbuddin we have hardly any gold or silver coin

with a clear inscription of his name, and Thomas discusses the ques-

tion why he did not issue any coin of his own.^ Raverty in his

translation of the Tabaqdt-i-Ndsirl ^ relates of a work in his ])ossession

which contains specimens of the different coins of the Sultans of

Hind. It gives a specimen of Qutbuddin 's coins.

Obverse.

0 *\ • Y* ^ ^jJI -bt j aSL

Reverse.

Obverse.—Coin of the inheritor of the kingdom and signet of

Sultan Qutbuddin Aibak in the year 603 A.H.

Reverse.—Struck at the Ddr-ul-Khildfat, Delhi, in tlie lirst

(year) of (his) occession.

A See Thomas, pp. 34-5, 38-9.

p. 525 footnote.
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But Raverty goes on to suggest that probably the coin is not

a genuine specimen. Nelson Wright mentions a few copper coins

of the lyahore mint with the inscription ^ Qutbi, or Aibak,

but bearing no date.^ Even these copper coins are rare.

The question may be put, why this hesitation on the part of

Yildiz and Qutbuddin in issuing coins in their sole names. Minhaj-
i-Siraj describes an interesting anecdote in this connexion. When
a courtier regretted Gods denial of a son to him Muizuddin is

reported to have replied thus :
* Other monarchs may have one son

or two sons. I have so many thousand sons, namely by Turk
slaves, who will be the heirs of my kingdoms and who after me
will take care to preserve my name in the Khuthah throughout those

territories.’^ Yildiz and Qutbuddin, like faithful slaves, respected

the sentiments of their master and abstained from adopting any
high sounding royal titles for themselves.

Another peculiarity about the Indian coins of the early Muslim
period may be incidentally mentioned. Many

Another p^uharity them bear some inscriptions in Hindi charac-

Yildi^s co^ns.
some emblems like standing or kneeling

bull, Chauhan horseman, a bird under a horse,

Turk horseman carrying a mace, rude representation of Goddess
Lakshmi, * etc. These representations were against the tenets of

Islam. They were probably introduced as a matter of policy.®

The coins would then be more acceptable to the Hindus
; for they

would be able to read the Hindi characters and recognize

the usual marks of Lakshmi or bull or horseman . It is significant that

even Yildiz adopted these representations of the horseman or standing

bull. It might have been due to the fact that the artisans who
prepared the coins were all Hindus.

This attempt on the part of Qutbuddin to propitiate his Hindu
subjects is also noticeable in the profuse carvings that mark off the

early Muslim monuments of India® from those of the following

centuries.

1 H. Nelson Wright : The Coinage and Metrology of the Sultan of Delhi, 1936,

PP. I4-
5 -

2 Muizuddin had only a daughter.
3 Raverty, p. 497. See also his remarks in n. 3.

* Besides Thomas’s and Nelson Wright's books on numismatics. Catalogue

of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, Vol. II may be consulted.
® As Thomas says, 'Muhammad biu Sam’s conquests were always associated

with an adaptation, more or less complete, of the local currency’.
® The subject has been partly discussed in another article, ' Qutb Minar—its

architecture and history
'
published in the Journal of the U.P. Historical Society,

July, 1937, and also in the article ‘Quwwat-ul-Islam, the oldest mosque of Delhi’

read in the R.A. Society of Bengal in Jime, 1937.
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To sum Up our conclusions :

—

(1) In the opening year of the thirteenth century we see the
joint rule of the two Ghuri brothers, Ghiy^uddin and Muizuddin.

The elder Ghias acted as the sovereign and the younger Muiz as

the commander-in-chief of the army. Both were entitled 'Sultans’

and had their names imprinted on coins. The conquered territories

in North India were entrusted to Qutbuddin Aibak as early as

1195 A.D.

(2) After Ghiyasuddin’s death, he was succeeded by his younger
brother and not by his son Ghiyasuddin Mahmud.

(3) Muizuddin consolidated his kingdom with the help of his

slaves. His relations played little part in the work of consolidation.

(4) After Muizuddin ’s death, he was succeeded by his elder

brother’s son, Ghiyasuddin Mahmud. Mahmud was a self-contented

youth, who allowed Qutbuddin and Yildiz to become independent

rulers. Thus Muizuddin ’s kingdom now broke up into three smaller

States, the smallest being ruled by Mahmud himself.

(5) Although Qutbuddin and Yildiz were independent rulers,

they abstained from issuing coins in their sole names. They generally

inserted their late master, Muizuddin ’s name and rarely added their

own names as well. They completely ignored Ghiyasuddin Mahmud.
(6) A laudable attempt was made by early Muslim rulers,

specially by Qutbuddin, to conciliate their Hindu subjects by preserv-

ing the main features of the Hindu coinage—Hindi characters and
Hindu emblems of bull, horse, horseman, or the Goddess Lakshmi.

In their architecture, too, they assimilated Hindu building traditions

so far as they did not offend against the fundamental tenets of Islam.

{To be continued.)





SOME LIGHT ON THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE
LATER IMPERIAL GUPTAS

By S. K. Dikshit

By 'Later Imperial Guptas', I mean the successors of

Kumaragupta I, whose chronology, as is w^ell known, is the fighting

ground for scholars. In order to make my views with regard to

this very knotty question intelligible, I at once lay down the chrono-

logy (with known dates) as I conceive it, saying that I mainly follow

Prof. Pathak^ and Dr. Basak.^ My differences with them will at

once bo apparent.

Kumaragupta I.

Skandagupta-Vikramaditya
-Kramaditya (455-67)

Kumaragupta II-Kramaditya (473, 474)

Budhagupta (Fotokito) (476, 484, 495)

Bhanugupta—Vainya-Dvadasaditya (507,

I
510)

Nara-Baladitya-Gopachandra

I.

Va
j
ra-Prakataditya

.

I am unable to agree with those who think that Puragupta s

line succeeded Skandagupta after 467 A.D., and was all over before

476 A.D. I have not yet seen any instance adduced by any scholar

to prove that such a mighty empire may not fall into pieces even if

the succession is so rapid as this would necessitate. The instances

adduced by certain scholars refer only to minor kingdoms. The
evidence of numismatics does not at all favour the reign of Puragupta,

as the coins formerly attributed wrongly to him, belong to Budha-
gupta.® Besides Kumaragupta, Kramaditya who cannot be assigned

Puragupta

I

Narasimhagupta

Kumaragupta
(Bhitari Seal)

* Bhand. Com. Vol., pp. I95ff.

History of North-Easi India, pp. 77-78.
3 Indian Culture, I, p. 691 (S. K. Saraswati).
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to as late a period as the second quarter of the sixth century as is

done by Dr. Allan, since his inscriptions of the date 473-4 A.D.
are found, ^ must have reigned for a period of more than the other
theory would allow, as coins bearing the inscriptions Ku on the
obverse and Kramaditya on the reverse,* as well as others bearing
the inscription Sri-Ku on the obverse® are easily attributable to

him. It may be noted that the latter coins are attributed by Allan

to Knmaragupta I and not Kumaragupta II. But that is probably
a mistake 5iat has arisen from the late date that the Doctor has
assigned to Kumaragupta II. This, I hope, will be clear from his

own remarks which I quote at length: ‘Although these coins are

of ruder workmanship than type I, they can hardly be as late as

Kumaragupta II, partiailarly as copper coins do not seem to exist

of intermediate reigns. The Coniucopiea (as in Idon Slayer type,

var. a) can hardly be much later than Kumaragupta I, to whose reign

we prefer to ascribe these coins. They are probably northern issues.

If a third specimen was actually found with the Huna coins with which
it is published, it may be that these are not Gupta coins but Huna'
(Allan, p. xcvii).

There is probably no reason to doubt that the ‘ third specimen

was actually found with the Huna Coins’. But that does not neces-

sitate that it was a Huna issue. We know that Dhanyavishnu had
transferred his allegiance from Budhagupta to Toramana, and that

Budhagupta was Kumaragupta II’s successor. Thus it is not at all

inconsistent that Kumaragupta II’s coins should be found mixed
up with those of Toramana, while the style makes it improbable
that the coin should belong to Kumaragupta I. This, by the way,
means that the copper issues did exist in Gupta coinage as late

as c. 473-4 A.D.
It is already known that Kri on Samudragupta’s coins * stands

for Kritantaparasu, that Ku on Kramaditya’s coins ^ stands for

Kumaragupta (II). There arc other issues® which also have Ku
standing for Kumaragupta (I). But it is not very well realized that

these separate letters are in all cases abbreviations of full names or

titles of these kings which came in vogue when the lengthy legends

could not be easily deciphered. Thus some fanciful explanations

have been suggested and some facts ignored.

' Baruath Inscription of Abhayamitra. Cf. also Mandasore Inscription of

Kumaragupta and Bandhuvarman.
2 Allan’s Cat. of Indian Coins (Gupta Dynasties), p. 1404.
^ Ibid., p. 1 13 (Copper coins, type II).

4 Ibid., p. 14.

Ibid., pp. 140-143 ;
PI. XXII. 13-5 ;

XXIII. 1-3.

0 Ibid., pp. 82-3; PI. XIV. 15-17. pp. 61-3; PI. XII. 1-5, p. 67; PI. XII. 15-18.
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But before I draw attention to some other coins which I tenta-

tively assign to Kiimaragupta II, I call the attention of scholars

to the coins of Vaiiiya(Gupta)-DvAda^aditya who, as we know from
the Gunaighar inscription,^ reigned in circa 507 A.D. It has to

be noted that the date of Bhanugupta according to the Eran
Posthumous Stone Inscription of Goparaja,^ is circa 510 A.D. It

has been hitherto overlooked that the coins of Vainya-Dvadasaditya

have a letter Bha (between the king's feet) which cannot but stand for

Bhanugupta. These single letters, beneath the king's left arm or

between his feet, have in all known cases stood for the initial letters

of the king’s name or title. Hence I find it difficult to agree to

the suggestion of Mr. N. K. Bhattasali ^ that the letter ‘ Cha' (found

under the feet of the king) can be connected with the letters ‘ Sama ’

(found under the king’s left arm), although I agree with him when he

says that these coins belong toSamacharadeva. ‘ Sama’, in fact, can

very well stand for Samacharadeva, just as Chandra, in the coins of

Chandragnpta II, stands for his name. The letter ‘Cha’ or ‘Dha’

cannot be joined to ‘ Sama just as the letter ‘ Bha ’ cannot be

joined to ‘Vainya’. Thus we mtrst seek for a name the short

form of which it can be, and it is tempting to suggest that ‘Dha’

stands for ’Dharmaditya’.'* In any case that letter stands for some
name, and this may lielp us in identifying some of these seemingly

different kings.

There is a letter on the coin of Sri-Prakasaditya which has been

read by Dr. Allan as ‘ U ’ or ‘ RU ’, but which, on the specimens illus-

trated on PI. XXII, Nos. I and 5, may probably be read as ‘KU’.
If so, the coins of Prakasaditya may be attributed to Kumaragupta
II, as is indicated by the Bharsar hoard which, according to Allan,

‘contained the coins of Samudragupta, Chandragupta, Kumaragupta,

' LH.Q., 1930, p. 45.

2 Fleet, C././., Vol. IT, No. 20.

3 XVIII, p. 80.

^ For Dharmaditya’s inscriptions, vide I.A., XXIX, pp. 1931!. For Samacbara-
(leva's inscriptions, vide E.I., XVIII, p. 80. A Farulpiir grant of Dhariiiaditya

(regnal year 3) mentions at least three persons (viz. Anachara, Ghoshachandra

and Sivachandra) also found in the Faridpur grant of Gopachandra (19th

regnal year). Hence Pargiter’s suggestion that Dliarmaditya was succeeded by
Gopachandra seems to be improbable. A more natural deduction would be that

Dharmaditya succeeded Gopachandra in the Varaka-inadala. Both are compared in

these inscriptions with Yayati and Ambarisha. In a later (undated) Faridpur inscrip-

tion, Dharmaditya is in addition compared with Nriga and Nahusha. It is improb-

able that Gopachandra should have at a later date reverted to the formula of the

earlier grant of Dharmaditya, and .should have discarded the corapari.son with Nriga

and Nahusha.
G Allan, PI. XXIV. 4, p. 149.
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Skaudagiipta and Prakasaditya ; the natural deduction would be
that Prakasaditya succeeded Skandagupta, and the hoard was
buried in his reign' (Allan, p. ii).^

The letter ‘Si’ found on the Lyrist and Asvamedha types of

Samudragupta is taken by Dr. Allan to represent Siddharii but
should, according to the view propounded here, be regarded as repre-

senting ‘Siddbasvamedhah’, 'Siddha-medhah’ or some such expres-

sion which, like Kritaiitaparaki, may be an appropriate epithet of

Samudragupta, and may not, at the same time, be in conflict with the
idea expressed by the design or legend on those coins. There are

letters like ‘Go’ (=Govindagupta?) and ‘ Ja’ on the coins of Krania-
ditya^ which also are difficult of interpretation; but they are

probably epithets of the same king. This is confirmed by one more
identification.

The coins of Nara-Baladitya also have a certain letter, which is

to be read as ‘Go’. The name that it represents must be
Gopacliandra.'^ In any case this Narasimha-Baladitya is identical

with Baladitya, the conqueror of Mihirakula and not with
Narasimhagupta of the Bhitari Seal. The comparatively large

number of coins of Nara-Baladitya cannot be attributed to

Narasimhagupta of the Bhitari Seal, whose reign-period, together

with that of his father, can hardly be more than five years.

In view of this identification as well as that of Bhanugupta
with Vainyagu])ta, I am unable to accept the identification of Bhanu-
gupta with Nara-Baladitya, which is proposed by Dr. Ray Chaudhari
in his Political Histoty, p. 504 (4th ed.).

The Gupta empire thus seems to have fallen into pieces only

after c. 530 A.D. up to which time Narasimha-Baladitya, contempo-
rary of Mihirakula, (and hence probably of Yasodharman), did rule.

Dronasimha, the third member of the Maitraka dynasty, is said to

have ‘ been consecrated with his own hand by the great Lord, the sole

master of the whole world’,® and we know that Dronasimha ’s date

1 The coins of Prakasaditya are described by Allan on p. 135.

2 Allan., PI. V. 1-7 and 9-14, p. Ixxv.

Pis. XXII. 15, XXIII. 1-5.
^ I had misread the letter as ‘Gre’ and owe its correction to R.B. K. N. Dikshit.

It is to be noted that Maharaja Vijayasena served under Vainyagupta as well as

Gopachandra. According to Mr. N. G. Majumdar, ‘ he occupied a more dignified

position under Gopachandra’ (E.I., XXIII. 158). At any rate, Gopachandra was the

successor of Vainyagupta (the successor of Budhagupta). Hiuen Tsang informs that

Baladitya, the conqueror of Mihirakula, was the son of Fotokito's successor. Thus
the coins confirm Hiuen Tsang. (Beal, I. idyff.; Hwui Li, p. ni.)

'' iraf
i

’—Fleet,

Vol. Ill, No. 38.
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is c. 505 A.D. Who can be this ovetlord? Before answering this

question, it is well to remember that the Valabhi kings use the Gupta
Era, which is inconsistent with the supposition that the liunas were
their overlords. The Parivrajaka and the Uchchakalpa dynasties

refer to the Gupta-nriparajyabhukti or to the (Uipta Era.^

Parivrajaka inscriptions of the Gupta Era exist and pertain to the

reign of Maharaja Hastin (dated 156. 163, 19 1 and 198) and to that

of Maharaja Samkshobha (dated 199, 209), which would thus extend

over a period from 475 to 528. Inscriptions of Sarvanatha extend

from 191 to 214, which would perhaps mean that the Gupta sovereigns

exercised a vague suzerainty even up to 533 A.D. Hence arises the

question as to how much we vShould believe in the w'ords of an Indian

Prasastikara, like Vasula, the son of Kakka and the court poet of

Yasodharman, especially when he himself confesses that he has
written the verses merely to pleavSe the king.-^

1 There is no direct mention of the Gupta Era in the Uchchakalpa inscri])lions,

but the Era used in them is certainly the Gupta Era and not the Kalachuri lua, as

was held by some scholars (cf. Prof. V. V, Mirashi in Ii.L, Vol. XXI).
2 ‘ i:f?r 1 ^Wf?: II Mandasore

Iiiscr. of Yasodharman. Gopachandra ruled at least for nineteen years; so if my
identification of Gopachandra with Narasiihhagupta-Baladitya be correct, the
‘ Later Imperial Guptas ’ reigned at least up to 529 A.D. In this article, I have
purposely omitted any reference to the po.sition which Govindagupta of the

Basarh seal and the Mandasore inscription occupies in the genealogy.





MISCELLANEA

THE BUDDHA AS A MASTER MIND

In Professor Keith's article ‘The Buddha as a master mind',
he makes this remark :

‘ The Buddha's demand that we should have
the self as our light {attadipd) or the self as our refuge {attasarand)

should not be pressed into an affirmation of a transcendental reality,

when a simple meaning insisting on self-help is so natural.
’

It was a joy to me, a few years ago, to note, that Professor

Radhakrishnan (here criticised) translated this notable injunction

as I had done, in disagreement with my husband’s (not to mention
Franke's) rendering. But Professor Radhakrishnan needs not that

I assume to be his defender. I speak solely for myself. And I

would say, that for a modem Britisher, including as it does, a modern
Scotchman

,
it is indeed very ‘ natural ' to see nothing more in those

memorable words than advice to be self-dependent. But that it

will have been ‘natiiral’ 500 B.C. for (jotama's fellow-teachers to

have so understood him is really funny. Or am I blind to other

injunctions to depend for religious guidance on one's unaided earthly

self? Did not the pious Indian then, as now, look ever to some man
wiser than himself for guidance: in Pali his satfliar, his kalydmmitta,
and now, his‘g?/m’ ?

Had the critic's point been, that such an injunction was, so far

from being ‘naUiral' to the disciple, a new and a needed mandate,
this would have deserved more serioiis attention. Biit even so,

it is a point impossible to make. In the first place, the injunction

is in fonn twofold, doubly weighty. Both 'self' and dhamma' are

to be man's light and refuge. If then both are to count as unidentified

with each other, this is as if the captain of a ship in a fleet were bidden

to steer his own course and to follow in the Admiral's wake ! One
cannot have it both ways. And again, if I know anything of Pali

idiom, I would say, that the emphatic disclaimer n*annum

:

‘nothing

else' (or ‘no one else'), which follows the positive injunction, would,

were ‘self’ to be taken as we, here and now, ‘naturally’ take it, be
not aMa, but para-. This, in the Suttas, is, I believe, the invariable

opposite to attU', e.g. atta-hita, para-hita, attantapa, parantapa, etc.

Here I speak subject to correction and should welcome such if

deserved. But with regard to my former point, I maintain, that

they who seek to get the true historic place for the 'Buddha's'

injunctions can see, that his equating dtmd- (spirit! and dharma-

(inner monitor) is an expansion of the Immanence ot his day into a
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new and more d3^namic mandate, wherein these two words, at the
very heart of his religions quest, are blended into unity.

C. A. F. Rhys Davids.

A NOTE ON THE DAMODARPUR GRANT OF THE
TIME OF BUDHAGUPTA AND JAYADATTA

One ^ of the five plates of the Gupta period, discovered at

Damodarpur in the Dinajpur Dist., Bengal, reads
(
11

. 5-9)

:

Thus the Sesthin Rbhupala is said to have formerly granted at Dongii-

grama in Himavacchikhara 4 kulyavdpas (knrohd—hiphd) of land for

the enjoyment of the god Kokaniukhasvamin and 7 kulyavdpas

for the enjoymetii of the god Sv’etavarahasvainiii. Now the same
Rbhupala was willing to make one Namallifiga and two Devakulas
(temples) with two Kosthikas (treasure-houses) of the two gods Adya-
Kokamukhasvamin and Svetavarahasvamin, near the lands pre-

viously granted. The meaning of the word ndmallinga has not
been explained; it also remains unexplained why one Namallinga
was made when there were two gods. I am inclined to believe that

there is reference to a Linga (the phallic emblem of Siva) in the word
ndmallinga and that, of the two gods Adya-Kokamukhasvamin
and 6vetavarahasvamin, at least one is no other than a form of Siva.

vSince Varaha is known to have been an incarnation of Visnu,

Svetavarahasvamin must be a form of Visnu. We may then look for

a form of Siva in the other god Adya-Kokamukhasvamin. One of

the epithets of Durga, wife of Siva, is Adya. In the Mahdbhdrata
(VI, 23, 8) ,

Durga is also given the name Kokamukha. It may there-

fore be not altogether impossible that the masculine form Adya-
Kokamukha indicates Siva, husband of Durga.

I am inclined to take the word that has been read ndmallinga as

ndma-linga. This word however generally means ‘nouns and their

1 Ep. Ind., XV, p. i38f.
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gender'. But there is reason to believe that it also denotes a lyihga

with a particular name (generally of the devotee who is responsible

for its construction and establishment). There are several references

to sva-ndma-linga or sv-dkhya-linga (a lyihga named after one’s own
self) in records like the Malkapur inscription (6aka 1183) of the
time of Kakatiya Rudramnia. This record^ speaks w'ith reference

to the Saiva ascetic Visvesvara

:

(a) Pfflh

{b) ^

(^^) liw

(d)

The Lihga mentioned in our grant was possibly named after Rbhupala
or Adya-Kokamukhasvamin.

If my interpretation is accepted, the above Damodarj)ur giant

belonging to the last quarter of the 5th century offers the earliest

epigraphic evidence regarding the prevalence of Idhga worship in

Bengal. The devotion of RbhupMa to both Siva and Visnti would
also point to an interesting phase of Pauranic Hinduism prevalent

at that time.

The village called Donga was situated in the sub-division of

Himavacchikhara (literally, on the summit of the Himavat, i.e., the

Himalayas) in the Kotivarsa-visaya (Dinajpur region) of the Pundia-
vardhana-bhukti. It is not possible, in the present state of our

knowledge, to believe that the hilly region on the northern fringe of

Bengal formed a part of the Kotivarsa-visaya at the time of Budha-

gupta (c. 477-96 A.]).).

D. C. Sircar.

ON A VERSE IN THE KHALIMPUR COPPER-PLATE
INSCRIPTION OF DHARMAPALA

The 13th verse of tlie Khalimpur copper-plate grant of Dharma-
pala-deva is an interesting study from the standpoint of polity and
administration in early Bengal:

Gopaih sinmi vanacarair—vanabhuhi grdm= opakanthe janaih

Kridadhhih prati-caivarani sisu-ganaih pratydpanam mdnapaih 1

LUd-vesman
i
pancar= odara-suhair=udgUam= dtma-stavam

Yasy—dkarnayata strapd-vivalitd-namram sadaiv^dnanam n

KakaHya-samcika (Telugu), Rajahmundry, inscription No. 31.
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This has been translated by Prof. Kielhom as follows:

‘Hearing his praises sting by the cowherds on the borders, by
the foresters in the forests, by the villagers on the outskirts of villages,

by the playing groups of children in every court-yard, in every
market by the guardians of the weights and in pleasure-houses by
the parrots in the cages, he (Dharmapala) always bashfully turns

aside and bows down his face.’ {Ep. Ind., IV. 252.)

In the Naisadhiya of Sriharsa, we read in a verse (I. 103) that

‘Clever parrots let loose by people in the garden, after having trained

them for the purpose, chanted his (King Nala's) praise; sparrows,

too, made likewise singers of his might, sang to him with the nectarine

melody of their voice. (Tr. by Mr. K. K. Handiqui, of the

Nais/iad/iacarita, p. 13.)

So parrots and the like birds used to be trained in those days
to sing the praises of a king. In case of Dharmapala, we find that

little children also were tutored to glorify the king, even while playing

with each other. But why the villagers, foresters and others sang,

and even the children and birds were made to sing, the praises of the

King? The motive behind these was evidently and indubiously to

popularize the king within his kingdom, that had come into being

ere long, and these were, therefore, all a political measure on the part

of the King and his government.
The word gopa, as in the above passage from the inscription,

has perhaps to be traiuslated as ‘village superintendent' rather than
‘cowherd’, since the causal connection between cowherds awdfrontiers
of a kingdom cannot be made out in any effective sense. The Amara-
koia explains the term gopa as ‘an officer to .supervise a group of

(or many) villages [Gopo grdmesu hhurisu, under Ksatriya-varga)

,

while in the Artha-sdstra of Kautilya the explanation given is:

‘ A Gopa shall keep the accounts of ten households, twenty households

or forty households.’ (Tr. ShamasavStry, ist ed., p. 181.) What
would thus .seem to indicate is that the gdpas or village superin-

tendents, no doubt in the royal employ, on the borders or frontiers of

the kingdom, used to extol the King and celebrate him, with the

matiifest object of discouraging possibilities of rising against him by
the frontier tribes.

N. N. Das Gupta.

1 Tadzsarthafn^adhydpya janena iad-vane

Snkd vimuktdh patavastam^astuvan i

Svardmrten ^opajaguica idrikd

Stath^aiva tal-pauru^a gdyanikrtdh^ I. 103.
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SOME POPULAR DERIVATIONS IN JAIN
LITERATURE

(a) Brdhmana and his yajnopavila.

Once Bhagavan Rsabha went to Astapada hill and resided

there. Bharata, hearing that bis brothers had left the world, was
afflicted with grief He now thought of doing religious duty
by giving food and drink to Rsabha and his followers, so he brought

various kinds of food in five hundred carts and invited him, but the

latter rejected it on the ground that food thus brought (being ddhd-

karma or dhdkamma, food cooked for Jain Sadhus) was not acceptable

to yatis b On another occasion Bharata invited him to take food

which was not specially meant for them, and yet the sage did not

accept it for it was given by king and therefore not proper {rdjapindo*

pyakalpamya^). He was exceedingly ])erttirbed, thinking that

he was forsaken by the sage. To assuage his sorrow Indra asked

the sage about the lit objects of gift {avagraha'^)^ which the sage

classified as fivefold, viz., devendravagraha, rajavagraha, grha-

patyavagraha, sagarikavagraha and sadharmikavagraha. Bharata

asked Sakra :

‘
1 have brought food and drink, what is to be done ?

'

He said, 'With it worship those who have better qualifications than
you’. He then found out that the srdvakas were better than him,

so he gave the food to them. Seeing the bright form ot Devendra he

asked how the gods looked like in devaloka. Devendra said, 'No
human eye can endure their brightness’. Bharata requested him
to satisfy his curiosity by showing him a part, however little, of such

form. This was conceded by Sakra who showed him an exceedingly

bright finger properly adorned with ornament, Bharata was much
pleased and worshipped the form of Sakra’s finger for eight days,

thus arose the ^akrotsava or dhvajotsava.

Bharata then told the ^ravakavS
—

‘(i) Daily you should eat my
food, (2) you must not occupy yourself with agriculture, etc., (3) you
should remain devoted to svddhydya (scriptural study), and (4) when
you have eaten your food, you shoukl stand near my door and say

—

'you are conquered, fear increases, therefore don’t kill, don’t kill*

(jito bhavdn, vardhate hhayam tasmdn nid hana mdhaneti), Bharata
used to be immersed in enjoyment, he was therefore heedless. He
wanted somebody to remind him of his supreme duty. Now when he
heard the warning he enquired, ‘By whom am I conquered’?, and
was told ‘ By passions, from them fear increases ’. He thus developed

longing for liberation.

1 Panha, 2 . 3 ;
Thdnahga, 3 , 4 .

2 Samavdydnga, 39 .
3 Panha, 1, 3 .
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Meanwhile, as the number of feeders increased, the cooks

reported to Bharata, 'Sir, owing to increase in the numbei of feeders

we cannot distinguish a Sravaka from one who is not'. Bharata

asked them to give food after enquiry. .... Ultimately those who
observed the seven siksa vratas were indicated by the king as such,

by the insignia of kdkanis} An inspection was made every six

months, and those who passed the test were similarly invested with

the insignia. Thus arose the Brahmanas. They sent their sons to

sages who gave them pravrajyd, those who were afraid of undergoing

penances {parisaha) remained to be srdvakas. Adityayasas^ had no

kdkanis, so he made sacred threads of gold; Mahayasas ® and his

successors made threads of silver, and threads of various other

materials, e.g. jute ^ etc. (ityevam yajiiopavita-prasiddhi) ! As

Bharata honoured the Mahanas (Brahmanas), people began to give

alms to them. Bor their studies he also made the (Aryan) Vedas,

which were in the form of praise to Tirthakaras, and meant for in-

stiucting the Sravakas, in their dharma, the non-Aryan Vedas being

subsequently made by Sulasa, Yajnavalkya, etc.

Rsabha attained Nirvana at Astapada, the gods came meanwhile,

and made three fire-pits

—

citds, circular, triangular and square

in iomi, placed on the east, south and west (for tirthakaras, Iksakus

and others). The Agnikumara gods threw fire with their_ moutlis

(hence it is famed in the world that agniniukhd vat devdh
) ;

the

Vayukumara gods released the winds; when the flesh and blood

were burnt up, the Meghakumara gods extinguished the fire with

scented kstroda water, Sakra took the sage’s right cheek bone, Isana

the left clieek bone, Camara and Bali lower cheek bones, the remaining

gods took the remaining bones; the kings took the ashes, other people

drew the pundraka signs [paundrakdni cakmh) with the ashes. As

a memorial to Rsabhanatha Bharata caused a temple to be made by

caqienters, also temples for the remaining Jiiias, placed therein

1 According to Hargovind Das Sheth's Pdiyasaddamahannavo, Kcikani is Kagani

which means (i) Kingdom, (2) a .small piece of flesh. But if it be taken to be equi-

valent to Kagani, then it is Kagini (Kdkint) meaning (i) Cowrie, (2) Coin of the value

of 20 cowries, {3) a kind of gem. Probably they were to wear a gem as a distinctive

insignia.
. ti -1

2 Son of Bharata, from whom sprang the Suryyavamia as a branch of the Iksaku

lineage, cf. Paumacaria and vSurasundaricaria.

2 A grandson of Bharata, Thdnanga 8 , p. 429-
4 The Hindus also used various materials for YapiopavUa

:

Karpasaksaumagobala sanavakratrnobdhavatp 1

Sadasambiiavato dharyamupavitarn dvijatibhih u

—Nigamaparisistam in Smriticandrika, quoted in

' Vol’.'xX, p. 137-
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images—of proper colour and height—of 24 tirthakaras; he made
image of his 100 brothers and of himself; moreover he built 100

stupas, he also made (for protecting them) machine-men (yantra-

punisan—robots?) of iron

How the beggars became dhitagnayah is explained :—When the

devas had taken the cheek bones of Bhagavan Rsabha, the Sravakas
begged the devas with great devotion (bhakti) who said

—

'aho,

ydcakdh\ thus they became famous, then taking the fire they estab-

lished it in their own homes, therefore they became famous as

dhitdgnayah

The above account given of the Brahmana as an ordinary and
popular figure and his several well-known attributes and character-

istics, viz., that he devotes himself to scriptural study and does

not take to agriculture, he is usually fed by others and lives upon
charity (begging, yacaka), be wears the sacred thread as his distinctive

identification as one of the twice-boni and puts on sectarian marks
on his forehead, and he tends fire—^shows an eagerness to ascribe

all these to Jain sources. This may be an honest attempt. But
a Hindu will scarcely be able to shake himself free from the feeling

that this is a subtle, yet not quite cryptic way of mocking the

Br^iman and his religion, perhaps a prelude to the more aggressive

ridicule displayed later on by the author of the Prabandhacintdniani.

To a Sanskritist a Braliman is he who knows Brahman. The root

from which Brahman (and therefore Brahmana) ^ is derived cannot
in any way be connected with the root han and be stretched to yield

Mdhanci in the sense of ‘do not kiir, or ‘one who does not kill' or

‘one who is averse to himsa, and therefore a muni, sadhu, rsi.'

It seems to me that the above-mentioned derivation of mdhana
is an example of folk-etymology and an endeavour or pretend that

it has no connection with Brahmana. Many a Brahmana may have
deviated from the ideal, may be miles away from Br^man, may be
a degenerate scamp, such as one depicted in the Dasabrahinana-

i
ataka, but all this woidd not provide the justification to connect

him in grammar with ‘ md hana ’ in the J ain sense ! A Hindu who
knows the real significance of the yajnopavita ^ and dhitdgni will be
tickled with mild amusement at the curious Jain derivation. He
will be stunned at the news that there are two kinds of Vedas

—

the Aryan and the non-Aryan (in the ordinary sense to which he has
been accustomed), and will think that this innovation has outdone
what has been attempted in Pali-Buddhistic literature to discredit

1 See the article entitled ‘ Brahman—Baresman—Bricht—Bhraj’ by Dr. S. K.
Belvalkar, in the Proceedings of the Fourth Oriental Conference, Vol. II, p. 166.

2 Vol XX, pp. 135-39.
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the Vedas. Agni carries the havya to the gods and is therefore
called their mouth, but he will now learn from the interpretation
that he is so called [agnimukhd vai devdh) because the Agnikumara
gods threw fire with their mouths

!

K. P. Mitra.

NOTE ON SOME PUNCH MARKED COINS OF
MYSORE MUSEUM

In the Annual Report of the Archccological Survey, Mysore,

1936, Dr. M. H. Krishna, the indefatigable Director of Archaeology

of the Mysore State, has recently describerl nineteen Punch Marked
coins acquired by the Mysore Museum.' I take this opportunity of

publishing a note 011 them, which should be regarded as supplement-
ing the labours of the learned Director, and which iti no way a slur on
his abilities. Eight of these coins were collected by Mr. K. Thurston
in Bimlipatau taluka, of the Vizagapatam district, the findspots of

the rest are unknown.
My first complaint against Dr. Krishna is that, he has used

certain terms, in describing these symbols, which seem to the present

writer to be antiquated and does not properly perform their functions.

That is, they do not properly describe the symlxjls. The most
notable of these is the so-called chaitya symbol. Then there is another
which he designates as ‘ Troy symbol ’

. It must
,
however, be admitted

that I have acted under a great handicap, because I had no oppor-

tunity to examine the coins, and had to solely depend on the plates

of Dr. Krishna’s work; which though good, does not show all the

symbols described by him. The weights and measurements have
been omitted, as they would be needless repetitions. The sun has

been made the starting point of a clock-wise description, whenever
it occurs.

Regarding the Chaitya symbol, it behoves me to point out that,

the question, whether it represents a mountain or a chaitya has been
discussed threadbare. It is found associated with animals like dogs,

bulls; plants, peacock and crescent; when it becomes meaningless

to consider these representations as tliat of a chaitya. Sometimes an*

object, regarded as reliquaries by Theobold ^ are found within the

ar^es. These we have described as ‘double-axe’.® The evidence

1 Pp. 47-53.
2 Theobold

—

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, i8go.

8 Joh^i Allan considers it to be another form of mountain. The suggestion was

made to me by N. G. Majumdar.
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in favour of the symbol being regarded as that of mountains in general,

has been summed up by Ananda Coomaraswaniy and Dr. D. D.

Barnet. 1 Mr. John Allan too, in a long dis.sertation agrees with

this view,'^

The troy vsymbol seems to be a new innovation by Dr. Krishna.

Theobold described it as chattras and tlie taurines, and he was
followed by Mr. E. li. C. Walsh, while describing the Patna and
Gorhoghat hoards.^ The more rational view is put forward by
Mr. Allan, who considers them to be arrows and who has produced
many other varieties of the same symbol, which taken into consi-

deration makes the term 'Troy syinbol' nieaninglevSs.^

1. Obverse:

—

() Stm.

() Indistinct, only a sphere with a projecting arm visible,

(d) of Dr. Krishna.

(c) Scales with weights on either side.

(d) Sphere with alternate arrows and taurines (Pellet sur-

rounded by a circle as obvserv^ed by Allan is not distin-

guishable here, Allan, Introd., p. xxiii).

(e) Mountain surmounted by peacock.

Reverse:

—

(a) Indistinct, probably a small flower.

(/?) Indistinct (see pi. xxi of the Report).

2 . Obverse:

—

Not very distinct on the plate.

Reverse:

—

Not very distinct on the plate.

j. Obverse:—

(a) Sun.
(b) Animal (Elephant ?) to right.

(c) Cross with two taurines on either side (partially visible).

I am not certain that really it is a cross, it might be a

hammer.
(d) Sphere with alternate arrow's and taurines within circles.

(e) Mountain surmounted by (?).

' Ostasiatische Zeitschrift, NI'., vol. iv, pp. 175-9. Ind. Antiq., vol. Iviii, p. 20.

2 John Allan

—

Catalogue of Indian Coins in British Museum. London, 1936,

Introd., pp. xxiv-xxvi. J.B.O.R.S., vol. xix, pp. 153-83. Section on symbols.
3 1919, pp. i6f. and 443!.

* Allan

—

op. cit., pp. xxiii-iv.
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Reverse:

—

(a) Wheel.
(b) Uaf.
Rest not visible on plate.

4. Obverse:

—

Sim.

(ft) Sphere with alternate arrows and taurines within circles.

w
(d)

(e) Doubtful.

if)

Reverse :

—

(rt) Pellet within a circle.

Rest unidentifiable by me.

5. Obverse:

—

(a) Sun.

(ft) Mountain with a dog at the top.

(c) Sphere with alternate arrows and tanrines.

(d) Indistinct.

(t^) Caduceus (partially visible).

Reverse:

—

Defaced.

6. Obverse:

—

{a) Sun.
(ft) Sphere with alternate arrows and taurines within circles.

(c) Animal to right.

(d) Indistinct.

(e) Uncertain.

Reverse:

—

Defaced on the plate.

7. Obverse :

—

() Sun.

() Cobra with hood upraised.

(c) Three arches placed side by side, with the central one
the tallest.

(d) Sphere with alternate arrows and taurines.

(e) Indistinct.
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Reverse :

—

Leaf (?).

8. Obverse:

—

(a) Sun.
(b) Indistinct.

(c) Tree within railing(?).

(d) Moimtain(?).

Reverse :

—

Defaced.

9. Obverse:

—

Sun.

(b) Sphere with alteniate arrows and ( ?).

(c*) Indistinct.

(^/) Scroll design( ?), with a bar below (River ?).

Reverse :

—

Unidentifiable on plate.

10,

II, 12, no attempts made by the writer.

13. Obverse:

—

(^0 Sun.
(h) Caduceus.

I could not make out the rest.

Reverse:

—

Blank.

14. Obverse:

—

Two parallel bars placed horizontally. Rest appears defaced

on the plate.

Reverse:

—

Defaced.

15. Obverse:

—

(a) Svastika with dots at angles.

(b) Elephant to right.

(c) Same as (a).

(d) ? Surrounded by dots.
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Reverse :
~

(a) Square divided into four compartments each containing
a{?).

(b) Indistinct.

(c) Do.
(d) Do.

16. Obverse:

—

(a) Elephant to right.

(b) Three spheres placed in triangular position joined by
curves surrounded by dots.

(c) Crocodile.

(d) vSame as {b).

Reverse :

—

Not distinct on plate.

17. Obverse:

—

(a) Tree.

(b) Circle with projecting bars and dots.

(c) Elephant to right.

(d) Same as (b).

Revel wSe

Blank.

18. Obverse:

—

(<4) Hind part of an animal.
(b) Indistinct.

(c) Do.
(d) Do.

Reverse:

—

Defaced.

19. Obverse:

—

(a) Elephant to left with hemispherical objects above.
(/;) Four ( ircles in a triangular form.
(c) Palm leaf.

(d) vSphere surrounded by six circles.

Reverse:

—

Blank.

Adris Bankrji.
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SAKA PATI-SAKA ACARYA

Mr. Dasaratha Sarnia who writes about the 6aka rival of Rama-
giipta ill the Indian Culture, V, hi, pp. 328-338, has evidently not
seen my contribution on the Devicandragupta in the Journal of the

Benares Hindu University, Vol. II, no. i, pp. 23-54 and Vol. II, no. ii,

p. 307. Mr. Dasaratha Sarma has made his criticism of Dr. D. R.
Bhandarkar and what is more, of Sankararya even in his Note in the

Journal of Indian History, Madras, and is now adding in this Note
in the Indian Culture only the unnecessary explanation of the transi-

tion of Pali into Zcdrya via Svdmin. Mr. Sarnia's objection to

Sankaraiy^a s explanation of Saka pati as 6aka acarya has been criti-

cized by me on pp. 45-46 of my article in the Journal of the Benares
Hindtt University, Vol. II, no. i. It was not because Sankararya
knew less that he rendered §aka pati as Saka acarya, but because he
knew more. Is it likely that neither Dr. Bhandarkar is right in

taking the Saka as purely an Acarya, a religious head, nor is

Mr. Sarma right in taking the Saka as purely a Pati, a secular head, and

that the Saka head was both a religious and secular head ( irfiniPl

or Xjfii: )?

I liave not been able to find evidence for such a state of affairs

amongst ancient Sakas or other non-Indian tribes in which both
religious as well as secular headship vested in one person, but
I have been able to unearth two passages from the Ramayana
and the Mahabharata, according to which heads of the Mlecchas,

political and secular heads, were called Mleccha Xcdryas. When
king Dasaratha called his paurajanapadas and subordinate kings

to consider the installation of Rama as yuvaraja, Valnnki says that

around Dasaratha sat kings from the Kast, kings from the North,

kings from the South, kings from the West, Mleccha dearyas, and
those holding sway over forests and mountains

:

ci
II

Ayodhya, III. 23-24. Kumbhakonam Edn.

While mentioning the several kings who attended the Svayam-

vara of Citrangada in Kalinga, the Rajadharma section of the

Santiparvan of the Mahabharata says (Citrasala Press PCcln. ch. 4. si. 8):
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^ ftlTRTftWT** I

^T»rj ^ n

Mr. Sarma will express wonder at this expression Mleccha
Acarya even as Sorenson expressed in bis Mahabharata Index, p. 481.

But there it is that the ruling heads of the Mlecchas (and the Mlecchas

certainly includes the Sakas), whether they held religious headship

also or not, were called by the word Acarya. It is noteworthy that

the Mahabharata mentions kings of all the three directions except

the West and with reference to the West, mentions the Mlecchacaryas.

V. Ragiiavan.

k.k.

« I . ( V .

j>'
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LES GRAMMAIRIENS PRAKRITS, by Lugia Nitti Uolci, pp. 227; Paris,

1938.

This treati.se on the Prakrit grammarians is indeed one of the best books on

Prakrit philology published in recent years, and certainly offer.s much nioie than

the short chapter in Pischels 'Oramniatik’. It is not a mere account of the authors

of Prakrit grammars, as the title of the book might suggest. In it the grammars
themselves have been critically exarnined as to how far they are important from
philological point of view. Her cliiefe.st di.scovery is surely that in connection

with Vararuci: she has proved conclusively that only the first nine chapters of this

grammar are genuine. Another important di.scovery of the authoress, which, how-
ever, is likely to be contested, is that Vararuci wrote his grammar with the definite

purpose of ex])laining the Giithas of Ilala's Saptasataka. Dealing with Pharata, she

has disagreed with Jacobi as to the identification of the language of the Druvas
with Sauraseni. In her r)pinion we have to accept the po.sition, however paradoxi-

cal it may .seem, that according to the NatyasAstra the personages «)n the stage

should speak in Prakrit resembling Maharastri but sing in Saura.seni. In the same
manner the authoress discusses the eastern grammars, giving in each ca.se all that

could be desired both from the hi.storical and philological points of view.

B. K. Giiosn.

LE PRAK^ITANUSASANA DE PURU§OTTAMA» par IvUgia Nitti Dolci;

carriers de la Soci^te Asiatique VI; pp. xxvii + 141; Paris, 1938.

Miss Nitti Dolci has given us an excellent edition of Purusottania's Prakrtanu-

sasana which is the oldest Prakrit grammar of the eastern school. The text, which
has been edited here for the first time on the basis of a single defective Nepalese

manuscript, contains a complete translation with copious critical notes. The
authoress has ably proved that this Punisottaina is the same as the famous Bengali

Buddhist grammarian who wrote the Bhasavrtti and the Trikandasesa. v^hc con-

cludes that already in the year 1159 A.D. a large portion of tlie Prakrtanu.4asana

must have been in existence, for it is quoted by Vandyaghatiya vSarvananda in his

commentary on the Amarakosa which is dated in that year. As Purusottama, the

author of the Bhasavrtti, was a contemporary of King Baksmanasena who a.scended

the throne in the year 1170 A.D,, it seems doubtful that the authors of the Prakrta-

nu^asana and the Bhasavrtti were one and the same person. Even without the help

of a commentary, Miss Nitti Dolci has succeeded in reconstructing a ])erfectly

dependable text. The three indexes (of suttas, technical terms, and Sanskrit and
Prakrit words) have considerably enhanced the value of this excellent work.

B. K. Ghosh.

suvarisiaprabhAsottamasCtra Das Goldglanx-Sutra
; Kin Sanskrit

text des Mahayana-Buddhismus ;
herausgegeben von Johannes Nobel; with two

plates and one table; pp. liii-f-275 octave; Otto Harra.s.sowitz; Beipzig, 1937.

This magnificent edition of one of the most popular Mahayana Buddhist texts

Is the result of infinite conscientious labour on the part of Prof. Nobel. The value

of the book lies not only in the picture of popular Buddhism of the post-Christian
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era it presents before us; linguistically too this book marks an important advance
in our knowledge, for it is surely destined to be classed with Mahavastu, etc. as one
of the texts of Buddhist Sanskrit literature. The difficulties of editing an extensive

text, which was hitherto known to us only in Radloff s German translation of its

Uigurian version (Bibl. BiuUi., XVII), will be easily understood when it is remembered
that the idiom in which it is composed was far from mixed, and the manuscript
materials at the disposal of the editor w'ere wholly inadequate and unsatisfactory.

Yet, in the al)seiicc of a fixed grammar of the dialect concerned, only the manuscript

could serve as a guide to the editor. This text was translated into Chinese for the

first time in 414 A.D. by Dharmaksema and then successively by Paramartha,

Yasogupta, Jnanagnpta and finally by I-tsing about 700 A.D. No less than three

Tibetan translations were made of this text, one of which is based on I-tsing's

Chinese version. The interrelation l^etween, and the respective merits of, these

Chinese and Tibetan versions have been well discussed by the editor. The text

had been translated moreover into Aiguiian, Soghdian, Kalmuck and ‘Kliotani

Saka'. The text so recoirstructed has very little to offer about Buddhistic creed

and philosophy.

B. K. Ghosh.

ANCIENT INDIAN COLONIES IN THE FAR EAST, Vol. II : vSuvarnadvipa

Part II : Cultural Hi.story, by Dr. R. C. Majuindar, M.A., Ph.D.

The study of Indian colonization outside was in its very infancy when
Dr. R. C. Majumdar, the eminent scholar and Indologist, took up the ambitious

task of writing a series of books on India’s ‘Colonial Kingdoms’ in the Far Fast.

Champil, the first volume of this series had been published as early as the year 1927,

while the first part of the second, dealing with the political and administrative

history of Suvarnadvipa (by which name the author means the whole Malayasia

comprising the Malay peninsula and the Malay archipelago) made its appearance in

1937. Tlie.se two volumes do full credit to the author, wffio, by his valuable and
pioneer re.searches in the field, has not onl}’’ built up the reputation of being the

best scholai in India fitted for the ta.sk, but has also created, under his inspiration,

a band of w^orkeis devoted to Greater-Indian studies.

The work under review represents the second ])art of Volume II of the series

and deals with the cultural history of Suvarnadvipa. It is divided into two books
(Books V and VI). The former, under the heading ‘Culture and Civilization in

Suvarnad\'ipa’, discusses such points as Law, Economic Condition, Society, Literature

and Religion
,
as prevalent in different parts of Malayasia. In chapter one the author

gives a brief but informative survey of the Civil and Criminal Law and shows how the

legal system ami codes were to a great extent influenced by Indian ones, with how-
ever necessary modifications due to local conditions. In chapter two an account

of the trade relations of t he different parts of Malayasia, either among themselves or

with Indo-Cliina, India, China and even Arabia, has been ably given, along with the

possible trade routes and articles of merchandise. In dealing with Society, the

author refers to the introduction in these colonics of the Hindu social fabric, based

on the system of fimr castes {Chutnrvarna), and di.scu.sses the conditions as prevalent

therein. The chapters on Literature and Religion, though brief as compared to the

vast range of the subjects, give the most complete but compact survey in these two
important branches of .study. When outlining the different classes of Indo-Javanese

literature the author clearly brings forth their Indian origins and derivations, the

amount of Indian Influence and the points of derivations due to indigenous influence

or adaptati(yns of Indian traditions and mythology. Next he details the gradual
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growth and spread of the Indian religions—both Brahminical and Buddhist—in

Malayasia, together with the nature and character of each, and justly observes, 'it

would be hardly an exaggeration to say that so far as faiths, beliefs and religious

practices are concerned, the colonies in the Far Hast were almost a replica of the

motherland’ (p. 99). Particularly interesting is the valuable discussion on the

gradual stages in the syncretism of the different religious sects through Tantrikisin,

a condition not much unlike in the mainland, especially in Bengal, wherefrom the

religious ideas and tendencies appear to have spread to the colonies. An appendix
on the religious literature in Java enhances the value of the chapter still more.

Book VI, which represents the major part of the work, deals with the art of

Suvarnadvipa. Space forbids us in taking even a cursory glance of the many
important features of this section, which is well documented with representative

illustrations and very ably treated. Wc shall confine ourselves to an enumeration

of the main subjects of study. Java, where, of all islands of the group, has been

discovered the largest number of monuments, has five chapters devoted to her art.

The history of Indo-Javanese art has been divided into two broad period .s—Central-

Javanese (700 to 900 A.D.) and Kast-Javanese (1200 to 1500 A.D.), architecture

and sculpture of each period being treated separately and the fifth chapter being

devoted to a study of the bronze sculptures, of which quite a large number has been

found in Java. Then wc have a chapter treating the art of Bali, a small i.sland,

but no less famous, where the different .stages in artistic evolution can be definitely

marked. Next comes the art of Sumatra, where recent archeological explorations

are turning out specimens of considerable ini|X)rtance for the study of Indo-Colonial

art in general. Borneo and the Malay peninsula have got a chapter each for the

object.s of art found therein, while another chapter takes note of the metal sculptures

of unmistakable Indian influence, found so far off as the Philippine islands and
the island of Celebes. In every one of these chapters the author, with a succinct

description of the representative monuments, tries to bring home his points and

the thesis of direct Indian influence in the earlier periods being gradually modified

by indigenous influences and conditions has been successfully put forward. The
concluding chapter gives a general review' of the art of Suvarnadvipa along with an
illuminating discussion as to it.s sources during the successiv'e phases. The common
belief of South-Indiau origin has now to be discarded aiul the unmistakable influence

of Gupta traditions through Eastern India, analyzed with great care and skill, must
be regarded as a useful addition to our knowledge of Indo-Colonial art and architecture.

A true historian in method and outlook, the author has based this sumptuous
survey of the cultural history of Suvarnadvipa on a critical analysis of the original

sources, both native and foreign (Chinese and Arabic), and on the iiitei pretations

of the European w'orkers, specially the Dutch savants, in the field. No available

source of information has been left out of consideration and ev'ery datum lias been

utilized with singular care and discernment. Previous opinions and theories have
been discussed in detail and accepted or rejected with full reasons thereof. The
section on art is thoroughly dociunented by a large number of well-chosen, but not

always well-reproduced, plates, the latter fact forming a rather serious drawback

in this otherwise successful publication.

Along with part I the work under review constitutes an excellent comiiendium

for the history of Suvarnadvipa—botli political and cultural. Wo congratulate the

learned author on his laudable project and request him to bear in mind that, in

view of the eminent succes.s lie has acliiev'ed in the three w^orks alreaily pnbli.shed,

the completion of the series, of wliich he feels rather diffident on account f)f the

heavy pressure of administrativ'e duties, is a great desideratum, for which tlie public

would be eagerly waitiug,
Saraswati.
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THE ANTIQUITY OF THE BUDDHA-IMAGE : THE CULT OF THE
BUDDHA, by O. C. Gangoly.

This valuable little monograph on the antiquity of the Buddha image contri-

buted to the Ostasiatische Zeitschrift (Neue Folge XIV, Heft 2/3) should be read
by every student of Buddhism. The author has successfully tackled the most
difficult problem of the chronology of the earliest specimens of Buddha image.
He has ransacked all the available evidences, literary and monumental, in giving
full justice to this interesting subject. His remarks on the cult of the Buddha
have been supported by evidences from earlier and later Buddhist works. He has
bestowed much labour on the fulfilment of the object of his enquiry as to the
origin of the cult of Buddha image. The author deserves our best thanks for

the successful treatment of such a difficult subject. This short treatise offers

many new suggestions and repays perusal.

B. C. Law.

THE K^I^NA-KARI^JAMRTA OF LILASUKA (Bengal Recension) with three

Sanskrit commentaries of the Bengal Vaisnava School, the Krsna-V^alJabha of

Goprda Bhatta, the Subodhani of Caitanyadasa and the Sarahga-rangada of

Krsnadasa Kaviraja, critically edited by Dr. Sushil Kumar De, M.A., D.Litt.

Dacca University Oriental Publication vSeries, No. 5. Published by the Univer-

sity of Dacca, 1938. Pages Ixxxvii-p 384.

The product of untiring energy and deep knowledge of Sanskrit language and
literature, the w’ork under review opens with a thoroughly critical and comprehensive

introduction which evincing, as it does, the soundness of Dr. Uc’s judgment and
criticism, is followed by a detailed description of manuscripts and printed editions

on which the present text is based. Here again we have ample evidence of the

learned editor’s characteristic dexterity in collation. The Krsna Karnamrta is

a ‘remarkable collection (Kosa-Kiivya) of erotico-niystic lyrics of considerable

devotional fervour on the romantic theme of Krsna, and holds a high place in the

history of medi.'eval Stotra literature’. There are three appendices : the first quotes

additional verses given in the Second and Third Asvasas of Papayallaya Suri’s text

(South Indian version); the .second, additional verses gix'en in Bilvamangala-Kosa-

Kavya and Kr.sna-Stotra
;
and the third, additional verses ascribed in anthologies

and in some Bengal Vaisnava works. The usefulness of the publication has been

greatly enhanced by five indexes
:
(i) index of verses in the text and of verses not

found in Papayallaya Suri’s text of First Asvasa
; (2) index of metres

; (3) index of

verses in Papayallaya Suri’s Second and Third Asviisas (as gi^'en in appendix I); (4)

index of verses of Bilvamangala-Kosa-Kavya and Krsiia-Stotra (as given in

appendix II); and (5) index of verses and citations in the commentaries.

B. C. Law.
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